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STRUCTURE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES TO THE UNITED
NATIONS
TUESDAY, MAY 4, 1948

House

OF RESENTATIVES,

CoMtirtrrEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D. 0.

The committee convened at 10 a. in., in the caucus room, House Office
Building, Hon. Charles A. Eaton (chairman) presiding.
Chairman EATON. The committee will be in order.
In order to have Mr. Hays meet another engagement, I will ask Mr.
Judd to present Mr. Hays first.
STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER H. JUDD, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, I am exceedingly grateful to you and to
my colleagues on the Committee on Foreign Affairs for the decision to
hold full and thorough hearings on a question which is foremost today
in the minds of millions of Americans namely, how to strengthen the
United Nations so that it can become what the war-weary, disillusioned
and apprehensive peoples of the world believed it was and want it to
be, namely, a mechanism whereby disputes between nations can be settled equitably with sufficient mora[ and military force to prevent
aggression and maintain peace.
Mr. Chairman, before I proceed with my own statement, I should
like to yield to the gentleman from Arkansas, Mr. Brooks Hays. Four
years ago he and Ibegan working on formulation and development by
both political parties of an American foreign policy that would be
continuing and dependable, no matter which party was in power. We
introduced identical resolutions to that effect in 1944 any 1945. We
sponsored the present identical resolutions, House Concurrent Resolutions 59 and 60, and 163 and 164. They are now before the committee
and we have been joined by a good many of our colleagues, with others
planning to join this week.
Mr. a s must leave immediately to take a plane to Lexington, Ky.,
where he is to participate tonight, along with Mr. Javits, in a Town
Meeting of the Air broadcast on the very subject under consideration
here this morning.
It is indicative of the intense public interest in this subject, that this
is the second broadcast on the question that the Town Meeting has
arranged in less than 1 month.
Mr. Chairman, I ask that the gentleman from Arkansas be permitted
to make his statement at this time. '
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STATEMENT OF HON. BROOKS HAYS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARKANSAS
Mr. ILIS. Mr. Chairman, I apl)reciate the courtesy of the committee and of my good friend Mdr. Judd in permitting me to make a brief
statement at this time.
Our case for a revised United Nations is a simple one. It rests
upon the obvious fact that the organization as now constituted is
not succeeding in its princil)al purpose, that of removing the threats
of war. I believe that nothing less than a world tribunal, established by a charter defining aggression, authorized to determine judicially wihen an act of aggression is committed or threatened and empowered to stop such violations of the peace, will suffice.
We do not want to junk the United Nations; we want to save it.
We admit that this involves some delicate questions and requires
an analysis of our relations with the Soviet Government. We want
Russia as a participant in any agency for peace but if Russia defeats
every move for perfecting the United Nations we must. take steps
without her. These steps would not be anti-Russian, they would be
pro peace.
Now, it is stated that the United Nations is making headway. Its

friends say, "Look at the trouble spots it has removed; Indonesia,
for example."
That is conceded. Also the United Nations is doing good work
in humanitarian and cultural pursuits, but its procedures have not
embraced the intransigent attitudes of those nations who apparently
are not yet committed to judicial and cooperative means of keeping
the peace.
It would help if we of the United States committed ourselves more
forthrightly to a sound program of meeting aggression through the
United Nations.
The next decisions are ours to make. Unless we make them intelligently and announce them vigorously we cannot complain if the
only means we have for peace on a world scale deteriorates.
Now, in order to face the issue squarely, we have included in the
resolutions a reference to exploring, under section 51, the possibilities
for action with nations outside the Soviet sphere.
Let me emphasize the fact that what we want is a real United
Nations -with Russia and until we make sincere efforts to get that
kind of United Nations we cannot define the issues related to the
question of constructing a non-Russian world system for peace.
It involves the veto, of course. We complain because Russia has
abused the veto, but Mr. Chairman, the issue is deeper. It is the
veto itself and not its abusv that has caused some of the trouble.
We would, however, carefully circumscribe its surrender. Vetoes
would be left but not the power to invoke the veto where aggression
isIoAre
threatened.
we willing to chisel just a little of our own sovereignty away
for the sake of another sovereignty, not a superstate but a peace
sovereignty
to serve defense ends?
If we proceed
on that basis who knows but that Russia will revise
her own policies and recognize that her interests look in the direction
of cooperation with non-Soviet states, if not in economic affairs, at
least in the ways of peace.
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We have a breathing spell. The Marshall plan is unfolding and I
would like to interpolate, Mr. Chairman, thanks to the brilliant leadership of this zotinittee and its work in the European recovery plan.
The success of democratic elements in Italy enables us to attack
this problem of organizing for peace, but it must not be a half-hearted
attack. It must be all-out, if we escape armament races, world bankrul)tcy, andfall the other penalties of power politics.
Chairman EATON. Thank you, Mr. Hays.
Mr. Judd.
Will the gentleman yield to the chairman for a statement?
Mr. JUDD. Yes, indeed.
Chairman EATON. I would like to have the attention of the press to
this statement:
I wish to have it understood what these hearings are and what they
are for.
We are meeting to have hearings, according to a vote in the Foreign
Affairs Committee, on "the structure of the United Nations and the
relations of the United States to the United Nations."
Because of the urgency of this great problem, we have taken up
this first in our agenda, but as soon as we have finished the hearings
and taken action thereon, we propose to have hearings on the equally
difficult and far-reaching problem of the Palestinian situation, not
only in relation to the United Nations, but in relation to the peace of
the world.
I would like to have that statement in the press, as it clears the
situation as to our program.
We had planned today to have with us the American Ambassador
to the United Nations, 11r. Austin, but owing to problems over which
he had no control, including an illness, it became necessary to have
him here tomnorow, so tomorrow morning, we will hear the Secretary
of State and in the afternoon we will hear Ambassador Austin.
I have asked Mr. Judd, who is profoundly interested in all these
matters, to bring the witnesses together from our membership in the
House, many of whom are profoundly interested with him, and lie
will introduce them to us, the first witness being Mr. Judd himself.
Mr. JUDD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to proceed with my statement..

STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER H. JUDD-Continued
Mr. Chairman, the Congress of the United States with the support

of the country has already embarked on a great threefold program:
1. Resistance to any further spread of the glacier of tyranny and
slavery moving from the Soviet Union over large parts of Europe
and Asia;

2. Assistance to independent nations struggling to recover their
economic stability against determined efforts to subjugate them either

by organized minorities within, or aggressive pressures from without; and
3. Rebuilding enough. of our scrapped military strength to enable
us to fulfill our commitments overseas and to meet any probable
emergencies or dangers.
These three are essential to the preservation of our own and the
world's peace and freedom-but they are not enough. They merely
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buy time--give us a last chance to get, the world organized on a
better, sounder basis. They are three components of the comprehensive, over-all foreign policy and program which we must develop
and carry out with skill and efficiency if we are to win the fierce
political war now raging throughout the world before it degenerates
into an atomic war with unforeseeable destruction, if not extermination.
There is a fourth component. of that over-all program, equally
important and perhaps the most fundamental of all. We must take
immediate steps to get the United Nations structure and procedures
revised or reformed, either under article 109 or article 51 of its
Charter, so that it can take on the burden of resisting aggression,
which we are compelled to assume in this emergency, but which we
cannot long carry alone. We had to assume it 'last year when
Greece and-Turkey were threatened. We have to assume it now
when Italy, Scandinavia, and others are threatened. We are at
present the only force in the world with the resources and strength
for that task, and concern for our own security requires that we take
such a firm stand.
But we have neither the resources nor the wisdom to carry such a
burden indefinitely. Furthermore, even if we were strong enough
to perform this world policeman's job indefinitely, the world would
come to hate us in the process.
I see no hope of establishing a just peace on a reasonably secure
basis except through aworld organization so revised and strengthened
that it can effectively handle all threats to the peace from whatever
source, on the basis ol world law, and in the name and in the organized
strength of freemen everywhere.
The common people of this world placed their faith in the United
Nations as such an agency. It is clear from the experience of the last
two and a half years that in its present form it cannot do the job. In
fact, it is so constructed that any one of the Big Fiv e, by its veto, can
use the United Nations machinery to prevent the making of peace, to
defeat the very things it was supposedly set up to promote, yes, to
guarantee.
Mr. Chairman, when the United Nations Charter was adopted in
June 1945, I was unhappy about some of the provisions, especially the
veto, and said so. It seemed to me the veto arrangement was a monkey
wrench carefully placed in the United Nations machinery in such a
way that it could block turning of the wheels, beyond discussion if any
one of the Big Five so desired. Nevertheless, I worked for the adoption
of the Charter as the best it appeared we could get at the time. The
machinery was workable for peaceful settlement of disputes, if there
were the will and the good will to make it work. We earnestly hoped
that all the nations would have the will and the good will to make it
work.
Our own purpose in agreeing to the big power veto was to make all
nations sure that the new organization wold not be able to make war
unjustifiably, or otherwise impose its will, on any member nation.
We were too naive to realize and too tr.ustfulto suspect that the
Soviet rulers had a totally different idea. They were coldly planning to
use the veto, not to block war but to block peace. They have not used
it once to prevent war i they have used it repeatedly to defeat measures
or decisions that were in the direction of peace.
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At Tehran, Yalta, and elsewhere our leaders, in order to get Russia
to come along into the United Nations, yielded to her on matters of
principle and on solemn pledges, including those in the Atilantic Charter, apparently assuming that if Russia joined it would be for the same
reason wc. and1 others joined, namely, to help solve world problems.
But it sooni became clear that the Soviet Government came in, not to
get solutions to problems but to block solutions; not to make the United
(tions work but to be in the best possible position to make sure that
it does not work.
President Truman ait San Francisco had rightly saidl that the Char-

ter was only a first step. But Russia has insist ed onl blockingii the neces-

sar ay
next steps. Surely tie part of wisdom now is to recognize frankly
that as longas one Big Five nation obviously does not want the United
Nations maelnery to work, then thie machinery, no matter how good
it looks, is useless for such a crisis as we face today-until time monkey
wrench is removed.
ile Kremlin already has a world-wide organization-the Coimnunist Party. It has a dozen countries under its complete control, plus
trained, disa plined units in every other country. Its world organization is already functioning, efficiently and at full speed. It intends to
win, and in order to do so it must keep any other world organization
crippled and ineffective.
Mr. Chairman, that is an intolerable situation for those who really
want peace aid freedom.
There are three things we can do about it.
One is to scuttle the-United Nations, abandon it entirely. That, at
least, would be honest.
The second is to continue to give lip service to it and use its machinery
for marginal, relatively unimportant matters; but when we face a
really vital issue, find ourselves compelled to take direct action, bypassing the Uited Nations because it does not have the men, or the money,
or the authority to act-in fact, is usually prevented by the veto from
acting.
Tle third course is to try to get its structure modified so that it can
and ill work-with Russia if possible but without her if necessary;
not against Russia, but for world order under law.
The deep desire of the people of this country and of most of thle
rest of the world is not to abandon the United Nations, or to bypass
it but rather to fix it, to strengthen it. That is mankind's only hope
0i securing the things for whieh two World Wars, were fought.
At least three-fourths of the peoples of the world would join us, I

believe, in anl effort to revise the United Nations to make it capable of

functioning as an instrument to preserve peace and freedom. But they
cannot move without our active initiative and leadership.
Last July 10 Members of the House of Representatives, of both
political parties, and including 4 members of this committee, joined
with a bipartisan group of Senators in introducing identical resolutions urging the President to take the initiative immediately in calling under article 109 of the Charter, a general conference of the United
Nations for the purpose of improvii g its machinery so that it could
move ahead in developing world order under world law and with
world force organized to prevent aggression or other violations of
such law. I regret that the administration did not see fit to take any
action.
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On March 16 of this year seven Republicans and seven Democrats
of the House, including six members of this committee, introduced
more specific resolutions to the same general effect. Sixteen Members
of tie Senate of both parties introduced essentially the same resolutio i inthat body on April 12.
'Iheso resolutions call for revision of tie Charter in three main
resl)ects as the l)robable iiinimum to enal)le the organization to be
effect ive:
1. To eliminate the veto on matters of aggression and armament for
aggression and to reorganize the Security Council sot as to give representation more nearly approximating. the actual strength of its
members.
'2.
To l)rovide for iispection widcontroll of atomie and other important weapons.
3. To set up an international police force recruited from volunteers
front the smaller member states and supported if necessary by the
armed forces of the major states, which would be limited to agreed
quotas.
If Russia's real objective is security, as some still maintain then she
should readily join in such changes, because such a United Nations
would guarantee her security-as well as ours and that of every other
country that is willing to live in peace and let its neighbors do likewise.
Should Russia refuse to cOOl)erate, then at least the world will know
that her real objective is not security, but conquest, and the other
nations can go ahead under article 51 of the Charter, which authorizes
members to unite for "collective self-defense."
It is now being proposed that we and the five nations of western
Europe should organize for collective self-defense under article 51;
and I approve. But if article 51 is good enough to permit five or six
nations to get together firmly for collective self-defense, then it is good
enough to enable 40 or 50 nations to get together-all who are willing
to do so. Such a group would have preponderant power. No nation
could posibly challenge it by embarking on aggression.
I may add in passing that some have suggested that all the nonCommunist nations who want to could get together under article 52
authorizing regional arrangements, with the door always open for
Russia to join, too, if she desires.
It is not my view that we should at this time, in advance of the proposed general conference, commit ourselves to, any particular amendment or revision, any particular specific remedy, even though probably
each of us has his own ideas as to what changes are needed. Rather,
we should jointly hold a sort of clinic on a very sick patient--examine,
diagnose, and discuss the ailments, consider all the proposed remedies-and they will be many and varied-anld then see if we cannot come to a
fairly common mind as to which are the wisest and best to adopt. It is
my confident belief that with the experience of the last 3 years it will
be possible in a conference held now to evolve more workalle and effective machinery for peace than was possible at San Francisco.
This time we must get an organization based on justice, under world
law,and with a policeman. The gun must be in the organization's hand
against any aggressor, rather than in the aggressor's hands against the
world organization and against humanity.
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We must get an instrument that tile peaceful nations of the world
can use to make peace, and not one which a nonpeaceful nat ion-i f one
of the Big Five--iaii use to protect aggression a1( to lock peace.
We must move as effectively to strengthen our moral and legal position as we are moving to streingthen out economic aid military positions.
Stalin and the Politbureau aplparetly think that we think we cannot get along without Russia-andl usually we have acted as if they
were ri,'ght. I ant convinced that. if we denionstrate to the Russianms
quickly that we and the other peoples of the world can if necessary
get along without them, then there is a good chance we will soon finia!
it possible to get along with them.
Whenever enough of the peaceful governments of the world get
together on a basis that makes clear to the imen in the Kremlin, first,
tlat they (to not need to go to war to get security or satisfaction of
any legitimate grievances Russia may have; aml second, that they
camot succeed even if they to go to war-at that poibit I believe
there is a good chance they Wvill come along. There would be nothing
to gain by refusing.
Appeasement, exhortations, denunciations, bribes, or secret (teals will
not suceed. They have all been tried-with disastrouss results. Russia
will agree only when we get a set of circumstances where agreement is
more advantageous than attempted conquest.
To call such a general conference to revise the United Nations Charter is not a vote of noncmonlhlence. a cnI(lellnat ion of the United Nations idea. Rather, it is a reavowal of our faith in that idea and an
expression of our determination to achieve it in practice.
The great majority of the people of the world wants peace and is
willing to pay the price for it. It is betrayal of them and of our own
dead not to exert every possible effort to correct the structure and improve th6 machinery of the United NationsSi'lha,-it'can effectively
deal with whatever disputes arise to threaten the peace.
While strengthening our own defenses, carrying out swiftly and
efficiently the economic and military assistance programs to which we
have set our hands in Europe and Asia, we must also C-fercise positive,
vigorous, imaginative leadership to develop and improve the United
Nations until, please God, it can be made capable of enactingintrpreting, and enforcing world law governing relations between the
nations and peoples of the earth.
In what other way can we hope to revive our hopes and the world's
hopes for a just and enduring peace?
Unless we succeed in establishing such a peace, quickly, we and our
children are doomed.
Mr. Chairman, as a member of this great committee, I know full
well the deep concern you and all the members feel regarding this,
the most momentous question of our time. We are not alone in that
concern. There are organized groups in at least 23 other lands wrestling with the same problem-the problem of survival. I am confident
that after hearing and considering testimony from many of the most
distinguished and thoughtful men and women of our time, the committee will feel impelled to report out a resolution urging that our
country take the lead in forming a "more perfect union" that alone
can secure the blessings of liberty for ourselves and our posterity.
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Chairman EATON. I am sorry that the entire committee could not be
here; but, owing to circumstances beyond their control, several have to
be absent.
We want to thank you for one of the most brilliant and comprehensive statements that even you have ever made in our 1)Ir ence.
I wish to
attention
'l!
to the one fundamental statement which you
have made, which I hope will receive continuous attention; namely,

thatthe Kremlin already has a world-wide organization, the Communist Party. It
has a dozen countries under its complete control. Its world-wide organization Is
already functioning efficiently and at full speed, It intends to win, and in order
to (to so it must keep any other world organization crippled an(i ineffective.
In that statement it seems to me you have unveiled the very center
of tho l)roblem confronting not only the United Nations but every
freedom-loving people in the world.
Is it the will of the committee to question the various members as
they testify or to hear their testimony and then question them?
Mr. (hip)erlield, what is your view on the subject?
Mr. ('1m1rFIPrLT). Anything will suit me.
Chairman EATON. What is the opinion of our distinguished former

chairman, Mr. Bloom?

Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I think we better wait and hear the

witnesses, in case there is anything comes up upon which we want to
question them. We should decide at the time on whether we want to

question them or not.
Chairman EATON. On that suggestion, Mr. Judd, we will proceed.
The next wit ness that you have named here is Mr. Mundt.
I may say to the committee, when these distinguished statesmen have
finished, you will have an enormous intellectual mass to digest.
STATEMENT OF HON. KARL E. MUNDT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Mr. MUNDr. Mr. Chairman, I want to pick up the ball of our
colleagues and associates in these resolutions and possibly set out the
goal of our committee action.
I think it should be emphasized over and over again that not only
today is communism the only functioning international agency in the
world, but that by permitting this functioning international agency
to continue to block all peace activities on the part of the United
Nations, we have placed this country in a hopelessly impotent and
inadequate position.
Every civilized country in the world today has its segment of the
Communist P1arty. All of those segments operate in unison. They
operate cooperatively. They promote a coordinated program which is
patterned and promoted from the Kremlin, in Moscow. As a consequence, the United States in these last few years, has become the
great, single isolated nation of the world. It has been isolated not by
action of this Congress; it has been isolated not because of Any attitude
on the part of any segment of the American public; it has been isolated
by the march of events of recent history.
We stand today alone, as a great bulwark of freedom in this socalled ideological or cold war. Against us is arrayed this interna-
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tionally organized, internationally functioning, internationally cooperati ig, Communist Party.
It is an old adage that til organized minority can defeat an unorganize(d majority in politics, and an organized minority can eventually defeat an unorganized majority in any contest of any kind in this

world.

We inust meet this danger at its source.
On the Communist side, we have a great organized minority working as a team.
On the free side, we have the United States isolated and standing
alone, attempting to lead the free side of the contest. We do not have
any working papers with our British cousins, in Great Britain. We
have no compact, or any treaty or any organizational status with
any countries out of the Western Hemisphere. The closest thin we
have on this side is the Act of Chapultepec, which is establishes for
the purpose of joint defense of the Western Hemisphere and not for
the l)rlpuose of recruiting a team to defend freedom against the organized attacks of this Communist minority:
The only binding relationship we have to the other free countries
is the mucilage of our American currency which holds us to them
and them to us. When the currency runs out, we will find ourselves
facing the hazards of t his internationally organized Communist attack
with 0no organized, coordinated support on our side.
Mr. Chairman, since that is the danger, and since that is the crux
of the problem that has compelled us to spend some $30,000,000,000
since the war, trying to keep freedom alive, and trying to ward off
the vicious attacks of communism, 1 feel, as Dr. Judd and the other
members of the Senate and the House who have joined with me in
introducing this series of identical resolutions, that we should attack
this danger at its source.
We do not attack it at its source when we vote $6,000,000,000 under
the Economic Cooperation Act to help rehabilitate 16 countries of
western Europe. As Dr. Judd pointed out in his statement, we do buy
time. We think we have bought about 12 months of time, at $500,000,000 a month.
If we have bought that much time, we are fortunate. If we make
that time work in the cause of peace, we are prudent and sound. But
if we simply buy that time and wait for the expiration of the calendar
year, to purchase an additional amount of time at an increased cost,
we are improvident in our utilization of the taxpayers' funds.
I hope our committee will take the leadership in carrying out a prudent and a positive program.
This veto that the Russians have utilized in the United Nations some
23 times or 24 times, it seems to me, is carrying out a very simple and
very basic football tactic which, as the greatest football-playing nation of the world, we should have been able to solve and counteract in
the 30-odd months they have been following it through the United
Nations: The tactic as I see it, is simply this:
The Communists block the peace-loving nations of the world while
they run around left end with the ball making a touchdown. They
have blocked us, as I say, some two dozen times. They have made 11
touchdowns while blocking the peace-loving nations from doing anything to stop the aggressive march of communism, which, since the
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last months of the last war, has amassed and acquired more real estate

and subjected more people to domination than any other aggressive
move in the history of the world in peace or in war, in like amount
of time.
By vetoing all international police force; by vetoing international
control on the inspection of the atomic .boinb;by vetoing all efforts to
establish border patrols and international settlemnents of disputes as to
sovereignty of various areas-steadily, slowly, but, surely, the Russians
have made touchdowns in the cause of communism while blocking us
with their persistent vetoes.
They have done it in Lithuania, Latuia, Esthonia, Albania, Jugoslavia, Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia.
They have the ball on the 2-yard line in Finland, ready to push it
over for their eleventh consecutive touchdown, any time the quarterback in the Kremlin decides to call the touchdown signal.
I submit, that. Mr. Chairman, as a nation of football players, having
seen this thing take place for 30 months, for 11 consecutive plays, we
should by now-be able to figure out some kind of signal to stop that very
siml)le tactic of blocking our tacklers while they run with the, bl1.
especially inasmuch as it is being promoted by a country which would
not know the difference between a football game and a bullfight because
they have never seen either one of them in Russia.
We should not let them continue to befuddle us and before us by so
simple a move.
To counteract. that, we who have introduced this series of resolutions
proposing that there be called a meeting of the member nations of the
United Nfations to consider all possible ways and means of bringing
this tactic of blocking and running with the ball for a touchdown to
an end. We suggest that through articles 109 and 51 of the Charter,
we explore the means whereby the fi'eedom-loving nations of the world
mnav also have on our side an international organization, working in the
interests of peace, to counteract this 30-month-old organization in
which the Communists have operated internationally in the interests
of aggression and in the interests of their control.
We do not believe that we should eliminate the veto entirely, because
by so doing we pretty well eliminate our national sovereignty, but in
those essential elements, such as matters of aggression, such as the control of weapons designed to destroy mass populations, the atomic bomb,
and others, such as the establishment of an international police force,
and such as the matter of the admission of memberships into the United
Nations family, we think the veto should be eliminated.
Perhaps out of these discussions by the member nations of the United
Nations, growing out of what this committee recomends if the Congress then passes legislation. requesting the President to call such a
meeting, there will come other valid and helpful suggestions for promoting the peace.
I do not think we should eliminate the iveto, for example, from the
standpoint of the right of Congress, the constitutional right of the
Congress to declare war. That should be something to remain a
part of the sovereign function of this Government and this Congress.
,13a if we have an international police force, that police force should
be ordered by the United Nations to move in and stop little wars from
becoming big ones, without any country having the right to veto such
a movement.
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Tie question, Mr. Chairman, if we l)omote this kind of movement,
if we approve this resolution and Congress adopts it. and Congress
acts ill Collfornlice with it fin( the conclave is held and the disCussion eventuates the agenda is followed and agreement takes place
on these four eliminations of the veto, the question then is what will
Russia and her 11 satellites do, once we have called her hand, once
this simleI football tactic is stopped; once she is compelled to live
under decent, understandable rules of the game.
Some people may say, "Russia may pull out, she may break up the
United Nations, an'l she and her satellites may retire." "
Nobody can predict actually, Mr. Chairman, what the Russians will
(1o, once they have been stol;ped from this very successful career of
aggression on which they have been engaging within the orbit of the
United Nations.
I do, however, want to call attention to this fact: Today the pre(lominliance of power is oin the side of the free countries of the world;
that. Russia and her 11 satellite countries are consl)icuously weak from
the standpoint of every essential factor required to wage successful
War.
As a consequence, I think it follows very plausibly that once faced
with the decision of tile member nations of the United Nations, that
this program of blocking peace-performing machinery is going to
be stopped and the Russians are invited to sign a Charter of the
United Nations which will wo*c to protect the peace, they will ponder
long and carefully before divorcing themselves from the family of
nations and attemipting to set ul) a little Red orbit of their own.
I predict after grumbling and grouching amn1d complaining, after
dragging their heels, they will come to the conference table and sign
this new Charter, because I do not believe they dare run the risk of
standing alone today in this world as it would then be constituted.
If worst comes to-worst, and Russia and her 11 satellites did not sign,
we then have exactly the status quo which we have today, except that
we have ublanketed the features of the status quo for all )eople to
see what most people now know to be the truth; that you lave this
cleavage between the Communist and non-Communist nations of the
world; that in one section there are 12 countries, including Russia, and
in the other section there are 46 countries, including the United States.
If the Russians come along and sign up, Mr. Chairman, we will then
have a United Nations which will work. We will have stopped this
drift toward war and we will have established a machinery which can
perpetuate the peace.
Let us look at the eventuality if they do not sign up, if they pull
out and form a bloc of their own.
Who will be then on the side of freedom I The Russian bloc will
be comprised of 12 countries. It will have approximately 320,000,000
people in that bloc, if they take, as they probably will, the eastern
provinces of Germany. Those 320,000,000 people in the 12 countries
which they now have, plus the eastern provinces of Germany, will be
offset by 46 countries of the world which are today willing to follow
the leadership of positive action on the part of America and the free
countries which belong to the United.Nations.
From the standpoint of population, on the free side there will be
1,968,000,000 people as compared to the 320,000,000 people in the Soviet
sphere.
7521-48-2
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Percentagewise, 87.5 percent of the world's population will be organized and led by the freedom-loving countries of the world, and
12.5 percent of the people will be under the coercive domination of the
Soviet sphere.
Mr. Chairman, to wage war these days, there are certain essential
factors that you must have. History does not reveal a single time
when any aggressive power anywhere has gone out on a war career,
attacking nations four times as powerful as the would-be aggressor.
Aggressors have the habit of picking on somebody they can whip
nibling them off one at a time, or waiting until they have perfected
an organization which will give them at least an equality of power,
plus the element of surprise, before initiating the attack.
Let us look at the products essential to fighting a war:
Crude oil is tremendously important in modern war. If we call for
this modernization of the machinery of the United Nations, and the
Russians are inclined to pull out and form a Soviet sphere of their own,
they will be unable to endanger the peace, even though they try. The
free countries of the world will have 92.6 percent of the crude oil production in the world today. The Soviet sphere will have 7.4 )ercent,
and they cannot get any more without fighting for it, and they do not
dare attempt to fight for it against countries which are organized and
which contain 92.6 percent of the oil.
It takes copper to fight a war. It is an essential in modern warfare.
Who has the copper?V
The free countries of the world, the 46 countries outside the Soviet
sphere, the 46 countries Dr. Judd and I and the other members of our
committee who have introduced these concurrent resolutions, the countries we are urging you to urge the President to organize into a working team, that team of free countries has 91.5 percent of the world's
copper, and the Soviet sphere has 8.5 percent of the world's copper and
cannot get any more without fighting for it.They do not dare to go to war for copper, because they are so completely overwhehned by the predominance of power on the side of the
free countries.
Coal is important in the fighting of a war. You have to have fuel
to turn the machines that spit out the implements that kill the men
who fight a war.
Who has the coal, Mr. Chairman V The Soviet sphere has 15.5 percent of the coal. The free countries of the world have 84.5 percent of
the coal.
That in itself is a safeguard to peace, because without having the
fuel with which to manufacture the elements required in the fighting
of a war, the Soviet sphere, in spite of its desire, is unable to challenge
the rest of the world, once the rest of the world ceases to be a group
of isolated segments and becomes an organized team, working on the
side of peace, operating under a charter, operating under an agreement, maintaining an international police force, providing for the coordination of its resources and cooperation of its people.
Pig-iron production is something which war strategists look to, to
determine the strength that a country is going to have in wartime. In
pig-iron production the free countries of the world have 82.5 percent
of the pig-iron production and the Soviet sphere 17.5 percent.
Again it is well over four times the power and the production and
the might being on the side of the free countries of the world which
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lack only one thing, preventing them from being able to make war
instigated by the Communists impossible. The tiing we lack is the
positve leadership to organize their forces and their strength so that
we can function as a team. If we drift into war at a time when the great
predominance of power is on the side of freedom, we drift into war
because of a bankruptcy of leadership among the free countries of the

world.

Chairman EATON. Would the gentleman yield for a question at that
point?
Mr. MUNDr. Yes.
Chairman EATON. Are you going to discuss the atomic bomb in connection with these resources for war?
Mr. M Dr. Yes, sir, I am coining to that.
Chairman EATON. Thank you.
Mr. MUNin. lhe world steel-ingot production.
Steel production is certainly essential in war. Who has the steel
production of the world? Do these 12 countries that have been imnrching out from Belgrade and Prague and Berlin have the steel production?
No, they have the leadership. They have the teamwork. They
have the definite design to move, but they do not have the power. The
power is on the side of the free countries which at the moment lack the
leadership, lack the design, lack the pattern and the cooperation, and
thus find themselves being weakened as one country after another
leaves the fold of the free and is coerced into the camlp of the Conimunists, its Czechoslovakia, the latest victim was.
In the loss of Czechoslovakia, the free countries lost a very substantially strong producing country.
In steel production, 80.7 percent of the steel production is in the free
countries of the world; 19.3 percent of the steel production is in the
Soviet sphere.
Before talking about armaments I want to mention one other thing
you have to have to fight a war. You have to feed the men who do the
fighting. You have to feed the populace that produces the implements
o war. You have to feed the people behind the home line.
To feed them you have to have wheat.
Who has tme wheat, Mr. Chairman? 70.9 percent of the wheat production of the world, even with the 12 countries the Russians now
have in their clutch, 70.9 percent is among the free countries and only
29.1 percent is behind the iron curtain under the Soviet domination.
Now for the immediate things with which you must be fortified, if
you propose to challenge the world in a war.
The chairman has mentioned the atomic omnb. They do not have
the atomic bomb. The free countries do have the atomic bomb. According to even the most pessimistic reports of our best intelligence, we
are going to continue to be exclusive owners of the atomic bomb in
operative-strength for at least another 24 months, so that we have some
time to test the leadership of the free countries of the world, to determine whether we have the genius and the courage to organize countries
who are alike in their resistance to communism, who A l form an overwheliningly powerful team if somebody will get them together and
start calling the signals under a workable formula.
What is true of the atomic bomb, Mr. Chairman, is substantially
true of the navies of the world. Virtually 100 percent of the surface
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navies of the world are on the side of the free. Aside from the submarines that the Soviet sphere has, they have no substantial navy at all.
In a global contest in which countries seek by bluster and Godless
viciousne-ss to frighten the rest of the world to the point it permits them
to pick off free countries one by one, that country cannot do it without
a navy and without an atomic bomb, once the rest of the countries have
organized themselves to resist that type of aggression.
Approximately 75 percent of the machine tools of the world, and
the machine-tool production of the world, is in the hands of the free
countries, and less than 25 percent in the hands of the Soviets, and
if there is any one superduper "must" you must have to fight a modern
war it is machine tools and machine-tool production, because war
produces quick changes in the kind of weapons that are used. The
country without a machine-tool in(lustry is soon fighting from an
antiquated position using obsolete arms, against, a country that is
equipped to use nlodiern weapons.
Mr. Chairman, I have no desire to )rolong this discussion, although
I have additional statistics on this subject. I simply wanted to point
out with irrefutable, tangible statistics, that if we have a third world
war, and if we permit the United Nations to continue to stumble
into failure and (disillusion,we have no "one to blame but ourselves.
The strength, military, economic, from the standpoint of population
from the standpoint of food suply, the great predominance o#
strength today, is arrayed as it has been in few times in world history,
on the side ot rectitude, on the side of freedom, on the side of peace.
Now, of course, if we are stupid enough, in view of such circumstances, to permit 12 countries, dod-inated by 14 men of the Politbureau, in the Kremlin, to block effectively for more than 30 months
every single constructive peaceful movement on the part of the United
Nations, and if you permit them, while blocking this great giant on
the side of freedom,
from doing anything to protect ourselves, to
continue to nibble off the free area of the world, country by country,
as they have done 11 times, if we continue that, certainly, then, if we
become so weakened on the free side that eventually the Communists
feel free to challenge us in war, again we have'no one to blame but
ourselves.
I think the free world today, I think the English-speaking people
of the world today, the Congress today, I think our committee today,
has one of the greatest challenges ever confronting a group of parliamentary people anywhere in the country. It is the sinple challenge
of calling together'all the countries of the world, to study the way in
which some of the countries of the world have been pushing threequarters of the world argund, and having analyzed the problem, to
revamp the United Nations Charter so ,4hat process can no longer
continue, and having revamped it, to ask all the world to sign up a
new Charter under which nobody can push anybody around any more,
because the strength is on our side so overwhelmingly.
I think the Communist countries will be compelled to sign that new
Charter and join a new United Nations which they no longer can
control, but if they do not, and we exercise the leadership we now
have, to got the rest of the countries tether in a team, a union of
decent nations, 46 countries of the world, determined to resist communism, I submit that we have outlawed war by making it impossible
for such a small segment as the Commimists will then represent of the
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world strength to start it war. They dare not attack the giant which
would then le represented by the free countries of the world.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman EAroN. Thank you, Mr. Mundt.
The Chairman would like'to call the attention of the press to the
fact which needs to be stressed, that the testimony by these Members
of Congress is probably the most fundamental, far-reaching, statesmanlike and brilliant testimony that we will have before us during
this entire hearing.
Incidentally, if you would like a new candidate for the Presidency, I
noomninate Mr. M lundt.
Mr. MuNI)r. The last one who spoke from here was Mr. Wallace. I
do not like the precedent too well.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Bloom.
Mr. BIm)3oi. Mr. Mundt, I was very much interested in your statement. I believe everything you say. 'However, this thought occurred
to me, that if we do not do what you say and what you recommend,
and if Russia should take over in the balance of western Europe, then
where would the power lay?
Understand, I agree with you. What you have said in your statement, of course, that is the position prevailing today.
Mr. Mu.NDT. That is right.
Mr. BLooia. But the power of adding 16 nations beside the other
nations that are not in the Marshall plan, the power of the strength
of strategic materials in western Europe, if they are added to what
the Russians have today, then what do you have to say about it?
Mr. MuNtyr. I am glad you brought that up, Mr. Bloom, because it
underscores the urgency of the problem. Tihe figures I have given, of
course, are the figures of the 12 countries now in the Soviet sphere,
plus this eastern segment of Germany, which looks like it must hopelessly be included therein, as contrasted with the rest of the world.
Now, if we do nothing, if we squander this time that we have so expensively purchased at $500,000,000 per month, and the Soviets take
over the rest of Europe, the 16 participating countries, we will then
have something very close to a parity of power.
Mr. BLoOm. It is 16 plus.
Mr. MUNDT. That is correct. It is a parity of power in which the
two segments of the world will be virtually equal but while they will
be equal from the standpoint of the strength which we have, in the
elements to fight a war, they will be unequal because the elements of
surprise will be solely in thehands of the Communists operating under
a totalitarian dictatorship, because they move without debate; they
move without public discussion of their moti-ves, and consequently we
would live in constant jeopardy and fear of a force then fully as strong
as ours, and under those circumstances I believe it would be impossible
to perpetuate the peace.
If we are troing to do anything about peace at all that is effective we
should do it now before this ni bling process continues to the point
where the Soviet sphere has obtained a parity of strength with the
freedom-loving nations of the world. Once they get that and can
use that as an element of surprise in attacking us, I think we face inevitable war and possible defeat.
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Chairman EATON. Are there any other questions from the members
of tile committee?
Mr. LoDoE. I would like to ask a number of questions, if I might.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Lodge.

Mr. LODE. I would like to compliment my friend Mr. Mundt on
the brilliance of his statement. I certainly *thinklie has posed the
problem when he says that we have by ERP purchased time within
which to take the leadership.
Now, there is one very fundamental question with respect to his
resolution which disturbs me, and that is that as I understand the
Charter-and I do not have a Copy oft the Charter before me-it is
under 109 that a meeting of the Uinited Nations is to be called for the
purpose of devising ways and means to strengthen the Charter but
article 51, as I recall it, is a provision which allows for the, forming of
regional, multilateral pacts.
I am a little confused bv the fact that in Resolution 163 on the one
hand a revision of the Chirter is provided for, and on the other hand
we are proceeding tinder 51. It would seem to me that under the Charter, in order to obtain a revision, you have to have unanimity, after
you have called your meeting by a two-thirds vote. You muist then
have unanimity.
Why is it not possible to proceed under 51, to organize tei multilateral regional pacts and still retain the United Nations as a possible
ultimate meeting place after some kind of a settlement has been arrived at with the Soviet Unionf
Mr. MTuDT. If I understand the question the gentleman poses, I
would say, "Yes," in reply to your question, that such a procedure is
possible.
As you know, we are considering here before our committee a long
series of resolutions, some of which specify article 109, some of which
specify article 51, and it would be my hope that in formulating a committee bill, and report, that we would so phrase our legislation that it,
would provide for a meeting of the member nations of the United
Nations for purposes of studying the reasons why the Charter and the
organization is not now functioning satisfactorily, or for the purpose
of proposing the essential provisions and urging the countries to retain
and establish a United Nations under this new Charter, and to be followed by leadership on our part to organize the rest of the countries of
the world as I have indicated, if the Russians and the satellites at that
time refuse to go along.
Mr. Lon-. My point is that it seems to me there is a tremendous
difference between Resolutions 59 to 68 and 163. Under 59 you call
your meeting by a two-thirds vote.
If the Soviet Union block's any attempt to revise the Charter, then
ou have a choice. Either you amend the charter without the Soviet
nion in which case you are making a breach of the provisions of the
United Nations Charter, or you decide that you can do nothing at this
time to amend the Charter.
Now, as to this question of leadership with which I synipathize, why
is it not possible to proceed with this leadership under article 51, without a revision of the United Nations Choxter.
Mr. Murxr. It would be; except if you do that, the onus of breaking
the world up into two organized segments might be ours, and I think
if we do the thing correctly, we can place the onus upon the Russians
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should they elect to divorce themselves from the worl organization
by refusing to sign up in conformity to tile provisions of the Charter.
Mr. Loo(;E. I do not quite follow you there. It would seem to me
that if a meeting were called and the Soviets refused to agree to these
streingt hen ing amendments, the onus is on them. But if wedecide to go
ahead and write our own charter, exclusive of Russia and the satellites, we are divorcing ourselves from the UN. We should say, "All
right, we will leave the United Nations there for service which w;e hope
it can perform when we have reached a settlement. In the meantime,
we will exercice our leadership by proceeding under articles 51 and 52."
Mr. JUDD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr .M11UNIyr. I will be happy to yield.
Mr. JUDD. That is exactly what House Concurrent Resolution 163
contemplates. It does not conteplniate that if Russia blocks any amendments which practically all the other countries want to have adopted,
we will then pull out and form a separate organization. It merely
means that we are serving notice in advance tit if she blocks such
changes then those who want them will go ahead under article 51
within the United Nations to adopt them as the basis for relations between themselves on a more closely integrated and firmly committed
basis.
Mr. LODGE. It does not seem to me that that is what the resolution
says.
sr. JUDD. Then we will change the resolution. That is what it was
intended to say.
Mr. LoiOGE. The resolution says, "under the provisions of the
Charter."
If you are going to revise the Charter, you must either get the unani.
mnous consent of the members of the United Nations or you are going
to revise them without it, in which case you are breaching the Charter
of the United Nations.
It seems to me that the Charter has been well devised. You can proceed under 51 and 52 without breaking up the United Nations.
I think we have a tendency in this country to think too much in
terms of two alternatives and we are apt to grow impatient. Either
we must reach an immediate settlement or we have to prepare for war,
and there is no land in between.
It seems to me that we can proceed under article 51 to organize the
freedom-loving nations of the world for the purpose of achieving a
settlement with Russia, and keep the United Nations as a possible
meeting plac6 for that eventuality.
This resolution appears to me to contain two thought which are
contradictory.
One, we proceed under 51; and the other, we revised the Charter.
I cannot see that those two thought can be coordinated if Soviet.
Russia decides to veto changes in the Charter.
Mr. JUDD. I agree.
Mr. MuNDr. I do not quite follow the gentleman as far as his con.
tradictory elements are concerned. Certainly the procedure which
he has outlined is virtually the procedure which we have discussed
in our meetings, Dr. Judd and the rest of us, as to the way in which
this reform is to be implemented. If there are clauses about the resolutions which disturb you, it is not our thought that either one of these
resolutions be adopted in the language as now appears; because, as I
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say, these hearings cover a great variety of resolutions, some dealing
with 109, some with 51, and some with neither.
It is our desire to bring in the pattern of need before the committee
and then have the committee, out of all the suggestions before it,
write a committee bill which will seek the objective which we hope
we can all agree upon as a result of these hearings.
Mr. LoDE. May I just ask one or two other questions?
Mr. Muyr. Suirely.
Mr. LoDGe. I am a"little disturbed about giving France and China
one vote each ; because, after all, France and China are both countries
which are in the front lines of this struggle against communism.
Now, the forces of freedoom having won the Italian" election, it
would seem to me quite questionable to relegate France to a position
of having one vote whereas other powers have two. It appears to me
that that might have a very serious effect upon the morale of that
country.
I won(ler whether the gentleman is prepared to give me his comment
on that, and also in respect to China?
Mr. B)otr. Do you mean one vote in the Security Council?
Mr. Lowirx. Yes, sir. The way it is set up in the resolution is two
votes for Russia, two for Great Britain, two for the United States
one vote for China, one for France, and two more for the other small
nat ions.
Mr. JUDI). It specifies the British Commonwealth, not just Great
Britain.
Mr. MuNr. I think the morale of France, Italy, and China will be
so tremendously strengthened by this type of approach that we do not
have to worrv so much about the impact of their particular rel)resentation on the Security Council.
For example, to go back to the Italian elections which you mentioned,
had De Gasperi been able, which in this campaign with our assistance
he won-had he been able to tell the Italians, "Your choice is between
joining up with 12 countries of the world who have among them substantially less than 20 percent of the average resources with which
wars are fought," that Your choice is between joining them or joining
with the free countries of the world who have roughly 80 percent of
the resources with which wars are fought," lie would have been in a
much better position to make an appeal to the voters than in the present situation, because he could not offer them any alliance now with

any other countries.
lie said, "Don't join with the 12, and if you don't, you will get the
Marshall plan which we hope will continue,' and he could not guaranteeMr.
they ODaE.
anything
permanent.
I willsay
to my colleague that it seems to me that that
can be done under article 51 Without attempting to revise the United
Nations Charter without Russia.and her satellites.
I have one more question and that is with respect to this armament
quota. It appears to me that you have limited the United States as
to those very elements of power in which we are predomirfant and have
not limited Soviet Russia in the elements of power in which she is predominant. I will explain what I mean.
You talk of heavy armament. Our advantage is precisely in the
fact that we have a highly industrialized economy which enables us
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to 1)roduce a large number of highly evolved, heavy armaments, far
greater than any nation in tie world, including Russia.
Russia has enormous manpower.

Now, I wonder whether it would not be advisable-assuming as you
believe and hope and, indeed, we must all hope, that Russia would
agree to certain amendments to revise that heavy armament quota
criterion, and perhaps substitute something which would not penalize
us more than it penalizes Soviet Russia.
I would like to have your comments on that.
Mr. MuNroV. May I say, first of all, that the quota provisions are
simply a target at which'to shoot? It is not our assumption that we
have found the final answer to all the various armament quotas, but
it suggests a niodus operandi under which tIe conference can proceed
in arriving at some workable and equitable distribut ion of arms quota.
Now, I quite agree there could be a change here or a change there
and would not for a minute argue the fact that this particular formnula is the final answer to the world agreement on the distribution of
armaments. It is merely put there to suggest a pattern. It is a point
of procedure on which men can argue and finally work out agreements.
Mr. LODOE. It is subject to redefinition?
Mr. MUNDT. That is correct.
Mr. LODE. Thank you very much; and again I want to congratulate you on your very brilliant and illuminating statement.
Mi'. CmPERFIELD. M1ay I ask a question?

Chairman EATON. Mi. Chiperfield.

Mr. CHIPERFIELD. I do not believe 59 goes far enough. I would like
to see House Concurrent Resolution 163 or something similar adol)ted.
Mr. MuN Tr. I am glad to hear you say that. We are really pushing
163 and its companion resolutions at this time. The other was a first
step toward which we were moving and there is a more complete prograin than the other.
Mr. CIIPEFIELD. Let us supl)ose that this committee adopts some
resolution similar to 163. What reason (to you have to think that tihe
quarterback would then call the team together?
Mr. MuNDm. My thought is that we should rephrase this resolution
so as to place the responsibility definitely on the President of the
United States to call it.
Then I think the pressure of public opinion, the influence of Congress, and his own good judgment will combine to motivate him to
issue the call.
M r. CHrPE11FIEL). I want to thank you for a very excellent statement,
Mr. Mundt.
Mr. JONKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JONKMAN. I was rather intrigued by the colloquy between Mr.
Judd and Mr. Lodge with reference to the possibility of the United
States withdrawing from the United Nations. That 163 would have
to be perfected in order to prevent that possibility.
Mr. JUDD. If that is a possible interpretation of the present language, then I want it revised because my purpose is to work under
article 51 within the United nations, not go off and set up another.
Mr. JoNK31AN. The reason that intrigues me is because I believe the
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inducement for this meeting was with reference to the expenditure
and loan of $65,000,000 for buildings and purchase of a site.
Now, if we were to withdraw from the United Nations after we
bought that site who would the site belong to?
Mlr. BLoom. Does not the resolution say that we should have a first
mortgage or a lien upon the land and buildings and all the improvements for the loan that we give to the United Nations?
Mr. JONKMAN. We have a Trojan horse right in the heart of our
country, controlled by those whom we could not control, or with that
possibility eventually. There is no question but what the property
would belong to the organization and not those who seceded from it
We are not talking about foreclosures.
Mr. BLOOM. If we did not loan the $65,000,000 to the United Nations,
and the building should be built, our proportionate share of assessments of the members of the United Nations would be about one-half
or more of the $65,000,000, so we should be called upon to pay a certain
amount of money.
The other way, if we loan $65,000,000 and get a first niiortgage and
lien upon improvements in the property, we have an asset there that
is worth the $65,000,000.
Mr. JONKMAN.

The gentleman is talking on matters that are en-

tirely collateral. It is my assumption that if certain nations withdrawv from the United Nations, the property would belong to the
United Nations proper. If that was drawn (lown to the Soviets or
the satellites, we would have a Trojan horse right in the heart of our
country and could not stop it.
Mr. MuNDT. Let me point out that under the program as proposed,
if carried out according to our intentions, if anybody secedes from
the United Nations it will not be the United States; it will be Russia
and her satellite interests, because the predominant strength, 46 of the
58 countries, would follow along on a program which we have in
mind.
If anybody secedes it will be the Russian bloc and they lose their
control in the United Nations property.
Mr. JONKMAN. I am inclined to believe the gentleman is right and
I only raised the question because of the colloquy.
Mr. LoooF.. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. JONKMAN. I will be glad to yield.
Mr. LoooE. I would like to say to Mr. Mundt that I do not believe
lie is right about that. I think the United Nations Charter is very
specific in saying that you can call a meeting by a two-thirds vote, but
in order to change the Charter you must have unanimity. If you do
not get unanimity you cannot revise the Charter within the terms of
the Charter. Therefore even if two-thirds decide to get out, they are
the seceders and those who remain are still the United Nations.
Mr. JuDD. There is nothing in this resolution that suggests that we
are going to get out.
Mr. 1DoE. You mentioned revision of the Charter.
Mr. JUDD. Revision if possible.
'Mr. LoDOFL You do not say you are going to proceed under 51
exclusively.
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Mr. JoNRKMAN.

Mr. Chairman, I refuse to yield any further.

Mr.

.Judd said in his prepared statement, on page 2, in referring to tile
United Nations Organization:
The machinery was workable for peaceful settlement of disputes, if there were
the will and the good will to make It work.

Now, do you propose, by perfecting this machinery, to create the
good will that is necessary to make it work?
Mr. MUNImr. No, but we (o proposee to recentt ally one or two
countries which lack good will, to prevent it from working.
Mr. Buwo~r. It is to prevent the abuse of the Charter.
Mr. JONKHIMAN. Mr. ,Judd said on page 3:
Surely the part of wis(lom now is to recognize frankly that as long ats one of
the Big Five nations obviously does not want the United Nations machinery to
work, then the machinery, no matter how good it looks, Is useless for such a
crisis as we face today, until the monkey wrench is removed.

I want, it understood that with every freedom-loving person in the
world I want to strengthen the United Nations if it, can he done.
You have talked along similar lines, constantly, you have tallied
about Russia withdrawing, as if Russia is going to 'withdraw. The
question is whether you are basing that assuluption on the san1e fallacy
that has caused its to be disturbed about Russia continually.
Now, it is my understanding that there is no provision in the Charter
for a nation to withdraw.
Is not that correct?
Mr. MuNJYV. I did not un(lerstallnd your question.
M[r. JoNKpMtAN. There is no specific provision in the Charter for a
nation to withdraw?
Mr. MUNr. Yes, I believe a nation can withdraw.
Mr. Jo.KcM,\N. I am pretty sure there is not. I would like to have
you call miy attention to it.
Mr. MDur. I think you will find there is a procedure for a nation
to withdraw from the United Nations.
Mr. JONKMAN. I understand there is a provision in the Charter for
expilsioii of a nation that fails to pay its dues for more than 2 years
without good reason, or for not living up to tie provisions of the
Charter.
Mr. MuNDT. Also I think you will find a provision there by which
one can withdraw alter serving due notice andpaying all fees.
Mr. Booir. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. JONHRMAN. If you have tile proViSion.
Mr. Bu)otr.. Is it not the fact that lie can withdraw but for 2 years
he would( be obligated to the provisions of the Charter?
Mr. MuN;DT. I believe so.
May I correct any false impression which I may have left with you ?
It is our hope and belief that Russia will not withdraw, because she
will find herself so hopelessly in the minority from the standpoint of
the things a nation has to have with which to fight a war. We do not
believe she can afford to withdraw.
Mr. JoNmAN. Understand, I am not trying to throw cold water on
this resolution, by any stretch of the imagination. I would just like
to see soc reasonable, realistic means for attaining the objective.
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Now, the resolution for the revision of the Charter-that is to consider the resolution-is not subject to the veto. That is right, is it iot?
Mr. Mum. Yes.
AMr. JONKMAN. When it comes to revising the Charter, that is subject to the veto.
Mr. MUNYT. Under 109, that is correct.
Mr. JONKMAN. Yes; and then it must have the consent of all the
permanent members.
Mr. MuuNyr. If it is done under 109; that is correct.
Mr. JONKMAN. You can have a meeting to consider that provision

without the veto but when it comes to revision of the provision it is

subject to the veto.
Do you think that Russia is ever going to consent to change it with-

out using that veto?
Mr. MUNDT. I do if it is handled in a manner in which you also proceed through Article 51, to organize the strength of the world on the
free side, in the event that she does exercise her veto under 109. Thr,t

is why we use this parallel approach. Ono is the ungloved hand and
the other is the fist within the glove.
If you do not do it the way you can do it under 109, we have article
51 as a second approach, which they cannot veto.
Mr. JONKMAN. My point is that all the things you have fortified us
with as to our ability to lead the world, suppose Russia refused to
concur. Would you proceed to try to expel her from the United Nations Organization? Could she block that by the veto?
Mr. MUNDr. I do not believe you can stop her from doing what she
is entitled to.
Chairman EATONv. Article 5 of the Charter says:
A member of the United Nations, against which preventive or enforcement
,action has been taken by the Security Council, may be suspended from the exercise of the rights and privileges of the membership In the General Assembly upon
the recommendation of the Security Council. The exercise of these rights and
privileges may be restored by the Security Council.

Article 6: A member of the United Nations which has persistently
violated the principles contained in the present Charter may be expelled from the Organization by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council.
Unfortunately, of course, the Security Council has the veto.
Mr. JONKMAN. I was aware of that, and I have not yet had my
attention called to a provision under which any member can resign
from the organization.
Mr. MuNDr. You also have the power through article 51 to organize
the strength of the world on the side of the freedom-loving countries.
Mr. JONKMAX. You have that now.
Mr. MuNwr. Yes; but you do not utilize it now unless you call a
meeting for the purpose of getting a job done. There is power in
article 51 which we propose in this resolution to activate. We feel that
the possibility of that will force the Russians to come along with this
procedure, because otherwise they would be tantamount to just setting
off with 12 little countries by themselves.
Mr. Lona Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. JoNKMAN. I yield.
Mr. Leoe. I feelthat calling a meeting under-article 109 is desirable, but there are some grave questions with regard to 163.
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Is that the way the gentleman from Michigan feels?
Mr. JONKMAN. Yes. I am trying to find out if there is a reasonable
opportunity to attain the objectives you are seeking by any machinery
that is at hand.
Mr. JuDD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LODGE. I yield to the gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. JUDD. Article 52 begins:
Nothing under the present Charter precludes the existence of regional arrangelInent,

]Russia now has a "regional arrangement" of herself and 11 satellites.
It has been suggested by sohf
tthat
there is nothing to prevent all
the other 40 or s6 nations from gef irlg together in a "regional arrangement" within ,the United Nations, adopting for themselves the
revised rules provided in 163; not secede fromwtlme United Nations, not
set up another organization but get together 64, a firmly organized
basis .within the United Nations, either for collecfive self-defense under article 51 or as a regional arrang.inent under 5t.
Mr.MVUND It is not another United Nations, but it is just within
th6 present Yi~lted Naions; the Russians pre operating their team,
the Communist team, within the presen'United Natioi.
We propose
t operate a freedonm'otam within'thq iame framework of the United
Nations which,will havo oyer 80 prnt of Vie strength of the world
behind it.
,
i
,V
Mr. BLOOM. Isviot theilnoi
ing we iave done akRio? It does
iiot affect the Unite' Natiois 'At all. The United Nftions provides

al sa ys y u bluld
ldo tait. .W did the same thiig at IRio. We
forie7% rekionai agreimea, betw n thehations of 0uis hemisphere.
Mr. X!uSDr. The Act Oi Chapuipec is perfectly Within the frame0
work of th Uitted Nations.
Mr Bioo~r. It dos not weaken thlUnited Natiois but strengthens
it, just"tje same as teiyhave been d6h g all over,the world.
Mr. JON MAN. That is in reality a regional organization, within
the meaning:of the United Nations Charter.You are proposing to create a regiqal'brganization that is worldwide, and that covers theawaotrritdiy as the United Nations Charter,
but leaves out the Comnunist-inclined nations; is that right?
Mr. MluNr. It is a region defined ideologically instead of geographically.
Mr. JUDD. We do not exclude them; they exclude themselves.
Mr. LoDmE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. JONKMAN. I yield to the gentleman from Connecticut.
Mr. LODGE. Under that, it seems to me that we have the right now
without any resolution to go ahead without any reference to article 51.
As I understand it it is in further implementation of resolution 59.
I wonder if we should not consider whether it would be advisable to
restrict ourselves to 59 and allow our representatives full freedom to
attempt to negotiate changes in the United Nations?
This resolution 163 talks about 51 on the one hand and "Provisions
of the United Nations Charter" on the other. Tjierefore, it is not
simply a resolution which calls for going ahead under 51. It is also
a resolution which calls tor the further implementation of resolution
59, in order to revise the Charter.
I think that ought to be made very clear.
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Mr. JUDD. It is in paragraph 5 on page 2 of the resolution.

Mr. LoDGE. Yes, but in paragraph 7 on page 3 it talks about the
revision of the United Nations Charter. On page 2, paragraph 6, it
talks more about the revised International Organization, which I take
it refers to the present International Organization, or else you would
not call it revised.
Mr. JUDD. It, says "a more effective international organization,"
and that is intended to mean we want the UN to be a more effective
international organization.
These are the things we would like to have in the revision. We
are not committing ourselves but suggesting these as changes to make
it workable. It would not be an outside organization, but an organization within an organization.
Mr. LoDoE. Under those circumstances you would keep an unrevised
United Nations going.
Mr. JUDD. Certainly.
Mr. LoDoE. That was not clear to ine from the resolution. I am
glad to have that explanation.
Mr. MuN.tr. This resolution coming from our committee, I might
say to the gentleman from Connecticut, should be broad enough to
mandate the President to call this conclave of member nations of the
United Nations to study the whole purview of the Charter.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I would prefer to insert my statement at this point
in the recor(, and allow these gentlemen to testify.
(Tile statement referred to is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF HON. MIKEI MANSFIMD, A REIIRESENTATIVE) IN CONGRESS FROM TME
STATE OF MONTANA ON HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 173
Mr. Chairman, along with a number of my colleagues, both Democratic and
Republican, I introduced House Concurrent Resolution 173, which has for its purpose a recommendation that the Charter of the United Nations be revised. I am
delighted to have this opportunity to appear before this distinguished committee
and to ask that you consider this and other similar resolutions and to report out a
resolution which will have for its purpose, a revision of the very unsatisfactory
conditions which exist in the United Nations at the present time.
May I say at the offset that I fervently believe in the purpose of the United
Nations and that I think that If it can be made more workable, it will be a possible
solution to the evils of war which have plagued humanity over the centuries.
There are four factors which I think need revision If the United Nations is to
become the kind of an agency that we wish It to be.
(1) The power of the veto should be eliminated in the Security Council
whenever It is dealing with "matters of aggression" or "armament for aggression" or admission of new members. Time elimination of the veto in these
respects will, I believe, overcome the fundamental weaknesses which the use
of that weapon have indicated to date and will allow, on either a straight majority, two-thirds majority, or three-fourths majority, an opportunity to consider questions along these vital lines without any one nation having the
power to block a decision.
(2) These concurrent resolutions now provide to prevent any power to
arm for agression by the adoption of the American proposal for a UN atomic
development authority and by laying down a world-wide quota limitation
upon any nation's production of heavy armament.
(3) The World Court would be strengthened and given the authority to
Interpret any disputed point in the revised Charter and hand down a forceable decision thereon.
(4) There would be established a world police force to consist of one International contingent, as the active force, and five national contingents
operating as reserves. The International cdtntingent would be under the
direct control of the Security Council and would consist of volunteers recruited exclusively from the smaller nations. The armed forces of the five
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major powers would be the national contingents. The United States, Russia,
and Britain would be limited to 20 percent each of the fixed world total;
France and China to 10 percent each. The collective quota of remaining
member States would be 20 percent. Insofar as the national contingent of
the United States woulh be concerned, it would be recommended that the
United States Marine Corps be designated for that particular duty. I make
this suggestion because of my great faith in the ability of the Marine Corps
because of the high type of Its personnel and because it Is the one such force
which has received the necessary type of air, sea, and land training which
would make it a highly mobile and adaptable unit. The history of the Marine
Corps since its Inception is of course actual evidence of its ability to undertake such a mission as might be assigned to it If it became the national contingent of the United States operating on the basis of this proposel under
the United Nations.
In addition to what has already been said, It Is safe to assume that through the
creation of the international monetary fund a start, at least, has been made
toward setting up the United Nations on a sound financial basis. I realize that
much more needs to be done in this respect but at least the ground work has been
laid and as the UN becomes stronger and Is able to assume more In the way of
responsibility, the international economic aspects will at the same time be
strengthened considerably.
In conclusion I should like to call to your attention the fact that none of these
resolutions are considered perfect. The purpose of all of us who participated in
introducing these measures In both the House and Senate is to publicize what we
think are the weaknesses of the UN and to offer possible solutions as to how these
weaknesses may be overcome. There will be many suggestions, I am sure, that
will be better than those we are bringing to your attention and I want to assure
the committee that there Is no pride in authorship as such among aty of us but
only a desire to set the wheels in motion to bring about a revision of the UN
Charter so that it can become a stronger organization in the creating and maintaining of a lasting peace throughout the world. I believe strongly in the UN
and I think It Is the one hope of man In the difficult and trying days ahead. I
should like to also state that these resolutions are not the result of any ideas on
the part of any one party but that they represent a definite attempt on the part
of Democrats and Republicans alike to do a job on a bipartisan level with the
only hope that the UN can be made to function successfully to the end that peace
will come to all peoples all over the world.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT HALE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MAINE
Mr. HALE. It has been a great privilege for me to sit here this morning and hear the very able discussion of these concurrent resolutions,
one of which I introduced last summer; I think it was House Concurrent Resolution 66, one of a series which was more or less superseded
by the'resolutions which were introduced in March.
However, House Concurrent Resolution 66 and that series of concurrent resolutions is, as I understand it still before the committee, and
the committee could appropriately act thereon if it desired so to do.
I did not know until yesterday about this hearing today, and accordingly I now have no prepared statement as I would have preferred to
have. I think, however, I can express the opinions that seem to me
most relevant in connection with this concurrent resolution, and perhaps the committee will subsequently permit me to file a prepared statement on some of the more technical points.
Chairman EATON. We will be glad to do that, sir.
Mr. HALE. I am by no means the oldest member of the House of Representatives, but in my life which I still like to think of as having been
comparatively brief, I witnessed the ri~e and fall of the League of
Nations. I sat about the Hotel Crillon in Paris in 1919, while the

League was in the process of gestation.
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I followed with great concern the Senate fight on the Treaty of Versailles and the League.
I saw the League impotent to prevent aggression by Japan in Manchuria, impotent to do anything about Italian aggression in Ethiopia,
impotent to do anything about the civil war in Spain which was assisted,
if it was not actually fomented by various international intrigues.
In the summer of 1930 I saw the League helpless over the onset of the
Second World War.
The trouble with the League of Nations was that it lacked the power
which an international organization must have; and the United Nations
is in danger of falling into the same situation. It will fall into the
same situation unless it is given greater lower and a police force.
I think there is no use in my enlarging on the situation which exists
in the world today. All the gentlemen who preceded me described it
with eloquence and I think with perfect accuracy.
I myself am very much opposed to anything which even remotely
savors of appeasing Communist aggression in the world and I have
absolute confidence that this committee will protect the country from
anything so hideous and so wrong morally.
At the same time I deplore the view that war with Russia is inevitable, or peace with Russia impossible.
Yesterday morning there was laid on my desk a Positive Program
for Peace by the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America
and I suppose that council represents millions of as high-minded
people as there are in this country.
I do not intend to discuss in detail their proposals. They have seven
main propositions. They say that our people should not tolerate any
complacency about war which would engulf all in misery; that our
people should combat a mood of hysteria or blind hatred; that they
should reject fatalism about war which is not inevitable- that they
should not rely primarily on military strategy to meet communist
aggression; that they should press for positive programs that have
immediate possibilities for peace and justice; that our people ought
each one of them, to contribute to a change of mood so as to increase
the chance of averting war without compromise of basic convictions,
and that our churches ought to testify with renewed vigor to God's
righteous love.
Now these concurrent resolutions are not mentioned by the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America but it seems to me they
afford the best vehicle for the mobilization of that kind of opinion.
The concurrent resolution proposes strengthening the Charter in
three definite ways:
First by the elimination of the veto as to aggression, and threatened
aggression;
Second, by inspection with respect to atomic and other superdeadly
weapons; and
Third, by the international police force.
There-has been some discussion about the effect of articles 51, 52, 59,
and 109 of the United Nations Charter. If I prepare a memorandum,
I may be able to illuminate those technical points somewhat.
The theory of amendment which is advanced in these concurrent
resolutions, I think is a sound theory. These are the powers which
the United Nations Organization must have if the Organization is to
function, if it is to be an-effective agency of collective security.
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None of us, of course, has very much faith that Russia will come
along in anything. Still, if Russia does genuinely fear aggression.
some amendment to the Charter of the United Nations would tifflrd
Russia a security which no amount of Communist penetration and infiltration will gwe lie.
Of course, t hose amendments to the Charter of the United Natiomn
will give this country additional security.
I cannot believe, Mr. Chairman, that this country can go on indefinitely with a budget of something like $20,000,000,000 a year for
national defense. At some time, sooner or latter, there mut be .a
resolution of this difficulty. You must either have war with Russia,
which would largely destroy both countries and will destroy the (efeate(d nation almost completely, or you must come sometime to some
kind of settlement. I think the best hope of reaching a settlement is
through the United Nations.
I am sure, Mr. Chairman, you and your fellow members get th,
same kind of mail I do, imploring me to prevent a new world wa .
They implore me to vote against selective service; they implore me t(I
vote against universal military training.
To the extent that my constituents want me to make America we,,k
for the sake of preserving peace, I have not a particle of )atience wi , h
them. There is, however, in the world, a desire to avoid a third wor! i
war, which is significant, which is certainly not ignoble, and which
I think we must harken to. I know of no better way of approac!'ing
the problem than through these resolutions and the effectuation of t1
objectives
which these resolutions have in mind.
l hope very
much, Mr. Chairman, that tlu resolutions will be fiv(o'ably reported.
Chairman EATON. Thank you, Mr. Hale.
The next witness, then, is Ir. Mullenberg, of Pennsylvania.
STATEMENT OF HON. FREDERICK A. MUHLENBERG, A MEMBER OF
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA
Alr. .ifUIILFNXEno. I appreciate very muth the honor and privileg.,
of appearing before you.
Briefly, my testimony is not to repeat but to supplement what his
already been said by mey distingifished colleagues and therefore I
believe that I should confine miy testimony to a general discussion of
background of the various l)rol)osals that have been progented so far
I.
for possible amendments to the Charter.
I have been sold on the idea of a League of Nations or a United
Nations ever since the winter in France of 1919 when as a wounded
soldier I was in Paris when President Wilson first arrived there.
When I saw the worship an'd the hope with which he was greeted, it
seemedd to me that it was necessary that some 'international organiza'tion be effectuated in order to forward the cause of world peace and
I have believed it ever since.
' It is tfud that in the days immediately after that, the United States
,was not prepared either mentally or politically'to enter into a worldwide organization, but I d believe that this committee should se*ridusly consider the' effect on our national attitude of the thinking
that has gone on in the United States ever since that day in 1919.
--
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I believe that the United States realizes that sacrifices are necessary
in order to forward the cause of world peace, and that our citizens generally are ready now, both mentally and politically, to make the concessions that they must make if the cause of peace in the world is to
be carried forwat-d.
The question before the committee is very largely, first of all, to
decide whether or not the Charter of the United Nations should be
amended or whether it should not. If it is the decision of the committee that the Charter needs amendment, then furthering that, the
question must be, how should it be amended.
I think first of all I should bring to your attention something that
has been said to me by opponents of Whie idea of world cooperationfor even opponents' ideas can clarify the thinking.
One, a man talking to me sometime ago said ti Iat he (lid not believe
that with or without the Marshall plan the United States could actually help or make possible the economic rehabilitation of western
Europe.
Ile said there were four things that caused the prosperity of Europe
during the last century and that in his opinion all four had vanished
into tie limbo of the forgotten. One was the exploitation of colonies:
and that obviously the day of exploitation of colonies has gone by.
Another, he said, was the overworking or underpayment of workmen in Europe. Obviously, that has gone by.
The third one was the building up of the economy of Europe by
the wheat and harvests in the Ukraine. He said that obviously that
was not possible. The fourth, and probably the most important, was
exportation of coal from western Europe or investment of funds in
foreign holdings.
He said that therefore lie believed that building up the economy
of Europe was not possible under l)resent conditions.
That eads me to think very seriously that what we must do is not
try to restore the conditions that existed before the Second World
War, but to come to a new feeling of cooperation, a new feeling of
understanding, and a new economy in Europe: and that, Mr. Chairman, is the reason why I believe it is wise for this Nation to consider
the possibility of an international charter that is possible under
present world conditions:
A charter under which our part in the world can actually be a useful
part of forwarding the cause of world peace.
Let me allude very briefly to the three schemes that have come to
my attention for aminding the Charter, if the Charter can and is to be
amended:
The first one is that United Nations can exist and only should exist
as a debating society*
I do not like the idea, nordo I believe the American people subscribe
to that idea. If that is all it is going to be, then it can merely be a
mirror of fact and opinion that can be just as effectively accomplished
in other and cheaper ways.
The second suggested scheme is to invite all members of the United
Nations to join the United States in a declaration of policy of review
of a violation of article 2, section 4, which is the pledge neither to
use force nor threats of force against any United -Nations member,
as a threat to the security of all.
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This plan was advocated in the iMiddle West a few days ago. This
seems to tie to be even feebler than the first suggestion because although entirely possible under the existing framework it would be
simply a gesture and could only be regarded as weak and forceless.
There is another suggestion that has been advanced, that of a world
federation or at least a trans-Atlantic federation.
I believe that, whether this idea is actually the ultimate end of what
we are going to accomplish, or whether it is not, and that I shall not
debate, neveriheless this proposed ameniment of the Charter of the
United Nations is a step in the right direction, a step forward, so that
1 believe even this suggestion is entirely consistent with that maybe
somewhat larger idea of a world cooperative commonwealth.
Finally, may I say, Mr. Chairman, I am of the opinion that if
the United States is to continue as a worth-while coordinator of the
effort of United Nations-and facing its present position in the world
today it must take the lead. Ihe UN movement must be strengthene(L
through curtailing the present power of the veto. I believe further
that we should adopt this position now, even though the United
States was originally one of the powers that encouraged the idea of
the veto.
The history. of the immediate past within the organization indicates
that the veto in use has been obstructive and has too often l)reventcd
the almost unanimous desire of participants from becoming effective.
I am not willing to see the United States bound forever by a policy
which has b",en proven impractical of accomplishment. I strongly
urge your favorable consideration of the resolution.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, may I conclude by reading
something that I have already put into the record in a speech made
on March 16, a statement by Benjamin Franklin on the day when
our own United States came into being, March 4, 1789. which seems
to me to express the idea of thinking people in the United States
and till over the world.
He said then:
god grant that not only the love of liberty but a thorough knowledge of the

rights of man may pervade all the nations of the earth so that a philosopher may
set his foot anywhere on Its surface and say 'This is my country."
Thank you very nuch, Mr. Chairman, with 3,our permission I will
file a short written brief which covers what I have said in somewhat
more detail.
Clioirman EAToz;. Thank you vory njuqch, M. Ajuhlenberg.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF HON. FREDERIOK A. MUHILENBERO, A MEMBER OF AONORES5 FROM THE
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Chairman, I appear before you to testify for House Concurrent Resolution
169 of which I ftm the author, one of 10 Identical resolutions simultaneously presented In the House March 10 designed to recommend the strengthening of
United Nations Organization brought forward to relieve the.present tragic
Impotence of this world-wide organization.
In reasoning out the intent of this resolution presented some 0 weeks ago it
has been necessary to read, and I have read carefully, various arguments pro
and con on this subject brought out since the Introduction of the resolution
and I remain of the opinion that the scheme suggested therein is the most
practical If changes are to be made and that If changes are-not made the United
.Nations Organization cannot become a constructive force for peace nor for co-
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operative development of world resources. I wish to comment briefly on other
plans that have been brought to my attention.
It was stated by one brief that United Nations as set up was designed to be
and can be only a debating society and that this Is the ultimate we should hope
for in such an organization. I am not satisfied to relegate the Unitcd Nations
Organization to such an impotent existence, nor do I -think Is the.American
public, which has registered, In my opinion, a strong stand for furtherance of
amity through international cooperation for which I believe it thought United
Nations was designed.
Rather than dismissing United Nations potentialities as minor, I believe It Is
necessary to implement the Organization so that It can do effective work, even
InI face of obstructive tactics.
I am not satisfied either with another scheme which has b~en proposed-that
is, to invite all members of the United Nations to join the United States in a
declaration of policy that would view any violation of artic4e 2, section 4-a
pledge neither to use force nor threats of force against any United Nations maemner-as a threat to the security of all. This seems to me to be feebler than tile
first suggestion because though entirely possible under the existing framework,
It would he simply a gesture and could only be regarded as weak and forceless.
I have considered carefully tile basic Idea of world federation, or a federation of trans-Atlintic nations and believe the plan for United Nations suggested
by the resolutions consistent with possible development of this still larger Idea
and a necessary first step thereto, one that stands more chance of world acceptance inl view of world-wide national attachments and a step that might be a
trial plrlud toward greater cooperation and more general sacrifice of Individual
national aspirations.
I am of tile opinion that if the United Nations is to continue as a worth while
coordinator of effort, It must be strengthened through curtailing the present power
of tile veto and that we should adopt this position now, even though tile United
States wits originally one of the powers that encouraged it. Tile littory of the
immediate past within tile Organization Indicates that tile veto in use has been
obstructive, has too often prevented tile almost unanimous desire of participants
front becoming (ffe tive, and leads to impotence, i sure way of negating the
fine desire that created the Organization.
I am not willing to see the United States bound forever by a policy whi'1h
has proven Impracticable of neconiplislnfent. I realize the danger that the
present Organization faces III Russia's possible refusal; but with today's knowledge the set-up would have been differently conceived originally and I believe the
immediate risk should be taken, hoth for the ultimate good of tile nations and
with time hope tihat Russia many see it bAter national future within rather tham
without the group.
I realize also that time United States would share in the risk and in i sense
*would be giving up a degree of autonomy under which it might be outvoted and
restrit?(d on tile degree to which it light arm for what Is considered defense
purposes; yet judging from tile assent which wits given oil Internationni control
of time atom bomb development, I am convilncd that the American people would
accept this rather than see the whole plan go down to failure, toward which It is
certainly heading unless constructive action calm be takv'n. I strongly urge your
favorable consideration.
I conclude with a statement I made In tihe House of Representatives Mari 1(,
1948.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)
Tiis UNITED NATIoNIS AND PEACE

Mr. Speaker, we are all deeply concerned in efforts to estiablish peace In the
world. There tire only three ways today when one nation, and one alonee' thrcatens
. peace: The first Is that advocated by Henry Wallace and his supporters-the
idea that we shall give In to the Russian bear for what it Wants, depending on
the lied Government of Russia to work fMr. the good of, lnqlnkinl; or another
plam Is now being followed in part by certain western nur~penn countries-t
defensive alliance, of material and men-a strengtbet~ing of all' national resources
in a determination for survival, at oil costs; or a third plan-that' of strengthen,Jug a world alliance of like-minded powers determined that by their might and
their combined good Will. peace and opportunity for the . nmon mail may be
engendered all over the world. I am foT the third plan-whieh is the one proposed
here today.
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I believe the American people want the United Nations to succeed. I bAleve
they are bitterly disappointed that their dreams of peace have not yet been
realized; also. that they are prepared to sacrifice heavily to forward the realization.
Long ago we came tb understand that a minority voice, or even a sitigle voice,
Ill the UN councils has become the vote that has stopped action, anti we want
obstructive tactics checkmated. It will not be done except with a new arming of
public opinion within the Council. So we suggest a new strengthening of the
voice and the judgment and the power of UN-the voice by creation of a new
agreement that pre1'ints negation by a single vote; tile judgment by a new majority
opinion that will overrule; the power by a new UN pole force that contains
world-wide and volunteer elements of strength.
Ilow much better it s to do this within existing framework than to abandon
what has gone before and start anew. It can be (one. The scheme already suggested by my most distinguished colleagues, revises and supplements work that
starated In 1920 under President Wilson, for which at that time the world was
not ready, but which now is being earnestly prayed for all over the world-even I believe In the minds of the downtrodden little Russians. It says to aggressors and to those who believe in ruthless domination over the will of the people"Thou salt not."
I earnestly commend the plan to the administration. It Is a prerequisite to tiny
plan for tie rehabilitation of western Europe for fear of constuences of failure
must be changed to hope of success; it takes advantage of the knowledge of the
workings of International agreements that we have painfully acquired over tile
past years; It Is practical and offers cooperation all over the world.
And If It does not work fully, if nevertheless we are committed to heavy nmterial expense, we can know that the free hand of fellowship has been offered and
rejected, and It will put the heavy finger of moral responsibility for peace on the
one nation that refuses-and it can say without shadow of doubt: "Thou art

the nian."
But It will work; it does give hope to a despairing world; it costs us less; It
gives us more; it echoes in firm and practical thought these significant words of
Benjamin Franklin on the day that our own United States came into being,
March 4, 1789: "God grant that not only the love of liberty but a thoroumgh knowledge of the rights of man may pervade all the nations of the earth so that a
philosopher may set fis foot anywhere on its surface and say 'Tills is my
country.'"

Chairman EATON. The next witness is Mr. Burkei of Ohio.
STATEMENT OF HON. RAYMOND H. BURKE, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO
Mr. BURKE. On March 16 1 was privileged to join with a number of
my colleagues in introducing House Concurrent Resolution 168. Its
purpose, that of revising the United Nations Charter so that certain
defects now existing might be corrected, is well known. Its objective
is the elimination of suspicion and fear and the insertion of confidence
that can make the organization a more effective instrument of peace.
Specifically, the resolution calls for the elimination of the veto
power in matters of aggression, armamelt for aggression, and admission for membership. Also, as you are aware it recommends active
prevention of armament for aggression. In addition, it urges the establishiment of an effective world police force to consist of one international contingent as an active force, and five national contingents
<operating as reserves when needed. The international contingent
would come under the direct control of the Security Council and would
consist of volunteers recruited exclusively from citizens of the small
member nations. The armed forces of the five major powers, acting as
rese-'ves, would be available to the international contingent only on

special matters of aggression and the active preparedness for ag.
gression.
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I have maintained from the start that the United Nations must be
encouraged and strengthened if it is to become an international solvent
for world problems. It must not, in other words, become ineffective
and weak as did its predecessor the League of Nations. For this reason,
it gives me a great deal of pleasure to recommend for your serious
consideration the passage of House Concurrent Resolution 168.
I have been interested in this whole matter of the United Nations
or tie League of Nations almost from its inception back in 1919 or
1920 when it was not fashionable to be interested in it.
I should like to state that I think it is imperative that the United
Nations be made to work.
I would like to call your attention, as a matter of basic faith in that
statement, to something that is not usually brought out. That is the
matter of the advance of military invention in the world today.
The great progress of freedom in the last 400 years has been made
largely-because tei masses of people could throw off tyranny.
We are back today in the same position that the people were in the
days of the feudal lords; with the invention of gunpowder and. the
development of firearms, people could throw off tyranny. Today,
revolutions have to occur within the armies. It is impossible for a
nation, once having lost its freedom, to regain it, in all probability,
unless it is by force from the Outside.
It therefore seems to me that that is one of the fundamental, basic
reasons why we should advance this cause of the United Nations. It is
imperative, it seems to me.
A dictator is one who is not easily done away with these days. It
is next to impossible, as we have seen, in some countries.
I have nothing further to add to the discussion of the mechanics or
the modus operandi, that you have been talking about here. Ithas been
very finely covered.
Chairman EATON. We appreciate your being here, Mr. Burke, Mr.
Hale, and the others.
The Chair would like to express to Mr. Judd his personal thanks
for the very fine work Dr. Judd did in getting the witnesses together
for this important meeting this morning. I think this has been one
of the most illuminating and educating sessions our committee has had
for a long time.
Thank you, Dr. Judd.
The meeting will stand adjourned now until tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock, when the Secretary of State will be the first witness;
and in the afternoon Ambassador Austin will be the witness on behalf
of the United Nations.
(The following communications have been submitted for inclusion
.
in thQ record:)
WORLD PFACr!AND BROTIIERInOOD MISSION,

Modesto, Cialif., May 6, 1948.

The Commlr'Ee

ON FOnIGON AFFAr8,

The Hou e of Representatives.

of House Concurrent Resolutions 59, 72, 163, and 170, the World Peace and Brotherhood Mission, composed of
90 ministers and laymen, representing over 100,000 people of 12 denominations
and 14 States, submits the following testimony. We ljave journeyed from the
west coast and the Middle West to Washlfigton In order to work for a Christian
HONORABLE

approach to

EI.IBEs Or 'ts CEoMfrriE: Apropos

our foreign policy.
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We favor an exploratory conference along the lines of House Concurrent Resolution 59 for the purpose of considering steps acceptable to all nations whereby
the United Nations would become more effective in enacting, interpreting, and
enforcing world law.
We favor the Inmediate granting of the $65,000,000 Interest-free loan for the
building of the permanent headquarters of the United Nations. This would iIdlicate something of our American support for our world organization.
We favor immediate entrance Ilto the World Health Organization and the
International Relief Organization as two means of increasing our cooperation
with the United Nations.
We urge that it be the policy of our Nation to use the agencies of the United
Nations more fully in all matters of International nature.
In lieu of tile armaments quotas proposed in IHouse Concurrent Iesolution 163,
we propose that the Security Council take steps to accomplish the complete
elimination of all national armaments. We believe that the further building
up of national armies will greatly weaken rather than strengthen the United
Nations.
We propose that the Security Council establish an International police force,
wade up of volunteers recruited exclusively from the citizens of the smaller
member states and carefully trained as nit international constabulary. We believe that prompt procedure of this character would greatly decrease the present
fear and insecurity in tile world. It would also permit the redirection of billions
of dollars now going into armaments into constructive channels making for the
improved health, housing, education, and feeding of peoples in our own land and
abroad.
ANDREW JUVINALL,

Representative of the World Peace and Brotherhood Mis8ion.

STATEMENT ON BILLS TO R11ISE TIE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER, PRESENTED BY THE
NATIONAL WOMAN'S CImRISTIAN TEMPERANcE UNION

The National Woman's Christian Temlperance Union has never been tinquilfledly In favor of the United Nations Charter. We have always felt It was
overloaded to favor power politics, was top-heavy andunworkable.
We testified
in its behalf reluctantly and with reservations, because It was the only vehicle
offered through which there was a possibility tlat international understanding
might be reached, and we so stated in oiur testimony before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. We said then that we felt something might be accomplished by providing a conference table around which the nations of the world
might sit and exchange Ideas and become acquainted with one another.
We have been agreeably surprise(] at the success which this conference table
exchange of Ideas has attained in the General Assembly. The Joint concensus of
opinion of the nations of the world hias, It appears, that same saving sense of
morality, Justice, fair play, and ultimate vallies that chllacteilzes everywhere
the mass thinking of the people when It Is allowed to function undisturbed by
induced hysteria. It Is this foundation of sound sense that has underlain and
kept intact the Institutions of freedom in this our Government "of the people,
by the people, ahd for the people" in spite of the onslaughts from all sides of
many selfish Interests.
We feel that UN has proved Itself. It Is hamstrung and hobbled by the many
artificial restraints with which it has been hampered by the provisions of the
Charter, but we are willing to trust to Its sense of Justice the Important decisions
on world policy which must be made, and we feel tile time has come to loose It
from Its swaddling bands.
Chief among Its hampering restrictions Is the veto power whose unrestricted
use has almost brought about tile complete destruction of its effectiveness. We
believe these bills, House Concurrent Resolution 143, through House Concurrent
Resolution 176 are a step In the right direction. It Is Imperative that an International police force which would be available to enforce its decisions be set up,
and we believe that Its early establishment would lead to the settlement of many
disputes whose existence now threatens the peace of the world, and that It
would le a definite means of averting wir, far more effective than unilateral
threats and shows of force on our part could ever be.
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We hope the committee will favorably consider these bills and report theill
out at an early (late. It would be constructive action), and a real attempt to
get at the heart of our International problem.

STATEMENT OF IWtNBY J. SUTTON

For tie past 3 years the vast majority of mankind has ardently longed for
ti success of the organization that was set up in San Francisco that optinisti(ally inserted the word "United" before the word "Nations" to form Its official
title, hoping against hope that it might bring "peace on earth, good will among
incHa.'
I appreciate the invitation of your chairman to express a few thoughts that
have ceme to me as to why It is that thc United Nations has not succeeded in
bringing forth the much desired unity among the nations of the world. The
!)inmdate question before nmnkind today Is whether to try to amend the charter
of that organization, so as to make It effective for the purpose Intended, or to
try to create a awv orsanization-cither along different lines or sillllar ones,
on the sane or on a wider awid .-nnr basis-with tie announced objective of
bringing Into existence the answer to the prayers of all people for a cessation
from both needless wars ani needless poverty, for I submit, as. the first point
I wouhl like to make, that those two subjects are but different aspects of the
same over-all problem.
During these 3 years the emphasis has been placed correctly upon the need
for an organization to bring peace-however arrived at-but chiefly by planning
to transfer tileresponsibility for tie use of armaments for the defense of Individual nations or groups of nations to an over-all organization of nations-of
all nations If possible--in the belief that from then on a world police force must
do for all of the people of the world as world citizens that which their respective
nations or groups can no longer establish for them as national citizens.
That emphasis on peace among nations, as something possible of attainment
separate and apart from the attainment of prosperity for the individuals coinposing those nations, must now le shifted or widened.
From now on, in the minds of men everywhere, the desirability of peace among
nations must be associated with tile
desirability of attaining peace of mind and
for Indlividuals on other phases of security apart from that connected with armed
combat. The cessation of war is not in Itself a complete thing unless it brings

to the Individual the chance for the prosperity and happiness that supi)oscdly
ace,mpanies peaceful conditions.

The goal to be aimed at from now on Is not so much the uniting of nations

(and in a "united nations" organization of appointees) as the uniting of individuals of the earth In an over-all government (of the people of the planet, by the
people of the planet, for tle people of the planet) in a duly popularly elected
"planetary government," with that supernational government related to the
existing nations of tle world in a manner similar to the present relationship
between the various constituent States of the Union and the United States of
America.
A three-legged stool cannot stand on one of its legs, nor on two of them.
Similarly, a world organization cannot be made to stand steadfast unless It Is
composed of and stands three-square on the supports of universal peace, economic
Justice, and Individual freedom.
To think out ways and means of providing all three of these things at one
and tile same time Is the task of peace lovers and justice lovers and freedom
lovers here and everywhere, while there Is yet time to get busy at that task,
before the atomi bombs begins to fall.
I submit that your committee could, and therefore should, recommend to the
United Nations that it
United States Congress that that body recomemnd to tile
consider publicly the suggestions I an making (with Its deliberations made a
matter of world-wide radio dissemination by right of enihient domain-neces.
sity knowing no other law than its own--over any and all radio transmission at
the moment, so all mankind with receiving facilities can hear those deliberations.)
If the present delegates to the United Nations-reflecting world public opinionwere favorable to the Idea of that body being transformed from that of one
appointed by the rulers of the nations, as at present, to a popularly elected body,
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representative of all the people of the world direct, instructions ,ouh1 lie given
out over the radio for all individuals who cared to do so to vote (and ill should,
oni pain of forfeiture by nonmse, exercise their franchise rights on all quesdlolis
of world iinpoirtance) at local polls, to lie arranged for by the United Nations. I
earnestly urge your committee to reconiiend this procedure to Congress.
Carrying a step further the application of the idea expressed by Winston
('hurehlill yesterday, In Anisterdai, where he told a gatihrl-l ot :,Oflo l)'rsons,
in connection with the uniting of the nations of Europe : "It must le a ,:ur'iipe
where men of every country will think as llich of being a luro'ilan as of
being a citizen of his own country," your conuiittee can recoiiniend final
Congress recoimniend that the United Nations recoitiniend to Individuals tile
world over that they should extend their consciousness and loyalty to ail over-all
world groulhng of inliviluals in which they (-ill ea'h be as appir'citlve of
worhl-cltizenshil) rights aid privileges and (titles
a1s they now are of national
rights and prlvilges till(] duties.
This whole matter (if a united world (itizenhilp sho(ld be far above coilparatively petty iatiotil or pNirtisai Iolities alld I assure
u'4iy
that it is not to
Inject theii into these proceedings that I sublnit herewith, what I would call
exhibit A a copy of a brief article to appear In the current Issue (if Action for
Human Welfare, the oficial organ of the I1l(lrllgo-fori.li'esnliit Couuinilte, of
which I hai)pen to bo the local cliiriman. This article Is entitled "Call We
Salvage the United Nations," and reads as follows:
"On every hand we hear the question raised as to whether the United Nations
mnulst go the way of the o1( League of Nations. What lits happened to the high
hopes and aspirations of the people, and the expressions of the world's diplollats
who met at San Francisco? Wits It all talk? Or was it just d1st to be thrown
Into the eyes of the people? Could It lave ben nothing but a part of the
planned fraud of warmongers and the exploiters of iunmanily to continue their
malevolent control of tie resources and the leople of the earth ? Wits )unibarton
Oaks'only a hoax? Was the gathering at 'Irisco only a planned fiasco? From
the results it would seem so.
"But, even taking it for granted that tle failure was planned from the bginning
by those who wanted It to fail, 1. e.. the zealots of the free enterprise ecooillic
royalists and the latter-day money changers, what are the people going to (1o about
it now? What can we, the people, do? What (1o we have tine to do? Shall we
tiT to salvage It? Can It be converted froimi a debating society of appointed
delegates into a legislative body of elected represeiititIves? And, if so, how?
"It has been said that till the people can be fooled sonie of the time, and soille
of the people all the time. The question is Have the people been fooh d enough
about this supposed agency for world peace? This paper believes they have.
And It proposes to proclain, even thought It is at first nothing but 'a voice crying
in the wilderness,' that the people should Insist oin the abdication of money 1o ds
of the capitalist system Insofar, at least, as their control of their lprllet United
Nations Organization is concerned. The people must act at once. Exactly, how,
this paper is not quite certain, but attempt must ie made without delay to upset
the plans for further wars of the beneficiaries of wars and depressions, those
who have fooled u1s long enough with their nisnamed 'United' Nations, when It
is all too obvious that the nations, as such, are not united, and that, as such, they
cannot unite, and that the beliInd-the-scenes plotters of the United Nations neither
believed nor intended that mankind should thereby become united.
"How d1 this condition come about? Let us go back a bit.
"During the summer of 1040 four Items appeared at intervals In the Washington
Post; from which we quote:
"First (on May 26) : Dr. Hjalmer Schact, former president of the Relchsbank,
has been entrusted by Fuhrer Hitler with working out a plan for the economic
recorstructlon QfEurope." That article went on to say that Dr. Schacht planned
'the Introduction of a completely new monetary system.'
"Second (on July 12) : An announcement that Sir Frederick Phillips, British
Under Secretary of the Treasury, was on his way to the United States to discuss
with Secretary of the Treasury Morganthau 'the whole problem of gold' and
'reconstruction of Europe on a gold basis again if England succeeds In defeating
Germany.'
"Third (on July 10): An article headed, 'Fght to Save Gold Begins' stated:
'The United States and Britain began yesterday to map plans for a financial
counterattack on Nazi Germany In an unprecedented battle to maintain gold as
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an International currency.' It went on to state: 'Great Britain and the United
States have viewed with anAlety the tendency of most nations, Including themselves, to do without gold in every day exchange.' The article ended with: 'It Is
believed that tie conversations between tie American and British Treasuries
have as their object the finding of some means to combat Nazi "work standard"
theories which threaten the accepted gold standard economies of tiledemocracies.'
"Fourth (July 20) :AnAlrticle headed 'Britain and United States ,Mnp Postwar
Economic Plan' began by siating: 'Great Britain and the United States have discussed blueprints for a postwar world that would be free of the present straightjacket controls on money and credit.' It went on to state: 'Tie new economic
horizons were painted in secret conversations between Morgenthua
and Sir
Frederick Phillips. Tile talks lasted all week, with I'reshleiit Roosevelt participating at one point.' The article ended by stating: 'Tie proflen of retaining
gold as a standard of currency after the w{'ar was covered as an Inidentnl to
time other conversations, with the un(lertnnding that both nations favored contimlcd use of tile metal.'
"That was before we were in the war.
"And then, after we hlad been in tile
war sole time. we heard of the fallmous
(or infamous) Bretton Woo(ls Conference, which was held in secret, anl(d
chairmaned by Morgenthanu. And then followed the equally secret Dumbarton Oaks
Conference. Later omiwe read that
ihrnard M. laruch, a month before the S.1'an
Francisco iaerting, had lersomlly visited not only Roosevelt but" Churchill nd
Stalin. And finally the C(hnrter of thme United Nations wats brought forth, time
most signifleanit thing about which was tlt
neither the word 'lnon(y'nor the word
'bank' nppears in It even once. Itshould not have beem omitted, since money is to
the business world 0i5blood Is to tile
human body: there should be enough of It,
It should be of the riglt kind, and shold ci'eulate properly. Tilis paIer contends thmt money should not be based oil gold or on 'credit' dlebt, because that
means always there is 011 hmadequate amount of money il circulntion to properly
take care of ill
time needs of all tile
people all the time, or even lart of the time.
"Anotler fact, an historical one, and one it is contended is of paramount hulportance to any Iquiry as to wiy the United Nations does rot function better
than it hag, Is that the Issuance of one kind of money by tile united Thirteen
Colonies, Instead of 13 separate kinds, was absolutely necessary to enable our
United States to start to function properly. Similarly, wlht this old world needs
now, more than anything else, Is one uniform world currency, to be Issued by a
duly elected 011(1 democratically controlled federal worhl government, to enable
that government to function as it shouhl and as all tie people of the worldexcept tile beneficiaries of the present false gold standard and debt ('credit')
standard-vwant it to function."
In his now famous book, The Anatomy of Peace, Emory Reeves states, and I
believe correctly: "The complicated machinery of world economy, world-wide use
of raw materials, distribution on the world markets, demands a stable standard
of exchange that only a single world currency can provide." Taking this statement at its face value we should each ask ourselves-and keep on asking until
we think we have tihe answer-as to what that currency should be, in order
to then proceed to advocate its adoption and thus head off war by Instituting that
kind of currency which would provide the three-legged support for an efficient
world organization to furnish universal peace, with economic justice and Individual freedom for every human being.
I would like to submit here (as exhibit B) a copy of my proposed new kind
of world currency as given to the reporter of the Washington Sunday Star,
and about which liewrote In his paper oIl April 25: "lie handed tile reporter
a printed copy of ills dollar, which defeats unearned Increment because It can
be obtained only for an hour's Ivork or for goods that took an hour to produce."
It reads as follows:
(1)
This certificate for one hour's service rendered-being part of a (1)
universally uniform system of providing legal tender to enable all able.
bodied self-respecting human beings to render to society an equivalent
service to that which they accept from society-is
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in order to pay for the services and goods it receives from individuals
and froam nations and to provide allowances for the aged and otherwise
handicapped and for tie support and section of youth.
THIS ONE HOUR BILL--

is redeemed each tine it Is parted with In payment for either one hour's
service or for goods costIng one hour to produce and distribute, until its
final withdrawal from circulation by its being pai( to the United Nations
or any subdivision thereof as taxes for tie continuous operation of
governnental activities.
JoIN DoE,
(Signed)
(1)
Comptroller o Currcncy, etc.
(1)
No. A71594154
I would like to present one more exhibit (marked "C"), which is an article
from a previous Issue of Action for Ilumian Welfare, entitled: "To All Advocates
of World Government," which rends:
"Although It wold sem that we who wore at Asheville, N. C., it February
194i have dallied too iong and have failed to organize ourselves in time to head
off the drift toward another world war and the destrtietion of civilization, nevertheless, as there is still a brief time left for us to keel ointrying, let us redouble
facts, viz:
our efforts and at the same time no longer refuse to face tile
"1. All who serve soclety-or are willing but unable to do so-are entitled
to exercise their right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness without fear
of depression and war. That is why we want world government.
"2. Although the end of depression an( wiar (a new era of peace and prosperity) Is almost within our reach-with atomic energy used for the welfare,
not destruction, of hunlanity-It cannot be realized unless it Is based on economic
Justice to all.
'3. Depressions are planned money shortages, creating needless poverty In
tile m1ildst of potential plenty, with wars tie outcome of needless trade rivalries
for competitivee foreign markets.' Both of these related needless evil things
continue because tile modern international money changers, through their control
of the press, radio, movies, and political parties-purposely misinform and
confuse the public upon the subject of what money should be and do.
"4. Just as It was necessary for our Thirteen Colonies to relinqulil their
up-to-tilat-time assumed and unchallenged sovereign rights each to Issue their
separate local currencies before they couhl successfully form anioperating Federal
Government ere, so inlike manner It is now absolutely necessary for the various
nations of tihe world to be willing to relinquish their hitherto unchallenged
sovereign rights each to issue their respective national currencies, in favor of a
universally uniform currency system, which must not be baged on gold or on debt
(called 'credit'), but on the labor-time involved in the rendering of service to
society, through the production of the various goods and services that make for
human happiness, for the use of all instead of for the profit of a few.
"Therefore you and I, fellow world citizens, an( tile other conscious victims
of these twin evils of war and depression everywhere, should make It our business
to learn, without delay, the whole truth about money, in order to act Intelligently,
as voters, and support only those candidates for office who plan to head off
war by providing economic security for every human being, through (a) full
employment, (b) adlquate incomes, and (c) properly priced goods and services.
Only those of us properly Informed about the purpose and possibilities of a
correct kind of universal currency can succeed in overthrowing tie money
changers and establishing 'peace on earth among men of good will' in a democratic federal world government."
To summarize briefly, may I say that it appears to me that, as self-preservation
is the first law of nature, In obedience to that law you and I can no longer delay
in our making of a choice between being bombed out of existence, (le to limiting
ourselves to national citizenship only, and voluntarily accepting individual world
citizenship status, with our duty then to proceed to agitate, educate, and organize
for a demcratieally elected federal world government-by all the people partlel-
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paying on a basis of proportional representation. That federal world government
should maintain an international antiwar police force, composed of individual
volunteers from any and all lands (not quota forces from nations as such) just
as the United States Government now hires its employees, in and out of the
Army, regardless of in which State of the Union they happened to be born.
That federal world government should control all natural resources, for the
good of all, by means of a just universal pricing system and a new money medium
for the just exchange of goods and services by and between individuals as producing world citizens and as consuming world citizens.
By the international antiwar police force and the control of all natural resources, by a planetary government, there would be established that social and
economic justice that alone can remove the cause of exploitation and of war.

(Whereupon, at 12: 10 p. In., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
Wednesday, May 5, 1948, at 10 a. in.) •

STRUCTURE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES TO THE UNITED
NATIONS
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5, 1948
HOUSE OF RIEPESENTATIVIS,

COMBITrIEE ON FORFiON AFFAIRS,

Washington, D. C.
The committee convened at 10 a. in., in the caucus room, House
Office Building, Hon. Charles A. Eaton (chairman) presiding.
Chairman EATON. The committee will be in order.
We have with us this morning the distinguished Secretary of State
who will now make a statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE C. MARSHALL, SECRETARY OF
STATE
Secretary MA1SxrALL. Ir. Chairman, gentlenien, I will outline for

the committee the views of the State departmentt with respect to
the structure of the United Nations and the relationship of this Government to the United Nations. I will try to place in perspective tho
steps which this Government has taken, and the proposals now before
the committee, on this subject.
The interest shown by the great majority of Americans in the United

Nations and in increasing its effectiveness is an impressive fact. A
vast amount of thought is being devoted throughout our country to
means of furthering the objectives of the Charter in the prevailing
worhl circumstances. 'The attitude of the United States toward the
Problems of the United Nations will have -a profound effect on the
fiture of the organization.
A clear understanding of the international situation is essential
to decisions on the course we should pursue. Neither the United
Nations nor any other form of world organization can exist as an
abstraction without relation to the realities of a given world situation.
The United Nations was conceived on the assumption that certain
conditions would develop following the war. These were:
1. Tiawt the major powes charged with responsibility for working out peace settlements would complete their task promptly
and effe tively;
2. Thiztt tlhe critical postwar conditions in the economic and
political fields would be brought to an end as speedily as possible;
and
3. That the cooperation among the great powers pledged during the war and reflected in the Charter would be continuing.
39
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The United Nations was specifically designed to preserve the peace
and not to make the peace. The task of making the peace settlements was specifically recognized by article 107 of the Charter as
one for the responsible victor powers. The United Nations can assist in this task, but the improvement of the United Nations maobbinery would not il itself solve the problem. Since the most important of the peace settlements, have not been agreed upon, the United
Nations has been compelled to carry on its activities under world
conditions far different from those contemplated by the Charter.
It was obvious to the framers of the Charter of the United Nations
that an effective organization to preserve the peace must include every
major power. The San Francisco Conference created an organization,
the purpose and principles of which corresponded with the objectives
of the United States foreign policy.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to read into the record a statement
of the purposes and principles of the United Nations. They are
[reading]
1. To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: To take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace,
and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of peace, and
to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of Justice and International law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes
or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;
2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on the respect for the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples and to take other

appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace;
3. To achieve international cooperation in solving International problems of
an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and
encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion; and
4. To be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment
of these common ends.

The organization as developed at San Francisco received the overwhelming endorsement of the American people andl had the virtually
unanimous approval of the United States Senate.
This organization was designed to consolidate and strengthen over

a long pe-od of time the foundations of peace through common action
in soling political economic, social, cultural, and health problems.
Machinery was established for the settlement of international disputes
by peaceful means so that the advice and assistance of all members,
and the mobilization of world pl)lic opinion, might be brought to
bear in the pacific settlement of disputes. It was found possible to
go considerably further than the League of Nations in the establishment of enforcement machinery, but at the San Francisco Conference
none of the major powers was prepared to grant to this organization
the right of enforcement against a major power.
When universal agreement to the Charter was achieved, the strength
of the major powers in relation to one another was such that no one
of them could safely break the peace if the others stood united in
defense of the Charter. Under existing world circumstances the
maintenance of a comparable power relationship is fundamental to
world security.
The aspirations of the people of the world as set, forth in the
Charter of the United Nations have been shaken by developments
since the summer of 1945. It gradually became apparent that the
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postwar conditions anticipated at San Francisco were not being
realized. Tihe failure of concerted action by the major allies rendered
it necessary for the United States Government to attempt to create
the desired postwar conditions in cooperation with other States willing
to do so.
It became progressively clearer that serious misconceptions pre-

vailed in the minds of the leaders of the Soviet Union concerning
western civilization and the possibilities for developing stabilized
working relations between the Soviet Union and the other members
of the community of nations. It is a misconception to suppose that
domination of the world by a single system is inevitable. It is a
misconception to suppose that differing systems cannot live side by
side in peace under the basic rules of international conduct prescribed
by the Charter of the United Nations. These rules are obligatory
upon all members.
A fundamental task of the United Nations and of our foreign policy
is to dispel the misconceptions of the Soviet leaders and to bring about
a more realistic view of what is possible and what is impossible in the
world at large. In
relationship between the Soviet Union and tile
this way there call be restored to international society the equilibrium
necessary to permit the United Nations to function as contemplated
at Sani rancis 'o.
Our realization of the need for this equilibrium hias led to action
aloiigr several ives, all designed to create coilitionis favorable to tie
working of the United Nations. Tile first necessary step was to insure
the freedom and independence of the niembers. The ability of demno(ratio peoples to preserve their in(lepen(lence in the face of totalitarian
threats depends upon their detern nation to do so. That determination ill turn (lel)ends upon the development of a hemthy economiiic and
political life and a genuine sense of security.
Therefore, the United States Government is responding to requests
to provide the economic assistance to various countries in Europe and
elsewhere. 'lie United States is coop)erating with 16 European countries in a recovery program providing for self-help andi mutual aid.
The United States Government is now considering the steps meces-'
sary to bring the National Military Establishment to the minimum
level necessary to restore the bahince-of-power relationships required
for international security.
The United.States is acutely aware that the return of a sense of
security to the free nations of the world is essential for the l)romot ion
of condIitions under which the United Nations can function. The
necessary steps for self-protection against aggression can be taken
within the Charter of the UTnited Nations. The Charter recogliiz.s in
article 51 the right. of individual infidl collective seli. d fense against
armed attack until tile Security Council has taken thu measures necessary to preserve peace and security. Articles 52, 53, and 54 provide
for regional arrangements dealimig with tile maintenance of international peace and security, on condition that such arrangements are
consistent with the purposes and principles of the Charter.
Ili recognition of the possibility foreseen in the Charter that an
armed attack might occur upon a member of the United Nations, despite the binding obligations accepted by every member to refrain
from the threat or use of force against another Stlate, the United States
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and the other American Republics concluded at Rio de Janeiro last
year a treaty for individual and collective self-defense. Certain
countries of western Europe likewise have organized themselves into
a western union, for their individual and collective self-defense. By
such arrangements under article 51 of the Charter and the.articles
providing for regional arrangements, constructive steps have been
taken to gulwark international security and the maintenance of peace.
Our intention to afford enmuragement and support to arrangements
made by free nations for the preservation of their independence and
liberty has already been stated by the President in his message to the
4
Congress on March 17.
The United States Government has followed an active policy of
strengthening the existing machinery of the United Nations.
. We have endeavored to assure that the United Nations would
carry out its responsibilities in dealing with the dangerous political
issues which have arisen in various quarters of the world. We have
sought to promote its basic work on economic problems, human rights,
fivedom of information, health, and related needs.
). We have made prol)osals toward restraining the use of the veto
in the Security Council and reducing the scope of the veto through its
elimination from matters of pacific settlement and the admission of
nev members.
3. We proposed the establishment of an interim committee of the
General Assembly, popularly known as time Little Assembly, to eon1ider various possibilities for improving international cool)eration and
to put to vork the undeveloped l)owe's of the General Assenbly in the
field of international security. By means of this committee ihe farreaching influence of the General Assembly is being brought more
effectivelyy to bear in fulfilling the purposes and principles of tile
Charter.
The United Nations is the forum of daily world negotiation. It is
dhe world's vehicle for dealing with basic economic and social malhadjistments, for developing safeguards of essential freedoms, for
.*:(vanicing the development of dependent peoples and areas.
On several occasions negotiation in the United Nations, even during
its short history, has postponed fighting long enough to remove ti
cause for fighting. It is a forum of negotiation where charges or distortions are held answerable, where violations of treaty obligations
r ust meet the verdict of world opinion, and where those responsible
must answer for their conduct. It. is a forum where the nations of t ie
world are called upon to uphold the pIrposes and principles of the
Chimrter. United Nations negotiation affords continuing working contNcts in international relations and an open door to communication
between the east and the wvst.
A number of projects designed to improve international conditions
by rew forms of internatioiua1 organization have been proposed. These
rejectsts envisage radical changes in the existing United Nations Chart,. Sgme propose the elimination of a 'eto on enforcement measures,
tie establishment of inequality of voting among the major .lower.s,
find the virtual elimination of the influence of small nations in Seen,';tv Council decisions. Others go beyond the revision of the United
Nations Charter and call for the establishment of new forms of inteir'tfonal structure along the lines of world government. In general,
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tile proponents of these projects recognize the probability that the
proposals would not be accepted by at least one of the major powers
and by a number of other governments now inembers of the United
Nations. They advocate that in this case the respective projects be
put into effect'among such nations as would accept them.
All of these projects appear to rest on the as.;uanption.that the present unsatisfactory state of world affairs is a result of inability on
tile part of the United Nations to prevent aggression; that this inability arises from the exercise of the veto power in tile Security Council and the lack of a United Nations police force; that if lie veto
power on enforcement decisions could be removed and the United Nations provided with armed forces, aggre.,ion could be prevented; and
that the l)rincipal barrier to world peace woul thereby cease to exist.
The general assumption rests, I think, on all incomplete analysis
of our main problems of foreign policy at this juncture and of the )art
which international organization can play in solving them.
The underlying problem in the immediate future is to bring about
the restoration of economic, social, and political health in the world
and to give to the peoples of the world a sense of security which is essential for them to carry on the task of recovery. What'is needed for
the achievement of a world order based on law'and dedicated to peace
and progress is a widespread improvement in the material and social
well-being of the peoples of the world. The responsibility for such
improvement will always rest primarily upon the peoples anid governments themselves. In this field the United Nations, however, can
play an increasingly active role.
'lhe factor of military strength is of immediate and major inml)ortance in the present wold situation but is not the element which will
he paramount in long run. The emplhasiis often placed solely, on tile
military aspects of world affairs does a disservice to the cause of peace.
The more that present differences are talked about and treated exclusively as a military problem, the more they tend to become so.
Tie problems today presented to those who desiree peace are not
questions of structure. Nor are they problems solvable m,,rely by new
forms of organization. They require performances of obligations
already undertaken, fidelity to pledges already given. Basic human
frailties cannot be overcome by Charter provisions alone, for they
exist in the behavior of men anl governments.
The suggestion 'hat a revised United Nations, or some form of world
government, sh tild be achieved, if necessarV, without tlse nations
which would be ",nwilling to join, deserves special attention. Such a
procedure would probably destroy the present United Nat ions omhr.ization. The result would be a dispersal of the community of nations.
followed by the formation of rival military alliances and isolated
groups of States. This result would weaken'us and expose us to even
greater dangers from those who seek domination of other States. *
It is not changes in the form of international intercourse which we
now require. It is to changes of substance that we must look for an
improvement of the world situation. And it is to those changes of
substance that our policy has been directed. When the substance of
the world situation improves, the United Nations will be able to function with full effectiveness. Meanwhile we will continue our efforts
in cooperation with other governments to improve the working of the
United Nations under the Charter.
75921-18-4
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The United Nations was created after years of study and after
months of difficult negotiations. It now has 58 members. It is the
symbol of the aspirations of mankind. Its success is the hope of mankind. All new efforts to attain order and organization in the affairs
of men require time to grow roots in the loyalties of men. The history
of our own people testifies to this necessity. Let us not in our impatience and our fears sacrifice the hard-won gains that we now possess
in the United Nations organization.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Secretary, there is one particular issue before our committee upon which we desire your views. That is the
agreement entered into between our .Government and the United
Nationsofor the loan of $82,000,000 [sic, $65,000,000] to build the
new building.
Secretary MARSMALL. Mr. Chairman, I think it is highly desirable
that the loan, be authorized, not only on the basis of the dollar factor
from a purely business point of view, but also because of the fact that
we invited the United Nations to establish headquarters in this counti'y. I think we should consider that point in reaching a decision
regarding this particular financial proposal.
I would say, Mr. Chairman, that our delegate to the United Nations,
Ambassador'Austin, who will be here this afternoon, knows all of the
details in this matter and will be prepared to answer in a less superficial
fashion than I can.
Chairman EATON. Thank you.
We will begin with the 5-minute rule, and after that throw it open.
Mr. Chiperfield.
Mr. CLI1-.1FIELD. Mr. Secretary do I reach a proper conclusion
from your remarks that you feel at the present time it would be ineffective to call a general conference of the members of the United Nations
for the purpose of reviewing the present Charter under article 109?
Secretary MARSmIALL. That is correct; yes, sir.
Mr. CHIPERFIELD. I feel sure, Mr. Secretary if you felt we could
revise and improve the Charter of the United Nations, you would
have arranged such a conference and would not be waiting for'Congress to pass a resolution requesting you to do so. However, even
though you feel that calling a conference under article 109 would
not be effective, that would not preclude, would it, going ahead under
article 51, article 52, and so forth, for regional arrangements that
might strengthen the position within the framework of the United
Nations?
Secretary MARSHALL. That is correct, sir. We are constantly endeavoring to improve the procedural arrangements. Several of
our proposals were given approval at the meeting of the Assembly
last fall, notably the proposal for the Little Assembly. This Little
Assembly is considering some of the problems discussed so frequently
in the public press at present.
We are not opposed to amendment of the Charter in principle.
If the proposed amendment had the following characteristics, we
would be able to support it: That it genuinely strengthens and facilitates the work of the United Nations; that it is strongly supported
by. the Congress and the American people with full knowledge of its
implications for the United States-that' is a very important condition,
and I repeat it: That it is strongly supported by the Congress and
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the American people with full knowledge of its implications for the
United States-and that negotiation with other governments indicates
that there is reasonable support for it in the United Nations.
We feel we must not disrupt the work of the United Nations nor

should we tit this time go beyond the existing amendment procedure.
Some changes would be useful immediately and we have already
indicated that some of them might beA change in the veto arrangement: We are working on that
right now, and with the pressure of world opinion, we hope
to get some aldjustmnent there.
A change in the rules for admitting new members: That also
relates to the veto question.
Minor drafting changes which would clarify the l)resent Charter: One example is in article 27, plirrmaraph 3. It would be
useful if the last part could rea(, "Provide that in decisions
under chapter VI and m(ler paralgraph 3 of article 52, a party
to a dispute"-there insert two additional words: "or situtation," "shall abstain from voting."
We are continually studying the Charter andlprOlposals for amendments because we know that changes will l)e desirable as ourl experience
with the Charter grows an(] our work with the United Nations goes
forward.
Calling for a convention to revise the Charter should be the last
step and not the first step. We would first have to know what is
needed and then negotiate it with others.
I would, however, like to go back to the point I have already repeated: We feel that any anmndment must be strongly sIipl))'ted
v the Congress and the American people with a full knowledge, of
ifs implications to the United States. I might say here, sir', that
I think there is possibly much confusion in the plil)lic mind as to
just what the proposals before us would (1o, an(1 to what extent we
would commit ourselves under them.
A two-thirds vote is certainly a good rule of democracy on very
important questions, but. when it copies to the use of the over of th'e
United States in a military way-particularly having in mind that
we possess about 40 percent of the power ind influence you might say,,
in the world today-we must be very careful as to what tie American
people are'colmitting themselves." That problem involves certain
con(litions of the veto.
I was interested in looking into our own Constitution to refresh my

mind on time fact that we have in it, a veto power which nobo(ly ever
discusses. It relates to the representation of States in the Senate.
Any one State can veto a change.
By some of the proposals that have been made regarding the Securiiy Council, we would be changing the voting power, even among
the five great powers, by reducing the rel )eseitation of two of them to
one vote each, and three of them, including ourselves, two votes'each,
and redlcing tie representation of the smaller States to only two
with one vote each.
I cannot believe that the smaller States would agree to such n change
as that. I (1o not believe that the'French and Chinese Governments

would acce(le to that proposal, and I am reminded of our own veto
power in article V of the Constitution with respect exactly to that
procedure in relation to reprsentation in the Senate.
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Mr. CHIMsIFIEI.

It is, of course, understandable that the general

publio would like to see the Charter of the United Nations revised
and strengthened but they do not realize, I think, the difficulty of doing
so under present circumstances.
Secretary MAlAmHALu I think that is correct, sir. There is confusion
as to what the various changes would mean and what the problems of

carrying them into effect would be.
I think the present active interest in the matter is very encouraging
but I think it is equally important that all the public should have a
clear understanding of just what these various proposals would mean.
Mr. CHPERFItWD. If we were to call a conference of the United
Nations for revision, which might be doomed to failure, and then we
were forced into the dilemma of taking some action, we might be
hurting our international relations rather than helping them, would
we not?
Secretary MARS1ALL. My feeling at the present time is that we
should not jeopardize the integrity of the United Nations Organization. When one takes into account the number of nations involved

in it-that they all did get together in agreement in drafting this
Charter-it is a tremendous event in the history of the world.
When we think back into our own experience with our own Constitution, we can find parallels with present problems all the way through,
particularly in the troubled state of mind after the final a(loption of
the Constitution, and the succeeding efforts to amend it.
There, we were dealing with only 13 States, and with people all
speaking the same language. But they all had definite reactions. The
slavery question dominated the thinking a great deal, as did States'
ri hts.
In this problem now before us, we have other issues but in a sense
they are somewhat the same.

CIIIPERFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Bloom.
Mr. BLooxr. Mr. Secretary, you believe that the United Nations can
&r.

function?

Secretary MARSAL,. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLoom. If there are any changes to be made in the Charter,
would not the veto power apply there, too? Secretary MARSHALL. Yes, sir; the veto power obtains in connection
with changes of the Charter.
Mr. B1io[. The veto power would apply, then, to the changes in

the Charter. Do you feel, then, that changes can be made?
Secretary MARSHALL. At the present time, I would say, not by recourse to that procedure. May I read the pertinent paragraph of the
.
Charter? [Reading:]
. Any alteration of the present Charter recommended by a two-thirds vote of
the conference shall take effect when ratified in accordance with their respective
constitutionni processes by two-thirds of the Members of the United Nations,
Including all the permanent members of the Security Council (Art. 109, par. 2).

The right of veto is in the last phrase.

Mr. BLoomr. Then you believe at the present time it would be wrong
to call a meeting of the General Assembly of the United Nations, to
try and find a way of amending the Charter to meet the abuses of
the Charter?
Secretary MARShALL. I did not heat the first part of the sentence.
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Mr. BLOOM. I believe I understood you to say it would be inadvisable at this time to call a meet in ofthie GeneralAssembly to amend
the Charter to correct the abuses of the Charter.
Secretary MARSHALL. Did you say inadvisable?

Mr. BLOOM. Yes; that is correct, sir. Then you referred to the
Constitution of the United States?
Secretary MARSH~ALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLOOM. Was not one of the first acts of the Congress of the
United States after it came into being in 1789 to adopt the first 10
amendments to the Constitution of the United States?
Secretary MARSIALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLoo.Mt. That was in less time than we are asking for something
to be done to the United Nations.
Secretary MARSHALL. That is correct, sir, but I believe the conditions are somewhat different.
Mr. BLOOM. If two-thirds of the vote of the Thirteen Statesalthough there were only 10 of the States that really approved of the
Constitution-if two-thirds of the votes of the Thirteen States were
to be required to amend the Constitution, or even to adopt the Constitution, it would not carry; is that right?
Secretary MARSHALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. BLOOM. Then how are you going to amend the Charter of the
United Nations if the veto power still remains?
Secretary MARS1HALL. I think that -will come.about, sir, in the develol)ment of a very different state of mind than that which is afflictingthe world at the present moment.
The whole international situation is fraught with suspicion and
fears, and a series of events, all of which are so disturbing that. it is
not probable that nations which take opposite views wil moderate

their points of view until there has been a more reassuring develop-

ment in time world.
My own view is, and it is the view of my associates and advisers,
that when we have achieved a little more of a feeling of security, when

we have achieved particularly a little more economic stability in the
world, these suspicions will be moderated. Gradually we will work
into a back-and-forth adjustment that will lend itself, in general, to
a more moderate point of view, and this would be the basis for getting together on some of the issues now under discussion.
At the present time, as I understand the situation through Ambnsador Austin and Mr. Rusk here who are familiar with the various
factors involved, through personal contacts with the principal representatives of the five major nations, we are the only major power
which at the present time favors amendment of the Charter.
Mr. BLoom. That is true in the case of other things, too. Is it the
veto orthe abuse of the veto that isobjectionableI
Secretary MARSHALL. I would say, largely, the abuse of the veto.
If the understanding that was given regarding the veto in San
Francisco had been sincerely lived tip to, we would not be in the
present predicament.
Mr. BLoomr. Would the Senate of the United States have approved
of the Charter with the veto power not there?
Secretary MARSHALL. It is my understanding that it would not. I
was not in the country at the time of the debates.
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I suppose it might have approved if some aspects of the veto had
been removed front the Charter, but in the main issues, I am told it
would not have approved. However, as I said, I was not in the
country at the time of those debates.
Mr. BLooM. I have one question on the loan of $65,000,000 to erect
a building for the United Nations in New York City.
The way I read this resolution which I believe was referred to
the committee by the State Department, it contains all of the provisions of the security for the loan to the United Nations. It regards
mortgages or anything else, should anything happen in the future, so
that the United States would be protected in any eventuality.
Secretary MAsII8sALL. That is the uhiderstan(ling I have received
from my legal advisers.
Mr. BLOObr. If the loan will not be made of $65,000,000 do you know
the amount of money the United States would have to contribute
toward the erection of the building, and then secure the remainder of
the funds from the other 57 different countries?
STATEMENT OF DEAN RUSK, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF UNITED
NATIONS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. RUSK. Approximately $27,000,000.
Mr. MARSIALL. It is about 40 percent of the total.

Mr. Bwor. That would be 60 percent for construction of the building, without considering the value of the land, is that not right?
r. RUSK. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLOoi. And the mortgage given to the United States for the
$65,000,000 also contains the provision that the land as well as the
building is considered in the mortgage, is that not right?
Mr. ltUSH. Yes, sir, the entire properties are subject to recapture
by the United States.
Mr. BLomr. So the loan itself, looking at it as a strictly business
pro position, in your opinion, is a pure loan?
Mr. RUSm. That is right.
Mr. BLOOm. That is a 1.

Chairman EATON. Mr. Vorys.

Mr. Voys. Mr. Secretary, we are glad to see you.back safe and

sound.
Who gives our representative, Senator Austin, his instructions?
Secretary MARshALL. They come from the State Department and

the President.
Mr. Vonys. Is thero any set procedure as to how he gets his instructionsf
Secretary MARsnALu Th normal procedure is that an instruction
goes directly from the State Department to Senator Austin. It is
sent either by telegram or memorandum. In some cases, it contains
the exact language to be used. In other cases it is a position paper
defining the attitude of the United States, and it is left to Senator
Austin's discretion as to how he employs that attitude in his discussions and debates.
Mr. VoRYs. In the Assembly are the instructions handled the same

way?

Secretary M,%RsIIAJL. Yes

/

sir.
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Tlie procedure when I was attending the Assembly was that we had
a meeting in the morning at about 9: 15 o'clock, with the delegates, an1d
with the various advisors. It involved about 50 people. Each one
of the issues of the day was discussed till(] a final decision was taken
on what the position of the United States woull be in a matter ald
who would handle it. Sometimes a conunittee of the delegates might
be handling it, or the position might be in the form of a general statement.
Tle same procedutre, I think is followed at the present time, so far as
is possible considering the terrific pressure being placed on the leading individual to be in two or three places at the same time.
Mr. Voilys. It is a little different, in a way, in the Assembly than
with our Seculity memIber, is it not? You have describedd what on the
Hill here we might call a caucus that takes l)lace with the Assembly
but the Security iuember gets his instructions more directly , is tllat
about right?
Secretary MAImsn ,. Mr. Rusk has set, in on the Council meetings
and I will have him speak.
Mr. Rusi. In preparation for a General Assembly we prepare a full
position book which represents our )olicy attitude on all of the questiojs that will be on the agenda of the General Assembly. Of necessity those must be broad in character and must take into account the
fact that we have a parliamentary situation in the Assembly, where
two-thirds votes are required in the plemnry sessions and ordinary
majorities are required in the committees.
Questions which arise before the Secuirity Council are more specific
and precise in character; therefore, the instiructions are usually more
precise.
Mr. Vonys. Thank you.
Mr. BiooMt. Is there a two-thirds vote on everything?
Secretary Mfnsnu 1 . In the Assembly, a two-thirds vote is required
on important matters, sir.
Mr. Vonys. In your statement you spoke of the undeveloped powers
of the General A~sembly. I wondered if there are any powers there
that would eliminate or effect the use of the veto? I wondered just
what you meant by, "undeveloped"?
Secretary MARSALL. For example, Mr, Vorys, there are certain
actions that can be taken directly by the Assembly. Delegates to the
Assembly can act if they have the approval of their governments. In
the Assembly one can have a decision on a matter without it having
gone to the Security Council.
Mr. Rusk just reininded me of the Greek case. Aside from handling
that, the step taken last year by the Assembly in creating the Little
Assembly constituted an expansion of the organizational facilities
provided under the Charter.
However, I should say the principal undeveloped power is in the
action of the Assembly itself with relation to important problems of
international relations.
Mr. VoRYs. That is what I wanted to get clear. Is it possible under
the Charter for the Assembly? let us say, by a two-thirds vote to take
action in, let us say, a security situation, which would not require
further action by the Security Council, or could not be vetoed by the
Security Counci1
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Mr. RUSK. Under the Charter the General Assembly is entitled to

discuss all questions before the United Nations. It can also discuss
questions of the maintenance of international peace and security. It
can make recommendations on a particular issue provided that it is
not at the same time before the Security Council.
If the General Assembly deals with a question such as Greece, or
another question not before the Security Council, and it concludes that
the question requires action under chapter 7, it must under the Charter
refer that matter to the Security Council. However, there are things
which the Assembly itself can do. It established a commission of its
own to go to Greece after the Security Council had been unable because
of the veto to (1o anything about the Oreece situation. There is now
in northern Greece a committee of the General Assembly acting as
observers to attempt to discourage the aggression going on in that
area and which has succeeded, we believe, inslowing up tie timetable

of that, aggression.
Mr. VORYS. That was a case that was before the Security Council
and the Security Council failed to act because of the veto but the
Assembly went ahead.
Mr. RusK. It was taken off the agenda of the Security Council in
order to permit the General Assembly to deal with it.
Mr. Vomys. Could it be taken off the Security Council except by
unanimous vote of the permanent members?
Mr; RUSK. The deletion of an, item from the agenda of.the Security
Council requires a, procedural vote on which the veto does not apply.
Mr. VoRYs. I see.

Then there is through the Assembly, the possibility of, let us say,
circumventing the veto?
Mr. JusK. The Charter provided that both the Security Council and
the General Assembly should act on such matters. It is not a question
of circumventing the veto so much as using the owers which the
General Assembly itself has under the Charter to do a job which the
Assembly is entitled to do.
In other words it has powers, too, to deal with political situations
and disputes.
.Mr. VORYS. I did not mean to say, "circumventing the veto," but
simply not using the procedure where the veto applies.
'Mr. RusK. That-is right.
Mr. VoRYs. Is it not true that the Charter in no place defines the
word "aggression"? As I remember it, between the wars a lot of
international conferences were devoted to defining that word, and that
word, definition and conception was omitted, just because there could
not be agreement on it. Is that correct I
Secretary MARSHALL. I Ihink that is correct, sir-Article 39 says
[reading] :
The Security Council shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace,
breach of the peace or act of aggression and shall make recommendations, or
decide what measures shall be taken In accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to
maintain or restore international peace and security.

In relation to that, Mr. Rusk has a point I would like him to make.
Mr. RUm. The principal reason why "aggression" was not defined
at San Francisco was that it was thought that a definition of aggression would restrict the Security Council in the future and limit it in
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dealing with new types of aggression which might develop. As you
yourself indicated, early attempts to define "aggression" have left loop
holes. We had in mind new techniques of aggression such as, the
indirect, kind of penetration which we see going on today.
Trhe Security Council has a completely freehand under article 39
which the Secretary just read, to find what constitutes an act of aggression.
Secretary MAnSLL. I might say. in that connection, that one of
the great difficulties we have had, which has proved insurmountable
at least for the time being in relation to the Austrian Treaty, was the
definition of "force or duress."
We wished to use the words, "force or duress." At that moment we
encountered opposition regarding what "force or duress" meant.
When we got into definitions we were just as far from agreement as
we were at the start.
To you and to me, "force and duress" have a generally accepted
significance, but in treaty-making and negotiating, we broke d-own
entirely on trying to define what was meant and agreeing on what
terms we would use.
I think what Mr. Rusk has just said is very pertinent to the matter.
It is an advantage to have a definitionn, provided we have not ended
up by unduly limiting ourselves by the terms of the definition.
Mr. Votys.' As I understand it, rtfe Act of Chapultepec and the following legislation in our regional arrangements in the Western Hemisphere defined at least certain types of aggression where there would
be action, but the only similar 'definition in the Charter is in article
51 which is "armed invasion (see attack)." Is that about correct?
Secretary MARSHALL. That is correct, sir. Shall I read article 511
Mr. VoRYs. It might be a good thing.
Secretary MARsHAzL (reading):
Nothing in the present Charter shall inpair the Inherent right of individual
or collective self-defense If an arined attack occurs against a Member of the
United Nations until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to
maintain international peace and security.
Measures taken by Members In the exercise of this right of self-defense shall
be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect
the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain

or restore international peace and security.

It is under -that paragraph and that article of the Charter, that
the American Republics developed the Rio Pact.
It was not developed under the regional arrangements of Articles
52 and 53, because there the action would have been restrained until
the Security Council had done certain things. We wished to be certain that there could be immediate action, if any aggressive act occurred within the zone defined.
Mr. VORYS. Is the possibility of our furnishing military supplies
to Members of the United Nations under Article 51 consistent with
the Charter?
You mention in your statement that one thing is to preserve a
balance of power whiich of course is one of the things we talked about
in 1945 as being eliminated.
Is it under Article 51, that we furnish military supplies to'MembersI
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Secretary

MARSIALh.

The issue would be one of assisting other

nations.
I would like to refer to our comment about balance of power, because we are opposed to a balance-of-power basis of settlement politically. I was referring to a balance of military strength.
The factor of military strength is of immediate and major importance in the present military situation, but is not the element which
will be paramount in the long run.
What power
has occurred
has been a change in the general situation in
military
from that
which existed in 1945 to an extent which has
developed a great uncertainty and a grept many fears in the world.
The use of the term, "balance of power," though we were talking
exclusively about military power, was probably not the best expression
or phrasing to employ. I am trying now to clarify it.
Mr. Voitys. You said in your prepared statement:
The United States (lovernnient is now considering the steps necessary to bring
the National Military Establishment to the ininimni level necessary to restore
the balance of power relationships required for International security.

This is an extremely difficult and perplexing matter and I do not
want to trap you with the use of certain words. We are not playing
on words here. In general, however, in 1945 we talked about the fact
that we were going to have a security organization that would preserve military security without having a military balance of power.
Now, there is a situation which we all recognize, regardless of the
precise words we use, but it is expressed in this statement you gave

your opening remarks.
Secretary MARSHALL. I believe that the use of the term "balance of
power" is subject to criticism, because it is an equilibrium of military
power with which we are now concerned. The ordinary accepted use
of the expression, "balance of power," refers more tio'teiritoi'ial
line-ups and political groupings.
At the time of the San Francisco Conference it was quite apparent
that no one great power could with any hop~e of success turn on the
others, and that situation constituted an equilibrium.
Now, through our own rapidity of demobilization, a similar case
in England, and the fact that France has relatively little military
power, we reached a situation in Europe where there was a complete
lack of equilibrium and a very massive power on the part of one nation.
The United Nations cannot function satisfactorily under such a
state of affairs. It was to that condition I was referring.
Mr. VoRYs. Thank you.
Chairman EAToN. The Chair would like to say that we have a
number of gifted members here Who would like to ask questions, and
I would like to suggest that each Member endeavor to mercy in the
use of time.
Mr. Richards, please.
Mr. RiCiAnos. Mr. Secretary, do you think it would be helpful ov
do you support the idea that the Unifed Nationis Charter, so far as
(he veto is concerned i'n matters'of aggression, shoulil be'revised? If
you do not care to answer that question now, I Will withdraw it.
Secretary MARSHALL. Would you repeat the question again so that

I can make certain I have it

"
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Mr. UrcIAuns. We have a number of resolutions before Congress
suggesting that the United Nations Charter should be revised in matters pertaining to aggression. Do you think it would be helpful to
the Organization, to the aims of th'e Organization, for the Charter
to be revised at this time?
Secretary MARISHALLT. I will have to answer that by referring to
chapter Vi, "Pacific Settlement of Disputes," and say that it would
be to the advantage of tile United Nations procedure if the Charter
could be so amended or an understanding could be reached so that
there would be no veto in connection with article 33 and article 34
on pacific settlement of disputes.
On the other hand, in chapter 7, "Action with Respect to Threats to
the Peace and Breaches of the Peace and Acts of Aggression"-artiCIo 39, article 40, article 41, article 42, and article 43-there we
think the veto should remain for our protection, in order not to have
the manpower and the material power of the United States committed to enforcement action by a two-thirds vote.
In those cases I think the veto should continue.
In connection with "Pacific Settlement of Disputes," I think the veto
should be eliminated.
The real problem in the answer to your question is whether it is a
practical procedure at the present tine to secure alteration of procedure in relation to pacific settlement of disputes.
We feel in the first place that it cannot i)e (lone through a revision
conference or convention. Furthermore, we think we are now working toward a solution.
Vdr. RICiAnDs. In any event, you take the position that it cannot
be brought about without the consent of the big powers on the Security
CounciC

Secretary MAJISHATL. That is correct, sir.

Mr. RcicARDS. Then there must be a change of heart all around to
get it done?
Secretary lInsmRM.. Yes. And that, I think, will come through
a gradual change in feeling, not only in the United States but all over.
That change will occur more rapidly among those powers who have
agreed on most of the procedures, but I am not without hope that
we will get concessions with relation to this particular chapter VI
before we ever get to the convention stage.
Mr. RicIiIAIDS. Have you any reason to expect a change of heart
on the part of Russia within regard to the veto?
Secretary MARSHALT. I am not without hope that we will get an
arrangement, eventually, with relation to chapter VI, without having to go to the formal procedure of the convention for the modification of the Chaf'ter but not at the present time.
Mr. RicIIAIIDS. Do you feel that it would be helpful or harmful for
the Congress of the United States to express its viewpoint on this
question?
Secretary MARSTALL,. I think that would be helpful because it tends
to hell) form world opinion.
Mr. RicIARDS. You would not oppose a resolution expressin Cthe
viewpoint of the Congress and stating that the Charter should be
amended in certain particulars, would you?
Secretary MARSHALL. No, sir.
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Mr. RIcu ARDS. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mundt.
Mr. MuNT. Mr. Secretary, it is the hope of us who are sponsoring
this resolution that these changes and modifications of the veto can
be carried out within the framework of the United Nations Charter,
thereby continuing to enable us to have a United Nations Organization, but on the functioning, operating level, which cannot be stymied
by the will of any one country at any given time.
What we are trying to do this morning is find a way through which
that can be achieved. Through our resolution we have suggested a
possiblee method, which, as I envision it, would be this: That the
President or you-I do not know whether it should be the President
or the Secretary of State of the United States-take the leadership
by calling together a meeting of the member nations of the United
Nations, outside the framework of the ordinary General Assembly,
for the purpose of sitting down and looking at the 30-month history
of the Organization to determine what lessons experience has taught.
So far as I have expressed it, is that procedure a possible procedure, as you understand it?
Secretary MARShALL. There is something of that procedure going
on at the present time.
Mr. MUNDT. Do you mean through the little assembly?
Secretary MARSHALL. Yes, and the discussions we are having with
the representatives of the various nations with regard to these
matters.
Mr. MUNDr. That is right. But we tend to crystal!i- it and-make
it more definite if we call a special conclave for the purpose of exaiining the operating history.
Secretary MARSHALL. There are three factors involved in any such
procedure.
First, we must determine exactly what we want. I just gave all
expression here, offhand, of what parts of the veto I thought should
be preserved and what factors should be removed.
Then I think we start in with negotiation with others.
We have a practical question, there, as to whether we would do
better to get them all together and start a debate, or to negotiate
individually and gradually build up a general support and understanding of what we are after, and then move on to the more general
procedure of endeavoring to get the Charter amended.
I commented, a little while ago, on my understanding of the
present situation, where, among the five great powers, we are the
only ones who seem to want to have a Charter amendment considered
at the present time.
Of course there are a goodmany reasons behind that.
Mr. MUNDT. We have very good reasons in that we are spending
billions of dollars trying to rehabilitate the world.
Secretary MAMSHALL. I think it goes beyond that, sir, because there
is a great fear that we may run into an impasse that would dismember
the United Nations Organization.
There are countries in deadly fear of that happening. They would
like to see a stronger organization. They would like to see it have a
power which would give them a genuine feeling of security. That
is their desire. Parallel to that is a very great fear that something
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will
anddismember
particularly
be Precipitated
by thisthe
Government,happen,
which will
the will
United
Nations and divide
world,
you might say, into two armed camps, with a group of smaller nations which would hold aloof, on account of their geographical loca.
tlion, in a position of desperate neutrality.
Then all we have done to bring this Organization together, this forum
of negotiation, which I understand in the past 12 months developed
some 2,000 meetings and conferences woulh be dissipated and leave
the situation in Europe one of tragic despair.
Mr. MUNiyr. The dilliculty has been that tie conferences have been
much more expansive than the conclusions. There have not been too
many good conclusions.
Secretary MA1HALI,. That is not confined to the United Nations.
Mr. MuNiyV.
Of course not, but that is our problem here.
Secretary MAIDMIAL,. It is a principal objective of our foreign poliy
to find peaceful solutions to our differences with the Soviet Union. We
do not wish to widen this gap or to intensify the tension in the postwar world.
The United Nations is a forum in which many of the questions involving the Soviet Union can be negotiated, Onder the auspices of
the United Nations we are meeting with the Soviet Union on hundreds
of matters each year. It would be a tragic misfortune, in my opinion,
to break off this relationship. It is easy to terminate negotiations, but
it is difficult to resurne them, and it is hard to tell wvhat might occur in
the interim,
'ei United Nations is a world forum in which we can challenge
for.ejgn,l)olicies which we do not like and attempt to correct the mis.
conceptiJohf of Smiet leaders about what can and cannot be done in
their relationship to the rest of the world,
Although we believe that somehow their policies are not in accord
with the Charter, their membership in the United Nations is benetiicial to the world community.
If the Soviet Union withdraws, or is driven to withdrawal from the
United Nations, a number of nations near Russia may find themselves
in an impossible position and nmy well refuse to retain meini)el'shih.
in the United Nations, which would then appear to be a grand alliance
against the Soviet Union.
We would not wish to place such nations in such a dangerous aind
awkward position. H(ince we believe the universality of the Uited
Nations should be maintained, if at all possible. "If we split the
United Nations into two pieces we may find that we have splintered
it into many more, and we may be left in ti lenvia!)le positioA of
being responsible for tle loss of a highly useful world Organization
with nothing to put in its place.
I link I shoul say, though I am hesital14t to say it in an open
session, that , m mi(ler coistant pressure from othi' nations to try
in every concewivablo way to avoid a rupture, They are very fearful,
and they do not have the Atlantic Ocean, or our great power, or our
great feeling of security to reassure them.
'Ilhe proileml narrows down--in attempting to answer your question--to what is the best pl'ocedmre for working toward an improve.

ITment of the Charter so that we will not find so npany impasses aA we
do at the present time,
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I have felt that we are gradually making some advance in that
respect, but tile present moment is possibly tile most (iflicult. We
are hopeful that by the operation of the European Recovery program
we are going to secure a stabilization in Europe which will be productive of a change in the views of people and will lessen tensions
and make it much more possible to negotiate successfully.
Mr. MumnI'r. I wonder if you would agree with me on a series of
two or three points in that connection? •
Certainly we all start with the premise that we hope a rupture
can be averted. I think that is the universal feeling, ahnost, in thi
country.
A lot, of eml)hasis is always placed, ini your appearances before this
committee, and also by other spokesmen, on the importance of negotiatiomis with Russia. I do not believe that negotiations, per se, are
essentially virtuous unless they achieve something. I think they can
be a virtuous procedure, but they also can be a prelude to dfliculties,
to harsh words and a breaking off of relationships. They can be a
delaying tactic. I think, in order to determine whether negotiations
are an asset or a liability, we have to know what is going on concurrently with these negotiations in other parts of the world.
Now, to.get (town to the meat, in the coconut: The atomic bomb is it
pretty serious weapon to loose on this world, and there is no great
security for any one until and unless we have an effective international
means of harnessing the atomic bomb.
According to the best intelligence we can find, we have less time
between now and the time when other important countries will have
stock piles of the atomic bomb than has transpired since Hiroshima
and the l)resent time. So we must begin to move in the direction of
harnessing that bomb and do it successfully and have international
inspections, or something effective or else lhave a pretty grim world
.where people are stock )iling atomic bombs while ne tiating and
quarreling.
It therefore seems to me that along with the value of negotiations
there comes the matter of urgency from the standpoint of getting a
concrete result concerning the control of something as awesome as
the atomic bomb.
Unless we find some way to overcome the veto, or to detour the veto,
or to modify the veto, what reason do you have, Mr. Secretary, for
assuming that we can do within the next 24 months with the atomic
bomb that which we have been-.unable to do in the past 30 wonthst
That is a very serious situation.
Secretary MARSIALL. Well, I once was a soldier and I am pretty
familiar, I think, with the worries that flow from a consideration of
those facts. But I still feel,,Mr. Mundt, that, as a practical proposition, this is not the moment to secure what we all want.
I feel, as I said in answer to Mr. Richards, that an expression by
the Congress of its views has a very definite value in the formulation
of general opinion on that subject. [ feel that what we are now doingof coure necessarily partly behind the scenes, as it were--is laying a
firm foundation which will be very helpful, if we find that this'European recovery program is getting off to a healthy development, and
that the wbrld picture .will cliange considerably and our chances will
be greatly improved.
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As I said before, I am not completely discouragedd over tile possibility of getting an arrangement, even without a general conference
for the amendment of the Charter, which will abate the delaying,
stultifying effect of the veto. But, at the same time, I feel that the
veto, in certain respects, is as essential to us as others seem to feel
that it is to them.
I am referring again to the fact that I once was a soldier. I am
very much concerned that the people of the United States do not find
themselves committed to tile use of their great power inia military
way on a basis of a two-thirds vote. '1hey must have an opportunity
for a decision in relation to that.
Mr. MuNtYV. May I point out that in these resolutions we do not
provide for the elimination of the veto, from the standpoint of a
commitment of our Military Establishment in war. That remains in
the hands of tile Coigress.
Secretary MARSHALL. Tile use of time veto in connection with pacific
settlements is, of course, the great irk of all. I am not hopeless in
regard to an adjustment on that.
Chairman EATON. The chairman is anxious that all members of the
committee have all opportunity to question.
I will ask Mr. Morgan to stay within the 5-minute limit.
Mr. MonoA N. On September 17 1947, in an address to the United
Nations you said that the United States was reluctant to have any
change in tle system of voting in the Security Council. Your views
todlaiy are the sanme as they were September 17, 1947?
IALL.
1 do not quite recall that in the terms used.
Secretary MARS
Mr. Rusit. Have you a copy of that statement with you?
Mr. MooArmGN. Yes. It is in the committee report.
Secretary MARsIALL (reading):
The United States would be willing to accept, by whatever means appropriate,
the elimination of the unaniinity requirements with resiect to matters arising
under chapter VI of the Charter and such matters as applications for membership.

Mr. M1ORGtAN. You would have a change in chapter VI, where we
would not have the veto power, where it involves admitting new members of the United Nations?
Yes.
Secretary MAIASmi8uA.
Mr. MORGAN. That is all.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Jonkinan.

Mr. JONKAN. Mr. Secretary, you referred to the "Little Assgmbly"
now making a study of proposed provisions of the Charter. That is
under the direction of the General Assembly, is it not?
Secretary MARSHALL. Yes.
Mr. JONJKMAN. I think, if I remember correctly, they are to report in
July.
Mr. RUSK. There is a report to the regular session in September.
They will try to draft their report by July on many of these questions.
Mr. JONKMAN. Are they covering the whole range of proposed
amendments as we are discussing here, do you knowI
Mr. RUSK. Their l)rincipal effort is being applied to the veto, in
respect to which.they are working vory bitensively on a series of 30 or
40 suggestions. They are also working on new techniques- for pacificsettlements of disputes, such as conciliation, and questions ol that
sort.
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Mr. JONKMAN. That is under the direction of the General Assembly,
but was it at the request of the United States? I asked that because
the Secretary said we were the only Nation who asked for a revision
of the veto.
Mr. RUSK. Tile Secretary said we were the only ones of the permanent members, tile Big Iive, who had indicated a, desire to amend the
Charter with respect to the veto.
Mr. JONKMAN. I still did not quite get the attitude of the State
Department on this kind of legislation. I understood you to say, Mr.
Secretary, that you are not in favor of the revision or of pressing.for
revision at the present time.
Secretary MARSuALL. We are not inafavor of pressing for revision at
t he present time.
Mr. JONKIMAN. You would not be opposed to a resolution something
along the lines recommended ?
Secretary MAuSIIALL. No; I think that is along the line of crystallizing public opinion, which, incidentally, is the most potent force of
the United Nations Organization. It gradually mobilize, world opinion until it is very difficult for one country or a small group of countries to resist the continual -impact of such world opinion.
Mr. JoNqKMta . Would you be in favor of that to such an extent as to
bring it before the Unite i Nations for the purpose of creating favorable or unfavorable opinion, as the case might be, on the stand of any
participating nation?

Secretary MAIASn ALL. I lost the first part of the sentence.
Mr. JONKMAN. Would you be in favor of carrying it to the United

Nations for the purpose ofplacing any nation that, for instance, would
ol)pose such a move before the bar of public opinion?
Secretary MAIAsHALT. I would think that this was an inadvisable
time for such a procedure.
I have one concurrent resolution here, No. 59, and it has this provision [reading]:
The President is to take the Initiative In calling a general conference of the
United Nations pursuant to section 109 of the Charter.

I would not be in favor of that.
Mr. JONKMNtAN. Under the discusion we have had so far 't would
be futile, anyway, as long as the veto can he used almost to any extent.
For instance, one nation coul(l stojp it with the veto.
Secretary MARSHALL. We ivill always have thdt condition until we
get the Charter aneided. The point is that when are confronted with
the situation thht we inIst rupture the organiiation; in order to eliminate the veto in the respects I have indicated, we will not necessarily
find that to be the caqe a little later.
Mr. JONKMAN. Tills is probably purely guesswork, but would you
think there would be any chmce of the Soviets, tor instance, voluntarily accepting certain restrictions of the veto power.
Secretary MARSHALL. I have been surprised quite a bit both ways,
and I am prepared to be surprised attain.,'
I repeat, again that I think the general attitude will be very definitely
in Europe'.
affected by the development of the situation
Mr. JON6iAN. I have one more question.
I think you stated your position as being in favor of progress along
the lines of regional organizations.
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Secretary M4 xtsirALL. Yes.
Mr. JONKMAN. To what extent would you carry that? it seems to
me that it has been intimated here that you could create, within the
spirit of the Charter,a regional organization that embraced all of the
members except the 10 that are not getting along so well.
S cretarv Muksii, 1,. I wouhl not say, that is in the spirit of the
Charter. I think we would convict ourselves, by any such procedure,
of a lack of sincerity.
In these regional arrangements, notably the one that was given
form at Rio, we had endless debates among ourselves-with Senator
Vandenberg, Senator Connally, Mr. Bloom, and others-as to just
how consistent we were. In'other words, we carefully measured
whether we were entirely sincere in our conviction, and we came to
tle conclusion that we were so, entirely.
I recall in Senator Vandenberg's radio address on his return from
Rio that lie analyzed that point very carefully, mentioning that we
have been as careful as we could )e to see that we did conduct ourselves
within the spirit of the Charter. And I would say again that if such a
line-up was developed as you have just ii(licated, it would be frankly a
deliberate ignoring of the spirit of the Charter.
Mr. ,ToxiiimN. I want to say that I am in accord with you, but it
has already been mentioned as a possibility.
LLT.I think the integrity of the position of the
Secretarlv MAf,,jI
United States must be very carefully guarded.
Chairman EATON. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH1. Mr. Secretary, I am sure you appreciate that Members
of Congress and especially members of this committee are today receiving a lot of mail from constituents wanting to know what can'be done
while this veto situation exists in the United Nations Organization.
There is a great deal of confusion, I think, in the minds of Members
of Congress, to say nothing about the general public.
Would it be possible for the State Department to set forth in simple
terms just what is involved in this matter of the veto. You have
stated that the veto should be retained in one part. of the Charter and
eliminated in another. That is what l)uzzles us and the public.
Secretary MARSHALL. I think that is a reasonable proposition, sir.
Mr. Srvrir. That is all.
Secretary MAnsHIALL. I was trying to outline that a little in what I
was saying earlier this morning in my formal remarks.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Judd.
Mr. JUDi). Mr. Secretary, you say that the public does not fully
recognize the dangers invoh ed in calling a conference to see if it is not
possible to get agreement on some changes. I think that probably is
true. But I am Sure that the public realizes very fully the difficulties
and dangers involved in going along as we are.
I think they are more disturbed, and I am myself, by the certain
dangers of going along as we are, than by the possible dangers involved in making a. genuine, sincere attempt to get the Charter
amended so the organization can be effective.
Secretary MARSHALL. I do not think I said quite that, sir.
I referred to the dangers involved in the proposals and that I
thought it was very important that the public should thoroughly
understand that aspect of the matter.
75921-48-5
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The difficulty of an effort to bring about the conference for the
amendment of the Charter is a failure to get the agreement for the
conference. One starts with that. I do not know whether you would
call that a danger. I do not know that intany case it would be a
danger, unless we embarked on it separate course without the Soviets.
There one would be in the area of danger, I would say.
However, on balance, there is no particular danger involved in the
fact that we cannot get agreement to have the conference.
Mr. JUDD. There is a recognition, as you yourself, said, that the
Charter was devised to meet a situation which does not exist. The
conditions contemplated did not materialize. In other words, we made
a wrong diagnosis at, San Francisco.
Usually, when you make a wrong diagnosis, you choose a wrong
remedy.
It is not time to make a reexamination and reevaluation of the
situation that does exist and see if we can arrive at a more correct
diagnosis?
You said this is not the time to do it but to wait util conditions
get better. I am afraid that is like saying to a man driving 20 miles
an hour behind a man going 40 miles an hour, "Wait until I catch up
with you."
Secretary MARSHTALL. If we were not (loing anything, I would agree
with you. But we are doing several thin gs, important things, and
are about to do others, all of which should have, I think, a stabilizing
effect to a certain extent, and should restore the possibility of some of
the conceptions we had in 1945.
Mr. JuDD. Are not those actions such as ERP, being outside the
United Nations, generally interpreted as a blow to the United Nations?
I agree with you that we had to take those actions, and I supported
them wholeheartedly.
Secretary MARSHALL. My own reaction to all of this was that it would
directly support the United Nations because it was to make a healthier
worll, and that was the attitude in which the United Nations was
originally conceived to operate.
Mr. JUDD. I agree thoroughly, but many regarded it as a blow
by us to the UN. Should we not take advantage of this opportunity
to go ahead and try to get an improvement in the basic organizationI
Although changes in structure will not themselves solve the problems,
they can improve the mechanisms by which alone we can hope to
solve the problems.
Let me put it frankly: Does the Secretary feel that it would be
harmful to the interests of the United States and world peace for
us to pass a resolution expressing the view of the Congress that the
United States should take the initiative in calling a world conference
to reexamine the sick patient and see if we cannot get agreement or
how to treat it? What-harm can come out of that?
Secretary MARSHALL. If such a resolution does not, in its phrasing,
threaten the continuation of the Unitel Nations, then I would see no
particular objection to it. But I would like to go back to the remarks
made just ahead of that question.
The implication I get from them is that we have stood still. Now
it so happens that I personally, at the6 Assembly of the United Nations,
made certain definite proposals to correct these difficulties. They were
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carried and are now under way. At the same time we were in the
midst of other proposals which involved the European recovery program. Now you are considering here, in the Congress, the problem
of restoring more equilibrium in the military power sense.
All of those efforts are corrective measures. So we are not stand-

ing still; we are definitely doing things, taking definite actions, and
I think that the general smn of tiese actions will produce very helpful
results. If we were not doing anything, then I would be inclined to
agree with you.
When it comes to a resolution of Congress, I have already committed
myself by expressing my own feelings that a resolution could be helpful
in the formulation of' world opinion. But if, by its phrasing, it
threatens the continuance of the United Nations, then I think it would
be an unfortunate action.
Mr. Jurm). I agree with you.
I think, also, Mr. Judd, that you would find
Secretary Mumsn1LL.
4
that you had spread an acute sense of fear through a great many
countries abroa(.
Mr. JuiD. I feel we might scatter a lot of hope for a great many
countries abroad.
Secretary MAmsHAL,. Yes; I feel that we are already scattering
some hope, but. I (10 not want them to be afraid, of conse, of our
actions.
As I said before, I mnn a little eubarrassed in talking of this in op-n
session, but the reactions I get. are that. people abroad have a fear of
our precipitating a situation in this respect that would be dangerous
to a great many countries.

Chairman EAN. Mr. Fulton.

Mr. FuvroN. Mr. Secretary, what is being done on the inplementation of the lend-lease policy on arms to western Europe?
Secretary M1Au AsLLr,.I was asked in a press meeting the other day
if we were considering that issue, if we were considering the possibility of our committing ourselves to some armed supl)ort, and I said
that of course we were considering it. I added that one could not
read the paper without considering it.
With regard to what is being done, I cannot answer your question
here.
Mr. FviTON. Consideration is beinggiven to that?
Secretary MlmMIzArL. Yes.
Mr. FuuroN. You have said this: That [reading]:
maintenance of a comparable power relationship is fundamental to world security.

Then you talk about equilibrium leading to action. Then you
come, on page 3 of your statement, to the consideration of [reading] :
steps necessary to bring the National Military Establishment to the nimilium
level necessary to restore the balance of power relationships.

All through your statement, here, you talk of power relationships
as being the basis of the United Nations. Why do you do that? I
did not know that the United Nations was based upon power
relationships.
Secretary MARsshL. The condition of affairs, and the state of
military power in the world at the time of the Convention in San
Francisco which agreed upon this Charter which we now have, was
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such that no one nation among the great powers could turn successfully
on the others in terms of military power.
Since then, that equilibrium, as it has been referred to, has been very
considerably altered, notably with respect to ourselves. This leaves a
situation of doubt, of fear, of uncertainty in western 1urope, particularly in view of the developments and in View of the propaganda which
is current at the present time.
Our thought in the matter is that if we have a complete lack of power
equilibrium in the world, the United Nations cannot function successfully under such a condition. What we hope for in the future is the
gradual reduction of all arniaments, but this has to be on a basis of
parity.
At the present time we have, particularly in the European theater,
a complete lack of equilibrium from a military point of view, and that
results in great fears.
Our desire is to limit armaments. It is our desire to cut down the
necessity for vast expenditures for armaments and to remove the
temptation to resort to military power.
Mr. FutToN. Let me direct my question again: You have then said
that without a power equilibrium in the world among the various
powers of the world, based on military force, the United Nations cannot
function.
Secretary MARSHALL. I have said that without the power equilibrium-talking about military power, not geographic alliances-the
United Nations cannot function well.
Mr. FuLroN. I disagree with you on that.
Secretary MARSHALL. I am referring particularly to the security
field.
Mr. FULTON;. In your statement you say [reading]:
The first necessary step was to Insure the freedom and Independence of the
members-meaning under the United Nations-that is, to secure the freedom of
the United Nations members.
In addition, you say [reading]:
The ability of democratic peoples to preserve their Independence In the face of

totalitarian threats depends upon their determination to do so. That determination in turn depends upon the development of a healthy economic and political
life and a genuine sense of security. *

What has the Department done, in any sense, with respect to Czechoslovakia under that wording you have in your statementV Did Czechoslovakian independence depend upon such a political life and genuine
sense of security?
Secretary MARSHALL. .At that particular time I would say that it did
not, because they had a more successful economy than perhaps any other
nation in the Puropean theater, unless it was Belgium or perhaps
Holland.
Mr. FuTroN. Then Czechoslovakia does not fit into that statement,
nor does Czechoslovakia fit into your statement that one of our fundamental tasks, under the United Nations, is to dispel the misconceptions
of the Soviet leaders.
That did not fit either; did it?
Secretary MARSHALL. I missed the last part of the question.
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respect, to Czechoslovakia: in its relations to
Mr. Ful'UoN. That ill
Soviet Russia, certainly one of our major tasks in relation to that
situation was not to dispel the misconceptions of the Soviet leaders;
was it?
Did we not have the misconceptions, rather than the Soviet leaders,
according to your statement?
Secretary M~u~snAIA. I am confused as to the meaning of your
question.
Mr. FuLrox. I am afraid we are all subject to confusion on the
Czechoslovakian question.
Secretary MAlisnAL 1 . I would not put it quite that way, sir, because
there is a great (leal said and a great deal written that does not pertain
to the actual facts of the matter.
Effort was 11(1e to (eal with the general situation in the Security
Council and it was not possible to get the action required there. The
procedure which was followed in the subversion of Czechoslovakia has
to be related to the general situation in all of the countries in western
Europe, and their situation, itsis well known, was one of very great
ilisecitrity, particularly because of the state of their economy, the low
standard of living of their )eoples, and the extreme difficulty'confrontill their governments in their efforts to maintain their countries on a
stable monetary basis.
All of that was related to the Czechoslovakian situation when it
came to tile moment of endeavoring to (1o something to halt this subversion of count ries in the manner that was followed in- Czechoslovakia.
Tie remedies for the situation in France, for the situation in Greece
and Italy, had not had time to work in a manner that would strengthen
t lie whole Ei ropean framework.
The situation was one of extreme difficulty to find a basis for action
which would be realistic in relation to the Czechoslovakian matter.
I have heard a great many discussions of the matter l)y a large
number of able people within and outside of the State Department.
Nobody was able to give us a. very logical proposal as to w hat might
be done at. the time other than that attempted through the Security
Council.
Mr. FULTON. When I was speaking of confusion and misconcel)tion
I was speaking of the public as well as tlm'Department, and not just
the Delpartnient alone.
Chairman EMTON. Mr. Javits.
Mr. JAV rs. Mr. Secretary, if it is a fact that one of the main purposes of the reorganizers-that is, those who propose the reorganization of tie United Nations' Charter-is to control atomic weapons,
then the place we want to control them is in Russia ; is that not so
Secretary MAISIIALL. We want them controlled all over.
Mr. JAVirS. Primarily, we want to be sure that they are not going
to be used as instruments of aggression in the other great-power nation,
Russia ; is that not a fact?
Secretary MA RASHAIL. That, is correct.
Mr. J~wIs. Is it your view that if the ABC resolutions are enforced
there is a reasonable likelihood that Russia will get out of any world
organization?
Secretary MARSHALL. What is the ABC?-
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Mr. JAVITS. That is this resolution for the reorganization of the UN
now before us.

Secretary MARSHALL. That is the fear that arises in connection with
that procedure.
Mr. JAVITS. Then, if they do pull out, of course the very nation we
want most in a controlled authority will be out; is that not a factV
Secretary MARSHALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Secretary, what is your view as to the most promising line of action that will bring about the acceptance by the Soviets,
as well as ourselves, of the atomic development authority plan which
we have proposed, or something likq it which will give effective international control over atomic weapons?.
Secretary MARSHALL. The answer to that is very much the same
answer I have given to the other aspects of the amendment of the
Charter. I think it first requires a general improvement in the entire
situation in Europe economically, and in the feeling of security and a
development of a better understanding all around.
There is no escaping the fact that at the present timeit is not only a
question of what the devious intentions of the Soviet Union might be,
but also, undoubtedly, a feeling of deep suspicion on their part regarding us. I am at times worried because I think they have been victims
somewhat, of their own propaganda. If one keeps on repeating and
repeating and repeating things as facts which are not facts, one fially
ends up by believing at least a little of the misrepresentations himself.
They have their suspicions of us, and one of our great problems
is to disabuse them of those suspicions. That is particula ly difficult
because we have very definite feelings about the procedure that they
have been following in relation to the extension of their influence and
their control of other nations through the infiltration procedure of
Communist groups.
.
The root of most of our difficulties, really, is in the field of suspicion.
So the matter becomes surcharged with thuse various influences.
At the risk of being unduly repetitious, I go back again to the things
we are working on which I think in general will be helpful to the
situation, but wlich certainly are not going to accomplish any miracle
in a short time. If the proposals that we made at the meeting of the
Assembly last fall, which are now under way and which are related
to the veto, can be worked out, that will help us in otir relations with
the Soviet Union. The development of the European, recovery program is going to have a very definite effect on the Soviet Union. The
effect of the action by our Congress in restoring some of our military
power will also have a very definite effect, if it is carried out by the
Congress.

The Soviet Union wilLhave a healthier tnderstandino and a feeling
of respect for our determination to stand firmly for wcat we think is
right, and not just sit and look on.
Atomic control really must be universal, if there is to be an effective
guaranty of security against its horrors.
Mr. JAvrrs. Mr. Secretary, may I just ask one nonrelated question-.-and I Psk this not invidiougly but with a real desire to get informntin-what lessons do we in the United States draw as to how
the United Nations needs to be reorganized from its impotence to
.
date on the Palestine situation I
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Chairman EATON. The Chair would like to say we are going to have
an investigation of the Palestine situation and I will rule out of order
questions on that subject in this investigation.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question in, lieu of that
which has nothing to do with Palestine?
Chairman EATON. You can cover the world except Palestine.
Mr. JAvITs. Mr. Secretary, I appreciate the chairman's view. I
was not here yesterday when that announcement was made and I am
glad to get the precise information on our Palestine hearing. I shall
i aartipQar hearing hereafter.
avoid questions on Palestimj
Just to conclude the.*mYr point you were 61n*ould you agree that
there are three alt, itives on bringing about reil ,ontrol of atomic
weapons: (1). Aprventivb war against Russia-the tfke-it.or-leave-it
theory; (2) so)Ab fori of accommnfttioq with them, '%Vjich I gather
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Mr. LcLE. Mr. cretary, I aq person ly v
sir, tI yd do not f or Resoback again. I understood yota
lution 59, bA6,that you w ld have 1* obje'ii to a simjIr form of
w4 carry iwith it a n implication
resolution pr 'ded it di dt's
which might de t;oy the United Nations?
Secretary MAnshL.. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LoG. I do nobqte understand that powitlon of yours sir, be$,4 p6sion of the desire only
cause Resolution 59 seeni tO
article 109.
that a meeting should be called mr
If you have objections to it I wonder if you would be kind enough to
submit to us some resolution in lieu of that, since you say that youhave
no objection to a resolution along that line?
Secretary MARSHALL. As I understand you, Mr. Lodge, you are
asking me if we would attempt to give you a draft of a resolution ? Is
that it ?
Mr. LoDGE. Yes, sir; the point occurs to me that the only point of
Resolution 59 is to call a conference of the United Nations under 109
for the purpose of devising ways and means to improve the Charter.
However, you express opposition to that while expressing approval of
some resolution along that general line.
Secretary MARSHALL. I would undertake in the Department to submit to the committee a draft of a proposed resolution which we think
would be helpful in crystallizing world opinion in the matter and yet
would not be harmful from the point of view that I have previously
expressed.
Mr.LODm. Thank you, sir.
My thought in connection with 59 was simply this: That to call a
meeting could do no harm, it seemed to me, because it would simply
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cast a light once again on the dilemma with which we are faced if the

Soviet refuses to cooperate. On the other hand, we might make soei
progress.
As to Resolution 163, are you familiar with that, sir?
Secretary MARSHALL. I have it here in front of me.
Mr. LoDo. The following thought occurs to me, that if the Soviet
Union were to refuse to accede to the revisions in the Charter, proposed
in 163 it would seem to me there would be no purpose in going ahead
with the change which has to do with the veto.
In other words, the reason the veto has been an obstruction is because of the way it has been used by the Soviet Union. If the Soviet
Union were not to accede to these changes and were therefore to exclude herself-if that could be done, and I do not know quite how it
could be under the Charter-then there would be no particular point
in going ahead with the deletion of the veto. Wou ( you say that
was an accurate statement?
Secretary MARSHALL. Our desire, of course, would be to remove the
veto aspect in those sections of the Charter under chapter VI relating
to peaceful settlements and the sections concerning admission to men-

bership.
Mr. LoDGE. Would you say that the suggestions with respect to the
veto in 163 coincided with your ideas along that line?
Secretary MARSHALL. I think you have removed the veto on aggres-

sion in that resolution; have you not? It provides for elimination of
the veto right by a permanent member in the Security Council "but
only in the matters of.aggression, armament for aggression, and admission for membership in the United Nations."
We do not want to remove the veto on matters of enforcement. It
is on peaceful settlements and admission of other nations to membership that we are in favor of the removal of the veto.
Mr. LoDGE. Would you also say, Mr. Secretary, that since the changes
recommended in 163 are, it would seem, inspired largely by the actions
of the Soviet Union if the Soviet Union were to exclude herself none
of these changes would become as necessary as they now seem to be?
In other words, if the action proposed under 163 were adopted, there
would be two possible results. One would be that the Soviet Union
would accede and the other would be that she would not. If she did
not, it seems to me that the reason for the changes would, to a considerable extent, disappear.
Secretary MARShALL. If I understand you correctly, that is all right,

but I am altogether uncertain as to what'I am hearing of what you are
saying.
Mr. LoDoE. One of the three changes proposed is that there shall be
a quota allocation of -heavy armament as follows: 20 percent to the
British Commonwealth, the Soviet Union, and the United Nations, 10
percent to France, 10 percent to China, and 20 percent to the other
small nations.
It seems to me, Mr. Secretary, that the one field in which we have
predominance with respect to our Military Establishment is heavy
armament.
Therefore, I question the desirability of limiting ourselves in that
field while not limiting the other nations in the field where they might
have predomination.
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Would you care to comment on that, sir?
Secretary MARSHALL. InI the first place, we have had lengthy discussions regarding the regulation of armaments and it is difficult to reach
any agreement. This is outside of the veto. It has been confined to
discussions. It is exceedingly hard to get a sound basis of agreement
in relation to armaments.
You introduced another factor along with that, which is very pertinent to the same issue: The exact method of procedure to establish a
balance that will mean stability and a general feeling of security. It
is questionable up to the present time, I would say2 because of the extreme difficulty of reachin a practical agreement with all these various
nations in view of their feelings and their set-ups. We have had a
very difficult time, as everybody knows, in connection with agreemnent concerning the provision of armed forces, to the Security Council
under the Charter. We have not yet reached agreement on that. There
we have complete divergence of view between one nation-the Soviet
Union, where its power is largely represented in manpower-and
other nations under certain different set-ups.
In our case, we are more or less limited in the use of man-power,
with a treniendous employment of technical devices and heavy implements and instruments, such as ships, planes, tanks, and so forth.
On tho other side, the Soviets are opposed to the use of such materials and such instruments since on their side manpower is one of the
factors that lends itself most readily to their set-tip and the European
tlh.ater. Therefore there is a complete disagreement as to what allocations are tobe niade. We cannot afford to surrender the basic
conditions under which we operate, particularly in the geographical
field whero we deal with oceans and with far reaches of distance. So
it may seem, on the part of some people, on the part of some Americans
l)ossil)y that we have been unduly stubborn in our attributing these
negotiations. That is not the case: It is a very critical matter for us,
one which might imperil our future security and our position in the
world if we did not treat it with greatest care.
Mr. LoDGE,. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.

Chairman

EATON.

Mr. Maloney?

Mr. MALONEW. Mr. Secretary, you have stated that many small nations are fearful of the destruction of the United Nations. ILas the
United Nations been able to prevent any aggressive measures attempted
byI the
Union?
getSoviet
considerable
mail stating, "Will the United Nations be able to
stop the Soviet Union from going any further." Or "Have they done
anything in the past to stop them?"
Secretary MAmIsmrTAu. I think the United Nations has had a very
definite influence on several occasions, for instance, with regard to Irani,
in Greece and Indonesia.
It has been helpful definitely in connection with the situation in
Kashmir. It is making an effort to meet the situation in Korea.
Up to the present time the United Nations has not been successful
in deterring the subversion of govermnents. I might say in connection with Czechoslovakia, the first action there indicated on the surface
that it was purely political, entirely within the scope of the normal
governmental procedures of the Ciechoslovakian nation. It was
only a few days later when the concrete evidences of force and tyranny,
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of terroristic methods, became apparent that the world fully realized
what had been happening.
Mr. MALONEY. Mr. Secretary, you have mentioned Czechoslovakia.
There is probably no question in the minds of anyone that the changing government in Czechoslovakia was inspired by Russia and I do
not think there is any doubt in your mind about it?
Secretary MARSIALL. No, sir; there is not.
Mr. MALONE.Y. Has the United Nations any authority to intervene

in a civil war in a country when the war is inspired by an outside
nation?
Secretary MARSIrALL. The charter gtves it the authority to inter-

vene if the situation is endangering the peace and security of the
world.
You have included in your statement the question of outside influence. It is always a subject of debate as to whether or not it exists
or whether it does not.
Mr. MALONEY. In Greece it has been decided that it was outside
influence?
Secretary MARSH1ALL. That was the decision.
Mr. MALONEY. Still the civil war goes on there, and the United

Nations appears to be impotent to do anything.
Secretary MARSHALL. The presence of the United Nations Commission in Greece has had an important deterrent effect on the guerilla
action. That has been helpful. There would be a much more difficult situation in Greece if the United Nations did not have representatives on the ground.
MAr. MALONPY. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask you one question: In resolution 59, if the General Conference of the United
Nations is called for the purpose of making the United Nations
capable of enacting, interpreting, and enforcing world law to prevent
war, would that, in your judgment, seriously affect the continuance
of the United Nations? That is part of Resolution 59.
Secretary MARSHALL (reading) :
That It Is the sense of the Congress that the President of the United States
should immediately take the initiative in calling a General Conference of the
United Nations pursuant to article 109.

Is that the one you refer to?

Chairman

EATON. Yes.

Secretary MARSHALL. I would say that this puts the President in

the position of calling a conference of the United Nations pursuant
to article 109 when the feeling is very general that such a meeting
cannot be brought about.

The draft reads:

Making the United Nations capable of enacting, interpreting, and enforcing
world law to prevent war.

That is in effect what we have proliosed for improvement of the
Charter in the efforts we have made and are making in the United
Nations.
Chairman EATON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. We greatly appreciate your being here. as always, and we will adjourn until 2 o'clock
to hear Ambassador Warren Austin.
.
(At 12:80 p. m. the committee recessed until 2 p. in.)
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Chairman EATON. The committee will come to order.
We have the very great pleasure today of welcoming back our
distinguished colleague of happy days gone by, Senator Austin. He
and myself worked together in the pr-eparation of the United Nations
Charter and we are delighted to welcome him back here today, to
throw whatever further Tight he may have acquired on the subject
since then, before us.
Ambassador Austin, you have the floor.
STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR WARREN R. AUSTIN, UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE AT THE SEAT OF THE UNITED NATIONS
Ambassa(lor AUST'1N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a very
great pleasure for me to return and to have such a warm-hearted
welcome. I must confess it can be a little uncomfortable. This is
the first time I have ever occupied the witness chair. If I begin to
ask you questions, I hope you will stop me, because that only represents a reversion to ancient form.
I am deeply moved by the desire to strengthen the United Nations
that is demonstrated by the Congress in calling these hearings. Earnest and continuing support of the United Nations is clearly needed
in a world which has suffered two devastating wars in 25 years, which
is filled with fear of a third, and in which over half the people are
both hungry and illiterate.
Building peace and security in such a world is a tremendous job.
Fortunately, the work of securing agreement among sovereign nations on the plan for an international organization to maintain peace
was begun while a majority of them were united in fighting a common
enemy.
Let me hand in a paper which outlines the physical structure of
the United Nations. I should be glad to furnish additional copies
if the committee should find it useful.
Chairman EATON. Can you provide copies for all members of the
committee?
Ambassador AUSTIN. I shall be glad to provide them.
(The document referred to appears in the appendix, pp. 552-557.)
Structure of the United Nations: The men who wrote the Charter
at Dumbarton Oaks and San Francisco realized that an international
organization formed to preserve the peace must include every major
power in its membership, with no exceptions. That was true in 1945;
it is true today. To attain that goal, each member had to pay a price.
Each had to yield on some of its own desires as to the shape of the
organization, and to accommodate itself to the wishes of others.
The Charter which resulted, clearly defined the effort which would
be required if the peoples of the world were to find the peace, the
freedom, and the decent living which they earnestly sought.
The first task was the removal of the cause of war.
The Charter was framed to combine the efforts of the members of
the United Nations in creating the conditions of peace through joint
action.
The second task was to substitute for war pacific settlement of
disputes.
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Tile third task was to insure collective security by peace forces voluntarily agreed upon by members.
Assuming that the numerous and varied efforts of the Congress, of
Sate legislatures, of towns and cities, as well as of important civic
organizations, recognize the need for the United Nations, and are
intended to strengthen it, then there must be a reconciliation among
them, and with the members of the United Nations, which is based on
reality. It goes without saying that such a reconciliation cannot occur
if the purpose is something else. If the l)irl)oso should be to discredit
the United Nations as impotent, or to dissolve it in order to try erecting
a new organization with its rubble, there cannot be reconciliation.
What I have to say is based on the assuml)tion that. we all seek to
take measures that ire l)racticable and feasible for preserving and
strengthening the United Nations.
In the beginning, we must consi(ler the reality of the Inanimity
rule bearing upon amendment of the Charter. Article 108 wovides
that amendments cannot come into force without ratification i)y all of
the permanent members of the Security Councvil. 1 can give you
positive evidence that such unanimity is not now possible.
On January 19, 1948-that is, within the last 4 months-the five
perlnanent members met at mmy request and considered suggestions
to amend the Charter with respect to the use of the veto on matters
of pacific settlement, and upon petitions for membership. You will
recognize that these suggestions are far less drastic than any of tile
proposals for revision now before you. Only one of the five wa, willing
to amend the Charter in this regard: That was the United States of
America.
Now the significance of that, the meeting itself, and the evidence
that only one of the five members was ready to modify the veto provisions of the (harter, becomes even more persuasive in light of the
history leading up to the meeting.
I will ask you to be patient while I give you that history. This
wias a meeting resulting from formal resolutions. I begin the story
with December 13, 1941, at the sixtieth plenary meeting of the General Assembly which was considering proposals on the veto.
In that meeting a resolution was passed which contained the
following paragraphs treading]
'ie General Assembly:
Earnestly requests the Permanent members of the Security Colncil to mamuke
(!very effort ili consultation with one another, and with fellow mneubers of tile
Security Council to insure that the use of tile special voting privilege of its
Permanent Members Does not impede the Security Council in reaching decisions
promptly;
Recommmnends to ti Security Council the early adoption of practices and procedures consistent with tile Charter, to assist i reducing the (lifflculties It the
application of Article 27, and to iAsure the prompt and effective exercise by tile
Security Council of its functions; and
Further recommends that ia developing such practices and procedures, the
Security Council take Into consideration the views expressed by tile members
of the United Nations during the Second part of the First Session of the General
Assembly.

Two of the members of this great committee will recall that debate.
They will recall that many of the members who are not permanent
members on the Security Council expressed great desire to have a
change made in the voting procedure and especially in respect of the
unanimity rule, which we often refer to as the veto.
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Now, that was the resolution of December 13. Did we get unanim-

ity afiong tile live great powers Oil that resolution'?
Oh, no.
'T'hose voting foi it were 36. Those ot ing against it were six.

Those

who did not vote at all but abstained were nine.
Among those that. voted against it was one of the permanent members, the Soviet Union. In fact, the six negative votes were cast by
eastern European states. It is important that among the nine abstainees you lind France and China. Therefore, what do you have
here as a significant event leading up to that meeting of last, January
19? You have just two of tle r)einalient niembers-the United States
and tile United Kingdom-wifling to take even this small step toward
amendment of the voting procedure I111d the unaniniity rule.
Now, we come to the second step in which the Secretary General
called this resolution to the attention of tie permanent members.
()n August 27, 19.17, tie Secretary General brought to the attention of the Security Council the problem of implementation by the
Security Council of' the G general Assembly resolution of I)ecember 13.
The S&curity Council, on the motion of the United States, referred
the matter to its committee of experts, with instructions to consider
specific proposals and rel)ort to time Secr'ity Council.
'T'he United States .tiptlated to the members of the Security Coulcil, specific proposals for rules of procedure. The United States
position in this matter is set forti in a position paper entitled, "United
States Course of Actiomi in Connection with the Security council l Imphementation of General Assembly Resolution oi the Subject of Votig on the Security CounciL" I believe you have copies of this position
paper.
om the 21st, of November 1947, the next step leading up to that
meeting of January 19, occurred iii th, General Assembly. This
evidence is taken from the report by the President to the Congress for
the year 1947, with which you are familiar.
I refer you to page 163 thereof, which is Appendix I, General Assembly Resolutions. The following resolution was adopted by the
General Assembly by a vote of 38 to 6, with 11 abstaining. It is important to exaniie it' to see if it anywhere nearly apronehes the radical
change which is contained in the )rol)osals now before you. This is
the resolution [reading] :
The General Assembly, in the exercise of its mwer to makle recommendations
relating to the powers and functions of any organs of the United Nations (Article
X of the Charter):
Requests the Interim Committee of tie General Assembly, In accordance with
Paragrnph 2 (a) of the flesolutlon of the General Assembly of 13 November 1947,
establishing tlnt committee to:
(1) consider the problem of voting in time Security Council, taking into
account all proposals which have been o' ,,.y be bI)e
itt(d bI lie Members
of the United Nations or to the Second Session of tlhe Gemieral Assembly or
to the Interim Committee.
(2) Consult with any committee which the Security Colncil mmlny
designate
to cooperate with lhe Interim Committee In time study of the problems.

That committee referred to is tle committee of experts, which I

have already mentioned; it is at work now, as it was then.
(3) Report, with Its conclusions to the third session of the General Assembly, the report to be transmitted to the Secretary General not Jnter than the
15 of July 1948.
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That is next July. It has not yet arrived.
And by the
Assembly.

Eccretary-General to the member states and to the General

Now note this:
Requests the Permanent Members of the Security Council to consult with one
another on the problem of voting in the Security Council, In order to secure
agreement amuong them on measures to insure the prompt and effective exercise
by the Security Council of its functions.

Now, what is the story on the adoption of that resolution? First,
it had to go through a committee of the General Assembly, Committee
No. 1. Did it get approval of all the five permanent members when
the voted in the committee? No, it did not.
There is no record of the roll call vote but there is a record prepared by the United States Mission to the United Nations of the vote
inCommittee No. 1. This is our record. As chief of the Mission, I
vouch for its accuracy:
The preamble received 44 affirmative votes; and 6 negative votes
were cast by the eastern European states.
Chairman EATON. The Soviet Union?

Ambassador AUsrIN. The Soviet Union bloc. There were no
abstentions.
Paragraph 1 received 30 affirmative votes and 7 negative votes-the
6 eastern European States l)lus Chile. There were 11 abstentions.
Paragraph 2-that is the one that requests the permanent members
to get together and consult-received 43 afllhmative votes, 1 negative
vote, Yugoslavia, and 8 abstentions.
Now, those abstentions were the remaining eastern European
states-that would be five of them, including the Soviet Union-and
three Arab states.
As a whole, the resolution received 36 affirmative votes and 6 negative votes, all eastern European countries, with 11 abstentions and
they were the 5 Arab States, Yemen, Ethiopia, Vuatemala, Sweden,
and Iceland and there were 4 abstaining, including the Philippines,
so you see even in committee we could not get unanimity between the 5
great powers.
The plenary session of the General Assembly adopted this resolution by 38 in favor, 6 against, and 11 absentioiis. The eastern European States constitute those that were against it, and among them, of
course, was the Soviet Union.
This resolution was adopted on November 21, 1947. On January
19, 1948, we had the consultation it calls for. In the meantime, much
had been done to try to work out more definite proposals than had
yet been made. None of these proposals however, reach as far as
chapter VII; the enforcement part of the Charter. All of them up to
that date had been confined to pacific measures, chapter VI, and to
the admission of new members to the United Nations.
The meeting of January 19 was a very significant meeting of the
Five Great Powers. It tested the question of whether it would be
futile or useful to ask under the Charter for the calling' of a convention for the purpose of considering an amendment of the Charter with
respect only to those matters considered under chapter 6, and admission of new members. This does not encompass so extensive and so
great a change as you would make if you went into chapter VII, as
would be done by these resolutions that you have under consideration.
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Mr. Voitys. Mr. Chairman, would it be possible to ask a question
at this point?
Chairman EATON. Proceed.
Mr. Voit-s. Mr. Austin, you say in your statement "only one of the
five was willing to amnen.d the'Charter in this regard" and that
was the United States of America.
Was the United States the only country that was willing to call a
meeting to consider the matter? There would be two things: One is,
were the five willing to amend, and,another would be, were they willing
to have a meeting t discuss the matter?
Ambassador AUSTIN. h'lat
question was not asked. Our business
was to ascertain what p)robability there might be of amendment of
the Charter with respect to the veto with regard to chapter 6 and the
admission of the new States. The question of wlhether they would be
willing to call a convention to consider it was not, asked. We assumed
that if we could not get them interested in amendment of the Charter,
we certainly could not get them to call a meeting to amend the Charter.
That would be just a waste of energy, and it takes all the energy we
have to put through the business that we think has a fair prospect
of going through.
Does that answer your question?
Mr. Vonys. That answers the s )ecific question.
I do not want to interrupt further now.
Chairman E.ATON. Let he witness proceed, and we will ask questions later.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I call attention, before leaving this point, to a
document with which I think you may be familiar. It is Proposed
Reforms of the United Nations, which you will find in your confideni .al memorandum at )age 14. (Tihe document referred ital)pears
on lpp. 479-480.) I (to not need to say any more about it. It shows to
you that the United States is eager to do those things for improving
the practices with regard to the unanimity rule which are practicable
under the Charter.
Indeed the United States has declared publicly, in the General
Assembly, and in time Security Council, that it stands ready to amend
the charter with respect to the voting procedure under chapter 6,and
the admission of new members.
Mr. CmIPRFIL. Are these 31 points listed at page 14 and page 15
confidential?
Ambassador AUSTIN. No. They were prepared in response to an
additional resolution of the Interiim Committee of the General Assembly calling for proposals from every country wishing to l)resent
them. The Interim Committee, l)opularly known as the Little Assembly, includes all the member states in its membership. Every
member was asked to file, if he wished to, proposals for amendment
of the rules by the 15th of March. We filed ours before the 15th of
March it is public property.
Mr. Chairman, I will proceed with my formal statement.
it is my firm conviction that, in the present conditions confronting
the worl(ti at least four of the permanent members will exert their
influence to prevent a convention being called under article 109 fol'
reviewing the present Charter with a view of amending it.
Therefore, what procedure should we adopt? In the first place, we
have to know where our trouble is, and the specific objective we are
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aiming at. If experience during the brief life of the United Nations
is a guide safe to be followed, then
is it?we ought right here and now to
consider that experience. What
Let us look at what has been accomplished in connection with the
first task, namely, removal of the causes of war.
May I divert for just this ol)servation: Sometimes we see statements
to the effect that the United Nations is a failing instrument, that the
United Nations is not effective.
In other words, the attempt is male to lay the foundation for change
by undertaking to prove that the United Nations needs this particular
change.
Wfhat I undertake to demonstrate is that the United Nations does
not need change in those places where an attempt is made to apply it.
I then expect to show that it would be folly to carry on further and
disrupt the United Nations by separating its members from each
other.
The first item that I referred to as an objective in the Charter relates
to removal of the causes of the war and that is attained through the
Economic and Social Council. It now has 12 commissions of experts
at work. These include three regional economic commissions which are
studying the feasibility of concerted regional action for raising levels
of economic activity. A fourth is starting. Rules have been agreed
u1)on for increasing international trade in a changing world economy
and organizing to make these rules effective. Specialized agencies are
at work on financial problems, on health problems, on problems of
human rights and the freedom of information.
The three postwar years have seen the building of more instruments
for constructive international cooperation than ever before in history.
During this present year, the United Nations network of international
organizations is bringing governmental representatives together at
more than 2,500 meetings. That is an average of about seven meetings
a day.
The Food and Agriculture Organization provides a good example of
what is actually being done.
Its studies have revealed that with the expected increase in population-now this is an astounding fact-food production in the next 25
years must be increased 110 percent if we are to avoid mass starvation
Wvith all its accompanying hazards to peace and stability.
Consequently, it has established the World Food Council to llelp
allocate exportable food surpluses and fertilizers, to promote the production and distribution of farm machinery, and to focus attention oil
dangerous food situations.
It ias sent agricultural experts Oil special missions to Greece, Poland,
and Siam to work out plan for increased agricultural production in
these countries.
It has held international conferences to increase production of rice,
cereals, and timber. It hals helped countries in the Near East to begin
deep-well irrigation and swamp-drainage projects.
It is aiding fPeru to establish refrigeration and storage facilities for
its fishing industry. Iran, Czechoslovakia, and China have received
help on specific projects to increase their food supplies.
It las undertaken other food-producing measures such as field
demonstration schools in western Europe oil hybrid corn, artificial
insemination, and veterinary techniques.
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It has given advice to the International Bank on loans for tile purchase of agricultural and industrial machinery. These positive accomplishments are little known. The conflicts that
have been prevented never make the headlines. A single veto in the
Security Council gets more publicity than an entire sesion of the
Trusteeship Council or the Eeononic and Social Council. And it is
easy to forget that there is no %;etoin any of the United Nations agencies which are advancing the economic, social, and ethical standards
of mankind. Collective effort to remove the causes of war and create
the conditions of peace cannot be vetoed.
We have given only a partial survey of the work which one of the
12 specialized agencies s of the United Nations has under way to remove
conditions that lead to conflict.
These agencies are at work removing ill health, poverty, ignorance,
economic conflict, and intolerance wlich are causes of shooting war.
Let us encourage and not hinder them. Let us support the United
Nations, instead of destroying it.
The second task is comprehcnded in chapter VI1, Pacific Settlement
of Disputes. This task is being performed; but here help is needed,
and it is needed from you. Your support of all of our different efforts
will help us to progress in this direction.
Please do not misunderstand my position here. We want your help.
We regard the Charter of the United Nations as being full of imperfections; but we regard it as a living instrumentality, one that is vital,
that is bound to grow and can never be static. As we use it., as we
learn how to use it, it will grow in efficiency and power. And we must
be careful to do nothing in our alnbition to improve it that will
destroy it.
War cannot be abolished without substituting something for it.
Historically, it has been a means of determining political solutions.
Yes, its results are so tragic that other means must be found to arrive
at real solutions. As a matter of fact, a solution by force is not a
real solution.
The dreadful curse of massacre is an impelling force which drives
us forward toward all reasonable measures for strengthening the
capacity of the United Nations to perform its second task.
Chapter VI, Pacific Settlement of Disputes is by far the most important part of the Charter. Experience in tile United Nations with
"disputes and situations, the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security," leads
to the judgment that we should stay within chapter VI just as long
as it is humanly possible to do so.
Let me say in passing that the temptation is very, very great to step
out of chapter VI and into chapter VII. Whv? Because in the
disputes or situations that are brought to the Jnitcd Nations the
parties always are difficult, stubborn, and unwilling to yield. Also
around the horseshoe of the Security Council, there are 11 different
countries having different views about the same problem. Therefore,
after months unsuccessful effort in trying to bring the parties to a
solution by negotiation and agreement, there is a very strong teul1)tation to step over to chapter VII and say, "Now we will call upon the
parties concerned to comply with such provisional measures as the
Security Council deems necessary or desirable."
75921--48-0
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That is a dangerous thing to do. That is why it is our judgment
that we should stay within chapter VI just as long as it is humanly
possible to do so. 'It takes patience.
The frailty in the Security Council to which I wish to point is one
of procedure. We have encountered a misuse of the veto. It is in
chapter VI, vliere we seek to substitute for war the great principle
of agreement, that the misuse of the veto has caused skepticism,
criticism, and search for improvement. Right here it is necessary to
reconcile with the facts the efforts at strengthening the United
Nations.
The Soviet Union has exercised the veto 23 times-l times on membership applications, 9 times oi issues of pacific settlement, and 3
times on tie Balkan issue.
That is just one issue, by the way, but there were three votes involved on that one issue. 'Just think of the relative significance of
that when you consider that nearly all the legislation before the
committee relates to the field in which we have had just one case
where there has been a use of the veto. And, as I shall show you, the
use of the veto in that case did not stop the United Natiois in its
great mission.
I undertake to prove that the United Nations has not failed because
of the veto.
It is not true that the United Nations has failed because of tbis
veto. On the contrary, it has succeeded in spite of the veto, as I will
later demonstrate. However, it is true that the United Nations could
expedite its service and accomplish more effective solutions of disputes
and situations if the veto privilege were not permitted to interfere
with pacific settlement of disputes.
Your earnest work toward strengthening the United Nations is
encouraging because of the influence which your views may have upon
the adoption of improved practices an( procedures within the Charter.
When it becomes feasible to amend the Charter in respect to Chapter
VI, as well as in respect of admission of new members, the strong posiIion you will have taken in criticism of this frailty should prove to be
of great assistance to the members of the United Nations.
Although the United States is ready, the time has not yet arrived
for amendment of the Charter even to that extent. I have already
proved to you it has not arrived.
Now, let me show what has actually happened in the use of the
United Nations to substitute pacific solutions for war, in which I say
it has succeeded.
1. The Security Council succeeded in inducing the Soviet Union to
withdraw its troops from the territory of Iran.
That was a threat to peaee.
2. The withdrawal of British and French troops from Syria and
Lebanon was a result of a Security Council expression of strong views.
3. The Security Council has helped to protect the political independ.
ence and territorial integrity of Greece even though the Soviet Union
three times vetoed efforts to deal with tile situation. Twice the vetoes
overcame a majority of nine, which supported resolutions finding that
assistance to and support of guerrillas on the northern borders of
Greece constituted a threat to the peace, within the meaning of chapter
VII of the Charter.
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Ifere is where we were strongly teml)ted, to get out of chapter VI
and into chapter VII.
The third veto was on a resolution requesting the General Assembly
to make recommendations in the Greek case. The veto failed in its
purpose it (lid not bar all UN service for peace. The Security Comicil merely divested itself of the subject, and the General Assembly
5 weeks liter, passed a resolution calling upon Albania, Bulgaria, and
Yugoslavia to do nothing which could furnish assistance to the guerrillas.
By that resolution the General Assembly also established the Balkan
Commission with headquarters at Salonika to observe compliance with
the recommendations aind to assist in implementing them. These recommendations outlined specific methods for settlement of their disputes by peaceful means. These four countries ha( to iiplemmeni these
resolutions. This Balkan Commission is now at work on the ground.
The tremendous moral effect of surveillance by all of the rest of the
world is now being witnessed.
The United Nations certainly has upset the timetable of the aggression of communism in Greece. The United Nations is helping Greece
in her struggle for freedom. The United States, in cooperation with
the United Nations has helped Greece to preserNve her independence.
What would have happened to Greece had it not been for the United
Nations, even hindered as it was by the veto in the Security Council?
You can well envisage what the condition on the Mediterranean would
be today without United Nations action.
I am pointing out that on every one of these test cases we have been
successful in preserving peace and preventing war ill spite of the existence and use of the veto. At other times when it could have been
used it was not because the practice has grown up in the vital life of
the Charter which has made it possible for us to proceed through
abstention instead of the use of the veto.
Now, here is the fourth incident: Indonesia was another situation,
the continuance of which might have led to a threat to international
security and peace. War had already begun between the Dutch and
Indomsians, but the Security Comcil was able to obtain a truce.
Moreover, at good offices committee was set up, which helped to determine lines of demarcation between the forces and to ob-amil agreement
on 18 principles to guide the setting up of the United States of
Indonesia.
Progress is now being made on the basis of pacific solution toward
security for a population equal to half of that of the United States.
If we look at those islands on the map, we do not realize how much
humanity was affected by that war that had already commenced and
which we stopped.
In addition, one of the great consequences of the pacific settlement
of this dispute is to give strength to the movement away from the
old colonial system and towarT self-government and independence.
This movement is of critical importance as to a vast area, both in Asia,
and Africa. We find it involved indirectly in the next item-IndiaPakistan.
By the way, what would you have.done without the United Nations
in the Indonesian case? What would have happened had there not
been a United Nations to step in and exercise its benign influence on
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that situatim? You could have bad a war that would have affected
the entire Pacific Basin. You could have had a war that might have
reached north and affected a great country ulp there. You could have
had a war that would have spread around' the globe from those ishlds
in the Pacific.
We d() not hvlve to conitemllate that. because we have a Tiiited
Nations.
1 Come 11ow to the Indnia-Plkistan case, where you have lid the most
re.enl demonstration of this reItarkcable great movement away from
colonial government, and toward self-government, and independence.
India ar(d Pakisti brought their dispute over Kashmir to the eurity Coulcil with representations that if the conditions contimed, war
of communal intensity might break k out all over tile subcontinent.
Four hundred millii lihlia)itahits of the newly established free dominic;ns of India and Palkisitit were ol tile verge of war. If the United
Nations had not been avaihl)le to them, tie conditions, now bad
enough, would certainly have been nmuch worse by this time.
Their case was kept within Chapter VI. Protolged, difficult niegotiations were tried ,vithout renellinwr lrreelllelt between tile parties;
wherelp)Onl tile Security Council adol0) )tCd reicommendatiolts fol it triucc
and it, p lebiscite. These recommenldations are not compulsory. None
of the recommendations uider this chapter VI tire col)ulsory,. None
of the recommendations of the General Assemhl, are com )ulmory, but
are a guide and a help to the parties if they acquiesce in t11cm.
Relmelmber, agreement is ti spirit of 'the charter of thl. united
Nations.
This matter is still pending. But already it has rendered a great
service in cooling off the parties and inl keeping the violence from
spreading.
In both of these two cases tile veto privilege existed, but, was
not exercised. The Soviet Union opposed il b0th cases, but did nlot
veto. Instead, it followed the pl'ocedure of abstaining from voting.
In passing let me poillt oult that, tils proceduree has growii out of
experience, and h1as whatever validity custom canl give, because it has
been eln)loyed by all of the great powers several times.
Now tie sixtl; case: Ii the Korean ease the General Assembly Vas
called on for hel) Vihen negotiations beiweell ourselves mid the soviet
Union on establishiig a government ill Korea reached all impasse.
Now? at General Assembly Comumission is iii operation ii Korea
pr Iaring for a plebiscite. This plebiscite, under United Nations
observation. will be hield ill tie wlo e of Korea if possible; but. if not
possible, it Will be held i the southern zone, which contains at least
two-thirds of Korea's total population.
The Soviet Union is inot, participating in this Korean Commissiol;
but at 11 time ili its history did tile vet() apply l)ecause the Coitimission is a subsidiary organ of tile General Assembly under Article
22 where you camim; have it vek).
I he seventh case is still pending. The Palestine case illustrates the
basic doctrine that GeneralAssellibly recommendations depend wholly
on volmtary cooperation. It was oughtt by Great Britain, the 1nan-.
datory lower, to the General Assembly for recomiiendation respecting tile future government of Palestine. On November 29, 19471 the
General Assembly adopted a resolution recommending the partition
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of Palestine, but it referred the resolution to the Security Council
for action of the following nature:
It is (Jilite importalitt to see that we are exact in this particular case,
because of the intinilse amount of emotion that characterizes the
whole problem.
I am reading froni a paper which you have, itreport. )y the President
to the Congress for the year 1947,'of United States ;articilpition to
the United Nations.
f begin at, page 161 at tile bottom. This relates to tile future goverinent of Palestine aind is a111rt of the General Asselllly resolution.
Mr. BLOO1M. What.is the date of that.'
Ambassmior ArsTrN. It is November 29, 1947.
'Ihat is the resolution of Partition with Economic Union.
'T'iie mineral Assemtnbly:
leconlliids to tiI(United Kingdoii, its th Maltitory Power for Pilestlite,
dOitiloi ind ilplemieitnation,
fiuitl to till other Melliilers of Ilie Unit(i NatiliS t li(,
fUliture government of Piilest ine, of the PIli of Partitlon with
with regilld to till
EColitile Union set out below:

Here is tle iil)ortalit part to which I call your atteitioi:
Iteqiuesis thiit
dd fL iii
tiecessitty iitiltsure: iv,ii'
(al
'IThesecurity Council tiile tlhe
tle Pilli for its iliplicitlioll;
(h) The Securilty Comiell coiisider if clilitinistoies during the transitlonll
li hisliii! coilperl(il reqiri'e siih consideration. whether the sitltion It
slllhi1thireatt exists, linld
e . If it decides tillit
i tlireit to tile lle
stitllt(
security, tlie Security Colliiell
Ii order to tituitintail hiiteriiatioiil peie ailld
lollof tlie eiile'iI. Assebily by tlikitg
should suippleienilt the 111t lliolzllt
United
itenistites ide* Articles '19 ind 41 (iftlie(-Clhtrter, to empower tlihe
nm to exercise li Pilestine
Nlitoll.( Colililiihssloii, as provided i this resoliu
ti(fnlletilolis which are assigned ito Itby this resolitut ;"
(c) Tie Secirity Counitil deteritilne as a thrlit Io tle peae, breach of tli.
peince or act of iggressloi, Ii lccordlanee with Artlele 39 of the Chirter, any
wettleient r itIsliged by thll resohliut iol
itttempt to tiller by fol'eo tlip
(d) Tite Trusteeshiip Council lie formed of the responsibilities eivisaged
11111 :
for it in tills

(h)), (c). and (d) ask the Seciurity
Ti oilier wnrd., Mr. Chairman, (il)
Council to take, over this l)arit ion pllan recommended by the (General
Assembly and breathe life into it.
Why?
Because the Security Couilcil is the only couni(,il or agency in tile
Charter that can give life to a recOnumeillation and carry it. lito effect.
Now, what happened ? The United States presented the resolution
to accept these requests. What happened? Oir resolution got the
vote of the United States, the Soviet Union, France, Belgiumn, the
Ukraine, and that is all.
Five votes. And you all know that in order to accept that plan of

there had to be a vote of a majority of
partition and breathe life into it,
seven, including the five great powers.
Mr. BrWoomr. May I ask a question there, please?
Ch~o,.m,.V Ar,,T,

Vno.

.Mr. BLooM. China abstained, did it not?
Ambassador AUSTIN. Yes.

Mr. Br/or. Does that not apply just the same?
Ambassador AusTix. It is just ihe saIe.
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Mr. Bioost. It is the same in this, with reference to Palestine. When
China abstained, you have the same position you have if one of the
other five great powers abstained.
Practically, you call it a unanimity of vote in the five great powers,
do )ou not, so why should that not be a unanimity of vote of the five
powers?
Ambassador Avsmx. I am not speaking of that. I am speaking of
the fact that there was not even a normal majority. There are 1i mnembers on the Security Council, and all we got was 5 out of 11, whereas
we were obliged to get 7 under the Charter, and have in the seven
unanimity of the five powers.
Now I see your point: China could abstain.
Mr. Bwoor. She did abstain. It is not that she could have abstained. But she did.
Ambassador AusTIN. We did not get the seven, you see.
Mr. BLoo.3. With the five big powers and then two of the others,
that would give you the seven, If China abstains, it is just the same
as if Russia abstained on other things.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I do not think you understand the situation.
There were only five votes for the resolution. There were seven votes
cithcr against the resolution or abstaining. Therefore you did not
come to the test of whether there was uuauimity amnwg the five great
powers.
The point is that we did not even aet a simple majority.
Then the next step was tried. Wo (lid get a resolution through asking the five great powers to confer upn two points. First, what is the
situation inPalestine with respect to whether or not there is a threat to
international security and peace: secoitl what, if any, recommendations will the Security Council give to the United Nations Palestine
Commission with respect to implementing the partition.
The five powers consulted with the mandatory power, with the Jewish agency, with the Arab higher committee, with the Palestine Comn
mission and with everybody that )ad any interest in this matter at all.
What was the finding? There was not a threat to internatioiial peace.
The infiltrations were of a kind that did not amount to an aggression
but were local. They did not amount to an aggression by a foreign
state. We could not get agreement among the five great powers to
recomdrond to the Security Council a finding of the jurisdictional fact
of a threat to international peace.
So tht effort wound up in agreement in the Security Council, in'cludini four of the five major powers, that the partition plan could'
not be i plemented by peaceful means. Therefore, since the Security
Council was not in a position to find that there was a threat to the peace
which would enable it to summon armed forces or impose sanctions. It
had to go back to the General Assembly, in a special session, in order to
seek establishment of a government to take over when the mandatory
power gid uI'
d fn do tat supreme thing of stopping
the massacre.
All this is well known. I only need to point to thie fact that the
Security Council denied action. That is why the problem 'of Palestine is still before us in the General Assembly.
.
Now, the eighth case: In addition to the Security Council and the
General Assembly, the resources of the International Court of Justice are being utilized in the pacific settlement of disputes.
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British charges against Albania resulting from the damage by
mines to two destroyers and the loss of 44 lives in the Corfu Channel
are now before the Court. Here is another case where a Soviet veto
failed to achieve its purpose. The Soviet Union vetoed a Security
Council resolution fixing the blame upon Albania, but the case was
referred to the International Court for adjudication nonetheless and
both parties have recognized the Jurisdiction of the Court.
The Court also is considering the validity of Soviet vetoes of membership, applications. That is a legal question that has been submitted by a resolution of the General Assembly. Its findings should
be ready in time for consideration by the regular session of the General Assembly in Septi ber.
Even when SecurityCouncil action is stymied by the misuse of the
veto a great deal is!accomplished nevertheless. Tihe current Security
Council consideration .of the coup:-in Czechoslovakia is a good example. This entire proceedijig ha been. conducted in the face of
Soviet veto threats. But,their threftts cannot halt the Council's examination of evidence. If and whi the"veto occurs, the evidence
will become part of the record. It will be put in by members of the
Security Council. at the Security Council table.,
Notwiithstanding these acconmplishments, changesare needed'
There alre ways of workingfor them within the Charter. Do not
ur'ddii4ri an
ixiou4 for-tdie N that changes
go VitL Itad -4ty to i
are needed that w l split mid divide the United Nations and tht,,
might destroy it.
it is not failing, it is doing good all the time-not as fast as we
would lik---not as Well as wd \would like,, and changes are needed,
and right here on thAU-Very point of peaceful solution, seeking agreement by negotiation.
And so I say for the record, notwithstanding these accomplishments, changes are needed and your work is great-iy cheered on by us.
There are ways,of working for thei Within the Ohartor.
Vigorous efforts #re under way now to improve the machinery of
file United Nations for the pacific settlement of disputes.
The United States was IM'gely responsible fr the establishment of
the Interim Committee of the General Assembly. This Little Assembly, as it is generally known, is now studying a number of propose.ls
aimed toward strengthening the machinery for the pacific settlem t
of disputes.
MJoreover, it is working on a series of suggestions to restrict the
application of the veto and liberalize the voting procedures of the
Security Council. The results of this work will be taken up at the
next regular session of the General Assembly in September.
I believe that this distinguished committee has a copy of aiprovisional list of Security Council decisions which the United States
proposes should be made by an affirmative vote of seven members
whether or not such decisions are regarded p.sprocedural or non"r'(l111T'Pl

You understand the point there. You know that under article 27
of the Charter, you do not have to have the unanimity of the five great
powers in procedural matters.
Now we are taking these 31 R ropositions and saying, "Let us make
them procedural by agreement.
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No matter whether we are of the opinion that they have some substance or not. we know by experience that when one of these. types of
questions is Vetoed the course of pacific settlelient of disIlite. is impeded. Our hope is to get as mnuc h encouragement and help from you
as we call.
We know that von are sincere and that your purpose is really to
be helpful and to strengthen the United Nationls rather than destroy it.
Here is where your hllp will count. We iee(l the puhlicitv of )'our
approval in ymir debates iii the Coigress. It would stimullate. our
service. It. woul affect others besides the United State-thle United
Nations General Assemblv and the Interim Committee. It wouhn(l
strengthen our efforts to obtain what is really needed. Now here it is:
Agreement anong the Permanent Met mlbe's that s ch voting procedures coul be followed and the eqtablishiient of those voting proceditres made by rides. This approach has a chance of sclcess, it is
realistic, and it recognizes the one essential in building a genuine
system of collective seclrity-big-power unity.
No abandonment of universality should be tolerated. There is no
real security without universality. ' We must not tear down this powerfill buttress of the world organization. Instead, the strut tire should
be braced on the inside.
Mr. ,IU~d,.MX. Doe., not the veto also extend to the question of
whether or not an action is procedural or nonprocedural ?
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes.
Mi'. ,JONK.AN. How are you going to get around that?
Ambassador AUsTIN.
iat is a (double veto, and we are getting
around it right now in the Czechoslovakian case. The veto has not yet
been cast, but enough states have stated their views about the matter
so that, it is apparent we will have a vote of about nine to two. All
of the members of the Seiurifv, Comncil, save the Soviet Union and
the Ukraine, probably will vote that he matter is prordliirnl.
* The motion pr)Ose.,; th'r we appoint a subcommittee to take the
testimony of witnesses.
Now the Soviet Union comes in and says, "No; I veto that.."
Then, wheni we put the substantive question itself,
he, vetoes
goes. again,
method
and the proposal is dead, so far as that particular
But we can get around it. These witnesses will be called before
the whole Council or their affidavits will be. brought into the whole
Council. Thus, we will have their testimony in the Czechoslovakian
case in spite of the double veto.
Since lie knows that, I am not certain that he will actually veto.
Mr. JONKMAN. Under their ideology is there such a thing ais
guilt
•on their part?
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is a question I cannot answer.
Mr. J'ONKM,%N. After all, the point is there, unless they change
and act with a will to cooperate. If you do not accomplish that, you
4,mii ,accomn!i!W q),ythifl$g.
I would like to ask the same question with reference iv u dzLon of
the Internationid Court of Justice on applications fo'r membership.
Can they take the veto away from the Soviets in that regard?
Ambassador AUSTIN. This is what happens: It is a question of law
as to whether the Soviet Ullion had a right to add another 9 ualification to a candidate for admission. There are certain qualifications
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nain'ld in the Charter upon which an applicant, is entitled to become
a member. First? he shall be a peace- loving nation; secondly, he
shall be in a position to contribute to the cooperative effort of maintaining peace in the world.
The Soviet Union comes in and( claims, yes, Italy is entitled under
those standards to be admitted, but, we will veto her unless you will,
at the same time, admit Albania, and other nations against which
charges are pending in the Security Council.
The question in the Court is whether a voter in the Security Council can add another condition besides those that the Charter provides
for admission to membership?
It is not the question of taking away the veto. It is an interpretation of tile act and all interl)retation of the Charter.
(h airman ExvroN. Now, will the gentleman finish his statement.
Ambassador AUs'IN. I think you are very patient with me and I
thank you.
'1he core of the world security problems is the relationships between
the East and the West.
Since the end of the wilr the rift between these two powerful
groups has gradually widened. No matter what the machinery nor
ho stringent the Charter limitations, the operators of the machinery woul still be the member states. If these states will observe
the obligaiollb coiitaimed in th l)reint charter and cooperate within
the present framework of the Organization, its gravest )roblems
will be solved.
Creation of additional machinery would not affect the basic political situation with which we are c(;nfronted. What is necessary is a
fundamental adjustment between East and West. This will have to
be undertaken at the suital)le tinle.
The fact that in the short span of its existence, the United Nations
has not been able to solve this basic l)roblem has profoundly affected
tie thinking of many Members of Congress and of some of our most
forward-looJdng civic leaders and organizations. But I have yet to
find a single radical revision of the United Nations Charter vlich
could, as a practical matter, be adopted at this time by tiny alppreciable number of states and which, if adopted, would sole tl;e crucial
lwroblein which is the basis of present world insecurity. The most
likely result of revision, under the present circumstances, would tb
the destruction of the United Nations.
This )oint was convincingly stated by Congressman Javits last night
on the Town Meeting of the Air.
Now, I speak of tile United Nations as the bridge between the East
and the West. The end of the United Nations would lead to tile comPlete lestruction of tile political. economic, social, and technical activities of the United Nations. The present effectiveness of these activities stems to a great. degree from the fact that all major powers and
an overwhelming majority of other states take part in the organization.
.
tie
.
. no ..
ex
t
. . uits
.n.
abortion as n1w exists would cease and a complete break between
ihe East and the Vest would occur. The only possible bridge between the East and Wgest would collapse; and yet, the problem of
bridging the gap between the East and West is precisely the crucial
prol)lem of our time.
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I am informed that our distinguishled Secretary of State made )lain
il his statement this morning that the general attitude of tile United
States towarild amendment is favorable, but that there are certain factors which have to be known before we start calling a convention for
amendnient of the Charter of the United Nations. At least two memhbers of this committee are aware of the character of the General Assembly of the United Nations, the facility for debate, the individuality
of membership find the historical background of the different count ries, all of which tend to diversity of opinion. If you cannot be sure
of agreement on certain fundamental factors referred to by the Secretary of State this morning, in advance, a convening of the General
Assemlbly tinder article 109 would be Armageddon. I repeat what lie
says tis morning in that connectnio.
[Reading:J
We are not opposed to the aenindinent of the Carter in principle. If a
posed aniendinent has the following claracteristics, we would he able to
Port It:
1. (Generallystrengthens and facilitates the work of the United Nations;
2. Is strongly sulpported by the Congress: and the American people with
knowledge of its implication, for the United States.
3. Negotiations with other governments Indicate that there Is reasonable
port for It in the United Nations.

prosupfull
sup.

"l
That
is why I am not here blast ing any particular proposal. I lave
intention 'to take ally hill and pieck it to pieces and undertake to
malyze it )art by part.' What I am trying to convince you of is that,
at this time conditions in the world are such that a proposal for a
convent ion to alnen(d the Charter of the United Nations with respect
to the veto of action under chapter 7 is not only unfeasible. but is
absolutely dangerous and tends to destroy all that we have built with
so much effort.
Now, I have but little more to say, Mr. Chairman. This bears oin
the United States and the United Nations. The United Nations affords us an equal opportunity to mobilize world opinion an(Id ,tion
against activities which threaten peace and security. It provides an
insurpassed formn for explaining our policies to other States and
peoples and for mobilizing their support. We cannot live alone. We
may be the leading country of the world, but, we must live Aith the rest
of the world in harmony fnd with their help. We need their help as
much as they need our help.
The United Nations serves as an instrument of negotiation with
other powers. leineinber, we te 58 nations there with members in
daily contact with each other, and into all hours of the night. I
venture to say there is not another body in the world where men sacrifice so much in order to be in contact with each other and in coinmunication. The events of the world are constantly before them and
under Consid(leration.
The United Nations permits the United States to act in concert with
other powers iit carrying out enterprises which this country could not
nilW n011
iit
o mndertake unilaterally. It is the outstanding instrumentality for solving economic and social proijemm, ba_,u,,,,ili
human rights and fundamental freedom, and improving the welfare
of tll the peoples. It is and should continue to be the "cornerstone
of our foreign policy."
Since the desire of the overwhelming majority of the Americai
people is the strengthening of the United Nations, what, then, is the
best course to pursue?
nu
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I would not leave the committee without constructive and positive
suggestions, and this briefly is it: Not one, but many acts are required.
14'1rst. One of the niost important actions you have already imitiated--I refer to the European recovery l)rograitn. 'le United Nations
is as strongI as its members. You know that every member uidertook
by itself, severally, as well as jointly, to carry out the principles and
policies of the Clmailer. An organization of economically weak and
politically chaotic members cannot have strength itself. When only
the United States and the Soviet, Union are strong, rivalry )etweel
them is virtually inevitable. 'lhe successful completion of the European recovery program, in my oplinioj, will not only strengthen the
United Nations but will reduce the rivalry which is a basic cause of
today's ditliclities.
Second. We should strengthen our own military posture. It is futile
to talk alout arming the United Nations when we know that our force
is inadequate to fulfill existing commitments. If we strengthen oua4
ability to protect , international law and order, we strengthen collective
as well as national security-we strengtihen the United Nations.
Third. We should, in my opinion, strengthen the military posture
of our friends. History is full of evidence that the weaknle ss of the
just increases the malice of the wicked. We have acted to strengthen
the economies of. friendly states; now let us act to strengthen their
military position
Fourth. We should l)romote associations of like-minded States within the framework of the United Nations. The Act of Chapultepec,
the Riio Treaty, amid the Bogota Charter for the Organization of American States are significant advances in this direction. Similar important associations are in the process of formation. There is, for examI)le, the. ecollomic organization established by the 16 Marshall )lan
counries. riahe unified defense system of the five western European
states is another act which strengthens the IlnitedNations.
Fifth. We should support specific effort to strengthen the United
Nations and hel l ) remove the causes of war. This means, I believe,
that we should approve the loan for building the United Nations headiarters. We should join the World Health Organization, adopt
Senate Joint Resolutiol 136 acee)ting the Convention on Privileges
and Immunities, and ratify the constitution "of the proposed International Trade Organization.
Support for the United Nations. to be genuine and effective, must
be constant. We should, as it leading member, negotiate and ratify
specific conventions for the progressive development and codification
of international law, for prevention of the crime of genocide, for the
protectionn of human rights, and the promotion of freedom of information.
Wise, patient, and persistent action in efforts such as these will lead
to the development of a strong United Nations and the fulfillment
of its tasks.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Ambassador, we are profoundly grateful to
you for this most comprehensive statement. We wdii a(topt the a-minute rule for the first series of questions so that everyone will have a
chalice. After that we will throw it open.
With your experience in the other body, of course you have great
powers of endurance.
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I have two questions of a technical nature. We decided that the
Palestine question is of such tremel(0ls importance to the safety of
the world that we are going to bave special hearings on that parl icuhu problem, and I aimn asking if through you, the United Nations
won (1 furnish us with their side of the questioll a( all information
it is possible to get.
Ambassador AusiN. I will see that that is done, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Broom. Mr. Chairman, I believe that as long as the Senator
has brought in the Palestine question. I think the Palestine question
should be opened now for any questions.
Chairman E.t').x. We have not gotten to that, but we will. le
has raise(ltie question and we ask questions on matters discussed by
witnesses, but tie chairman must. insist that since we have a special !
investigation on that subject that we (l not turn this meeting Intot a
Palestinean meeting.
With those feeble remarks I will proceed. [Readling:]
Rcsolrcd by the House of Rprcsent tires (tie Sacitc couerring), Tihat It is

the sense of the congresss thal the lPresh(ilt of lh1' I 'hited Siat's should Inmlivi lately take the initiative in calling a general confereiie of the United Nations.
pursuant to arthle 1W9, for tie purpose of iimking tile 1'il ted Natiolts alpabhe of
enl(.tilg, interpretiing, un( enforcing world law to ureveit war.

Are you in favor of that resolute ion, Mr. Ambassador, in those term,,
and d'vo think it i.; ha.iblc?
A'nmlassador Aus'I,.N. I think I have indicated clearly tat that is a
futile effort and that therefore it ought not to be made.' If this resolutiou is to be merely the foundation of a debate and1 can be gotten be fore
all p)eol)le-not oilly before the pel)l, of the lilte States blt tlhe
people of the world-tlie views of ('ongressmn
(ndSemiators relating
to tilie Charter of tlie United Nations might be included also -I an1 for
such debate. We want their views.
Howovei'. if this resolution should be passed. I say from imy experielice and spectil knowledge, relating to tile position of Il lfiv g t at
powers, that it probably would not get. anywhere.
Chaiirinan EAroN. The time of tile chairman has expired.
Mr. Bloom.
Mr. Biiom. Mr. Anbassador, are )oil kept informed oil what tlhe
British Government is doing in Pilestille with reference to the Iniindate?
Amblassador Aus'rl-. I have information froni tie to tilie aboll it.
Mr. Bclom. Under the treaty of 1i24. which I sil)l)ose yol ire
acqualinted with, between the United States and Great Britail, i part
of which treaty is the mandate, (heat Britain is not allowed to imaiike
any ('haiges or do anything without tle consent of both partiesthat is, the United Staies ald Great Britain.
Now, are you positive that. Great Britail is going to withdrllaw oil
May 15 ? Do you knlow anything to the contrary?
Amnblassador AuSTIN. I am not sure of ainythilg, Congressman
1i io
1,iun,
Lq a
T f hlive
])
opiniols, but what -eat
Britain will do cannot be governed ), my opilions, wich may niot ie
shared by others, I do not care to air'my opinions unless yol make me.
I have nothing to go ol by the record except repeated lissu allice tllat
they intend to give tp the government on the 15thl day of May.
Mr. BiJoom. And they are withdrawing their troops?
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Ambassador Avs1'N. Now they are returning their troops.
Mr. B,,o.r. That was the question I was going to ask you.
Alfbaissador AusTriN. I iieant to Palestine.
Mr.BLo M..Yes; that is what I am talking about.
If theY were withdrawing their troops, why is it they are returning
their troops to Palestine a(this ti
hue?
Anilassa(lor A
Thsrix. are the only people who can answer
'!ihey
that qiesl ion. There was a concurrence of events just preceding
tlir
reversal and returning. O'e was the attack in Jaffa and the
other was tile threat of ilivasiol from outside. Whether that. caused
them to (10 that, I do mot know.
You are asking quest ions that should be addressed to the mandatory
power instead of heig addressed to mie.
Mr. B1LoOM. I at asking 'ou as the United States Rel)resentalt ive
to the United Nations. Fultherinore, uiler the treaty again, which
is still alive, of 1924, sir, the United States is to be kept, informed al(l
]to changes are to ie made in thet realty or illtle mandate without
tle consent of the United States and Great, Britain.
Now, if they expect, to give Il) the inandate on May, 15 and on May
16 a Jewish state should he proclaimed in Palestiie, what, if any,
will be the position of the United States in recognizing the Jewish
state ill Palestine?
Amqh
dol' A TTM\V. YOll (1 not expect me to answer that. questioli, do you ?
Mr. BLooM. I certainly do or I wold not ask you.
Chairman EwATON. T'hie chairman will rule thiat the question is out
of order.
Mr. BLoOm. The Ambassador himself brought Ul) this Palestine
question.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I am perfectly willing to answer anything I
call.

M'. BI/boo. You do not know of any position of the United States
to be taken with reference to recognition of tile Jewish state in
Palestine after the mandate is vacated on May 15?
Ambassador AUSTIN. I do not.
Chairman EAToN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Chiperfield.
Mr. CluuPrFmnlI. Ambassador Austin, if these hearings do not accollplish anything more than to give you an opportunity to place
the facts, ii.your statement before us, I think these hearings have
been very worth while.
Ambassador AUSrTIN. You are very generous, sir.
MI'. C IPERIFIELD.
,
While the General Assembly of the United Nations has not been brought together for the purl)ose of revising the
United Nations' Charter, you have indicated that equivalent steps
have been taken which would prove that such action would not be
effective at this time.
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is my judgment.
Mr. (.nrTiRFIELD.
'Ilierefore, passage ot a resolution iii(leatilng thmt
it is the desire of tle Congress to call a meeting for such reason
would be doomed to failure
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is my opinion.
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Mr. CJ.iimmu,pm). I notice in this document. to Which you referred
there are listed 31 points for discussion, before your interim committee on a problem of voting in the Security Council. I was wondering
why you did not include, say, No. 32, the problem of the veto, in calling
the convention for the l)urlose of the revision of the Charter, or, for
example, No. 3:3, the question of expulsion of a member, which also
has the veto power.
I islppoe that is because in yor resolution vol say, "Colsider the
problenls of voting in the Securit y Council." Was that the case ?
Ainbassador AusrN. No, I cannot claim that.
Mrl.. CIIWEIPFIELD. I noticed they art not there, aid those are the
very issues we have before us in some of these resolulions.
Ambassador AUsTIN. I think you will not find in the 31 categories
any that is a constitutional question, and I think that the insertion
unler 32 of the other questions, of the use of the, veto, in calling a
convention under 109, is a constitutional question and one that actilly could not be handled as an item of procedure.
Ml'. Cmmwm.m riEr'l (reading)
DIeision to convoke a conference to revise the Charter subsequent to the tenth
an1l 5'sessin of l he GOllerill Assenily plursinlit to article 109.
I suppose that is all right, l)ecause that does not require after that
period unuitituit ; i, thait correct?
Amlbassalor AUs'r-,. I (1o not believe I understand your question.
Mr. Cmmwnrpn.i:). You brought up the question of convention after
a 10-yearl period under 109. 1 wondered whether there was a difference between that and bringing ul) iaquestion l)rior to that time.
Ambassador An;Tr'iN. Oh, yes. The difference is in the majority
required.
That is what I thought.
Mr. CHPmER:umn:.
Amnbassador AUs'rix. It, does not require more than a simple majority in the one case, plus any seven members of the Security Council,
and In the other ease it requires a two-thirds majority, plus any seven
members. Therefore, we (to not get this veto in here.
Mr. CmlEim.n. Senator Austin, (1o you feel there is any area of
agreement that coul be worked out with you and your associates,
the State Department, and this committee,'whereby'we could draw
up a resolution concerning some of these specific 1)rloblems of international relations that would be constructive and be of help to not
only the United Nations but to our international relations?
Ambassador AUSTIN. I do believe so.
Mr. CiPEIFIEW. I would appreciate your giving us your views on
that subject.
You would be helpful to us if you cooperate with us in that respect.
Thank you very much.
Chairman EAToN. Mr. Vorys.
Mr. Vonis. Ambassador Austin, I concur with my colleague in his
wati1 ,,:
v,
nn arnnce. This was an excellent and very
timely explanations of the United Nations. It was a very lheipi lni cAplanation you made today.
Article 27 and a number of other articles require the affirmative vote
of, say, seven members, or the permanent members, and I believe that
you said that under the practice an abstaining vote is considered an
affirinative vote; is that correct
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Ambassador AUsTIN. I (1o not expla in it well. I will try to do better.
This practice commenced when Hershel Johnson, Amb(assador of
the United Slates, was presi(ling us head of the Security Comicil. The
Soviet Union abstailled from voting oil a certain i"esolition, and
thereuioln the p)residing ollicer lidl that the motion was lost because
of the failure to get the affirmative votes of the five perinalment
members.
The Soviet Union lifted up its hand and said, "No, Mr. Chairman,
my vote was not intended as a veto.' That began a practice. He voted
neither for nor against'; he abstaiined, and his vote did not count
anything. By his consent they allowed article '27 to be so interpreted
that, an aflirmat ive vote of four' instead of five of the permanent 11lmlhers was considered adequate; that is. the unanimity of those who (lid
vote was regarded as a satisfaction of the Charter.
Mr. Vo'Rys. I think I did understand you, then. That is that the unwritten practice had developed which takes care of the situation where
a permallent member, for examl)he, (toes not wish to cast an aflirinat ive
vote-it might be stuiltifying to (1o thait-but in practice an abstension
permits action by the Ilnited Nations.
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is correct, and it has been followed many
times. I cannot give you tile exact ,Iiliinber, but I know that everyone
of fi he permanent members at different tinies has exercised the pri vihege
of abstaining from the vote without having it counted a veto.
Mr. Voni's. Frianly, I have looked ait that pract ice, which I thought
tecn
I nestoo(l ats at ho peful (leveholpme t. that might pet
tinuanlce of tile veto inl thie Charter, just ats thle electoral College comitinues in our own Constitution, but is a device which is not used excel)t
under extremely extraordi narv circumstances. That. ihad been 111y
hope, that abstension would be ihe (levice that would be used.
Amlmassadoor Aus'rix. Yes. You know there was a Four-Power
Agreement at San Francisco, interpreting tile unanimity rule in which
it was understood and( stated that the veto would rarely be used. I1nd
only where the use of it was important to the State tlat employed it.
Mr. Vonys. Yes.
Ambasador AUSTIN. NOW, if We CouIld only get all states to curry
out the veto rule in that spirit, it could l)e handled through this
abstention scheme Without any loss of face.
Mr. BLCom. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Vounms. I yield.
Mr. Brom. Does not the Charter say "all of the five major powers"?
How could you present your argument?
Am bassaior AUSTIN. I knowthe argmunent. It is an ol argument..
Mr. BiLoOb. I was just following up Mr. Vorys' question.
Mr. Voln's. Is this not the point, that the Soviet Union itself has
construed the requirement "affirmative vote" in reverse to say "if it
is not a negative vote it can be an affirmative vote for purposes of the
Charter?" Is that not about the wiay it is worked out?
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is? but you know there is room for inDecisions on all other matters small be made by an alffrmative vote of seven
members, Ineludilng coicurring voteS of the'pernnent members.

It (toes not say "all," so you can have a debate over that. if you want
to. But the party who would have the hazard of injury by any other
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interpretation waives it. He assumes all the risk of any harmful
happening by his vote not being counted as a veto.
....1X..VoIYs. Tlhen that interpretation Would give, as you say, an
unwritten plreedeit in here, Us a possible step toward salvation of
the United Nations?
Ambassador Aus'ri.-. You are right.
Mr. Voitys. How (letaile(l are the inst ructiois you get for your
actions under the law? Is it possible for vou to consultt with other
members of the Security Council as propo.set in. this action you iescribed last fall? Aire youtr instructions such that You can consult
with other members of the Security Council ?
Ambassador AUSTIN. In one wN'ay you might, Say it is like a military
order. You know that section 3 of the act proviides that the Rel)resentative of the United States shall speak the voice of the President,
expressed through the Secretary of State unless he chooses some other
mode of expressing it, and the'Relresenltative shall carry out the instructions and vote according to that instruction.
The interpretation of that act, is a rational one. The major policy
is given to me. I do not create it. The conduct of our international
affairs is kept right where it., belongs, under tile Constitution, with tile
executive department. When I get my instructions they are of gencral :,,ilrp. which cover the objective, but I have certain liberties
with rlespect to carrying out the operate ion.
1 (10 carry on consultatioms, but I do not make a decision of substance afte: consultation without referring it. All consultations are
held ad referendum. We are not the only country that does that,
you know. Every country with which I hilk has to say "You know,
of course, I reserve final action until I hear from my government."
They all know I am in the same situation. Everytlilng I carry out
is ad referendum. I must refer it in order to get final action. '
Mr. Vonys. I am wondering whether the Security Council or the
Assembly, either one of them, are deliberative bodies in view of the
fact that of course, final action must be approved by the chief of
state, or by the constitutional methods of each country. Does their
practical consultation and discussion affect final action, although, of
course, each one is acting only in a representative capacity?
Ambassador AusTiN. The degree of freedom which the representative may exercise depends upon the nature of the instruction and of
the case.
Of course there occur events in the debate which call for prompt
action and forthright reply, and that is made. But our action conforms as closely as can be to the general instructions.
Chairman EATON. The time of the gentleman has expired.
M r. Vonys. Having shard my time with Mr. Bloom, indulge me
this much: On Concurrent Resolution 59, you thought that the action
proposed would be futile. My concern is that it might be effective,
nud that it might commit Congress in blank, in advance, on ques-wld ITw. T am unhibi ,,. z:"riJ,
tions of enacting, hilLrpkel
willing at present to delegate that tremendous responsibility either
to you or to the President. It is not only fear that the resolution
willbe futile, but the fear that, if effective, it might involve too great
commitments that makes me hesitate to approve it at the present
ime. I do not ask you for comment on my statement.
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Chairman EATON. Mr. Jonkinan.
.Mr. JONKMAN. Mr. Ambassador, you have already indicate(] that ill
your opinion, with thQ passing of such a resolution is No. 59, that

would be futile.
Would you include in that general category any matters that are
constitutional and not procedural?
Ambassador AUSTIN. Yes. The terms of this resolution define the
purpose for which the general conference would be called; namely, for
the purpose of making the United Nations capable of enacting, jinterpreting, and enforcing world law to prevent war. The plhrase "to
prevent war," is not material. The principal point is to reform the
United Nations into a government that would have a legislative
body, a court of justice to interpret its laws, findfan executive to
enforce the laws. In niy judgment, you could not get a convention
called for that )url)ose. I (old)t if 'any of the states are re.v ly to
have that, to say nothing about the big states.
M'. JoNIMAN. Would you consider it also futile to underta, o the
recommendation of changes of a constitutional or nonprocedural
nature?
Ambassador AUSTIN. I have said, and I think it is sound judgment,
that you probably cannot get a convention agreed to by the necessary
majoriity for the purpose of changing the Constitutiol or Charter of
the United Nations.
.
iThat,
is what I am getting at, but I want to see if I
Mr. JoINKm
cannot get a distinction between recommnendations with reference to
is what I am
N
rocediirial
driving
fit. matters and nonprocedural matters. That
For instance, you have indicated to us that you have already made a
ve y serious and determined atteml)t to have something (lone about
the veto. You use that as a criterion. Other questions of a similar
nature in the same category, of course, would meet with the same
resistance. I mean of a fundamental and constitutional nature. Yet,
you indicated that it would be helpful if we could get together and
fra nue cert a ill proposed i iml)rovemnents. Would( you confine those, then,
to the lesser procedural matters which you think you could get general
agreement upon?
Ambassador AUSTIN. They are not all confined to l)rocedural matters. Some of them border, petty closely on substantive matters.
Some of these very 32 that you have before you are cal)able of being
interpreted as not strictly procedural but having substance. There
are other matters besides'these. They will probably come before the
Interim Committee for consideration1. Among the questions the Interiin Committee is studying are these: How can we help the United
Nations to implement certain of its articles? Iow can we improve
its capacity? Can we, by setting up an agency of a certain kind,
facilitate the business of conciliation, mediation, and so forth?
These questions will come before the Interim Comnittee and be
studied ; and then you will have the result of the opinion of all member
p ersoni,
oilIIoliol:
01
atilolts ol Uime Uulitett i~lLioltos, instead oi tile
like myself.
If yoware asking me what I would try to do now, by way of a resolution of Congress, I do not know. I would halve to sit down and
talk it over wvth you. I have told you what I feel you can do to
7592148-7
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s rengilien the United Nat ions. You are confronted with the. resplon'

sibilitv for most of the proposals already. 'hey are enough in themselvs
vt~so engage your very lbest judgment. 'lherefore, you really do not
need any more than yot have; btt, as I have said, I am perfectly
wiillin ! to join in a speculative effort tit the drafting of further Icgislatioi'to help). Btit just to go ahead and carry out that prograin tat
ou have before you will give to the United Nat ions a tremendous
Mr. CHIPEiFIEL.D (pr'esiding). Mr. Fulton.
imr. FuITON. Mr.A
ltibasmador, I might, say I an pleased and I think

the American people have confidence in the job you are doing for the
United Nat ions.
I am it little disturbed because of the effect on the dignity of the
United States if we should vote to call matteis of procedure, matters
of substance, when they are really not, in order to gain any advantage,
procedural or ot herwise.
Do you think tlint policy should be followed as the regular practice
by the United Nations?
Ambassador AUSTIN. Did you ask ic if I thought it was proper?
Mr. FUTON. Yes.

Ambassador AusrljN. Yes, I do.
You do such things here in Congress. You probably do not know
it, but you declare by statute a thing to be perishable that is inl fact
not perishable. In nany ways you make conduct of people ofrensive
uider the law which is perfectly proper. But society and government

has made it necessary for .you to do those things, anldso can we iii a
charter like this, that relate's to voting. Votiig is a thin g with which
we are very familiar-we fix laws and regui nations and] imitations
about voting that sonietimes atre illogical as they can be.

We say that "decisions of the Security Council on procedural
matters shall be made by an ahirnative vote of seven members."
Now, we can throw into that category, if we agree on it, anything

that will reasonably conic within the category of "procedural;" even
though it his a sliatteriig of substance in it. If we have found by
experience that the procedural aspect of the matter is the predomiimaiit one, we can put it in here without any offense at all.
here is
)to offense.
Mr. FuIzToN. I agree with you on your statement that you reach
a direct result sonietitnes in tlat law that you intentionally look
for, but here you are changing black to white in order to make an
indirect result that you ire not openly aiming for.
Ambassador AUs'rIN. No; you have gone further than I have. We
are not changing things not procedural into procedural or procedural
into not proceed rural. We are not changing from black to white.
Air. FULTON. But you are bringing in substantive matters under
the guise of their being procedural, are you not?
Ambassador AUSTIN. It is not merely a guise, it is a fact that they
are procedural, also. 'They are both procedural and substantive.
Then they are put in the procedural category because we find it wiser
to do that. Io enough countries (1 notMlihie it, it will not be done.
It has to be agreed upon by a sufficient number of states,'including
the five permanent members. There is no moral point to this cate,,nrv of 31 questions that come from the Security Council.
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Mr. FULTON. You liave spoken with Mr. Vorys its to your authority
and how you receive your instructions.
On this Palestine matter abut which you have spoken, (lid you
participate in the making of the decision for the (hanging of our
liolicy recently, or was that given to you as tin instruction ?
Aibaissador Air'rtiN. I donot think you are treating your wit iess
faairl, but I an perfectly willing to answer, all(1 will have to answer
you cause you have asked the question. I feel bo1nd to answer,
even though it wis not go(1 taste to ask tle tiat questionn.
Mr. FULTON. I will withdraw it, if you like.
ir. Ci il:'ir:ui.D(presiding). If you care to have that question wiIthdrawn, it will lie dotie.
Ambassador Ausri.x. I will answer the question.
Mr. (' 11mwfru (presiding). I will rule tile (julestion out of order.
Mr. FUt.roN. If the Ambassador (loes not care to answer the question, I will withdraw the question.

That is all.
Mrh'. CHIr?:rW.tt). (presiding). Mr. Javits.
Mr. Jtvrrs. Mr. Ambassador, may I join my colleagues in welcoming

you here and say that I feel l)rivileged in hearing you on this subject.
Iay I also thank you very nuich for your very kind personal reference.
Ao I gather tl basiv thesis of your statement to be that you believe
that we have not. vet exl)lored the full potentialities of tie United
Nations Charter, itself: hence. that the time is not now to amend,
lintil we explore what we hiave?
AmnassadIr AUS'rTN. Y~es, sir.
Mir. J.%vrrs. Perhaps we in the United States fail to avail ourselves
of the provisions which the Charier already contains. Would that be
a cognate proposition.
Ambassador AusTIN. It must be so. With the Charter so broad in
many of its terms, it takes years for nien and women to learn how to
use it. I can assure you, Congressman Javits, that we have been learning (ring the past 12 months many new things about how to operate
within the C(harter and make use of its terms.
Mr. Jwvis. Now, the Ambassador has brought up this question of
Palestine. I would like to confine myself to one question which bears
upon possible amendments to the Charter.
Apparently under article 10 whereby the Palestine resolution was
1made for the General Assembly, tie jur'idical status of the Assemibly's
resolution would be that of i recommendation. That is what the
Charter stys On that subject. It is a recommendation.
Now, do I understand the Ambassador to mean, therefore that it
being a recommendation, and nothing else, the finding that the same
situation represents no threat to the peace by tile Security Council
deprives it of jurisdiction and it wil be a matter for tile General
Assembly entirely?
Ambassador AUsT N. The Security Council is the organ having jurisdiction to find a threat to international peace.
Mr. JAVITs. It would not be necessary for the Security Council to
accept that resolution. It, would still 1)e the recommendation of tile
General Assembly, regardless of the fact that it was not accepted
and even though the Security Council did tiothing about it?
Ambassador AUsnTN. Yes.
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Mr. Jtvrs. ])oes the Ambassador feel tite Chare' needs amendment
oi that score, to give the Security Council authority to carry out and
impllement, a resolution of the General Assembly, though the Security
Council may not tid .such a resolution to involve a breach of the peace,
or threat to the peace?

Ambassador Ausi'n. That is a fundamental change.

I have a

notion al)oli this Chariter, il comiectioi with your question. It is
this: If the Security Council had accepted the responsibility that was
requested of it b[y the General
iAssembly, I believe there wouhl have
arisen certain plowers that exist by virtio of the accept tance of the
reslmnisibi lit
y.
ii~. J.\vrrs (reading)
All nit'tubers shall give the Unliteql Nnllols every assistance In any action it
takes In connection with the present Charter.

A~nlhssador A's'rix.

lThat is correct.
Mi. hJAvrrs. Does tiot. that apply just as well to the resolution of
thite (,eeral Assembly as it stood It needed 11o accejtrance by the
Security Council, and has not exactly that point been one of the
great points of conltroversy?
AliNbassadlr. At'STV. No, that is where the difficulty is. That is
talking about action, you see.
Mr. Voinvs. 'T'o which article dlo you refer?
Aimssador Au's'iN. It is subparagraph (2) of Itmticlo-V-,
You will notice article XI,subparagraph (2) [reading]
Any suih question-

meaning a question the General Assembly has discussedon which action is necessary shall be referred to the Security Council by the
General Assembly, either before or after discussion.
Mr. JAviN's. Mr. Ambassador, I do not want to get into a juridical

argument, but was it not under article 10 rather than 11 that the Generail Assembly acted oniPalestine? Article 10 says specifically that
the General Assembly may make recommendations to the members of
th United Nations, or to the Security Council, or to both on any such
quest ions or matters.
Ambassador AtsriN. Yes.
All'. J A VITS. That is why I said what I did, it stood on its own, it is
a resolution of the Genieral Assembly, and the United States or any
other state did not need to reverse itself because the Security Council
didl not need to take jurisdiction.
Ambassador AusTIlN-. It is a recommnendatliolln, and that is all.
Mr. JAVIh. Now, Mr. Ambassador, I understand that you have it
statement to make with respect to the loan agreement. Would you
be good enough to make it at this time?
Ambassador AusTi-N. This is a way to strengthen the United Nations. It should appeal to every one of us because that is what we are
for. We are not for destruction.

Tho bill relating to thle headquarters-loan agreement has a signiificance which goes far beyond its terms. As a piece of financial legislation,9 it hats some unusual features, but these are not of first-raik
im portance. Thepl~itical iniii)licatiois of congressionial action onl thle
bill are important. Fifty-e it counitieis, besides the United States,

have a stake in the United Nations. All of them will be observing
carefully the action of the Congress in this matter.
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They will do so because, ill this period of tension and uncertainty,
the dlcisioiis of this Conigress can be of crucial inllportance for the
future of the United Nations and for the success of intermitiolnal
.
Coo)eraiion to kee) tile pieailth

N othing could beIlmore crippling to tile organization and to
attaimlent of its purposes than an otlicial act of Congress which
peared to cast, doubt on the wisdom Iniid necessity of supporting
United Nat ions with all or' energies.
()u willingness to lhly it leading part in the cost ruct ioll of
headquarters hIs always been regarded as it test of our faith ill
United Nations.

the
apthe
the
tile

The United States has never been found wanting in its material
support for the orgallizatiou. By the ilnanimlos action of 1both

I louses of Congress, on I)ecember 1t) and 1I, 19)45, the United Nat ions
wAas invited to make, its headquarters in tihe [,niled States. Through
the generosity of Mr. ,John 1). Rockefeller, Jr., Il11d the city of New
York, a site ini the heart of New York (it' was luade available, wit liout
cost. The (ongress cooperated bv passing legrislatioll exelliptlinl
tho
transaction from Federal gift tax. 'ihe coMditious under whict the
permanent. headquarters are to be set III) ill New York have beeii
established bv t ile
ti(lldeIlartelrs agreenl,,it. between tile Uniited Nations and the'United States and approved by the Congress on August
4, 1947. ''he necessary demolition oil the site hais beeui conlpieted.
Ilteralitionlally faminous architects have llnanmusiliollsv agreed 111)oll
plans for anilmosing group of buildings which will be a suitable
center for world collaboration.
lhe city authorities are ready to

proceed with plhlis iolvolvinlg tile expeiditun'es, by the city, of some
$0,000,(00 for development of the approaches alld improvements of
the surrounding areas.
Finally, tile Ullited States has offered, subject to the approval of
Congress, to niake all interest-free loan to tile United Nations ill an
amllollult not to exceed $(15,000,000 to ellet Conlst ruct ioll costs. 'he offer
lilts been gratefully accepted. The terms of the proposed loan
11re
before your for exuiilatiol.

Thus the l'oJ)sal before the Congress is the last link ill a chain
of events stretcling over It period of almost 21/2 years. The United
Nations is ready to begin construction. The "woil capital" foreseen
by Congress in 1945 canl at. last become a l)ermanent physical reality.
I'lirough all this period, the Inited States has scrupuilous y refrained
from attaching political conditions to its hospitality. Ave did niot
ask that the United Nat ions should take this or that course, or develop

ii it particular direction, or allilend its Charter, or revise its orgalliz:ational structure, before it could establish its headquarters in this

country. We invited the United Nations to these shores in the full
knowledge of its possible limitations. We had signed and ratified the
Charter. We (i(l not "bu.t a pigi Iial)oke."
Now, however, the loan is associated with the Ferguson-huldd resqolution. Tlie implication is that until certain actions siucli as the callllg
of a special session of tile General' Assembly to debate a particular
problem or until the United Nations is reorgaiized so as to performi
more effectively, certain of its political functions, the loan may be

retarded.
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If the Congress should now take the view that we should not proceed
with the loan agreement or begin construction of tile headquarters
until these things were done, a heavy blow would be struck both at, tile
organization and at tie sincerity anld prestige of the United States. It
would be unfortunate if other members of the United Nations shoul
t
feel that we were atteihpting to use our financial resources in this case
to achieve it political end. It would be equally unfortunate if they
were to feel that we had so little faith ill the United Nations that we
were unwilling to make this demonstration of our support.
It is pr-oposed that we lend tile organization it sum not to exceed
$65,0000,00. TIhis will be repaid from tile ordinary Iu(get of the
United Nations, to which we now contribute 19.89 percent of the total.
What we would actually be advancing beyond our own l)roportionate
share of the cost, therefore, is the balance'over 60 percent of the principal of the loan. We would also, of course, in effect, be making a
gift to tile United Nations of some 60 percent of the interest which
might have been earne(l had the money been invested in some other
enterprise.
It will be clear to the Congrese, I am certain, that there is no feasible
alternative to financing the construction of the headquarters by a loan.
Ordinarily it would have been desirable to raise the necessary funds
through immediate cash contributions by all member states. 'But at
this particular juncture, when so many are struggling to recover from
the devastation of war and when all must contend wit I a critical shortage of dollar exchange abroad, dollar I)aynents on tile scale required
would have imposed a very heavy burden on many states. Seine would
certainly have felt that, since the money was to be spent in this couintry, the United States might reasonably have been expected to make a
higher proportionate contribution toward the cost of the buildings
than it makes to the ordinary budget of the United Nations.
In my opinion, such an arrangement would have been most unfortunate. 'We have directed our efforts in the United Nations toward a
reduction in our general budget quota. Our offer of an interest-free
loan forestalled any suggestion that we should pay a disproportionate
share of the construction costs.
A number of possibilities for financing were explored before the
United States consented to enter into the/oan agreement. Arrangenents for private financing would have been far from satisfactory.
Under the most favorable terms, a large part of the total cost would
still have had to be contributed in cash,
he interest rate quoted was
high. It would have been necessary to mortgage the buildings as
security-a step which would have involved serious legal problems and
which would have required legislative action by State and possibly
4Federal authorities. The plans themselves would have had to be reviewed with the lenders to assure the convertibility of the headquarters
to other uses in the theoretical event of foreclosure. Finally, there is
a strong psychological objection to placing the United Nations under
obligation to private financial interests.
Other methods of financing were also canvassed without encouraging results. It was discovered that under its Charter, the Interna.
tonal Bank for Reconstruction and Development could make loans
only to member natiohs, or to business enterprises with a guaranty
from the Government concerned. Similarly, neither the Reconstruction Finance Corporation nor the Export-Import Bank appeared to
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have tile statuitorv authority to make such a loan without specific
congressional autliorization.
'lhese were the circumstances in which the United States Government entered the.picture. A thorough study of the problem by eXp erts
in the I)epartment of State and the treasuryy resulted in the preparat ion of the ilan sluggeste(I by the President to the United Nations.
lhe interest-free feature of the proposed loan may be regarded
is anl offset to the financial advantages gained by the United States
because the headlquarters is lcatCd here. Quite apart from co1sidl'IItions of prestige, the principal benefits to the United States muaay be
siull 1arized its follows:
First, there is a substantial inflow of funds from abroad to finance
United Nations activities in New York. It is conservatively estimated
t hat about $20,1500.)00 was expended by foreign count ries at the United
Nations in 1947. This sum inclled the contributions of members to
the United Nations budget, the expen(litures necessary for maintaining permanent delegations it New York City, and exposes of the large
delegations which attend the regular ain( special sessions of the General Assembly. There are also expenditures by delegates to smaller
meetings, suchias the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council; and many other gatherings held at the
United Nations headquarters. This annual expenditiure is likely to
grow rather than to diminish.
Second, tile United States Government makes an annual saving on
the expenses of its own delegations because the United Nations Headquarters is located in New York rather than in a foreign country. If
the General Assembly were held each year in Europe, for example
the additional cost to the United States in travel, communications, and
other conference expenses would be at least $300,000 a year. Contact
and communication between the Government in Washington and the
United States delegation would be far less speedy and satisfactory.
Third, the expenditures for construction of the headquarters will be
made primarily in the United States. American labor will be employed on the project; American materials will go into tihe construction; and the furnishings and equipment for the builings will be
phrehased from American manufacturers. Construction will extend
over a period of several years.
Fourth, the headquarters, when completed, will be a permanent asset to the United States.
Gentlemen, I most earnestly hope that the Congress will not see fit
to impose any delay in carrying out this project. lhe United Nations
has been functioning in the United States since the spring of 1946.
Since that time, foreign delegations and the staff of tile Secretariat
have been living and working under crowded conditions in the New
York area. The temporary headquarters at Lake Success, and the
temporary General Assembly building at Flushing Meadows were
not designed for the use to which they are now being put. They are
not the facilities the United Nations should have. Their location is
inconvenient. I hesitate to attempt to compute tile number of manhours lost in travel to, from and between these buildings and the Now
Yov'k headquarters and residences of the various delegations.
The organization is greatly hampered in its day-to-day work by
the physical handicaps under which it is operating. It is unreason-
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a1l)l'to, ask
lele.ations
and tile Secretariat staff to continue inbasis.
on tie
tile existing
(lehlitel.,
If woi-k coul be started on the new headquarters within tile next
few weeks, it night he possible for cotistrtetion to reach it point where
the fourth regu ar session of the Gen'ral Asseembly, to be coonvened
iii September 19-19, might be held in the new quarters. The third
session, scheduled for Se)temler 21 next, will meet iin Paris. 'ile
eitire group of struttl'es could not be coml)etcd ititil it later (11te.
It is ilimiOrtant for the )restige (f the United Nat ions and the morale
of tile still that ite work go forward pronip,'ly. Tihe nienibers of the
oi'gaiiization are eager to )roc.e(.
It will be said that Illaterial s lre sarc(e 111)(1 eilrltioll ecsts h1gh).
Of Course tlht is true. But Cll we b, cert:in that st rtchi'l materials
will )e Iore I)lenltifill, or biilhliulg costs low(r, at any given future
tiie? Already the United Natiol.4 has bern forced to revise its plans

o(ice to remain withJin the $t;t"OW.o0w

ceiling:.

'Tile hea(qurters project is al investiii.,t in hope an investment
ini see!iirity and progress. It should be lWessel forward without olelay.
is a token'i of the1unshalkable will of tis great uumition always to lead
in tin quest. for peace. By affirmative acti(onl on this bill. the congresss

can do its part in the ende-avor. It can reaffirmn its faith in tle United
Nations.
Mr. JAvIrs. Mr. Anhassador. would it meet serious objection if

there were included in this legislation a proposal which I very much
favor myself, which wouhl provide that if for any reason the Headquarters l)istrict is no longer used as a seat of t e United Nations
that the United States should be en titled to recovery of tle lind and
buildings in the Headquarters District iii advance of any other
creditors of the United Nations to cover any balance which i5 due on
this idlel)tedness
Mr. BA'om. I thought that was provided, that the land and improve-

nien1s wouhl divert to the United States ill case of fily default.

M'. J,\viTs. There is the first right to purchase in tie United States,

then iin the State of New York, and then in the City of New York, as
I understand it, but this specific provision would niAke reverter pretty
clea'.
Mr. B3oo1r. If it is not il thePre it should b0.
Ambassador AUSTiN. There is no objection to this. If it,should be

adopted by the Congress, it wouhl be acceptable to the United Nations.
Mfr. 1h6or. Of course, if the State or any other person wants to
come in and purchase that, and pay off the mortgage, then it goes to
them.
Mr. JAVI'T. Exactly, Mr. Bloom. This would set it up in just that
way.

Mr. CHWERFn LD (presiding). Mr. Lodge.
Mr. Lonam,. Mr. Ambassador, I would like to extend a personal word
of greeting to you and tell you how iluminating and informative I

have found your statement this afternoon,

With respect to Resolution 59, with which I take it you are familiar,
as I understand it, your principal objection to that iesolution is that
you feel that it is vital that we be prepared to submit some. definite
proposals in respect to amendments; is that correct?
Ambassador AUSTI. I must say that I did not get the question

clearly.
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Mr. Loonr. As I understand, your principal objection to Resolution
59 is tilt at this time it would prove dllicult because there is no agenda
of amendinets set up for us to propose at the conference which would
be called under article 109: is that correct ?
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is not exactly my ground of eO)position
to it. My ground is that it is utterly fultlie, ]n my judgment, for the
Congress and the President of the Uiuited States ) take tile initiate ive

of calling a general conference of the United Nations pursuauat to
article 109 for the purpose stated here.
In the present state of tile world I doubt if you could get, a aamndful
of member states to participate in that at all. li hat you need inl order
to call it is a majority.

Mr. Loom. It is tAwo-thirds, is it not?

Ambassador AusTIN. There are two different calls.
Mr. Loixi. I have it here. It is two-thirds, I believe.
Ambassador AUSTIN. Yes. For the tenth meeting it, is just a simple
majority, but at any other time it is two.thirds, and you could not
get, it.
Mr. Loi)aw. Now, amendments can also be prol)osed under article
108 ?
Ambassador AusTIN. Article 108 is the article that determines when

an amendment becomes effective, sir.
Mr. IkDoE. When they come into force, it is by a vote of two-thirds,
including all the permanent members of the Security Council.
The point I have in mind there, Mr. Ambassador is, would you have
any objections to proceeding under 108, or are we in fact proceeding
under 108 at this time in attempting to amend the Charter?
Ambassador AUsTiN. 108 is not a )rocedural article. That is the
article that establishes the status of the amendment, you see, after

ratification.

I will read it:

Ameilnents to the preset Chlarter shI coie into force for ill inainibers of
the United Nations when they have beem adopted by a vote of two-thirds of the
mneinbers of the Utmueral Assembly anid rittlilled In accordance with thir respective
comlltitlt lmil processes by two-thirds of tie mniibers of the Unlted Natioms,
including all pernulmnet members of the Security Council.

That, you see, is not an article defining the method of amendment.
Article 109 is the method of amendment. Now, you can have a general conference under 109. There are alternatives.
Mr. LIW)iJE. "My point is that although 109 is one method of amnending the Charter, it is my understanding that it is not the only provision, and that you coul(Il proposedan amledmlent at this time, or any
nation could propose an amendment to the Charter.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I will accept your word on that.
Mr. LODoE. I believe that Resolution 59 could be a very usef il thing,
in that it seems to me that if we went into such a conference, with a
prepared agenda of amendments, we would not necessarily be hound to
try-to form another United Nations if there were any objections to
these amendments; but it would cast a light once again upon the recalcitrance of certain nations and perhaps help to underline the problems.
I can well understand your feeling with respect to 163.
am less
able to understand your feeling with respect to Resolution 59. 'That
is why I thought perhaps you would elucidate a little further your
point of view on that particular resolution.
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Ambassador AUSTINi. I must say I am not ready to take theposition
that article 108 is an appropriate basis for proposing an amendment to
the Charter in the General Assembly on which there has been no prior
agreement.
Mr. LoDox. I was not suggesting necessarily that we proceed under
article 108. What I was trying to point out was that it seems to me
that under the Charter, the Charter can be amended without proceeding under 109, and that therefore I wondered why you objected so
strongly to the calling of the conference tinder 109, since the mere
calling of this conference would not bind us to any disruptive activity
within the United Nations.
But, if we.proceed under Rlesolution 163 there might be cause for
grave misgiving.
Ambassador AusrIN. All I am called upon as a witness to do in
this regard I think is toexpress an opinion. I cannot do more than that.
I have no feeling against this resolution, you know. As a matter of
fact, my private ambition has always been to see the United Nations
develop into a real world government, and I want it to get there as
reasonably fast as it can. I do not want, however, to destroy it on the
way tip.
What I have expressed here is an opinion that this concurrent resolution will be a futility, so far as getting a convention goes.
Mr. Loixi. That is, so far as achieving any amendments is conicerned?
Ambassador AusrxN. Yes; that is my opinion about it. All these
resolutions are aimed at the veto. The last action I had was the meeting in my office of the five permanent members on January 19, 1948,
at which amendment of the Charter was discussed pursuant to General
Assembly resolutions which I have put in the record here. It was a
formal and solid matter, and there was only one country there willing
to accept amendment and that was the United States.
Mr. LmDOE. In other words, what you are saying, Mr. Ambassador,
is that we have already attempted to amend the Charter, outside of 109,
or we have started and have not succeeded.
Ambassador AusTiN. No; we have not attempted to do that. We
have attempted to discuss amendment of the Charter with respect to
chapter VI, and with respect to admission of new members. It has
not been with respect to chapter VII.
Mr. LDoE.. I did not mean any specific amendment, Mr. Ambassador. I meant that we have considered for some time amending
chapter VI of the Charter I

Ambassador AusTiN. Ol, yes.
Mr. Loire. You do not have to proceed under article 109 to do it.

You can proceed as we have proceeded. My only point is that since
we have favored certain amendments I wonderedwherein there were
dangers of any great damage in calling a conference under 109 and
submitting these amendments to that conference.
Mr. Vonys. Would the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. LoDUE. Certainly.
Mr. VoRYs. Would the gentleman tell. me whether he is willing to
commit Congress in advance to any proposals that the President, our
representative, and our Secretary of State may wish to make with
reference to enacting, interpreting, or enforcing world law to prevent
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war? That, it seems to me, is the $64 question, insofar as approval
by Congress of Resolution 59 is concerned.
Mr. Ibwo. My answer to that is that any amendment which would
be agreed to by our representatives, and would be approved by the
United Nations in accordance with the Charter, wouhl thereafter be
referred to the respective governments of the several countries in
accordance with their respective constitutional processes. Of course,
the Congress would have the right to pass on those amendlments-just
as they passed on the Charter.
Mr.' Voitys. Would not the passage by both Houses of Congress of
Resolution 59 give our Executive and our representative carte blanche
in advance coininitnients of Congress to ratify whatever they propose?

Mr. ]L ixwr. I had not considered that.
so, Mr. Ambassador?

Would you believe that was

Ambassador AUSTEN. You are asking me a question of law in interpreting this?
Mr. LO ;. Yes, sir.
Ambassador A'siN. Of course, this is an estoppel if it is adopted.
It is an estoppel upon the sense of propriety of the same Congress at
least. Of course, any act of Congress can be changed by a subsequent
act, but for the tim being the Congress would be bound by such a
resolution.
Mr. LoixiE. You think it would be bound in advance to any amendments proposed under this resolution which might be adopted by the
United Nations. That, as I understand it, is the interpretation of the
gentleman from Ohio.
Ambassador Ausrln. What the Congress is bound by in this declaration is that it is the sense of the Congress that the President should
immediately take the initiative in calling a conference under 109, for
a specific pinpose. That is what it is
bund by. It says what is the
sense of Congress, and what it ought to do for that purpose.
I should think that would have some pretty strong effect upon
Congress.
Mr. LODoE. Mr. Ambassador, you say that you think the action
would be futile. Do you think it would be worse than futile, or do you
think it would be dangerous? Do you think it would tend to disrupt
the United Nations?
Ambassador AuSTIN. I cannot help but believe that it would be
dangerous. I think that the discussion would become so bitter that
it woul(l lead to trouble. We have so far been able to discuss warmongering and various other charges and come out whole; nevertheless I believe, there is no need of stirring up this question.
Air. LoDOE. I think your opinion is of enormous value to us and is one
that should be considered very seriously.
It occurred to me before I heard your testimony that you might
welcome tlhe ol lortuilitV to cast. the pitiless light of publicity upon
any further recalcitrance upon the part of certain members of the
United Nations.
Mr. Vo's. Would the gentleman yield once more?
Mr. Lorxi. I Pin glad to yield.
Mr. Vors. Mr. Ambassador, you used the word "estoppel" with
reference to the action which passage of Resolution 59 might have.
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Is it not something like the distinction between the legal and moral
obligation which was discussed at great length with reference to the
foreign-aid program ? While no Congress can legally bind a succeeding Congress, a Congress can create an extremely heavy moral obligation on a succeeding Congress, and on the Government of the United
States. Is that not the distinction?
Ambassador AusTIN. Oh1, yes.
Can you not see that if you induce other countries to change their
Position by virtue of a statutory provision or a concurrent resolution
that you have passed, that you have done something that binds you
morally?
* Mr. Vons. I do concede that, and I say this is not a specific instruction to the President and to our representative, but a very broad one,
in the whole field of enacting, interpreting, and enforcing World law
to prevent war.

It is quite conceivable that the Executive and his representative
migI t take steps which a succeeding Congress would find it very
embarra ssing to be committed to in advance.
Mr. LODES:. Mr. Ambassador, you are familiar with the specific
recommendations included in 1631
Ambassador AUsTIN. Yes.
Mr. Lovos. The fact of the matter is, it seems to me that even if we
were sure in advance that such amendments would be accepted, there
is a crave question in my mind as to whether we should advance them,
andI would like to ask you this.
Under the amendment proposed in Resolution 163, there is a 20-percent heavy-armament-quota plan. Would you feel that that heavyarmament-quota plan might be penalizing this country in the very
field in which it has an advantage, by not restricting other people in
things which they have the advantage?
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes; we know that is so.
Mr. LoDoE. In other words, with respect to 163, there are a number
of questions that do not exist with respect to 59 and one of them is that
even if Russia were to agree to them they might not be the sort of
amendments of which you would approve.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I had hoped I would not have to get into a discussion of the detail on any of these bills. My relationship to you
gentlemen, you know, is too harmonious for me to disturb it by iscussing proposals before you in definite form. We are working for the
same cause. We are trying to strengthen the United Nations. Now it
is enough, is it not, from the viewpoint of the United States' Mission
to the United Nations, for me to say to you that no matter what the
detail of the bills may be, that this is an inappropriate time to have
them. You know I welcome the debate that you can carry on, and tell
the world of your support for the United Nations and how much you
wish to strengthen it instead of destroy it. That is as-far as I ought
to go, it seems to me.
Mr. LOwE. I am willing to withdraw that question Mr. Ambassador,
but I am sure you understand that I, as a member of the committee,
have to addres myself to details. The motive which prompted my
question was that I was naturally interested in.what your opinion
might be on any part of this program. But I quite understand your
feeling.
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Ambassador AusTin. I am willing to say this: I have studied these
two resolutions. The one pending in the Senate is called the Ferguson
resolution, I think, and the one here is the Judd resolution. I think it
would be unwise to pass them.
Mr. LoDoE. Thank you.
Mr. CIiiPERFIELD (presiding). Mr. Ambassador, the committee
thanks you again for your constructive statement and your very patient
attitude in answering our question.
The committee wif
Istand adjourned until 10 a. m. Thursday, May 0,
1948.
('Whereupon, at 5 p. in., the committee adjourned.)
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the veto provision which in 23 or 24 different instances has been

utilized by melther nations and in22 occasions, I believe by Russia,
for tlie purpose of stalemating or objecting to an international ! decisi1onoH problems between nations or between it national, the United
Nations Organization.
I am coivitteed that while it wits iteemsary to include that provision

in the original United Nations Charter tliat the experiences of the
past.. years have shown that less it is itodifted to sonie extent that
we hav:e at form of interitational organization without the vital power
Iteessary to Iltllke it effective.
It 111y resolution I provided that we should proceed as the Charter
calls for in the establishment of ilt Internationdl Court for the purposes of adjudicating problems between nt ions. It also provided that
we imnittediately proceed toward the formation of all International
Police Force which is also, as you know, provi(led in the Charter but
which has not yet been effeeted. It is my opinion that if this parI icular point had been complied with, or'if the International Police

Force, in other words, Jhad( been established, that the stalemate in
Korea. and in Palestine might not have occurred.
The so-calle(I
bill goes further than my resolutions and
bdd-hays
111111 il ilecorld with the gyeieral lris'l0'es set forti ii that legislation.

I certaiitly believe that the subject of limitation of irautments in the
different Iations is a sulject which should be immediately taken tiJ) by
he I'nited Nations. I'lie crushing l)lir(ln of a rniiments througiott
tim world, which amolts to about two-thirds of our present l)u(lget,
is indieative of the nieed of the studying of this probl em and it can
only le studied on nit intemltiolll btsis. I am, therefore. in full
aiecord with the extension of the subject of inquiry, as contained in
tle Jdld and Has bills.
I joiit gladly .itlh the liollpartisan all(] forwttrd-looking group of
teIpresentitives and Selitotrs who tire sponsoring ieleit cal resolutions
o titiiold aid improve the IrTIited Nat ions Charter.

In July 1947 1 int ro(luced I wo resolutions, II. It. 116 and Ht.R. 117,
the purposes of which were similar to those of the present resolution.
However, the present resolution goes further into the sul)ject. than my
lesolhitions, al(] deals with additional fatetors pertaining to the dlielbct
job of establishing international accord. I am, therefore, happy to
Join with Ily colleagues on this additional attempt to move toward
universal peace.
I firmly believe that the most important problem facing our Nation
and the world, is the establishing of an international organizattion
which will be a vital functioning vehicle for world peace. Our present

United Nations is t noble begiiming, but 3 years ot experience hits (is-

dosed basic organizational faults which mudst be eliminated.

It is the

iark of wisdom to recogniz-' defects and move constr'uctively to improve. Those who point out the faults atd criticize are mortally and

spiritually obligated to formulate constructive improvements in the

function of the United Nations.
To criticize and condemn is the mark of defeatism. To criticize and
improve is the obligation of every honest. and sincere public official.
I shall join with every grouj in our Nat ion who tire loyal, conscientious, and dedicated to the fight against a third world war. That
fight must be made intelligently, with sober evluation of the realities
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of the present world situation. It is not enough to cry: peace I peace I
]t is nlot enough to (lecry and conden war.
We must, if we live up to the challenge of our times, move construetively and in a practical way toward constructing a vehicle for obtaining peace. We must eliminate war for the benefit of suffering
ianlcnid and we must realize that war can be eliminated only on tlhe
international level. National-security ell Ito longer be obtaineld within
ilational boun(hries or tinough del)ehdnce onoIiti oioal strength aloe.
It,
is for these reasons that I gladly join with my colleagues in their
1101lpartisan Splnsorshi) of a resolution for United Nations revision.
Chirmai EA'rON. You referred to the aid for the establishment of
a court. We have ill the Charter here, the statute oil the -Interl'nltional Court of Justice. Is it that Court?
Mr. Holuwn:Ln. Yes; I consider that a court. My words were directed to the fact that the purpose of the Charter'has not yet been
achieved, a-nd toward expediting the setting up of that (ourt of
Just ice.
Chairman E ToN. This is to be the principal judicial organ of the
United Nations?
Mr. HOLII.,LD. I 111m1
fully in accord with that, aIODmy only coinplailit, if it is a comlplaint at tile presplnt time, is that it 'h1s nlot advanced to the place where it can function ill matters of illternatioad
dispute.
Chairman EATO-. Are here any questions?
Mr. FI uroN-. How would0lyou iml)lemeit the enforcement of the
decisions of the United Nations?
Mi'. HOLaiFiLD. I believe tiat can be done only through the estalblishment of an international police force as called for in the Charter.
I recognize the fact that there have been many conferences for that
purpose which have been fruitless IlI) to tile present time.
Mr. FutLTO. Even if we should change the Charter as is suggested
)y?
any onIe of these resolutions, would it amount to allything If the
(lecisions of even that amended United Nations camiot be enforced ?
Mr. tloLIFIo.I.D. InI ily opillion, unless we have all international
police force, we are ill tie Sall1e p ositioil tlt the League of Nations
was iii 25 years ao when we invoked sanctions against Mlussoliin,
and agaillst tie Japallnese Oil their invasion into Mainculiuria and
Ethiopia. We 'e absolutely in a position of helplessness. We are
ill a positiotl wh(r(,, as hias beei evideiced recently, a few disorganized
Ara) tribesmen (1n1l defy tle will of the majority of the niltiolls of tile
worll o a particular subject.
Mr. FUrLTON. Does your form of procedure envisage the possible
set-np of a police force with those collnt.ries who would cooperate?
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Yes; with those who WoUld coOpel'ate In a flunctioning United Nations which would not be obstructed by an absolutely sinlgle-nation veto.
Mr. FUITON. Do you think that might be misinterpreted as all
alliance against tile oilters wio did
l )lot join?
Mr. HOIIoLr.a). I thik that it might be, but, my sense of urgency iil
proceeding along this line comes partly from the knowledge wlicih I
iave as a member of the Joint Comnittee o Atomic Energy. The
testimoiy before our committee has been that we have probably-and
this is a matter of dispuie-5 years to 8 years sole owliership of the
75921-48-8
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atomic bonib. In other words, our best scientists have testified before
that committee and have made public statements so I am not revealing
anything of a confidential nature, that it is possible for any foreign
nation to develop machinery for the conversion of atomic energy into
atomic war missiles within a period of time from now to 1952 or 1953.
I therefore feel we have from 5 to 7 years in which to more nearly
perfect an international organization which will seek to settle disputes
on the basis of international law and multilateral agreement, and
not on the sole basis of national military strength. It is my sense of
urgency on tile time limitation, where wef are the sole owners of atomic
energy, and it is my theory that if another nation has atomic energy,
that we will not be in a position to sit across the table and bargain as
easily as we can now. Itis my judgment that we would not he able
under those conditions to possibly obtain a majority of the nations
of the world wio see international values its we see them and who
woul line up with us at the present time, but who through fear might
not line up vith us under ('ircunistaii"-s which T have idii(ated. That
iswhy I think it is so urgent that a United Nations Organization be
tit oil an effective till(] ftm(tioning basis just as quickly ts possible.
cannot stress too strongly iy feelings on that Ieasurle. I think
the sands in the atomic hourglass are running out and I think we must
do somiethiing.
I ani aware of the test imony given by our great Secretary of State,

General Marshall, yesterday. 1 know of only the newspaper account.
of it. I can see the value in'what lie has to say. I cannot be the judge
of tile timing of proposed changes in tlie international organization,
but in the over-all timing, I believe I am capable of saying we must
do something between now and 1952 or 1953.

Mr. FuL'ro. Thank you.
M1'. JUDn. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Chairman E,%To.,,. Yes.
Mr. Jui). It hes beein said by some that for the United States to
try to get till the nations who tire willing to come along into a real
organization iinder law and with a police force, night be regarded as
unfriendly to Russia, for example. or threaten thle United Nations and
perhaps destroy it, as both the Secretary of State and Ambassador

Austin repeatedly said yesterday.
If that is true, do you not think that getting together a western union
in Europe, five or six nations into a military alliance with the United
States, which those same gentlemen are promoting, would be a threat
to Russia and be regarded itSsomewhat unfriendly and therefore jeopardize the United Nations anl perhaps destroy it?
How do you explain the thesis that getting all the nations together
in an agreement that Russia cannot challenge would be dangerous,
but that getting a little handful together which Russia can challenge
would not be dangerous?
Mr. HoJMIFE. The logic of the gentleman's remark, I agree with
completely. Anything we do, I believe will be looked upon by those
nations that do not agree with the multilateral approach to world
solutions as a threat.
I say then in all sincerity, that iye who believe in the principles
of mulItilagial, international solutions by international law must go
forward without fear of criticism, from those nations who wish to
return to the jungle of national sovereignty. I believe this is no
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time to draw back. We (1o not have the time to waste and if it is
looked uponi as a military alliance, in my opinion that is not to be
feared too much.
In going into the atomic world of the future, I would rather go into

that world with 35 nations or 40 nations lined U) in an effective,
functioning international organization, than to go into it in a disorganized condition as we are at the present time, not knowing who
our friends and allies will be, and if it comes to the point of military
alliance and of cleavage oil a military plane, we should follow the
ideal logical cleavage which does exist, I would feel safer if 35
or 40 nations were with us, on the principles which we believe to be
fair and just and which we keel) open for other nations to cooperate
with us on this basis, than for us to proceed ahne with a functionless
organization to confuse and deceive the people.
Mr. JU,,D. If it is not. justified to build an, organization for collective self-defense with 40 nations within the UN, how can we go out
mid challenge then with 5? If we are going to take on a bull, we
should not do it with a pea shooter. We want to be as strong as
possible. Certainly for us to tell the Russians in public hearings that
its lmg as they stall or refuse to agree, we will not do anything,'makes
it practically certain that we will not get agreement. Under those
circumstances they would be foolish to agree.
Mr. IIOIAFWJ.3D. I recognize the alliance arrangement permitted
under the charter r and I look upon that as a stop)gap remedy in which
I am heartily in favor.
I would like to see all 16 nations form an economic and military
alliance for the protection of each nation and for the protection of
the whole world.
I would also like to see our own Western Hemisphere join with
the western E,uropean alliance, which might be the l)ractical way of
forming a functional group in the world organization.
Ilowever, I think you have to go further than that and attack this
not altogether on a regional basis but on an approach through the
United Nations. excluding no nation that will cooperate with the
l)iIncil)les we believe in.
Mr. JUDD. I agree with you 100 percent. We must make perfectly
clear in advance that only if we are not able to get agreement, with
full recognition that it cannot. be perfected in one jump-only if it
proves ilm)ossible to get the whole world together into a workable
organization, will we go ahead with these arrangements for collective
self-defense under article 51.
h'lhank you.
Ciirnan EAToN. Mr. Lodge.
Mr. Lomo. I apologize to.my colleague for not having arrived in
time to hear his statement.
Do you favor resolution No. 163? That is the resolution containing
three specific recommendations with respect to changes.
Mr. oLIFIELD. What, was your question, please?
Mr. LoDOG. Do you favor Resolution 163?
Mr. IIoLIFImEi. Yes.
Mr. LOE. Let us assume that the Soviet Union and her satellites
do not agree to those changes. How do you suggest that we proceed
at that point?
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Mr. HoLFIwrr. I have come reluctantly to the point that we must
proceed in forming a functioning, international organization with

or without Russia.

Mr. Loi)oF. What happens to the Uhited Nations in tlt case?
Mr. HolrwL,). 'The United Nations as an organization in my
opinion wouldlat that point cease.
Mr. Loxep.. Under what provisions of the charter would it cease?
Mr. JHOLIFIF-',L). It would cease as far as effectiveness is concerned.
Mr. LoDof,. How will action be taken to make the United Nations
cease functioning?
Mr. HOIFIF:IA. I do not think formal action would be necessary.
I think if 345 or 40 nations were drawn into a parallel organization in
which they woul subscribe to cOrtain principles which are not now in
10
the very formation of a parallel
the United! Nations Charter, that
organization, the original United 1ations would automatically cease
to he effective.
Mr. Lo)IN;FE. Supposing the Russians said. "11e are going to al)ide by
the United Nations Chariter eveni if YOU (10 not, we will stay with ot'r
satellites, we will stay at Lake Success, and you fellows can (10 what
ever yoi wIant to (o."
What would yolI (10 then ?
Mr. HIIo wiFIrt). I think they could meet with their six or seven
satellites.
You are asslinin on a technicality.
Mr. 14)ox;. The Chariter is not a technicality.
Mir. HOLIF.LD. You have blind allegiance to an organizat ion which
has proven by 3 years of experience that it cannot function; on 24
(litreriet occasions, as I recall it, the absolute single nation veto has
ol)structed international solutions of troubles between nations or
troubles between nations and the United Nations. and therefore. allegiance to that functionless organization will get isnowhere. We must
have a functioning organization, regardless of the provisions of the
Cha rter.
You must proceed to form a parallel organization and make it work.
Mr. LoJEE. You would agree, I assutne that the main reason the
veto has not worked is because of the manner in which the Soviet
Union has used it, woul you not?
Mr. Hou.'ivu). Yes; I certainly would.
Mr. LoD.G:. Then why abolish the veto if the Soviet Union is out of
the United Nations? In other words, when we form our own international organization, why do we have to adopt this amendment
No. 1? Why do we not leave the veto in?
Mr. lIo1,4 rn.ii. Because, by leaving the veto in, we have had an
organization which has proven itself unable to solve international
disputes.
Mr. LoDue. Only because of the abuse of the veto by the Soviet
Union.
Mr. IOLIFLD. I am not interested in why; the fact remains that it
has been a stumbling block.
Mr. Loper. I do not see how you can remedy a situation until you
have ascertained the reason. Row the reason the United Nations
has failed in these instances has been because of the use of the veto
by Soviet Union.
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If you feel that if Russia does not agree with these amnmentsleIs, we
should folrmi ou. own United Nations without. Russia, at that point
what, is the use of the amendment eliminating the veto?
Mr. IoJ.rFiU. Because, in 1113' o01)1io11, it would be a permanent obstruction in a parallel organizations.
Mr. Iolmm. Would you be willing to have the forces of this coitry committed by two-thirds of the members of that new United
Nations?
Mr. 1IoLWImIhl) We have not gotten to tile point of discussing
whether it. should be two-thirds or four-fifths of the organization in
which the vetoes should be eliminated.
In my original statement I said I thought it should be modified.
Now,'going into tie subject of the ty)e of veto is an entirely different
pr-oI)osit ion and I probab13. al not aS well equipped as my questioners
to outlinle the degree of miodificatiolls.
Mr. LODo(E. I would like to have your opinion on this. The main
reason for this i)pulse to change the United Nations is beeuse of
the actions of Soviet Russia. Now, if Russia will not go along with
this, and if we go along with your plan an11d have our own United
Nations organizationn , wihy do we ieed the amendment ? We would
have achieved complete agreement in the United Nations all along
had Soviet Russia not,been a member.
If you are going to eliminate Soviet Russia, wly do you need
tile anien(lment at all?
Mr. OLlIEm,i). Because 1 believe that the theory of single nation
veto is not a democratic theory. I believe it las never worked in time
history of world associations. I believe that you must subscribe to
tie majority principle. I am not saying wIhat percentage of majority, because that is a matter of debate, but I thin k in the last analysis
you must subscribe to the majority Princil)le which is outlined in our
lFederal Constitution, fnd until e mid other nations of the world
are willing to get together on that basis, I do not believe we can get
together except by tlit principle.
Mr. Loimx. Let us examine that principle, Mr. Holifield. Tile rel)resentative lprineil)le of government that we have in this county is
representation according to polulatiol. 'There is no such repireSeitation umider your phai.
Luxemburg would have a vote equal to us and Luxemburg has a
popu ation 0 f probably 350,000 people.
,ould you be willing to commit the forces of this country on account of the vote of nations the size of Luxemburg, Belgiumn, and
Holland, and so on? Does that seem to be democratic on your appraisal of tie meaning of that word?
Mr. HOLTFIELD. I certainly do not, and I say you are 'bringing in
another subject-the subject of what type of proportional rel)resentation we should have in a functioning United Nations.
M r. HOLIFIELD. That proportion of representation does not necessarily need to be confined to populations as it is so confined in our own
Nation. It call be confined to or can include, along with population,
industrial productiveness, natural resources, and other factors upon
which we could arrange agreement.
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Mr. LoDGE. In other words, you would not be prepared to disagree
with me as to the necessity for working out some other arrangement

for voting and not necessarily representation by nation states.
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I agree with you completely, I think, on that.
Mr. LoDmE. Let me ask you this, Mr. Holifield: Under your resolution there is a 20-percent quota in heavy armanients. Do you realize
that that is one field in which we have a particular predominance ?
Do you believe it is wise-assuming that the Soviet Union agrees-to agree to a 20-percent parity with the Soviet Union on the items in
which we have predominance and not to limit the Soviet Union on

the elements of power in which she has predominance, to wit, mass
armies?
Mr. HoLTJmi. I think that is a matter that can be ironed out during these hearings, and in writing your bill, the exact formula could
be arrived at. I would say that if Russia and the United States were
Eput on the same heary armament basis, the same ratio of population
asis, that the United'States would still have a tremendous advantage
both from the standpoint of industrial productiveness and the standpoint of possession of atomic energy.
Mr. LOrGE. The thought I have in mind is that even if the Soviet
Union were not to join these amendments, they are subject to grave
questioning.
I would like to refer for a minute to this proposition: That under
these amendments the armies of the small countries could be committed by a vote of the large countries.
That is not possible under the present arrangement in the United
Nations.
Do you consider that to be a democratic procedure?
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I believe that the new functioning organization
must be set up on a basis of majority decision, with minority going
along with the majority decisions.
Now if it happens to be a small or large nation, which in a vote
on a certain matter should be in the minority, I think that they must
go along with the majority in those decisions.
Mr. LoDe.. Do you believe that a system whereby France has one
vote and we have two is more democratic, to use your own words, than
a system whereby France has one vote and we have one f
Mr. HOLIFIEID. I said before and I will repeat that I do not know
exactly the basis for the establishment of the 2-to-1 formula, there.
Mr. LoDr,. In other words, you are not prepared to back to the hilt
every one of the amendments oou proposd in your own resolution?
Mr. Horwm1E.% No; I am not. I am prepared to support a basic
formula in this resolution, which is to call together a conference for the
discussion and establishment of certain principles. It will be possible
that such a conference would achieve a different formula, but the
points at issue are the points which I think must be discussed.
Mr. Loner.. That could be done under Resolution No. 59. You would
not need Resolution 168 to call a conference together to discuss these
matters.
Mr. Hornmm.,. That might be, sir.
Mr. LoDGe. What is the advantage of Resolution No. 163 over No.

59, if you are not prepared to back up these amendmentsI
Mr. HOLIFIELD. I think the advantage is that it brings into the foreground of people's discussion and the people's knowledge certain
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factors which have to be considered, and I think that out of the crucible
of discussion there will ie conclusions reached on these very vital
principles which are outlined there.
Mr. LowirE. Thank you ver, much.
Mr. Jr)D. There is nothing in the resolution that would authorize
the big powers *to order the arined forces of little powers around.
The international contingent is recruited exclusively from small
powers, but it is under the (irect control of the Security Council and
not through governments. 'hey serve in it as individuals, not as representatives from individual countries.
Mlr. LoiwlE. Let me ask you this question: You have, as I recollectyou would have two votes for Britain, the United States, and Russia.
Mr. Juin). Two for tie British Commonwealth.
Mr. LODG E. You have two votes there for each one of them ; that is
and one for China ; that is eight; and two for the
six. One for France
is tell.
little ones. That
Now if the eight get together and decide to commit the forces of
the two. they can do it; can they not?
Mr. JuDD. The two )robably would not have any forces except miilitary. They would not need any.
Mr. LoD6E. They would be ontributing co the international contingent.
Mr. Junn. Yes; their individual citizen might join.
Mr. Loire,. The two can commit that international contingent ?
Mr. JUDD. Yes; but not as contingents of countries.
Mr. LODGE. The eight call get together and commit the international contingent and these countries cannot do that under the present
Security Council arrangement. You have 11 votes on the present
Security Council, of which 6, I believe, are small nations and 5 are
permanent members.
Mr. JUDD. Do you not think the little nations would rather have
security than have their own little individual armies that cannot
possibly defend them against any big-power attack?
Mrs. BOLTO. (presiding). May I ask, who has the flcor?
Mr. JUDD. I yield the floor if I have it. Thank you.
Mrs. BoIro.. Mr. Gordon, have you any questions?
Mr. Gom)ox. I have no quest ions:
Mrs. BOLToN%. Thank you very much, Mr. Holifield.
We will next hear from Congressman Stockman.
STATEMENT OF HON. LOWELL STOCKMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OREGON
Mr. STOcKMAxN. I am Lowell Stocknman, Member of Congress from
the State of Oregon.
Madam Chairman and members of the Foreign Affairs Committee,
I am highly indebted to you for your consideration of my opinions
this morning, and I want you to know I appreciate being given this
opportunity to appear before this distinguished committee.
I am appearing in support of the revision of the United Nations
Charter in the capacity, as I like to refer to it, of a layman. I am
not what I would term in any manner or sense an authority on our
foreign-affairs situation or the international situation. I am, however, deeply concerned and vitally interested in the success of the
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United Nations Organization. I feel that if the United Nations does
not succeed, the world will be plunged into one or more world wars
ill tile not too fll- distant future, an1d I am certain ill my mind that
tie United Natious is the only possible way by which we have at
the present, or airelikely to fill, assistance to aveit future world wars.
I think that tile United Nations Charter must be revised on what
is known is tie ABC plan. Tuis plan has been proposed by Mr.
Ely Culbertson even though he denies authorship of it. I think ie had
a large
g hand in getting it together.
That plan call,; for the elimination of the Security Council veto ol
all matters relating to aggression, arniatnents, or adlissioll to the
United Nations; secondly, control of atomic weapons as proposed by
tile United States and to limit heavy armament by it quota force plan,
giving the United States, tile United Kingdom, an( Soviet Russia
20 percent apiece, China. and France 10 ler'cent eacb and all offers a
total of 20 percent ; thirdly to establish an effective world police force,
made up of volunteers tronm small nations and their heavy arms
backed bY reserves of the five major owers.
Now it seems to me that the United Nations Council must be revised
along those lines. Whether or nor Russia will cooperate, it still Imist
be revised.
I am very mtchl afraid ad I feel very strongly in mv own heart
that tile United Nations Organization Nvill fail in the 'lrpose for
which it was conceived amid for which I hoped it would have every
success ill tile worhl.
I believe that these three steps are tile best methods of helping it
achieve its lIrpose.
Mrs. BouroN. Mr. Judd.
Mr. Jtmw. I have no questions.
Mrs.
Boixrox. Mr.
Mr. RIcLTOni.
Mr.]{ichards?
Stokllll,
to get d(hwni to tile fundamentals of
this tiling, tile United Nations is lot working 1low, is it?
Mr. S'1'CKMlA,.
lat, il Ilily opi1nion, is correct.
3f r. RIciIitS. Therefore, you believe that the basic Clarter of this
thin should be revised to make it work?
Mr. S'rocKiim. That is exactly right.
Mr. RIcIIADS. In matters of aggression and preparation for aggression, you think that the nations whlich want peace should be wilhmng to
surrenider sonie of their sovereignty ill that connection; is that right?
Mi'. S'roTOCMN. I believe that is vitally iecessair,.
Mr. RIcmDS. In regard to the question asked by M'. Lodge just
now I want to ask for your further oj)11ionl: He said that if we
regroup this association and Russia would not join, there would be no

leed for the veto, then.
As a matter of fact if you did not have amendments abolishing the
veto ill certain particulars, some otier nation might wreck the t hinmg
just is Russia is trying to wreck it now
i , is that not so?
Mr. STOC0rMAN. Yes, sir; I think that is the way it would work out.
Mr. RICtIrAWs. Therefore, whether we kee) the old Organization or
form another organization composed of nations who wish to preserve
the peace, the ineed will still remain for some changes ill the original

Charter?
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Mr. ]ici.mius
Si'ocJ. .. Thlat
Taliat isisall.
the way it appears to me.
All%
Alrs. Bl'.1%).-. ;Ar. lFulton l
Mr. Furro,s-. Actually, the veto was a device arranged to witldraw
from the considerate ion of tile Security Council any quest ions that were
too big for the infant United Nat ions'; is that not correct?
Mr. STOCiKMAN. I think that is probably correct.
Mr. Fu,'rox. '1ien if you try to have Ihis limilm swallow n'uro than
it call digest by with(lra'ing tliat. veto power, you put into the agenda
of the United'Nations for action things that 'tlie organization n Iltits
)resvilt stage ('araalot handiiolle. I)o you
lamb?
" not thlinlk you inigit kill the bbY
Mr. STOCKMN..
Onilthe face of it that soun(s reasonal)le, but I
really do not think that. would happen, especially if the participating
nations have a desire to want to Inmake it work, find unless tile.%. (o have
that it Could not succeed anyway.
Mr. FULTO.N;. Therefore, unless you get the agreement of Russia,
so that she, too, will go along, it wo d tlen be ai))arent that thi
United Nations would not be able to function oil matters that she (ldos
not wint it to function upon.
Mr. STOCIK3rA. I think we have to be realistic on the matter of
Russia and consider her being out of the league to this point, and I
believe we are going to have to bring ourselves to the realization that
tile way things are shaping ul) now. and have been for the past two
and a half years, that this league and this world are going to have to
get along without Russia being one of the participating nations, for
tIe reason that she. so far, has shown
no apparent thought, of helping
anything that will help out tile world.
out wvith
I reiterate, speaking as a layiall and not in tile mailer of all authority on world-wide affairs, it seems to me that Russia has only
stayed with tile league just for the purposee of keeping her hand in
on what is going oH, and with no effort at all of helping the United
Nations succeed, or lelhping anyone else inthe worhl except Russia.
Mr. FuLToN. Actually, tie biggest problems under the United
Nations are those in which Russia is involved?
Mr. STOdEMA'N. I think that is right.
Mr. Fu1x),-). Then if that is the case, if you set the organization
up otherwise than with Russia's agreement, coming to Mr. Lodge's
point, does that not make these l)roposed amendments futile?
Mr. STOCKRMAN. It might. I really do not think so, because I do
not think we have any cooperation fioil Russia at the )resent time,
so I think we are goiig to have to go along on the basis of working
without Russia anyway.
Mr. FULTON. Would that be very much a limitation on the United
Nations as to the matters it will ('ecide, so it would become more or
less a small debating society ?
Mr. STOCKMAN. I think that is one of the practical aspects we have
to face. I think it could be that at tile present time it is nothing but
a debating society.
That is why I want to take whatever steps seem logical to help it.
Mr. FumToN. That is llI have. Tlhank you very imuch.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes, sir.
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Mrs; BoLTto . Mr. Gordon I
Mr. (OoimON. No questions.
Mrs. BoJ,'roN. Mr. Lodge?
Mr. Loixu. Mr. Stockman, if Rhssia would not agree to these
amendments, you think it would be far preferable to form another
United Nations than simply to proceed under article 51 into a series
of regional, multilateral, military pacts, do you?
Mm'. STOCKMAIN. I am in no way familiar with article 51, but in

answer to the first part of your question,

I think we would be just

as well off with another league without Russia, because I (1o not
think they are cooperating or helping out with the present league.
Mr. Loixm. Thank you very much.
Mrs. BoirOw. Mr. Stocknan, may I ask you a question?
Mir. STOCKMAN. Yes, ma'am.

Mvs. BoTio

. Do you feel that,a complete break with Russia is indi-

cated at this point?' Do you think we have reached a moment where

tfie worll woull be better off if we severed all possible connect ions with
Russia ?
Mr. STOCKMAN,. Actually, I think that we probably would be better
off. That is what I would term an entirely )ractical viewl)oint. When
I say that, I am thinking into the future, and I am of the opinion that
that is what it will ultimately amount to in any event. Actually, I (1o
not think possibly you should say that right now. It has not reached
that stage, although I feel in my mind that it will. I am certain that
Russia. does not intend or propose to cooperate with the United States
or any other l)art of the world. I would say that that is what it would
come'to and we might just as well realize that.
Mrs. BoiTToN. Would you feel that we had any responsibility toward
those satellite countries that are under the Russian domination at the
moment, but within the borders of which there are thousands upon

thousands who want to be out from under the influence?
Mr. S'roCKMAN. Yes; I think we have a large responsibility to them.
As to whether or not we can exercise any part of it, I think that is
another question. With Russia dominating them, and overshadowing
them as she does, I think it would be highly questionable whether we
could do anything about it, but in answer to your question I think we
have the responsibility.
Mrs. BotToN. Then you would be reluctant to see us take any steps
which would sever all possible communication with these countries.
It would be quite impossible for us to hold out hope to themI
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes.

Mrs. BoLTOm If we make a new United Nations, and exclude Russia,
is that not exactly what we dot
Mr. STOCKMIAN. Yes, it is.

On the other hand, to reiterate what I

have already said, I think that is actually doing what is already going
on now, but we are putting it on top of the table.
Mrs. BorLTo. You think we would be better off if we abandoned
many of these contacts we have in small committee meetings and
discussion groups and so on, with Russia ?
Mr. STOCKrAN. Madam Chairman. at all times I feel that to be entirely realistic about any matter is the best possible solution. -Does
that answer your question?
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Mrs. BOLTON. No; I think not. To me it resembles the recent descent into.what is called lRealism in Art which insists that we consider
paintings of dirty little back yards works of art. I am not satisfied
myself to say that to be realistic is to look at only the dark side of any
matter. I think that your attitude toward what you term realism,
and so forth, at that point is not, one that I could agree to.
You feel that there is nothing else that we can do and therefore we
should write then off?
Mr. STOUK.AN. I likened the United Nations to a sort of business
agreement, in which the participating nations sit around the table
an1d discuss with one another their problems just exactly in the same
manner as the same number of businessmen would sit around a table
trying to work out a problem affecting all of them.
I think that the United Nations should be considered as a business
proposition because, after all, it involves money, the future of the
Nation, and the future of human lives and it, really is a business deal.
If, for instance, 50 men are sitting around a, table and one of the
largest stockholders in the proposition refuses to counsel or refuses
to go along or you do not know where he is or he will not say yes,
or lie will not say no, you never can reach a business agreement. I
think that is the case somewhat with the United Nations.
From that viewpoint it seems to me that if you have one of the most
impoIrtant nations who will not counsel and who will not go along,
and just gets what it can out of the United Nations without giving
anything in return, with that sort of person, no patience should be
granted. I probably am not in line with the thinking of the committee, but that does not mean that you are wrong.
Mrs. BOLTON. May I suggest that to use the same case, the United
Nations is probably the board of directors, but I question whether
Russia is a stockholder, rather is she a member of the board. I think
there may come a time when the stockholders, the people of the different nations, will assume the right to their own say.
Therefore, I would be very reluctant to have the stockholders of
Czechoslovakia and Poland who are violently opposed to this thing
which has been put upon them, I should be reluctant to find they had
no voice. I would not call that a democratic procedure.
I was questioning the business proposition and I wonder if you
might consider that?
Mr. STOCKMAN. I believe the example you have just made is the
best one I have heard yet as to what is actually rel)resented in the
United Nations. I think that is a most admirable one and one that
should be given a lot of consideration. I think you are exactly right
in that, that the people of Russia more than likely are not being al.
lowed to speak their mind, ar any part of their voice at all.
Mrs. BoLToN. Therefore, if we keep the board of directors going,
there might not be so much trouble. Might there not come a tinie
when the recalcitrant ones might be persuaded to move in for the
benefit of their own stockholders?
Mr. STOCKMAN. I think that is quite right. Of course, in my
mind, I question whether that will happen, but I think your point is
.
extremely-well taken;
Mrs. BoLToN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your coming.
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* STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. FOLGER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
Mr. Folror. Miadam Chairnman and geltlemen of the c, iiinittee,
I think I should preface what I have to sat' by the observation that.
mv anxiefy as to the status of world affairs, I'atier thall ally issulip.
tlil that i have illy peculiar knowledge or ability to be lJlful to
tis commit tee, moves tile in requesting this time ill appearing before

you.

Of course, I am but one of prol)lly 1,40,000,000 people who are
alld somewhat fearful.
We have been runnl11ing a lolng for more than 2 years. it is. of
course, necessary that we idnittt that we had Iopel for soniiethiir
fili it, hits not, beei accomplished.
I was a little hit disturbed aid possibly surprised to rend th:t
Secretary Mairsihall said that tile United Notiols is not siiposed to
Mnake peace, but to preserve peace. I realize that ill some of tihe
reVord there is that tiomight that I thought was inadvertently expressed, that it, was to preserve peace rather than to niake peace.
I think the ability lies, if it lies anywhere, with the United Nations
to at, least hIelp the United States 11n1l any other nations like-minded.
to build a peace. ail(d I would not. have any, observation I make interpreted as a willingness to forget the Tlited Nations, or to fail to
realize its possibilities in this effort we are in to build a just, and lasting peace, which we indicated omselves was proper and %whichwe
ciitiititted ourselves to at an earlier time ill the Congres,.
I think it is possible for the United Nations to help Its Inild it
peace and to be more instruInental ill it.. 1 11111
not, here to advocate
or even to suggl' 4. that the United Nations be cripl)led, but, I (to think
that, tile line of thought as expressed in these resolutions-we have
matniy of them, most of them I think are substantially to tile same
effet-Ihat. that, is not aii attack upon tite United Nafions but. is, as
we had to (o ill the framing of olr own Constitution, a later recognized necessity. What I stress especially is tile enlarging 1111d defining of tile ilrisdiction of the Internationlal Court of justicee .
I do not know that it is necessary to disregard the fact that that
court is set up. and go into what we call a "World court," or establish
another court. lbnt, 1 am11
rather of thle opinlionl that thle jurisdiction
which is contemlll)ated1 ill the resoluitionis tvhiili have been1 offeredthat I your own committeeman Mr. ,Jtdd and the Senate Resolution
No. 50, iind others which are practically the same import, aild givingg
the same purposes, that, there be givei'to this International (ourt of
Justice, .urisdictioni to prevent. war, to put it ill )lain language. Of
course, there is carried with it the necessity of establishment of tin
enforcelnent agency.
At that-point I 'link I am comnmitted-to tile belief that that court
should not only have national jurisdiction, but should have individual
jurisdiction, as the United States courts have jurisdiction over people
in miy State and yours for tile violation of laws and offenses directed
toward the Natin. This would be for offenses that were directed
toward all of tile nations of the world.
With your indulgence I want, to read you a few excerpts which I
think will be veily helpful and which are very well conceived. I
lI1iI'isNy
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noticed one from M'.. (renville ('lurk who is one of the great lawyers
of the United States. [Realdilig:]
lh i1S it Is too coinmmnly lSSUliii.l Ihamt itis Ittsslaih
I d(inot mihmize
tit1(.i8 Illthe wiy of WilIll ol'e.
deep fall's 1111(slispil llS..
11111ny eiliaeills, Ill(Ill(lllg

perversity alone whh'h

their obdtlilrcy, bori of

At that )oint I Ielievte the Stecret ary of Staite indicated there bad1(1
leel olliewlt of itchllge illuinllelstallnlliig illthe Office of the
Secret lt I, of Sta it. of the rellsoll for t he litiilihvs 1111( .l(l.st ile|'v
of Russia illill'illices, first be-lieving that it wats born (f fear tllil,
]However, tle c(onlllusiOln 1)robably sillstailllllly

rive( lit, th1t it

'of ula
yielding uggllesi ()lI , 11d to
isit
(erillint iol long thlli1
llore I111tills.
gather iiiito tlheliselves inll
I liltlhe' igiee with Mr. (Chla thnt we alve nlot reached tle 1)(illt
where we ('11it siiy t hat that is trle and1(1 abindoi the ieit t hlnt there is
ermllallny inid oil tile )lrt of Russill.
yielding on tile art (f
JilyI 19.17, thlt possibly we
1lilde it talk Ilt)llt it ill
I tl(ilght 1111dI
niight give consideration to tlite (ueistion of wh]etlher it is not 1)Ossibl)l
'clls
t of whlnt.
thi, issilt wits gathering these stiltes bout her
aI)p)ealred to be atn att itudide of tile United States to iliilie(liite]y reluild
(erillany which would, however iiiuchi we night deny it, result in
not only t eliecorebuilding Gerllillny militarily, aidl to lillike t he i
]nolic Cene'r of all ictivity ilnitgreat. part of Etl'oo, if miit all of it,
llllin,
g
but, they Ii1ay )litve thought tliat it would result iln(erllly
not Imally years from llow, driving into tile back door of Russill ind
World War II.
repeatill tailt which wats (olie ill
I Cannot sly who is correct about it but 1 1111l not willing to disaccel)t tie idta t int
orgulllize tile t'nited Natiolis Organiizat ion lul(1
war atnd nothing else is inevitable illtile adjustment of the afflil's of
of Riissiia's disposit ion.
(ollllt
tile world l ll(

I (iote agtin from Mr. Clark I reading]
I (iO iot even kiow-io o11e uoes-lhaut liip Russlan riulers will not try for
worl(l dolllihll ol. How foolish to delly that this moay Ibeto! But how foolish
to assert tlhait It 'mst" lie so aI thiat the ciu1se' (r il)atie
aind allso Irresjiuaileltl
Is tolieless mii|l sifter ilie alone writ
Russililliittll(1, We oght
Illtiy caise, however grimlly we Olo.ose to view tlhe
ha but itlso ourselves whom we have
to recogiv.e that It Is not eirely tile ltsslit
to iiersuiitde.

While we Sollewhiat deiy it, illd )rofess with pirobl)l)he sincerity
that we tIre parilillOllting efforts toward p~en'ce, we nitust idiiiit iliso
that right iiow 1ll( for some tillne our11 aetioln has beell toward a1high
)leplrlt ion for war. So)net inleS people cnnot understainti di frereiices
of that sort.
I think we have dole well to ma11ke ourselves strong militarily. I
(of the military
voted for ERPo I voted, against tle oji]ioii of some
ix'.ople, for a 70-group air force. I think( the latter of war hereafter
wliether it Colies ill1 lloith, 1 year, or 5 years, will be technical alld
lnechiallica] to the largest degree; but while we tire doilig that we ought

to quit talking about it, atid boasting about. it, util herilting to the
world thatt we are very? very busy in that line, but, on the other hand,
go ahead and (10 what is nec ssaly, ilour opiiiioin, for .ou security if
the worst should come to the worst, hut devote ollrselves to the bIuihling
of peace.
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I feA these resolutions which have been offered are fine. They offer
s fll opl))r'tullity to direct ourselves toward a practical and, I think,
a sensible elrorri'to tile acconiplishinent of peace in the world. I do
hot think there is any time for us to. discuss and debate whether Rus.
sia will come ii or wI'ill not come ill. We hope Rnssia will conie ili.
MaV of these resolutions, conceding that her failure to come in is a
possibility, leave the door opel for any nation to come intat a later
date.
I believe my own State hesitated a long time to conie into tile
Iniomi, dealilnidigli that the Bill of Rights be ))alde a part of the
institutionon.
I rather think that it was an error, and believe that they should
have come ill, believing and hoping that this Bill of Rights would be
uadle sometime a l)artiof the Constitution, which did occur.
Hlere is an excerlpt front a hook written by Fritz Sternberg. Tie
name appears to lie German. I (1o not know'his nationality, but that
is immaterial here [reading] :
The price of an Amerhean vlclory over the Soviet Union would be staggering

hmsvis, glgant i costs, barbarism In EI'nroie and Asia.
Oine of tle chief alins of war with the Soviet Union Is allegedly to preserve
ti' kilriclal ecolloillc and social systell.

Tlat is a, right list uribin. situntion, that we might get into para.
Jiioiit disputes oil ideolog es. One side will insist that the whole
oril will accept a certain form of government.
()f course we believe t
a (eliocra'V is that form of gover mut
iat
which offers tile greatest individual liberty to every 111nnl1 and is olie
coiniplired with which there is no other.
,
]l1t to tlidtlertalce to order thel(life of every other cotllitry. whether
we want Ihem to be not Socialists or some olher thing, is taking on it
right. sm'lrt burden. It cones pretty near being as famat ical as a ieigiols war. Clj lotinues reading:]
Actually war with thme Soviet Unli, while saving the world front Russian
totitflr~a il.ul, would hni it Into lalii'antlllsill. It would destroy tlhe foundatIons
on which tile UIted States Ias built Its economle system and democratic IstltuTi AnitmrIhal, wiill be conmelled to enfor-ce law and order II i world or
Iliroshlnias In Enrope aund Asia. Everywhlere outside of tile United States tile
slermmist ldispl
nllwould be needed even to make reconstruction iossileh,.

lie is calling tlint to our attention if that sort of an atteiipt is made.
I think, in all these resolit ions. there is the necessity along with tie

enlarging-mayLe not. enlarging, but defining definiit'ly tlie jurislict ion to Ie givei this Court; that its jurisdiction algailst nations, 11mid
as to nuitmomis and individuals and in matters of aiggressomm tiind the
atienipt to make var; that there is carried with it tile elimination of
time vet( right by a permanent member in the Social Council, but only
ill mattel's of ag ression, armament for aggression, and admission to
me1millbershil iin tflie United Nations.
That. with the police force, must follow the defined jurisdiction of
thi- International Court of Justice.
I want to read something else to you. I find myself compelled to go
to other people for many thoughts and positions and have no apology
for qu6tations from other sources. [Reading:j
In the Interdepenlent world of today the drive for security has but two outlets:
Law Iimid conquest.
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We, of course, would hope that that pence which would be lasting
anid just would evolve front good will oil earth.
"Peace oft earth and good will aniong men," which, essentially is the
o1lyh thing that. can bring a universal, lasting, and just. peace, but we
do iiot itive time, and we may al)olgize fori not having devoted ourS'lves to it it little moI'e religiously' heretofore, but we yet have not
tie to l)ut that into effect. It will lie till right, and I hope we will
remeinber ht that alone will bring peace to the world.
present. eirtlinstattes demand our
Bilt ts we staid today, and its ouril
early action, I think the statement here is correct. It has two outlets
and two only: Law and conquest.
Within the Nation-wide structure the Only course Is conquest. The two most
important powerful nations of the world are already resorting to this measure
of self-defense.t-

That is in quotations. It might have a question inark, alsowhich have always led to nitterihlsti and conquest.

The only hope for piece

tolay lies In creating a higher legal order titan the National State. It is utterly
fallacious that the world is not yet ready for world sovereignty. The Institution
must be created before loyalty to It can be demanded.

Are we going to say we cannot do it aud therefore we will jnot undertake it, and that we will go along with the United Nat ions as it is,
without any amendment, the wisdom of which may have been impressed upon us by time, and I think has been to give this court ready
jurisdiction and set. tip a machinery by which its edicts andpowers
may be enforced until we can reach that period of good will on earth.
I think that is what he has reference to. [Conitimes reading :]
to draw up a
Sufficient experience has been had with Federal Government
It is quite unnecessar "
detailed an(! workable Con.titutlon Itt n short tini.
a
worhl rule of
thiat there should be unifornilly of Industrial ownership under
law. Each tuition at present elconlasses various forms of industrial leaderSilI-

Mrs. BoL'rox. I understand what you are reading is on the basis of a
world government rather than oit the change of United Nations
Charter.
Mr. Fojmmtr. Keeping ourselves, Mrs. Bolton, if we can, within tile
United Nations Charter.
Mrs. BOLTON. We are considering that Charter there rather than any
world federation,.
Mr. FOLOEr. ) ,'!. [Continues reading:]
The mark of a w rid government would be Its direct mandate from lhe people.
Yet no advanced n.lio need fear political government, merely because It Is less
polplous than some more backward states. Rlepresentatioti will be based ott

population masses. The national level of government Ieed not disappear.

Na.

tions will always retain aplirolite functions but itot those responsibilities
for peace which they cannot control. Freedom and welfare whih they have so
fir failed to produce In the world community. That is, it Is Ipossible for the
nalon to do the Job Itself.

I believe we could have had it all fixed ourselves within about a
week, but it is not done that way.
Mrs. Chairmttn, I (o not go ito time meclhnism of details, but here
are several resolutions. Many of them are similar at least to each
other anti some of them idenitical. The responsibility in that, and it is
a fearful one, in my opinion. is to work out from these resolutions and

any other thoughts that nty be given to this committee or that the
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committee may have, a plan by which the resolution may be adopted
essentially as No. 50, and tile ,Judh resolution, and others comparable
to it. 'They call upon our President to undertake to implement the
power and ability of tile United Notions, through tile amendment of
the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice to make an effort,
and a serious effort, and a determined effort, to bring about a world of
law.
M is.
BoI:roN. Thank yoi, sir.
Are there any questions?
Mr. lItIHAJis. I want to thank my colleague for that very informa.
tive statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. LEROY JOHNSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
M1fr. JohN.SoN. My interest in this problem caie about in this way:
For 6 years I have been exposed to discussions find evidence on the
miaitter of national security. Ourt national security and our freedom
are tied up very closely with what we do in the international field. Tihe
particular phase of it that is presented by these resolutions came to
my mind in 1946. A group of us went on a trip to the Orient and
niiong other l)laces we spent a week in Korea. When I saw what was
going on in Korea I got thoroughly churned upj) over how we were
going to make the United Nations work. The Russians were doing
nothing in the way of cooperating with the Americans. They would
not have joint administration of Korea. They would not cooperate
even in little ways like permitting our troops to go into that area wit hout a special permit W~e find out there, and I think it is public
knowledge now, that a Soviet or a Communist. paper near the capital
of Korea was the one that printed a great (leal of counterfeit money.
Our intelligence traced that money right back to that. press, conclusively.
It went through my mind, ]ow can we have the collective security
that we have to have

I caie to the conclusion after listening to the hearings in the
atomic bomb control bill in our committee, that there was only one
system of international security that was worth anything and that
was olle based on law, some way that you could a(ju dicate disputes
thIrougl somenC]echan isi, at board or court, or ally other way and settie then, blt to (o that we had to have thelower behind this court,
to enforce its decrees. In other words, tile law had to have the respect
it was entitled to by virtue of the fact that force was behind it.
Every one of youi know that in the Charter of the League of Nation.,
President Wilson recommended a provision that provided for force.
It was taken out of there and that is what made the thing impotent.
The League of Nations went along without the United States of
America and it might have (lone a lot of good. We lost. an opportunity
to learn a lot had we been a member of it. I wish we now had that
26 years of international experience as a member of that particular
organization. I went home and talked to my people, and I outlined
to them what I had seen and what I had beeni exposed to in the way

of information.
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I said this: "It is apparent that one member of tile United Nations,

on which we hang our hope is trying its level best to make it impotent.
They have the veto power and by that means, and other means that
have come under my personal scrutiny in Berlin in 19.15, in Korea in
1946, in Trieste in 1947, it is obvious that they are planning and are
determiined to make the United Nations a worthless piece of paper."
"Whieni that becomes conclusive in my mind," I said, "it seems to
no we should organize the rest of the world for our security, holding
the (1001 openi to any poVer to enter and becoic a member."
I want to make a comment here in response to a question that the
chairman asked Mr. Stockman. That is that I agree with her that
we should not sever relations with Russia, diplomatic relations or trade
relations. In my humble ju(lgment, those kinds of steps are the first
ste)s toward war, and no matter how thin the thread, we ought to keep
contact so we can perhaps. finally understand tie Russians' minL.
We should try to understand the'outlool of the Russians. Perhaps
we can solve the imponlderables between us.
Several days ago there was a very provoking editorial in the Washington Post by Mr. Lippmann, aid he brought this point out, that
there are a great many people to(lay who think another war is inevitable. Why? Be-i.se they say that the Communist philosophy
a11 tihe so-calhed democraticc 1)hilosolhv cannot exist in tile world togethr,
h'. However. le,made this p)o0it. with Iwhich I heartily agree,
tiat it is t h' dlty, of the diplomats and statesmen to find a way to
make irrecdticilable things get reconciled and get along. I believe
if we h1ohl the door open and do all we can to show our (ood faith
and create tile mechanusnis that are necessary, that we can fnd a way,
l)erhlaps, to make the United Nations work.
What I have to say about the resolution of Mr. Judd, and the others
introduced, is only to discuss the idea. I cannot go into details. I am
not all expert on'foreign affairs, but I have thought about that a lot,
as have all of you. We expect you people who hold the hearings on
these things to'make the refinements and get adjustments, and tle like,
so that it will dovetail with all our efforts for peace.
I do not think that we should pursue this policy until we have exhausted every effort to make the United Nations work. But there is a
precedent, or a partial precedent, in my humble opinion, for a step of
that kind.
The American Nation, when it got its freedom, sat down and wrote
the Articles of Confederation. They tried them out for 5 or 6
years. They found they were impotent. They were futile. The
States were warring. The States were exercising their jurisdiction
cojitrary to the welfare of their neighbors. So the Americans, with
audacity that has not been matched in any experience in the world
that I know of, sat down and deliberately wrote themselves a new
charter of government called the Constitu'tion of the United States.
Just think of it, how revolutionary that was. They sat down and
said, "We will scrap what we have built and we will write a new plan
of government; we will try to get our States to adopt it, and live under
it." They did exactly that.
We hadi a. tempestuous career under that new document which we
talked about as being the greatest that the world has ever known of its
kind, because it took us 70 years and a bitter Civil War to finally get
75921-48----9
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the American people to accept the doctrine that we were olie indivisilee
Nation.
Now, in traveling around(the worhl-lhese are Iliore or less selitimental views-in traveling around the world like I have for 6 years,
and having been in every continent. through the Pacific area. in
through Etlrope, and in South and Central America. I tried to talk
to 1)ople. about these thilligs. who are out of tie offlieial groiIq,. if possite. We otily' ,'eIt a very sillall samiple. Ilowever. everywhere I have
rovle I have talked to these people in education, in farming, in business, laborers, and things of that kind, and I never found one, but
what lie wanted to find sonie way where his nation could live in a
peaceful world. lie says, "We want our representatives to coinpromaise if they have to. We do not want to
these recurring wars in
trouble."
andhave
which all we get is tragedy, high taxes,
So it is up to us. more than any other one group, to find a way to
develop the mechanisms that call harness that universal desire.
As I say, my idea on these resolutions is this: If we can either
strengthen the'United Nations or improve it, it will be good. If we
0a111not strengthen the United Nations let its develop a new organization. You know the Leaurne of Nat ions is still in existence, legally. It
is on a stand-by basis. We visited it last summer. Theie are a few
peoplee there. It is still legally in existence, but it is impotent because
the United Nations has taken its place.
My idea is that if we could get rid of the veto that might lie a lg
steel . Whatever the original ideas were with reference to the veto,
it is quite obvious that the veto is the barrier that we cannot surmount. Those who are willful and determined to block its can raise
a barrier. If we have to form a new group then I say let its (lo it,
because the gamble for peace, no matter what it is, is wtvrth while.
I talked to my people along this line. They said, "How are y'ou
goin,.y to do it ?' I said, "We have a pan-American group. That
(,old be the nucleus. We could take in those countries such as Norway that have our slant on social life, in the economic field and ill
go'ernment-Norway, Sweden, Denmark, France, and all the group.
We could undouibted)y get the help of the Orieital group . including.
China. China has mavbe a backward government, according to oin'
view, but it is the best they have, and we must work with the tools
we have. We could take in the southern half of Korea. We could
take in the Philippines, and so forth and so on." That is the way I
looked at it at that time, and that is what I believed we should do.
It, is certainly lisaploint ing to those, of us who have lived through
two wars.
,e fought one war on the very basis that it would eud all
warfin,
111 a godI
many )e)lle who fought' tile war believed that. We
believed it for at longtime. Whiei we had the Disariament Confer(lie(, in 1922 I was one of those who was ulsoI)histicated enough to
thinly it was a wonderful thing. and frankly I a1 proud of the fact
that we, lie strongest of nations. werv willing to scra) all those ships
and tell the world. "We are willing to trim down our arimnaments ai
therely ('il11 mate one possibilityy toward war."
It I)i'oved to lie futile late r oil.' Howeveir, it was' a great guest re. It
showed where the heart of America lay. We then came along anod
had the Kellogg-Briand Pact, which wasa noble statement of principle,
but there was no force behind it. We have to find a way, whether
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thr1ouigh tilt,
things we halve )to%%,
which appear's to he impotent. if not,
ivies the imtitliiis
y to har1
dyilig., (rtirolig, soil,,,tinhq, ieais. to/ et a wv',
of go.iod will tog.edlei to i11ak(, tie rifles of the lallit,, and Ilit titl( ,'
beliinit1 t le rules to liake theiii wvork wilheil courts decide Complicated
I 'I
ing about.
and cot r Jve..ia I iat tes thuit hey
'll.at is my general idhl'tt his thiig.
do1(not. know whether I
have contribluted anvithlilig to your thiliiiig. We ltok 11pol)1 Soil as
the olles wilt) iaveit; dovtail 111(1
Ilish fill
these ideas iitt. soiiitlhinig
that, is workalde. loweve'r. certainly if iiaii.t be obvionis to eve'v one
tt I-il Ilhat the g'uat muss ofl1people ilt Awe repr'selt .ire thoroughly
disillusioned. tl..n ..Ilhly"
dlisappointed. Istil
,to
fi(, just hiiljs'h's a's
'
to t.notflutture.
'lle: say.
can
Ioil utit do
soiiethiig?
Ah.do
I-oi
do.,mlletil;1
" "Why
, try,
texla
thtw
haen't,ri W thI.

We lhve'(~d
eit'teithiiog
i .'silefhln
to n(ig
it iite,mlilinv
t(corilnlisi
. to trade,
of i
Chlicte
tilt,
would
do,eve~r-Athlingf
to,
nild
to dlisan'm1,
WIl'. Yet,. we are Ido'ke d Wili that silltition that one iatiun whose
COll'llei', l 'v is ]'v(lil',,e
silpl~ily will liotagi'(,e or compromises.
,Just to recliituillife. Illy idea is thIit it we (-ill Iilodifv the United
Natioiis' ('hliirler s-o is to 1111at
e it wor.'k tillt N hlhe Ihl.
thliig to do.
If we tI'laliot. et I1s
tieuwn sart oil ainuother 'oll and s"e ifwe can hallless
tilie
forces of gml vill illthe world that will codinile. holing the
(do(1 opin'i to) ifl\" otIsider.. who waut to joil s. I think ifAve shw it
(lhtftorce. that lg,
tie polivt
soi,.(of tIlo)s(
wvh( ,'ni
n're Itt tieilite. I.ke1
!. i!Ibhv'al::lvd
Ta:t'n'l
llowyotfwill
,,it
is tV)
? with tlie
their selfisl advallige toi ji in with is and trv to get a long
World.
That is miv verny Irief stuteiieit Ifind I wiilit to ti1aiik You for the
Ol)pl) iity'f 1 king it.
Mrl's.
BOLTOx. We are l)pv indeed to have had you wit Ius.
Mr. (hipertield, have you a question ?
Mr. (
Mr.P~ri'iJl.v.
Mr. Johnlson, I be-lieve you ha\'e mnade a ver" construietive st atvenieit find also a vel-v n'easonaldle approach to this comnplica (ed subject. I believe
'veryb)ovd who was here vested l afftn'no11 fn! heard Seliattr Austiii was convinced thlt tie UTiited Nalios itisot'ibeei it
filtre. I do not know whether the answer to the
Srobelihl is Concurrent Resollitiou ,59 or ('oncurrent Resolution 1(63,
it tly approael1 is similar to vtin's. which I believe is a reasonable
Onie: 'here can be found an areaiof agreeiilent bet ween this committee,
mneibers of tie United Nat ions, aniid tile State department . where we
elan sit down tt)gelhiri' and Itilk over this situation allnd( l)bably get
together a resolution which it.
will strengthen the United Nations aind
not (10oliiirinto itor destroy
I think that iswhat vt want Iusto (o, isit not, Mr. Jolllsoll?
MIr. Joi-so.N. Yes, .ir; I want you to try oin that Its hard itsyou
Cali. If we ('alinot have that then let iusstart one of o111 OWn. tho
U('lels for it is already formed. The ERP bill that, your committee
plit (lt tut we till ]e'irtily Sui))orte(, that is tile miilll. Tlhey are
alr'eialy talking about miltavi'y cohlaboi'ltion. The group of western
Collltis, tlta is the lilit'leislwe clillhave. We coli1(1 probably take
Some11'
oriental ('oitries with Is.
We 0onot, wlait to get ilto a sid situation where one group is (eveloping a big armment program nd there is part of tile woll that
is on the other side doing likewise.
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One thing I would like to mention here, if I may, is somewhat ill
response to your question, and it is this: I am one of those Who feels
very badly that. tiere is so much discussion about comnmunism and
1 personally delivered a
Russia. Even the President came.down and
message and use(d the words of another form of ideology.
Here is my idea on that: We sat down and made certain agreements
with Russia and the rest of the countries. What we want to emihasize is, not that we object, to their ideology for their own country, but
we want them to abide by their commitments to allow other countries
to have what they want by a free election. In other words, she is
breaking her contracts on which the sanctity of all law rests. It, is
that those who agree to things will abide by the agreement in spirit
and in letter. She is not loing' that. Let its put tile heat on her for
that, and not on her because of ideology.
I (10 not, of course, agree with any of their general ways of life or
methools of government, hbut if that is what they wanit and they do not
hinder their neighbors. let them have it. However, let her abide by
her agrerieits. and in tle case of Poland, When they saddled tflat
country without a government not selected at a free election, we
shotild'have stepped in more vigorously, in m1y opinion. That opened
tle door for tile ielet rat ion of 12 nations, or 13 nations.
Mr. Ciiinricmwia~). I have one more suggestion: Mr. Jolnson, I also
feel there is too much talk and discussion to the effect that the United
Nations is a complete failure. I (to not think it is. I believe under
the Charter of the United Nations there can be worked out further
regional agreements, as you suggest, under article 51 and article 52,
just as we have worked out agreements for the Western Hemisplhere
under the Act of Chapultepec. If we find we cannot make the changes
necessary to successfully make the United Nations work, that is in the
Charter itself, we can work out some regional arrangement that may
(1o the job and build up the security of the world outside of the
Russian orbit.
Mr. JojIso-N. I do think we have made some progress, but you
know, of course, what gets headlines in the paper are the failures, and
not constructive things that you (o. When your committee puts out a
bill you do not get very much publicity on the constructive part of
your bill, you get notoriety, publicity, and criticism on the weak spots
in your bill, and the criticisms of it. That might be well for us to
emphasize.
I try to tell my people that we have made considerable progress.
When you go to remake a world with all the diverse backgrounds,
peoples, and traditions and history, you have a terribly complicated
job and you cannot expect rapid progress.
Mr. CHIPERFMLD. Tiank you very much, Mr. Johnson. That is all.
Mrs. BoLTo. Mr. Richards.
Mr. RICHARDs. Mr. Johnson, I do appreciate the common sense of
your argument.
Now, as a matter of fact, the United States initiated the United
Nations idea, and has been strongest in support of the United Nations
designs.
Now, you have talked about your travels around the world, and
conversing with the people. As a matter of fact, right now the people
of the United States are losing faith in the United Nations, are they
notI
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Mr. Joiixsox. Yes, I think some of them are. That would be my
reaction to some of these I have talked to, and communications that I
get.
Mr. RiCHlARs. It would be tragic for the American people to lose
faith in the UN as a Worl agency for peace, would it not?
31r. Joixsox. I think it would be bad; yes.
Mr. RICHARDs. I think we should try to do something about it.
Mr. JoiNsoN . I hope you can do something about it. I would like
to tell) if I could.
Mr. RIcHA.nns. Then the surest way for the United Nations idea to
die is for the people of the United States, too, to lose faith in the
United Nations and become converted to the idea which sonic of the
people in tlie Government have exl)ressed, that you cannot improve
the machinery of the organization now, and must wait until Russia is
willing to go along.
Mr. JolsNON. 1 (10 not know that I exactly agree with that.
Here is the problem as I see it: The average person does not know
very miuch about the United Nat ions. 1 go out inm area and try to
explain the l)roblems to them. What the security problems are, what
they hope to (ho, and explain that it is complicated.
I find that they are interested to hear about it and are anxious for
us to succeed.
Ihey want to know the things we have learned in our
travels and ill Collgress by collaboration with our colleagues in
Congress.
I think there is a great latent group. Take the religious group.
They are very strong for the United Nations. Tlhat is my impression.
A good many women's groups are very strong for it. However, they
cannot understandld why We (to not make more progress.
Mr. RIcIIAuins. T'1hey want us to do something about it.
Mr. ,'ixsox.
They want us to make progress and want us to sueceed. If there is something wrong, they want us to correct it.
Mr. Rl.mmns. And, we are not making progress now?
Mr. JIIIsoN. Well, I (1o not know if we are or not. We have done
sonic things that I think are very good, and we have made some wonderful offers, but we have not liad acceptance of them by those that
must accept them.
Mr. Ricncmms. Thank you.
Mrs. Boron. Mr. Jonfmnan.
Mr. JONIiAN. Mr. Johnson, I think you have made a very well
organized and (ood statement. You sail several times tlt'if
the
United Nations'organization with Russia does not work, then let us
build one of our own.
However, you also said at another time that you believe in making
the present organization work if it can be (lone, and you refer to tle
regional organizations that we are creating at the present time.
Do I und erstand from that that it is .our idea that we should get
along with the present organization, perfecting the regional organizations within the Charter. and your plan for building another one is
only as a last resort ?
Mr. Jois,..
That is substantially correct; yes. In other words,
we have something now that we created. We g t the statesmen of the
world to sit down and work it, out. I do not think we should just
discard it unless we see it is impossible to make it effective.
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h been very di.sa)ppOinting in some ways an(
It is not because th('y did )lot
offei soiethinig, bit because there Was o1e ililiber of that group that
coiled veto all of it, and did. If it btcoliets olvioiis to us that the
United Nations is iipotelt. I say let us tult ar-ollnld id create solnethiig that will have niore life, 1and liht iincor)orate the salient paris of
the otheri e. 'hat is its a last resort.
Mr. ,IMAN. In other words, I take it that your analogy is that
what distllrbs the American pleolie is, here we have machilery for
peace that is supposed to keep the peace-not to create a1force to unlike
peace. but to ke.) (he plce. Yet we are facing a. program of beig
arinled to the teeth which next year may cost us $20,000.000,000 for
our own armament, and erhapS anther .1O,00O,00O.OilO for (Ciiloii
relief 11(1d perlap)sIilitarv aid to other nations, aind. ill addition to
lint, we are tlreateiied with the atomic lJimb which We are,, told inav
materialize ill the hnlds of others in 2 years. It is a terrible (dileuliL.
Yet. if we were to (lisrupit the organizations, we iglit 1)e better oI
or We night. le worse off.
Mr. ,lJoIxso. I cannot answer that "yes" or "iio." Here is. the
thing,. that goes through miy mind: You can drift into a war quite
easily, a1(d some people thiiik we are (10111 just that, that we are drifti ig itito it war. However, 31o calilot (lift
into a peace. You have
to take hold of the situation that coinfronts us and fashion that lei',
aiid that is a lot nIore coil Aicated anld a lot niore delicate than waging
a war. If this machinery can help us to do that, then I want to see
that done. flowever, if 'it is so impotent that we are just drifting.
drifting. drifting, drifting, then we are liable to have the war that ill
of us are so afraid of, that will ruin everybody 13d everything.
Mr. ,oNI(,AN. Does it require a great (leal of imaginaiion to realize
that if we disrupt the United Nations' organization we will still ha1ve
to arm to the teeth; we still will have to continue or foreign program,
iand
we will not at. least have the bridge which now does bring the
East and West together to a certain extent?
lMr.JohmsoN-. I agree with you.
Mr. Jo.,c-r,,x. Would we eliminate anything that stares us in the
face now b' eliminating the United Nations?
Mr. Jo1Irsox. 'T'he otlier one would be created into full bloom before
the 17nited Nations was entirely dissipated or abandoned.
Mr. JONKMA N. You would have to do everything you are doi g now
in the nature of parliament.
Mr. Jon-xsox. That, might be true.
Mr. JoNjcr.tN. 1,ol you not have the same fear of the Soviets
getting the atomic bomb?
Mr. J ohNSoN. Certainly, you would have the same fear of that one
particular groll).
I thinc I agree with you that we have to try to make what we have
fashioned work. It is Only as a last resort when we see that is utterly
ililpossible aild we tire drifting into chaos, and possible a war, that we
should , aorglize something else that will work.
Mr. JoNxMAN. That was what I got from your statement. Thank
yo very much.
Mrs. "3oLToN. Mr. Juld, have you anything?
Mr. JUI)). I have nothing, except to thank Mr. Johnson for an excellent statement.
Now, o e'

progress

o1' leatdershl 1) fas been imelfective.
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Mrs. Boli oN. Mr. Lodge.
Mr. LonuE..r. I W)IIlt. to exten( greleti Igs to my friend from Cal iforj'ia,
ajd say I was very much interested in his statement.
Mrs: 130' roN. I would like to join in that.
Mr.
May indeed.
I revise my remarks?
IMrs.dJoixSoX.
Bo,rox. Yes,
'1'lhe next witness will be Mr. Chadwick, our colleague from Pennsylvania.
STATEMENT OF HON. E. WALLACE CHADWICK, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA
Mr. CnimmVIcIC. It is a great privilege to appear before your conlittee this nornling, if
ouly to gide evideice of the dee) and sincere
feeling 1 have toward the l)roblems before you, and express my great
respect for y or committee.
It
be iterestilg
nitt
to tell you how I responded some months
ago to an inquiry addressed to me by the League of Women Voters
at a time when we were engaged in a primary campaign. I will say
inpassing that the League of Women Voters in our districtt makes a
great contribution to our civic life. '1'hey have an intelligent andilonipartisan approach.
'Theysuggested to ine this question [reading]
Will you suggest Ways the United Slates can contribultl to strengthening the
United Nations':

My reply to that was:
Primarily by its citizens keeping alive in their hearts the hope that tills
(1111 1(1will succeed ; by Il e ov('eIlI evidences
effort lit Iilierlltilotial Colilbol'It loll
tiat IO l

l|l1imlrlln i l01111
Ill
shi'es such

'ol atlidjiwes

1111(
an inttl oiit ll to coplerltO

wherever 0113)'tuilyly oilers; by it liiri'deling Co1i0011
become more of Ii Felerationll

elhtninh

t hlt this 1111 list

of Nations; antid by Soille lmetlhod of 'lest ictimg or

ling
the Veto power.

That brief statement contains most of my basic thoughts on this
question.
However, I am reminded as I sit here today that my experience has
been somewhat log. I remember the entliuslasm with which I shared
the questions which were proposed to us with respect to the League
of Nations, and my complete conviction at that time that the security
of America. and all that. we hold most. precious, was in some way
bound Ul) with at least reservations against the purposes of the League
of Nations. My feeling at that time was very sincere, and one of tie
principal psychological lessons of my life wams to discover within 15
years that I halld been completely wroln in that; that President Wilson
had been, so far as it was possible for a human statesman to approach
a question, fundamentally right; that the opportunity to have avoided
tile Second World War Avas there presented to us. and we turned aside
from it. I was no eithu.siast for President Wilson. I am a somewlmt pract icilg IRelpubliam. however, I learn by my own mistakes.
When the proposal of the Unite d Nat ions was ina(le, I was reasonably
well (lisposei to it. I thought that too many words were used in its
composition and organization. because it is Illy observation that "tile
letter killeth, the Spirit maketh to live." I believe that the United
Nations is the only machinery now hopefully offered to solve this
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problem. I tremble to see how shaky it is now, and how ineffective i'
is in solving these problems; but we have no othei bridge to carry
us over.
Tile particular resolutions that have been proposed to you, it seem
to me, com)prise just tile beginning-of the thinking on the subject, and
I share Mr. Johnson's view that we must look to you for something
that will be constructive in the formation of opinion of the House
of Representatives, in the first place, in the Congress, in the second
place, and the Nation, in tile third place. There is probably nothing
that begins to measure in importance with this particular problem.
We can make our economic errors and recover from them. We can
make our political errors, and recover from them, but I fear the world
will not stand another great mistake in international problems. because it seems to me that the Dark Ages are again just around the
corner, and it pays for us all to give prinuary attention to this probleni.
I wanted to add that I have observed the work of this committee
during my time in Congress, and I think that the Foreign Affairs
Committee of the House of Representatives is to be greatly congratulated on the success of their approaches.
I noticed that you decided to package foreign aid in one great package, and I thought you were wrong. I was able to observe within a
few short weeks that you were exactly and monumentally right. It
not only saved the time of the Nation and the Congress, 'but it made
it possible to achieve a great contribution to tie affairs of the world.
As I learn mostly from my own mistakes, I feel that I ought to say
that, about the decisions of this committee.
I will just add one thing that was suggested by the inquiry whicl
was presented to the last speaker and suggested in'partby what I tried
to say to the voters in miy district. It is my observation, for whatever
it is worth-for heavens knows I cannot cla im to be an expert witness
on what Congress should or should not do, when I look back over the
affairs of tile last 2 weeks-but I am in agreement with my friend
Clifford Case, of New Jersey, that a very great part of our responsibility is best served at. home. The things we say and(do down here are
no oubt part of our duty and are no doubt tremendously important.
However, I observe that in my county there was no great resistance to
the idea that we would make a generous implementation of the foreign
aid. I do not claim to have accomplished that, except that from the
time we began at the last session, I took a strong position in that field
with respect to all the bills that were presented. I reported to my
people wiat I was doing, what I proposed to do, why I thought it was
desirable to do it; and I am sure that an untimely fate that overtook
me a few days ago was in no way due to the fact that I very frankly
told the people what they should think on this subject rather than waiting for them to send ne postal cards to guide me in what I should
think.
Thank you very much, Madam Chairman.
Mrs. BOLTON. Mr. Chadwick, we deeply appreciate your coming to
us, and I am particularly happy to have an opportunity to thank you
in the name of the committee for your very stimulating, challenging,
helpful attitude and talented words. We so often have the other kind
of statement, that it is a very happy moment when one of your stature
expresses confidence in the committee's judgment.
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Thank you very much.
Are there any questions?
Mr. JUDD. I would like to associate myself wholeheartedly with the
remarks of the chairman, and to say that while I do not know who
your successor is, he will have to be a mighty good man to win so
unportant a place and achieve as much influence in the Congress in
2 years as you have. We are sorry to lose you; you can be sure
of that.
Mrs. BoLroN. Mr. Lodge.
Mr. LODGE. I would like to say that it is a matter of very deep personal regret to me that such a learned successful and high-minded
public servant as yourself will not be in this body next year. I think
you have made a ''ery distinguished contribution to the deliberations
of this Congress.
Mr. CHADWICK. Thank you, Mr. Lodge.
Mi's. BouroN. Thank you again, Mr. Chadwick.
'I'he next witness will be Mr. Gwiun, a colleague from the State
of New York.
STATEMENT OF HON. RALPH W. GWINN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK
Mr. GwINN. My name is Ralph V. Gwinn, Twenty-seventh District,
New York.
I appear for Resolution 167 and have submitted myself a concurrent resolution of the same character.
Madam Chairman, I would like to bring to the committee a little
history of the metrol)olitan police of the City of New York and the
experience of that organization. It may have a parallel bearing upon
the present organization of an international police.
Less thlmm100 years ago New York City was divided into separate
wards. There were good wards, and there were very tough wards.
Each ward was self-sufficient. It had its own police force, its own
uarshals, its own judges.
h'le police and the marshals from one
ward could not go to the other ward. They could not even go across
the line to ehase a criminal. Lawlessness developed. Raids caine out
of time bad wards. Men with guns and bombs and mobs of people
attacked the law-abiding wards.
Finally, the inetrol)otan police force, which no.w consists of 18,000
police, were inaugurated for the city as a whole. Ammunition was
destroyed in time wards finally. Guns and all manner of instruments
for carrying on violence were taken away. Only those who showed a
reason for having a gun could be licensed to carry a gun. Order quite
generally l)revailed. No mass movements of lawless men now ever
appear on the scene; their mass movements of instruments of attack,
such as bombs and guns, no longer appear.
Now, it seems to me that that same situation faces us in the world.
We must limit the carrying of bombs or guns or bacteria, or other instrunents for mass destruction. They must be cleaned up.
Such manufacturing centers or such harboring centers must not
even be allowed to accumulate or get started. If tihey are started they
must be destroyed.
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It is not Conceivable that we its reasonable people can go on o01e
more day oi the assumltlion tiat we illist prepare for tile defeIse
or tile waging of a traditional type' of war. We have not even started
0
to bea' the lgolly and pill, the cost of this Second 11 orld War.
aite still ill the per'lt'etly ('lihihk attitude that so1|iehow ('I' other
wars create prosperity. We are enjoying a kind of artificial price
plroserit, that still deceives is and Iutakes us labor under a false
illusion. 'To conteml)ate, therefore, it third world war is utterly 112d.
The stressingg thing iibollt ol21' (tel ih taitns ill the ITnited Ta ion2s
anid ill 0o11' Halls of Congress a1nd in our press seems to indicate that
we are'0 proceeding along trl'itiol., line". W1e nuist proceed, of eotlrse,
to do whatever we have to do, wait ig lpolt a better course, or waiting
uipon the ora llization of those forces oil which we 2illV' rely, such its
this resolution proposes: 1I111nel1', ani internal joijal police'thlnt will
enablle us to rest at night, as the N ew York metropolitan I)lie enables
uts to sleep lit night, to aissi1r' uS that 11 latwless Ward will attack the
other wards d1r111 the Ii'dft
Now, this wil not ltecessa'ilv interfere with all of the satellite deparilnents
or filnetions of the "nited Nations. It will iiiake tei, oIe
dep2lallnt , wNhich is the inlfe2'latioull police det,mlent, fi211etiol2.
That depar'tnlent of the United Nations has been dwiafed and sloighed
off il ! ) to the present. This is an etfort, to bring it into being. All of
the nations are invited to conie into the internal ionnl police dputlrtrent of the United Natiols, if they will. If ally will not. als soile evell
or (ffectively ill internat oital
now fail to cooperate very williigl 0V
trade, ill hlbor orzattxizltio;ls, illni le 'food orgaliilons, and ill other
departments of the world, 1t this one most important department
longer. Fo' 2ts to sit bv inothet' day, while
must not be delayed 11111y
behind the iron curtain'the jet phl.es-mayIe seven or eight different
varieties-are icttillihy being produced in" quantitv, seems to be the
worst kind of foolishness its wvell as allasement.
Now, the international police force will not interfere willh any nation. except in the matter of inspection, and ill nIecessaIry legal steps
for the destruction of tie matss manufacture or a1c1IIaIItiion of inst'ilments for aggressive nass destruction of people. I Stl)pose if they
want to fight among themselves with fists and their own revolversinternatheir own-the
troubles
internal11pon1.
have
plenty
and
whenever
there is evi(1e1n(e
tionalthey
police
coul
not of
be called
But of
that they are manufacturing such instruments as must be intended
for mass aggressive warfare against other nations, thel the international.police would function.
Now, lil one sense this international police is more solidly conceived than the metropolitan police of tile great city of New York.
There the police are recruited from all areas, of course. There they
did have in many places set-ups for law and order. In the world,
however, there is no set-t 1) of any police haitn,. to do with international policing matters. In New. York tile police are drawn fronu
all ranks and all segments of the city.
There is a unique suggestion in this resolution to avoid the suspicion -)f the two great nations. organizing a police to ie used for
their advantage, or for the (lisaldvantage of others. This resolution
contemplates tile recruiting of high-elass police front theiery cream
of the crop of Ei.urope, the little nations. such as Holland. Belgium,
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tltte %(JPwegiaI C'ountries. Switz'er-iaiid, Solut h America, and front all
nat ionls who, iewe there is~ Ito c()lVceivale ettainmeniiittt of lillitlltjls forconquj~est of' tliv world. These people hmave it Sole desire~ for peace itd
be

1)o

police draw

fi IPili tll( Untited Staites Or Russial.

Mrs. lliwroxv. 'fink I-oil very much for ap)pearinig before uts.

Mr. J ('ll. Thanm ool very uttuicll for comilr
g1efore
b
its a1nd( tiakinig
th is sin tenietit ohi lhit pract ial issues of hwlriiene
if)WQt tilet world
witl it pol01ice force under I)lliii contrt
and1
2
lt11eWN1111111j
itterU
Iiit0
1
able to uiste itlunilaterally and1( im-itri iy for its private end~s.
it
I,%~(it'

'litiik youl.
Mrs. Ilovrox. Mr. Lod re.
Mr'. Lowx;L. I will Saiv I liwvs I isteit wVill) great iitterest
t file
rita rk1-ls
of lil colleagues from New
i York, andti It(- has made sonme illtiiiiltiiiir I-ve111Ul-k5
oil t his subject. '11'1111C voul.
ecaullSe tile (re-lt Illiaii
Ittpt' cilr
I up Wyeizlte tlll
31r. (iwx.
oni(I look ove'r ('t otIeris lines,~ 11itd Ave .1)01st lbefe)A
to eachl

Mrs. Dlo.-rox. Mr. .Jutid.
Mr. .J in. 3MUdlzii (1i
,'ailitati. I wou)lld like 1)(11,111issii to tIttke at
shtort stat emient herett l1CIIII(I 1 had1(to leaeli Yestetiy beiforei Seniato01
Aulstiln ComptJleted( his testimn and013
211(1ld It0oppr till)O
i ly to quest ion

hill.
I1tiniik it (11i±lit to Ie Sa id for, t1e r-eord tht it frieat deal (of thle
test imony wve hteard( yest erday morwnintg fr'ont Secret ary Afilrshl 1111d1
~etr l ifti'titIll frtlitt .Mr. A tistill was1 tlirvtt'ct Ii t21St I'11witllt.
Thlev at tcked priopls0U
witicht So fil as I kitE)ow nto 0l111I 1as
iiaie. I
Say h iis Ilecaluse 1 11t11 otie of thet personsit whof ittroduced these resol itItiolls after wvorkiul il ill( qlies(ttion for iiitiy miontths. It was portrayed tlint thiesei' esoliiolts Avolildl thrieateli or would dl('st roy t lie
United Natjions: event hat t heir purpose05( was to Ati'ck the t1 ,tited
Nat jolts. I Cait give ca tegoict assuiranice filit thait is ttot theti r p)ur1poseC. 'lThe e'xact olpopsite is t heir purpolnse. andi~ t hey saly So 1)1:11)ly.
We see t hat tite IUtited Nation-s is alr-eady being (lest royed. E very
titoughtfulI Alieia itset's tl(Iteltead, (let erioratt b(,It iltceil aii crlil.a
fields1.
We weLtlie gr~owiligf lack ofcottftdeitce iltit, Witichi has ben
refe'rred' to eari1liert. confliden(e oil 1the parut (of 01Wl ownt people.
We
see t)ilt miany people abroad have already writ ('Iit oil' as anl eih'ctivo
agency. T'lfo lw thitigs to drtift, aiong, is to lissiure its fi lure.
It is ptiitiar il to pre'tventt thle (lestruc~t itn of ( Ite I'n iteid Nat ions and
of Iafi~ltis ho(Ipe for world o-gailiat ionl for order 1uII(d
peace ilIt
wc utrie t ryinig to do(1whatever proves to(In" th Iti'itost rellsoIlalile thing,
or. to a1doilt. whatteve'r is til lt11(st reasullatUIi( prce'duir('. tieL oitt' t hat
gives tlte! greatest hope of siuccess, after examtiliiug Nfitae
1the Il('va'ti-ying(to
i'file.aItIIl
t ho!e 11t
vas whtere thIere are
rill
sonts for fau iuile
Corriect themit.
When a1patient is slowly (ljiir of citlicer oIf titeliit
1111r or.of liiten r
failure it does not aiiswer tle proZleni to say thatit ltie is tiff riuxit ill his
eyes, ears, Stoitachi, legs, lilt(] aill Other likrs. Manyv a pat tit is 98
per~elit al ilt, attd stll(ies from tlte 2 percent t at is wvroltg.
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A great deal of good has been done by the United Nations and thank
God for it, but in the crucial question of the control of military power
and of preventing aggression, it simply is not succeeding, and all the
other gains will go by the board if it is not possible to prevent the
unleashing of an atomic war.
Recognizing that Russia is not going to cooperate voluntarily, then
it is our own drift and indecision and failure to try to organize the
other nations that will cooperate, that are leading to the destruction
of the United Nations. I reject the argument that we must not do
anything about the UN machinery at this time lest it offend Russia
and lead'to a rupture in the United Nations; that we must wait until
we get Russia to cont along. Tq a rupture in name any worse than
a rupture in fact.?
I am convinced that as long as we tell her in advance that we will
not do anything because we are afraid of a rupture, she will of course
always threaten a rupture and we can never get agreement. To do
nothing about UN reform is the surest way to its destruction.
As Secretary Marshall said yesterday, the organization was. set up
on certain assumtptions, one of'which was that the big powers would
continue to work together. Those assumptions have not been fulfilled.
My contention is, and I think it is the viewpoint of those who intro(uced these resolutions, that inasmuch as the situation is not as we
hoped it would be, we must adjust the organiaztion to the situation
a1d not sit around until perchance the situation can be adjusted to
the organization. We must modify or correct our remedy to deal
with tile disease that exists, not imagine we can persuade the disease

to change so it fits our remedy.
None of us is contending'that the proposals in the resolution are
the final word. They represent what we believe are basic suggestions
on which to begin discussion, points of departure.
Now, in conclusion let me read some comments by Winston Churchill
in his article in Life 2 weeks ago. le records that in January 1938
Mr. Sumner Welles approached the British Ambassador here with a
message from the President to Mr. Chamberlain. [Readifig:]
The President was deeply anxious at the deterioration of the international
situation and proposed to take the Initiative by inviting the representatives of

certain governments to Washington to discuss the underlying causes of present
dlirerences.

Then he says on the next page:
in's reply was to the effect that lie appreciated the confidence

ofMr. Chamberlo

ON

ji

of President Roosevelt In consulting him in this fashion upon this proposed
plan to alleviate the existing tension in Europe, but lie wished to explain the
position of his own efforts to reach agreement with Germany and Italy, particularly in the ease of the latter. Would it not therefore be wiser to postpone
the launching of the American plan?

Mr. Churchill says this was the last chance to prevent war by getting together in unity the nations that did not want war. Instead,
Mr. Chamberlain disastrously insisted on continuing to try to get
agreement with Hitler and Mussolini.
Similarly now, we are told that the peaceful nations of the world
must not go ahead but instead try to get agreement with today's dictator, Mr. Stalin. I predict the results of such limited action will be
as disastrous.
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Mr. Churchill speaks of later communications [reading] :
The substance of these replies was that the Prime Minister warmly welcomed

tihe President's initiatIvw, but was not anxious to bear any responsibility for
its failure if American overtures were badly received.

He would not take the responsibility for failure of an attempt to
organize for peace, but before God and history he must take the rebponsibility for the ghastly, tragic failure of doing nothing to unite
time peaceful nations, which led to the worst possible results.
lReading:]
Mr. Chamberlain wished to point out that we did not accept in an unqualified

naner the President's suggested procedure, which would clearly Irritate both
the dictators and Japan.

It is all right to walk out on the peaceful nations of the world, but
we must not irritate the dictators I
Then he says:
Thus it was that President Roosevelt's proposal to use American influence for
the purpose of bringing together the leading European powers to discuss the
changes of a general settlement, this of course involving, however tentatively,
the mighty power of the United States, was rebuffed by Mr. Chambeirlain.
* * * Poor England: Leading her free, careless life from day to day, amid
endiess good-temixred parliamentary babble, she followed, wandering along the
downward path which led to all she wanted to avoid. She was continually reassured by the leading articles of the most Influential newspapers, with some
honorable exceptions, and behaved as If all the world were as easy, uncalculating, and well meaning as herself.

I apologize for trying the patience of the committee, but it seemed

to me that statement described so vividly hi retrospect the kind of drift
and indecision we ourselves are now engaged in. I am convinced that
if we do not act vigorously, not trucculently, not arrogantly, not with
a chip oil our shoulder, not with the slightest intention of imposing our
will upon anybody, if we do not mobilize the determination of the
peaceful people of the world at this critical juncture of history to
explore every possible avenue of making this organization work-not
destroy it-we will march as blindly to war as did Camberlain, thinking lie was working for peace. On the other hand, if we take the lead,
I believe we will find enormous support, and fewer obstacles than we
anticipate. That is, instead of finding and propounding reasons for
not taking such action, we must find means by which we can take it.
Thank you very much, Madam Chairman.
Mr. LODGE. Will the gentleman yieldI
Mr. JUDD. I yield.
Mr. LODGE. I would like to say that as always I am tremendously
interested in everything the gentleman has to say, and I agree with
your postulates, and I agree with the desire you have to achieve certain results.
I have for some time been in favor of Judd Resolution 59, and I
have an open mind on your resolution 163. The question I would
like to ask you is, if a coliference is called under 109 and Soviet Russia
refuses to accept the suggested amendments contained in 163, do you
then propose going ahead under 51, to set up another United Nations
organization ?
Mr. JUDD. No; I do not think it is possible under article 51 to set
up another United Nations organization. It is possible to set up an
alliance or inner organization for collective self-defense. I would
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not in all.y sense suggest, that unless Russia agrves to the revisions
propose(Ill 163-jiist as |they lre now-we siouih naive out tiid set,
IpII Steariatte t'nited Nation...
'lhey ar it
a starting point. I think they have givit nirit. .Mv
position is thalt if we caiiiot get. agreeiuIeit1 ill It (.0ifei'VIi(V IllerktL'
article 101) oil a modification of procedures so tlere is atb.ller l'oslwct tha now of their being workable. tlien we Shouild move ahead
under article 51 to achieve a better arrangemlet-1 will not (ill it.
a new worhl (irga aizat joji-in ler wlichi tlie 1t ions who wa lit to wouhl
igree o tlhe moldifications which they Iholaight ulder 41irtich Ifl)
ought to be Inmade. but whlhih were I)lokelvd by Russia's veto: They
coiuhl say. For. oiurselves, we Ii( going to) operate oil that. lasis.
a 4 ll inlbe United Najlouls. -We are, not pulling oil, we are
tre
not destroying it, we lre not driving Russia out. andi we do iot Wanlt.
her to go. But we Iari&
sayjiing r o rslvh'es, ihat we are going to
adopt t lese revise( provedures wheeby- we agree alitig (oulielvs
11s to aIlhcatio s of lla
lnmeils. Its to a police frce. as to gi vi ig ii)
tie Vlto amlionuig ourselves oil Iilatt(,'- of .igg('eSh10)i.
Ill 1o
a1ie
:ells
we tryi ug to (lestroy tile Un it ed Nat ions; we are work llr witlila it.

If we .ainnot get all'naltions to agle. we will get as niinV u.;we 191
i1"
We would have under article 51 a groI !) of lat int1s or.aii.izeci for
collective self-defelse oil what we believe to le a workable basis.
In my jilgment. if we have such a itlit as .iialternative wln
we go o tie c(tinferenlce,
C
then Ave will have a good (hllie of gettii.
agree nt ulcr 109. 1 do uot tli i k wVe %Vill get !.'rievillelt Ilider1
t 9 unless we have some such allerinalive phii. Thal
is wihy I say,
"With Russia, if possible; withollt. Russia, if uec~sirv."
If after exlploring e(ry p ossible aveilie we (.aloto get a.reeiie-iit.
including Russia, Ilen and the l(ly do cerltii anit ionl move nh1der
artile )I within the United Natioliis Cliuhrltr into a morv closeIv
knit arrangement committing the niations herein to abide by lie
hem have agreed to accepl.
proc4'd(iiies,whichi all of It
Mr. LoDGE.. Then, as I umnderstamid it, whlt lie geiitleihii:1 wants
is all agenda, when we proceed uider article 1I09. and thle ulleslioll
tlen is: "I)oes tile gelehfnian feel tlit tli agelajh nllst itclide th
amiendnents in 163 as they are there set forward .
Mr. Jui. No; although I think tlhey should bv incliuildd. Thi,
gentleman knows that iractically everyi, bill lhalt
is ilatroduced is
worked over and mod tied by this Co)ilit ee. If eit her of these resolatiots Comies out. I will bet 999 to I that it will not )eexactly ill its
present form. I want them improved wherever .possible.
Mr. LoDe.. Then, as I understand the gentheman. he realizes lhat.
if Russia does not agree, no revision of the present Inited Nnt ions
Charter is possible?
Mr. JuJD. Certainly.
Mr. LowXIE. You would not necessarilv call upon the nations to proceed tinder 51 to organize another United Nat ions, so that under your
interpretation of this legislation we may end tip with the Unlited
Nations exactly as it is, aind then with tie other nations proceeding
under 51, and not necessarily organizing another United Nations?
Mr. JuDD. It certainly would not be called another United Nations,
and it would not even be called, I suppose, an international organization. It would be an arrangement for collective self-defense within
the United Nations under article 51 of the Charter.
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Mr. LommF: Pr'sillI
it would he larger.,

0o1ly

it would be simiiluir to the western

ititionl,

Sl 111.1tInn. Thlat 's right. We caiinnot pos5s''lY get ii r'evisioni of tile
Cliiiitei lijiless Rulssial noreeS.
Mir. Li!m.*-: It seems till volti hitve, thvti. ill 16tiIis.I,1)11 thle expres31i.. 4 u'n.

Yes; thati is right ; 6I ieds
ii
41iep
1 Nil
livaririviI (olt Witlli tliv iij'11-l''ii
i Iilier1
I li ''"Il,
il'it li li i t4'( .1 ally'ssrnI'i

Ihle''lii (( NO 111(lol
R~evishin ('if
oflIIiilI
I.ilivi

P~ li'll

Sliil
('.'111110
.14ceptillvii i( :111il'i' .11s' Ia'liili
oli~iely
reisd Uidi eil NiiI im s Chl ier-

fill fill bus.
I
(ri I'ip,

i~ve
ed Naut ions (Chartetr. Ive wouliha
If' Ne vin allot gret at revised I 'iiit
to gYo athein oil thi'I evist'( l )l'(e(iire within as III-an it ts agree.
toy f -quir~rv,: is tlint tlip resollitionl
M111.
I~uXi.'I'l(- tiliiiig 1 1tt111i~
ite ussiitlVSwill 1o o o w~Jtrate f'IIit("
as5 now writ teli Sty,.es thiat if tu
ow. t hey
i vii I revise thle Uniited( Natn 01 s (ibat-trl er.
45 otber nain
to brneath tlie
eyiave
h
Cannot doi t hat uiider ilI e (Charter; tiheirefore. (I(\
Un itied Natlulls
Charit er to do it. antd if i I my do l tha t l haet'tI)
in
It heIstill eiiieIIt vo I l 1w e jl.IN iuai it'.
t i le grenltititItI
for
Mrfi. Julm1. 'lTat is thle I-l't'io(t 1 -.111i gratet't ii
tt'tiigIhis
lip).
1 Aiiil'ii to gre t his efilloqiiy%oil tile rec'ordi. I
thi!!4i lit"'!,.I ii'~ a s'. it!?r
c.-nltuli Ito Iet iII to the tact that thbe
terpret e i s II teani
presenlt t igliageillh 16 calli coticel vabd I hul iili
that, if Russia doe~s )lot agre,p We alilt g ai to S111. aiu'ot her U'.N. N o
MWitC'OlI'('t'( l.itIi tIIit-' ieso IItI
iou I nSIas
it(I ait
I .S IithiI t iIoiiglut
. 'flnt WotiIhio
ljep Ih'tIijllirtil li'1harter.
e '
Th'lat Nvnls not 'nvy inte ntloll. but I recogIItll
ZI I lgli gi' rai Ihe So ('(list rijeil. a IId11wilI~'Il I
l l) lilmy best
to Stet t hutI it isViiitlre(I.
Madauti Cha~irmiiai. I wvaiited this Clarificat ion iii tile record so ]to
01 Wllibe shoot itI it, s(ra w I tell let't'eft er.
Mi'~s. IBovro x. The businiitss of tilie Coiimuitt ee beiiig Coclutded for
1110ril1lig attthis place
this iitoriiiiig1, We Will illjoirllitoI iieet. tIlllow

out1

lit1 o'clock,
(Wh71ereulpon, ait1:2: l1t)
.1. Ill#. Ilihe
I'I0tliilit tel? adjoulrned. )
(ilhe foi(llowin Comitilinica I ion has betei submtiitted't for iitcluisioni
the record :)
ST.%TP*..IEXr or

Ifox. Kull, 31.

ill

Lff"OMNIII:. A IMINliE5'NTA'FIVE IS ICONGREFSS FRiOM TIM

Sr.An: OF IOWA
M~r. Clinifriiuulu 1m1ayI 4'xlwl'ss 1113llrec'ialioiI to III' v'u'iiiiit
1c1 foi'fthe ol~lpoi'1111113'
to) be heard
is on Il11118'
Ciuent
lit' 'lii
I
. iiffei't'1
by3our (illi'igii,
Mir. Judd. of Mliis' .01'
ciii'se, wet all knoiw I1111t tIj(, iealiii of foreigii li'gI)ri aii
11 foig rel'lit iIons reSts WillIi f it', ('iel' Eeviut i e, Iiliii nlore'I eslli'iil113
tlitlt
withi flip' stilt,('Iel
'ai iit.
I feel ceuta 111 1111(1 3i'' ,111i1l.eiof ('Ongress Wvillit s
to douli1luliig Ithait wv I 'il 1111lly3'
I 1(l'5l flip il
(i''of
IliiStite Depart nuentbli
111111
IlilaIIIig fiendly'ie 141(111
ll wit Il III Itil1I loll.,s it I Ia'w'"i'old. 'Te In it t'edNatI(olls
Conurren'Ilit i'esi'litm
t
sri gget'5t

veP1111 lii

l ig('s. slich iis i'1 liii
I un II ig thlie vet o. If

of otliter
iintloris.
I am fOr flip Unilted Nat unis. but 1 11111
iilso Ini favo-4r of r l'(itrig; It Il ii l w11'ilyi3
thait We tail, itiul, as I readiu aind Study3 Dr. Juidd's i'esiluiiton,
I e'(lilt' to fliet' ouliistori 11lint this Is hIs pu~rpoitse.

STRUCTURE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND TIE RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES TO TILE UNITED
NATIONS
FRIDAY, MAY 7, 1948

house o RErnISENTATIVES,
Co3I3n'rE ON FoJIEIO Arr.%uts,

11a.hington, D. 0.
The committee convened at 10 a. ni. in the caucus room, House Office
Building, iHon. Charles A. Eaton (chairman) presiding.
Chairman EAv ON. The committee will be in order.
I will ask Dr. Paul Shipman Andrews, dean, School of Law, Syracuse University, to take the stand.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL SHIPMAN ANDREWS, DEAN, SCHOOL OF
LAW, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Chairman EATON. Dr. Andrews, we are very glad to welcome you

to our midst.

Dr. ANDJIWS. Thank you, sir.

I would like to tell you, if I may, sir, why I and men wiser than I
believe in a federal w6rld government as proposed in 1House Concurrent Resolution No. 59-not as proposed in No. 163.
I am speaking on behalf of the United World Federalists but not
as anl official representative in any way. Officially I speak for myself.
Charles P. Taft said one time, that in America, things often have to
become very bad indeed before they can become very good indeed.
lie was referring, I think, to the moral pressure which exists when
things do get very bad, the driving force which impels people to make
them better.
Conditions in the world obviously are very bad indeed. I really do
not needi to review in this presence) the effect of the atomic bomb, the
assurance of more powerful atomic bombs, the fact that atomic spray
raised from a bomb in New York Ilarbor could destroy all life in that
city, the biological warfare which scientists tell us makes possible now
the atomization of virus which any competent chemist can make in a
bathtub, enough to destroy the population of the United States.
I would like, if I may, to say this:"
Some 200 years ago, the philosopher Rousseau, whom you have
doubtless read, pointed out that things are not civilization, that a savage with a bow and an arrow can do a lot of damage before he is
stopped, but not nearly so much as a man with a gun or a cannon.
Since then the progressive command of technology over material
development and gadgets and bathtubs and electric lights and the
139
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things with which the dictiotniu' is blulgin g, have created a command
over nmaterilal develolmieit wi',h wls beyond whilt Rlouissetau contenpliated bit exactly in line with his thilkin, aind it is leliaived by
t1Y men wisei thanl I-it wits beliplyed eveni bi'fore the iatomic bomib
eitnie,
sir-tiat we wre facing what Jaues Truslow Adams called
the greatest Crisis in recorded h istor'y.
Now with the
Iatom bomb we hI'e obviously reached what. thle
Greeks used to cii t e 1erapatea, the turlig poilit. in a dralint, which
lilai'ke a radicatl d pi
lt'lr e from what lilt(] goite before.
Tho growth of mat erial civilization-tiere is itlong speech which
Colill be mad11e i40bout it, lut there is to tillae for t lit. It seems to
luie re.llItd ii ill a civilizalion so-called, whiel is like one of tliose
('iirous cieatilres that o, sees ill till iilie itsyli-ll)), with etormlls
physical power' and intellectiu I acuity. andtu1ie iio1 11(1and spliritul
(tVeloIliett of it btickward and Viciolis Child.
Such is tle Cuhiiiiitiol of the iii1teriil civilization lit. tle pi'esent
Iime, 1111d its final triumph is that it htis acquired lite
power to (lest roy
itself overnight and coimitit suicide.
We have invented and maht all possibljeh liigs tiecessaryv to ilie
welfare of the hinnia race ill we hlvye not aevotliniel t losei i'vetiliots with ite vision anI the sense tif unity titl( tile gene'ositv, the
willingiiess togive 1ll). which ofily 'lilt illiumiiate their use.
'i'hierie is. as Mr. Arnold Toytbee. tle greatest of iiodern historians
ot.e IolL! tile. Here is it :'all f1"atii 'al electionn i a .,i'vival of tlie
fittest i' ntutiail select ion whici occli's ill political life. iswell il.a
ihe oie wh ichitkes place inll iology. Just as inl biology, wiell a
('1hll1
e of etilit'ollitleit iletlns liit ('el'tliii races or lgrollps of people
or eve11nl Civilizat llns lind t ieiselves less adliptel to slil'l'iel'
in the
nIew eliti'Otite , t llcertaill others, tile formttet' i'e selected for
(destrltlion, the hiltler for doll i 1it itl.
Totibee savs tlint t here have beien some 21 civilizations illtile
worlh's history, of which 14 have disilppealred colilitlely. .5are
ht'tiu lelil-this is whti lit(' sa s in slibstalice-and 2 llor, ou's b*.eitg
6t110 of the. 2-antid as to thelii le raises a query. lie has no delillite,
ttsllitiee that. out's is to be tile last word tlnd'will sli'vive.
i natillail selection opei'tes. lieti, il politics die to chialiges itt the
'eoliOiti 1'r lMoliticial eli'ii'onitteit :but litil
liuid the iitich',lim, with
Ilnlller
eolseqllenl ever-inelilig doillillioli over
tiis teniilerilt
tilll([
teelilo ;
.live il lteiitseIves grown to const it te jian's owi
enviroitnmetnt.

ilscientists. who haive created the
perhapss it is the technologist he.
Aworl we know, iiid perhiips itis ttbey wholii we woi'ship. If.
so, tItey
have Created a strange kitd of creiture. It, is notl their fiutilt. 'God
allows I (10 not blame thell. Thelley have oll v donte their job; bit
iiillti'i I advait'e. iiliti tched by i col'lespondiilgn, advallce ill t lie r'alltt
M siiiritl IlIles. iIllitt'lied by generosity anti vision itnit a sense
or tUllity is self-destructive.
I
lel'ti
1t1t..ay in this presence. that there is a gl'ave uri'gelcy for
Attme'icatsn ill
l thought that the nlitle of tile world's leide'ship
y. Joli ]lelian; the (ovhas fallen otl lie sholllers of this co
ettil'6 General of Caintada, who died some 10 years ago. said flint
gi'tatest.expoleit of what lie called tlhe
Aneriica in his iii, was tilie
spiril] testinient of democracy; tlat thte Aneriican Constitutlion
ai'is
the Conscious work of mi's hiids; that what iad been dole one
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ltope for peace it was
wits to be 11a1Nv
le dole aigaiin; that if tire
could
alll lip S;li( -1I-ji jIIl1 (It(, ti l l s for
II(IC'TS 4II'1: to flil( 11 way t Ic)
predest i Ied leader .
wasiltIl
AIiele
tI
hat task, lie sai l.
Let me repeat, conditions illlhe world are bad(. The pressure is
great anl growing aniong tle peoples of the earth, to find some way
to find itquickly.
to prevent alothIer war al111(
e have been partly taught in a
e haive laIieolli things. W1
hard school, that things are not civilization.
I have an impression that ulmess we harn the lesson pretty comi)letely and l)prettv fast the price may be heavier still and perhaps
beyOfl( 0111. ability to pay.
13t. Imoe and more. inwn are being,driven in all the countries of
a part of their nationalistic
the world to a willingrness to give upl)
sovereignty, to a vision of what peace and prosperity dimly seen
beyondit might mean, and to a sense, that a house divided against
itself camot Stan(d.
We know perfect lv well that treaties and promises between sovereign
nations have never'in recorded history prevented wars: have never
in recorded history beeni kept when the'l)ressure oii a nation was great
enough and its interests led ittoward breaking those promises.
We know. too, that the only way you can exert compulsion on u
nation isto go to will. against it.
History, I thinlk, tleaches us that the only way to prevent wars
betlwet 'd ividluals, groups, tribes, anl nations'is to put one law
over them.
Civil war can then occur, of course, as it did with u., after the
formation of what we called "a more perfect union"; but civil war
to(lay, revolt against a central government, is so much more dillicult
that it has become next to impossible.
At the time of the Civil War, had you or I been alive, sir, we could
off the trusty old musket, l)lt
have gone to our maltlepiece And tzl len
some aruty clothes on and gone out, aind we should have been soldier.'.
Today the central government is the only o1e whichIpossesses tanks,
airplane,s. heavy giis, fdl heavy equipment, which possesses all the
paral Iiialia Vithout which a 1iodl,'rn witr a('11111t possibly be fought.
Revolt has become next to imlpo.si1le.
So thlat, civil war, possible in 1861, is probably impossible now,
except by corrul)tion of a large part of a central'government.
It isiiearly impossible. ifevery member state is disarmed, and if
only the centi'al government )O.5sesses heavy equipment and heavy
I

arnlls.

We know. ifwe know anvthinit from history-please forgive me
for saying this so emphatically in this presence. but all this is so
significant, and I ask your induluence-that unfettered sovereignty
for men or nations is not liberty but license and anarchy.
Men, without one law over themthe English philosopher Hobbes said, a couple of hundred years ago-are like so miany wolves, Ina state of continuous war, muan against man, and
the life of manI like this phraselow, mean, nasty, brutish, and short.
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So it. is withI nutions, as we -ee today. as the pave and power of
destruct ion accelerates.
Histon does liot teach us that ieace is ever l)reserved by l)1'iiiif'5.
when one,sM'e'eigll nation. party to a pnct, is stitliciently greedy or
sifliieitdy afraid to be induced to;
break it.
The rl
essunre of events-as ('harles 1'. Taft said--the ip'essuire, of
events wleni things are so bad is great anid growing toward a federal
goverl|nent whichI will put oneIa w over Ihe nations; which will
strengtihell tile Unaited Na|tions to such it point that it Ivecoies a jiltiolo
of st'ietl3 limited powers, of colrse. butt a luution (f laws, and not
iiierlv any longer ant her League of Nations.
May I irevi(ew briely what has lappeited in this worl-wide hIi0o'nielit foi' i United Nit i(s worl federal I goverlinlient.
Ill the United States. MAlssacliusetts had an official reft'endum la.nt
fall ini
which 1 am| informed 75 percent (if
the eligible voters voted oui
an olliCial proposition ill
255 elect ion (list riots. anod 90.2 percent voted iil
favor of tile resolht ion, for it Conference of the nat ions looking toward
a world federal goveili'ie|it.
Thea
poll of Sep!tember 15, 19-17. indicated that 83 percent of
the ovulation of te United States was for a world conference to
strengthen the United Natiois: 85 percent were for it world federal
gove'rlnent.

Tihe Conimittee of Atomic Scientists. as reported iii the Washington
Post of Jinne 30, 1047, came out for it.
Mr. St inison n||ent ioiied it inn
his article ilForeign Aff'airs.
Sixteen States-I amn told it is 18 Jimw, but I cannot vouch fo.
that-have advocated through their legislatures the calling of it conference in tlie form of the so-called Dlumber re.,olution, which is a
resolut ion in favor of world federill overnniemlt.
It Englhand, Mr. Churchill, on 3hitv 14, 19-17. came out for a world
federal government.
So (Iid Mr. Atlee in 19-16.
I have the doetunentarv references for each of these if you wish their.
Mr. Bevin did so on november 2':23,
1945. Mr. Eden did so-I have
forgotten the date for that, but I have the reference.
Arnold J. Toynbee also pointed out thit it was ||ecessary to have
World federal government unless a series of devastating wars is to run
its comse tuit il oie governmnienit governs tie earth by conquest.
In France, Italy, and China.' there tire provisions ill their new national constitutiolis permitting the executive to enter a world federal
government if and wheni formed.
I am told, although lie hals ]ot personally told ine so, that Count
Sforza has committed himself to wo'hl federal government as well as
Mr. levin|.
Mr. MacKenzie King and John Bracken, leaders of the Progressive
Conservative Party, and Angus Macines, leader of the CCF Party,
also.
Obviously, again, in this presentation, 1 1o not need to point out how
persuasive 'isthe parallel between the situation of the world today
and the situat ion of the 13 little nation states in 1787 before the Anericanl Constitution was formed.
Alniost all of the hatreds and bitnte|'sses which exist between the
inatiols of the world todily fin1d close parallels in tile hatreds and bit-
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terPii.s'es whicl existed letwee. Colieetint when it was raising
to fight Pennsylvani in 1781 : New York, New Jersey. and
('mnle( icilt. when 16hey wore iviig lrilff lilrriers against each other;
b't weeln Ilh
greaIt Stiites 111(1 1li small ; )etwCen the States which laid
cliili to vl.st trlacts of unlexl)lored western hniid an( those which (lid
;irmies

claim.
n10tha%-e sll(']

The pairilel is )lot
exlc. of voillrse. bit to 11v miid(liid to that
of historians miillch wiser hillI a lit'e parallel" is excee(1illgly persilasiv(. ()ne tling is obvio s. Ili
Ilhat is lhat lhe incentive, t lie presstije of m-eits. isstironger Imday l)y far |hall the plressir-e fotr unity
wa,; ill
Iliose dfays. l ,llse
u • ihn.'whli twas to be losI a1l11l whalt. at stakes
was liberty. 'Tomdav what i.alstalk is not olyl libelrly but life anid-in
lhick
ers.h]Iilii',e(
:og
but ini
.oll'r, scielit ilic' faclt-ile exist(llCCl perhaps. of civilization itself.
TleI principles and1 lhe power.; of aIproposed United Nations world
gpveiiniet-United N.tio1s Ieileral Worhl Goveimiiient, is, of
course. lit.
exact phrase to deseril, it. I think. At. least, it pleases
ie.beclll I do liot believe ill
anivIhllng which would scrap or destroy
am' (lililish the Tnite( Nlat ioll.
iis(lf.
I believe in slreimtlhieing the United Nittions by giving it.
addiiolill an(1 llCcessairv l)W('I.s.

The principles (n which sluvi a government must be formed are
as follows:
1. General world membership ol)en to all nations.
0. All powers rCservei to Ilie individual 1mtiols. except those exl)ressly confers(!'or mecessarily inferred ill
Ile worlhl goverimielit.
:l. lforelment of world ltiw (liretlv lupon iim]iviiduals; imot oil
nat ioiis.
.1.
As I said before. the only way yol can compel a nation, is to go
to will agaill. it.
alanc(ed
a.
rcpresniat io.,i lie rel)resentat ion being base( not only
01; population bilt. oil iiliist al. educalilal. aill()
po5sil)y other factot's to lie (let nlinied byt liet( ('ols1 it lit ionill conventitl which will
till
illiatelv set, 1ii)this govelnmntt.
6. A bill of rig ts: A bill of rights, if I may make it. very clear,
which will protect the individual -citizent against tile actions of the
world government but which will not. purport. to interfere with any
existelce on t ile flce of th e eirth; ot
folll of govelimllelt, now ill
pllr[)ort to iiltervell between ally government ail(] its own citizens.
1.Revenue: The United Nitions Pc(lerIal (overnlelnt must. have,
of course, authority to raise all expendable revenue, and that means
a strictly limited power of taxation,
8. Reasonable provisions for amendment.
9. Such a government must, have in its charter provisions prohibiting tile possession of armanent or the manufacture of arms beyond
anal)lproved level for internal police purposes only, by any Hie;nber
nation.
10. Provisions requiring control and ownership by the world federal
government of the dangerouss aspects of atolic-energy developmentt;
much along the lines, I shoul(l think, sir, of the Baruch plan (tile
American plan) ; provisions requiring world inspection, a world United
Nations federal government police, and such armed forces as may
be necessary to enforce world law and provide world security.
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There may be oflher powver.s added. bI! tha, I thilc is (liet irrediciilt.
1ii6iii1iii1 for till
eflet'ive world government.
As to R6"sill. I ful no prophiet. sir-. The im-mher.s of I1.
I(Cn/grv. ..
the Illeilit'S of th leHJo it itd Semite, are ill better pilie to l(
preli(l
Il'aul 1I a.
I lt ]Ibelieve few
t Ihtllimlwlll Ile will hg to tlake their
i'ejl iuuatitn si of) a pr'dli'tion. (0'. llilY]J. eVE'V hls( Ppossible eflorit
sh hli
l le exertedl to illill('e It .isi: to colli' ill. '
Here is where we , (li' Unite(I S1a1.S of Atleri(.l'
llist l)e willing to
give ll), Ilot fat'tors ill akin g for r st'cuIrity. Illot oIII iI i lry strrt'iigtII,
'
Iot Il'ight Io reVist are
(firmtedri,
uil . this world ove'inent is
siOll, if ggr'essioll
l
there he fromit fiow oil, bit we IlmulSt it' wi li1 1g)
1ia11i' liberal coi(,(.ssiols if we nIean llt we waliit a1world goverillieiit
alidt(i io)t wllt to wreth Uli ed Nat ion.
We nuist lea ve Ilie (oolr alwayS opeti fl'Russia or aniy of her sattellitt'
('O tt ries to ('(olli eill.

Now, men wist'r than It hikilc ]llat Russi,. living (jlitt rea list iv'. hll¢ii
ro appa rent objection to losing fic'e, ali(l beilg perft'lyiv wi liihg to
back dwn wheln ('onntroted with tie n(.e,'sitv o. wildoi'of doing .so.
that Russia, teilig (lite rellliisl i(c. thell, lllil ;tolll ill lt tle begi niig,
01' SO011, fill(1 (isarill with tlie rest.
lir eximiple, Mr. Gritenville Clark, a leader of tlie New York Iar,
has suggest ed t hal. we ('ohill well mkt ('oI('('ss
II) lussia, to a
Russia which with othlr nations lhas givet llI ) her Illilie' lll hltr
d1rtiuu11nttt to . world federal government, such CoI'essions. for exilllt',

Ias joint access to aldt jtilit cntrol of the ])ard'anelh.s and of

]|e'itr-easIerl oil.

We wouIld th len have no 'reason to he afraid if
Ill 1..aggression, if
Rul.ssila haid given i her a1rtis, alld a Uniited Nat ions federal goverlnillent had beent forinet, suifliciellil stolltig. as it wouit have toi bet of
Collrse.
With that, 'Mr.
('hl irk
suggests that w should share coli rol with Ith('
Visited Nat iotis w0rl goveriniet of all key points-Suez, (ilraltal',
the Patani Canal, and others.
Of course, if we al'e not willing to make any sacrifices and if Rtssilt
is asked to nu11ke till Ile sticrifiices. otie tlut
s if shte will (o'le ill.
Russia would, if she cnatte ill, have a greater share ill (le worl(lMs
comniree, because there would then be no fear that exports sntt to
Rtissia would be used by hiet ill preparation for war. She wold siave
ilions in military expenditures, avoid ihe arniments race, and be
able to insure her ;people a greater welfare, a higlertst.amlrd of living,
whicl would be perhaps as strong an argunilent for the a(hnilist rat ion11
in l)OWer ill Russia to make to its people, as strong an assuian('e of its
continuing ill power, as it would be to feed its people upon a diet of
danger, sacrifice, huntiger, fear. and1(1 terror of war.
Russia would have aIl equal share i tllhe world's grovernnient and
would have the assuralle of avoiding wIhiat, its leaders llust know,
as well its (us (o, wouhl It' a rt.lprocaliy sit ici11 war.
I have said there is a law of stuvival'of (he fittest, sir, ill politics
as well as ill bioltigy.
I have said, and it is true. that
lithroghout all history, groups and
races and ciilizations have distppear'ed. fitiditng thenselves suddenlyperhlal)s overiight-in anil environment into which they were no lol'ger
i(ll)te(d to survive.
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Mr. .Julml. Alillier tliii I voi gladti ll brought (lit is liii' interest
abroa il Ii iiis mlat 1er. (h'i n'rnMa ish;11 gui ye tis th liiIjP:SI0l t hat
tlit( ' liit ed '-t,.t ('s wmlildllbe it
*ii till (i i511EfW dgts lat
thatl t hiert' waIs ltil ((iii
'St
ill it libi'lulI ; I lhll t hieire tiiill lbe Seriolis objet ioill (Ill t it'. pait. of' other c'fllilt iit to i le Uniiitedt States or. tile Ctllgiress taikinig lct ion Elf ( his Sort.

Well, Mrf. Beviji ('(il ha
lrdly Object to it When he hias already expressedi hiiiiself in favor of stiniefluiiig more radticalI titan aliliing

we have writth'int
ut 11'isollitionls.
Dr. A-xntihuvs. I might adld that at least 102.000. paying members'
of it sister organization aire in Italy andl I an t01(d that 200,000 people
are in Sweden and2( soimetliing like 100 members of the British Parliamnent or p~erhapIIs more now, have commnittedl themselves to this
proposal.
Mr IJUDD. I have been told that about 200 members of the Italian
Parliaient-notthe new one but the one in existence before the recent
elect ion-hiave expressed ap~pr'oval of such action, andl a similar number
in the French Par'liamient and 1410 nmeibers of the British Parliament.
Another red herring which has beenr dragged across thle trail is
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that if we took action of this sort we would be upsetting the power
*

equilibrium in the world.
Rather is not this the case? We are merely recognizing that the
equilibrium has been upset and we are trying to right it and stabilize
it inder world law.
Dr. ANDUwws. I was startled to read that part of the testimony
yesterday, beca use it is in error.
M r. JOD. Another tiing, both Secretary Marshall and Mr. Austin
based most of their hope for improvement in wc,+ conditions on
the fact that we have embarked on the ERP plrograin, and that we
will he able to strengthen the other nations so lihat a situation will
develo) where Russia may be more amenable to reason; that is, we
are not going to adjiist or organization to tile facts. but we are hoping
to adjust the facts to oure present organization. That is the theory.
Senator Austin's chief proposals are: Carry out ERP,strengthen
our own military )osture, strengthen the military posture of our
friends.
Those all depend on one thing, American money and resources,
in(letinitely.
'hiev seem not to take into account the fact that all the remedies
that they say are going to solve the l)roblem depend forever upon
subsidies by the Americai taxpayer, and that there is a point at
which these must end. Your feeling is that while these actions are
necessary and we approve them for the immediate present, that they
are stopgap measures; is that not right ?
Dr. AxNonws. Yes; but a little bit more, and that is that no group
of treaties, no league, no set of promises between independent sovereigi nations, has ever in tile world's history prevented any nation
that. wanted to go to war from doing so, or any nation ihat was
suflieiently afraid, from starting a war to protect itself.
chairmann E.rox. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Lono(cr. Dean Andrews, I regret very Imuch I was not here in
tini to hme01r' your statement.
May I ask you this, sir: Do you favor Resolution 163?
Dr. A Nu
.ws.I differ witi almost every paragraph of it.
Mr. Lomr.. You favor Resolution 59?
Dr. A-ximmws. Yes; that is the one I do favor.
Mi. Loba,. Woul you mind giving me your reasons for being
opposed to Resolution" 163?
Dr. A-nnrs. Mr. Chairman, will you extend my time for 55
minutes, please, sir?
Chairman
e
EATON. Would it he possil)le for our very distinguished
representative of tie legal profession to boil it down any?
Dr. ANDRErWS. I am being softened up now. sir.
I can give in 3 minutes, a brief summary of the general objections,
but the objections to each paragraph, which seem to be almost equally
signiinant, I cannot give in that time, and if the committee would like
I would be glad to sulmit a memorandum to that. effect.
Chairman EATON. I wish you would.
(The information requested follows:)
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MEMORANDUM lY P'AUI. SlIIPM.%N ,ANDIi-W8 it. Tiff COMMi I': ON FOREIGN AYFAIIS
OF Tilff HOUSE OF I(t 1E5.'NTATI 1.1S

Tle following niemoranhlin ii o house Collellrrent ltesoluitioii No. 163 is resiectfilly submitted to tie Comnittee (,it
l'oreigii IteltJuls of the Htouise of
Represent ti yes.
The writer shares tile
ollolili wllih lie believes to be thait of (1elierill
3larshll
us expressed lit his 11l1pca1ralice before the conlnittee oilThursdaiy, .1iy (i, I94S,
with apparent refereijee to this resolution, that its aidolitiol wou'lud not be wise
of helpful.
'h'lie following references fire to the uitiimbered piaragripihs of House Concurrent
Iesolut lon 163.
J'iiralgliiph 1"Til: s paiiigrapih eXp)iessNem al s(Nitiiiileit which fill iliiist liP'ove.
I should, however, prefer to delete the vor(I "sli1" in the t.Xlipre.shli
"the Ulited
Nat lltlis
Chli'ter sha1 lihe revised," iidl slibstitltlit, soille folill (of rtevollidllalll
tloll.
lParagipli2: No parltilar objection excelit tliit 1 hi(ly seills lsefill that
the nietiiler states shlill reta ii their full sovereignty; what 1. iiJlitortmit Is tlo
provide ill
:itly revised UnJited Nt ulli
Clhiarer that till
powers not ex pressly dlefgilld to (lie l.'tJiltI . li)lls federal (JoverlnmeNil to be foriied, or iie''essiI
lit
oid(er to Cairy (ut those powers, Ne., fire expressly res'ved to) the lllember stiltes.
Tilt,
exact Illiginige of tills
filld
fill either provisions shouldi e iigreed upoinj ili
tile
clnveition proposed to be (,.ie(l to revise the Charter.
f'lit
rgriph 3: I.iies 2 to 5 on )ige 2 woiild
proball
y lie olijected to by tile
1. S. S. It., 1illd 5iwelnto ileto aidd little if aillythlig.
'larigraplih 4: No objection.
'lraigrilh 5: I should prefer not to Ise lngliage at this tinme which rillses
aiiy dotilhit, flitd registers ie(, doubt of Congress, is to wilether ir ilt (be U. S. S. It.
would Joili. If it seeills idvisable to i ftil.%i( such laiigilige ilid to brig liplhe
qiiestioii itftit.,;
line, I shoulil prefer iliiguage whlth exliles.sed Ihbe 1irii
inltelilii
(ifthe (Congliigess tllit every ist ilossile effort to sallsfy ile desire of(l
the U'.
S.
S. It. find to bring (iht Colitry witlin the fold, sii.iil lietaken Iefre flithe f4''li-a
tioll
lif ily 'iiled Nat os federal g.verininiiit without tie U. S. S. It. slioliid
be conteniiiltetl or uindertakei.
lurtherniore,t ie "tii're elIeelive iileriiatiollill
orgiiizatitn" which linder this palragraplh Is to lieestl)lli(l if ittisll will
not itilil, sCollis to lile to give exiressoii (0 ill
ideliwhich, either il words orilln
fliiet, I should prefer li ivoid : tilliely, that of till libhliie uigaliiist tie II.S. .14.It.
Tills new Internatlinali orgallizat loll would sullersede inid, I Ihlink, would
wieck tile Liited Natiols. (7erltllily If it were based uioniia1it irter colltaliiilig
the provisions, or a number of the provisions hereinifler pointed it, itlissia
Couldiiever thereafter.loin lind fle wordi' wlilll, I Ililiik, lie perlilenlly divided.
Parfigraph 0: 1 should prefer to assililie (lie I'll
leluilig will to leave" lot of
America alone but of fill nations iiclidilig tle U. S. S. It.
Paragraph 7: No collnelit, excelt that soine of the liaiguage here does not seeni
Suitable for aily"joint resolution of Congress.
Paragraph 7-a: Tills phraseology aboit (lie eliliiillna tion of the veto Is either
designed to exclule ussi"a, or seenis certain to do so.
illis paragraph is, I think, wholly
The definitlol of aggression coiitained fil
Inadequate. Would aii inersion liyMexican bandits it.
Texas flnd l lit tack
by then on an Alericaneiizen libe fillaggression by Mexico? What of lite Alirican landing and occupation of Vera Cruz? There seenis to be allInfinity of other
occuilsituations as to which this (lefilitioll would iotbe clear. As to "llhgill
tioi" tile
Sallie difficulty exists.
Who
Furthermore, every nation always claimis It is fighting n (efelisive .,ir.
Is to deteriline wheui aggression exists find whleh nation is tile
aggressor? If
the proposed new Security Council Is to (eterniie this with or without the
World Court, then In the case of a determilned iggressioln by oie of tle miiajor
powers allentire country Coild easily be oceuplied, in fact, before any dhecisioli
could hieIliiie by the Seurllty (ou ill aid lhe World Court. Fnrtlherniore, iI
iliclear cases wliere iieltilher s( elin be stgilltized a, tle aggressor, wars not
of aggression are apparently still to be permitted. Furtiherniore, who is to
determine that tin illegal eiitry oilforeign territory lias li iicoiniltted? The
some comments apply. There Is, however, a further coninieit; If one ninjor
power had gone ahieid, while the Security Council fid World Court were delatilig,
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to oecupy In filet some defenseless minor CoeIIItry, It' is by no means certain, If
(one remllenirs tie re(,ord of tie Leagli, of Nut iOls. that tie Whr mjunor pi-vwrs
wouhl send the' troops to eject It. And if they did, iI order to send the troops
(if their aggressor power back to the country from which they caine, It might wtl1
be necessary to b0mb anud destroy the cities, territory, anl le'ople of tile 1nfortunate ocellpletl volintry, sonethilng Nv would hesitate to do. Furthermore,
the aggressor country would undoubtedly have tried to itew allies aniong flie
ot4er 11111.41J lpower.s and might hiavie succeehded.
is.tlory (does not tell 11. I liat
nt1ion.4 iiwuys kee i11i,1rprllomises, always seu(il their troops to reefify injustices
in other parts of tlep world, when it (,.s not s4,1ii to their gove)'11i1iHIS or to
their peoples that their own Interests are at stake InI the matter suflelenly to
warrant going to war.
Note Ier(e tile Inherent weakness. of tie pln proposed by Resolution No. 1(6;
Inaillely, that the only way to elforee tilt! provision.s of li prlloosed re'vis(I
United Nations is to go to war against Soni country ill order to collipel It fo
Obey.
Tile deflnilion of "arnilanilent for aggressin"il In T-a senlis likewise Ilnadvqlllte
nn1 Ilnworkable. If one of tile major nlitlons Invelits Ii new type of aIhlllllle
1ore powerflll and (,.strlictive
thanIlefore, or so1e new atnd llore deslrl'etle
weapon, It certainly will not be willing to give it ipIto the lrOlosed neW United
Natiolns a.s lIng ias there is any (hllnger tiiat its Iatlilal a rny (retained 1Illto i
certain quotai by tile eXl)ress provision of tlhls resolulton) nay lie 1.
inn(
combat against national arnmy retain(,(] by one of tile other major nations, or by
till propoled revised United Naltions itself.
So fil -S (lellnitions are conceriel, It Sevlls highly Inadlvisab~le to try to
collilt file (.onwVlthl 01 organizationll which will form such a proposed United
Natllins to spe(ciflc wording which i-4highly controversial and( not subject to exact
(efihliltion an interpretation.
I
Sucih wording had better be left to such collvention.
It ll1(' 22 oin la
pgl 3 We li(] repre.elltlltion iut lihe proposed new Secrity ('ounell
to be rigidly fixed, oil the ratio of 2-2-2-1-1-2. There is no provision for change
If the situation 1n(1 tile relative Illportance of nations change. There Is no
flexibility. "Moreover, this provision seens to preserve forever tie alliances and
hostilities now existing between nation states, tile national loyalties and dlstruqts.
It provides l1o hope, as tie United World Federalists plan ultinmtely does, In lily
oplnionll, of creating a separate loyalty to a United Nations federal government.
Tills allocation of representation in the proposed new Security Council d('filitely
seellt, to' exclui(d Russila. Rlssla certainly could not accept what tlnder present
conditions wolld be a majority against it in the Security Councili, unless It
retained its veto. Indeed, since we cannot le certain that over the years other
countries will not go VolInmunist in addition to Soviet Russia, I feel that It is
practically certain that the United States Itself would not accept this rigidly
deterillined quota of representation.
On IllgE 4 lin1e 4. in International Court of Justice is to be reorganized "simiIarly." This seems to le that Its composition shall be based 11pOll identical
representation fin the 2-2-2-1-1-2 ratio, from tile countries mentioned.
This proportlona to representation in the pl'oposed Security Council World
Court seelns radically unfair to the smaller nations, to such a degree that in my
opinion few. If any of then, would accept.
Paragraph 7-b: Sihce the United States )roposal for an Atomic Development
Authority has now been refused by Russia and further discussion dlscontilnued,
it would sen' that tills provision beginning on line 9 o page 4 would likewise
(l.filltely exclude the possibility of Russia becoming a imemiber. Indeed, I amn
personally dolbltfll of the olleratilo of tile United States proposal under such
arrangement as that provided for In) Resolution No. 1M13.For further disculslionl
of thils proposal, In Its effect on RussIa and on the United States, imay I respectfully refer the comimitlee to the hook I mentioned In 111y oral testimony, Peace
or Anarehy, by Cord Meyer, Jr., pages 129 to 147, Inclusive. This material In
my opinion Is worthy of very serious consideration.
Be lnnling at page 4 line 10. Resolution No. 163 sets 1p 11p arlllament quotas
for the world's nations again oil the 2-2-2-1-1-2 ratio. Such a quota seems
unrealistic. Itussla has manpower beyond ours; we f1ow have production power
beyond that of 11n151l. To allocate to each country equal quantities numleically
or In dollar value or by any other measure of so-called heavy armament, would
leave out of colsideration nil praelical differences between the two countries and
thillesa1e (dilclfulty won)hl be created In respeer to all tile other powers major and
minor. The impossi)lilty of reaching any fair result by such a formula is illus-
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treated In nlleless eXallml)les, to enumnerate whi(h wo(ulld take too long here, but
iiIIsI of which will (ccu li tile nl'ilibers of tile c(IIlilt lee.
Ezicl 111h
ltoa11 Iy wel lIivvd (iilr(nt
mim ns orip
iliPP
qIanntlles
tf
heavy Iminllers,
lII$Ursuit Ilales, biattlhsleship, sulillarilies, Ibcalse of its (Wini'l articulhlr aid pteculiar
tictleal sltuaithil.
Frt'llll'l0ll'Qr, S411111.lilt lnat lli)Ve Ill(lllioln(I', pIssessilg great capacity for
quick l'odlti)n1 (of new weallois (a hitgilly lm isluilrl lized Il
) Ilight in vent
81114' ll('W Wa'p:lon).
If Ihi 'ie was a dispute wvei Iha
l
innat ion alll soe
other
najor nation suci as uiiight hIvi to trouble (ald Indeed because uider 103 each
nation lllust rely for (hefel. se to solie extent and prlhils t) a1 conshihrabtle extent
on its own ar1y ) , thill Ion making th invllellti)n certainly would not willingly
give ill) the secret. Mor(wVer, 20 liercelnt of heavy arm1'ill'llnt ili tilt lalldS of a
great liltls i'hii powe' coPuld lie eximiniltd far more (Itickly lit a Witl titan the
20 percent of II less Ilnduslrilized polwer mid21Imiuch iliol'e tiall tLit 20 percent of
the 8:l1l nations.
.As lng i1s (.1101 natio
I
(h1
or iiiJor lower Is Supp11osd
It)
retain Its national
mIllly
a11ndi
IllISt r(ely fill it Iii iart lit l(lst I'-r its own defetie. luSt s( iog
WillhIi( every
ii;j1111in
1ti11ila at
':4'lllr]:.' liet: .',ted lltes refuse to Ine Ioutlnd by tiny such
rigil fnti ilelsllic l1 tiI l fIf heni y \\'ealIIll.
Paragraph 7-c: Pahe 5, lilt(- 7: 'J'l( "Ilternami4(al cmliigetnt" Is to be under
dlcct colitlol tof it Sveulrity councill it which ia Ilaj(rlty wuld exist against
cerlain (10sics lad interest of 4124'
U. S. S. It. 'i'liis, 4o41, delliittl'y sveis to exclude Russila. Notte that it Is to cmlisist 41f ' ollthe's froll Isialler states only'
tlndl Is to be equilppled with lile e'nltire quota of heavy irmlllnt alllcanted li 7-b
to tit(! stroll I4int18; nuialmley, 24) percent If liit' 1(1tl. Thils leaves (lie small
Inat ll, oif Course, stl'ipped f heavy
'IIllllnnnIII't11a(1 lilllale to t'1l'Il (h4'll) alggresslo8 by itmajor state. Tiis )provishill cl'eates till aryli ready to attack.
Tiere
.epann, to be Ito (lli t In tilt' 1nlulnlis of the 1lllhllrs (f this lt'sohllholl, so oile would
Infer, 1i to wlioni the olbJect of ll1 allttack iniight be.
Ti: quesilloll Imediately irilssts to where tlhe siill nation are! to get tile
Qu1oa of liia\')" arinmtent which they are to citrll)ue to lie Inlteratlolia]
Coltiigenit. Obviously it wll( have t11o
to I! malufactured in te nimajor Illtions,
a14d obviously in the more industrialized lijor 211h)i4s, If there wits to be any
great qllantity of it. Tile sma22ll nations do In(t hilv, t14 Industrial potentll for
11nifacturing battleshllas, carries, sulbll1ai'ies ili quantity, lhonnbirs ili qlaitity, etc., etc. Tln small Inaltilns, mlorever, (1) 1t1 lave 11sfill' as we know Secrets
of sone of ilhe lIore impo11lrtalnt wll(Ions ori lie Indulstlhl potnhtill to iiianufattlure
lelli. 'Tilhs seelts t) ridetu
(ill l14, small nations1, sinec ftIw if any of lhen would
be willing to be compI)ltely st rilpt'd of leavy ar12ialient sc'h as tiley Ilhlit hope
to make for thllelseh'es or plulrchlls(, hi It wold ill worild 1ch
the mlaJor nations were
tl arilletd.
Page 5, line 20, creates or rat her recognizes a fatal weakness ill tile plan proposed
Ili 103. Tit(e national contingentt army (if the United States obviously cllnnot
bt sent into battle to enforce tle iro'isions of the prolmosed world divided nations
without collnlyilg with tile constitutiolil provision that the United States Congress itist declare war. ThIs is tiae "constitutional process" referred to at 1ille
21, so far as tilt! United Sates Is concerned. France and Britain likewise have
constltutiollal )roeesses. This woul lllay, and unll.ss Congress were willing,
would so0far as the United states Is cOll(,erilCd irevent seildilng of the American
national contingellt to th( aid of t14 international coitingenlt ii case of aggression
by some otler miajor pInWer. The Iatinai ('lltco igents tir( to be called upi1Oll )11
t1e majority decision (if the revised 'evurity Council and World Court. Thus,
while one of the i1Jor nations Is engaged
lin aggression againstit m
ninor country,
the Security Council and World Court must sek information, investigate, debate,
l'elm(rt, alld decide, while aggression an(d lerhaapls oeculiation of the mlinor country
become aveonlplished facts.
It Is Important also to note tilt peace-loving nations if they trust ill such a
plain as tils to lrevelt war would almst certainlyy allow thtir ariny to deteriorate
its the Uniited States 122s ill the recent past been known to do! The aggressors,
do not do this.
In lilt(! 0, pago( 6 It is strongly suggested that authors of tils resolution were
fully aware, i1s Indeed was admln4itted on Frhay miorlninlg by 0114(f their representatives on the stand, that Russia could not well b expected 4t become it party
to tny such arranlgenment.
May I respectivefully refer tite(colmnitltc to I1(, list of general CltsideralhIs
which I gave on the stand on May 7 iII response to i question by Congresslan
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Lodge of Connecticut as to my feeling about Colncuront Resolution No. 163. For
the convenience of the committee I will repeat them here.
(A) All executive and legislative powers existing under 16 are vested it
one hlody, the proposed Security Cicill; tie judicial power is vested in 11
hody of precisely the same relative
Ill.loil elitllnetits, 1ind subject to tle
sname proportionate nationalistic Interests andl dliviions.
(11) ']'here sei to Ile Iio power to Imake laws operative find binding on
individuals.
(0) There is no pre-existing body of law capable of beinig aniended, on which
the Security Council as proposed is to act. For all Its al'lariaice to the contrary
It Is to niake Its own law for the occasion, ex post faclo, fin1d tlhell convict anl
act to punish. There seeiis t) be no provision for rai.4lig money by taxailln.
Apparently iioney Is to It, raised by requesting It froi Ihe inenlier inotimnis.
If any nation refuse to contribute,. the only way to compel it to do so W,ollil
be by going to war against it. (Ilelintller tle American Articles of Conredera.
tion which pre('eted the United States ('onslltut ho. tninhir wefikn,..s).
(1)) Tite relince of ]lesolilion No. 163 is on ai fore exerted against linilliot.
(by going to war) not on individmuls: mtid on miti olhil amlres which tire stil.posed
to spring to the aid of the Itteirittiolnill collillgetit wheni lilly violation ,velli's 111t1
to threaten or to fight other ntlthn
mi armlits of til.y revcltlrntit or osrrclius
nation. BulIt tie cotnnlilt tee I int surte will Tieiue(r illit tinder tiietLeague of
Nations certain cOuntrit' refused to still troolS for cerltin 1lrlsts, for fear it
light llielln war!
MN) Resolution 1413 leaves all ntionalI rivalreles tidiiniislined. witii t s(rolg
Incentive oti any Iijor natioti desirig to violtite tile revised charler, to seek
allies among the olher major nitiolls. Attims idI-I rites Ire left In the Itanlis
of the maJor nations, wlich of course are the otei most likely to start aggression
such as milght lad l1gaill to a worhd "lit.
(F) Russia is completely and automatically rtled out. The Tited Ntions It
seenis to ile is destroyed. Ilussla eertttiitly would iot accept a sit unit loti in wliblh
silo could be olut-voted in a World of titons still armed. I dlubt very i11ii0h it'
the United States would do so. Eut1i1ly, the smai11 nlltmiotis could not accept.
because they are deprived of anything remotely t1iipoliclintig a ftir rellresentation, and because they tire stripped of ah heavy tt'innelit.
(0) There Is no protection In the arrangement proposed by 103 against biological wealonls such fig til ie iiadle In de.trucltive quitttt ith's by filly Voipteit
ellemist In a I)athtui). Indeed. the otlly lnfejt I l glirngi
11st slc'll lihologiha I Wellalauis
swins to ine to Ibe the prevetion of war
it. ielf; seeins to Ie,to t take tite ltililli
arlies away froimi each of the nations and leave tlem no power to begin a war.
(i)
Aggressionn by a major nation against a small aind unilportalnt country
night well Ile accomplished whiIle tle Securily Contil deflated. The oilier niallj
untions might lie divided, or might well be rellietatt to tild tier Iroo ls. Orc
their constitutional processes miglt result in it refusal to do so: or liw ('1 nunil
tloud destrructionti of the tiutfori ii.t.t..
Itself might hesiltate to order the tlev.stitioti
occumled country hit order to drive out tile aggressor's army.

Dr. ANDlumws. These are the stimninry reasons only for my opposing
House Concurrent Resolution 16:3.

The executive and legislative powers are vested in one body. the
judicial power in a body of exactly the Saie nationalistic conlpoitioi.
and I use the word "nationalistic"iadvisedly.
There are no preexisting flexible laws on which the Security Council-revamped by this resolution--cin act. It seeis to imke'its own

law for the occasion, ex post facto, and(then convictsand acts to pulnish.
It has no law binding on individuals; there is no legislature. Its
court however, is given a jurisdiction over individuals, but it is difficult for me to understand, although perhaps I am1 just stu)id about
that, how the court could get jurisdiction inless the police could arrest

an individual.
Any change in the law would have to be by the unanimous vote of
the Security Council, I think.

Again, I am not quite sure I understand the resolution in that regard.
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There is no provision for raising money by taxation, Indeed I
found no )rovisioll for ra ising money it. all. Perhaps everybody
Woild give his services free!
If any nation refuses Io colIt rihiile when requested, its I sUl)poSe must
I)e the Idea of tile resolution, then the (nly Wlty yOU Cl compel it to
give
Mioiey
is to gorelies
to waril
against, it.
The
resoittion
on force exerted against the Iiat ions, not against
individuals, and oil national armies spll)ose(l to join with till international contingent, to threaten or light, otIher national arItiies, provided tor atin allowed expressly by this resolution. But the nations
under tile League of Nations, tilie old League of Nations, refused to
send Iroops for fear it niighlt mean war, and one does not know of iny
rellsoll foP ISSill'lie(' thlat t lie netw 1eagtie of Nat ions would not (1o tile

same thing.

It leaves all national rivalries undiminished, with the incentive to

split u ) find take sides, since it. leaves arms and armies in tile bands
of all the major nations, tile ones most likely to start a world war,
armies from all of the small nations,
and eXI)ressIy strips aris andil
whose enthitiitisni for t lit )rovision I should hardly expect.
Russia is completely and automalically ruled out because of the
evident, unal cel)tal)ility to her of provision after Provision.
I will rely Onl ily inenoranduml to cover that in detail, sir.

Russia woul be outvoted inia world of nations still armed, and tile
small nations would be stripped of till protection in the form of heavy
armaments against. other small nations, and would be given no protection by a law over them and by an adequate force, except the internationil contingent.
There is no l)rotection against biological weapons.
Ine(ed, of Course I assume that the committee would agree that. tlhe
only protection against biological weapons is to l)revent war itself,
whereas this resolution, by preserving national armies, contemplates
that there may be international war.
Aggression by a major nation against a small and unimportant one
might be accomplished, while the Security Council debated.
You see, you cannot call out the national contingents under Resolution 163 lntil both the Security Council and the World Court have
debated, argued and decided, if they ever do decide, to request the
major nations to send their national armies. And then, each Nation's
pledge to send troops is subject to its own constitutional processes.
Tle major nations might be divided or might well be reluctant to
send their troops to engage in a quarrel which their people would think
was not their own; or their constitutional processes might result in
refusal.
In other words, there is no obligation on the United States, as I
understand this resolution, to send its contingent of troops anywhere
at the behest of the United Nations created here, unless through its
constitutional processes it approves.
That means, of course, that under our Constitution, obviously we
could not take away from Congress the power to declare war, nor
would we. If Congress refused to declare war, the appeal of the
United Nations for an American contingent would be void.
Tile Council itself might hesitate to devastate and destroy a country occupied by one of the major aggressor nations, for the sake of
d giving back the aggressor nation's troops into its own country. You
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would hesitate, if France were occupied d by Russia, to 1)ond) Paris and
all the cities of France in order to drive the Russians back.
Tliat is just a brief and very partial suniimary of a very few of
the objections I have to 163, sir.:
Mr. LoIe,. 'llank you very
o""eei
Mr. Junr). Mr. Chairman. Ina , I ask a "Yes" or "no" question?
(Chairman Erox. Proceed.
Mr. JUDD. )ean Andrews, if we cannot get Russia to go along in
provisions Snellh as you advocate. do you favor our working for al
association of like-linded nations for collective self-defense under
Article 51'?
1)r. ANmnrws. Do I have to answer "yes" or "no"?
Can I not ask, What are "like-minded nations"?
Mr. J
11.Well, nations that are opposed to Russia, like-minded
in tat least that respect. They are afraid of Russian aggression.
)r. Ax-mu:ws. 'fhie answer is "yes," but only as a last resort, and
only with the confident hope that Russia would ultimately and perhaps sooni come in.
'r. JuJ). Precisely. and that is what is Contemlplated in 16.3.
Chairman EATON. 'hank you very nuch, and we will await with
great anxiety your I0enorltdlin.
)r. AN-1)11WS . Might I venture to recommen(l a little home reading for the committee, Peace or Anarehy, by Cord Meyer, Jr.?
Chairman EvroN. I think thai is i, im'porta!:t. fe will be here
next week.
STATEMENT OF CHAT PATERSON, NATIONAL CHAIRMAN OF THE
AMERICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE
Mr. PiTmnsoN. I would like to put. in a plug for Mr. Meyer's book.
Mr. Meyer was one of the founders of the American Veterans Committee and has been extremely active in,our organization and has
been frankly the leader on world government and I think a recognized leader throughout the United States.
Also, Charles Bolte. who was our previous chairman, was a student of world government and worked with Mr. Meyer in the preparation of that book.
Any questions which I am unable to answer, I am sure Mr. Meyer
will be able to answer beautifully when lie comes before the committee
on Tuesday.
The members of the American Veterans Commlltee recognize that,
the growing competition for arms. bases, and allies between the United
States and the Soviet Union (loe's not'lead to peace but may eventuially result in an utterly devastating War. Although no program of
preparedness can guarantee the security of the United States, we
recognize fully the fact that this Nation will not disarm itself until
it is safe to d6 so. While we were the first national organization to
specifically support the American proposals for international control
of atomic energy, we recognize the futility of unilateral disarmament
fnd believe that the United States must maintain its stock of atomic
weapons until an effective system of international inspection and malagerial control can be agreed to.
Disarmament will only be safe at such time as the United Nations
has been given the power of law to prevent war. The only real secur-
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ity foil the United States vill lie in tie elimination of war itself, as
was so clearly stated in the rel)ort of the Pl'esident's Air Policy Coitimission, hea(led by Thomas Finletter, himself an advocate of world
governmlient.
The American Veterans Coimiittee supports tile United Nations as
the only existing means of interiaional ,ooleratioii, but we realize
that ill its present form it is ilieapable of providing its members with
protection against aggression.

We therefore urge that the Uniited

States fulfill its responsibility as the sole possessor of atomic bombs
bi )rOl)osing such aimendniets to the Charter as are essential if tle
United Nations is to be capable of controlling effectively the new
methods of destruction.
We believe that our Government should tae the initiative in the
United Nations ill advwati ug tll over-all seeiitv program for sil'vival. We believe that our Goveriment sliol'( assert aggressive
world leadership aid should use every meiis of friendly persuasion
to obtaini tile voluntary agreement of all nations to conferring the
following powers oil t lie United Nations:
These recommendations itre fronl our1 hlatform, adopted at our last
Conivenitioni.

1. The power to administer laws hiding tile individual citizens
of every Iiatioii as their first dutv. This legal autloritv of the United
Nations must be limited to only those matters essential to security.
They are (1) the prohibition of the national manufactlre or ownership of all weapoltis of mass destruction; (2) the prohibition of the
phoning or Initiation of war and the prohibition of iatioial armed
forces beyond the size required for the maintenance of domest ic order;
(3) the managerial control of those aspects of the peaceful development of atomic eiiergy that (an lie diverted with dangerous ease to
tlie secret manufacture of bombs.

2. The power to arrest and try in United Nations courts with coinputlsory jurisdictioii those accused of violating the basic security laws
whether they be private citizens or officials of national goveriimenlts..
3. The power to eonduct an international system of inspeetioii,

staffed with competent scientists recruited from'the Iiiemher nations.
These inspectors must. have the right of free access into every country

andi the right to all scient iic informal ion of military value. 'Ihrough
aerial and ground surveys and through investigations of iidistries,
mllinles and 1lergrold struictitres, they reust maintain a continuous
search for all atteml)ts to construct the prohibited armament.
4. The power to raise and stipport it world police force recruited

from individuals of the United Nations and armed with the most effective modern weapons. Located in strategic areas throughout tlh
world, this police force must be silliciently powerful to insure swift
and decisive preventive action against an"iy government that defies
the international inspectors.
If these basic security laws are to provide protection, no national

government can be allowed to obstruct their operation by a single
negative vote and l)rotect its own citizens from the consequence of
their guilt. The permanent members of the Security Council must
agreo to surreler their right to veto United Nations action to enforce
the laws essential to security, while retaiiniig the right of veto over
all other matters.
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We therefore support House Concurrent Resolution 59 as being a
sense resolution of Congress which would call for the full coisid(era.
tion and discussion of th1ese proposals by the member nations within
tile United Nations. No group realizes 'more thoroughly than we do
that the above proposals represent tremendous changes in our attitudes
and considerations of foreign policy. Too little public attention was
given to the aspects of the Finletter report which touched upon wiliat

was called a "double-barreled" policy. On the one hand we prepare
ourselves to live in a world of force,'but at the same time we take the
lead in calling for steps to avoid another war. As the report said:
Our national security can be secured only by the elimination

of war

itself * * * World peace and tin security of the United States are now the
same thing * * * We will not be rid of war until the nations arrive ft a

great agreenment to live together in peace, and to this end give the United
Nations organization the legal and physical power under a regime of law to keep
the pence.

The Finletter report continually emphasizes that relying on the
protection of our arms represents o;ly relative security. It goes on to
say:
To realize this double-barreled policy' will be as dlillcult a task us this country
has ever taken on. * * * It 1iny be that we shall not go all out on either part
of our double-barreled policy--that we shall comlomise with both and achieve
neither.

Many other countries in the world are officially on record as Si rivill'
to achieve world government and from recent polls in America, tle
American people bave expressed the hope that our Government will
take the lead in finding some way of avoiding another disastrous
modern war through devoting as much attention to the attainment of
an adequate system of world law as to the building of our own military
security. Figures are available to show that since 1915 a pproxinately
85 percent of our total Federal budgets have been devoted to payments
for wars and preparations for future wars. Should not we be spending
at least the same proportion of our total budget, and of our thought
and energy to develop an American policy which will lead the way to
the establishment of world law?
So far no nation in the world has offered the peoples of tile world a
program of equal and total security. Two great powers stalk each
other and profess to the world how each at some point may have to
knock each other's block off. We offer the Russians and the world a
program in which we will each fight if our interests are attacked.
The maintenance of peace is a tenuous job. As Raymond Swing
so eloquently pointed outIt will not be a peace based on justice lit a world in which no nation Is judge

oftits own cause; it will be peace based on power, and our power will keep the
peace only as long as no other nation feels it cannot gain something by challengIng us. In such a world it Is a duty to be strong, but this duty weighs as a
trifle In comparison with the duty to seek a world regime with the power to
enact, interpret, and enforce law. It is no argument to say that such a regime
cannot be achieved, that others are not ready for It. The time to worry about
that Is when the United States has taken the lead, has worked long and patiently
and persuasively to bring such a regime Into existence. So far the United States
has not lifted a finger to promote the coming of such a regime. The time has
come when it must throw its whole enthusiasm Into It for otherwise we shall
find ourselves financially strangled by our rising militarism, and our liberties

strangled in the mine process. And despite all we shall have paid In money
and freedom for security, we shall have lost our safety along with our souls.
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Chairman E.vro.N'. Thank you very muich, sir.
Aro there any questions?
Mi'. JoNKMA N. Is there any great fundamental difference between
your organization al l Federal Uinion, Inc.?
Mr'. PATElsoN. There is no connection. I am not acquainted with
that organization. It is different from the United World Federalists,
is it not?
Mi'. JoNKMAN. Yes.
Mr. P.v'rnsoN. I understand there is a difference between our positions. I would feel that they went along with 163 but I may be wrong
about that.
Mlr. Jumn. Theirs is union of the democracies. That is, those who
have reached a certain standard.
Mr. PmuisoN. In that case we are not in the same position.
Mr. JoxiN.M..
That is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Chairman Ero. Mrs. Bolton ?
Mrs. Box)mN.. Mr. Paterson, your second point:
The lwer to arrest and try In Union Nations ('ouii. with (ompulsory Jirlsdicsevurlty laws whet her t hey he. I)rvilte
citizenss or ofil(.i11s of national governmiienits.
floll thoso IcIs'(i| of villin.1w tie Ibi,

Who makes those laws?
3'. P'RATSON. First we must begin bv calling the General Assembly
iilfo a iimeeotiilmg im(ler 109, anld Iheii those security laws agreed upon
would b binding.
Mrs. Jhim'ox. foim feel that the calling of such a meeting wonld
lot (lestroV comil)htelJ, the Iinited Natioins?
Mr. P.xrEnsox. heree are ways and ways of calling and ways and
vayvs of acting. For instance,'if tie general impression were given
that w'e were in effect saving to Russia and those countries witbijn her
own orbit, "We lire going in here to set this u) without you," ald
if the general talk in the meeting ANas along that line, I tlink there
would be no chance in the world of getting them to agree under 109
because IheY ]ave a veto in effect omi that in the Security Council.
when they come i) and have been voted on by two-thirls of tlhe
Assembly.
I thilik tle intent in this is very important.
I believe the point I have irid to niake. although I may have failed
ill olle aspect, is that the olne dynamic force in the world, the United
States. could take the iiit iativ' ill, is ia program of world g'overl'iv(il.
I think you must know that lie people ill the world "Ire wo'ied
about ben, caught in the squeeze play between the two forces. e'lch
of which i. l)III(ing Ui) its a aieiis and they are a fraid they will be
involved in a fial \rmageddon. I feel tie United States couldd
lake tlie initiative anld I realize this is a tremendos (lel-n re from
our previous policies but I think the alternatives to this policy are
so (ainigerous that if we do not, we may be oie of the extiict eivilizatiomis of which we have talked.
There is one thiiig that bothers fie about this total program. I mean
the total present prograii-t he lack of the using of Ihis other lriel
at. this time. and the Col)lete reliance on nationll a1mntinient s.
This is what others ie, and I thill k Mir. Mever will he able to bring
this out much better than I will be al)le to because le has studied it
much Iore thoroughly than I have.
75921-48---11
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On the one hand, you see the armed services requesting tremendous
appropriations and understandably so.
At the same time the same leaders come up and say there is no
defense, in effect, in this present day and age.

In other words, your only poweit is the power of retaliation.
If you take all the items that were in the President's report on
universal training, for example, and a national security program, if
you take each of those items, you will remember that one of them
is the fact that in your power of retaliation your only power is if you
have a decentralized industrial program in America.
Let us follow this out for a period of 5 years, and mind you, now,
1 thinly we have tie chance to take the initiative. Perhaps 5 years later
the (lie will be so set we will not be able to take the lead in a program
of worlh government but if you follow the present program out for
a 5-year period when Russia does have the atom bomb, and others may
as i'ell, we find ourselves having only the power to retaliate.
General Kenney has said 40,000,000 people could be destroyed.
General Eisenhower said the decisive part of a war could be decided
in 90 days.
In effect, that means your only lower of retaliation is in a decentralize(l industrial set-upbecause you could have armies and everything

else arranged but if those centers were knocked out you would have
nothing else to supply.
Therefore, if you think in terms of a program of decentralization
of industry that. means in effect moving the automobile plants of
Detroit (own to Texas, and the steel plants of Pittsburgh, maybe, out
to the Iowa cornfields.
In effect, you say that since we are all concerned with our own
defelise and our own security, the government must be able to say
where everything is going to be located. In other words, no longer
do you build certain important critical plants where rivers come togeticr and other power and water power is available, but you have to
build them from the point of view of the security defense Drogram.
I do not know whether the people who are talking about this present
program have in mind such an over-all defense program, which would
in effect decentralize your industry. I think you will agree that that
means completely the abolition of private enterprise, and I think once
you get your factories in Iowa and your factories in Texas, perhaps
people do not want to move there to work, so that you have the problem of conscripting people and having them go into those areas.
Then you have another problem, that when another countryhas the
atom bomb, a group of people or an individual could go into a given
area, set up a bomb, in a strategic area, and leave, and it could go off
ultimately.
You could drop a certain biological weapon in a water supply so the
next morning when everybody wakes up, everybody who drinks water
that morning is dead. That is perfectly possible.
When you do decentralize, then you have the problem of how can you
trust people in that area. Then you have to institute a program of
control of the people, their movements, and what they have in their
houses.
On the other hand, we say this is a tremendous departure, to work
toward world government. However, let us look at the alternative
5 or 6 years from now.
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Imagine what it will be like when other countries have the same
vea l)ons you do.
,i's. BOLTON. In your decentralization program, you have in mind

tile decentralization of actual human habitation?
Mr. PATMISON. Obviously, I am thinking now not so much in terms
of cities, but concentration of industry. Naturally, you must have
people come to those areas and work.
When we say that the world-government approach seems rather far
away and(1 difficult to obtain, at the same time we should remember
what the other consequences are in terms of the next 10 years.
Mrs. BOLTON. You feel optimistic, do you, in the matter of Russiani
cooperation in such a plan?
Mr. PAtTERSON. My feeling at this point is that the Soviet leaders
nre pretty much convinced that capitalism and communism cannot live
together, but there are just as many convinced in the United States
that they cannot, too.
This is where I think the United States can take the lead. We can:
take, for example, the program I just outlined, of what is going to take
place in 5 or 10 years, and go to the world with it and say, "This is going
to happen to every living human being in the world, and frankly we
are going to take the initiative," and I think you could put Russitt
on the spot.
After all, they have to face the same realities of tremendous military
budgets, tremeii(lous lowering of the living standards at home, tremendous loss of all liberty of movement; they are faced with exactly
the same problems.
Therefore, if we could take the initiative, I think at some future date
it might well apply to them. I think above all we should be working

in the new directions.

Mrs. BOLTON. You feel that the way to do it is not possible under
the present set-up of the United Nations?
Mr. PATERSON. I think you have a system really of collective security, in which you each try to get another nation to come with you but
until one authority has a greater power than any one of the individual
groups, that balance can be overthrown at any given moment.
I do not say this is a simple problem but I say we have to start. I
really do fear the next 10 or 15 years if we continue the present policy.
Mrs. BOLTON. Thank you very much.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Judd.

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Paterson, thank you for your fine statement.
When ERP was before us, some people said, "It is costly, it is
dangerous, it is taking grave chances with the solvency of the United
States."
We were told bv the administration we must do it because the
alternative was ivedn worse. We had to take the calculated risk.
Now, the same administration comes up and says, "We must not take
the calculated risk of trying to get the UN strengthened. That is
too dangerous. We must go on as we are."
Your calculation is this, I gather; that if there are dangers in trying
to move in the proposed direction, there are infinitely greater ones
in not moving. There are possible dangers if we follow your suggestions, but the dangers if we do not are certain and infinitely
greater.
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Therefore, to use the same ERP argument that the administration hit its over tile head with here for so long, we must in this instance,
too, take the calculated risk, because the alternative is wor.ie.
We want the administration to.takeia relatively small etciulated
risk, as against tile grave risk of driftingr into atomic war. Is that
your position?
Mr. PAIt'ERSON. Yes, I think if the Congress took a firm stand and
said, we are for exploring methods, let us get it out in the open, which
is in fact what you are saying in 159.
You have some of the finest minds in the world in this movement.
In the United World Federalists are people like Thomas Finletter.

I have written a letter to the President. trying to establish a President's Commission on Peace and the United Nations, similar to the
ones on national security and on defense and on civil rights.
A lot of people are worried about where we are toing, as to the
United Nations. I feel it is important that you do something about

this, and I realize the Congress (foes not have time to bring pople
from all over the country to lay out some kind of a mrogrmi. 'I he
administration has been comhletely lacking inl this other alternative.
We supported the Marshall pI n ever since Secreta ry Marshall male
his speech. We hope it, will provide a certain measul'e of stability in
Europe. 'T'hat is a calculated risk. However, I fear much more tile
10-year period from now, when other countries have exactly the same
weapons.
Other countries are exactly as nationalistic because they
see no power daring to start on a program that says, "Something is
greater than all of us, and that is otir survival."
I would certainly back what D'. Andrews said with regard to
Mr. 'loynbee on th'it. He was pointed out very clearly, I think, in
his book, what huais happened to civilizations tliat have lacked foresight and that is what we lack now in regard to world government.
Mr. Jut)). Is it not trite that Russia is stronger than any other
nation in Eirope and Asia toda F ?
Mr. PATEUSO-N. I think for those peol)le who talk about tro)ping
atom bombs on the Soviet Union. that that would immediately secure
Russian control through a major part of the world.
Mr. Jumo. She can take t hem one by one if site desires, can she not ?
Mr.

There is no reatsoln to believe that tile Soviet Union
']r'soN.

who is advanced in scienlific and medicinal fields, caimt14 develop
devastating biological and chemical weapons.
JM.
JUD. Sttl)l)ose the ElILI succeeds even better than anyone
anticipates. When we get through. at the end of 4 years, there will
still be individual nations which canibe picked off one by one, call
they not,?
rlh.
PAErr.rsoN. Yes.
Mr. Juno. Therefore, all that that, program does,'if it succe:,ds is
to buy us time in which to get certain nations together in a collective
grouping that can at least, math, if not outweigh, the lower of
Russia.
Russia is not going to go to war if she emnnot win. ERP buys ius
time to develop the collective strength of the non-Soviet ittions.
Mr. PATErsoN. There is another point hpre. I think that the UTnited
States and the Soviet Union, from all I can gather in our own pronouncements and the pronouncements of the Soviet Union, are vying
for the support of the rest of tile nations of the world.
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Now, what is an ideal method of getting our views across?
What sort of prograiu call incite at least some hope in tile peoples
of the world ?
The Communists in effect have a form of world organization . My
feeling is that it is the one remaining idea that can make sense-and
wind you, I think in view of tile resolutions that are available from
a trenme ious nmmber of countries-)r. Andrews listed many of
theta-that they are feeling that way, too, I think as far as history
is concerned it would be the one hope for survival of the United
States.
This is t progralln that is absolutely essential to tie survival of the
United States.
Mr. ,J111rm. Or usuil method in recent years has been not to act,
but just to react. That is the least effective and most. expensive way,
lprolly.
What you want us to do is lead.
Mr. J1rmml.:soN. I thitik tlhis is a tihue when ITUnited StateS Itust
take a aggressive role throughout the world il su)port of some progriam that will secure survival.
Chairman Ex'ox. Mr. Lodge.
Mr. Ln(ow. Mr. Paterson. I have listened to your statement with
gieat interest, and I am Very sympathetic with the preoccupation
which you exIress.
I tale it, that while you favor Resolution 59, you do not favor 163;
is that C're(ct?
Mr. PTrmusox. No. I think if you carried out the basic program
as outlined in 59-that is, you did call your general meeting-then
you coul bring ul) and discuss any points that are include( Iin 163
as well as tle other bills.
Frankly, I feel on 103, and I have not had a chance to study it as
thoroughly as I would like, it is another juggling of votes in the
Security Council instead of an over-all program of disarmament
where there is some force greater than all other forces.
I believe it, is a juggling of the votes anid I do not think it fools
anybody.
Mr. loom.. Mr..Paterson, I would like to ask you this:
Let us assume such a conference is called, and it is impossil)le to
reach agreement. We can assume that that will be the case, because
there is at the moment machinery to amend the United Nations Charter without resort ing to 109.
Mr. Pm-TEisoN. Do you mean the "Little Assembly" proposal
Mr. LomOE. That is not exactly what I had in mind. There have
been changes made in the comllosition of certain organisms of the
United Nations, according to the testimony of General Marshall the
other day. The Charter can under Article 108, be amended.
Let us assume that a conference is called under 109 and that Russia
will not agree to any of tile clianiges which you consider are vital.
What do yu propose in that case?
Mm. PATmR:sox. It is a possibility which would have to be faced
squarely, but it should not discourage atteml)tS now. At this time I
think there are peoples throughout the world who for a variety of
reasons may distrust us as much as they distrust the Soviet Union.
Mr. LODdE. In other words, you would not favor at that point, the
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45 nations seceding from the United Nations and going ahead and
forming another organization?
Mr. PATERSON. I think, frankly, it is somewhat like shadow-boxing
at this point. You have to move back and forth and see those points
where you can move in andpull back, in order to keep both of you
standing ul), so you do not both get knocked out.
I think you have to move Very cautiously and I certainly would
agree with General Marshall's real fears about having the Soviet
Union pull out of the United Nations. I think that wouhl devastating.
Before we go to the meeting, we shoul have some sort of
commission set up where we can get the views of the American people
in abundance before it, to get some reaction of tie thinking of the
American peoo)le on this liing. I em convinced if the United States
is really behind such a prograln, and really proposes it and makes sure
it is not aimed at a particular country but is aimed at a proposal for
the survival of all of us, that that can be conveyed to the rest of the
worll.
I am sure that the Comniunist, International feels that they themselves are going to set ill) their own international system and'I think
they have to be shown that this program has really seized the imagina.
tion and hopes of the people of the world.
Then I do not think they can ot ivill stand completely against it.
That may be a long tme coming. However, I think we niust be
working in that direction.
At this point I think we are doing as Mr. Judd said. simply reacting
at given points around the world, with no over-all securit -survival
program.
Mr. Lonar,. Thank you very much.
Mr. JUDD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LoDOS. Surely.
Mr. JrDD. I may say that the statement by my esteemed colleague
from Connecticut is certainly shadow-boxing, when he spoke as if we
were proposingg seceding from the United Nations. lie consistently
brings that to our minds.
Af -. Lobor:. I have read the *remarks of others that we should proceed with Russia if possible, and if Russia cannot agree, then we should

proceed without her.

That is not a tigment of my imagination, nor an assertion which I
make. I place it in the form of a question, based on the assertion of
a great many others.
Mr. JUDD.' To proceed under article 51, without Russia, if necessary,
does not mean seceding from the United Nations.
Mr. LOEo. May I say to my distinguished friend from Minnesota,
that that has been expressed by a great many people as being the purport of these resolutions.
Mr. Juni. I am trying to correct such an idea on every possible occasion.
AMr-. I.opo0F. Some of the people who have favored it have stated it in
that fashion.
Chairman EATON. Thank you very much, Mr. Paterson, for a very
illuminating statement.
The next witness is Mr. Rimnanoczy, of the American Economic
Foundation.
The Chair would like to say that this afternoon at 2 o'clock we will
meet here again to hear Mr. Mfax Eastman and Prof. David J. Dallin.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD RIMANOCZY, EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN ECONOMIC FOUNDATION
Mrti'. (iui':i

Mr.

~ (presiding). You have a statelelnt ?

Yes, I have a statement. I would like to say that
this statement is at composite of tile attitude of sonie 100 average ))ell
antd women in the Un ited States, businiessmiien, taxicab drivers, find
others, on their ittituide toward Resolution No. 163, when they understzil tile purport of that resol lit ioll.
Mr. J u'w. Mr. (mairnan, may I ask, just what is the American
Economic Foinidat ion
x\l'. l.IMANOCZY. It is 1n1,o'galiZition that has for many years encouraiged public debates and discussions of economic 1)roblenis.
On this matter we enter from the economic aspects of the thing.
Mr. JuDD. It is an organization of businessmen?
Mr. ]tIMANOCZY. It is an edlucational foundation and is so chartered
by the Goverinent, for the purpose of adult discussion of economic
affairs.
Mr. ,DI)D. It is privately el(h)wed?
Mr. RIt AmNoczY. It is privately endowed.
As I say, this is a composite of tile average man's reactions. It is not
on the level of the statesmen or the political scientists.
The events that have taken place since Russia was given control of
eastern Europe--a control that was guaranteed by the decisions at
Yalta-have made one stubborn fact increasingly clear.
America must either take leadership to conquer the world or take
leadership to conquer war.
As matters now stand, we live ill an atmosphere of war that, at any
moment, may veto any and all )lans for our day-to-day life. Under
these conditions no long-range planning of domestic policy is possible,
because without warning, the stern hand of war can clamp the controls of dictatorship upon us.
War is the greatest of all political dictators over a free people,
because self-preservation requires blind Obedience to military decisiotus, based on knowledge and logic whi!h must be kept secret from
theWar
people.
is the greatest fiscal dictator over a prosperous people. The
MA.NoczY.

ravenous appetite of modern armaments must be satisfied, regardless
of the personal sacrifices involved.
War is the greatest labor dictator over free labor unions and over
free trade associations because group interests must be brushed aside
in the interests of victory.
Obviously America has no intention of conquering the world. Therefore, until we have a foreign policy that assures peace or intelligently
controls the i'isk of war, our day-to-day lives cannot be planned with
any degree of confidence. We cannot (lodge the facts.
America does not want war, but there are certain conditions under
which America has always refused to remain at peace.
We always start wars at a disadvantage, however, because being
constituted as we are, we always wait until the other fellow attacks
us and he gets the jump on us.
Since the shooting sto)lped 3 years ago, we have not made a single
important move toward the prevention of another war. For this
reason I feel constrained to endorse the simple blueprint for peace
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that has been developing for many years in America and1(]
is now under
consideration by this body.
'Ihis is a plil conceived on the connon-sense requirements of law
an1d order 1111d iiiii'tlllred with tlhe. Collect ive wisdoil of thousands of
persolsi, find dozens of civic organizations.
The community of nations is like a community of people. Law
an1 order in any'free country are maintained by three devices known

to all men:

A ('ol(h of laws, i cor!t of law, 1111d a policenian to enforce tile
court's decisions.
'ht' peoplo il
l free colinittlliy (1o not give Up lheirIpersonal soy('reigntIt
except
in of
onedoin,._,
respect.
'hey agree
not to
tile peace,
go, Canno;t
veto their
own)reak
indlictment
by
Md whien accused
the district attoriiev. o. iri 1 owl) conviction Ilv tli.cotls.
cor'tir, tli*,re coId
Without tie law, the iIurl anId the cop (ut tll'e
bo i Civilizatiol 1(d the )resence of the cop), the professionals hiuiter
(if ('rim inals, 11lvs it uiliiiecessaly for tile private citizen Io joini a
s(1111ad of vigilailes 1111d go olit and get shot.
NIow. thIis simple hllepr'ilit cal be Irais ferred to theI problem facing
the (,oiluImiinlity of ltions. 'They iieled the llw, the court, 11ad tihe co )
(iii t he colder.
Thw Uni ted Nat ions as it isnow co'nst it it ed is a hollow shel I. because
it lacks three this,and 1s longi as it continues to lack thelnt it will
,ontinue to he a horlow shell.
The proposal which is frequenltlv referred to as the A 13 C plan,
l.ro'ides fbr ite Ilaw, file court andi(he co ) oil tlie corner.
'The only privilege of sovervignt y t hat woald hlve to be surrendered
by individual nations is the pr.livifge which every nat ion siys it will
ieveir u.se, tile privilege of waging aggressive war.
ihe government of every mlion professes to halte will-. Here is oil'
chance to find((lit.
If we insist that tle veto cannot he used illmatters of aggression,
we will then have a line-tip of all peace-loving nat ions.
If Russia is not in that line-up, which is noit at all certain, the organizat ion can a1(d 3ms( proceed without her.
Personally, I believe that Russia will be induced to come along.
to cheek heri guns lit tile (loor, and sit down in the peaceful circle of
ttions. My chief reasons for believing this are two i nmbnher:
First, the'l)(eolh of Russia (1o not want will,, and aire kept in a psychological stale of war only through un founded rumors of liggressiol.
Second, ito nat ion go(,s to war less there is a matleniatica )blalce
illfavor of victory and under this plan, the Russian General Staff
would see 80 percent of the might of the wrhl agailist them.
This proposed change ill file United Nations is more than faith to
Riissia. It. offers her ii'ore military parity with the nations which
silo claims are hostile, than she could ever achieve in all out-andout. armament race. It ofI'ers ]le' its much military strength as France
find Chinla combined.
It offers her enough military strength to effectively defelnd herself
but does not offer her enough strength to attack anyone, because the
balance of the military power, 20 percent of the world power, lies
with the international police force that is at the disposal of the World
Court and under the command of the United Nations General Staff.
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This proposed internal ional police force is a highly trained, wellequipped group of professional soldiers, slj'ported bytall UN members. It contains no American, Frenlch, British, Russian, or Chinese
citizens,
an1d IaIs
its comlposit
i101 willpoliceman.
lbe
such that itcould not possibly lose
its neentraliv
it professional
In case oaggression, this force, plus the home army of the nation
being attacked, will always re(resent an overwhelniig Superiority
of force.
Oniil in a dire ald unforeseell combination of circumstances would
any s(;hlier of any big nation ever be (aled 1pon to light except on
his own soil and ill defense of his own lile.
This p1la offers the best hole that I (tl see for relief from the
maek-b~realcilig economic I)II'denl of the irllIIIent race.
It provides that tho totill amnlotplt of heavy arilailents shall
I*;Jecided by tile United Nat ions. and the tent lit ire I~lloca! ioll provides
tha, the proluction shall Ibe split in six ways: 20 percent to the
Unit I States: 20 percent to Britain: 20 percent to Russia; 20 percent
to the i.'ternational lice
force; and 10 percent each to France and
China.
The production of armments would cease to he a race and would
undou tedly lie
shlarlly reduced because, when the other fellow call
have 11o bigger or mor eXilensive stick tia1u you can have, you are
apt to vote for a small and cheaper one.
This plln ciiii he of trementiA0s value to the regional plans now
under consideration . It would give elirni'ous sigicii aice to the
Marshall )la, which isinow largely 1il1(ihflt to Iumy the good will and
stiffen the backbone of certain m6tims against Conmnuniist aggression.
When we ask Italy. Firace. till(] other nat ionis to coml)at CommiIunilsl
we are asking then to do a lot, because they are exposed to easy invasionl Ind we ar-e not It(%w ali]p to r,_,urajIto,- {|eml police Ip'otevt(* ion.
This planl would aid the point ica(reorganizat (ioof western Europe.
When the western 1iioli (f Eurol)e is now (liscussed, the delegates
cammot now forget that other alliances equally well conceived have
collapsed ill the age-old gaie of lower l)olitics.
We may as well face the fact that. the atomic bomb of America is
not going to force world peace as did thie Roman legions and as (lid
the British Navy. We are not gaited that way. We want to stay
home and enjoy our families.
Being lpsychllogically confine(, as we are. to the law, the court, and
tie Cop ()It
tihe corner, we may" as well get about the job of doing
something about it, hecaluse I ihue most (letilitely is not oil our side.
The onhly meeliaisin available to us at tils time is tile United
Nations. It is a better mechanism than the past performance would
indicate. It. is comlulete except for a simple train of three gears,
without. which it just threshes around in free wheeling.
We know what these three gears are-the law, the court, and the
co),on the corner.
Ie first of these years is thle law, Ilie law that no nation can attack
another without bringing down ulpon itself the combined might of
the world comnniulity, 1(and
that 110 nation call veto an investigation
into its actions involving aggression or l)reparation for aggression.
'Iie secoiid gear is tile Court. It already exists, but it,
too, is futile
ill its present state.
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We call and should empower this

ourt to review ill charges of

aggression properly presented to it by tile Security ComnciT that
would correspond to a world district attorney.
The third gear is the cop on the cornIer. We can and should place
at the disposal of the Court, a strong, tyraml-proof policeman in
the World police force, Composed entirely of citizens of small nations
and under the direction of the General staff of the Security Council.
W'hen these three steps are taken, one of two things will happen:
Russia will either come in or stay out.
Should Russia come in, the threat of war is ended. She can neither

attack nor be attacked.
But suppose Russia stays out and sulks behind her iron curtaiii?
There is still very little danger of war. Tle world community con.
sists of about 2,300,000,000 people. On htis,;ia's side, including fll her
satellites, would be only about 2(160,0),00,
wlich is about 10 per,-.it
(f the worl's manpower.
The prodtictive assets of the world, the things needed to produce
for war, total about $812,000,000,000.
On Rbussia's side wolild ie only about $140,000,000,000 of these assets. less than 20 percent.
This means that Russia's mathematical chances of event nal victorregardless of how sweeping the first campaign might be-wold be
hlo)elessly against her. And nations seldom fight hopeless wars unless
they are hopelessly deficient in national resources, a fact which is not
true of Russia.
Another way of looking at this plan is to ask: What is against it.?
I find little or nothing. It in no way weakens our defensivee position. Should we desire we coull have a million short-range attack
and pursuit planes and a coastal gun every hundred feet of our coast
line.
It does not involve increased expendituires. In fact it is the only
plan I have seen that promises to lighten the burdensome cost of notional defense. It does not involve the surrendering of national sovereignty except in one matter and that is one we have no use for.
It does not increase our need for a standing army. In fact, it removes much of this need.
It does not increase the risk of our boys fighting on foreign soil.
In fact, it practically eliminates any such possibility.
In this plan I believe the worl( has found the answer to peace. It
is not an impractical, idealistic answer, l)ut a practical answer that
appeals to the enlightened selfishness of all nations and guarantees

crushing defeat for any nation or group of nations that would once
more spread death and destruction and desolation across the face of
the earth.

Now, there are two points, sir, that have been in the public press,
on previous testimony. I have not seen them contradicted in the
public press and they seriously affect this thing:
One was a statement by the Secretary of State which was quoted
in the New York Times. Secretary Mfarshall said he is unwilling to
see the United States lose the protection of the veto power, against

having its men committed to military action.
There were three newspaper articles in New York on that speech
and in each one the reporter went on to interpret that as meaning,

commitment without congressional action.
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Of course, people never read anything carefully nowadays but ii
line 21 of Resolution 163, page 15,dealing with the armed forces of
the five major owCers, it says "subject to their constitutional processes."
I suggesttltat the committee have the public press correct this
inference, which in the city of New York, at least, was general. Every
article hand that in it.
The second on is attributed also to the Secretary of State. He
attributed the policy of the administration to the balance of military
strength that so greatly declined in the western world against a
rising strength in tie eastern world.
From this, the average man ill the street would assume a very
slibstantlal military strength on the part of Russia, and when ,you
say two parts, you think of halves.
If I eut, a finger off I would 1)e in two parts but I would not be in
two halves.
I t hink it is ext remelv important.
I have a study here,'just completed by our research director. The
documentation iof this would fill, almost, this room, because we havo
had access to practically all of the records of every nation in the
United Nations.
The World Assets Audit Corp. does the work for us. It is one of
our affiliates.
It even has Rsmsian sources, which rather surprised me.
I will leave this with the committee, because it is the final answer to

this question of the dividing into two parts, and the rising strength
of the East.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
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Oceania:
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Total, eastern Europe
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F rance -----------------------------------213
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Norway
Footnotes at end of table.
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Western Europe--Continued
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i
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West Indies:
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Cuba ...................
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t No data available.
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s Less than 1.000.

$Contained in fleuro above.
'See colonial table.
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STRUCTURE OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Mr. Rr.,,oczY. This is 1il inventory of the wealth of every nation
in tile world. It deals with tie land area in square miles, tile )ol)Ulation total, the labor force total. 'hen (ome the financial aspects,
which hve a great deal to (10 with the p rodhutivity, such as exchange
rate, volume of trade, cost of government, and1 pubic debt.
When we ge't to the important. part, we find pIiysical assets, devote(l
to pro(hiction, which is the meaisutmenint of capacity to wage and
stistiain war.
We start ill the east.
Russia has $29,000,000,000 of assets in Asia.
TlhieiAwe come down to eastern Euirope. IiiClmling the Gernian
zone, they have 110 billion in eastern Europe. 'hiat is a total of
$440,000,000,000, wIiich is the maxinmiin that Russia could command.
The world total is $812,000,000,000.
I f that is two parts, thieii there is soniethiig wrong in my arithet ic.
''here is no possibility of Russia having any military success iiihler
this plan, unless we let her grow and grow and grow, anid that is what
we have been doing.
As I said, time is definitely not oii our side of this thing, and I see
nothing to lose by )rompt action and everything to lose by 110 action.
Mr. CIMrir1FILD (presiding). Thank you very much for your constructive statement.
I have but one question.
Did vou make a statement in substance that we have not taken a
single step since the fighting stopped for peace?
Mr. I m. ,Noczy. A single important step.
Mr. (111uEFIEL:wT. In that case, many Members of Congress are under
a grave misap)prehiension, because I think we have taken a number of
steps.
Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JoNKMAN-. I have been very much interested in your statement,
si'.
I have no questions.
fr. CIIIPEIFIELD. Mrs. Bolton ?
Mrs. Boi.'ro,. Thank you for your very interesting statement.
I wanted to ask you' about 'what I understood you to say on the
matter of Russia.
I)id I understand correctly that you suggested that she would stay
behind her curtain if she separated herself from us?
Mr. RIMANOCZY. I do not think Russia is going to stay out. Assuning that this plan went into effect, I do not think she would stay out.
Her people are more war weary than ourselves and more war weary
than most others.
The Russian peasant has but three things lie wants-ind, bread,
and peace. That was the slogan of the Bolshevik revolution. As a
matter of fact, the people of Russia are not stupid, but their jidgment can be no better than their information. And we have been
behaving in a manner that can be construed as being hostile to Russia.
Now, if we step lip and ask Russia to marry us, if Russia refuses
site is taking the action to excommunicate herself. We are not excommunicating Russia. She is taking the action which results in her
leaving.
Mrs. Bor 1'im. Yes; but the Russian people themselves can hardly
be said to have much voice in what the Kreilin does, and the Kremlin
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has acquired i good 1i1ai1y lXiO)ple vlo are not peasal)ts ill these Coniglious territories, and tlie original voice of tile Kremlin or of the
(ommnists said very forcibly that it was t heir purpose Mid intenition to (old rol tie entire woi'ld, regardless of what had to be de.t royel ill til process.
I)o ou thijk they have given up that intention?
Mr: RI-mm~o'zY.' I think there is quite a substantial force within
fte Comnuuiist Party that has. All I know is what people coming
from there tell u1e.
Mrs. BIdorx. What kind (of people?
Mr. R MANOczY. Newspaper men, travehrs, and students of inter1l ollonal political science.
heree is a pretty substantial peace party within the Communist
Iroup il power there, and I (1o not think that any nation that has to
1eeppelPhasi as much as 10 percent of its peol)le in concentration
camps coull be called a single-minded nat ion.
M's. BlI.TON. I (o not siy Russia is a single-minded nation. I simply express the uiderstandilng most people have of tile situation there,
thut there is coml)lete control by the state.
Mr. RuMxoczY. 'Ihat is very true. I think the average American,
for example, thinks that, all Rtssians are robots. I think most Americans believe that the Russian people are under absolute domination.
Iowever, they have to he cajoled and fooled and prop)agandized just as
much as aliy other peol)le (to.
Mrs. Bti;rox. 1To ia(egree, It if they go beyond a certain pointMr. Rt[mAoczY. '1hen they go into the coucenit rat ion caml)s. However, I think every effort has been made to control them through misinformation rather
than through force. I mean, that is just the nat..
'rallhing to (o.e%

Mh's. BOI.ToN. I (1o not believe you quite understand what I mean
by my quest ion
Has tile dominmt communistic force in Russia, that absolutely controls the contiguous countries-have you any feeling that they are
going to abandon the original Communist doctrine of world control?
Mr. RIMANoczY. I think they Iflight; yes.
Mrs. Boirox. You are an optimist. I am ha))y to find someone
who feels that way.
Mr. RIMANoczY. If they are faced with a situation like this; that
is what I am talking about, they would not do it. unless they were faced
with a grim alternative.
Mrs. BOLTON. Of course Communists are past masters at changing
aind shifting their methods. The fact that they lost the election inl
Italy sets them back temporarily only, but the idea that they have
abandoned the idea of taking over Italy at some future date is probably wrong, is it not?
Sir. RIMANOCzY. I believe their plan las been to take over as much
as they can get, by with and then recede as much as lhey have to. however, they always have a concession to make, because they are always
doing something wrong, which is very handy.
If they are faced with an overwheh ing position of peace-loving
itations,'I think there is a substantial element in Russia that will say,
"All right; the jig is up."
7592148-12
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Mrs. BovroN. Yoi will remember, of course, that Mr. Litvinov

was very much inclined toward the western thinking.
to Mr. Molotov.

He lost out

Is that not the tendency in the Government? If they do not agree
with this controlling, )olicy, they io not go very far, (to they?
Mr. RMAtoNVzY. 'Thatis right.
The world-cotiqiest pattern is not a pattern of the Russian people.

I think it is necessary to distinguish what the objectives of tie

Russian people fire.

Mrs. lTON. It seems to tilyou are basing your argument on
the idea that the Russian people may win out and the Russian Coi-

munists will lose.
That would b)e the salvation of a great many situations.
Mr. Rim.,xoCzY. I believe this would exert great influence in Russia
right now.
Mrs. BomTOm. Ilow would they ever know anything about it?
Mr. RM.%NocZY. The boys at the top know.

Mns. BOLTON. 'That is n(;t tile Russian people, which you are talking
aboutits being those who will save the situation.
Mr. RIm.%xoczY. As I indicated, it is my opinion tfhat that viewpoilit
witich has been referred to its tlie peace piartv with in the Russia li
Govert ent, (loes relreseitt that attitude. It does represent tile feelings of the great masses of tile people.
Mrh. loI:ro . )o you believe within tle 14 lPolitburcau people there
are those who represent a peace l)arty ?
Mr. lMANVzy. I believe there is some rel)resentation tiere. I

do not think thMere is ittch said about it. That is tile point.

This would give those people a lever to work with iintheir own

Mn'.. IoI.Oox. Ihee is i ,Iustimn
but what tle Russian people atr('
a deeply mvstically religious people and have been fori a great many
celltut'i;s. 'Hlowever. lhev an,ill the grip of a Com)letely irreligious
and completely ruthless group.
If you look forwan to tlie inonient whenlthis group will lose its
hold, I joit you. but I do not feel that is going to hal))en in tile
very near fut
ire.

Ifar deeply interested iii your feeling that there is a growing l)OSsibility tie !jmple of Ruvs,,a will omce again have a voice in their
own lives.
Thaink vo very much.
Mr. JOfKMANl
Wul the laily yield to mite?
Mrs. Ii.-mO. Yes, inleeil.
Mr. ,ONKMAN. Mr. Ilimaioemzy, you used two figures of speech which
intrigued me very nnh. One was tile difference between two l)arts
and two halves.
You intrigued me also on the testimony of tie Federalists.
In the United Nations Orgitization, those who tire not inare claitioring to get in from both sides. What proportion of them do you think
would join a movement such as You propose?
Mr.REMtMxoczY. Within the United Nations, did you say?
Mr. Jo.NKMAN. Within the nations of the world.
You cannot use the United Nations, now.
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Mr. RI ArNocz1Y. I certainly would use tile United Nations. It
would simply be a club within a club. TIhere is nothing against having
another organization within the one organization.
Mr. JONKMAN. Unless you had a substantial portion of them, would
you still not be faced with the same conditions t hat are now facing us?
Mr. RIMA?%'oczY. I think you would get every country outside of the
Russian orbit.
Mr. JoNICIMAN. I am afraid you are optimistic there, too.
You indicated that Russia could hinder the marriage and we would
have to (1o something.
If a young couple are engaged and are keeping company and cannot
get along together and are lighting all the time, (to you think they
would improve the situation any by making an additional contract?
Mr. R.AxoczY. I willup.not foilowv my analogy down that road. I do
not think it will stand
Mr. ,oNKMAN. Do you not think we would be pursuing a somewhat
similar course if we entered into a federation of nations or binding
agreements such as you have as tie only thing we can use against
.aggression?
Mr. li.mA.oczY. I would say we have not even been keel)ing compatty with Russia, and now we are proposing marriage right off tAe bat.
I do not believe the postwar interim Whfich you suggest coulh ie

eelled keeping company.
Mr. JONWI[IN. DO you llell tle presellt relations?
Mr. Rimmxoczl. They are not what I would call keeping Company.
Mr. ,h.JmAN. In other words, you are willing to go even further,r
than that and have a pig in a poke?
Mr. Rlm.%xoczv. WS; am willing to go the full way.
Mr. (im mmEmrm
. Dr. Judd.
Mr. ,Jure). Oil the question Mrs. Bolton wits discussing, wasmt the
reason that Mr. Litvinov was cashiered, the fact that his policies of
cooperation did not get the support of the western powers? The
Kremlin backed him mitil England and1F race would not go along
with hitum against I-tler's aggression. It thienremoved him.
Therefore, the only hope for getting Russia to a place where tlhe
Peol)le can have a larger share ill the (iovellunllent, is when tile olit bureau cannot continue to 1)1111 rabbits out of the het. When it runs
tip against force which it cammnt conquer, and it knows in advance it
cannttot conquer, anld wheni it (annot (ontiie by sl)ectacular successes
to prove its complete ouliscience and superlatiive skill in handling
Russias affairs, then tile feeling against it will grow.
Mr. RIMANoczY. They have a basket of trained snakes, and they let
them out in the morning, and at night they take them in. They keep
the People in anlluproar that way,.
Stalin has promised that alter this emergrencly is over, they are
going to settle down to land, peace, and bread. They cannot extend
that promise indefinitely.
If an international shuation is created and publicized to tile best
of our ability to l)ublicize it in Russia, they are not going to be able
to set up these straw men. There will not he any straw men to set ui).
Mr. Jum). You are in favor of House Concurrent Resolution 16,11
Mr. RiMANOCZY. I am.
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Mr. ,Jhi). Are you in favor of it, exactly as it is written, or are you
in favor of tie tlinigs it ties to do but recognize there Iay be soio
proj)er revision aid improveienl of the lall.iiuage ?
' ocZ. I say I am iil favor of it as it is ill the light of
'Im.
what I know 11l141it the'legal m1clhi ery flt. eight have to le used.
I think Ioi wAvillh have to startt With section I). It is Dossible you
ohlil, st ' I lere, if Russia were suufliiently apprized of Ile temier of
Ile titel Nil ,.s. wou Inight stop Ihere., Olierwise, you wotid ]avo
to go to trlie 1'ail set up a clib within a clb.
Mr. ,lJmi.
Yoll say it' we call get agreenient liiider 109 that is the
No. I objective.
Mir. U1.?'iNo(z. That is right.
Mr. Juo. B]lt tlha tihe proposal as outlied ili 163 is a second line
of (h,fense in caseAwe vaiinnot get agreemelut ?
Mr. RrIM.%.ovz. 'lit is exact I, my feeling.
Mr. JITIm). I was interested in your phrase "a club within a club,"
because that idtea has been disciisseid repeatedly here, but not expressed
so succinctly.
Is it your view that if wve caliot get Russia to agi'ee to some changes
which vould make the United Nations as a whole workable, then we
should uiot secede a1ndl go off mid set iul) it complPtely separate orgainization but should work Iiuider 51 to uiike a porltiol of the United
Nalions work-i-lithouigh (lie langlage "to establishi a more effective
ilaerlntional organization:" is susceptible of misinterpretation as
Ilealillag a w lolly Selnlate orgallizatio.i ?
Mr. R]h,i%.oczy. V's; I do not like that one phrase in there.
Mr. ,Jinn. I want to uln1derstanld your intent becituse you are one of
the hackers of 163. Your intention is to develo) a club; within a club
in case we vamot get everybody to go along?
Mr. IMAINocZY. That Is co:rect.
Mr. JTmn. There has been talk about a bridge, that we must not take
this action lest we otend Russia ani1d break the bridge bet.weein us
and Russia.
)o you think the Russians are as interested in keeping such a
bridge as we are?
Mr. R[ MANocZY. I havC never seen any such bridge. I think we are
just hollering at each other across the canyon.
Mr. JuJ). Well, there is a one-way-traffic bridge. They have access to its and our information but we have none of theirs. ,Some talk
as if they would want to break the bridge. They have much more to
gain by keeping the bridge as it is, than we have.
What we want is a two-way-traflic bridge.
Mr. lnrIm-,XoczY. I think it, is unrealistic to say that this would antagonize Russia any more than we have already antagonizedl her. This
is merely putting into words the situation that already exists.
Mr. JuY). General Marshall says if we call a conference it is liable
to disrupt and destroy the United Nations because of threatening
Russia.

)o you think putting navies in the Pacific and Mediterranean and
building air bases all around Russia might. possibly be regarded Ily
the men in the Kremlin as threatening them?
'
Yet General Marshall (loes not oppose that action.
Mr. RiMtNoczy. I think you have quite a point there.
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r. JUDn. If Russiai iefilsed to agree to it general revision that
woul make liw IUN workale, 1111dl
iln
M, d1o yolu think Ruissill
woulhl pull out ? we went ahead unher art ide
IIr. filxNoczy. No. 'l'lat forill is too vaintile to her.
Mr. ,Juno. Therefore it would not disrupt the Unitled Natio1s, ill

your opinlionl e

All.. RIm.miczy. No.
Mr. ,Jum). )o you think it wouhl precipitate attacks lby Russia
against the uIadI(s in I'41ope?
1 1m talkiniz about timing now. If we were to do it now before tlhe
Marshall
p)IIlilths had flie to operate enlough 1) 'ref the we.lerjl Iatio1s strengil ened, if we were to l)iek this illonlent, to do it. niiiight it
ill
your opili0. preil)iitie act 1inh Rus'sia to grab tho e countries
ri,,illt
1ow whil fithey, are still we11l0
Mr. ]Tlr.XNo(Zv. there are three reasons for mv tllinkint lthat lt
woilu not hIa)l)en. If they contemplatecd anything like that lit
this
tilli they,would ha e alrel ly doe it. Il tllt respecl ttlime is working agaitist tihem. Second. ifey cerltiily ltist know u111l every miitfiry expert kniows thlt tile hli'd
4111u
I!lE 1i'e is Ult ,',hlh,.
'lyhe
woul ot, ha
nice.'. Their Supply lines wol biriddled. lhe'y
Woulll hot evenl control the seacoast of tile arela they occupied.
The third and l)elha)s tile most important inliniedilite reason is
that they would Ie taking over a pooriouse. They voildi not possibly
take over the load of tilie fislill
a
llan which is not a ar ilicalarl '
ge'llois lJan. I do not think even with it(Marshall plan tle people of Europe are going to live in anything but pretty grim discomfort.
BA for Russia to inirdeltl e to Col;trol lise leol)le underill' Colditions she would have to force them to live, I think is completely
illYealist ic. I do not think they wouh itrv it.
31r. ,Jt'D). 1)o1011 believe liat as long'as Russia is "'der tile group
of people who pn'esently control her, there mst hw somewhere in
lie worl(l an o1'gail ize(l force of equal or greater stren,,th to prevent
further aggriession by her in accordnce with her owi annolced
inltenlins?

Mr. Rim.MXo('z1. I think there must be and I think it must he
rat her prompt.
There are two forces illRUssia. ole which is quite nationalistic.
I mean there is a strong nnt ionahist ic feeling in Russial, as against
the international.
The nationalists have been taking a heating because tle ilternafionallists have had victor, after victory to Ian u1p. If tlhat stops.
the nationalists will have'a farmore potent argilnent ill tile council
thami tlhey have how.
If we walit long enough, obviously Russia is going to he sullicientl
strong so that even our superiority will not, be enough Ibecause of 6li
logistics in the problem-the disfamce we are from the battlefield.
If we wait too long, I think the internationalists will prevail inl
Rtissia and then we have an all-out fight on our bands.
Obviously, the Christian culture could hot accept communistic
dominant ion.
Mr. .Jt'l)m. The way to ielp out, tile nationalist group as against tile
ones who want world domination is to get a world organization based
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oil justice so they (to not need to go to war and with sitlicieit strength
so that they know they cliin not succeed even if they (1o ?
Alr. RlmsoAxc . Ilhtt is correct.
ifr. ,111)1. If there must be it counter force of equal or greater magllitilde, where can it colie fron t " Are there any otherpossibilitis
besides timst two'? Either (lie United States ah101W, or all Orgalliztaiolt of the Unitel states an(d till
tlit oilier ptoples who wait to stay
free?1
Mr. RImNo'czy. Thit brings 111)an econoily item I should have
broilght oult:
If htlis.ia ,,says ill, oilr arllntittlit C(.Isk will go dowit. If Russia
stayvs oll, our
Il ramunent cost will still go down because if there is
1 l;ill,,%ill a group of 10 people. each )elotn hitas to is' as s,,irolg as the
btill, 'if ite is gtoilg to slr-vive, unless the o(her 9 are ill ligreelleill.
If' telie t her a1ite
ve a i
dutulefeilse aigrt(ileitln, they need to lie
Illf toi-niintlh as strong asi the bully.
Mr. . 11)1m. 1(1ll i'elresen t ill (Olllitc foillit 1o o-,ifA
llessitel.
)o bIsinesstten who are illtierested ill redttcittg mll' e.tle tiles for
trninmnlts midI therefore ou r t axes favor ..ollle( Sllih lol)os:al ats this,
ill N-011r experience?
M[r. RUl mAxozy. All of them dhal I know support, alito.st right
downt to he details, an action of this kind.
3Mr. Jilm. TIhen it is ntit
antter o(f dty creatingg; it is it 1itit Ier
of hard, practical sense, itsfar as the solve 1cy of tile United States
titid iheir taxes tire cotcerned ?
Mr. I.,'.x((z7y. As I tried to pHi;lt oat here, this is not, Iny approtlehl to it. It is what I have gathered from talking to hundreds
of titese peol)h,.
There are tilaree thing ttitt everylbody knows they iteed: a law.
i court, anda ,Ico. It is their way of getting the problem down to
the fril'S's roots.
I'r. ,Julm. D yoit tthink if we do 1(t1sltw'c(edl ill getting soille Sllth
volunttiry organtizttil of free peol)hes to resist fuiltl:
aggssion,
that a war is probabhle or inevitable?
Mr. ltANrxoCzv. I think it is ilevitible. In fact, it. Might be inevitable regardless of what we do hbut it will certainly be inevitable
ifwe (10 nothing.

Mr. C EIIIEREiL (presiding). Mr. Lodge.
Mtr. L) Jo:. I would like to extend to Mr. Rimnanoczy a word of
wa l-l welcollie.
it,1 R..xovzy. Ilank you.
Mr. LoDa. For some t inhe I have favored the Judd Resoltion 159,
which, as you know, )rovi(l(e for tite calling of a meet iig utnoletr artitch
109, aid I have also favored taking action under articles.51 and152.
As I u derstand the difference between your point of view and that
Short statement is that ,on believe that they should proceed under
article 51 to revise file charter if no agreemiett c:Itt be reached under
trltiele 109?.
Mr. Rt..Noczy. As I said, I (10 not like lhat phrase, "on the basis
of a revised United Vat ionls." I think it is tttl 1tifori'ttinte 3lit'se. I
am partly respom:'le for itbeing there, ind would like to we it
chimne(1. You (10 1,..t have to revise the United Nat ions to form a club
withill' tile clb.
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Mr. LoDGE. The sentence I in familiar withI, which I believe hats
been advanced by several of the spoiisori of tlis~ legilat ionl. is to re'vise thle limited Nat ions Chai~rter wit IiRuissia, if )osiIile, and wit liouit
lItilssila. if site will n1o1 go allong.
Mr. Lomnw. TJhell yo01 do favor revising-I flihe Uited Natiobus Clhart er
if she will not go along?
Mr. INANOCZY. Yes. Not to revise the Clmadr ill fte sense that
Tha1,'Iit is nlot. tile (!luvel
Y Ol start, it ne(w, revised Uniitedtions.i
si"'Iply 1makeJOit revision whli wi is a ireaily alhlowe'd for. I tliik tile
Sout lierit I lntispiieilv
rn ncnte
is itii(ier arIt iep :'d.
MIr. Louion:. 'flit i. not at r~vvi~v('I1'iit
ed Nat ions (Chaiirter.
111r. Ilma..Nuc~v. Th'is~ %voitI ILe exercisinlg at right fint laIremuly
exists.

Ille. Lo;,(*E. ITieli C>e hitma.viz ol fite "tubject lilts inisled mec tIe..
(.fills( filie liter('ijre ont Ille sitIjuct whichl I ha1ve rea.d sn vs
1(It ieiti (if Oil- Vil'ed N'(i lt
Churt, %vitml Itmos It Rusisizl will 11.11
(lims
goa
11141411g.

'Vout w~ouild szt' 1t1h11 is ill err-or?!

Mr. lii 1mNo(zy. I I hinik t hat w~ordinig is 1utifolt tinate(. yes.
Mr. 14 mrt. Ill Owl-e words'. vonl woti Id 11of fa;uvor Ili revisititi of
thle I'n it ed Nillioi s 'atiie if l it:in III aes 1ll It agree' to) telirevil'ie
,Ar. ii.xaz.I
dl ti quite folow tha.-t 0111'.
Mr. L wt.Let its assumne til ita con ferencee is valledl 11llier ai-iide

I here is ail figeldit of 1aaiieiidtienl s to which Rtissia agrees. As pom
poi litel ouiJit, t hait is that t.
If Ruissia does 111)1fiiwee. I lien A-oil fio
p'qrov~ieedl ig Iunder. iart ice
6,but volu do nt favor at temlpt ing to revise tile Uiiited N11tiolls
('lizi iner wvit liout Rtissiai ?

Mir. Lomra. How will Iliat be (10111? H ow elan you revise tile Unlited
Nat ionls (Chlaiiter wit litt f1lisia's cveilsilt ?
Mr. li m.41.\Iez. 1 1am1
not enloulgh of fill iiiteruit iolial Inwyer to fell
-%oil much aibouit that but I know ('lilitlieii4it it to s11u%
thilu it is perfecf 11, fetsilp(to foi all ii (.li1i) wit liiili Scil i.
Mr. LINIE. 11liiit wolil voul val 1I
I11t cliii,. it United Nat ioii ?
M r. RuIImwoZy. I haid no;t, considered whilt it would lbe Cailled.
.Mr. hiv im(MA. Will I Ie(,
gent l'i-iiti Yield?
Mlir. 1 j4))(I. I v'jelil.
3ir. J KMN'I iiidern.-:ne thlorouigly tflie ideal of it club within
it club if till youl niel is it two-thIiirds vote. If you (10 form at c'lub
within it cith. how do youl get away from thle veto;?
Mr. RrM~l.xeicZi. 'I'liere Ivil( b;. 110 veto ill niiit ters of aggores.sionl.
Mr11. JOKLX TI'l A'ou still mu11st comeiv to thle coichuisiol lilt,you
have to revise f i(l i ii eri.
Am junim. Will thep geiliiia yiid
Mr. 14 tmr. I should illst like to) follow through for' a hit if' I miay,
Dr. *Judd. I am trying to find( out( whet her inl the event tht1 Riliss'iti
will niot aigrete to iiiiy iiiiiv'ililnit. pl~Olosed ill a1('oifeiei(e calledl
under article 101), you)I feel t haut revisions of thle In itell Nations
('lmt e shioti Id bli inlde withlouit Ulissialii(oilseiit ?
''
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Mr. blimc. WmIld N-ml sav that IIIv frolibiv with flit- f tillO iollill., ill'
IwIII(,:It( iIIIde oI It(,
IIIv U IIiIvd N:I(i mIs IIII s I)vvI I*.I dv A.0 ive CI

Sovivt I'llioll ?

I woIlld sily Ill.-It 11dt-fectivv Charter Imil 11111de that
Mr. Low.u..

Let Its lisslilliv 111:11 Iliv Soviet I'llioll had Iml 111.1 lier(ld

I() Iliv Uililvd Nolimis. Do %-till tiol Im-fivve Ilint lilt, Uni(ed N:1lti 4')IIs
CIIIII-ler willild IvIvi. provvil io IlIn't. Ilvell it vvI.Y Servievable dovillilvilt
dw illct-plioll of, 111111 011(rililizalioll?
IIIII surv it willild Ill dw illeeptioll lilt( thl-re is
Mr.
1140 I'll MY it wollid I'm. am- 1(.Ilrlll of fillit'. 11 woIlld (h.pold (.Itbvillir Ilive Ill dw filile.
fin.1%, (m t1w thill (III'v0d of
Ali% Lowc. Evervildlig II.IS bl"(111 "011141, lll()Ilr all violit. with 111(i
dw So;-iq.( I'llioll.
plifelitildly
linve it
Y(Ill would
Mr.
vaillibli. (d, bl-vali-dowil, so bilig ns dint, vvh) is flivre.
%-()It :10,11111 Willi Iliv thilt tilt- frollble has
Mr. blma%
Ilvell Ilw ablvw (11,dw voo I.w IIlv Soviet Ullioll. Ill hilp. p:II-t duif
has bi'vil ille limill calls, of ille II-ollble: would yoll S:ly 111:11
Yes. verfaill1Y.
Mr.
I-:1111o. plolliar l1rif ollcv we h.Ive
'I'llell Ilm's it III)l
Mr.
:11-rived af Illo Imilil wIlviv %%v havvit l'idivil Notions widdii lilt- I*Niivil
ich IIll. St w it'l 1111i(Ill (Ifles not Ill-Ifill.ur. III.Il we Ill ",111)1,41Nat ions Io %%-It
ceed to lovk fill, dool, afler Iliv dmIIwY.Im!4 ('scalwd -Illd I)III ill 411
lilt
of :1111(.1141111vills which
beell
bv (It(. -Iflitildt,
of IIli, Soviet I'llioll
.Nil'. RINIANOCZY. AVVII. 111V SoVill ('11ioll is jll.111 Nll CN.1111ple (it' w1l'at
PHI WMIld niwa-vs bv favilllu.
I f OT11-Voliv WvIv Ilivv. %.(
M Wolild iiol evvii linve to linve (Ili, United

Nations: bill voll llavv -I differvill silli:164111.
SlIpposing ilp ill Colilleclit-111 voll voidd voo
foo rallidlY Yoll _wolllil Iml have to
11' 111)()It(ilig foo rapidly
arrest nllvbotl .
'I'llereis
Sillivint.. Illm .%*()It,
11.1%,v :1 IlItIvIlallism, that vail Ill-vak
aliv fillit..
Mr: 1,111mr. Ill oller words. voll thilik (11:11 vvell ill -ill on"allimli(oll
froill which Iliv Silvio Ullioll* is nb -vllf. 111:111
dwst, -Illivildillents .1n.
61:11.
11411
arke frilill voIll. pl-vocollm Iitill with,
Ille affillidt. (d illo Stivief Ullioll. Tllv%. are, pi'llect ill-, allivildillelits
whicli voll Illink :11-t. apropria1v wholit:1. dw Soviet Union is a 1):11.1
of Iliv i 'iti(ed Nal iolls or Ili it e
Mr.
Allow 0",vi-ars :14.,() 1 wvIll till record ill a dellaft,
Mid wascrilivized fill. it. Ill
111:11 the I'llifol N.Iliolls %%:Is
fluill Iloilliligbi'vallso it fravv (Ile illilsioll (11'pr()IvvIioII. It was pill-ch
Illadt. fit(. Allivricall
prolve(ioll. wherva., IIII.N. liall twillilig.
I lad I 11(w 11411 hall I he I )I it (.41 Nal iolls. I hey would lilt ve kept workI wolild Sal, we have lost 3 Avars.

Mr. Lolwl:
k Ow mwolld pohif T wanted (o bal(vii down.
( )Ill- first poillf is wo
n I'llited Naliolls with :1chal-fer which is
lilit. dw I'llifed Nations ('11:111m. wi(II Illese IIII-ev exceptions.
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The second proposition is lhat yoti believe these ittiimelits are
appropriate without regard to the Soviet Union.
Mr.Rm.rOCZ. That is right.
Mr. Lwmw. The third point I wimt to make is this:
I)o you believe thlint. once tihis tlig has oceurred these smaller naions are going to join this organization, when they realize that the
international contingent to which they will ontibute (-nit be (om1mitted without their consent, whereas 'inthe present United Nations
Charter, the smaller nations have umutch more representation on the
Security Comcil, by virte of the fact that they have six permanent
votes which are rotated among them?
Mi'. RmmAqoczy. These policemen, just like the policetieuen in New
York City, would be in essence mnen without (outries. They would
be e reer' soldiers.
All Italian policeman in New York may be sent into an Italian
district. Ile never thinks of it in those terms. le is a cop. That
is his profession.
I woild say there is ito 1)sehological handicap in committing a
li'ofessional slhier to any lhing. That is his job.
Now, your volunteer armies, or your civilian armies, would be
ent rely differentt.
Mr. Lolm . ''lhiis would he like the Hessians.
Mr. liiMAN(Iczy. We are turning the clock back to the mercenaries.
I might say it would be very popular politically in Connecticut hat
no American' boys be shipped abroad.
MIt. LoXmp. flow do you think the French and Chinese are goig
to feel bout having one vote each on this new Security Cotiincil
whereas the British Conimonwealth, the Soviet Union, if site is a
member, and the United States, would have two votes eall(l?
'Mr. R1i'r,r-wzv. I thinkhalf.
they are going to love it because it cuts
their arnament burden in
Now if they want two votes, they can have it, if they will doublee
their ainimment emnilments but'you must certainly allocate the
vret
ing in l)lrootion to armament strength.
r.Loimu.
)o you feel
mitMme,
itcollllellsil-ate
withGreat
oilrs?Britain will be able to make a comMr. R.MNo('zy. I rather would not comment on that. I think
,prolbal)hy not but we have to go through those motions. If England
does not want. to take those Commitments she can not have her vote,
I suppose, hut 1 don't think that is important. It is the final collecfive security that is important.
China, of course, might not want any. I do not know.
Mr. OIAmxI.' In the quota arrangement, which is the second amendment, I believe, the participating nations oil the new Security Council
would e)limited to a 20-percent quota in heavy armaments. I would
like to ask you this:
H'eavv armaments are one thing in which we have a very definite
prelotniace because we are a highly industrialized Nat lin.
Does it,
seem to vou wise to limit us to a 20-pereent quota in heavy
armaments, while not limiting Soviet Russia if she is included in this
arrangement in the elements of power in which sIe his predomiiance?
Mr. Rim,%xoCZm. A mass army today is a terrific economic irden.
You have to feed them, transport thein, and kee) them happy.
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is Avoit'l 100,000 of file vaunited
One AII(t'U li
li arrdlivisioni
lCl
foot sold iers of Rtissia who did nothIinlg much bit miarc int
a vactlmlt.
it

Mr. Lorxmn. Till, nk you very mu~ch, Mr. Rirnunoezy.
We vlile down to) th~is point, I blIieve. that at great mIany of us, fa voi.
Resolution 51), and( 1111113 of uts have fav'ored p)iocee(1ig under IIItidle 151.
Thew question Co1IQN (owil to this:
Once it coilfer'ence called under' 109 fails, do wve Iptocced under
')Iits wo lhave beenl lproveed
01'
or~
Av)
e findler 151 foli'l n oth101ler
Ut ited Nattionis, with thle i11W1(II(11ts sligest4ed ill Resolit iol io63,
wile
I retaining our1 imembiershtip inl the old I 'lit ed Nat ions.
It seems to mte, thtat is thle quest ion and t hat, is it quest ion 1iioii
wli ich honest miie Can (liffer.
Thanik ),oil very' itielt.
3[i-. JU11). WlillI tile enqt lia yield ?
Mr'. 4 umo. T'Jote dowit this one que(st ion about thle veto, is it 1rue.
MI. R1iinmoczy, that if you have inl a ('(Jilt it Ilt ionl or st utu1cl Iiie a111-)
vision whlich onle 1111ionl Call ablise. theii o1 her wit ioiis cail abuse it ?
Mr. Rv.%ANo_;Zv. ITat is t1w point I trpied to 111111W. It htappenls to
be Rlussia now butt who knows wvho it AN-ill lie aithuntdred years fiont
Alt'. JUDD.

If it is capable of abutse b~y anyt3one. yoti have Itot aroo

To gro back to prtohilbit0(it
das::1t was Ilot
eiugh tosay t(hat pv'l)1pt
v'iolat e(d prohbiioln. 1ff fiteicwas a Law which - a 11jority of tlte Iwo.
1)10 wanted to violate tilld Succeedled ill violate
Ie
fil olIY 1tiing to
(1o was to chantige thatt law ? It waIs 1101 wor'kale'?
MAi'. RIMAN('.ZY. TIhat is right.

Mi'. Cliffiri11iiPIi'.

Mtr.

Altt ice 451 prtovidles:

Lodge

5t

spoke of proceeding under' article .51.

Nothilri lit owi jire it ('harterl .0ii9i1 li11ll il iaI Iiuiir'ii
I I'Ightof illiiiii
or ('0 I(('f tv -ifiidefP1iise, If lil a riiied 311a(k owi'Cs aga Ilist a imemberi'i of flie
Uit~led Na I onls.

D)O you0thinki that is thle sitluat ionl that occurs.. 1w?
Is there at case of ai'iied attack ocv'Iivriii' a gain st it iittwei of tile
Ijiied Nattions?
,I'l. III.N(..Ido not know.
I Ilidei'stoo( le Mtut tu111al
IDefense
Pact ill tis hellispheie Wats basedol n51.
Mri. ('iCl:l'II)
Tht wats ]Il 1tuideri'Mtid i g 1)111hooiig at t he
agt'e&lllelt like thle Act (of('11tapult1 epec, ought to he ui idet' artide .
~1with says:
Not Iilig Ii ll . il 'enseii C'13 a ti t I're&I ili's tilie m\1t vial4 4e r'egifiiii :11.131ilui'Il('
(of

it-

a1'l(it-hl's fo

dealhng Wit

4,w'11

311cifes relatliil~

~I0the3'1) 1131

lt

Iiilt'iii 11iwave'I.
Wjre Ike ) talking about 151 when it, seems to ine it would be' mtioe
hoghi loi ve aIclub wit Iin it (chubl til( 125.
Mi'.. Ri:%FXOczv. I1-1
wiSurpr'~iisedl to Fee it was done iuitiler 5I. I like
tile lplrisp inl tile Senlate 1)i11, Whtich r'eads "(wI oithetril Illlds found

sutible by the ITIledl Njt ioIlS."1
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will i't't'tss,
tijitil
2.o'clock.
(Wh'lerelipon, at 12:45 1). Iii.,
I lie commiiitt ee ad journ'ied, to I'ColiIveiiP
0t 2 1). iii., of thle sniiie dity.)
JIlt'(tiiiiif'

'I'lw. first wit less thIiis; lifterimoot is M1ir. 'An x East i1il ii. Wve are'glit 1
Mir. E.-IS1 1111
i.
Please idt'liit I voi'm-I f and givte

to Iivt youl her'e

STATEMENT OF MAX EASTMAN, AUTHORITY ON SOVIET RUSSIA

Mr.EAS'l'
Clii

11111 ll1111h
ii
tl
. 01(

I :lilii

t roving. etlit or of filie

aii111 1.4 vrwv. We cot graft 1lilt v' you on t tint very I in t ive po'i -

ti oll.

( 'lot ii'aa1 i I'xI:' S.. ha yve A(Ii
ati telin ?
,Afv. l'A''A.Yts:
I ~~tlllike to itiok1e it stitetiit'it.
its I froiluloiiir
'Itie 1iiiiti iig
n I AvItiit to -sa i Il in-t I (10 nIi think the opjoitiitis
oif fti IiSiilt'ii St i' 'tIt1izet' lint lie Iivadts oif t lie Sov nSie
t i live njot
Iiurelvy fhe lieul~ Ido
ipolice stiatet ill Ruin~0. bl i t %eitt tie Iiild of
it tot ili ii l i l 1 revoltioln.
11lii11t we are~l 111 agn ist is Ji mtaitiize' . lighly
t
diisci pl inledI i 'l
of fount iciti
('wiitiiists itiiteig 20000,000lt Jill
oe'fi'wor'ld who
hai vt' f lit'i r geilenI' I st: ir i MAos('ow.
'I' ge'iitI ts11111 of woltid I't'vollti oll is thli'1ol itlitiio ill Moscow.
)IillY fyiat),01tlof I lie.se 20O),00,000 ('oiiiitiiisf are ill IlieSoviet Uinioin.
eflt
ild is t :tkeii frilt
i t Ii oft Cotiiiittii ist 5 ill thet wor
'It
i' oliftil I111bl

I i't Pll I''tV i ftile ofli('iiil
()Iii'il oiif tie( ('tiiiiiiiiuiii~f ]Iaitv
'sftibli!-1i ill its pili't :1 toflittiiaii police stit . iad a stitty oil flit!
l ill filt Stit I ii itil. 'II' eltil icy of it 1it 1111 tltwii
li t.ikwiil
ftbiIi tAl ill cvt let l I-'obeiiis of Iwieaill ism .
whiichi is piiltislit'
yt hfliltetr 1iii ii l P ii itisiet's ill New Yo rk. a at I
is livitiloilt' ill it very gmtit Emliisli f il ilt olt. ilt:-3)
cet'ts for fill'
Ii tlt'dl tif f
ii116itAiilv iia

It is also tith do~wni ill Iliv oiist if lit ionl and pu'iigl'itni of thle Comiilit'lilt
loil.
which is pubilishied by Iflmila Events iii
111slinigf on II at itr ft'ieI''till 1ep
e'61
t ftor Wti'I C(ttItltest"
iiittiiists

flit' pol icy of St l iii

I t li k if-t.a Steltl,

a

tl'ilti'

h

loilou

iigfthlts
Sot niaiv:A: ryordm ltlitliii1rig overi ft'e hitvita' off te Ittssilii 1
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delegates in ihe Ilnited Nations and tile Russiani liimbassadors an1d
foreign ministers.

This doubt survives for no reasoli in the wo'hd

except that, just its we refused to read llitler's Moiin Kampf, we are
refusing to read the documents ill which Stalin. aldressillg his owln
followers oi Awhlolml lie relisi
to achieve his ends, has written down his
pla Is plainly fui d openly its Iit
lier wrote his.

il heedrock of Soviet foreign policy I can read to you l one sell-

tence from that little bok, Problems of Leninisim:
it Is Illeonicelvaleh

long lerih

that thw I-ovhvt Rvpublie shmilhl co~nfimet to exist for a
shtle by side witli hnimriallist slates; ultimately (tile or the otihr

Ilust conqu,1w,'.

lniperalist states means us. And tlhis isn't somet hingthat
Stalin
said in the 1,20's or before tie war or during the war, or yesterday.
It is Soiietlhinr lie is saying right now all ov'er ihe world 'ill
a ));k
which is trash tlled
inli all important ltlgilliges, a authorized Iby lii.
c'ilrenltl revised Ib.hiitI, used by his 20,000,000l) followers I CIID)paigl I'ok and 'ahandlbook iii evIry corner oft li, )lani.
You Cil go out and buy it,
at a CJoininuaiiist bookstore anywhere ill
the I'nited States.

It is being shipped about the United States while

we sit in. talking. Stilin in that book is saying what I just ieadl
you, which happens to be a quotation, a reverent quotation, from
Len iii.

Let me read you another quotat ion front tile latest Russian editl on
of Illis book which was revised by Stalin in 11939. But first, I "'ill
palls t to say tlhat if Staliii wanted to take backa word of what is
written inthis hook ho could do it by ltteriig one sentence in tile Iigll
place, to the right people, and ill the correct Marxiani phraseology.
Ilere is aliotherl basic lroprosition of Russia ii f'eigii policy:
T t' iit.'riii1 11 sIg lllelice of illt' r't'o
ltgiuiiliig hi our cotillury of tue cracking of
shtle
Il lilt' wo'l ro llt
tll
niti Ii ]intvorr'ill
AVihuil is mlll'
('11111tl',V 1lsit biilds sochlllsii hiI

l if ll li's iI I Is . thit it Is lh,'
tlhesystem of Ilni'rihalbls isi fl,'-i
i se 1411'its furlliii'r hevvti l il.
ii loit,
for li ts world ('t'V
el b ll!ll

That was Stali's answer to those ill his ,wn ar

lwho im-icilil

that iIIpurginglTrotsky and the oilier old Bolslieviiks lie lid illl-

doned tlleir program fIworld revolt iioi. t Iwrir I)l'0'Oin ofI IplIlcill,
clos iiiitlie capitalist no tiolns and efh'ctl l1. wenll it crisisS cail,.
a (C'oiIiiiiist triiisforilio inn. Ie didIin't niiI!
hiaviiig our stalesmiien believe thal.
lbut notlhis own followers. T],lhev 1iiiist lilt()%%,
lit
truth0. Antd li l1ts
t knol
l w 11hat it is goilig, to i i'ioll,
a leloodv.
a lil I ,i'lra
tic. ..111d1 Iawhlss jib.
So 1i,puat Ihis also ii i is b)k.
even ii lhe English translation: "(al sicl aradical transf on llial
of le old
hlltrg-'cis vsttnei It- c iieve' I wilhout a vviolent ni'vchiiit I.
without tihe
')licl
ci tile )wolhlarial? Ob'iouslv Ilt. TIile
st'iipiItfI ' ('oi('nept if "(Itlatol'shihl )
eills iothiig lli e i less I lllll
power which rests on vioh'nce, whticlh is not limited by any laws or
rst ricted by any albsolulte rules.
])ivillfol'shil,
Ilill
lis 1lll11lllled
]oi.e

I-4-slin

fllo hhllee aiiid11llldl lw.

Thiit ill words listedd 11sgospel from Lenin is Stalin's b)1lielilit
for lie fuilre of ouin col ,I'. That from his own lips is his forein
polly il aid tie foreign policY of 20.Ott).O)O ('omuiiln ists fill
ovei'rI lie
world. That is what we fire tip tgrainst.
And Stil in doesn't want any confusion about this among his A.irica i disciles, lie doesit 'alilt them to take ser'ioishy titlhocus
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J)OCl about, ece acemd democracy witlh which lie pulled the wool
over our A le aders' eyes. So wIei lie saw that victory was in sight,
lie had his deputy, Visliiisky miake a speech, recalling these uncomjrorllisiiig texts of elli l ilud living explicit notice that the', are sti I in
force. And at the risk o all Anerica's reading it--even by soino
)odligiolis at-iei(' ,t o'r great diiloliats-he had this speech translated into Eng'i. I, and i)1blishied in Washington by the Soviet Ellhassy' 0; Ilhoiit
;fefo[e the war ended. I quote two sentenices froit
the hulletin of tle Soviet Eml1assy for November 17, 1945:
JAlilpurgtl the tm('ieling of 3Mrx fulid eXpo.sQd the swoet-soll 1)(ilfig niisliellse
di'velollileli'
of imi rllg4'4iis , Ch('lty In o "OiIe
i I iIll,
lIllxvnselo the efct tllht it is not III the tirem of balee, not by means of revoillhtiollry strilggle. buti III re'olcilig mhid sllootlilng (lilt c.isls4 coll raIl lit ls U01
tit
ti ' Smecilist tIlli1slr1i11 Inll
n of the state Is to) Ile efl'cted.
-Illi1 developed
the ent'ihigs of .1l.rx oil th( iinjeortillit qlIStItlon of "'sIAlshing tIe Icon rge sOlS
sin I apparatus."
1111411it iI .11l11 iIII14 %lIlOllh

*

Now everybody' who is familiar with Leiin's writings knows what
that plhrase'"sma1sh tile bourgeois state apparatus" means. It means
in the [ileit(l States take over the Goverimient otlices a(d ulrge thema
of every otlicer ant every clerk alnd every 'lerk's assistant who believes in tile idea Is or is iul)ihed with the habits of representat i %egoveinent or free il erprise. It means go i lto the buildings. disi feet
them of delllocrIlcyvIv illl lls of sullnVi'v a i'rests. exe('iltiols. 'ollcelltiration camps.
ls a ruthless,
bs6 one-'ilaty dictatol'shi 1) which will
take over the i
a( eom::erce :11(1 %gricul' re of the United
anduisdt'
States.
That was published in Washington long before we retired from
Czechoslovakia and let the Sov'iels conie in ttaed take possession of it,
log before we politely withdrew our troops all(1 let them have Berlin
atl
lie eastern parts ;of (ermanv.
Now of course the Communisi leaders do not intend this prograni
for immediate execution. 'I'hev are not dreamers. They are not fancifuil people at all. 'They are people who believe in the Marxian tet'linique of revolution. An(l tile very essence of the whole Marxian system. insofar as it is a technique, is never to take any action until flhe
conditions anl particularly the economic conditions, are ripe. So they
are not talking about now in this blueprint. They are awaiting tile
crisis which wvill give them their opportunity.
It is interesting, however, to note that as long as 17 years ago Stalin
said this:
I think the moment is not far off when a revolutionary crisis will (velop iII
America and when if revolutionary crisis develops iii America, that will be the

beginning of the end of world capitalism as a whole.
What, Stalin thinks at present about the (late is of course problematical. We don't know. But otherwise I think Russia's foreign
policy is so plainly set down in those five quotations that only with
an effort of will could one persuade himself there is any mystery
it.
about
The supreme conundrum to my mind is: Why does America, with
the greatest scientific, industrial, and military power in history lack
the courage to face political facts?
It is naturally very painful when you are attempting so nobly
sensible a reform as a parliament of nations to end war, to have to
admit that one of the great l)owers participating has other ends in
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view. But it is a fact and there is no Is(, dmctivlig oiirsrlves abolt it.
The fact is proven nlot only by the behavior of the Soviet delegates,
but by specifications plainly" written down in the Communist
scriptures.
Tihe United Nations, its I said, isa l)artialIient. Froimi their point of
iew it is it bourgeois parliament, and for the revolutionary use of
it.llmels these C(.mmimist sedrlpitIes contain very exl t direct
tiolis, which I also want to read you. I quote froimi a resolution of
the Second Congress of tile Coniniunist Internationll.
The Commmilst Party (raters itaparliament not to participate orgati'.ally in its

illUvItles, bilt to uiiderilllle the liltrai'Ihtunent fromti within

*

* * to rally the

Is any further word needed to explain tile Soviet. boycotts, vetoes,
he salvage cl lumiies of (G -oiyko, tli ablsive (liilt riI e.,,. of Visih iskv ?
They are undermining the IUlited Nations from within. 'hey are
i'alh,'ing the masses for revolution in the other member nations.
The resolution continues:
Every Communist r(l)resentative Is roqulired to realize that Ie Is hot a JI'glshil r seeking agreement withl othlr legislators, but an aglEtlor of the plirty .snt

into the camp of the enemy inorder to curry (utit tie decisions of the party.
lHe is not to make legal Iot ions "wit lithe a in of getting them adopted
by the bourgeois majority," but only "for pr-opagai(la, agitation, 1111d
organization."
'I'he Soviet delegates . you see, are not ill-bred or rough or crude as
Mrs. Roosevelt and solie other delegates imagine. Very far froi it.
T'hey are pulrsuing a prescribed line of action to a clearly and coolly
defied end.
The resolution continues in italics:
There cani be tio question of the utilization of bourgeois orcrnimcnal inst.tit1io0s except/ for the purpose of thcir destruction.

And as to what follows their destruction, the resolution is equally
explicit:
The present historical duty of the workhig classwhich doesn't mean the working class, it means the world-wide Coinmunist Party"is to snatch the parliamentary mechanisms from the ruling classes, to 'smash
them, to destroy them, and substitute for hetin new organs of inrolktarian
power.
The new organ of power to be substituted for the United Nations is,
of course, the Federation of Socialist Soviet Republics, the worldwide totalitarian Communist empire.
Stalin's policy then, and the foreign policy of the General Staff of
(lie World Revolution in Moscow, is abundantly clear. He r' gards
tile present situation as an armed truce between the Soviet Union and
its "enemies," the western democratic nat ions. In that true lie will
jockey for every position within our country and without which will
enable him anl his followers, or their successors, when the hour
strikes, to seize the power here and establish a one-party police state.
In this enterprise the United Nations in his view is an instrunient. to
be used for propaganda, agitation, and organization. for breaking
the whole thing Ul), bringing about chaos in the world which l)ro (luce(d it, and replacing it with an organ of his own power.
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It seems to me the lesson for us Iere is perfectly clear. If tile
Colmmun ist. World army, whicht is preparing ni assault on us, is using
tile United Nat ions its an instruiment of revolution, which nieans war.
our solo ,intelligent policyy is to hise it atsit real instrunient of world
f)wte. So long as the Soviet Union with this other l)urpose in view
ils the power to veto measures which look to guaranteeing peace, we
('annot use it,
for our l)porlse.
I think the resolution introduced here by the Congressmen H. Con.
ion
Res. 163, atnd which you are considering today, expresses an itent
really to tise this institution in behalf of world peace. It doesn't propose to mnatke wiar on tile Comniunists. It doesn't. lrolose military
iiiertsiiT. al till. It lirOpoSes to outwit their warlike movement by
waging peace intelligently and vigorously, but really waging it.
I should li1( to have V0o thi nk of all of Iy remarks, which are just,
about fillislied, its directed against tile statement of Seetfalcr Marshall,
in the papers this niornlilig, that he holes through cotintiuing the
United Nations as it is, to "(Iispel tie misconcelptions of tie Soviet
leaders."
I wish that Secretitrv Marshall could be locked u) ina room with
a convinced falatical believer ill the Marxian plhilosopdy of historY
miid try ill
2- hours toi
dispel any one of his conceptions. lIe wo id
lea ci soiitllilig that ihe
very much needs to kinow.
h'liese are not. in
ilie first place(' l
ui
v aild
ilaNadtvititioms conie)tiois; itic are religions convict ion., rest illg on a plilosopliv a hundred yvars )1.and as
coiilict'led as aiivtlliig of Ilie kind iItll has ever iulwared ilit IlIe
worhl. Ani in tlle second plhte, they are i it' convict imis at Iot t llIhy ar' iitentions.

Noodv w Ito had really read those jt t bloli
s I presetltld i vonl
wMthl call tlivil colicet ii..-least of
d all cmieept ills that calit1 disthis Ilriy of
pelled. Th, are liCelIii.r.t.-es to which eve'vrlidv ill
211I,(
I t l'l
mIilc
ev r'i.-ccca
t ci Ievervt lig Ile has gt.
I think lint isallolit all I hail'f
MR prepared if)sy.
of a
I.E.vix. Mr.
( 'I in iin
liihgE.astii.
out lo.¢. .'i ha'v liftd ie veil 4i
cIinlhaigi
main I listlr.
Tell usitI int you pliiili.c to have th
sit l ill .

IThliitvd Nat ions do to)iiiet I lis

Mr. l.is'r.i x.We.ll. I ainl al l ari g in limll of 1liis r,:'il tion.
I think that Ilie A-!;-C 1iii.,..ircs IU'ielnisud illthis rv.-oiilt iol iniglit

illl'k,

MIt. E.usi .N. Is lI t lInuinlir .
M r' 'lll~'lll. It is If;:3.
E -'rax. ()iie Iii
('1iail1111111

t i1)
(Ivv(eni
ii
Mrl. E.

iol

e y lla e
iland
ni I -ixtv-tlre is t11, li

.\,Ye..

(hair ii
in.ii
Evix. Have v ,illlph tht
hrmuial iiv lit cab
b ll ( ?
ies iti aii. f'r iista lice I1li
expiil.sioi of Uii.si. froin lhe I'niilc!
.Nltioifel4 ?
Mi'. E s'l'r
.\x. No. de'i h'leti"
liiit. W1hat I hiive "et ftill I ilre tlil
fCacs which we shlil 'ii
li' nt h lin
we- 1"ve11
Il'giiiltoI liscuiss whlil
Wivelie g0iiig to di4, or ivlilt
we ii'goilng to say illall thlicial
wiV. lht
frC lii elo liii
e ye got t ti WIre'tce, dijlhilltiallY. I tlhllik iallt
ii l'oe thilingS iaholl what we ollg it ll tdotioprevet t Iiis toi
llit arin ni za-
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tiol of tle world without going to war, but for onie thing this measure
(if using (lie United Nations its a real weapon of peace, and being so
definite about it that the Soviet Union will either have to get ouit or
That
else assent to its really being a weapons of peace, is important.
6-o1e of the(measures that I think would enable us to meet this situatlol1
without getting involved in a war.
('hair1an EATON. If they were to get out would that make any m1nore
alibsoljitely plain the fact that the voill is divided between the Russian
s'sveiind (lie othersystenis?
Mr. E ,s'Ns. My idea here is not to miake itplain that the woIl
is (divided between our system and theirs. I think that must be made
pihln, but my idea here is that we should so maiieuiver ill tile United
Nat ilis that it would become an instrument of world peace, and we
Fhoild outwit them in their effort to make it a weapon of world
revolution.
If you are uskinig ne whet her I hope they would get oult-no, I (10
,pot. I think if they stay inl because we are weak "the manner ill
which we draw up tfiese (hiaigt-s. that will ie bad. I11it if tilty st,1 in
because they dor't dare get out,'that is swell. That is what we ought
to be manaeuvering for.
I would make what we do in behalf of world alliance ar,ain st aggressioi watertight. You mightinot want to call it world alI;:1 ne1. bli tlat
d(,,S hot nut er-it wou1 lie alisoliuiely wcitelight. There shouhld't
be :inv soft-headed colfil.sion. any fia. ,iness about it.
.Ne'trlhess it sh in h lie done'so dliplomai call I as to make it very
ald foll. then to get ot. Pit theni in,
a hole.
o matter, whmat voi
do, once you recognize the fact tiat thIi('y are elui nis of our w il
Sv.t'ill and t hat t he(.are fal ht ically hleti'miied eleni ies, Vouir action
will aliiount to sol;,et lli,.g. 0;iceyou I.,I,
,,lize that this trouble
doesn't arise out of sNu e little 'I iscolicept ions" which calnbt

"disspelled."

( 'hairnia iEI o.v1'. Yil rec IulliZe they are our enleinies?
Mr. E sTMx. They are tile eli('illits of our systemnl anid of oltr

('ha irma n E.vn ?ix. Yes. A id you wafnt to have world peace by tight ing hem, or how
Mr. Es'MAN. No: I think world lw)ace' will lie'T(' (o(31, with the
lIlpsnt rgime ill
power in tle Soviet I 'nionl. It will never conw until
the present, regime is replaced 1y another, because I know, o)r I ani
conVInced, thalI
the present regifne will never reliniquish the plan (if
worlI revolt ion.
ut I don't. think ithas to le rellhced by a democIa'CY Itl 0111 sense11.
That mtv comelIs
as 111ultimate re.-ult ol its brenakdown. Bt I think ifwe ailopt the present policy, w, can problihlv
plt them in such a hle that thev will very sool be replaced by a regime
which will abandon Marxism aind therewith world revolutimi.
'These dictatorships have got to go forward. They can't draw back.
The idea that this general stair of tile worldI revolution might he
brought around to the point of relinquishing the idea of world revoltion Ias been suggest ed. I think itisa fantastic idea. Their political
life. iuld even their personal life, (lepellds upon tliriu going frwar
it the head of this world IliOVellent. I think anybody who is used to
thinking politically will see that. It would Ibe ')oliticll suicide, and
incidentally. itwotild be personal suicide, for them to back down.
75921-48-13
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That is lift le sidle fr o1 this resoli'ltilo.
I don't Ihink It
his measuree
of revisilnje the Clhrter of the Un.ited Nationus, or forming under the
ttions, IL
nleijoratic
it Wer
an illifii('e of tl. geiiiely
we.eli,
Bitt tht they tre th0
(, tht
hiisive allifilice, bIars iei(,ss''ilvi
1
1 fioii el(enlies. 1iming to overthrow
generaI stall, of an arnV of 20 i,
dhlleoeracv anl overthrow w i (' (h 'evrlmetll-of 1li0 there is not tlie
leb sis 0f aily action we (ike.
slightest thltlbt. And thii st, hl
Chaim- I.E'r(ix. Mr. ('hi
rieihl ?
.

'nrt u*;rLn. Mr. Elistina , vwt fae fact s. so fatr its Rilssin is
Mr. C
('ii('irll(,i. Noy
nv It it, ce 'ncf s so i r is tris risolu ion is -ojicerdlie'I.
Stlip se Ilie Coiigress l'ssvs ('oiicillrenii ]e{soluti ou 59, or the oll
yoll suggest, 163. 11,e lav b)'eent
t
t1(1fi
lis week Iliit
t
flhe Sverleiir y
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lios. il' 1 stllunces
I)yipa. sii4-g , llieir (f i':t. resMl itions f
Alr. EASTMANX'. WelI. I f(Iink Iy iassing esollitioln 163 yotu woulld
piiliitng a r t'or'i if tile niied Nations
take a lo ng sf(p t owarid a(.
which is absolt, elyessential l to the pireservaiiOl oui world penice alld
tr ilol (ht'ivii''orati(: svsteull, and1(which lie Statetent (If Secre
tliv
MnrshalI proves is essetil. If lit, r(sts his ailvic' to you ol tlho
is.stUillif io lli th
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we ilitt ir1
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le ta, ft (ftill
IbecaiN'st Ille flindIn lliellfit fi sk (if
our foreign police is Ito "tlisItl ti Ili. 'til('fltitns
oJf le Soviet hta'de'5.%' Illlii ill ill.iy opillii I is advice, not Ibei hg baseI oin fle facts, is
litii.giiOtl.

ri'.('tir;i"i).
Bit yoll must iot forget. we, itre a legisl t ive bodily.
All we do Iv this tv'' of lt'gislation is exl liess a llophiion of ille
('oI;re''ss.
' (-lilt ((i t1h1t. Sjtv it is 1 pllts (esliiIrt' of
i perhaps
fttt iif. Il ll
uii less Nsimethii'l
haplpi eiis ill fh executive Ibran('. we aicctllli n ll lin Is I See it.
Mi'. E.\s'rMAN. I (dOn't Hgree with yoll. I tli
tik
you
itcci.iiplish all
(,iiirlntl.0iS
illinitlli ille eflet you have on )ulic oli 1h101,and in flie
lst resort. w have
ie
got to li
h
ild pIil)li
u
(pii iion. Suppose tlie
Exeut i 'e (lotsn't (do anything right oif. 'Tlev ofteli doll t do lly-

hing right off when you pass a resolut ion, l)lt yollr resollit ions iinollint
anyihilig any other
rny
a)ot1'othei'r groupj) of persons
coull possil)Iy publish. I that not, Itlie?
Mi'. Chulrl:I.I]1I). You feel the I bV ex)ression of tile Congress
favoring somiethiing to he (1le towards revision of the Charter of tle
ULiitl Natiotns w\e would be bringing together public opinion and
that would be helpful ?
Mr. EASTMAN. Yes, andil ot. only in tile Unite(d States but all over
the world.
.Mr. CuPrErirtn. Think you very much.
Chlairmiian EToN. Mr. Malllsfield?
Mi. MAI sF.ELD, I have n1o quest ions.
Chairman ET)N. M i. Vorys?
1. VTOIV.
I'. EaiStmijin, (o yoll tI jjnk that if we passed a resoluition and tile executive branch took actoin, would tend to force tle
to itmOre tl|
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civilized w(,'ld to line up o one side or the other, that we would get
11lo1e Oi1ollP side Ihan we have now ? I refer to more nations?
Mr. EAwrM.N. I thillk if we lit(] adequnat, iiitary power so thalt
the world would feel flnt we were behind
every democratic force inl
their the waIy every totalitarian force feels that tile Soviet Union is
belinl tlhem all the nations wliil are not immediately tinle' tie
heel of the Soviet dictatorship would be oil our side. There might be
sonic border nations that would hesitate because Ihey don't quite believe we mean business at all when we talk about democracy, they
have been so disappointed in our conduct since we won the war. 11t
be on our side. Certainly not,
if they were sure of us. they would ill
of course, the satellite nations.
Mr. Voys. Whnt is goiitx tfob persuasive, then, with the free
nat ions of the world and with the Soviets themselves is not outr words
but our aet ions, is inat not right ?
f that if it comes
Mr. ,.\s'rM.,. Well. our reidii(,ss to act, i h belie
to a show-down we will act. And I think we will. I doWt think InyIook" doubts that.
(IIIuirchill said this morning inhis nwnioirs, JHidr believed we were
too hlgeitel'ate to tralher our forces and fight at all, we Westeril
l)emocra-eis. Sitalin has the saine 1,lief ahfiut deilio(rC'ies, and it
is Inised oil a verY n.ICh more plasible fouindafton and a more erudite
philO sophy than littler's was, but itis no ore true.
Mr. Voitys. The act ion we .ould Iake, that would he persiuasive would
two, to Ipepnre otli'selves
ec l liie.:
be. one. to f'p',ish hi to lteihir
to funli.h i military aid to those who were attlieked. What else?
Would not those actions speak far louder than any resolution we
could pass and aliy resolution that this Congress Inight approve?
Mr. E.WsrM.x. Well, we are taking the action, are ywe not ? Only
we are not taking it quite vigorously enough and (qliteexl)icitlv etnogh
inbehalf of the deniocrat icforces-I mean not onNly the natioils which
the, (lmocritic forces
hppelln to have a democratic government, ailt
but
within the nations. There isa whole list of Ihlings we Could (10,
What we need now isa world instrument through
we are doing a lot..
things?
which to do these
That seems to me quite obvious. We mav not,got itnow. Your
resolution nmav only be a resolution. But it 'will sway the opinion of
thinking people all over the world anol we will get -that instrument
verv soo.
I' think oilt strategic position in hnviln a Ilnied Nit ionls which
was really organized for world peace, although so imlerfectly that
it permit.s tile comuiists to use it as i ittstrumnent of world revolution, isa good one. All we have to do isfix it up a little bit. Then we
have got them in a hole. That is the way it looks to me.
Mi'. Vyvs. What.iml)resses me is that the United Nations, feeble as
it has proven, has also provenu to l)e a pretty good insltrtmnent to keep
ti Soviet fcet to the fire in that they iave to either agree or Ise
the veto just every so often and we have been apprized of situations
where thc have fl-inched from using the veto.
I wouldn't wait to see us (10 something that. would destroy that
techni q Ite of the United Nations in keeping world attention on itst
what the Soviet int(ntions are. How would you feel ibout that ?
Mr. ESrM,,. Well, I think in the light 5f what they are really
trying to do that halt a(lvantage is slight.
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When you face tile thing you are really up against, just, tile little
fact that they have to use tile veto and show themselves up doesn't

amount to much.
Mr. Voys. Yet as you say the only chance for peaceful happy
solution in the long run is a change inside Russia, and if the Soviet
leaders have got to kee l ) moving forward, and if every so often they
stop moving forward, do not use the veto or do not get anywhere,
how are we going to fix up some other kind of an international organization that is going to have that particular effect with the Soviets?
Mr. EASTMAN. Do we not outwvit them in that respect if Nye merely
form a defensive alliance within the structure of the United Nations?
Supposing they veto our first, atteml)t to call a conference or they
veto the action of the conference. Then to form a defensive alliance
and have our organization within the United Nations will be the next
step. They can still go on showing themselves up with the veto,
but they wil know we mean business.
It seems to me that outwits them. I am all for using every kind
of astute maneuver we can because we are up against one of the most
astute inaneuverers in history.
Isn't that an answer to your question?
Al'. VCRYs. That is one answer.
One thing that impresses me is this, that the Soviets are as fallible
in living up to the low ideals that they profess at times as we are in
living ut to the high ideals we profess.
They have not always been consistent in their revolutionary tactics.
Possibly because they felt the time was not ready, or maybe became
they simply flinched. I don't want to have any situation arise that
will prevent instances of their flinching from their avowed revolutionary goal.
Mr. EA\STMAN. Well, Congressman, I don't think they have ever
flinched: Perhaps I don't have quite such a rosy conception of human
nature as you do. I think people find it very much easier to live up
to low ideals than high ones.
I know these fanatics of Marxism. It is a very astute philosophy,
which permits you to retreat and bend and compromise and do almost
any expedient ihing, without flinching on the idain aim.
That is what they have done. They will take up any action they
have to if you show them a superior power. But they will never flinch
on their purpose. They have never flinched.,
Have you ever though what Stalin, sitting there in the Kremlin,
must use in the way of will power and conviction in order to l)revent
any least little sprout of private enterprise from springing up in the
Soviet Union?
Can you imagine all the people who have come into his office and said$
"Look, I have got a little lumber deal up here that I could put through,
and I am sure it would vastly help the Government. If we could have
a little private profit, we could get out a lot more lumber and bring in a
lot more revenue from the western countries."
. How many people have come? Isn't that the whole impulse of
ordinary human nature? He has sat there on it, not permitting one
flicker in that direction, not one second's flinching on the purpose to
abolish private enterprise and take the whole economy of the country
into the hands of the state. And lie has exactly the same attitude to the
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policy of world revolution-which was all written down by Karl Marx,
renlember, it hundred years ago.
They are fanatics. They are a very peculiar order of people, not
because they are Russians, but because they are revolutionary Marxists.
They don't flinch, I assure you.
Air. Vonys. I don't quite agree with you about their never flinchig.
That is all,
Chairman EATON. Mr. Jonkmnan?
Mr. JONI-MAN. Mr. Eastman, (lid I understand you correctly at the
outset of your statement to say that those who oppose this legislation on
which 1-. Con. Res. 69 is established do so because they do not understand the philosophy of the Soviets?
Mr. EASTMAN. It would require too much study in a hurry to give
them all an understanding of Marxian l)hilosoplh '. What I said was
that, they don't un(lerstand the intentions of the general staff of the
world revolution in Moscow, and they call them concel)tions that we
must dispel by talking.
Mr. JONK 1AX. You made that statement in your opening address.
I am not in accord with H1. R. 51) at the present time, but I am thoroughly in accord with everything that you have said of the Soviet
philosophy.
I asked General Marshall the other (lay when he volinteered tho
remark that through the operations of the United Nations we would
shame then into a feeling of guilt.

Mr. EASTRAN. We would what?
Mlr. JoNl(.MAN. Shame them into a feeling of guilt so that they

would come along. I asked him whether Fe thought the Soviets
would ever have any feeling of guilt or did have any feeling of guilt,
and his answer was like one specimen that you gave, that lie didn't
know.
As I say, I think all of us are familiar with your first quotation
from Stalin on tie Lenin philosophyy. The others we probably are not
so familiar with, but we are acutely aware of that.
I am in full accord with you oil it. I aini not a theologian, but
sometimes I almost begin tofeel we are in the third stage, the first
stage was universal recognition of God, and then a sort of a stage
when it was either denied or was diselailned, and now this new philosophy sets up the state as God which means *ofcourse they cannot go
wrong or do wrong.
The only wrong that can be (lone is that which is done against their

principles, or as

nosaid a minute ago. "Thle last vestige of private

enterprise would Ce thoroughly investigated and punished by Stalin."
Assuming that all that, is true, don't you think we can accomplish
the objective we have as well within the'United Nations organization
as by adding this kind of legislation to it?
What I mean by that is right now the Little Assembly for instance
is making a study which I understand takes in. the same things that
we are considering at the present time, although they perhaps have
more restriction and deal principally with reference to procedural
matters. Will we gain anything if we bring this to a head, to a
rupture, so that Russia is compelled to carry out her policy or will
she be more intransigent than ever, br leave?
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May, I add to that this: When the United Nations organization
was first organized I made some speeches in which I saiNt we must
not expect too much from the organization for some time, that I
would not be surprised if for the first 10 years we hear much more
of friction than cooperation, that if we could hang together for 10
years that probably then we miight get somewhere.
I still feel that way except for one thing-because of some things
that have happened. That is this tremen ous argument that we are
being brought into. We cannot be patient. We have this l)roposal
to arm the other friendly nations. We have the atom bomb hanging
over us, but nothwithstanding all these things, would we not get
further by trying to make the United Nations organization work
rather than with :3 years have its formation practically abolished?
Mr. EASTMAN. Well, Congressman, I find your tone 6f voice, and
your way of approaching the subject, very persuasive because I agree
with you as to your first remark about the state being God. I think
that is really w;hat is happening. lit I do not think what you said
is an argument in favor of letting things drift along the way they
are-rather the contrary.
If this armament race is on, and we are threatened with war, and
above all with the atom bomb in the hands of an absolutely unscrupu19us enemy whose god is the state and the state is themselves, it seems
to me we have got to get forward to an organization which will actually
enforce )eace.
That is the real aim of Resolution 163 as I understand it.
Mr. JONJIMAN. Is your object to jump in and do it now before they
are ready to do it?
Mr. EASTMUAN. No. I think with a strong diplomatic offensive as the
leaders of democracy we can back them off. They cannot go to war.
Stalin regards war as ultimately inevitable. That we ought to reinemeither war ended. He is at the bottom
ber, andhe said so before the
of the armament race. But if we get t'ie rest of the world together
in an alliance under the United Nations, whose purpose is to preserve
the peace and stop this war from occurring, it sees to me we are
meeting an emergency which is too pressing to be met with talk.
It is all right ii ordinary times to say everything grows gradually,
and we will let it drift along, and after all it is only 3 years. But
these 3 years are the most 1)recious years in the history of mankind.
We just cannot wait. We have got to do something about peace and
*wehave got to do something about the preservation of democracy.
Here is a move which to my mind combines these two ends.
Mr. JONISMAN. Do you not feet that in view of what we have contributed to that situation at Yalta and at Tehran, in view of the fact
that technological improvements have also contributed to this, that
the social concepts all over, even iin the United Sates are also contributing to this popuhirizing the socialized state more or less?
On the other hand do you not think that in the last year we have
reversed that trend and made progress to a considerable extent when
once we admit that we ourselves iave contributed to that trend and
that we must proceed in an opposite direction? Have we for instance
shown progress in Italy, France, in the five nations beginning with
Benelux1
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Have we not in the last year already iade regresss compared with
the )rec('ediig time?)av
Alr. Etsr, vi,.Yes, we certainly have. This seenis to me the next
step in the samiIe progress.
%ir.,JONKMAN. What then will this do? Supposing we pass House
Concurrent Resolution 59. What would that add to the process?
Mr. ESTMAN, Do you mean supposing it were not adopted by the
executive branch? I think we must assume that if it is a good thing

you will pass the resolution whether it is going to be adopted immediately by the present Executive or not. However, the resolution
I am advocating is not nuumbered 59, but 163.
Mr. JoNKHAN. You mean the Executive Pf the United States?
Mr. EASTM ,N. Yes. We are not discussing whether you will dismiss the resolution because you do not think it will be acted on, because that is not worth discussing.
Mr.. JONICHAN. Suppose it has the legislative approval?
Mr,, EASTM3AN. Then we have got a real world instrument for enforceient of peace and prevention of war.
Mr. JONKMOtAN. Wait a minute. You are assuming it will pass the

Assembly of the United Nations?
Mr. EAST AN. Yes; for the moment I am.
Mr. JONIKCAN. Well, of course that is a big assumption.

Mr. EASTMAN. I think our discussion has to be about whether this
measure is a good thing, has it not? If it is a good thing, you brought
it up and your power to get it afloat in the woi'ld and bring it forward
is very great.
Mr. JONKMAN. But we know in advance the thing you and I thoroughly agree on, that the Soviet Union under her philosophy is going
to be doing her duty in vetoing it.
Mr. E, sTIMAN. YCs.
Mr. JONICMAN. Then what have we added to the present machinery?
Mr. ESTMAN. I understood the strategy was if they veto the first
attempt to call a conference or veto the action of the conference, we
would form a defensive alliance under article 51I, the same as the one
that was formed in the Americas. We thus get forward with what
is the only thing in my opinion that will have democracy-a world
federation of democratic states.
Do you really think it can be hoped, as Sebretary Marshall implied,
that once we dispel the misconceptions of the Soviet leaders, these two
systems can live side by sideperinanently?
Mr. JoNKIAN. Youi and I have already agreed that that is impossible.
Mr. EAsT-IAN. That is what I thought.
Mr. JoNIKMAN. But through these processes that I have already
shown have yielded results within the past year; do you not think we
cangradually hem them in?
Mr. ESTMAN. We are not stopping them. Let me ask you, what
harm would it do to adopt this resolution? What harm would it do
to these processes?
Mr. JoNKMAX. Of course I am asking the questions. I can see
certain good in these hearings, for instance, so that for instance the

American people will understand Vhat the situation is and of which
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I think there are also serious misconcept ions. But we (1o not pass
legislation merely because it is harmless.
After all, is this not true, that a sound civilization must be built
upon spirituality, and that means that we have to get the men together
anywayV
Mr. 'EASTMAN.

I think that is anl erroneous p~rop~osition.

I think

when you are up against peol)o who think in terms of material force,

to oppose them. with Christian persuasion and think you can do any-

thing is a fatal mistake.
Mr. JoNKHAN. I did not mean to go that far, but I mean by the
processes like we arq doing in Europe" at the present time, to create
public opinion as a trend toward at least an ethical concept, if not a
spiritual one.
We have to get that before we can ever eliminate the causes of war.
Mr. EASTMAN. I think you have got to have an ideal that people
will believe in and go out for. You have got to have a blueprint of
the future to oppose to this blueprint of world revolution, and here
you have it. You have the idea of a world federation, a federation
of States really aiming to bring peace to the world.
Mr. JONKA;. That is a spiritual concept rather than a material
Mr. EASTMAN. Yes. But it is also a practical measure.
Mr. JoK,NAN. That is just what I'mean. Are we not in a practical way making progress toward the objective through the organization of the United Nations ?

Mr. EASTrAN. I do not think so.

Mr.JONKMAN. You know after all some of these vetoes did not get
the Russians anywhere. Take the first one with reference to Iran,
then the one with reference to Lebanon, and Syria. We are making
progress.
Do you not think that we could leave it to for instance the Little
Assembly at the next session of the General Assembly to see what
action they take and what the results are of that action with reference
to eliminating the causes of friction within the organization?
Mr. EASTMAN. I do not think so. I do not see how you can feel so
leisurely in this emergency.
Mr. JONK-MAN. And you say that House Concurrent Resolution 59
would not do any harm and might lend impetus to that effort?
Mr. EASTMAN. I am sure that the resolution I advocate, which I
understand is numbered 163 would do so.
Mr. JONKMAN. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COITIERFIELD. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Chiperfield?
Mr. CnnIrRFIELD. Mr. Eastman, by my line of questioning I did
not want to leave the inference that thlis committee would not do
what it thought was right simply because there was possible inaction
on the part of the executive department. I have the firm belief that
when this committee arrives at a, decision they will do what they
think is right.
Mr. EA8s3TAN. I did not think you meant that.
Chairman EATON. Mrs. Bolton?
Mrs. BOLTOx. Mr. Eastman, I am deeply interested in your presentation of the facts about the Soviet. As it happens, my subcommittee of this committee finished only a few weeks ago a report which
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was a history of the strategy and tactics of communism for the past
hliindred years.
You have put into very concise al(l trenchant words the contents
of our small, but I hope effective, contribution to the knowledge that
this country does need so dramatically at this moment.
Time is not on our side and we cannot wait indefinitely.
I was wondering this: Would it be your reasoning that some expression from Congress, through sonic resolution, might point up the
thinking of the executive department?
Mr. EASTMAN. I certainly do think so.
Mrs. BoLToN. Do you think that would be of great value?
Mr. EASTMAN. It would be of great value without any doubt.
Mrs. BoI;roN. You feel that possibly on the strength of that, the
Kremlin might be forced into more practical methods, even under the
present United Nations Organization?
r. EASTMAN. I think it would have that effect to some extent.
Mrs. BoIFoN. I am not certain, but I ju(lged from your remarks that
you felt much as I did when Secretary Marshall said that the purpose of our foreign policy is to dispel misconceptions of the Soviet
leaders.
Mr. EASTMAN. That, to me, is absolutely terrifying. He does not
have the slightest idea what this country and world civilization is up
against, andhe is in a position of power.
You know they talk about the terrible military influence that is
getting into this Government, some of my friends do. I am sorry to
see the military people come in because they come in with an inferiority complex which prevents them from thinking like a soldier, and that
is how we must think when we are up against these Marxian revolutionists. They are thinking in terms of material power and that
is the way we must think.
Mrs. BoL'ro-. The quotes you have read are so familiar to me that
I sometimes fail to believe tiat they are not known to everybody, but
most people do not read Lenin and Stalin.
Mir. EASTMAN. I think it is very evident. WThen anybody in the
country gets hold of some of these facts raised by those of us who are
called radicals and extremists, someone who is in official position, it
is an enormous event.
Mrs. BoirroN..You suggest that with "a little fixing" of the United
Nations set-up we cotild make more progress. Could you just be a
little more detailed?
Mr. EASTMAN. .I think it might be possible. I think the measure
of calling a conference to amend the Charter should be adopted and
the Charter amended if possible. But if that is blocked, if either the
calling of the conference or what the conference may do is blocked by
the Soviet veto, I think the present proposal to form within the structure of the United Nations a sort of club within a club, or an alliance,
you might call it, of the democratic nations under the clause which
permits military self-defense, is a very astute way of moving toward what ye must really have, a worldfederation of the democracies
with police power and court.
Mrs. Bo1:roN. I believe you did begin your remarks on what were
suggestions on what we mist do. To use your words, "we must procee(l with great subtlety and great diplomatic wisdom." That may
possibly rule out some of the suggestions made in one or two of the
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resolutions before us. I think ill
one of these resolutions, I think 163,
there are phrases to the effect, "it, shall be" so and so. For myself,
I have no desire to have our country to say to the world, "This, that
and the other must be." I think we must bring the other nations along
with us. They may have better suggestions than we have. That is my
first reaction to that phrase.
Mr. E,%s'rr,%N. I agree to that in principle, only I would add that
I think a greater danger is that in the attempt to conciliate those
other nations we would leave the thin a little bit fuzzy. That to
tie is tle great danger. That is where the Communist leaders are so
far ahead of us. They think in hard, clear, crystal terms because they
are fanatical about al the facts. Weliave a sense of the fluidity of
fact, and the indefiniteness of the future. Wetare more initellirent
in one way. but in another way that is our weakness. We are inclined
to let it all be a little bit fuzzy. I think that is a much greater clanger
than the one you have mentioned, although they both exist.
Mrs. BoLroN. If we can find a path between the two which will be
clear, for our people and the people of democratic countries, something
of spiritual value that will bring them an equal zeal for peace that
has been instilled into the 20,000,000 Communists, we shall have some-

thing worth while.

11,r. EASTIAN. This really sets a goal. The ideal of a world federation of democratic nations to prevent war is an ideal really capable
of arousing all the enthusiasm of people who love liberty, and believe

in consecration to it.

At the present, everything on our side is a little vague and on
the defensive. It is negative. This is something positive. So much
so that if it were not so absolutely right, you would feel that you
had to put it forward anyway, to gather the forces against what is
threatening us.
Mrs. BOLTON. Is it not possible that those of the 20,000 000 world
Communists who live among us are doing a very good job, keeping
our thinking a bit fuzzy, in suggesting that the Christian spirit is
one which must always be tolerant,t and understanding and bring the
other boy in? Is that not a possible fact?
Mr. EASTMAN. I do not think I can agree with that.

Mrs. BoLrToN. You do not think so?

Mr. EAstMAN. NO.
Mrs. BoLToN. You do not think they would use us?
Mr. EASTMAN. I do not believe I got your question.
Mrs. BoToz. Is it not possible that the Communists are using us
as Christians, to keep us thinking that after all they will come in

someday?

Mr. tAs
r.
11Oh,
yes. I beg your pardon. I agree with you
absolutely. I did not understAnd. *
Mrs. Borox. Thank you Mr. Eastman, for your very clear picture
of the situation which you feel we must get over to our people. They
do not understand it, they do not know it and will not accept it, up to
this point. The moment they do, they will chide us for not being there
ahead of them; will they not?
Mr. EAsTMAN. I think so, yes.
Mr. JoXKMfAt;. Will the lady yield to me for a question?
Mrs. I3OLTog. Surely.
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Mr. JONH.MN. Do you not think Mr. Eastilall, that within the
United States within the last, year, the United Nations Organization
has created i t releiII(lolls chan ge of feeling toNard the communistic
background? In other words, communism isrepudiated to a far
greater extent at the present time than it was a year or a year and a
half ago?
Mr. ESTMN. It is. That is without. doubt. But if the United
Nations has done much toward that, whether it has or not, I ai not
sure.

I think the actions of the Soviet Union have done it and not the
United Nations. But if the United Nations has (one it ft little bit
that is not a reason for not wishing it could do it a lot more, as
think it coid ri11der this change.
Mr. JONKMAN. In the United Nations, the Communists are !)eginhill g tosou1d tile real lilosophy?
Mr'. EASTMAN. I think a better way to show that l)hilosophy would
be to make a big approlriatioin to S)read tile report of this subcommittee abroad anong the American people. I do not believe they
get it,
through the newspal)er rel)otS or tihe radio rep o rts of the
United Nations. What you suggest does not seem to tie to railk u1)
in size with thereasons for adopting this measure. It does not seem
to tie to be of the 1san1e
iml)ortance or weight.
Mr. ,JONKMAN. Would you sz, it is true that thley are?
Mir. EASTMAN. 1 ami not sure i111t perhaps our thinking might not
have been further along had there been 1o United Nations. I do
not believe what you say is absolutely self-evident, but even if the
UN has done a little, it would do a lot more if it took a step which
shows we are really defending democracy and wouhl say to them:
"Here ! Come inor stay out."
Mr. JONK , N. Do you not think that in the forum of the United
Nations, Gromyko and Vishinsky have exposed to tile American
people what sovietism really is, lhow antagonistic it is and how dostructive it is?
Mr. EASTMAN. There you have to divide the American people.
You see, what they are doing is assembling the discontented, the
neurotic, the crazy, the oppressed, the people who cannot think, but
want a change and believe in their lying propagan(la about a classless society. Those are the people they tire appealing to-and they
are appealing to the people who are filled with hate and just want to
denounce everybody. In a situation where agitators are advocating
a revolution, you cannot speak of the American people as a bloc.
They are splitting up this bloc, and one of the instruments they are
doing it with is the United Nations as at )resent constituted.
Mr. JONKMAN. Of course, you have reference to what we might
call the lunatic fringe.
Mr. EASTMIAN. It is a lunatic fringe if you call Hitler and his following a lunatic fringe. He got the whole mass of the German people behind him before lie got through. He started out a lunatic.
Mr. JONKMrAN. Thank you.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Judd.
Mr. JUDD. Is it true or is it not true that while the actions of Messrs.
Vishinsky, Molotov, and so forth have alienated further a great many
people who probably originally were not favorably inclined toward
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lie Soviets; on the other hand, they have fanned to fever heat the
devotion of millions of Americans?
Mr. EASTMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. JuDD. Therefore, balancing the good results against the bad,
the chances are they would not have done it as they did unless they
realized there would be tremendous benefit for them
Mr. EstIAN. That is what I was trying to say. I think that is
unquestionable.
Mr. Juno. Frequently it is said that Mr. Stalin has abandoned communism as the political or economic'philosol)hy which it was under
Marx and Lenin, and now uses it merely as the instrument of one
nation's foreign policy. What is your comment on that?
Mr. EASTM%,\N. Th t is not true. I think Stalin could not abandon
it temperamentally because lie got his education as a Marxist and a
Leninist and lie does not know the worll in any other terms. He cannot think in any other terms. That. is what everything is to him. The
positionn which has been given to him happens to fall in with his
natural instinct, which is an enormous thirst for power and an enormous love for intrigue.
While I think Stalin is absolutely devoted to the world revolution,
so long as he is on the crest of the wave, I think may be if a revolution,
say, in France or Germany or America were in lhe wind, and were
such that Stalin would lose his leadership if it were successful, lie
might not go through with it. It may be that his love of power must
combine with his belief. However, as long as they are working together, lie does not waiver an inch.
Mr. JUDD. You do not agree, then, with those who say that Stalin
now is primarily a Russian nationalist and not an international Communist?
Mr. EASTMAN. No. Those two things have been right together from
the beginning. The minute the Russian revolution occurred, the leaders identified the world revolution with the wonderful Russian revolutionary knowledge and understanding of Marxism.
And this identification was extremely trying to me. You know, I
tried for awhile to believe in that system, and I went over there, after
defendingg it here, as a sort of special guest of the Bolsheviks. I was
never a member of the.Communist Party, but, as I had defended the
revolution in two left-wing socialist magazines in the United States,
they sort of took me in and I was quite close to some of the leaders. I
was present at a congress of the international. I was even present at
a convention o'f the Russian Communist Party, which is a very extraordinary thing for a foreigner.
However I always maintained a detached and critical position in
regard to the movement. I, never was a fellow traveler in the sense
that I backed up the party line where I thought it was wrong. I retained the right to criticize. And this Russian nationalism, mixed up
with what I had conceived as international socialism, evoked the one
adverse criticism I wrote in my magazine before I left America. I
attacked the Bolsheviks on their policy of organizing the international in such a way that the Russian party dominated it. They have
never yielded from that position at all. They believe in the'world
revolution, but they believe it is going to be controlled from Moscow-

and it is, if we are not careful.
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An'. Jvnn. You spoke of the necessity fotr replacing the present
grollp, Stalin and his colleagues who control Russia. J)o you or do
you not think there is any possible hope of replacing them unless and
utitti there at"' chelcks-we will not say "defeats," but at least "checks"
to their successful expansion ?
Mr. E.%STAN. No, I say they must be stopped and compelled to
retreat in some sense diplomatically before they will be weakened
enough so that the opposition in Russia will begin to function.
Mr. ,JUDD. 1s that. one of the things that would lead you to Support
Resolution 163? Several times you spoke of Resolution '9, which
is the one which merely calls for an international conference under
article 109 to see if we cannot get agreetnent to streugthen the United
Nations so it can establish law, interpret it, and enforce it for relations
between nations.
The other resolution is 163 which has specific proposals for
strengthening it so there would be a chance of it checking further
Russian victories.
That is the basic reason why you favor that?
Mi. EAST MNA. Absolutely; yes, sir. It is not only that it checks
them, but it, also moves toward a solution of the second great world
problem that we are confronted with; one is to cheek this totalitarian
revolution, the other is to form a world federation that will really
prevent Will.
I got those two numbers mixed ii) and I am not sure I have been
quite clear. Resolution 163 is what ihave been advocating. It checks
them and checks then in a way everybody will understand.
Mr. JUD). In other words, it is not enough to cast out an evil system,
we must put a better one in its place. We can perhaps defeat it by
force of arms but we cannot overcome it except by a better system?
M[r. EASTMAN. That is right.
Mr. Jvi)m. I)O you approve of the proposal to have a western union,
made u ) of five lnations, ill wtat essentially is a defensive military alliance with United States' support? Do you approve of that?

Mr. EASTMAN. Yes.

Mr. Juur. Do you see any reason why that should not be expanded I
Do you see any' disadvantages in expanding it to include all the
countries who will come along?
Mr. EASTMAN. I think it should be expanded.
Mr. JUDD. The more nations you have, the more you reduce the
chance of attack?
Mr. EASTAN. You must get the double democratic world aware
of the facts and into an organization.
Mr. JUDD. Do you think Stalin thinks, asyou said Hitler thought,
that we are a degenerate people and that, for example, even if our
President and Secretary of State tried to get some changes in tie
Charter our American people would not support them? Do you think
that Stalin thinks thatV
•
Mr. EASTMAN. Yes, he does.
Mr. JUDD. Then, if the Congress of the United States were to pass
a resolution, which it would not do unless it represented the majority
sentiment of the United States because that is the way we operate a
resolution crystallizing for our own'administration and for the world,
including the Soviets, the overwhelming sentiment developed in these
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hearings for strengthening tie United Nations structure-do you
think flIat would hinder or strengthen tle hand of our Execulive in
dealing with these nat ions?
Mr. EASTMAN. It would strengthen it enormously.
Mr. JuDD. lhe question was raised by my friend from Michigan
that veto measures had not gotten Russia anywhere; that (luring 3
yetirs' time they had vetoed repeatedly but hald not succeeded ill accoiil)lishing what, they wanted in the veto.
Is it not. true that fhey accomplished this: They bought 3 years of
precious time with those vetoes?
Mr. EAsTI ,A-. That is right.
Mr. JUDD. From your study of communism and Marxist techniques
and tactics, would you say that usually when they go out and shout
for lower prices or ask for a strike to reduce prices and thereby cause
the prices to go higher, they actually do achieve their real objective
which is confusion and (lissatisfaction?
Mr. EAtsr.M.kN. Confusion, chaos, and sabotage of our whole system;

yes.

M'. JUDD. Did you not mentim the quotation from Stalin in which
he said, "The mightiest ally of Soviet Russia, is to have--" he did not
say "peace. prosperity, and contentment"; but--"strife, conflicts, and
wars in every caplitailistic country"?
Mr. EA.sM.AN. That is right."

Mr. JtTi). So while tie vetoes did not accomplish what to the uninitiated it looked as if they were trying to accomplish, they did ill
fact accoml)lish what the), really were after-delay and confusion. reducing the efrectiventess o'f the United Nations?
Mr. EASTMAN. Yes.
Mr. JUDD. You spoke of General Marshall's statement in which he
said he hoped to dissipate their misconceptions regarding us and the
possibility of the two systems living together in one world, and thereby
to get agreement with'them? Do you thiiik that for a high official
of the United States Government to say in public that we should not
do anything until we get agreement with the Soviets improves or iecreases the chance of getting that agreement?
I Mr. ESTMuAN. I think it decreases them in a terrifying degree.
As I say, I think this is terrifying.
Mr. JUDD. Does it not just teirthen that all they have to do is sit
there until the world goes to hell, and we have told them in advance
we won't (o anything?
Mr. EASTMAN. Yes.
Mr. JONIKCMAN. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that question is
proper.
* Mr. JUDD. You do not think it is proper?
Mr. JONKMAN. No.
Mr. JUDD. Ill what sense?
Mr. JONKMAN. Have the reporter read it.
The REPORTER (reading):
Does it not Just tell them that all they have to do Is sit there until the world
ioes to hell, and we have told them In advance we won't do anything?
Mr. JONKMAN. It is based on the assumption that they are just.sitring there not doing anything, which just is not true.
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Mr. JulD. I will modify it and say it is telling tihei we won't make
any effort to strengthen t he United Nations so is to organize the
free nations against their further aggression until they agree.
Mr. JoNK.MAN. I think that is subrect to the same fll flcy. I do not
think we should use words to describe it situation that is not true at
all. The United Nations has taken serious note of the abuse of the
veto anl other things. If you say, because of that yomu are letting the
world go to hell, it would not be fair, or we would not be sitting in
that organization.
Mr. J tj1)). I was not spealking of the organization as such, I wats
speaking of the attitude of United States olicials in saying we shouldn't
do anything until we are sure the Soviets will agree.
Mr. JONKMRAN. You say they wouldn't (10 llnythilg. You say you
shol(hln't do this.
Mr. JUnln. Shouldn't (o anything about reforming, revising changing, modifying, improving tie procedures inthe Unted Nahtoils.
Mr. JoN.im.kN. Mr. Chairnll, I do not think that in this inquiry we
should resort to propaganda ourselves.
Mr. JUDD. When I ask Ia(lueStion, to get the agreement or disagreement of the distinguished witless on a Jpoit of view which haslbeell
ropatedly expressed, I (to not think that is projagandizing. Ile
nuligt say, "No."
JONKAN;. The probialiility is that lie would Slay, "Yes."
*Jr.
It is
a leading que, ion.
Mr. Ju)D. Do you mean to tell ime, its
i lawyer, that lawyers do not
ask leading questions?
M'.,JONKMAN. Yes, sir, they (10, for one liiurose; they know that the
answer is going to be almost autoiatically "Yes," or "No," as the
clls Imly be.
Mr. ,JuIm). ])on't you think it is inplortalint, for tie future of the
world-ind it,
illchi les the fituire of niy three chihhdren-don't you
think we have a right and i duty to mobilize opinion in the directiol
of insuring the world a futilre?
Mr. Jo~iir,\,. Not by misleading questions.
Mr. JumD. It is not it
lmnisleading question.
Mr. JONmTN. YOU are skiing ai premise that is not justified when
you slyl that the United States representatives take that attitude, anl
therehby they just let the worldgo to hell . That is not fair. I criticize
those olicials almost as much its you do, but I do not think we should
go too far.
Mr.
1). It was only in that one respect of their advising against
action to strengthen the United Nations until Russia will agree. Such
advice I believe makes certain Russia will not agree.
You know I have worked for ERP and for every single one of
the economic and military measures proposed and I wil -continue,
but my point is, Unless we go ahead with mobilizing into a joint
force the strength of all people striving to be free, then the other
measures will not succee(. We are assuming a burden we can carry
this year, maybe until 19152, but it is an impossible burden. as a longterl policy, and Mr. Stalin can just sit there and wait Until the free
world goes to pieces, because we will break down, in my judgment,
if we try to carry the load alone. .
Mr. Chairman, may I ask permission that the word "liell" be
expulinged from the record."1
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Chairman E.ATON. I was going to suggest that the gentleman let
the American people stop just this side of Tell.
Mr. JUDD. Thank you very much, Mr. Eastman, Your testimony
has been Of enormous value. It is not a matter of theory with you.
You are aware of the facts of life.
Mr. EASTAIAN, Thank you.

Chairman EATON. We are deeply grateful to you because this has
been. one of the most interesting, informing, and suggesting presentltions of testimony we have had. We wish you tiirther success in
your program. I do not know how rapid it will be, but I hope you
will continue in well-doing.
Mr. EASTHAN. Thank you very much.
Chairman EATON. The committee will adjourn at this time. We
will meet again Tuesday, May 11, in the Foreign Affairs Committee
room.
(Whereupon, at 3:45, the committee adjourned, to reconvene Tuesday, May 11, 1948, at 10 a. in.)
(The following communications have been submitted for inclusion
in the record:)
STATEMENT BY THE WOMEN'S ACTION COMMITTEE FOR LASTING PEACE,

IUAST FIFTY-

SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY, CONCERNING TIlE FUNCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

OF TIE UNITED NATIONS

The stated objective of the Women's Action Committee Is "to unite American
women to work for full participation of the United States in the United Nations
and in those international measures necessary to build a world of peace and
justice nnier law." It is an organization composed of many thousands of individual members. There are also 14 large national women's groups affiliated
with us as member organizations with representation on our general committee,
which Is our policy.forming body. At our recent annual convention attended by
delegates from all parts of the United States, a large majority of the delegates
voted to "postpone Indefinitely" action on a resolution supporting the current
measures before Congress favoring amendments to the United Nations Charter.
The following resolution was passed unanimously by our convention:
RESOLUTION ON THE STRENGTIIENINO OF TIMt UNITED NATIONS

Whereas the United Nations has been established for safeguarding world
peace, and
Whereas the effective functioning of the United Nations should be a major
concern of all peoples, everywhere in the world, and
Whereas the position of world leadership which the United States at present
enjoys carries with it the responsibility of strengthening the United Nations;
therefore be It
Resolved, That the Women's Action Committee for Lasting Peace, In annual
convention assembled, considers the United Nations can best be strengthened
at this time through affirmative interpretation of the present Chapter and strongly
urges that the United States make every effort to:
1. Act whenever possible through and with the machinery of the United
Nations,
2. Assist In further developing the machinery of the United Nations and of
the specialized agencies into effective instruments of International cooperation
and of international law and order,
8. Continue to recognize Itereponsibility forleadership in the United Nations
and all of its specialized agencies in order that the confidence of the peoples
of the world in the efficiency of the United Nations may be sustained during these
critical times.
The Women's Action Committee is not opposed to world government. The
ideal of world government appeals to all workers for lasting peace as an ultimate
goal to strive toward. Our organization differs, however, with the immediate
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revisionists as to thing and as to strategy in view of present world conditions.
The United Nations as the established International organization is accepted
by lost groups at least ats it starting polit. Tihe fMet tillt n organtizatio of
58 nations is functioning ilust be accepted by all but the most irreeoncilable
pessinists or the most starry-eyed idealists. While there have been delays at
,i time when delays can bring us to the precarious brink of disaster, thus far
the majority of the United Nations, in spite of the delaying tactics of the
minority, have devised ways of carrying on and slowly achieving results.
The present Charter of the United Nations provides for a review of the Charter
at the end of 10 years. It would seen likely that efforts to anenl the Charter
Couhl be given more jldlclous consideration and receive more unilied support
in 1055 than they could possibly receive tinder present international tensions.
Ti Woien's Action Committee for Lasting Peace is convinced that a third
world war inust and! can be avoided. We feel that war can best be avoided by
a lirm program of action-not through it mgic formula of words. It would be
pleasant to return to pre-San Francisco days and speculate as to th ideal
International organization. The fact is that the present Charter is the best that
could be agreed upon afIer months of Intensive discussion and negotiation.
We consider that attempts to revise the Charter now would not only fall short of
the aim to produce a more effective United Nations, but that they might well lead
to an Intensiflcation of International misunderstanding.
As any revision of the G1arter requires ratification by two-thirds of the member
nations, including all live permanent ineinbers of the Security Council, it is
highly questionable whether two-thirds of tlhe members would ratify amendments
at this time. There is no question but what the ratification by all five great
powers would not be obtained. If the United States were to lead a revisionist
movement )1ow, we would be faced by two alternatives--elther we might have
to weaken our position by accepting defeat, or we would have to risk walking
out of the United Nations and setting up a new international organization with
as many followers as we could luster.
There is, however, all alternative to amending the Charter; the alternative is
the functional strengthening of the United Nations by developing the potentialities for action within the framework of tile present Charter. Several moves
have already been made along this line and still others have been suggested;
tile full development of the lwers of the General Assembly, the setting up of
tie Little Assembly, the development of new ilachinery for arbitration and
peaceful settlement of disputes. eonlled effort to develop voting procedures

in the Security Council that would be more In conformity with the interpretation of the Charter agreed to by the great powers at San Franielsoo, development
of regional machinery under articles 52, 53, and 54 of tile Charter, possible tinplementation of article 51 of the Charter, which provides for individual or collective self-defense i case of armed attack.
Current suggestions for revising the Gharter touch upon the formn but not
the substance of the present difficulties of the United Nations, The world organIzation has been hampered not only by the Russian use of the veto but by the
"slow veto" of noncooperation, the delays of International filibuster, hesistancy
on the part of many nations to take forthright action in particular situations
because of the uncertainties of general world conditions.
A mere revision of the Charter abrogating the veto will not meet these difficulties. The same holds true for other aspects of the revisionist movement.
The ABC plat), for instance, calls not only for elimination of the veto, but for tile
limitation of armaments and for International forces under a quota plan. It
International confidence were such that nations could reach agreement oil the
quota plan, they could also have reached agreement before now In tie UN Commissions on Atomic Energy and Conventional Armaments, and the Big Five could
have reached agreement In tie UN Military Staff Committee on the armed force
and facilities to be put at the disposal of the Security Council.
The large majority of the membership of the Women's Action Committee It
convinced the best way for the United States to strengthen the UN is (1) to mankf
full use of its machinery under the present Charter to cooperate tully i all o
the specialized agencies, (2) to give hope and strength to freedoni-loving people
and to nations who wish to maintain their Independence, (3) to pursue a fir
policy toward Russia, while at the same time leaving open all possible channels
cooperation.
75921-4814
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SUIThAND, MD., May 15, 19J8.

FonEIoN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE,

H0118e of Reprsettatives,
Washington, D. C.
GENTLE.'MtEN: It Is my opinion that the attached peace plan presents the only
means by which war can positively be outmoded. It is not the people of any
nation that starts a war, but their government, through power politics. If the
power to declare war Is once vested In the people of each nation, by majority vote,
there will be no more wars. Also If such power is once obtained by the people
of each nation, they would never surrender it back to their governments or
dictators.
This arrangement once effected by the United Nations Organization, and tie
world would feel safe to proceed along friendly lines. A world disarmament
agreement would soon follow In line and save blilfons of dollars in taxes which
Is now being spent to keep these nations erpared for war; the war jitters would
be removed.
It is my opinion that the present Charter should be revised whereby these
attached stipulations can be Incorporated therein.
Respectfully yours,
FaANK E. VANDEJHOOF.
VANDERHOOF 13-POINT PrEACE PLAN To ELIMINATE FUTURE WARS

(Copyright 1943 by Frank 11 Vanderhoof]
1. An organization or association to be formed among the United Nations,
and those others which will have been freed from the bondage of Germany,
Japan, an(l Italy.
2., These nations large and small shall be permitted to set up their own forms
of government, without Influence or demand.
3. These nations shall set up a new code of international law.
4. Present enemy nations shall not be barred from membership in such organization or association.
5. Each nation In association, to be acceptable to membership must adopt or
write a constitutional amendment, waiving all right by power of their go ernment to declare war, unless attacked by forcible arms. The association to decide
what constitutes forcible attack.
6. All power to so declare war must rest with the peoples of each respective
nation, by popular vote.
7. The armanient of each of these nations shall not be In excess to that which
will be necessary to maintain Internal order. Size of each respective army to
be determined by the association or union.
8. An international chamber of commerce to be organized with equal representation among these united nations, to create markets and gulde in the fair
distribution of raw materials and manufactured goods. The maint object of
.such chamber Is to eliminate competition amoig nations as much as possible.
Tariffs of each member nation to be regulated by tite association.
9. Tie principal of freedott of religion must be a poitt of adoption. among these
nations. This to be the constitutional right of all the peoples of these respective
nations.
10. The principal of freedom of trade, of the seas, and hu the air must be
adopted.
11. Any nations not joining this association or union, by adoption of agreement as set forth In paragraphs 5, 6, and 9, shall be cut off from international
trade, postal exchange, and diplomatic relations with all nations of this assoclation. Citizens of the outlawed nation will not be permitted to enter the
boundary of any of the associated nations.
12. Each nation of these united nations, both large amid small shall have only
equal representation in this association. Territorial claims and boundary disputes to be settled by the association.
13. A sizable International police force or army to be maintained in readiness
to occupy any aggressing nonmetmber nation. Also to see that the laws of this
association are justly maintained.
This plan presented to Congress, by Hon. Wirt Courtney, from Tennessee, as
It appears III the Congressional Record, of July 1, 1943, House of Representatives.
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NATIONS
TUESDAY, MAY 11, 1948
HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
C0IMIrTEE ON FOItEI(N AFFAIRS)

Washington, D. C.
The committee convened at 10:25 a. in., iii the Foreign Affairs (.ommittee room, United States Capitol, Hon. Charles A. Eaton (chairman) presiding.
Chairman EATON. The committee will be in order.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Cord Meyer, Jr., of the United
World Federalists.
STATEMENT OF CORD MEYER, JR., PRESIDENT, UNITED WORLD
FEDERALISTS
Mr. MfiYmi. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Bolton, and gentlemen, my name is
Cord Meyer, Jr.. and I am president of the United World Federalists
located at 31 East Seventy-fourth Street, New York City.
I appear before you as an official representative of the United World
Federalists, an organization of American citizens working to obtain
public support and governmental action toward giving tile United
Nations real power to keep the peace under binding andl enforceable
world laws. I wish to speak particularly in support of Ilouse Concurrent Resolution 59.
First. May I discuss the structure of the United Nations as it was
agreed to in'San Francisco in 1945. The United Nations was erected
on the ruins of the Second World War in the hope that it would end the
intolerable arms races and recurrent wars that this generation has
endured. That hope has not yet been realized. And a close analysts
of the United Nations reveals that the organization was not given in
1945 that legal authority and material power that it must have, if it is
to be able to protect its members.
Criticism of the United Nations has concentrated on the veto provisions. Actually the defects of the Charter are more basic, and little or
nothing would be gained by merely juggling the voting rules in the
Security Council. For example, the United Nations was provided with
no power to make, administer, and enforce laws binding both ol individuals and national governments. Enforcement action by the Security Council can only be taken against an entire nation, its men, women,
and children, the innocent and the guilty alike.
.. The only recourse against aggression under the United Nations is the
collective destruction of entire peoples by war after aggression has
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actually begun, since the United Nations lacks the authority under law
to hol ill(lividual citizens and government officials within a country
responsible for their acts. Moreover, no enforcement action of any
kind can be taken under the Charter except against a small nation that
is without the SU)port of any one of the five permanent members. This
means tliat small and weak nations are to be punished if they commit
aggression, while the strong enjoy unfettered license, protected by their
voting plrivileges.
In addition, the International Court of Justice esttlihslled by tlhe
Charter is a NN'holly inadequate instrument for the judicial settlenment of disputes or for the trial of those acused of initiating aggression. Only governments intheir collective capacity can appear before
this Court and they are free to ignore its recominendations if they
see fit to (10 so.
Most significantly, the United Nations lacks any real international
police force of its own. It relies oil the willinglmess of time member
governments to make available their national armies. Under tile
Charter, each nation is free to arm to the limit, and tile final decision
as to whether these armies will be used to support or oppose a recommlendation of the United Nations rests with the separate national
governments. This means that. under tie Charter each government
can accumulate the modern weapons of nmass (lestruction, and an attack with these weapons by one nation can only be met through t
desperate counterattack by the victims relying oil their own resources.
These considerations should make it. clear that the United Nations
does not niow possess the )ower to defend its members. In 19-15, the
larger nations, including our own, were unwilling to shift the responsibility for national defense to a common authority. Therefore,
each sovereign government las been condensed to seek its own security in national armaments and in the extension of strategic bases.
However, armed force is no protection to any nation unless it has
more power than any other single nation or possible group of opponents. An ever more explosive competition for every element of
military power is the inevitable consequence of this situation, as our
Government and others seek l)roteetion from attack in the overwhelming strength of their national armies. That arms race and struggle
for strategic position began shortly after the end of the Second
World War and now causes fear, hysteria, and hatred throughout the
world.
The Secretary of State warned before this committee on May 5
that the problems of peace "are not solvable merely by new forms of
organization." All members of the United World Federalists would
substantially agree with that judgment. Certainly Mr. Marshall was
correct in calling for "a widespreall improvement in the material and

social well-being of the peoples of the world." We have warmly'supp~orted the European recovery plan and we hope for its succe.ss.
But dollars and goods by themselves give no assurance of peace,
while growing fear leads the sovereign governments to devote an ever
larger proportion of their national wealth to war preparations. Even
now more than 20,000,000 men are under arms throughout the world
and can perform no productive labor. Upward of 60 billion dollars
isnow being spent on the manufacture of totally destructive weapons.
This fantastic waste and mutual suspicion must be ended, if economic
ro overy is to be more than a pious wish. And it is only by new forms
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of organization, by the transformation of the United Nations into a
federation with effective power to keep the peace, that cu,1peratioii can
re)lace the present rivalry for the et111(1Iods of c)llective suicide.
We of the United IWorld Federalists would agree with tht Seretary
of State all(1 with Mr. Austin that or1 coutry should not nov; destroy
its weapons or weaken its military position in the hope that other
nations would later follow our example. T1he policy of unilateral disarmainent and appeasement is both futile and dangerous. It must be
rejected. So long as every nation is free to prepare for and wage
war, our Goverunent must be prepared to defend its people as best it
can. On the other hand, we respectfully but firmly differ with Mr.
Marshall's suggestion that international security can now be maintained by restoring "the balance of power relationship," by staying
ahead in the arms race.
National military prel)arations are necessary at tile present time,
but they no longer offer aly real protection to us or to aily nation.
Even the most thorough l)reparatlolls cannot defend our cities anrd
their people against a modern attack with atomic and biological
weapons, nor is it likely that these, preparations can l)revent war.
As we construct an arse ial with which we can annihilate the cities
and citizens of our coml)etitors, other governments are also taking
the same steps. As we regiment our citizens, dispersee our war in(lustries underground, and transform this country into a military
garrison state armed to retaliate even after our urban centers lie in
radioactive ruins other nations will attempt to defend themselves
by similar methods.
Already these preparation and counterpreparations have set in
motion a chain reaction of mutual terror and hate. Our national
armament l)rogram is one part of the current policy of containment,
which also includes the economic measures undertaken through the
European recovery program and various political moves, such as
military aid to Greece and Turkey, amnl our actions with respect to
the Italian elections. This policy of containment is apparently predicated on the assuiml)tion that a contained and thwarted Russia will
eventually suffer such internal stress as to cause the regime to collapse
or at least to modify its basic policy.
If, however, we rely exclusively on containmuent and make no considered effort now to find a sounder basis for international security,
I believe that the weight of military competition is very likely to
force the Soviet Union and the United States into open conflict. To
suggest that the negative processes of contaimnent alone can he
expected to effect a basic change in Soviet policy and thus to preserve
world peace seems to me to Ie speculative in the extreme. Even now
a minor incident or a mistake in judgment b, a statesman could light
the fires of the third world war. Civilization as we know it could
not survive that war. There would be no victors, only starving and
maimed survivors condemned for generations to a "primitive and
brutal existence.
A program of national pl)reparedness cannot be anl end in itself.
It is only a stop-ga l) measure through which we call gain time, while
we are seeking to give the United Niations real and effective power.
Our Government has not yet defined what it considers to be the structure of an international security system capable of relieving us and
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others of the necessity of war prel)arations. While we, of necessity,
prepare for a war whieh we know would he mutually devastating
reason deniands that we bend every effort to supplant international
anarchy an( the explosively coill)etitive arms race with a worll
organization capable of enacting and enforcing world law. I believe
that the most serious hazard which now confronts the American
)eople is that our leaders will become so engrossed with the preparation for a war no responsible Amerilan wants that they will have no
time or energy or imagination to devote to the organization of a
stable peace. While there is still time, we imist propose the changes
that are necessarv in the United Nations and demonstrate oil]. willingness to accel)t. the restrictions on sovereign indepennce essential
to the comlimlon see'Irity.
The broad outline 'of the required transformation of the United
Nations is clear. The details of structure are subject. to compromise
among tile inember governments once a convention to consi(ler revision has been called.
The lUnited Nations must! be given tile constitutional authority to
administer and enforce world laws binding both 01 individuals'and
national givernments. This law-making authority must be clearly
limited and defined in the revised Charter, so that only those matters
found essential to the preservation of peace come within the jmrisdiction of the world law. Each nation would reserve the right to maintain its own domestic institutions without interference. At a mini.
mn1un, the United Nations would have to be given the power to regulate
and control by law national armament production and tile maintenance of national armed forces, so that no nation is permitted to
retain more military power than it needs for the maintenance of order
within its own borders. A criminal code is required under which
acts of aggression an(l preparation for aggression are clearly defined
and made punishable as individual crhnes. The United Nations
would have to be granted the power to control by law the potentially
dangerous aspects of atomic energy production, as the Liienthal report pointed out, and of other scientific developments that are easily
diverted secretly to the manufacture of the means of mass destruction. A certain direct taxing power would have to be conferred, so
that the United Nations would not be dependent on the occasional
enerosity of its members in order to carry out its functions. Just
how far the law-making authority should extend into the economic
sphere is open to debate. Certainly world agencies to meet the problems of mass starvation and poverty will have to be developed as Mr.
Marshall hs suggested if the peace is to be kept.
A system of United nations courts will have to be established op.
eratin'g under a bill of rights to insure a fair trial to those accused of
violating the laws. The basis of representation in the General Assembly will have to be changed if any legislative authority is to be
granted that organ. Tie one-nation one-vote rule that now prevails
gives equal voting power to every nation regardless of its size. A
weighted system of representation' taking into account such factors as
population, literacy, and level of industrial development provides the
ground for reasonah'e compromise. The Secirity Council would have
to be reconstituted r s an executive cabinet responsible for the administration of the laws, with the veto eliminated.
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Equally necessary is tle creation of a UTnited Nations police force
an1d inslwectioli system. Competent scientists tire in agreement that
international inspectors cold liscover inits early stages Ily attempt
to produce the illegal armament, provided the ilspeetors were given
free access into every country.
'he United Natioiis police'force would have to he recruited on an
individual basis and be responsible to the United Nations alone. It
wohil have to be more powerful than the forces retained by allly Imleniber nation or group of nations. There can be no peace within or be.
tweei nations unless there are both established laws, and the certain
knowledge that these laws can 1)e promptly and decisively enforced.
If suchtma offer were made by our (ove,
eilt anl acce)ted by all
members of the United Naiim101, miversal and mulltilateral disarmIneat could safely he undertaken by each llation 1nider' a step-by-step
agr'eelnellt with each stlcces ;ive sta-ge verified by inspection, so that as
each lmition gave u1) its arms it woulld be assitred that others were
dloilig l likewise.
The first ste p toward these objectives is one that we lmust take for
oilrselves. A tioroughildelae on these lileaIsulres 111115s
be Ieguiui ill the
Congress and accompanied by full pblilic discuissioll of the issues. It
would Ie a grave mistake to'call a general collference of the 1at ions

before there was sibsltantial majority sul)l)o't and unilderstald in of
the proposals to be put forward by or own Govermneilt. This de )ate
wotild result, we can hole, in a clearly defined and major policy pronlolIncement 6v the Ullited States that it was oir intention to seek tile
q ikest,possible develol)ment of the Unted Nations into an effective
federation. Tihe next step would be for o1r Govermnent to ope,n negotiations with the other nations oilthe highest level. We can thon
)rocee( under article 109 of the Charter to propose the calling of a
General Conference for Un ited Nations revision.
This proposal by our Government must be made to all nations.
Only under a universal structure of law extending throughout the
world can the arms race be ended. We of United World Federalists
are under no illusions concerning the character of the Soviet regime,
and it is true that the Russian leaders are at. present on record ill opposition to the creation of enforceable worll lAw. However, the Soviet
Government is capable of sudden and sharp shifts in its p1icy. There
is a chance that the Soviet Union might accept a definite and bona
fide offer of common security under laws binding them and us alike.
They stand to lose as much as we ina continued arms race and suicidal
war. We must be willing to explore continuously every chance of
obtaining their voluntary consent to the necessary world regulations
and controls.
If the Soviet Union should reject this proposal and if other nations
proved willing to proceed, we should not withdraw from the United
Nations and attempt to establish i competing organization. Rather
the United Nations should be preserved for what it is worth as a
forum for discussion. Those nations willing to join with us could
then proceed with a partial federation while remaining active members of the United Nations. This partial federation must not be formed
as a mere military alliance against any government and it should only
be created on condition that a contiiuling effort is made to gain the
participation of those governments that first choose to remain outside.
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Such a partial structure would not be in itself a means of ending the

arms race, because so long as ainy 1 )owerful government rejected i-bership and continued to arm, *the partial federation would have to
develop a program of common defense. However, two things would
have been accomplished.
First, we would have done all that lies within our power to insure
the peace and in time we could hope that the political stability and
common military strength of such at partial federation would invite
eventual participation rather than attack. If the Soviet Union first
refuses to join, we must wait out a change in Russian policy or leadership, while using every available means fo inform the Russian people
and convince the Rus.sian Government that a fair opportunity to end
the arms race is open to them.
Secondly, we would have actually strengthened our military defensess
in the interim, as later expert testimony will help to demonstrate in
detail.
In closing, let me remind the commttee of the gathering wave of
public sentiment that is rising in every State of the Union and in
many other nations in support of world federation.
I believe that the people today are ahead of their representatives
in being willing to make some sacrifice of national sovereignty in
return for the freedom from fear that only enforceable law can assure.
Already 17 State legislatures have memorialized Congress asking
that these steps be taken. In town after town, petitions demanding
such a policy have been signed by a substantial majority of the voting
citizens. In other nations, responsible political leailers have for a long
time been advocates of federation-ii EIgland both Bevi an d
Churchill; in Belgium, Spaak; in Free India, Nehru; in Canada,
Prime Minister King. In addition, the constitutions of both France
and Italy specifically provide for "limitations of sovereignty" necessary for an international organization which shall insure peace.
It is no longer a question as to whether the world will be politically
organized as pne unit. The discovery of the new weapons has made
it inevitable that within the next few years some kind of world government will be created. We are only free to decide what kind of
government it will be and how it is to be established.
There are two clear choices. On the one hand we can join with
other peoples in forming by rational and peaceful consent a federation for our common protection, under which the vast resources of
modern science can be shifted from destruction to the means of sustaining life. If we have the foresight t o choose this road, there lies
before use a more generous existence than men have ever before dared
to hope for.
On the other hand, we can cling to the shadowy abstraction of absolute sovereignty and follow the arms race through to its inevitable
end in an atomic and biological war eliminating, as Feinstein las
warned, a third to a half the human population of the planet. The
victors, if they can be called such, will be forced to establish a naked
tyranny and a long night of primitive barbarism will descend upon
our ingenious species.
You as the elected representatives of the American people have a
large share of the responsibility for this decision. I hope that House
Concurrent Resolution 59 will be reported out so that the House as
a whole will have an opportunity to debate the issue.
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Chairman EATo. Thank you, Mr. Meyer.
The Chair will state that we will begin questioning on the 5-minute
rule. Once we have gone around on that, if there are further questions
desired, we will leave the time open.
Mr. Vorys.
Mr. VoitYs. Mr. Meyer, we are all impressed with your brilliant
statement, which brings us itl) to the question but. fails to answer it.
You have stated that our Government has not yet defined its idea
of the structure of an international security system, and you have
listed, not, the answers, but the questions that need to be answered.
You then recommend that House Concurrent Resolution 59 he thrown
onto the floor of the Congress.
As I conceive the responsibility of a committee under our represefltat ire svstem of government, it, is tile reslonsibility of the committee
to l)ropose, not tile quest ions but tile answers. It is our job to carry
otit the suggestions in that famous hook, Peace or Anarchy, and it is
your jot) to l)rOl)ose exactly what steps, with reference to armaments,
taxation, international law, limitations of sovereignty, we will agree
on in advance to give up for the common good.
Will you, or will some of the later speakers, give ns precisely what
your recommendations would be as to such a resolution ?
Mr. MEYER. Yes. Let ie say I agree with you that our Government would have to be prepared to define the areas in which it would
be willing to accept some real limitation of its sovereign independence
before going to such a conference.
I attempt to define here some of those areas regarding armament
production, the power to form a criminal code-under which individuals and governments would both be held responsible-the power
to l)rovide an international insl)ection system which would have free
access to the various nations, and a police force that would be preponderantly powerful.
As to the actual details of the constitutional structure itself, it does
seem to me that we would have to leave considerable discretion with
the constitutional convention itself to decide by compromise what the
actual character of the legislature or the executive should be--or the
judicial branch, for that matter-and how far the power should
extend.
We should avoid going to such a conference with a constitution decided upon and then attempt to push it down the throats of each delegate at the conference.
Would you agree there would be an area of discretionI
Mr. VoYRs. 1-t seems that what you say is precisely the reverse of
what you have recommended so ably before--that if we go there wide
open we get nowhere, because the countries of the world do not know
where the United States stands. And if we go with a specific proposal
authorized by the Congress in advance saying, "this is our suggestion,
gentlemen, and, as you can see by the approval of the Congress in
advance, we are wiling to go this far," then we have a real proposal
to make.
That is the way we suggested the only real limitation of armaments plan ever carried out on this planet. We said: "This is what
we will give up. Now, what do you fellows say?"
If you go in with a definite proposal which we have already authorized our Government to make, we get somewhere. However, to
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adopt House Concurrent Resolution 59 when you have no specific
)roposals, whei this committee has no specific proposals, and when
as you have said, our Government has not yet dehned the type oy
structure, it seems to me that is not what you prol)osed in your earlier
writings.
Mr. MwYEU. Sir, I would agree that l)erlaps some change in 59
might be required. Certainly two things should be said.
First, that we recognize there must e a substantial majority support. I do not know how specific it should be. On the one hand,
you can be too specific, and, on the other hand, you can be too broad.
You cannot define every specific detail in tie constitution. You
would not want to try that. You would want to define the areas
where you would be willing to accept sovereign independence and
be1 willing to compromise on the details. Certainly the resolution
shall call for a major policy pronouncement by our government that
it is going to proceed as'expeditiously as possible. to change the
United Nat ioxs to include such-and-such powers, and that it is willing to enter into negotiations with other governments to see how
they react to such a conference. That may be an improvement on 59.
Would you agree to tlat'?
Mr. VoitYs. I think it would be the only possible resolution that
we would be authorized or justified in passing out of tie committee.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Richards.
Mr. RWilimms. Mr. Meyer, you are ill favor of the original objectives of the United Nations; is'that right?
Mr. MpEYER. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDS. You do not think the powers of that body go far
enough?
Mr. MEFitR. That is my feeling. The original objective of the
United Nations was to eliminate the scourge of war, as defined in
the preamble. However, the measures set Uil) to proceed with that
objective are deficient in many respects.
Mr. RIcHARDs. I agree with that, but a baby must learn to crawl
before lie can learn to walk.
Inyour proposal here you recommend taxing powers. As a matter offact, the member nations are already taxed or assessed for the
upkeep of the United Nations. Now you propose taxes against the
individual citizens of member nations; do you not?
Mr. MEYE.R. I think there is some area of compromise on that.
For instance, there could be a taxing power on international trade
or the revenues that would be obtained by the running of these largescale atomic energy plants which would have to be within that organization because of their bejng so easily switched to atomic bomb
production.
The danger is that if you rely on voluntary assessments to be authorized by national legislatures,'the UN may lack adequate funds.
You would achieve enormous savings on the tax struetture of this
country if a world law was set up. We are spending $17,0,)0,000,000
in a competitive arms race. If you can end that and set up an international police force your expenditures for war preparations would
be cut, I think, down io about one-tenth of what they are now.
Mr. RICHARDS. You want the United Nations to have power to tax
citizens of the world?
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Mr. MEYERr. I believe some of the tax authorities-and I think some
of the subsequent witnesses would be better prepared on this-bl)it I
think they feel that such fmds could be gotten by taxing certain
aspects of international trade. You might not have to get into the
business of levying direct taxes on individuals within any separate
government.
Mr. Rcmimls. You think the glaring weakness of United Nations

is the lack of power over the individual ?

Mr. MIEYr. Yes.
Mr. RiciJARDS. Do you refer to the field of (rime, particularly?
Mr. ME ymt. I refer particularly to tie fact that preparation for
aggression-large-scale, international preparation to coniunt aggresslon-now can go on, and there is no way that it can he stopped, and
the only recourse you are left with is that after you are attacked you
have tle privilege of defending yourself. And that is hardl) p ossible
now, in view of the weapons. That was )erhaps possiblee when slowmoving infantry was involved. If you wait now, you wait until all the
cities have been coml)letely destroyed. Therefore, you have to have
some legal right to proceed in any country against, those people responsible for preparing or instigating aggression.
Ml. R ImAuns. Your organization would have been able to call
Hitler, Stalin, or Roosevelt before its court.
Mr. MEYER. In 1932 German war preparations would have been
easily determined and proceedings brought against those attempting
to instigate that program.
Mr. ICITAIDS. Would they be able to ('all the little man on the
street who is speaking from a soap box?
Mr. MEYER. I believe there would be a question of whether there
was a real and present danger of the words being spoken leading
actually to war. I think that would be a decision for the courts to
decide.
Mr. RICTIADS. Suppose we cannot do all these things you are talking.about? What is the first thing you propose in tibe matter of the
revision of the Charter? What do you think would be the most
essential thing, if only one thing could be (lone?
Mr. MAEyr~m I think you are suggesting that perhaps the elimination of the veto power might be the first sht,). I myself feel very
strongly that to attempt to change the veto power without-many fundamental changes in other respects in the Charter would be a serious
mistake.
You are faced with a one-nation, one-vote rule, which is an unjust
manner of representation. The people south of the Rio Grande have
22 votes and we, north of the river, have 2. This is unjust.
Mr. RICrIArDs. How would you change the voting system?
Ai-. Mry-Enr. You would have to change it with an eye to a number
of factors. In other words, you cannot base it on population alone.
You would have to take into account literacy and industrial development. They would be )laced in a general formula determining the
number that each country should be l)erlnitted to have. These should
be reassessed at 3- or 5-year intervals.
Mri. RimciAns. I believe we will 'agree, then, that if you can do
it without doing other things the most essential thing to do now is to
provide machinery to handle aggression and preparation for aggression.
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.Mr.Mf :i'lt. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDs. You doubt if that can be done l)y eliminating the
veto?
Mr. MEYER. I am personally convinced it cannot be done by clanging voting rules in the Security Council. If you eliminate'the veto
you woulhl merely have the right, by majority vote, to order the
armies of the respective nations into action after an agressor had sueceeded in launching an attack.
You would find that the cities of the victims would already lie in
ruins. Secondly, you would have the problem of whether or not the
individual goveiinients would be willing to abide by that instruction
of the Security Council by majority vote.
In the Etthioplian incident Fran'e, for example, was more anuxious
to keel) Italy on its side against the possibility of wiar with Germany
than it was in enforcing sanctions in connection with the Ethiopiani
crisis. So you have a continuously shifting situation in which ,ou
cannot rely'upon the agreement of'the member governments to abide
by a recommendation of tile Security Council. You lave to have
binding and enforceable laws. The forces must, be available to the
United Nations alone, forces that can be used when a decision is made
to use them, rather than relying oil the willinglless of the respective

governments to make available their forces.

Chairnnan EATON. Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JONICILN. No questions.
Chairman EvroN. Mr. Gordon.
Mr. GORDoN. No questions at this time.
Chairman EATON. Mrs. Bolton.
Mrs. Bojro,,-. Mr. Meyer you feel that the first thing which should
be eliminated, in order to bring about accord among the nations, is
the veto ?
Mr. MEYER. No, I am sorry; that is not my understanding of the
situation. I think if the veto is eliminated-which I think it must
be--then you are necessarily involved in making many other substantial changes in other parts of the Charter.
Mrs. BoLoN. You say "if the veto is eliminated." How are you
going to eliminate it?
Mr. MFm-R. I think what is required is not a proposal to eliminate
the veto as such. What is required is a general proposal to make the
changes in the United Nations necessary to give actual lawmaking
power to the agency -- executive, legislative and judicial power, ana
police through which those laws can be enforced.
That over-all proposal stands a much better chance of acceptance
than the mere possibility of juggling the voting rules in the existing
Security Council. I think that proposal must be made to all nations.
The negotiations must be undertaken with all nations as to their willingness to proceed along those lines and, if possible, a conference under section 109 of the Charter called-which can be called by a twothirds vote of the General Assembly without a veto power applying.
If you face, at the end of such a conference, the rejection of the
amendment proposed by one or two nations that have a veto power,
and proceed to bre- k up the United Nations and say, "We are going
ahead anyway with another organization. We will leave the shell of
the old organization to you," I think that would be a mistake. We
should not reject the UN if they reject this proposal.
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We could proceed, if a permanent meminber vetoed change in the
Charter with a partial federation under provisions of the Charter
which allow a partial federation among the members of the UN while
making it clear that that federation was open and we were maintaining a continuing effort to extend its membership until it included all
nations, and only then could we be sure the arms race itself would be
ended '.
Mrs. BOLTON. You have confidence, then, that the Communists
would reverse their method of procedure and would turn from their
goal?
Mr. MEYEm No, I would not say that. I would say there is a chance
that the Communists may recoize that a continuing attempt to settle
the ideological struggle on tile military plans by building up the
largest pile of bombs and using them first, for example, is not the way
to solve the problem at all; that both sides must recognize that the
technological revolution and the development of these new weapons
makes another war where we try to settle differences on the battlefiel suicidal to all the nations of the world.
Mrs. BoL'roN. Are they ready to accept that as their destiny in the
worth
They do not care how many die so long as those left remain
Communists.
Mr. Mftyi.m I think there is a chance they will reconsider that decision in view of the actual nature of the weapons. If they do not, we
will g-o ahead with an actual federation and find ourselves in a better
positllon, militarily and politically, than we are today.
Mrs. BoLToN.. You would not feel there is the possibility that duringg
such a discussion-and at the end, when the veto power iigiI
lt be exerted-the Soviets would say they are quite within their rights in the
United Nations and that they are adhering to the principle and we are
the ones that are not adhering to it?
Mr. MEYERn. I think we could meet that problem when it arose by
saying. "If you will not go along with this general over-all change in
the UN which we feel would be necessary we tire not going to back out
of the UN; we are going to stay in the UN and play the game of forum
discussions as long as you wish to rlolong it."
We would reserve and kee) the UN, as Mr. Marshall suggested. as
a bridge, for what it is worth, on that level, while proceeding under
the specific provisions of the Charter with a federation of those nations
ready to proceed to do so on the understanding that that federation
was open and we hoped, in time, to include other nations by their
voluntary consent.
Mrs. IOLTON." You do not agree with a good many people who say
that it is perhaps a little soon to do this?
Mr. MA 'tn.Mrs. Bolton, there is one thing I would like to mention
here in connection with the question of the time element.
I would like to point out first the technical factor-the problem
of finding, under an inspection system, all the atomic material that
has already been secreted becomes ever more difficult.
Mrs. BomroN. Under the inspection system, how many inspectors
are you anticipating having need of?
Mr. MEYEn. The scientists have done a very thorough job of studying the problem of atomic energy. They are convinced that there are
certain control points in atomic energy industry at which, if you have
international inspectors at those control points and they have the
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right to determine the amount of maiterial coming in and going out
of that partieuli'ar Joint, then you Itave an assuratco that none is
being secretly diverted.
ArS. BoLTON. How (to yOU have tlat assurance? It aighlt go to
Russia, and tiley light 11e. it ill other ways. It might gro to Cze(,lhoslovakia and be i,-ed in otlier ways than what. the inspectors wvoull thilk
valid.
Mr. MllYfll. According to the work done in tile United Natioiis
Atomic Energy Coininission, if y(oi klnew where the uranium was
Inined and followed that tlrougli the SieIs of using it for lpeaceful
l)irpIoses-sich itstlie )rodiction of electrical power-yol woull
know iteaell stage how muc0 urai'nium, wS tised.
MBs. lou.ToN. Prov'ided youl ha1ve lecess to t hose point.
Mr.llMmY:yil1. You have to'hlave it.
Mris. Bro.N. What if yoll do not have it?
Mfr. ]A1i.Ei. This plan colild not operate and this plan ('0ild not be
accepted ly fly nation lllnless they accepl, free access of inspectors to
colie and go as they see fit nild
free access to imforililat ion.
Mrs. BoIVoN. I was delighted to find llinyOle ts optlinistic as you
are of Rissia pernittinig anything of this kilnd.
Mr. MI:mIli. I alit nol oil)t.hnistie, hut I say there is a1cliance, and
whether it is one ill two or one. in a million, it must 1e thoroughly
explored.
Mrs. BoLTON. I aLree with you, but I would like to have this sort of
liing in the record.
Mr. Mr'.ymi. I am not overly optimistic oil the problem.
It isperfeetly possible that the people ill that country may be sufficiently blilded
by their fanaticismus as to reject suiprainational controls.
Mrs. BOLTON. It is not the people but the Communists of the country.
Mr. Mf.YEi. Yes. If we provide the opportunity to end(ltie arnis
race, either the policy will be changed by the existing leadership or
there will be created ani op)ortulnity for more moderate people to colie
into power. They will be able to loint to this country and say that we
really do not intend to establish an imperialist domination of the world.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Judd.
Mr. Jumn. Thank you, Mr. Meyer, for your very thorough analysis
and your eloquent and moving presentation.
Do you mind stating for the record something of your personal
history I
Mr. M YER. I was in the Marine Corps and went to San Francisco
in the position of veterans' assistance there, and since that time have
been working with these problems and am now working with this
organization in an attempt to get the facts across.
Mr. JUDD. Were you in combat with the Marines in the Pacfic?
Mr. MEYER. Yes.
Mr. JUDD. Therefore your view on the imperativeness of abolishing
war as the means of settling disputes is not based on theory but on
actual experiences.
Mr. Mrm. The war I participated in is a very obsolete affair. We
threw hand grenades and fired machine guns. There are available
now weapons through which the entire urban structure of a country
can be annihilated overnight.
Mr. JuDD. Following along the line of questioning of the gentleman
from Ohio, as to the necessity of going to a conference with a reasonably
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defiltite idea of whiat w-e would p'opose as a I asis for discussion and
how iiill o1r1 own coiltry would aiccept, of -course you realize tlat;
itinder oil), Constittio tlle actual hNoldling of ne!,ol iit ons if) foreign
nil'aiis is ill tile hands of tile executive. We are greatly disapl minted
1hat. we have had 11o assistance froi it(l executive (h(partiieit ot Ilai.
Instead we have been told that, tile dangers of doing something iilong
tbis line ae so great, lilil, we 11iitst do nothing, t lrt tile dilllicities of
ullempting ai (lhi g of' this sort are 1o great, mti] thit we sholild Colttitue to liolle for the(dispelling of sotiie of tile al1eg1ed iisc(oiieid io1s
onitihe part, of lhe Soviets.
Mt'. Mt1:1'.
I utyseltI woild ligree with the ilea that to do nothing
now w'otld be p'ilapslhe most dangerous course to follow.
Mr. Marshall's IestiionY was very interest lig in olie resc)('t, and
that wits the reference 1o lie necessity y of ninirit alil tig international
sectirity.y restoring
o t'i he balance of pover irelt ionsli,p. 'lhat presliies lirt, yo( Can restore internali nal seciii'y
, by . stlyig Iheild ill
Ac.
m enii
lh e a to 1i 0 ' b io log ica l a riaIvet

It. seenis I at. neglects, first, lit in the course of staying ahead in
t1at, ars race we will have to disrupt ile entire ecoioimJy of this
coliil t ry by buihling lnderground factories 111d bliy chaiiging (le Nalioll, ii eft'ect, to a military garrison state uttider ;kmilitary. hitreauteralel-~and thant. callt be'prevenited ill nily nlationl prepa'ring"effective ly for modern will'. At the samlie t itne, other 111n
ions proceed with
ihe same course of action.
,I'. JUiJ. It is possille to draw the concltision, from his statement.
even if you accept it, that thie stti'est way of restoi'ing ti lealnce of
power 11iid, if iossile, getting 1 lprepolideraiee oi our side, is to go
alead 11ow wid)h tilIlaiiolis that are willing to go aliend,. if we cannot
get all to (10 so.
Al'.

M ymR. I think that our'definition of policy is first required-

the tiajor pronouncement that we' recognize now the absolute. national
sovereignty and the ability of each iil'tion to arm to the teeth and
use force when it sees fit 6) do so-that that age has )asse(d and we
are willing to accept tile necessary restrictions on our sovereign inl(e)endence, and then try to get some form of government.
If that fails we call go back to tle possibility you raised, which
is building a partial fed ration within the United Nations iand
making that as stable and militarily powerful as we can make it while
leaving the door open to a solution.
Mr. JvDr. If we made clear to all that in case there was failure
to achieve the first goal we had this second course and intended to follow it, do you thifik that would increase or decrease our chances of
getting agreement with Russia?
Mr.AlMER. I would agree with Mr. Einstein on that, and li. felt
that the Russians would only enter into such a structure if it was
apparent that the other nations of the world were going ahead with
that anyway.
Mr. JUDD. You have been speaking throughout the country and
you have had a chance to sample public opinion?
Mr. MA,YE.
Yes.
Mr. JuDn. Would you care to state for the record what your estimate is of the views of the people of the country?
Mr. MEYRn. I would say talt a Gallup poll in November indicated
that 83 percent of the pIeople were in favor of strengthening tle
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United Nations in tile direction of federation.

I would point out

that that is a significant majority.
Similar points of view ire apparent whenever a petition program
is run. We have recently had a number of programs in various cities
and we always get upward of from 60 to 80 percent of the voting
citizens putting themselves in favor of such itprogram and many
saying they will vote for no mian for office unless lie publicly declares
himselff in favor of such a program.
This is also a case, it seems to me, of a very large wave of public
sentiment in this direction: Other organizations-civic, professional,
business and labor-are similarly inclined.
Mr. JUDD. Is it not true that in the atomic energy proposals offered
and advanced by our own Government there were suggestions that
the Atomic Energy Commission wouhl have direct control over
individuals?
Mr. MEYER. The original proposal by Mr. Baruch on June 16, 1946,
was that only if this international atomic control authority had power
to punish by condign punishment individuals who attempted to
violate the provision of atomic control-only if that essential individual responsibility under the law was included could the structure
effectively operate.
Mr. JUDD. So your proposal here that this world organization could
reach down to the individual is not something brand new and unheard
of in the United States.
Mr. Mtmm. It was the proposal of Alexau(ler Hamilton and the
drafters of our Constitution, and it is not new now.

Chairman

EATON.

Mr. Fulton.

Mr. Fuinv-,. Do you feel that the United Nations organization, if
another organization were formed, even under the specific provisions
of the charter, would then just become, in effect, a debating society?
Mr. MEYEaR. I would say that the United Nations as now set up can
do no more than debate issues and make recommendations which the
member governments can accept or ignore in their own power.
Mr. FuLroN. Would you today call it simply a debating society?
Mr. MEYER. I do not like to use that name because it is derogatory,
and many people have put great hope in the United Nations. But it is
necessary to make the UN work in time if we are to survive.
Mr. FuLTOn. But as soon as the issue gets too big for the UN is it
like the boa constrictor swallowing the goat-when it gets to the horns
it kills the boa constrictor? As soon as you get an issue too big for
the United Nations, is it indigestible?

Mr. MEYER. That is correct, sir.

Mr. FULroN,. You have said that you would-like to enforce world
laws binding both on the individuals and national governments, have
you not?
Mr. MEYER. Yes.
Mr. FuLToN. Actually, within the United Nations you have a group
of states some of which are democracies and some of'which are dictatorships, have you not?
Mr. MEYER. Yes.
Mr. Fuo.o. Within the United Nations from the top down, you
operate whether democracies or dictatorships, by democratic principles, doyounot? Running through all the actions, on a certain level,
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it is by democratic principles that you operate within tl United
Nations?
Mr. MEYER. I will take one exception to that. I think the sovereign
equality in which each country has one vote is not a democratic principle.
Mr. Fui:rox. But action is by voting under certain systems, is it not?
Mr. METEIt. Yes; it is by voting.
Mr. Fui'roN. When you conie to a certain level in the member states
you come to the head of the state government, and from there down it
may be democracy or it may be dictatorship.
Mr. AfFrIi'pi. 'Tietis right.
Mr. FuLTox. Then coudId you not be just a little inadequate in your
statement when you say that you would first enforce world laws binding onl individuals and prevent them fromn committing alggr'ession,
interring that. you mean :'aggression") extranlationllfty, whien you will
not have worldlaws binding indlividuals from aggression against their
own fellow meni within their own country?
Mr. MAYE:,. I will agree with you that, if we had a completely mature world in which all nations were fully rounded out and established democracies, this ob would be a great (eal easier. 0)n the
other hand, we have the fact that a number of different systems exist.
and a number of different types of government. Seconly, the reality
of the weapons.lWe are dealing with the situation as it is, and haring aws that operate in a limited andi defined area, and that can
lroceedh against individuals insofar as they are concerned with international peace and security.
IAi. FtLTON'. Then why ie you iot go the full way and say we are
going to, stop aggression every llee in the world' and have thwse.
world laws apply both to individuals and nations within and witlout? How can you make a division between individuals within the
nation and individuals without the nation?
Mr. MEYER. It is the same division that has prevailed in many federal systems.
In Sitzerland we had a federation formed that consisted of peopie's democracies, monarchies, absolute obligarchies, and all types of
systems but they agreed to do certain things together while retaining
the various forms of government that they were operating in their
own area at the moment.
Mr. FutroaN. Are you not ip against this: Suppose A is the citizen
of one country and. B is a citizen of a second country and C commits
aggressive acts against A or B. In your system he can do it all right
against B if C is a citizen of the second country but not against A,
the citizen outside his country?
Mr. M]rm. I agree. We would not want to give to the international authority the right to proceed in the 14 southern states with
the immediate establishment of total civil liberties in that area. We.
feel that this is a gradual process. We feel that a similar gradual
process will havee to proceed elsewhere, and if we would attempt direct
enforcement of freedom throughout the world we would be faced with
many serious problems we could not solve in that way,
Mr. FULToN. Are you willing to deal with dictatorships and try
to make agreements with then even though we know that Molotov
agreed with Ribbentrop at one time and did it only for an advantage?
75921-48-----15
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information,
Air". ANrYl"El. jurisdiction
If they accept
of theinternational
world court, an
inspction,
if they accepted
free access
multo
tilateral disarmament and the creation of a worhl police force .wlere
they were allowed only a certain limited number of men, as other nations would be allowed a certain limited number of men-if they
acceptedall those provisions, in a sense they woull no longer be
cal)able of performing an aggressive move Without all the world

knowing of it in advance.
Mr. FuL'roN. Suppose we have two systems: First, the United Nations, which is a debating society; and secondly, a group of nations
under that which will go along and try to work under a parallel fedoration. But would you then say, that both the nations outside, who
will be as afraid as ever-that would be the Soviets-and those within
that federation would both have to arm?
Mr. ,IENY:. I agree that until you have a universal structure you
do not have a solution. All we can do is take all the steps within
our power to take, and the decision as to whether other governments
will come in or not is a decision those governments an(d people will
have to make for themselves.
If you cannot get universality, the next best thing you can get
is a partial federation that is open, and over a period of time, we hope
can be expanded by the voluntary inclusion of those which first remain
Outside.
As in our own Government in 1787, some of the larger States at first
did not adhere to our Union.
Mr. FULTOw. Do -,'ou think that by putting all the nations into two
camps, each of which are armed, you then are not running a small arms
race but a larger arms race?
Mr. MpyEn. I would say that the arms race is now in full career.
The arms race exists. Tl question is now, How can we end it, and if
we cannot end it, how can we put ourselves in the best position to wait
out a change in those governments that are unwilling to end it?
Mr. FtTLTOn. Thank you very much.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Javits.
Mr. JAVITS. So that you may understand the questions I am going
to ask Mr. Meyer, I will say that I consider the World Federalists the
men and women of the future.
Chairman EATON. How about the present?
Mr. JAvITS. I think we are of the present, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Myer, the great argument which is made for the so-called ABC
plan which is contained in Senate Concurrent Resolution 150 and a
resolution put in here by Dr. Judd, is that this is a plan to deal with
the near-term risk that the Soviets will discover the atom bomb and,
as soon as they do, some dire thing will occur-such as, for instance,
an attack on the United States--hence the necessity to take tile action
specified in the ABC plan in the following words- and I will read
them to you. On page 2, lines 13 and 14 of House Concurrent Resolution 163, it says:
Bnt In the event that any permanent member states should veto the proposals
for revision, the United States shall Join with other like-minded states In ac.
cordance with the applicable provisions of the Charter.
In short, we will immediately put the Russians on a basis of either
you take it or you leave it.
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It is the core of the argument ; that we are racing against tile time
when the Soviets discover the atomic bomb,
Of course, tile advocates of that l)osition forget that the Soviets
may now have pretty deadly bugs, a business in which I was engaged
(uring the war.! In-any case. our attention is fixed on the atom bomb.
Wi 1 you (lifferentiate for us imUyour aplproach in principle and
policy and the approach of the school which i advocates the action I
have'alluded to, which is racing against that eventuality-when the
Soviets get the atom bomb?
Mr. Mfmit. I think a clear distinction should he drawn between
House Concurrent Resolution 159 and House Concurrent Resolution 163.
They advocate different things and advocate different ways of getting
the differentt things they advocate.
Ill 163 it does seem to me that Secretary of State Marshall was correct in that tile nature of the relresentation system prol)osed in the
Security Couneil, il which the United States 'Would have two votes,
Russia iwo, Britain two, Chinl one, France one, and the rest of the
nations two votes, is not a system that would be readily acceptable by
many of the other nations.
Certain aspects of the quota force plln would be technically imupossible of achievement, a1(l it would act ually put our owl) G1overnment ii1
a considerably embarrassing posit ion, because the disarmament l)rovisions relate to large-scale scientific weapons, while the actual manl~wr it seems to me, is not recognized :1s a lprohlem in thiis plan. You
are leaving the selmrate governments with 21 percent of the total
force-that is, the three large oiies-and you therefore tire facing 20
percent With the United States or Britain and a 20 percent international police force, and in eliforcement you have your large-scale
war just as you had it before. You are trying to have your cake and
eat it, too.
Mr. J.\vrrs. I would like to have all answer to this direct question:
hat (does ,yourplan do about the legitimate fear expressed by tile
advocates o? the ABC phun-that we aire racing against the day-2, 3,
or 4 years hence-when the Soviets ire producing the aatom bomb i
quantity?
Mr. MtyER. I would say, first, that what we are attempting to (10 is
first sound out ill a very thorough fashion the chances of getting a
universal structure, carrying oil those negotiations with alI goverinnients, including the Soviet Union. In ot1er words, we realize that a
universal structure ill which the police and inspection systems operate
in every country is the only way to effectively end the arms race. We
want to make that thorou/lh attempt.
If we cannot proceed on that level we would propose to proceed with
this partial federation while holding the United Nations together for
what it is worth, but creating a partial federation that is politically
stable in the sense that it cannot be chipped away at. in detail by attacking first one nation and then another-an attack against it would be all
attack against tile whole.
Secondly, we would try to make it as economically healthy as we
could, using the institutions of the federation whieh have proved periaps the most effective method in administering large-scale economic
projects.
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Thirdly, the military defense of such a structure would be much more
simple to make. In other words, the prolblein of defense is the problem
of invasion across the Elbe. If you face such an invasion, if you have
a federation including all the other nations outside of the Soviet Union
and its satellites, a common defense structure could be built on the
1Mbe River which would be effective in stopping what so many people
fear-which is an immediate inundation and taking over of western
Europe-in event of attack.
In other words, you would be in a much better position-from the
political point of view, the economic point of view, and the military
point of view-if you created that federation.
You would not, however, deal with the problem of continued atomic
bomb production in the Soviet Union. That is a problem I see no
answer to unless and until the Soviet Union and the Soviet peol)le
change their policy and come in to such a structure.
Mr. JAVITS. Why (1o yoU see lib answer to the fear that Russia will
have the atom bonih in this ABC plan?
Mfr. MNfrrn. I would like to be straightened out on this. If the
assumption is that the advocates of the ABC plan would advocate an
immediate attack on the Soviet Union to stop it, from making atomic
bombs, that is another problem. I think that would result in complete destruction of western Europe. We might not win the war;
and if we did, we would have to establish an absolute dictatorship
to determine that those people were not making for use against us
the weapons we used for aggressive purposes.
Mr. JAiv1TS. I must say that I. agree with you thoroughly on that.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Lodge.
Mr. Lomrm. Mr. Meyer, I was very much interested in your eloquent
and sensitive statement, and I was 1)articlllarly interested in the
point on which you say you disagree with the Secretary of State.
I would like to refer to page 10 of your statement, where yov say,
in the last paragraph:
It would be a grave mistake to call a general conference of the nations before

there was substantial majority support and understanding of the proposals to
'be put forward by our own Government.

Now our own Government, through the Secretary of State and
through Senator Austin, have informed us that they have already
put forth certain proposals which have become part of th,., United
actions but that they regard it as utterly futile to call a meeting
under 109, because they know in advance that there would be no
agreement.
From that sentence of yours it would seem to me that you are really
not fully in favor of Resolution 59, unless there be ample evidence
that the Government has 'at this time proposals to put forward to
such a general conference and that there would be substantial majority
support-it would have to be two-thirds, by the way-of those proposals.
In other words, it seems to me that zictually you are in agreement
with Secretary of State Marshall.
Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. MiER. I would agree with him in this respect: That first a
major policy decision by our Government, the executive and legislative
branches, is required; that this policy decision must define in some
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detail what we are willing to do in the way of accepting tile necessary
restrictions on our sovereign independence; and that that major policy
pronouncement that this Goverimieint is now committed to the Ci nging of the United Nations into an effective federation at the earliest
possible date is the first step. The iecond is to open negotiations with
other nations as to how they would react to the idea of taking those
steps; and the final step is 'the calling of a general conference.
I think those steps could well be spelled out in an amended resolution, making it clear that that sequence, or logical sequence, of steps
is what we are actually proposing.
Mr. baun.:. Secretary Marshall and Senator Austin feel that it
would scare the smnai ler nations, and you Would not get a sufficient
two-thirds to (l 1a conference.
I have for some time favored Resolution 59. I have asked the Sp,retary to submit a suggestion to us if he did not approve of that. He
saidl he would approve of Some resolution along that line.
It seems that there is a small disagreement between you and tihe
Secretary of State, if indeed there is any, in view of what I just
said.
Mr. MEWl. There were some contradictions in the general's testi-

niony. The original written testimony saidl one thing, and his anlswer to a question which I think was lposedl by you Slil Something
quito different. I ami a little confused as to*Awhat wats really thle
statement.

Mr. LODGE. I can understand that. But there is this further fact
in that connection, which is that on page 6, you say:
The lmdiey of containment Is apparently predicated on the assulnption that
a clntnfth
mdd thwarted Rissla will eventually suffer such Internal stress
us to cause tia regime to co)laise or, at least, modify its basic loliey.

As I take it, you feel that the policy of containment, which is predicated on force, to some extent, or the threat of force, economic and
military, will not be nearly as strong a deterrent to Soviet Russia
as would the action which you propose. But the action which you
propose depends on getting majority support.
MDoes it seem to you, at this particular juncture, that the Soviet
Union will be more influenced by a movement to start. a world federation, or a partial world federation, than it would by the policy of
containmentI
To put the question differently: Do you not believe that the European federation to which Mr. thurchill referred and the work we
have done with respect to the Western Hemisphere at Rio, Bogota,
and Chapultepec are already evidence of what the world is ready to
do at this time, and that there is very little more under article 51 that
can be done at this time in that connection?
Mr. MEE.R. I think you have two problems: one is the short-term
problem. You have to face the need of preparing this country as
best it can against the possibility of attack. I thinklin that policy the
things that you mention were required.
I do not think, however, that that policy is meeting the over-all
problem of attempting to get a solution to the arms race itself; and,
for that reason, -these steps should be proposed atthe earliest. possible
date because the arms race has a momentum of its own and the race is
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passing the point where the nations can escape from a war that through
mutual preparation for war they will have made inevitable.
Mr. LODGE. If these several points of yours are satisfied, the meeting
is called and Soviet Russia vetoes any changes--which it can do under
the Charter-you do not suggest going ahead without them- you
simply suggest trying to federate, which is.exactly what is being
attempted in Europe.
Mr. MEAEn. I would suggest we leave the UN for what it is worth
at that point, as a forum. of discussion, keeping all the members within
it and not trying to break it up but use the provisions of the Charter
to achieve a partial federation of those nations willing to go ahead,
with the condition that the door remain open and an attempt be made
to get those others to come in later, and that the military, political
andl economic structure of that organization be built up until such
a time as it is a universal structure.
Mr. LoixE. Is that not what Mr. Churchill has recommended at
the Hague?
Mr. MrxER. I was concerned about Mr. Austin's statement that the

other nations showed no interest in changing the United Nations into

a federation because most of their political leaders have expressed
themselves in favor of such a change.
Mr. LoDGoE. You would leave the United Nations intact and achieve
what Mr. Churchill calls the three great. pillars: (1) the Soviet Union;
(2) the new European federation and (3) the Western Hemisphere
community?
Mr. MEYEn. I would differ in one essential respect, and that is that
I think that first, before any attempt to fall back on a partial federation is made, that first we attempt to arrive at an over-all universal
structure that is strong enough to end the arms race, and that falling
back on a partial federation is a second-best bet..
We may face the necessity for doing it, but it is not the solution,
and we must keep open continually the possibility of a universal
structure in which all nations are members.
Mr. LoDGE. Thank you.
Chairman EATOr. Mr. Meyer, in listening to your very brilliant,
comprehensive statement there is a question raised in my iind which
has disturbed me somewhat.
I U your view, the new organization will take cognizance of, and
authority over, the individual as well as the governments of the
nations. If that is true, I pictured the ordinary American at this
present moment having first of all a municipal police, or a municipal
authority; he has a county policeman with a county court; he has a
State policeman with a State court; he has a national policeman with
a national court. Now you are proposing to give him an international
policeman with an international court. What chance has he left?
Air.. MyR. I would say, Mr. Chairman, that he would have a
mitch better chance than he now has.
I would like to point out that under the necessity of a continued
and effective protection against atomic and biological attack we are
going to have to impose upon the citizens of this country a type of
regimentation of total control of the entire economic and social life
of a nation that we have -ever before even faced up to, and under
those conditions this area of restricted freedom of movement anil of
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restricted individual freedom will be such that it will be the same as
life under the most complete dictatorships.
We must eliminate the need for national preparation for modern
war.
Chairman EtoN. Thank you. That saves the American citizen.
We are grateful to you folryour illuminating discussion.
Are there any further questions to be asked?
Mr. JUI). I would like to ask a couple more questions, Mr. Chairman, if no one else cares to.
The first, Mr. Meyer, is this: You were at the San Francisco conference, working closely with a distinguished friend of ours from
Minnesota. We were told here the other day that none of the other
powers was in favor of this. Is it not true that China at the conference at San Francisco made recommendations on limitations of
sovereignty, criticizing the proposed UN charter as being ineffective
and unworkable because it (id not attempt to limit complete and absolute sovereignty?
Mr. MEYER. That is correct. The Chinese delegate opened his
original speech with a request that the Charter'go very far in the
direction of a federation.
I might point out that nearly all of the representatives of the small
countries there, particularly the prime minister of New Zealand and
the representative of Belgumn-that country after country, in committee after committee, got up and stated that we would hiave to go
considerably farther than the existing United Nations Charter if we
were to have any security.
The existing great powers-Russia and Great Britain-were the
ones that insisted that the veto powers be included, antl that was
rammed down the throats of the small nations, saying that either they
accepted that or they had no Charter at all.
Mr. Jumn. Is it not true that even some of the men who were opposed to the action then, have now expressed themselves in favor of it?
Mr. MEYER. That is right.
Mr. Jgin). If we will not work for and go into an intentional
organization which is worked out on the basis of a bill of rights to
guarantee dissential freedoms, then we will be brought under another
international organization without any freedoms.
The Communist Party has an international organization, and it is
imposing its will on plenty of communities whether they like it or not.
We will have to get together voluntarily and stay free, or we will be
gotten together involuntarily and be enslaved. Do you agree with
thatI
Mr. MEYER. I think that each nation will become a militarygarrison state without any freedom, no matter what Rlgans are
written on the respective national banners.
Mr. LODGE. May I ask one question?
Chairman EATON. Yes.
Mr. LoDxE. Do you believe that the smaller nations will he willing
to change the system of representation?
Mr. MEYER "Ihave evidence that, in view of the fact that the representative of the Philippines arose and said he was willing to accept
a considerable modification of a one-nation--one-vote rule if there
were power given to the organization to protect it, they wAre, willing
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to accept a different representation if it had real power. He was
heartily applauded by most of the small nations present at that
meeting.
Mr. Low.p. That is an extremely interesting thing,
As I see it if we call this meeting under 109 and we reach an impasse, theni tile oly difference between your suggestion and that of
Mr. Churchill is that you want. it to be itfederation of every nation
in the world, except for Russia and htr satellites-because at that
inonient they will iave excluded themselves--whereas Mr. Churchill
is content, to start with Eiurope and let the matter grow.
Mr. M;EVr:R. I think part Of Mr. Chti1rChill's decision ifi that respect
is because of the Europeans deciding to (10 only what they can (o,
and the other decision is one that we in the United States 1iiit make.
Mr. Churchill recently said that a European federation was not, a
real solution and unless we have a world governing authority within
tle next 5 years we are finished.
Chairman EATON. Thank you, sir.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS K. FINLETTER, VICE PRESIDENT OF

UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS
Mr. FN'LE-TTn.. My name is Thomas K. Finletter. I am a lawyer,
of New York City. I am vice president of United World Fedhralists.
I have recently served as Chairman of the President's Air. Policy
Commission which reported to the President on January 1 of this
year. 'The following statement, however, represents only my personal views.
I appear in support of the proposal that the United States take the
initiative in calling a generaI conference of the United Nations pursiiant to article 109 of the Charter. I support House Concurrent Resohition 59 with the exception that I reconunend that the resolving clause
rea( as follows:
Reaolvcd by the Htouse of Representative8 (the Senale conurrhig), That It is
the sense of the Congress that the President of tie United States should initiate

conversations with the other members of the United Nations and particularly
with the permanent members of the Security Council to explore tile
possibility
of a successful General Conference under Article 109 of the United Nations Char-

ter for the purpose of malting tlr United Nations capable of enforcing a world
law prollibiting war or other use of force In International relations.

I believe that in the conversations referred to, the United States
should put forward a proposal, the purpose of which, would be to
give to the United Nations the minimum physical and legal powers
16 eniible it to enforce worll law against aggression and against armanients intended for international war.
If this proposal is not adopted by a two-thirds vote of the Conference, or is not ratified as required by article 109, section 2, I believe
that the United States shou 1 of course accept the decision, should
continue with its full support of the United Nations in exactly Its
present form, and should take the initiative in establishing, as an interiln measure, a federation for collective self-defense of those states
willing to join pursuant to the authority of article 51 of the United
Nations Charter.
The purpose of this federation under article 51 should be; first, to
fortify the political and military strength of its membersby unifying
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that st rell ; and second, to create a wider basis of law which, it
would be ]loped, would soon extend to tile whole worhl liy the adherence of the states which might originally alstain.
I stiggst that the proposal which the Uinited States should make
at this general conference under article 109 should be along the followinig lines:
1. The transfer of military forces to the United Nations by its
members as alluhorized by article 43 of the United Nations Charter,
to the end that the United Nations shall have it prepomderant miiitary policing force in the world.
2. The elhnuinat ion of the so-called veto right of the permanent
members of the Security Council.
3. The anienlilient of tile statute of the International Court of
Just ice so that the force of the United Nations will be applied through
and be controlled by the standards and processes of a code of law
applicable to individuals, as well as governments and specifying the
prohibited armaments and acts of aggression and the forms of law
by which the Security Council shall enforce these substantive prohibitions.
My reasons for supporting this proposal are: I believe that the
Amerietan people want urgently to eliminate war as a human institution. lhe cre.scondo of-the (lestructiveness of war has increased
since 1870 to a point where either war must be conquered or our
civilization will be destroyed. The scientific revolution in the
weapons of destruction and the means of delivering them will, I fear,
compel us to maintain a Military Establishment in time of peace costing substantially more even t;an the present high expentlitures-a
Military Establshment which will seriously impair our economy, our
civil liberties, and our way of life. And if war with these modern
weapons takes place it seems probable that neither side will survive

no matter who wins.

War cannot be eliminated except under a rule of law enforced by
an organization to which the nations of the world will delegate the
authority necessary to keep the pence-an organization operating
under a code which will prohibit aggression and the possession of
the armaments which make aggression possible and possessing the
legal and physical powers, under this code of law, to enforce obedience by individuals and governments to the code. The legal powers
of such an organization would thus be extremely limited, with every
other attribute of sovereignty reserved to the member states. But
in the fields of controlling armaments and prohibiting war an international organization would have to be supreme.
This institutional arrangement is the essential ingredient of a world
of peace. It is not the only ingredient. Institutions of themselves will

not create peace.' Thiere must be a constant bettering of the economic
and social levels of the peoples of the world and a deepening and
widening of the world community by tolerance and interchange of
persons and ideas. But it is a fallacy to think that peace can be nocomuplished without the institutions' of peace. It is no argument
against the Institutionato say that they cannot accomplish peace alone.
They and the underlying Lactors of conummunity both are necessary
If war is not to destroy mankind.*
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What about the time element? How does one meet the argument
that we must. work now to establish this community basis, and particularly a community basis between the Soviet Government and the
Government of the *United States, before we try to build worl
institutions?
Certainly the comnmunity between the Soviet Government and tile
United Stetes is not now firm, and it will be a hard task to build it
up. But I believe that the time to start building it, is now. Time is
against us. The community between the Russian Government and the
United States has gone steadily downhill since the San Francisco
Conference. It will- continue to go downhill unless it is pulled up
short now. The Marshall plan an( our armaments program will not
alone better the community between us and the Soviets nor will
they force the Soviets, through this display of our power, to agree
to a peaceful way of life. Indeed, these measures and especially the
armaments program may have just. the opposite effect. On the other
hand, a policy of peace backed by specific proposals, by a search for
common institutions of peace, will tend to restore the community of
purpose which existed among the great powers at the time of the San
Francisco Conference.
HistorT also warns that time is against us. We must profit from and
be guideal by the story of the League of Nations. That-story shows
thre clear phases of the League's life, which phases are being followed
with dismal faithfulness by the course of the United Nations. The
first phase was that of bit-power slidarity-the time when it was
vainly hoped that the solidarity created by the common war-time danger would survive in time of peace. The second phase was that of the
attempt to restore that solidarity through international arrangements
for the control of armaments. This phase collapsed, in the case of the
League, when the Geneva protocol was rejected and the Locarno pact
substituted for it; and I fear that this second phase has ended in the
case of the United Nations with the present stalemate in the disarmament discussions, of which the abandonment of all efforts toward the
control of atomic energy announced last Friday in the Atomic Energy
Commission is the latest step. The third phase, with both the League
and the United Nations, is that of the bypassing of the international
organization-of almost exclusive reliance on measures outside it taken
by direct government-to-government action. That chase for the
League of Nations spelled the end. The lesson of the eagie is that
when we reach this third phase--and we are in it now in the United
Nations-something drastic must be done to halt the downhill course
and to restore the high hopes with which the international organization was originally built, or else the cause of peace is irretrievably
lost.
A second factor shows that time is against us and that the time to
act is now. Russia is still exhausted from , the effects of the war,
and she is still behind us in the race for new weapons and the aircraft
to carry them. But she is hard at work. She is no doubt diverting
a great share of her wealth and effort to the building of new jet fighters
and long-range inhabited and uninhabited aircraft, and of course,
to the building of atomic and bacteriological weapons. T'he date ig
not far away when she will have these things. I believe that we
cannot safely assume that she will not have them by the end of 1952,
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perhaps earlier. Surely we are in a better position to lead for the
organization of peace Mhile we are in our present relatively strong
position. Surely the atmosphere is better now than it will be when
we will be under tile menace of atomic bombardment.
For these reasons I believe that tile time has come for us to make
the greAit offer under article 109 which i have referred to. Such an
offer, far f rom being taken amiss by Russia, should reassure her. For
us to make this offer now should create a new atmosphere in our relations with the Soviets.
Let us suppose, however, as is so generally forecast, that the Soviet
Government will reject this proposal. What do we do then?
The first thing we do isof course to abide by the terms of the United
Nations Charter. If the necessary votes are not obtained-specifically
if the Soviet Government vetoes the proposal-we may reserve the
right to keep on talking to the Soviet Government to try to persuade
it to agree. But we certainly should not think of breaking up tile
United Nations just because our proposal has not been accepted. After
all, we have had other proposals rejected in the United Nations without going to such extremes.
There is, however, something that we can do strictly within the
terms of tile United Nations Charter and in fulfillment of the authority that it grants and'that is~to create-the 'limited federation under
article 51 of which I have spoken.
I cannot understand why it should be said that to act under article
51 would break up the United Nations, or would force Russia out of
it. Certainly that is not the legal consequence of creating an articl6
51 federation. The setting up of collective self-defense or regional
arrangements is expressly authorized by the Charter itself. Indeed,
we have just finished creating such an organization of the American
states at Bogota under the authority of article 51 in fulfillment of
earlier agreements at Chapultepec and( Rio de Janiero, and I have not
heard it suggested that these arrangements involved any impairment
of the authority of the United Nations.
I cannot see how one can disagree with the statement of Secretary
of State Marshall before this committee on May 5, when lie said that
such arrangements under article 51 not only were within the Charter
but were to be commended as constructive steps to bulwark international security and the maintenance of peace. On that occasion tile
Secretary of State told the committee:
The United States is a/utely aware that the return of a sense of security to
the free nations of the world is essential for the promotion of conditions under
which the United Nations can function. The necessary steps for self-protection
against aggression can be taken within the Charter of the United Nations.
The Charter recognizes, in article 51, the right of individual and collective selfdefense against armed attack until the Security Council has taken the measures
necessary to preserve peace and security.
The Secretary of State then referred to the treaty concluded under
article 51 between the United States and the other American Republics
at Rio do Janeiro last year and to the recent Brussels treaty between
Great Britain, France, and the Benelux countries, also concluded under article 51, and continued:
By such arrangement under article 51 of, the Charter and the articles proViding for regional arrangements, constructive steps have been taken to bulwark international security and the maintenance of peace.
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Is it then for some practical reason-as opposed to a legal reasonthat the article 51 federation of which we have been speaking would
be improper and would break up the United Nations, while the organization of the American states and the western union would achieve
just the opposite result of bolstering the United Nations? If so,
what is thispractical reason? Is it that the federation of which we are
speaking would have more states in it? Is it because the proposed
federati6n would be more powerfulthan the others? Js it because
one federation of which we are speaking would tie the 'United States
in with the critical strategic area of western Europe?
I believe that none of these questions can be answered, for the truth
is that any article 51 arrangement is a great thing if entered into with
the right motives. I believe that the oiily way in which the article 51
federation of which we have been speaking could be harmful to the
United Natiojs would be if it were conceived with animus toward
the Soviets and with the hidden purpose of wAr against her. As long
as that is not our purpose, as long as our purpose is to unify fom defenge and for the extension of the rule of law in the interests of peace,
we have tlie right to enter into any arrangements with other states
'Michis permitted by the terms of the United Nations Charter.
How would this article 51 organization be set up? What would
be its political and military advantages? How could it be used to
create the peaceful world which is the main purpose of all this?
I suggest that the following should be the characteristics of the
article 51 organization:
1. It should be set tiw with the dominating punpose of world peace
in view. To this end it should be colstructed with a view to evolvin
into a worldwide organization comprised of all the states of the world.
It should therefore be given the institutions on a regional basis which,
it would be hoped would evolve into the world institutions to be taken
over by the united Nations at the time when all the so-called abstaining
states would stop abstaining and would join their felloivs in organizing
the United nations for peace.
The original proposal for an article 51 set-up-which was made, I
believe, by Mr, Hamilton Fish Armstrong-did not go into the question
whether Me protocol which he proposed as the basis for the arran einonts shoulfbe or should not be backed up by institutions; that is, y
i 'ekional se.ur4ty council; a regional, international couitof justice, a
regional military staff committee, and so on.
House Concurrent Resolution 163 appears to contemplate that the
article 51 organization shall have these regional institutions.
It is important, I think, that it should. Otherwise the set-up under
article 51 mapy be nothing more than a defense pact of the traditionally
ineffectal kind which, being based mainly on broad generalized commitments, lacks almost all value as a deterrent to a determined aggresior. Even. worse the failure to give-to the article 61 arrangement the
necessary institutions would deprive it of any value as an intermediate
step toward the full world organization enforcing the peace every.
where. Without the necessary institutions the article'51 arrangement
would be of little value either as a military instrument or as a device
for wyorldpeace,,
.:A., The finstitutions of the article 61 organization should be, I smgest:
(a) A regional security council which would operate by a majority
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vote and would have the responsibility of carrying out the basic proto-

mely, a law against aggression as between
col of the organization iia
the members of the regional organization. I empipiasize that so far I
have said that tile majority-voting principle should apply only to
enforcement action within the area of article 51 federation. The use
of the national military establishments of the member states against
any nation outside the article 51 arrangement presents a more difficult
problem. Mr. Armstrong in the original proposal for a groupinlg
under article 51, argued that the protocol commitment to resist armeil
attack should come into operation if ordered by a two-third vote of tie
signatories of the protocol. I believe that this needs further examination. The resistance of armed attack from outside would be war, and I
doubt if we would allow'the representatives of another nation to vote
us into war. Policeaction may be taken by majority vote, but prob.
ably not war against a nation outside the area of law. It would be
holped, of.course, that any such continuamnce of tie veto would be done
away With by tile adherence of all the nations of the world to the
principles of'limited federation, for such adherence would eliminate
war and would bring all nations within the area oflaw.
(b) A regional international court having jurisdiction over the indi-

vidual as well as governments to apply the law against aggression in
accordance with a code of criminalprvc0ure to 1* set up i the basic
protocol.
(0) A iregionalnuilital0y staff coipmiittee which would in effect be the
combined chiefs O.f staff of the member Aations. Tie military staff
committee shoulddeal with two kinds of forces. It should set ul) a
purely policing foce for use wit jin the area of the article 51 federation which would operate uad6, tle orders of the Security Council
voting by a majority of ts members. This foi-ce should be tle prototype of the oventudl police force for the United Nations as a whole.
The regional militaryy staff committee should also make plans, on a
combined-chiefs-of-staff basis, for the use of the national forces of the
member states in the event of war with a nation outside the article 51
federation.
May I now briefly point out'tlie. political and military value of such
an nilicle 51 federation. I emphasize that there is no inconsistency in
examining these political and military advantages as part of a plan
and end purpose of which is world peace. Necessarily we have to
think of political and military self-defense until such time as the main
purpose, the eliniination of war is achieved.
The great advantage which the Soviet empire has over the rest of
the world in the current struggle for power is that the Soviet empire
is a monolithic political and military bloc, whereas the non-Soviet
world is scattered politically and militarily. Even that we call the
west-that is western Europe, the British doiniiiions, and the United
States- are not bound together bv any political bond. Having no
political bond, the west necessarily' has no military cohesion. It and
the rest of the non-Soviet wor'ld therefore, are open to being picked
off, one at a time, by the new infiltration technique recently so shockingly displayed in Czechoslovakia. As the non-Soviet world is now
organized the Soviets can edge in with their stooge local Communist
parties, backed by the near-at-hand Red Army, and thus bring all the
power of Russia against one single member of the non-Soviet world
at a time.
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So far the Politburo has taken over seven Euro pan states with
minor variations of this technique without arousing the west to resistance. The non-Soviet world as it is now constituted politically is
almost helpless against this technique, so long as the Soviets carry on,
as they have so far, one small bit at a time.
This technique would not work against a non-Soviet world organized
as an article 51 organization. This organization, if it has the institutions to which I have referred, would be a federation-true, a federation of very limited powers, but still a federation. It would therefore
guarantee effectively to its members, if not a republican form of government, at least a form of government of their own choosing. The
article 51 federation would not have'the qualms about protecting
itself against foreign agents and groups which a single state not a part
of a larger group woul( have. The article 51 federation would make a
(lefillition of aggression of its own applicable to Soviet infiltration
techniques which would consist of the simple principle of just not
putting up with this new method of conquest.
The article 51 federation also wouldhave military values of the
highest importance, values which would stemi out of'the axiom that
political union creates military strength.
This new military strength would show itself in two main points:
First, in increased striking power of the strongest member of the west,
the United States, and, second, in increasetl)political and military
solidarity among the nations of western Europe and between such
nations and the United States.
Tile military preparation*,of the United States and the other memnhers of the article 51 federatipn should coficentrate oil having in being
in time of peace, ready for action at the moment war begins, a military
force capable of blows of great volume. The point in time on wlih
our preparations should focus is the moment of outbreak of war, not
the long struggle which would ensue if the war got under way for
the primary purpose of this force should be to prevent the war irom
starting, aid this can be best accomplished by making clear to any
would-be aggressor that if lie attacks he would immediately face
blows of the utmost violence. Aggressors so often make tile mistake
of thinking that they can catch their victims tmprepared and win
before they can collect their forces.
The principal United States force which could be brought into being
on the day of all outbreak of war would be the strategic air arm anI
its surrouniiding complements of ground and naval forces. The striking power of such a force would be enormously increased by the
existence of a federation under article 51, by reason of the disposition
of this striking force which would be made if such a federation were
in existence, in contrast with the disposition possible under the present

scattered political situation of the non-Soviet nations. The arrangenieits possible under an article 51 federation would enormously
strengthen the striking power of the United States and the other
members of the article 51 federation.
The second military advantage of aii article 51 federation would
be that western Europe itself would be united militarily and thus, with
the aid of direct strategic air attack, able to interpose a formidable
power of its own against a Soviet attack across the Elbe. The cohesive
military effect of an effect of an article 51 federation would also take
away from the Soviets any hope that all attack on its part could
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bite off the Western World piece by piece. Twice in recent history
an aggressor nation has cpunted on the political division of the West
and particularly on its belief that the United States either would
not join the battle at all or would join it so late that the battle would
be won before the United States power could be brought to bear. The
greatest encouragement we could give to a Soviet Government thinking of aggression would be to let it think that we would sit by while
it destroyed one by one our allies. The greatest deterrent to a Soviet
Government thinking of aggression would be if it knew that an attack
on our allies in western JEurope meant a shooting war with us, a
shooting war which would bring down upon it forthwith all the
consolidated power of the world vhich it attacked.
So far I have been arguing for a regional federation of the nonSoviet world to be set up under article 51 after a hypothetical rebuff
by the Russians of an offer by the United States under article 109.
"Requestion arises: Why bother with the offer tinder 109 since we
are so sure that the Russians will not agree to give United Nations
the power to kee l ) peace-why not start right off with the regional
federation under 51?
I believe that the answers to these quest ions are these:
First, no one can be sure what the Russian Government will do.
When you say "Russia" today you mean the 14-man Politburo which
has already on its record sone startling reversals of policy. Moreover, the stakes are so high-for if the United States and Rm.sia
could agree to make a peaceful world it. would be nma(le-that even
the longest odds are worth taking. I doubt if anyone who had any
part in the decision would like to have on his conscience that he did
nottven try to find out whether the Russian Government would agree
to a world of peace.
Second, the primary objective of the American people today is, I
believe, world peace'and because of what they know of modern
weapons of warfare, world peace soon and at all events before world
war III.
To be sure they intend, at the same time, to be ready to defend
themselves wile this world peace is being sought. 'lhey want, as it
were, a double-barreled policy in foreign affairs; but the barrel which
is the first and overriding objective is the barrel of peace. The second
barrel-the defense barrel-is at best a temporary line of action-a
line of action the people want to get rid of at the earliest moment.
An armaments .policy cannot provide peace. The best it can do is to
give us a breathing spell of security (luring which we can work to
create the political; economic, and social structures and conditions
which will eliminate war as an institution. And the breathing spell
will not last indefinitely. Sooner or later an armaments policy will
produce an armaments race and an armaments race will produce war.

The great.d(anger today is that, the armaments policy will destroy the
peace policy. It is veryfiardl indleedl to follows these twvo lines at onceto say to time world: "'We were getting ready to knovc your block

off, bit we also would like to go into partnership with yoli." There
is always the risk that the sentence will stop in the middle.
Now that would be precisely the effect of setting tip a non.Soviet
organization under article 51 wvithout'first offering to the Soviets the
opportunity of joining in the enterprise for peace. To organize under
article 51, or indeed to take any step the purpose of which is to con-
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bine great forces against he Soviets, without at the same time offering
to the Soviet.--and meaning it--to work with them toward the primary objective of peace, would be to say to tl'o Russians: "We have
elected to fight it out with you. We believe t,.,&t business about comnmunism and individualism' being unable to exist on the same planet.
We believe this so strongly that we are not even going to try to work
out a peaceful world with you: We will not work to strengthen the
United Nations, which we know must b6 done, if we are to have world
peace and we will give as the reason that you would noyer agree to itand this despite the fact that we have not made up our own minds
that we ourselves are ready to give to the United Nations the powers
it must have if world war'III is not to"happen. We accordingly intend to get just as strong militarily as we possibly can and to line up
as much of the world as we can against you. We expect you, of course,
to do the same. We hereby commit ilhe world to a struggle of the
proportions it has never seen before."
I do not think that this is what we should do. We should be as
persistent in our efforts to work out a solution for the elimination of
war as I hope we will be persistent in remaining armed until that, solution is reached.
If the Soviets reject our first offer, we should make a second, a
third, a fourth, and a thousandth offer. No matter what the resist.
ance we should keep on hammering at peace with all the ingenuity
and determination we cami, muster. That is, I venture to say, what
the American people want of this Government.
The stej to take now is to take the initiative in o lling this general conference under article 109. And it is very important that this
conference be called in the right manner. We must mean it when
we call it. We must really want to give the power to the United
Nations which will enable'it to eliminate war. We must convince
the Soviet Government that this is our intention. We must not let
them get the false notion that this is a trick-that we are making the
offer only to have it rejected so that we can then line up the world
more solidly against them.
We should, I submit, precede our offer by a full debate of policy
which I feel confident will convince everyone, including the Soviets,
that the Government and the people of the United States most
earnestly want peace. We should I believe, precede the calling of
the conference under article 109, with conversations between the United
States and the Soviet Governments at the highest level-the level
of the chiefs of state-in order to make clear to the Politburo the
high purpose we have in mind.
It may be that the debate will show that the United States is not
ready to make the great change in its traditional thinking which is
necessary if our offer for world peace is to be real. If so, we can look
forward to a future which will be the reverse of everything which this
especially favored nation has yet had. But I venture to say that if
this debate takes place it will not lead to any such dismal conclusion.
That is not the way this country has been built and it is not, I think,
the way it will choose for the future.
Chairman EATON. Are you ready for questions now?
Mr. FNLrrEmn. Yes.
Chairman EATON. What is involved in giving the United Nations
power to eliminate war?
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Mr. FINrarTEt. I think it. would be two things, Mr. Chairman;
first of all, a statement in it code which woull he the binding law of
the world that international aggression or the use of force in international affairs is illegal.

Secondly, the control of armaments so that the United Nations
organization will have the physical-powers to enforce that law.
(hairman EATON. Thank you.
Mr. Vorys.
Mr. Voin's. Mr. Finletter, you stated at the elid of your remarks a
sort of timetable in which one of the steps was a prelimninary meeting between Chiefs of State; is that right"
fr. FNi'rr, . That is correct., sir.

Mr. Vonys. That is one of the things that has failed so far every
time we have tried it iii recent yeaI's. We have taken a diplomatic
licking at Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam; is that not true?
Mr. FINLETrERii. l. Congressman, I think I would be unprepared
to debate Tehran and Yalta.

Mr. VoRYS. Your suggestion is that we do the kind of thing that has
brought us to where we are, instead of trying to do something different.
That is, we ask for a conference when no country in the world knows

what the United States will do with reference to ratification, and every
country in the world has Versailles, and that sort of thing, in mind.
The point to my question is this: Why do we not start this time the
other way arounil,
(and
propose to the United Nations just exactly
what changes we want or will stand for, in advance?
Mr. FINILE'rEn. I think we should, Mr. Vorys, and in my statement
I speak of three steps which I think we should propose at the 109
conference. I also proposed the steps we shouhi take in our proposal
for the article 51 federation if the 109 idea is not accepted.
Mr. Vclwvs. The principal thing is the 109 offer; is it not ? What
we are hoping to do is to get Russia into a peaceful, orderly world
of law?
Mr. FNLFrITER. That is right.
Mr. VoTRYs. That would appear to be extremely difficult, because

they are suspicions, and they have grounds for suspicion of our general views with reference to communism; is that not true?
Mr. FixNLErEt. I think that is true.

Mr. Vonys. As you know, under the United Nations participation
law, all of our delegates to any United Nations assenil)ly get all of
their instructions from the President. We have no meehanlism except
for the advice of the Chief of State except in a section 109 meeting, or
any otherkind of a meeting at present. Are you familiar with that?
Mr. FINCLEan. That is right.
Mr. VORYS. Our Chief of State, through his representatives, has
said that lie thinks that the general calling of a meeting now would be
futile. So, if we passed 59 as it is presently drafted, or as you propose to amend it, we would Le saying to the (Ihief of State, "Go ahead
and do something that you have stated in advance will be futile, and
that we are fearful will be futile.
That is about it, is it not?
Mr. FiNLurrLn . I would not quit go that far, Mr. Vorys. I think
the first thing we want to do is to make up our minds w:e want this
thing. I think we have the habit of saying, "Oh, Russia will not do
75921-48----16
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it." I think there is a question nearly as grave as to whether we will
do it. I think, first, we must make up our own minds as to whether
this Government is prepared to do certain things if all article 109
conference is proposed. That is why I was specific as to three steps
which I think we ought to put forward.
Mr. Vonys. So far, up to your mentioning the three steps, I agree
with you completely, but it seems to me you have your steps wrong,
and that is what we must consider around this coninittee table.
The way we make a specific project which we know the American
people will approve, is to pass a law. We do not simply tell the Presi(lent of the United States, "You think up a nice law, and maybe we
will approve it," because that has not worked in the past. What we
do is to pass a law. That is how we make up our collective minds.
It is passed by the House and Senate and signed by the President.
The way a law starts is in committees. It does not evolve on the
floor of the House or the Senate. If it does. it is likely to be not a
very good law. It starts by being evolved either before it gets to
committee or in committee.
It seems to me that in this matter of collectively making up our
minds in the United States, this committee needs the hell of your organization not for some general generalities, to which everybody
agrees, and not in a threefold area of agreement thing, which still is
very general, but specifically setting forth the proposals which let us
say our committee and your organization agree upon as the steps that
the United Stotes would back, because you would pass a law authorizing and directing the President to enter into such an agreement.
Now, if the meeting then takes place, and there are other changes
that come out of thd agreement, they would then be referred to the
Congress,under our Constitution.
If we go at it the right way, making up the minds of the American
people, not in a vacuum, but under our Constitution, by passing a
law, then we might get some place. Otherwise it seems to me that
this is a counsel of futility if it involves starting, not with a law or
a bill in committee, but starts with another meeting between President
Truman and Mr. Stalin.
Mr. FiNLETTEr. Mr. Vorys, there is one point upon which I am certain that I can speak for the United World federalists, and that is
that all the facilities of that organization are available to this committee at any time, and we would welcome the opportunity to make
them available to you.
Now, secondly, to your proposition that all action of this kind must
tartt by a law, I think I am correct in saving that we have a precedent.
and a successful one, for something of this kind was done before. It is
my recollection that at the time the Dunbarton Oaks Proposals were
being drafted, and when the San Francisco Charter was on the horizon,
the administration and the Congress felt that there was this bugaboo
of what had happened after World War Lat Versailles, and therefore
my recollection is that a generally phrased resolution was adopted
by both Houses which gave a great lift to the members of the executive
branch in their feeling that although .the Congress had not committed
itself finally, and should not have committed itself finally, nevertheless
there was this broad sentiment.
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IMr. Vois. Could I just correct your history on that: The House
passed a proposed joint resolution called the Fu1bright Resolution. It
was a 51-word resolution drafted right in this room. The Senate
refused to pass that, but the Senate after the Moscow meeting of
foreign ministers drafted the Connally Resolution, which was worded
differently, and the words of that were taken from the Moscow declaration.
What is the significance of that? There was no action by both
Houses of Congress. It is true both of those statements contained
encouraging and, I think, vitally important statements of broad principle, but what was the result It was this faulty United Nations
Charter that is concerning you and me and everyme now. The time
has come when we better (0 something besides resolve en blanc, but
have the United States make up its mind what it will stand for first
if it wants to lead the world, and the way to do that, under existing
cirettmstances-beariog in mind that the Executive is of one mill
and the Congress of another-the way to do that is for the Senate
and the House to phrase the same words and have the President sign
it. Then our Nation can go ahead and make proposals in which other
nations, including Russia, can have some confidence.
Mr. FiNLE'PrU.R Mr. Vorys, will you allow me to disagree with
that: I think the one thing that must be avoided is to have legislatures
negotiate with each other. If you adopt a specific law by both
Houses, and have it signed by the President, specifying down to the
last. detail as to what this amendment to the United'Nations' Charter
is to be, you hind the hands of your negotiators. Legislatures cannot
negotiate between themselves. The executive branch is the proper
branch to do the negotiating, but under our system, and especially
under the present split-party situation between the Executive and
the legislature, I believe there is a heavy responsibility on, the part
of the Congress to adopt in fairly broad lines its sentiments, because
it requires the action of both.
However, the Congress must not, in my opinion, get down to the
specific details.
May I say one more thing: I do not think these proposals which
I have made here today are quite as vague as you have said they are.
For example, I have said that there should be three specific fings
which should be proposed at this article 109 conference. One is tile
transfer of military forces to the United Nations by its members to
the end that the United Nations shall have a preponderant military
policing force in the world.
Secondly, the elimination of the so-called veto right of the permanent mnemners of the Security Council ; and
Third, the amendment of 'the statute of the International Court of
Justice so that the force of the United Nations will be applied through
and be controlled by the standards and processes of a code of law
applicable to individuals as well as governments, and specifyintl the
prohibited armaments and acts of aggression and the forms
law
by which the Security Council shall enforce the substantive prohibitions.
I think that is as far as a legislature should go. I think it would be
a mistake for a legislature to draw up a list of the prohibited arma-
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ments. I think it would be a mistake to draw up a draft of the code.
I think that is pretty good congressional language.
Mr. VeTes. Well, I do not. That is why I raised the point.
With regard to your No. 1, "The transfer of military forces to the
United Nationsby 'its members as authorized by article 43 of the United
Nations Charter," the United Nations has cVompletely broken down
not only because Russia will not agree but because the other nations
cannot agree on what those forces shall be.
Would you have the Congress, which now under the Participation
Act, reserves the right, to approve of what forces shall be transferred to
the United Nations, give carte blanche to the President of the United
States to transfer any or all of our military forces to the United
Nations?
Mr. FiNLErrIEll. I do not believe that would be the force of that
resolution.
Mr. Vonys. I think it would.
Mr. FiNLE'rEri. It would be an indication to the President of the
type of arming that the Congress would approve of. I think for
the Congress to say this and that type of guided missile or airplane
will be permissible would be wrong.
I would suggest that the method which you have worked out so
ably in congressional-executive relations, whe re YoU have Members of
Congress sit in on the negotiations of these masters, is advisable.
Mr. VonYs. As you know, the present Executive has not seen fit to
follow that custom, and by law and under the Constitution lie has no
obligation to do so.
Mr. FIXLirrn. I would nevertheless suggest that that would be
the proper method of negotiating this thing rather than drawing
ul) an ironclad program by the Congress in advance.
Mr. VoltYs. Rather than turn over to tile Executive under the Constitution, and the present participation law, three such broad and
complete grants of power as you propose here, I think the Congress
should assert itself, and I thijik your organization should attempt to
seek out and determine in advance just what it is the United, States
and the American people will stand for.
Excuse me for taking so long, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman EATON. I think you are using the time in a valuable way.
Mr. Richards.
Mr. RIICIHADs. Mr. Finletter, I want to congratulate you on your
statement.

I think you have approached this thing in a very practical

way, and you have shown full understanding of the legal'difficulties
with which we are faced in trying to do the thing sought to be done
here.

As I understand it, you want the United States to call a conference and propose certain things. The one essential thing, and tie
first thing you propose, is to abolish the veto in the matter of aggression
anti preparation for aggression. Is that right?
Mr. FmNix rrt. Mr. Richards, that is not quite right. That is one
of the steps. I do not think it should be taken alone. I do not think it
is the first step. I think those three steps have to be taken together,
at the same time.
Mr. RICHARDS. You must take one o them first, and, as you say,
you must have first things first. out of the three.
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Out of the three you propose, which do you think should be done
first?
N'. FI,'LEa. :r. Specifically, if the proposal were to eliminate the
veto and not to take the other two, or to take a chance on getting the
other two, I would be opposed to it, and for this reason, Congressman
Richards, that if you were to eliminate the veto in the United Nations
today von would give to the Secirity Council the power to commit the
United States to wlr. and I just do not think that is realistic.
Mr. IIAl.)s. You would not adopt any one of the three without
all?
Mr. FIXL.'rit. No. For example, I would not, give the United
Nations preponderant military force unless I had a code of law under
which to use that force. Otherwise vou have tyranny.
IF Mr. RwICAIms. Then if uler article 109 yoii do niot get two-thirds
support in General Assemblv, what, then ?
Mir.. FINqLExrEH. Then I recommend that the United States take the
initiative in making an offer to all nations willing to join, in setting
up an article 511 federation.
Mr. RlcwARDs. Even if it fails inthe assembly?
,Mr. FINU
L rER. Yes, but I have one other point. Mr. Congressman.
I would have the United States support the United Nations as it is
with full vigor. These arrangements were contemplated andteuthorized by the Charter. They are not. in derogation of the Charter. The
two things can go oil simultaneously.
Mr. Ricumws. 'The public generally thinks that the only obstacle
in the way is the veto power in the Security Council. However, you
have to move firsL in the Assembly, and if you get. your two-thirds vote
there then you go to the Security Council, and then Russia or some

other nation can stop the thing.

Then if the veto is invoked, you suggest that we go ahead and call
a conference of such nations as will join us. Is that right?
Mr. FINLIwrTrE

. Yes.

Mr. RWiiiiDs. You could not call that a regional conference, you
would call that a world conference, would you not f
Mr. FI.NLTEI. No, because already certain nations have indicated
they would not join. I would keep it open to everybody in the world.
and the hope would be that the example, Mr. Congressman, would
eventually pull everybody into the arrangement just as it did in the

case of our own Federation.

Mr. RcllARDS. You think that if such action is taken, the pressure
of so great a moral force on the initial organization would be effective?
Mr. FINL ;'rrK1R. Depending on how it is put into effect. If it is put
into effect solely as a military measure-it is a very subtle thing I
am saying now -then I think the moral force would be bad. But if
it. is put into effect with the hope, expectation, and with the constant
offer to Russia to join, and to the. rest of the world to join, then I
think it would be an enormous step of moral leadership on the part
of the United States.
Mr. RICHARDS. I fully agree with you and disagree with my friend
from Ohio about writing specific proposals into a congressional
rk ohution proposing to amend the United Nations Charter, other than
in the matter of veto power.
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Thank you very much.
Mr
ir. CHIIPERFIELD (presiding). Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JoNK3M1N. Mr. Finletter, as I have listened to the hearings so
far, it seems to me that the issue between the World Federalists and
the adherents of revision, on the one hand, and, let us say, the Administration, on the other hand, is the claim, on the one hand, of utter
futility of proposing a vital revision of the Charter, and, on your
side, the efficacy of such a step.
Would you agree to that.
Mr. FiNLEMRER. I think that is correct.
Mr. JoNKMAN. Now, it has been said that we could not lose anything
by the revision. It has been intimated that if the proposed revision
was not accepted, and did not work, then you would go on as before.
Would that really mean we had not lost anything by the attempted
revision?
For instance, do we bear in mind that a great many nations of the
earth are not so confident in the course of action of the United Na-.
tions as we imagine they are? Will you agree to that?
Mr. FiNLETrR. I think that is correct.
Mr. JONIEMANi. Then, is it true that if it failed there would be an
appearance that we were trying to dominate the situation?
Mr. VINLFri. I venture 4o.say jbst the opposite, Mr. Jonkmnan. I
think if we continue as we are now, if we continue with a military
program, now under consideration by the Congress, and if we build
up th kind of military force which I believe we are going to. build
upi if we continue to combat the Comii form with our own corresponding activities, *ifin short our major premise is conflict, I do not think
that will produce the things that will make the United Nations work.
I think, on the other hand in the United States, as the greatest
power in the world today, tales the leadership to renounce the use
of force, to be willing to give. up the immense military advantages
we now have, and to make a general bona fide offer to the rest of the
.world in the way of peace, I think that would create an entirely new
atmosphere
in international relations.
Mr. JONKMAN.
In other words, in order to do. that do you not
think we would have to begin by renouncing all right to the veto
entirely
Mr. FINLETrER. No, I do not, Congressman. I just do not think
it is possible to take this thing piecemeal. I could not think that
the American people would stand for an arrangement whereby war
was the accepted method of settling disputes between nations, and
that others could vote this country into war. I do not think that
the agreement would be enforceable, I do not care how many nations
agree to it. I do not think this country is going to go to war as
o'posed to policing methods under law, on anybody's vote except our
Own.
Mr. JONKIIAN. Being conscious of the ideologies of the Communists
and their determined plan for world dbminafon, do you think that
there is a chance of revising the charter? It has been said repeatedly,
"I think we have a chance."
. Now, is that based upon realism, knowing their ideologies, their
determination to conquer the world, the evidence and testimony we
have had from Austin that he has already felt out other nations as
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to their willingness to go along on a revision of theveto, do you think
there is such a thing as a chance'
Mr. FrMr1r.Rn. Yes. I would like to say two things about that.
I do think there is a chance. I do not think it is any coincidence
that the apparent willingness of the Russians to start negotiations
as reported in this morimig's paper is entirely disassoqiated from the
strong stand being taken by the United Nations and by recent authorizations for the Air Force by Congress.
I think that the Soviets will agree if it ever can be made clear
to them that they have no alternative but to agree.
I think there is a possibility, of course, that they may take the
road of madness, that they may be determined on war, regardless of
what happens. I do not know. However, I want to say a second
thing. I do not think anybody can answer that question, and I do
not think in a sense, sir, we have a right to ask that question until we
have made up our minds that we are willing to do the things which are
necessary to create a world of peace.
Before we start waving our finger at Russia, let us make up our
minds, first; if we choose the course of armaments and the settling
of international disputes by war, let us do so openly. If we choose
the road of peace, let us choose it and then hold up Russia to scorn
if sho does not also choose thatroad.
Mr. JONKMAN. Do you think there is the least scintilla of desire
on the part of Stalin to affirm the request he has made?

Mr. FINLETrER. I do not know.
. Mr. JONKMAIJ. Has their past history given you the slightest basis
for having any faith in what. they say in their international relations?
Mr. FINLF.JTi. Congressman, I am not here and catot defend
the course of Russian international affairs. I only say if the chance
is one out of five, or one out of one million, I thiik we owe it to the
people of the United States to try it, because the alternative is the
destruction of this country.
-Mr.

JONKMfAN.

Even one out of one million?

Mr. FINLEWTER. Yes, I would take the chance because I think there
is a moral basis involved.
Mr. JONKMAN. Do you think, for instance, when lie told Stassen a
year or so ago that they were perfectly willing to cooperate, it was
a question of whether we wanted to cooperate-in other words, cooperate on their terms. It was very evident from the interview.
Do you not think that is all they are doing at the present, timeI
Mr. FINm 'ErER. I am not wise enough to know, Congressman. I
do not think anybody can know.
In the first place, you have no way of gaging. The people have
to be satisfied with no word in their government. You cannot tell
from-what the Russian people do, the way you can in a free country.
You are merely asking the question, "What are 14 men in the Politboro going to do," and I can only say I do not have the slightest idea.
Mr. JONKM3AN. What is your suggestion as to the progress made
at the present time in regional organizations? We have formed in
the Western Hemisphere a regional organization. The European
organization is in the process offormation. Why could we not carry
that further and obtain the samd results you would want to attain
after we have been turned down, and have created an additional
frictionI
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Mr. FINmrmrrs. I have the following objections to the Present
regional arrangements: I think they are good things as far as they
go, and I think they ought to be earnestly supported, but I do not
think the organization of the American Siates at Bogota is going to
solve any particular problem. I think it will help enormously in
combating communism in this country, but I do not think there is
anything finally and emphatically leading down the road toward
peace.
Now, the United States of Europe, which has not even reached
the stage of governmental discussions yet, and has only the most
feeble kind of so-called union-it is imlroper to use the word "union"
in connection with that Brussels treaty--even so I have some reservations about it Mr. Congressman, for this reason: I feel that pick-

ing Europe as the place to create a federation is difficult, because of
the inherent jealousies existing there.
Moreover, also, a true United States of Europe may be dominated
by Germany over the course of years.
Secdndly, I think it is important for the United States to get into

this game. It is very easy to come out and say that it is Europe's

problem,- and we do not need to do anything about it. I think it is
.important
for use to get into this unification of the world to the maximum extent possible.
Mr. JONKMAX. Do you not suppose it would be better to create
blocs such as the European and Pan-American organizations) and
thea bring them altogether in one great union?
Mr.
L'P.xEr5. I would agee With you if I could accept the -as-

suimption which I think is inherent in your statement, which is that
time is with us. I do not think time is with us. Let us analyze that.
There is always the danger that phrase may be utilized to avoid
decision. But even apart from that, when we say that time is with us,
we mean that things are getting better, that the arms race is not
getting out of hand, and so forth. We say that if we keep up this
idea of talking around the UN, and maintaining State DepartmentForeign Offlce relationships, that things are going to get better.
The evidence of their getting better escapes me.
Mr. Jotc.ANr
. Are you not arriving at the conclusion that we can
whip them now but possibly not 15 years from now, that we better
do it now f
Mr.- Fiumrsa. I want to make it perfectly clear for the record
that I am bitterly opposed to preventive war. I think if there is
any way of ending western society and ending American civilization,
it is to go out and attack another country.
Mr. JoNItMAN. That is ill, Mr. Chairman.
tfr. CnrPnmr
v
(presiding). Mrs. Bolton.
Mrs. BovroN. Mr. Finletter, I have been deeply interested in the
very clear., and precise. words you, have used, and am. grateful for

1he clarification of a number of points. ,
In your mind, has the main purpose of the United Nations been
An effort to reunite the east and the west of Europe?
Mr. FIxrmrm=. I believe that the main purposee of the United
'Nations was to try to create a community of interest throughout thb
world by meeting over the conference' table on matters relating to
security, economic well-being, and social well-being, which will create
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that kind of a community which will serve as the basis for the institutions which can hold that world community together and prevent
it from destroying itself with these new weapons of scientific revo-

lution. I think those efforts have been helpfi.

I have no doubt that great things have been done in the Economic

and Social Council of the United Nations, but I think now is the time
to bring our world institutions up into relationship) to our efforts in
the worll community, and particularly in l)roper relation to the terrible weapons that are now loose in the world.
MIs. BorTox. Is it your sense that, unless there is a union of western
and eastern Europe, that there will be no reestablishment of the
economy of Europe?
Mr. FxxLm'rEn. In my opinion, it is not possible to make an economic recovery of an area such as Europe, unless the political institutions are satisfactory.
Specifically, I (1o not think that peoplee can restore production in
France until they know that, they are going to be safe from internal
boring from within by a hostile power, namely, Russia, or until they
know they are going to be safe from attack from without.
I think that the problem of peace must be approached on many
fronts at once. I think it is a mistake to say that the economic solution
should go first. For that reason I have been objecting to statements
as to what should come first. There is one thing certain, that no
economic aid to any part of the world will be anything but money
poured down the drain unless, the political institutions for security
are set up.
Mrs. BoureN. That is delightfully clear.
As I understand you, you say that before there is any calling for
a conference there must first be a knowledge on our part of what we
not only are wanting, but what we are willing to do to achieve it.
There must then be conferences with all the other countries involved
to ascertain their attitued towards such a conference?
Mr. FINLE'PrER. Yes. I am getting a little detailed there, Mrs.
Bolton and possibly violating a principle I myself have suggested,
but I do not think it is, certainly, for a private'group to suggest the
minute details as to what should be done, but I made that suggestion
in an atteml)t to counter the notion that I think is most unfortunate,
that these very constructive steps might hiive the effect of damaging
the United Nations when I believe it is the only way of possibly
salvaging theUnited Nations.
I think that is most important, that at every oppo'
Mrs. 101TON.
o
tmnity possible that everyone who speaks on this subject at all should
emphasize the peace motive this country should follow.
Mir. FIxiLTmT. That is the one thing i iianted to say.
Mrs. BOLTON. In answer to some of Mr. Vorys' questions, I understood you would feel that would be unfortunate if we as a Congress
attempted to set up ahead of time in detail those things which we
would wish accomplished at such a conference.
Mr. FNtArTER. In broad terms, I think they should be set up, but
I do not think you ought to bind the hands of your negotiators by
saying that somebody shall have 11500 jet airplanes and somebody else
1,200 jet bombers.
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Mrs. BOLTON. The effort in some instances has been, as I have understood the efforts to build a fence around an area and call it Peace,
and then say, "do dig it up in that area," rather'than realizing that
the world is a very big place with a lot of ideas.

Mr.

FINLErER.

That is right.

Mrs. "BOLTON. We are considering a very large air force.
Mr. FINLErrER. I thought you had done more than consider it.
Mrs. BOLTON. That is not at all contradictory in your mind, is it,
toward the efforts to enlarge the peaceful methods of the world?
Mr. FINLEWFER. In a sense, yes, but absolutely necessary.
Mrs. BOLTON. How are you going to answer a question like that?
That is what we get all the time.
Mr. FrN, ,TrER. We have to follow a double-barreled policy. To
go out and say, "We are out for peace, therefore we wi I not have
any Army or Wavy," that would be idiotic. That would encourage
aggression.
If we are going to be armed, let us be well armed, and let us be
armed for a purpose. Let us not be armed vaguely fo some general
war, the nature of which we have not thought out: Let us be armed
so we will be in a position to strike the moment war happens, because
that is the only way in which you can possibly stop the war by
armament.
Mind you, I do not think it will stop the war, it will only be a
deterrent to war, but at least it will be a deterrent. It is hardto do
these two things at once, and it requires, if you will, the highest order
of ability, if not genius, to do these two things at once, but that is
what the modern world's problem is.
Mrs. BoLToN;. It would seem to me that this idea that has continued
so long that war is the only answer to differences among nations is an
attitude which should not receive approval. Yet, at the same time, I
realize that a great many women and a great many very excellent
people, very earnest Americans, feel that armies do not belong in this
category. If we are working toward peace we must not have an army,
and we must prove it to our people that it is imperative to protect peace
with an army. Is that not the question?
Mr. Fi mxn.m. Yes, it is. If we were a nation willing to take a
straight line of pacificism and lay down all our defenses so we could
not stop an invasion, that would'not be accepted by men and women
today.
Secondly by building a Military Establislunent, it is my earnest
hope that the'Congress will take steps which will be the first steps,
which will eventually end in the eliminatldn of that air force.
Mrs. BOLTON. Thank you very much.
Mr. C1Hn[ERIELD. (presiding). Dr. Judd.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Finletter, may I both thank you and congratulate
you for your very fine statement, your frank recognition of what things
are attainable as well as desirable.
This Resolution 59 was introduced last Jily 9. Today is May 11
of the following year.
Is it your estimate that the situation has improved or deteriorated
in those 9 months, from the standpoint of hopes for peace or prospects
for war?
Mr. FINLm'nrER. I think they are better. I think that we have had
world leadership cast upon us, and I think we are beginning to take it.
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I think the more world leadership this country begins to take the
greater are the chances for peace.
Mr. Junn. Assuming we were Prepared for it psychologically in.
this country, and we had gone into such a federal world organization
tt the end of this war, might it have been possible to prevent such deterioration as there has been, or to get improvement by other methods
than sheer naked force?
Mr. FiNjxTrrm'r. I think we have wasted 3 years.
Mr. JUDD. You think that delay in itself is not likely to lead to
improvement?
Mr. FINLErrER. The one thing, Congressman. Judd, I would like
to leave with this committee is that time is against us. That is my
conviction for what it is worth. We have already wasted some precious time. That is not only true in princil)le, but in history. These
things always get worse.
Mr1'. JUDD. And there comes a crystallization point beyond which
the action is irreversible. People accept it as an inevitability, and
then it is too late.
Mr. FINrFTrEn. That is quite so, and the danger signal is when you
start doing things outside of the international organization, and we
tre in that stage, and everybody knows we have been in it too long.
Mr. JUDD. Some people say it we were to do this it might disrupt
the United Nations.
Is it not true that in fact the United Nations is already disrupted?
Mr. FiN.LEr R. It is certainly inadequate today in terms of its security function.
Mr.JUDD. That is what I speak of. The actions on health, labor,
education and the like are perfectly good, just as they were under the
League oY Nations, but., in fact, it is unable to function effectively in
the primary field for which it was set up-to prevent war.
MNr. F1NLr-m. That is quite so, and we must avoid grasping at
straws in the form of minor successes. You will remember that the
League settled the Greek-Bulgaria dispute. We must not be misled
on that point.
Mr. JUDD. To have disruption in name when we have it in fact
would not be so awfully bad, would it?
Mr. F1NLErER. I think it would be bad, butit would not be worse,
and it can be retrieved, and, in my opinion, retrieved very largely
on what action this committee takes.
Mr. JUDI. There are possible risks if we take action. It might. lead
to a. formal disruption. I do not think it would. I think it would
have the opposite effect; but assuming it would lead to a formal disruption, that would not be much worse than what we have at present,
when it comes to key things.
On the other hand, I think there is a good chance of action of this
sort leading to a reversal in conduct by the Politboro, if not of their
views. We are not hoping to police or change their views; we want
to get them to act in an orlerly manner. It is their behavior we hope
to influence, even though we know there will not be the slightest deviation from their purposes if they can achieve those purposes. That
would appear to be all to the good, would it not?
Mr. FINLEIrrn. It would seem so to me, sir.
Mr. JUDD. This national debate which we must evaluate and estimate is going on all throughout the country?
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Mr. FINLtE'rF-i.
Mr. JuI)m.

It lacks authoritative source as yet,

We are now trying to bring the debate from the corner

drugstore, the university club, the chamber of commerce, and the
labor union hall, up to the halls of Congress?

Mr. F NILE-rEnl. 'Up to the floor of Congress.
Mlr. JuD. And we hope it can perhaps move from there to the
State Department?
Mr.FNLETr'Efl. As a former memebr of the State Department, I
would agree with that hope.
Mr. JUDD. Under our form of government, developments in foreign
policy ordinarily bedin at tie top and work down. That has been the
usual process in the past. The executive branch comes along with ail
idea-we will say Bretton Woods-it is not from the grass roots, it is
from the top, and they try to sell it to the people.
'1his )rol)osal is one coming up from the grass roots, and the people
are way ahead of their officials, who are understandably so overwhelmend by the difficulties presented that they are forgetting that the
necessary tling is not to concentrate on excuses for not taking action,
but rather to find means by which to take the needed action-because
the stakes are life or death .
Mr. FINLm-rER. I agree with you.
Mr. Ju)). As an excellent lawyer, I want to get your view on article
51. It begins:
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or
collective self.defense if an arnted attack occurs against a nwin)er of the United

Nations. until the Security Council hqs taken the measures necessary to maintain
international peace and security.

Now, there are people wh) contend that under the language "if al
armed attack occurs,' it iqnot possible to get together for collective
self-defense until after the attack has occurred.
Do you agree that the inherent right of collective self-defense means
that if you anticipate or fear an attack you are justified in organizing
or getting together inadvance to be prepared for any possible attackV
Mr. FINLEITR. I eo not believe those words are a limitatlon oin the
right to organize in advance. If I may say so, in the first place I
suggest to you that there is an international common law on that
subject, which is growing alp, namely, the action of the United States
Government at Cipultepec, Rio, and recently at Bogota, where we
have organized under article 51.
Mr. JuD). Solneone raised the question whether we organized thereunder article 51 or 52. My answer was that we had announced it was
under 51.
Mr. FINLErEMR. We used the phrase "armed attack."
Mr.JUDD. Then it was notounder 52.
Mr. FINLM'11R. It is important to keep out of 52, 53, and 54 because
of that unfortunate hlrase in there about the control of the Sequrity
Council.
Mr. JuD. You do not regard that language in 51 is a limitation
which prevents our moving ahead, if necessary, for possible collective
self-defense against possible attack?
Mr. FINLErER. Definitely.
Mr. CHIPERFIELD. Mr. Iodge.
Mr. LoDar,. I think your statement is extremely interesting and
I
provocative.
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Under Resolution 163, which Dr. Judd has also introduced, there
is a provision that in the event that there shall be a deadlock under
article 109, the nations who choose to do so will proceed under
article 51.
Now, you call it an article 51 federation. Dr. Judd and the Citizens
Committee for--United Nations. Reform calls it something else. It
does not seem to me to matter too much what you call it. I was
therefore wondering, aside from the specific amendments suggested in
Resolution 163, what you regard as the essential difference between
yoir pointt of view and Resolution 163.
Mr. FiNjxA'rnt. Mr. Lodge, I think one of the most important. things
to do in this matter is to keep peace among the peacemakers. Therefore, I do not want to get into a difference of point of view between
59 and 163, but I will answer your question this way: I think that the
main difference is that lesolition 163 would perpetuate the method
of collective security in which the eventual sanction which enforces
the law is war. Wlereas Resolution 59 makes law the final sanction.
Mr. LoimG. I was referring specifically to the suggestion that under
article 51, a federation should be created which as I read it contemplates what. Mr. Culbertson might refer to as "The law, the court, and
tie cop oii the corner."
You provide for tbe same thing substantially though you do not
Specifically subscribe to the actual amendments in 163. I ihink I understand the differences between Resolution 59 and Resolution 163.
What I am not clear on is the difference between your thesis, which is
the article 51 federation, and the thesis proposed in 163.
Mr. FiNLrnH. In the first place, my thesis is article 51 for a
federation only after this hypothetical refusal of Russia or other
states to join the proposal materializes.
Secondly, I feel that the article 51 arrangement is the best. It is
not very good. It is a very much second best thing.
Next, as to the differences between the set-up under my proposal and
under Resolution 163, I think they are very slilht. There is, however,
this difference, and that is that I propose a poicing force, presumably
of moderate proportions, first, to service tle prototype of the force
when all the nations join in the article 51 federation. I then do
continue the national armnamenits, because you have to. You have
nations outside it.
Mr. LoDGE. 163 does that. They provide for an international
contingent.
Mr. 1'INLYEr

I have no contingent under that 51 federation.
Mr. Loxcur. It is a question of detail again which I think you very
wisely stated should perhaps not be gone into at this time.
It occurs to me that in broad measure you are in favor of 163.
Mfr. FINLETrEI.
No, sir; because I doe not believe you can apply
quotas to these matters. From what little I know of air power, I
just do not think you can say you have this, that, and the other number
of bombers, and this, that, and the other number of bases. It all
depends on the manufacture of the component parts, and thousands
of other things.
Mr. LonoGE. Aside from the specific amendments in 163, which I
understand even the proponents bf 163 are willing to see modified,
you would agree with the basic thesis of 163, then, that if you reach
an impasse under 109 you go ahead under 51 without Russia. They
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would call it a reformed United Nations. I think they would be
agreeable to a change in that nomenclature. You would call it an
article 51 federation, and I do npt suppose you are a slave to that
language. In other words there is a difference of opinion between
yourself and Mr. Meyer.
Mr. F
rLimmri.
I did not know I had a difference of opinion with
Mr. Meyer. I do not usually have them.
Mr. LoperF. The main point about 163, in my opinion, is i.ot the
detail of the amendment proposed, but the thesis.
This is not the Hamilton P ish Armstrong thesis, it. is the thesis that
you go ahead under 51 to form another United Nations.
Now, Dr. Judd, I believe, would bewilling to call it something else.
Whatever you call it--"a rose by any other name"-it is another
organization.
'Well,Mr. Churchill has started a regional organization, let us say,
a beginning of a United States of Europe. We have been feeling our
way in conferences at Rio, Bogota, and so forth, in the Western
Hemisphere.
. I do not see the difference in your point of view, or Mr. Culbertson's
and Dr. Judd's point of view, as to the action to be taken under 51,
if you reach an impasse under 109.
Mr. FiNIE'rrmI. Neither do I, with this possible one exception in
the form in which you stated it, Mr. Lodge, and that is that I have
a very great objection to calling any article 51 organization another
United Nations, because that connotes that you are destroying the
existing United Nations, and I want to get rid .f that idea.
Mr. Lo DoE. I do, too; but I believe Dr. Judd would agree not to
call it that.
Mr. JuDD. There is language in 163 which gives that impression,
which is not the intention, and it will be corrected.
Mr. LODoF. What I am trying to do is to sift this testimony that has
been so ably and eloquently presented this morning by both you and
Mr. Meyer, with the idea of seeing just what is the common denominator we can adopt here in attempting to adopt legislation on this subject.
It appears to me that there is very little, if any, difference between the

article 51 federation idea and the main idea with the changes Dr. Judd
is agreeable to in Resolution 163, and that indeed the only difference
between those ideas and the Churchill idea is that it embraces a larger
area and perhaps there would be a charter like the United Nations
Charter involved, although you would not call it that.
Mr. FINLEMrrR. I would agree with that in general.
Mrs. BovroN. Would the gentleman yield for a moment.?
Mr. LoDo.

I would be glad to.

Mrs. BovroN. In sifting this testimony, I hope you will give serious
consideration to the language Mr. Finletter used in gathering together
the nations of the world which I believe put it much better than the
]anguage in 59.
Mr. LODGE. Thank you, Mrs. Bolton.

I have one more question, Mr. Finletter: Under Resolution 163,
although the abolition of the veto in cases of aggression is provided for,
it is also specifically provided that these matters must be referred to
the respective governments in accordance with their constitutional
processes. I take it that you are in agreement with that?
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Mr. F j, rrn. Yes.
Mr. LoG. In other words, you recommend the abolition of the veto
in certain instances but you would also agree that you could not coinmit
the armed forces of the United States in that fashion?
Mr. FiINimrEia. I think this is a tremendously difficult question.
Mr. Arnmstrong did propose that the United Stttes forces could be
committed in that fashion.
Mr. LODGE. I know it is a very difficult question, and that is the reason
I asked you the question, because I think you are well able to answer
difficult questions.
If you must refer the question, if your own rel)resenftative to the
United Nations must refer this to Congress,.you have not in fact
abolished the veto, have you?
Mr. FImrEmi. No.
Mr. LoD E. Thank you very much.
Mr. JUDD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TA4ODoE. Yes.
Mr. JUDD. You have not abolished a nation's veto on the use of its
armed forces, but you certainly can abolish the use of the veto by an
aggressor whereby legally and without reproach lie can under the
present Charter prevent any action against himself.
Mr. LODGE. I will say to the gentleman that that is precisely what.
General Marshall favors, He favors abolishing the veto in chapter 6,
but keeping it in chapter 7, which deals with aggression.
So I find the distinguished gentleman from Minnesota lined tip with
our distinguished Secretary of State on that issue.
Mr. JUDD. It says in Resolution 163 that use of national contingents
must be according, to the constitutional processes of the respective
governments, and that means the Congress of the United States alone
can declare war.
I think we are day(lreaming if we imagine we call get the Congress
of the United States, or probably any offher country, to agree at this
stage to allow an international organization to commit its own
contingents.
Mr. LoDGE. I think that is quite true.
Mr. JUDD. Do yoii agree with that, Mr. Finletter?
Mr. Fxmr~rn.
With the one qualification, if full-out war came
about, but not ii, a policing operation for the enforcement of law.
That is a vital dirt inction.
By the way, I think the Rio agreement can give us some light on that.
They went all the way tip to the two-thirds provision, as I remember it.
Mr. LODE. I think you will ag'ee with me, Mr. Judd, that the
*abolition of the veto becomes largely an illusory matter if the Congress
must ratify what the United States representative has (lone.
Mr. JUDD. The Congress of the United States would not hesitate
right now to abolish its veto either here or by our representative at
Lake Success, in action against us if we were to start an aggression,
because we never intend to start one. We pledge ourselves to two
things: Not to start an aggressive war ourselves, and to help prevent
others from doing so. I think we are willing to give up the veto on
those two pledges.
Mr. LODGE. That is an impingement on our national sovereignty to
which I am willing to agree.
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Mr. JuDD. First, we pledge ourselves not to start an aggressive war.
Why should we hesitate to do that? Secondly, we pledge ourselves to
help put down immediately anybody who does start an aggressive war.
Why should we hesitate to pledge that since our own security will
require that we do it ultimately?
I am from Minnesota, and one of our best known products is Gold
Medal flour. Its slogan is "If eventually, why not'now?" Twice in
a generation it has been proved that we have to get in eventually.
Why not do it at once and cheaply, instead of later and under the most
costly and difficult circumstances possible. I think the Congress of
the United States will go along with that. That is a policing action
and not an all-out war, in fact, the best way to avoid an all-out war.
Mr. LoDwE. I thank the gentleman from Minnesota for his able
contribution.
While there is a definite difference between Resolution 59 and Rlesolution 163-and I think the difference .wasowell statedby Mr. Meyerthere is at best a very slight difference between Resolution 59, plus
your proposal, and Resolution 163.
Mr. FINLE 'ER. I do not think I quite go along with that, because I
think if you restrict that to the article 51 section I would agree.
Mr. L Doi Aside from the details of tile amendments. 1am refer.
ring to the procedure of going ahead tinder 51.
Mr. FINLETER. My recollection is that that is substantially correct.
Mr. LODGE. Thank you very much.
Mr. JoNKMAN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield to me for a
question?
rIELD.
Mr. Jonkman:
Mr. CUIPR
Mr. JONKtAN. Mr. Finletter you have emphasized that time is running against us, and that is of course a very, very compelling argument.
However, assuming that a resolution to revise the Charter was
defeated, and certain of tile nations were to organize under the plan
that you propose, in the nature of a secessionist organization, under
whlch I think is a poor color of right, and continue to sit alongside the
United Nations, would you then have resolved anything?
Mr. FNLETrER. I think that would be most unfortunate if the secessionist idea got in at any point. I do not see why we cannot take the
Charter which encourages these subsidiary arrangements, which arrangements have been approved by the Secretary of State as being
bulwarks of the Charter.
Mr. JONKMAN. Do you not think you are straining the interpretation of regional organizations when you ask for a universal organizittion as far as it may go, out of the United Nations? Are you not in
reality, under color of right, creating a competitive organization?
Mr. FiINJrFER. I cannot igree, Congressman that you are creating
a competitive organization. The fact is'I think you must be careful
not to create a competitive organization. I think if you liad all the
nations of the world, except the Soviet ones, you would be setting
ip an organization which the men at Sail Francisco did not contemplate. That is not to say that this Congress has not enacted laws which
have developed out of interpretations that were not contemplated.
Mr. JONIMAN. Suppose we jump that hurdle. Would you not have
two organizations that are constantly debating within themselves and
against themselves, without resolving the fact that time is running
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against us on the use of the atomic bomb, or anything else? What is
your remedy there?
Mr. FINixn-rm. I would hope that tile remedy would be that if an
article 51 federation were set up, and clearly pointed out to show every
action on its lirt, that it was an organization for peace, that that idea
woul get into the heads of the other abstaining states, and they would
stop abstaining.
Mr. JONKM ,N. Then if that, (lid not work, time would be running
against you, would it not?
Mr. FINix-ir'Ei. rnime would march on, and it wouhl he a question
of whether warg'ot there ahead of the abstaining states.
Mr. LOboE. Tie virus which you see in Resolution 163, as it is now
written, is, its I understand it, imit it gives the impression that we are
in effect, seceding from the United Nations; that we are in etfect
sabotaging the United Nations by setting up another one with these
reforms.
On the other hand, you feel that there is a difference of form which
may be, very important, but there there is no suibstanital difference
between an'article 51 federation and the idea of going ahead under
article 51 to f.m-rm another organization.
Now, do you believe that your idea of an article 51 federation will
not contain'the sane virus, in that it will give the world the same iml)ression as the suggestion contained in resolution 163?
Mr. FINEirrmI. In the first place, I cannot agree, Congressman,
that any resolution proposed by Mr. Judd would have the virus that
you meiintioned in it. I think if that virus has been injected, it has
come from the interpretations of it. and I am sure those were erroneous
interpretations.
Secondly, I think we are ill) against an enormously subtle thing. It
is the subtle thing of being prepared to defend ourselves and simultaneously urging for peace. I think only by cuttingg l)peace in the speeches
and debates that are made can we eliminate that virus. That virus is
not in there unless you gentlemen allow it in.
Mr. LoIXm. Of course, tile. Citizens Committee for United Nations
Reform say that theirs is a suggestion that we proceed with Russia,
if possible; without Russia, if necessary, but not against. Soviet
Russia.
My question is, Will the form that you recommend, the article 51
federation, be so understood that it N:ill not contain the virus that
you see in Resolution 163 as it is now drafted?
Mr. FIN
rEnmrF.
It will not have that virus, or will not appear to
have that virus if the men in charge of forwarding it through this
Government see to it that it does not have that virus.
Mr. Jm)D. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Lo(GE. Gladly.
Mr. Jti)i). Is is not true, according to your own statement, that the
proponents of the ABC resolution did not intend to have that virus
in there?
Mr. LoXmm. That is right.
Ml. ,jUDD. W e bave had testimony from eminent American officials
which was directed toward rocking down a l)roh)osal which nobo(ldy
had made. They were against what they said we were suggesting; blt
what they were against, we were not. suggesting. They said we- must
70921-48--17
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not weaken, we must not wreck, we must not destroy the United

Nations. That is precisely our own view. There was no other purpose or desire in the minds of anyone except to strengthen it.
Too many people have felt there are only two alternatives, that
we either had to yield to Russia or go to war with her.
We say there is a third alternative. We should, with all nations
if possible--if not possible, then with as many as we can-build con-'\
structively an edifice of world law, world order, and thereby world
peace. Not go to war, on the one hand; not appease and succumb, on
the other- but work for order under law and justice. That is what
we must keep ahead of us. That is the objective of the American
people. We do not want to yield to aggression; we do not want war.
There is no other method except world order based on world law
and with world force.
Mr. Lorxm. Some of the language used by the sponsors made it
appear to be an attempt to set ul ) another United Nations.
Mr. JUDI. But the authors of it disavowed that interpretation from
the outset.
Mr. CIIEIFIELD (presiding). Thank you for a very, very construetive statement.
It has been suggested we meet at 2:30 instead of 2 o'clock. We will
meet, then, at 2:30 and adjourn at this time.
(Whereupon, at 1:05 p. in., the committee adjourned until 2:30 p. m.
of the same day.)
AFrfERNOON SESSION

(The committee reconvened, pursuant to the luncheon recess, at

3:10 p. In.)

Mr. CIPERFIELD (presiding). The committee will be in order.
next witness is Mr. Holliday.

Our

STATEMENT OF W. T. HOLLIDAY, VICE PRESIDENT, UNITED
WORLD FEDERALISTS
Mfr. HOILJIDAY. Mrs. Bolton, and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is W. T. Hlolliday; my residence is Cleveland, Ohio. For 20
years, from 1908 to 1928, I was an attorney, engaged in general practice
of law in the city of Cleveland. Since then, for the past 20 years,
I have been the president of the Standard Oil Co. of Ohio. I happen
also to be a vice president of United World Federalists.
The views which I give are personal and are not given in any representative capacity.
For the past 2 years I have been devoting most of my spare time
and energy to writing an speaking about world peace, and the only
way in which the prevention of war can l)ossibly be attained. Ierhaips
as an individual citizen I might not have had the temerity to do this,
but I felt compelled to do so because of my resl)onsibilities as a blusiness executive.
I feel very strongly that there is no roup of citizenss in this country
who should be more concerned about prevention of war than the
American businessmen. They have aJI of the usual emotional pulls
of concern about country and their families, their children, and
grandchildren. But they have, in addition, a specific obligation.
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They are, as it were, the trustees of our economic welfare, concerning
which they must be ever alert. It is their duty to insure against
every possible hazard, and to a very large extent they perform this
duty. But there is one loss against which they cannot take out
insurance. They cannot insure against the consequences of modern
war, There would probably ho no one from whom to collect the
insurance. The only thing which they can do in the way of insurance
is to try to hell) prevent war.
Businessmen, like everyone else an(l especially statesmien today, have
many innmediate problemss with which they must grapple, but they
must do two things at once: They must deal effectively with die immediate problems and they must also deal with the long-run and
wore fundamental problem" of the survival of the very enviromnent
in which they operate. Solution of short-run problems will be of little
consequence'if there is no deceint civilization left within which to
ol)erate. I aminot talking about business enterprises which may have
investments or businesses on other continents which they wish io preserve; I am talking about enterprises like my own company which have
not investment or business in the Eastern Hemisphere, and I am
talking about preservation of civilization and the Ainerican way of
life here in the United States.
it, too, must do
This saime principle applies to our (ovennmeimt.
two things at once: Concern itself vigilantly with the immediate
problems but at the same time, continuously and with undiminished
vigor, keel) in mind the long-run point of view and fundamental
objectives.
From the short-run view, our Nation must strive to keep itself,
militarily, politically, and economically, tihe strongest nation in the
world. It must strive on the economic front to restore the economy
and social structure in western Europe. We must seek on the political
front to encourage and help the political unification of western
Europe.
But these things, imperative as they are, are short run in viewpoint, and negative. They cannot indefinitely postpone war. They
must be accompanied by an ultimate objective, a goal. If we are to
have world peace they can only be a shield behind which we may hope
to gain time for the accomplishment of a worthy ultimate objective.
So far, I regret to say, the United States appears to me to have evidenced no ultimate objective, but it rather appears to rely permanently
upon the maintenance of peace by power. The original concept of
the United Nations appears to have been the maintenance of peace
by power enforced through the unanimous agreement of the three
strongest nations. I do not believe that we can properly blame our
public officials for this. The fundamental responsibility rests upon the
people of the United States. A democratic government such as ours
cannot, with confidence, go beyond what, it clearly appears, will be
supported by public opinion. Likewise, foreign nations will not have
confidence in the representations of our Government while there is
doubt as to its popular support. Over all international negotiations
of the United States hovers the shadow of the Senate's two-thir'l
ratification.
If the world is to take the only road to peace the American people
themselves must take the lead through their elected representativess:
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The executive department will never make the offer to substitute an

international system of security for its war-making power unless it
clearly will be supported in such a change. And only when the
United States moves for the necessary amendments to the ON Charter,
declares its willingness to go along "with the other nations through a
reasonable period of transition, and clearly has the support of Con.
gress-only then will the world, including the Soviet Government,
have its first chance to make a choice in favor of world peace.
That is why I believe it is of the utmost importance for the Congnss of the United States to adopt a resolution along the lines of
Resolution 59 now being considered -by your committee. Tlhe. e resolutions in my judgment (to not constitute "back-Feat driving." They
(to not attempt to interfere with the responsibilities of the executive
department of our Government. But they would say to our- Government and to the world that courageous action by our Government,
offering to take the lead in the strengthening of the United Natiois
into an organization of world law and order, would have the necessary support of Congress. Not only would it encourage our Government to take the lead down the only road to abiding peace but it
would assure the world that our Government was speaking autioritatively and would have the necessary support from the legislative
branch of our Government.
We do not know how much time we have; but the time is relatively
short. If we wish to survive, not only as a nation but as a civilization,
we must determine very promptly what possible way theie nay be
of preventing war, and act promptly in accordance with that decision.
Historians tell us, and it has been pointed up by Toynbee, that in
known history the twenty-odd civilizations which have fallen did so
because they were confronted with some fundamental and revolution.
ary change in their environment, and their people were not able to
change their habits of thinking to meet that fundamental challenge.
They could not meet a new world with a new point of view.
That is the condition which confronts the world today. The character and quality of war have been revolutionized, and whether our
civilization survives will depend upon whether we, the people of the
modern world, can change our habits of thought about war and bring
a new point of view to a new world. The character and quality o
war has been revolutionized, in its social as well as its physical iaspects. Civilians and noncombatants, instead of being considered
exempt, have become the prize object of attack and in World War II
we accepted without hesitancy the wholesale slaughter of civilians as
a fundamental quality of war. For such slaughter we have developed
scientific weapons whose potentialities dwarf the imagbiaton.
War, I say, has beconmer obsolete as a method of deciding international disputes. No one can win a modern war. If civilhzation is to
survive, war must stop. At long last nian has developed fhe instruments with which he can destroy Jhis world, and you can depend Upon
it that ie will try to do it, unless the poiver to do it is taken from him.
How then are we to prevent wars? If we wish to try to prevent
war, the first question naturally to be answered is, Why do .we have
wars? The answer is clear-we have wars to decide international
disputes. Those disputes may be legithate, or they may be Illegitimate disputes tendered by thugs and brigands. Human nature be-
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ing as it is, disputes between individuals and between nations are
bound to occur; and disputes have to be disposed of. Unless some
orderly method of disposal is provided, those disputes inevitably
are decided by force.
The most primitive men found this out when they first came out
of the caves or down from the trees to live together. The most primitive men found that they could have no security, no freedom, no
peace, in a state of anarchy. lFroin the very beginning they found it
necessary to ('stablish government and law.
Similarly, family groups found that the same principle applied
to larger groups into which they merged, and as such larger groups
consolidated into clans and tribes. This process of expansion con-

tinued until nations removed the no-man's land of anarchy between
duchies and principalities and city states, and the units of law and
order became nations.
But today, when scientific warfare threatens the existence of
civilization, we still have the no-man's land between great nations, in
which there is nothing but the crudest anarchy, which people could
not stand for one moment within the borders of their nations.
There is only one answer to the problem of war. There is only one
road to peace. And that is the removal of the state of anarchy which
exists in international relationships. All history proves that there
can be no peace and security except under law. And there can be
no law except under government.
Toynbee has shown that- whenever a civilization saved itself from
calamity it took a "great leap forward." If our civilization is to
survive, we must take the last "great leap" in the extension of the
domain of law and order. However much of a wrench it may be to
our habits of thought, we must apply to the international zone the
solution of law and 'order which has been applied within the national borders.
The United Nations offers us the road along which we may take
that step. As the medium through which world juridical order may
be obtained, the UN must be fostered and preserved.
There are a good many people, however, who think that criticism
of the United Nations in) its present form tends to weaken the UN,
and that therefore it is rather sacrilegious to criticize the present,
structure of the UN. They say that we must let the UN evolve into
a juridical order.
Government, however, does not evolve. We either have a governmnent or we don't have it. It is achieved only by a bold and single
step.
If? therefore, we wish to strengthen the United Nations, we should
consider what are its defects. Its defects are clear. The UN, unless
strengthened, is doomed to failure because it is nothing but a league,
a many-si(led treaty. History is full of such agreements. from the
league; of ancient Greece down to thme League of Nations. Every one
has proposed to abolish war and every one has ended in war. If the
league theory were all that history ]ias to tell us upon maintaining
peace, the human race might as well shut up shop.
But, as I have pointed out, there.is a different fact of history that
is equally proved; it constitutes the only way by which imperfect men
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in an imperfect world can live in peace together. Throughout hiitory men within domestic borders have been able to live in reasonable
peace and security only under enforced law.
The UN offers the open road along which juridical order might
be achieved on the international level. Under article 109 of the UN
Charter, "a general conference of the Members * * * for * * *
reviewing the present Charter" can be called by two-thirds of the
General Assembly and 7 out of 11 of the Security Council.
That "confidence" would be the constitutional convention-and no
nation can veto a line of it.
At that conference, "any alteration of the present Charter" can be
recommended by two-thirds of the nations represented. That "alteration" would be a federal constitution for the world-and no single
nation can veto a line of it.
Now the final step is to submit that constitution to the nations
themselves for ratification. Under article 109, the "alteration" .liall
take effect when it has been ratified by two-thirds of the nations,
including all the permanent members of the Security Council. 'This
is the first place where the veto power can take effect.
Now it is a curious fact of history that our Thirteen Original States,
as they approached federation, were restrained by exactly the same
rule of all or none. Our Articles of Confederation said that any
amendment must be ratified by all 13 States. The resolution of the
Continental Congress in 1787 which called the Constitutional Convention provided the same restrictions.
When our Constitutional Convention met in Philadelphia in 1787,
it was apparent that those restrictions could not be complied with.
The State of Rhode Island had even refused to send delegates. It
seemed almost certain that the great State of New York would not
ratify.
How then did our infant Constitution manage to come into effect
under conditions so stringent? The answer is that it did not. By
a bold and wise stroke, the drafters of our Constitution cut themselves
loose from their restrictions and wrote the provision into the new
instrument that it shuld be established among the ratifying States
when 9 of the 13 had ratified.
The two great States of New York and Virginia did not come in
until the new Constitution had gone into effect. Rhode Island stayed
out for over a year.
- The delegates to a world constitutional convention under the UN
Charter could follow the same procedure, if they chose, and provide
in the new instrument for its own ratification.
If two-thirds of the nations can write a constitution, it would seem
that two-thirds of the nations could establish it among themselves.
Once this federation is established among a reasonable proportion of
the world's nations, it forms an open and easily expansible system.
For any nation that did not wish to come in at the moment, there would
always be a vacant chair. Whether, however, a constitutional convention under section 109'of the United Nations Charter should follow
that procedure adopted by our own founding fathers, or whether
it should abide by the ratification provision of section 109 and submit
the constitution for approval by all of the permanent members of the
Security Council, is a question to be decided by that convention itself.
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It seems to me that it would be presumptuous for our Congress at
this time to attempt to decide this question.
It seems to me that General Marshall's remarks addressed to your
committee must have been directed to House Concurrent Resolution 163
now being considered by your committee.
lie saidto your committee:
In general, the proponents of these projects recognize the probability that the
proposals would not be accepted by at least one of the major powers and by a
number of other governments now meml)ers of the United Nations. They advocate that in this case the respective projects be put into effect among such
nations as wouhl accept then.

I submit that there is no such proposal in the identical joint resolutions Nos. 59 to 68, inclusive. These resolutions siml)ly express the
approval of Congress forcalling a general conference of the United Nations pursuant to section 109 for
the purpose of making the United Nations capable of enacting, interpreting, and
enforcing world law to prevent war.

These resolutions do not presume to tell that general conference or
constitutional convention what it should do, either as to specific provisions of the constitutional amendment or as to the method of ratification. All the resolutions ask for is the calling of the conference, very
properly leaving to that general conference all of its prerogatives.
It is proper, however, to consider at this time in a general way what
such a general conference would have to do if it sought to "make the
United Nations capable of enacting, interpreting, and-inforcing world
law to prevent war."
If the United Nations is to be strengthened into an effective
instrument for peace, it must be radically changed from its entire
concept of a league. It must become a government of limited powers.
I feel that too much stress is being laid upon the veto power, so
that there seems to be a good deal of opinion to the effect that the
UN would be sufficiently strengthened if the veto power were eliniinated. However, if the veto power were eliminated the UN would
still be a league-a form of organization which history has proved
incapable of preventing war.
If the UN is to be converted into an effective organization for peace,
it must have the quality of juridical order: A constitution limiting its
powers; a lawmaking body, empowered to enact laws within its
constitutional limitations for the prevention of war; an executive
department for the execution and enforcement of the laws, with an
adequate police force; and a judicial department with jurisdiction to
interpret the constitution and the laws and to decide disputes between
nations, between citizens and foreign nations, and between citizens
of different nations.
In my judgment such a form of organization should be federal. A
federal form of government is the only one which has proved its
practicability over any great area with diversity of economic and
social conditions. Such a world federal organization should be
strictly limited in its jurisdiction and, as to all matters not included
in its jurisdiction, the sovereignty of the constituent states over their
citizens and political subdivisions should be undisturbed.
Personally, I think that federalism is one of man's greatest inventions. It was first implemented on any extensive scaleby the Constitution of the United States.
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There are two peculiar and essential qualities of federal form of
organization.
In the first place, it is given Jurisdiction, an exclusive jurisdiction,
only over those matters as to which the constituent states are unable
to deal effectively by themselves. The one great problem which
individual nations are unable to deal with by themselves is the problem
of war. This is the jurisdiction as to which there is imperative need
for transference to a federal organization.
The other peculiar quality of-federalism is that, within its delegated
and exclusive jurisdiction, it has direct authority over the citizens of
a constituent state. It does not have to go to war against the constituent state to enforce its laws; it can proceed directly against
citizens.
We are thoroughly familiar with this system in this country. As
citizens of the individual States, we bear allegiance to those Statesbut, without any confusion of thought we also look upon ourselves as
citizens of the Federal organization and obey its laws.
All that a league organization can do is to make recommendations
to the constituent states, and its only remedy of enforcement is to apply
force to the disobeying state.. As'Walter'Lippmann has pointed out,
this presents the anomaly of asking nations cold-bloodedly to go to
war against an aggressor nation for the avowed purpose of preventing
war.
Under a federal organization the procedure is against individuals.
The Federal authority has courts and marshals within tlie constituent
States, and if under an international federalism individual citizens
within a nation begin to foment war in violation of law, the procedure
would be arrest and trial of those fomenters. We have already applied this princil)le. This'is siml)ly having Nuremberg trials before
instead of after the event. This may seem a pretty radical departure,
especially the idea of letting an outside institution exercise such
jurisdiction over citizens who may happen to be public officials. Tie
system, however, has worked in federalisms of less than world-wide
scale, and here is presented simply as one of the points as to which we
need to change our habits of thought.
One of the interesting qualities of federalism is that it is not necessary that its constituent members have the same form of government. Germany before World War I offered an example of federal
form of 'government having constituent States with different types of
local government. If a limited world government is confined simply
to jurisdiction over maintenance of the peace, there is no reason why
the nations having entirely different ideologies may not successfully
be constituent parts.
Now, of course, comes the $64 question: Would Russia join such a
world organization? We do not know. We should not, however,
proceed upon the assumption that it will not. We will never know
what Russia will do until the issue is put up to her squarely.
By following the procedure under section 109 of the UN Charter,
which I have outlined, the issue would be placed upon the highest
ethical plane: The proposal of an organization to prevent war and
maintain peace. It would be no anti-Russia movement. It would be
no effort toward coalition. If any nation should refuse to go along,
it would be writing for itself on the pages of history a low order of
morality.
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It is being suggested that the United States should proceed under
section 51 and following sections, to form some sort of federal organization with nations bordering the Atlantic. It would seem to me
that that would be a distinctly anti-Russian movement, a coalition,
the old expedient of power politics, which would give us a very low
rating indeed in history.
Another suggestion Is that we proceed to take the lead for a revision of the United Nations Charter under section 109 and follow
through uider the ratification required under section 109 which would
require Russia's approval. Then it is suggested that if Russia fails
to ratify, the United Nations should be retained in its present form
and we'should thereafter proceed to attempt to organize the rest of
the world under section 51. This woul iml)rove the
iehical standard,
if the new organization set up under section 51 were a real judicial
order, federal in form, the door of which would be oven at any time
for the entry of nations willing to conform with its requirements.
Frankly, however, I (to not see why we need consider this proposition at this time. Resolution 59 before your committee recommends
that the United States take the lead toward the calling of a conference for tie strengthening of the United Nations. Tlat, it seenis to
me, is as far as we need to go at the present time.
If that conference is called and held, the delegatess to the conferene would go there, as did the delegates to our own Convention in
1787, with fair and el)on minds, without any specific blueprints. and
through the process of debate and comnpromise would mlanlmer out
something that would be vastly superior to what we now have. I do
not think that any of us should attempt to draw a blueprint in advance, I think we should have faith and reliance in the delegatess to
that conference.
The important thing at this most critical time in the world's
history is to have the'door opened for revision of the UN Charter.
That door will never be opened unless anl until the United States
takes the lead, aid offers to go along with the rest of the world down
tile only road that offers anyhope of leading to world peace: The road
of law and order. In contrast to this, the United States Goverminent
has never expressed anything but the desire to stake the world's peace
upon a mere league, supported by unanimous cooperation of the great
powers.
The Federalist Papers, in 1787, had this to say of such a theory:
To look for a continuation of harmony between a number of Independent, un-

connected sovereignties would be to disregard the uniform course of human
events, and to set at defiance the accumulated experience of the ages. * * *
To reason from the past io tile future, we shall have good ground to apprehension that the sworm would sometimes be appealed to as the arbiter of their

differences.

All history proves that there can be no peace, no security, under a
league.
If we really want abiding peace and freedom, then we must accept
and act upon iIe only thing which has ever brought peace and security
upon this earth: Law and order under government.
Chairman E.TO. Thank you, Mr. Holliday.
We will now have questions under the 5-minute rule.
Mr. Chiperfield.
Mr. CHIPFRFIELD. No questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. EATON. Mr. Colmer?
Mrh1. CoaMER. I have no questions.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Vorys?
Mr. Vonys. Mr. Holliday, in this very thoughtful and eloquent
statement of yours, you suggest that the United States simply call a
meeting under article 109, for example, and the delegates go there as
did the delegates to our own convention in 1787, and we should have
faith and reliance in the delegates to that conference.
You are probably familiar with tie fact that under the United
Nations Participation Act, our delegates are instructed, uinler the
terms of the law, by the President, and coull oidy act as the President
w )uld determine, so the only open mind tllt would exist would be
that of the President of the United States. The others would merely
be spokesmen under his instructions.
Do you think that would make any difference in the type of discussion that would go on?
M[r. HOI.LIDAY. Of course the delegates from a different country
would go there with some general policies in mind, but not even the
President of the United States can draw that charter. It must be
agreed uipon by the delegates to the convention. Each group of delegates would go there and would go there with some general policies.
but a constitution has to be hammered out in a hard way through
debates and compromise.
Mr. VoitYs. I wondered if you were familiar with the fact that a
meeting of the Assembly of United Nations is not a deliberative body
where the delegates argue back and forth and compromise, but our
own delegation is subject by law to instruction on every point from
the President, and the Sviet delegation is subject to such stringent
instructions that they do not even discuss or ask questions or answer
questions until they have specific instructions.
That is the fact so far.
Mr. HCLLIDAY. This constitution would not be adopted by the General Assembly. It would be adopted by this conference for review.
Mr. Voitys. I do not believe I understood who would form the conference for review.
As I understood it, article 109 proposes a meeting of delegates of
the United Nations Assembly.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. Yes, but they would meet as a convention and not
as a general assembly.
Mr. Voitys. That is all.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JONI(MAN. Mr. Holiday, I am interested in a statement that
has been made repeatedly. I will not say it was made today, but it
was inferred that if these resolutions do not do any good at least they
will do no harm.
Do you feel they will do no harm if they do no good?
Mr. HoIoTJ)AY. I think that would be a rather negative approach,
sir. I do not know that they would do finy harm, but I would not be
in favor of doing something because the. would do no harm. I think
they will do good in giving some encouragement to our executive
department. It would have been a rather radical departure for our
executive department 3 years ago, let us say, before all this public
education had been going on, to launch forth into a proposal for a
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world federation. They would have had no confidence that the Senate
would approve it.
The good that this does, as I see it, is to give courage to our Govern-

meat.
Mr. JONIKMAN. I am quite in accord with you on the fact that we
should not utilize our time in accomplishing something that just

would do no harm and would have no definite beneficial results. On
the other hand, I wonder if we should not consider possibly our
)utting ourselves in worse condition than we are in at the present
tiuie.

For instance, the Little Assembly has been charged with the same
problemm and it is now considering i)ossible revision of the Charter to

eliminate some of the evils that have been disclosed in the 3 years of

its operation.
)o you think in the first place that if we compete with them, that this
Nation which has been areadf accused by the world as being imperialistic, and a number of other things, that that coming from us,
it might do more harm than good
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I feel as did Mr. Finletter in his explanation this
morning that it would give quite a lift to the morale of the rest of the
world to know that the legislative branch of this Governmtnt was

willing to go down the only road to peace. I think it would give a
great uplift.

On the other hand, we entered into a contract with the other United

Nations 2 years ago with a charter. It has been in operation less than
3 years. The Little Assembly now is considering the very things we

ate discussing here.
I did not rnow they were considering converting the United Nations into a federation.
Mr. JOINKMAN. I do not mean to say that they go as far as you do.
The point I want to make is, should we live up to our word aiid give
this a fair trial before we break a contract we made 2 years ago with
an expression that we want something different now?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. Section 109 was a part of that contract, and it by
itself, and its very terms, contemplated this possibility. It can be
called any time before 10 years expires.
Mr. JoNKMANr. Do you feel, along with Mr. Finletter, that by creating something of this kind, a club within a ilub, where the club within
the club consists of world-wide organization, that that can be properly
constituted as a regional organization?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I have suggested two or three different ways. For a

long time it has been my thought that the proper procedure was to
follow the precedent set by our own founding fathers and reconstruct
the United Nations, even if we could not get the unanimity required by
the restrictions of section 109. There has. however, been a good deal
of sentiment expressed lately- that the United Nations ought to be
preserved as a talking forumn. 1 do not know if you preserved the
United Nations in that way Russia would ever go to it. If that is

desirable, the procedurewould then be to try to operate through 109.
If that was knocked down, we would have made our record of having
tried to do the fine and honorable thing, and then proceed under
section 51.
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Mr. JoNRuAr. I am trying to explore this situation. As I say, I
would not be afraid of it ifI had ti e assurance that it could do no
harm, but what we must explore is whether it could do harm.
You are now going to have Russia and the other satellites, if they
do not concur in a revision, you will have two organizations.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. We certainly would not have achieved our full goal
if Russia stayed out of that organization. We would have partially
failed, yes.
On the other hand, we have two worlds now, and with the procedure
that has been suggested we would have two worlds with the issue out
clear and in the open, one single issue, instead of the myriad of issues
we have today. It, would be between the part of the world desiring
fill organization for peace, and Rtussia, instead of this system of (log eat
log between the United States and Russia.
Mr. JONKMAN. I wonder whether you eliminate that or accentuate
it. You assmmne now that Russia (lo;. not council, and1 vl establish
that new organization.

You have tien two organizations,

one of

which is a secessionist organization without color of right.
Then take, for instance, the matter of article 51. Do you think the
formation of another organization can be fully justified under article
51, which provides for such a step forward in the case of armed attack?
Mr. HOLITDAY. I will rely on Mr. Finletter as my attorney for that.
Ile said "yes."
Mr. JONICMAN. I would say it makes a world of difference whether
you can have a judge make a technical decision as to whether it cones
within that or whether a jury will agree with it as a matter of fact and
the latter will be controlling, it seems to me.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I do not think we should proceed upon the assumption that Russia is going to refuse to go along. I think you have to
stop this thing of letting Russia take' the lead, and thel having us
say "No, no."
I think we should make our ethical page in history by going in and
if you get down to the last stand there, I (to not think any)o(ly can say
Russia will not go along. Russians are realists, and they cal change
their decisions very quickly.
Mr. JONI MAN. You are*far more optimistic on that than am I. I
do not think they will ever go along because of their ideologies. However, you have these two organizations. You have the secessionist organizations. The Russians will accuse them of violating article 51 by
forming that organization. They will accuse them of violating the
regional agreement; that they are not a regional organization under
article 52, I think it is.
Are you not creating the very basis of discord that will give the advantage to the ones whom you are now seeking to curb?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I do not think I can express this nearly as well as
Mr. Finletter did this morning. I think he covered that very thoroughly. We would have missed our goal of a world organization for
peace. We would still have a no main's and between the Russian world
and the other world. However, then, our Western world would have
been effectively organized, and we would have a much better chance.
Mr. JoNKMAN. You would have two worlds.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. You would have tw6 worlds.
Mr. JONKMAN;. And you would have to do everything you are doing
now in the way of armament and selective service.
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Mr. HOLLIDAY. I think there would be a tremendous saving in cost,
ill the elimination of the duplication of arinainiet, and so on. There

would be a tremendous saving in cost.
Mr. JONKMAN. You think we would be better off creating that than
we would to proceed for another year or two?
Mr. OLIDAY. Yes, I do.
TJONKMN.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.
Chairman EvroN. Mrs. Bolton.
Irs. BOLTON. Mr. Holliday, we appreciate your being here, and I
ap)p)reciate your being here especially because you comie Yromimny own
home town. We appreciate the very broad background you have
given us. We (an go back in l)ractically all of our future discussions
to sonie of the things you have said here. It will be most helpful
to us.
I agree with you that it is imperative that. we set up tll organization
for peace, and your elhasis on the fact that we want Russia to go
along, that that, is an iuperative part of any action we take, is a very
happy statement for me to agree with. I think I have no real questions to ask you.
Thank you very much for coming.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. Tlhank you very much, Mrs Bolton. We have all
appreciated very deeply tia symiiathetic and most courteous hearing
which your committee has given us.
Mrs. BoL'roN. I think I can say for the committee that it is a very
stimulating and challenging thing to have such men as yourselves,
Mr. Finletter and Mr. Meyer here before us. I think we all have
the sense that together we are trying to work out something that is
of terrible importance to the world, that we do stand at a point where
it may be the destruction of civilization or a chance for peace. You
have given us such a sense of helpfulness and the discussions I am
sure have been of the greatest help to us.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman EATONN. Mr. Judd.
This is the expert, on these matters.
Mr. Juim. I believe I couhl be more a)propriately termed a flea
on the dog.
May I say in passing that apparently the fleas in this body have
finally succeeded in getting over to the other -body, causing it to
move on this very issue, with the resolution issued today. I believe
we are serving some useful purpose here in seeking to ventilate and
crystallize plblliC opinion.
Thank you, Mr. Holliday, for coming before us. I was particularly
taken with some of the things you said. For example, your statemnent that the original concept of the United Nat ions al)pears to have
been the maintenance of peace by p!,wer enforced through the unanimous agreement of the three strongest nations. That w\as confirmed
by Secretary Marshall who said that the San Francisco Charter was
organized 6mn the basis of three major assumptions, and, of course,
those assumnl)tions did not all turn out to be the fact, one of them being
that the five Ipowers ',would be in agreement.
I take it that your feeling is that. inasmuch as the organization we
have w'as not setu) for the situdttion that exists, we should then make
an effort to adjust it accordingly. If it is not suited to the situation.
we should adjust, it. to the situation rather than hope and pray that
the situation will adjust itself to our organization.
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. Mr. -6LLIDAY.

I think you also have to remember that the revolu-

tionary change in war had not been realized at that time, the automatically directed rockets and the atomic bomb had not been used up
to that time. It was a sudden revolution, you might say, right at
that time.
War subsequent to the San Francisco conference reached a fourth
dimension with time and space practically eliminated. I think there is
that to be said.
Mr. JUDD. Does that not increase the imperative necessity for us to
modify our organization to the facts of life?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. Exactly. I should hope that if those events had
,developed before the San Francisco conference they certainly would

have gone a lot further than they did in drawing up the United Nations.

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Iolliday, I am in agreement with your statement
that you do not believe it is wise to assume that Russia'will, of course,
disagree; and therefore we must proceed with the assumption and the
hope that if we get workable amendments, she will agree to them.
Let us assume for the sake of argument that worst carne to worst
and she will not agree to changes. Would you then feel that it would
be some progress tov ard peace to proceed under article 51?
Mr. IOLLIDAY. I certainly do.
I would like to say I was reminded of something by something you
said there. We never know what Russia's decision will be until the
decision is put right up to her. She has flopped backward again and
again. She has said that world government is no good. I cannot
remember the man's name-he was an Assistant Fore ign Minister of
Russia just before the San Francisco Conference-but lie said it would
be a waste of time to hold that conference if they were not prepared
to set up a real world government.
Mr. JUDD. It has been suggested that such action would involve
secession. Do you believe tfiat the organization formed at Rio is a
secessionist movement?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. It was nothing but a treaty. It really did not set
up any form of government.
Mr..JuDD. If the United States of Europe developed and went as
far as adopting for itself a constitution or a charter, would you regard
that as a secessionist movement?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. No.
Mr. JUDD. How about one involving France, Britain, and the Low
Countries, if they got together and formed a union, you would not
regard that as a secessionist movement?
Mr. HOLLTDAY. No.
,
Mr. JUDD. If it is not a secessionist movement for 5 or V na1ttions to
get together, why would it be so if 40 got together?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. It would not.
Mr. JUDD. When our original States agreed on this bold forward
step at Philadelphia, to set up a constitution and submit it to the
States for ratification, did they abolish the Articles of Confederation?
Did they take any legal action to abolish it or secede from it, or did
they continue as members of the Articles of Confederation while
working on and even after adopting the Federal Constitution? I
would lie that information from some expert on the subject.
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Mr. IOLLTDAY. I think that technically perhaps the Articles of Confederation are still hanging tip in the air on a hook, a sky hook, or
something. It was a revolutionary act. That is, the Articles of
(Omofederation were de facto repealed.
Mr. JUDD. Even that was not a secessionist movement. It was a
setting up within the confederation of a separate form of government
oren to all when all came in. 'Theconfederation did not have to be
abolished. It was soon sul)erseded.
'Illnk you very much.
Chairman ETix. Mr. Fulton.
Mr. FULTON. You said that the nations are not able to deal with
wars. Actually today wars are not fought individually, as we know.
Io you miot mean thit it, is the problem of preventing wars that they
havi not bee a)le to encompass?
Mr. IOLLIDAY. I thought that preventing war was implied there.
'ile probleii of war is the problem of trying to avoid and prevent war.
Mr. FULTON. I think they are tw( sel)arate jobs.
Mr. HOLrIDAY. I meant the l)rol)lem of preventing war.
Mr. 1,uIro-N. We have tried on our Nuremberg trials to set up the
laws for handling wars, have we not?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. We have set out that there are certain natural laws
that constitute a criminal offense, the violation of which constitutes a
criminal offense. In other wor(1s, on this matter of individual liability,
we have already accepted the general principle of individual responsibility for fomenting war.
All that. a Fedhral orranization would (10, as I said, would be to
have your Nuremberg trials I)efore the event instead of afterward.
Mr. FumToN. That is the point I was going to ask you to explain.
How can you have, on page 15 of your statement: "Nuremberg trials
before instead of after the event"? That is the whole point of ily
question. How canl you have a trial before the event happens?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I meant by the "event" the actual starting of thb
war.
Mr. FULTON. Does that mean that anybody who speaks for a war
would be subject to trial, under your theory?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I do not know what the Federal law on that would
be, or how far could you go on that. I do not think you carry it
down to the ridiculous degree of some soap-box orator on the Boston
Commons preaching war. I do not know whether they would reach
down that flr or not.

Mr. FULi N. We are trying to see how far you would go in restricting, say, the liberties of an individual e-ther his activities or his
speech. You (1o not mean speech, do youi
Mr. HoLLIr.. I do 11ot suppose 1 (10.
Mr. FULTON. You offered Germany before World War I as an
example of federalism. You, of course, (lid not offer it as a good
example of federalism, did you, that operated correctly?
Mr. HOLMDAY. No; but as far as their internal organization was
concerne, it operated very well. They were bad boys externally.
Mr. FuLTON. Do you think you can have a federalism that em onpasses in its individual members dictatorships. Do you think it is
possible that these dictators will then operate on democratic principles in their relations with other members, while they will suppress
democratic principles at home?
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Mr. H-O WLAY. I do not think it is necessary for ill the constituents
of this world organization to be democracies; if we have to wait for
the whole world to become democratic in form of organization, we will
all be dead long before that occurs. You know that Russia has a
federal form of government.
Mr. FULTON. You said on page 3 of your statement that we, as the
strongest nation in the world, must drive on the e( onomnic front to
restore the economy and social structure in western Europe.
Mll'. HOLLIDAY. That is the Marshall plan.
Mr. FULTON. Now, let me ask yoti to divide that into two things:
Yo said "restore the economy." D yoiu mean restore the old feudalisin? And when you say '"restore the social structure," (10 you m1ean
restore the old differences in classes and autocracy that there was?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I Was simply saying that we had to (10 these shortrun things like the Marshall plan. Now, how far the Marshall plan
goes I (11) not know.
Mr. FULTON. Do you want to go back to feudalism?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. No; I do not. The whole point I made was that
E'urope should get on its feet, and we should do whatever is reasonable
to help it.
Mr. FULTON. So even though our money goes, then, to help socialist
industries in Europe, you want that done as a part of the economic
restoration?
Mr. HOIMADAY. I think you are asking me to go too much into detail
on the Marshall plan. I think we all agree that the general l)rinciples
of the Marshall plan are sound.
Mr. FULTON. You are the one who said "restore." Do you mean
restore these countries to a status as they were previous to World War

I?
Mr. HOLLiDAY. No; that is political.
Mr. FULTON. Do you mean to restore them, then, so that they can be
in good economic condition, and possibly go further with their socialization of industires?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I question whether we should atteml)t to say what
type of governments they are going to have over there, or something
of that sort. I think I have to hide behind the words "Marshall plan.
I do not think we should attempt to use the Marshall plan as a leverage
to say what kind of governments they are going to have Over there.
Mr. FuiToN. That is all. Thank you.

Chairman

EATON.

Mr. Lodge.

Mr. LoToE. Mr. Holliday, I found your statement extremely interesting and well expressed.
Tlere is one aspect of ,onr point of view upon Which I would'like
to ask you a question. That is on pages 16 and 17, I believe, where you
state that it does not seem to you to be necessary at this time to go into
what should be done under article 51.
Do I gather from that that you wotld be inclined to favor Resolution 163, and that your only objection to it would be that this is not
the time?
Mm!'. HOLLIDAY. I think that Resolution 59 goes ftn'ther than 163. It
calls clearly for juridical order and law. It goes much beyond just a
police force.
Mr. LolxrI. Resolution 59, it seems to me, just calls for a conference
or a (onvenitio under article 109 of the Charter. Resolution 163 con-
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ftis the implication that a conference will be called, and then contains recommendations for further steps to be taken under 51.
My understanding of your statement is that you have no objection
on the merits to taking steps unler 51, but you do not feel this is the
time to do it.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I do not feel that we should proceedd directly under
article 51 until we have demonstrated that it is hopeless to accoml)lish
i revisin under article 109.
Ai. LoiE. You realize that under 163 that would also be true?
M'. H1OLLIDAY. Your 163 calls for it convention un(ler 109.
Mr. LoaoE. It does not actually call for it, but it contains that
implication.
Mr. H:LIADAY. It has that iml)ication.
Mr. LODaE. IThere is a suggestion in 163 that we first exhaust those
possibilities before proceeding under 51?
Mr. HOIDAY. Yes.
Mr. LoiKIr. Therefore, would you favor 163 at this time?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I will favor anything that will call for a constitu,
tional convention to get that door open.
Mr. Loper:. I was interested because we have these two sets of reso,
lutions before us.
It seemed to me from your statement that your only objection to 163,
aside from the details of the amendments to which you might have
sonie objection, was that. you felt, that this was not the tine to do such
a thing.
Mm'. HoLmIDAY. I did not intend to say in there, and I (lid not think
I did, that I had any objection to 163. 1 have simply confined my
remarks to 59, because I prefer 59. El, Culbertson is one of my dearest friends, and you are not going to get him and me in a tangle on
that. He even l)ut me on the citizens' committee. I claim lie did not
ask me, and lie says lie did, but at any rate I said that anybody who
wants to open that door of a convention I will go along with.
Mr. Loixe. I feel that, this issue transcends personalities by t great
deal. You say you prefer 59 to 163. Would you care to tell me why
you prefer 59 to 163?
Mr. HOLLWAY. I felt for one thing that the criticisms of General
Marshall were directed at 163 because lie said the proposals called for
a slap inthe face at Russia.
Then also I think in his extemporaneous remarks lie said that while
lie thought a resolution would l)e a good thing, that it ought not to be
specific, so I thought lie wits shooting at 163 there because 59 is not
specific.
Mr. LODGE. He actually made the statement, I believe the record
will show.
Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CJIIPER rwrF.
Mr.LoDE. In just a moment.
lie id lie objected to Rsolution159, and then lie said he would
haive no obje(.tion to a iesolut ion along those lines.
Mr. HonLmbAY. Along the lines of 59?
Mr. LoDGE. Yes.
When it caie to my tie to question, I asked the Secretary of State
whether, since he ol)jected to 49 but did not object to something along
that line, lie would submit to this committee a suggested resolution,
which lie said lie would (10.
75921--48---18
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I am glad to yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. CiHIPERFIE. You brought out the point I wanted to mnake. Secretary Marshall quoted the exact language of Resolution 59 and said
he could not recommend that language.
Mr. LoDrE. It is not the purpose of my question to involve you in
difficulty with Ely Culbertson, who is also a friend of mine, but to
discuss this matter solely on its merits.
I would like to know why you prefer 59 to 163.
M r. HoiLIDAY. It goes firlther.
Mf r. LCDOE. I do not see how it goes f further.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. It goes further in that it clearly calls for a lawmalking government; 163, as I read it, does not call for government.
Mr. LoDoLn. I suggest to you, sir, that it does not go as far, because
it suggests no action under 51 at all.
Mr. JoNI
KAIN. Will the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. Locor,. Yes.
Mir. JONKMAN. I would like to have accentuated a little more the
difterence between 59 and 163. You have only to read the last sent.
ences in them to see a woril of difference. Resolution 163 says:
The United Nations Organization shall be able to fulfill Its stated mission as the
principal and most effective Instrument for world peace.

Resolution 59 reads:
For the purpose of making the United Nations capable of enacting, interpreting,
and enforcing world law to prevent war.

It promises the millennium, absolutely.
IMr. Loir(u. That is lerhal)s the sense Mr. Holliday had in mind.
It goes further in that sense. It does not go as far in the sense that it
does not state'what shall be done when the deadlock comes.
Mr. JON MAN. It says the millennium has come if you carry this
out.

Mr. LorE. I do not believe it carries that implication.
Mr. Vonys. The gentleman says it goes further in one sense. What
other sense is there to it? How can you describe a complete government more briefly and completely than to say it shall be capable of
enacting, interpreting, and enforcing law?
Mr. LoDoE. It says, "For the purpose of making the United Nations
capable.",
ar. VonYS. Yes.
Mr. LODGE. If the Soviet Union will not agree to any amendments
designed for the purposes set forth in that resolution, there is no
way of making the United Nations capable of doing these things
under 109. Therefore, you have to do something else in order to
proceed and that means, probably, proceeding under article 51. That
is why I say that Resolution 59 (oes not go as far as 103, and my
interpretation is that the purpose for which Dr. Judd introduced
Resolution 163 was in an effort to gq further than Resolution 59,'
not in an effort to go not as far.
Mr. JUDD. Well, you are wrong on that.
Mr. LoDGE. You felt 59 went too far?
Mr. Jum. No. I wanted the alternatives before us. If there had
been three other alternatives, I would have pfit them all in. I was
trying to get before us all the facts, all the proposals, and suggestions
od any people who were thoughtfully working on the issue.
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Resolution 163, as I said the first day, is, so to speak, a second line
of defense. If we cannot move in the direction of Resolution 59 to
amend the whole UN, then go as far as we can within the organization under article 51. To me 163 encompasses less ground. Its very
specificity limits it.
Chairman E'.AToN. Would the gentleman repeat that word?
Mr. JUDD. I-will spell out my meaning this way. The very fact
that. it is specific makes it less all-inclusive than is 59.
ile sky is the limit under 59, as you said, but if I cannot hit the
stars I want at least to clear the tree tops. Therefore, it was put in
that way.
Now, this working paper which the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations has just issued goes at the tiing in the opposite way, Mr.
Holliday, from the way you are suggesting. It rea lirms the policy
of the United States to work for peace and security through the United
Nations, and then suggests six objectives to pursue under the United
Nations Charter. All of them are covered in our resolutions and have
been proposed and discussed here:
(1) Voluntary agreement to remove the veto from all questions Involving
specific settlements of international disputes and situations, and front the adailssiot of new members.

(2) Progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements
for individual and collective self-defense in accordance with the lmrposes, principles, and provisions of the Charter.

(3) Association of the United States through constitutional processes with

such regional and other corrective arrangements as are based on self-help, and
mutual aid, andt as affects its national security.

(4) Contributing to the maintenance of peace by king clear Its determina-

tion to exercise the right of Individual or collective self-defense under article 51
should any arnwd attack occur affecting its national security.

(5) Make efforts to provide the United Nations with armed forces as con-

templated by the Charter, and to obtain agreement among member nations upon
universal regulation and reduction of armaments under adequate and dependable
guaranty rights against violation.

(0) If necessary, after adequate effort toward strengthening the United

Nations, review of the Charter at an appropriate time by a general conference
called under article 109 or by the (eneral Assembly.

So the Senate committee is definitely working more along the direction, just for the information of tile committee, of 163, trying to develop and strengthen the present mchinery, which, as you say, is based
on a league, and the assumption that the in(lependent sovereign nations
will go ahead together. Only if these measures fail, try to get a revision of the Charter.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I do not think that resolution moves toward peace
at all, because it either relies on a league or upon. a group of
conlitionists.
Mr. LoneE. Mr.Chairman, may I just revert for a moment to the
original discussion Which seems to resolve itself into a question of
semantics. When Mr. Holliday says oin page 17: "Frankly, however,
I do n)t see why we need to consider this proposition at this time"which is the question of a 51 federation. I interpret that to iean
that we do not need to go as far as that at this time.
Now what you mean by going as far as, is a question of semaitics,
and it is perhaps somewhat fruitless to go into it any further.
It seems to me front my interpretation of the words, that 163 goes
further, in that it recoin ends what we should do if we fail under
article 109.
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Mr. CHPERFIELD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LODGE. I yield.
Mr. CirEFiED. I agree with your position on that.
Mr. LODGE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chiperfield.
I would like to ask one more question, if the chairman would allow
me to, and that is this: Mr. Finletter's suggestion for amending Resolution 59 provides, as I recall it from memory, that there must be discussions of proposals and let us say an agenda must be set up before
this meeting is called, in order that we may have some assurance of
its success.
Well, would you suggest in that connection proce(ling under article
108, submitting amendments under article 108 of the Charter, to see
how they take hold, and if they (1o not take hol, do not go ahead
under article 109?
Mr. HoLLIDAY. That would be the other alternative.
Mr. CHIPERIFILD. Will the gentleman yield at that. point?
Mr. LODGE. I will be delighted to.
Mr. CHIPEWIELD. Has not that procedure under article 108 already
been tried?
Mr. LODGE. I believe that it has, but the thought that I have is this:
It was brought out this morning by Mr. Finletter that it would be unwise to proceed under article 109 unless there was some modicum of
assurance that something could be achieved. In other words, he did
not want this to be just a futile gesture. After all, our representative,
Senator Austin, and our Secretary of State have told us that there
have been continuous attempts to amend the Charter-perhaps not in
this fashion, but in other ways. Some of those attempts lave proved
successful and others have not. I was just trying to point out that
there is machinery other than 109 under which the Charter can be
amended.
In view of this recommendation of Mr. Finletter's for amending 59,
I wanted to ask Mr. Holliday whether he would therefore favor, first,
proceeding under 108.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. The veto power applies in 108, does it not? I think
it does. The only place were you can get around the veto power is
under 109, following the precedent of our United States Constitution.
Mr. LODGE. May I point out there, Mr. Holliday, that that does not
really vitiate the suggestion. The veto power applies in 108 as to the
adoption of amendments. The veto power also applies under 109
as to the adoption of amendments. It (oes not apply as to the calling
of the meeting, but it applies as to the adoption of any alterations
agreed to at the meeting.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. Only wlhen it gets to the matter of the vote by the
constituent states.
Mr. LODoE. You cannot veto the calling of the meeting under 109,
but you can veto the amendments under 109.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. No; the General Assembly cannot.
Mr. LODGE. The General Assembly cannot under 108, either. You
have to have the consent of all of the permanent members of the
Council, whether it is under 108 or 109.
Mr. HOIADAY. Not before the submission. You have called the
conference and your constitutional convention adopts a new constitu..
tion, and then the question comes tip in assembly, and in the Security
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Council as to whether that should be submitted to the states, and
there is no veto there, either. It is two-thirds of the General Assembly,
and 7 of the 11 of the Security Council. If they say this should be

submitted to the states it has to be submitted.
Mr. LoDae. Including all the permanent members of the Security
Council?
Mr. HOLL DAY. Not on that step.
Mr. JONKMAN. I think you are wrong.
Mr. HOL AIDAY. There is no veto power until you get to the matter
of the individual states ratifying.
Mr. LoDGE. Read
I have
it. it right"here in front of me, Mr. Holliday.
Mr. JuDD.
Mr. Lonc,E. Article 109 provides that -you have to have only twothirds for the calling of the meeting, but y;ou must have the unanimous
consent of the members of the permanent members of the Security
Council in order to effectuate any change:
Any alteration of thel present Charter recommended by a two-thirds vote of the
conference shall take effect when ratified In accordance with their respective
constitutional proce(ises by two-thirds of the mienibers of the United Nations "Ineluding all the permanent inembers of the Security Council."

Mr. HOLLIDAY. That is just what I say. That is the first place where
your veto l)owerV comes in.
Mr. LODGE. That is the place where it can prevent any amendment
to the United Nations Charter. There is no difference in substance
between them.
I have attempted to express agreement on the thought that you do
mIt need to have unanimity for calling the meeting, but you do need
to have unanimity as far as the permanent members of the Council
are concerned for the purpose of changing the Charter.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. However, there is an intermediate step. Your constitutional convention adopts the constitution that it recommends.
Mr. LODE. There is no mention of the constitution.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. All right, the alteration. Then that goes to the
General Assembly and the Security Council to decide whether they
are going to refer it to the states. If two-thirds of the General
Assembly and 7 of the 11 vote to refer, then it must be referred. You
cannot veto the referring.
Mr. LODOR. "Including all permanent members."
Mr. HOLLIDAY. That is on the ratification.
Mr. LODGE. The point is it cannot become law without the consent
of all the permanent members,
Mr. HOLLIDAY. The point I make is that we have the precedent of
showing the way in which you get around that. Your convention
might say that this constitution shall go into effect when ratified by
two-thirds of the constituent states. If that then went to the General
Assembly and the Security Council, and two-thirds of the General
Assembly approves submittal and 7 out of the 11, it would have to
go for reference or for adoption or rejection, in accordance with the
terms of the constitution itself. That was exactly what our founding
fathers did.
Mr. LODOE. It says here, "Including all the permanent members of
the Security Council."
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Mr. HOLLIDAY.

That is on the last step of ratification.

Mr. LODGE. It cannot be amended, Mr. Holliday) until that is -lone.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. Of course, that gets back to the question that was
asked me, "What became of the Articles of Confederation?" The
Articles of Confederation were never amended.
Mr. LODGE. Oh1, you are suggesting, then, at this time that we set
up a separate organization without the consent of Soviet Russia?
Mr. IIoLLIDAY. That is what it would amount to under that procedure. Understand, I am not saying that that should be done, and
certainly this Congress should not say that.
Mr. LoDGE. The point I am trying to get at, Mr. Holliday is that
effectively you cannot amend the charter, whether you proceed on 108
or 109, without unanimity of opinion among the permanent members
of the Security Council. I believe that is the fact.
That being so, and in view of Mr. Finletter's suggestion for amending Resolution 59, would you think-and I am simply asking for your
opinion on this-that it would be advisable first to test out these
amendments under article 108 before we proceed under article 109?
Mr. HOLLIDAY. That might be. I simply mentioned the different
ways in which this might be done. I mentioned this procedure that
was followed by our country, not meaning that that is what should be
done. I have said there that that is up to the members of that constitutional review body to decide. We should not try to decide that now.
Mr. LODGE. The language in 108 is, I think, almost exactly the same
in that connection as 109.
In 108 it says:
* * * ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional processes
by two-thirds of the members of the United Nations, including all the permanent
members of the Security Council.

That was the formula that was adopted at the San Francisco Conference and it was made applicable to both the sections.
In view of the qualification of Resolution 59 introduced this morning by Mr. Finletter, it seemed to me that in engaging in this preliminary stage, perhaps 108 might be the way to proceed.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I think perhaps you have something there. If you
follow Mr. Finletter's suggestion, he said we should not proceed under
article 51, until we have had negotiations and have clearly determined
that Russia will not come in.
Mr. LODOE. That is coi'rect.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. You suggest a quicker way that 109. You suggest
you throw that out in the open by trying to do it under 108, and then
you have a public refusal of Russia to go along. I think you have
something there, as a substitution for this negotiation.
Mr. LODGE. I suggest that that might satisfy Mr. Finletter's proposed amendment. Thank you very much.
Mr. CHIPERFIELD (presiding). Mr. Austin has informed this committee already that we have a public ,refusal by Russia on that very
issue.
Mr. VoRYs. And four out of five of the permanent members,
Mr. CHIPETFIELD. They are not in favor of it.
Mr. COLMER. May I ask a questio)?
Mr. CIIPEFIELD (presiding). Ye',?Mr. Corner.
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Holliday, as I understand your positift, we have
had 2 years of this now, and we have gotten no place; we have been
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continuously met with obstacles, hurdles, and obstructions, and that

the United States should take some lead in trying to get something
concretely done to bring about the objective that we fought the war
for, and that we are aiming at as our goal, which is worlk peace.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. '1his is my own personal opinion : I think we should
go boldly (lown the line mnder section 109 and put, it, right up under
Zussia's nose, and let her take it or leave it. I think you will get a
very different reaction out of lus.sia if you approach them that way.
Mr. COLMEIR. I feel that Russia is playing an obstructionist game.
She does not want war any more than we Avant war, but she is taking
advantage of our known desire for peace and intends to obstruct everywhere she can. In other words, we are following the same old
appeasement policy that we have followed all the way through, that
we intimate every so often wetare going to get away from, but we
do not get, far avay from. As I understand your iosition-and I
think it is my position, and those of us who'are Sponsoring these
resolutions-tiiat we ought to have a show-down on that question
before it is too late.
I think the record will bear out the statement that they have been
playing a bluffing game; that every time we have called their hand
they have backed up. It is true that Russia will take a new needling
angle, but she will back ul) from that also wlhen her hand is calle(
That is indicative, of course, of what I have just tried to say: Ihat
they do not want a show-down and do not want any war.
Sir. HOLLIDAY. Personally, 1 feel that if we proceeded under 51 that
that would be an anti-Russian coalition. You could never expect
Russia to come in, and there would never be any hope of getting
world order out of tliat. I think the courageous thing to do would be
to go straight down the line under 109 and if Russia says that she will
not come in, put in a ratification that you can put it into effect without
her and say good-by to the old United Nations.
Mfr. COL-mSI1. If we have to face that issue further down the road,
we might just as well face it now.
I want to emphasize what has been pointed out here: That we certainly cannot travel upon the assumption that Russia will not conic in.
On tlle contrary, it is my honest, candid opinion that she would come
in, when that time came.
Mr. LoDe. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COLMER. Yes, I yield.
Mr. LODGE. It seems to me, Mr. Holliday, you are going a great deal
further than Mr. Finletter and Mr. Meyer and Mr. Culbertson.
Mr. IIOLLIDAY. I think I am.
Mr. LODGE. They do not suggest abandoning the United Nations;
they suggest operating within te United Nations under 51.
Mr. HOLLIDAY. I do not know. I have mwt had a chance to confer
with them, but I rather suspect they have rather come over to this
51 idea because of General Marshall's insistence that the United Nations ought to be retained as a talking )lace.
Mr. LoDoE. As far as the Citizens Committee for United Nations
Reform is concerned, they have had the idea of proceeding under
article 51 for some time, as I understand it, and Mr. Finletter suggested this morning what he called an Article 51 Federation, but none
of them suggested that we simply abandon the United Nations.
Thank you very much, Mr. Coliner.
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Mr. HOLLIDAY. Mr. Lodge, I think I will ask Mr. Finletter if he will
not write you a letter about your suggestion for 108. I think lie would
be very much interested.
Mr. LopoE. That was in the form of a question purely, Mr. JIolli(lay.
I simply wanted to get yOnirnpillion oil how that, would fit, into
his amendment.
Alr. LouI).mY. You d(ld not ask him that question. It would have
been very interesting to have gotten his answer.
Mr. (nnmmvr+M n ()residing). Mr. Coher.
Mr. Coum',t1. I just wanted to observe that as far us I personally am
concerned, I would like to see that i.;u'e squarely )ut up to Russia and
see ifthey do desire to cooperate, if they will Cooperate, and if they
will not I think tie sooner the rest of the worll fin(ls it,
out Ihe better
off the rest of the world will be.
Mr1'. CIJIPERFIILD. Thank you very uiich, Mr. Ilolliday, for a very
constructive statement.
WVe have one more witness, Nit'. H-larry B. 1-ollins.
STATEMENT OF HARRY B. HOLLINS, OLDWICK, N. J.
Mr. Huuxts. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Harry 11. Hollins, of Oldwick, N. J. I am appearing beforO
this committee as a private individual in support of House Concurrent
resolution 59.
I am honored to have been asked by your chairman to testify before
this committee. I am sure the reason'lie gave me this honor was not
because he considered lme an expert on international organization or
international affairs. I am neither. It is more. I suspect, that he
hoped I could tell you something of a great change which is taking
place an)ng the people and possibly give you a clue as to why this is
lappenifig.
W,(prpwitines.sing today a ground swell of restlessness and uneasiness
with our current role in interimaioul iffGi'.,. There is a deep feelitE
that we are lacking something essential inour approach. There is a
vast groping for constructive leadership on the political front as well
as on the economic aid military fronts. This mass feeling is bound
to turn in one direction or another with great force, for it feels no
stability in the present situation. It knows it cannot last. It is seeking des)erately, as you are, a satisfying answer to the crucial 1)roblems
of today.
We are, I believe, at a critical point in history, not only in a material
sense but also in the minds of vast millions of l)eohpls. 'Ihey have

become unhinged from much of the past. They are seeking guidance

and above all leadership along a road which hols it promise of not
only restoring what was good in the old but in the creation of what
will be necessary for tie future.
I believe that'your chairman has recognized this feeling on the part
of his constituents and has asked me, as one who has recently been
in close contact with many of them, to explain to you something of
what, it is that is happening alOl to add a little light, as to why it
is happening.
If in so doing I can make easier your task of formulating a foreign
policy which can lead the Nyorld back from anarchy to cooperation
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's coilfidence ill lie wits justified.
This chaiige, for some reason. has itaken place for the most. part
in ihe list 2 or 3 months. As an example, your chairman knows
that 2t siltemenit recently was cir'ulate( aioig 1some 4e() to ;500 leading
citizens ill his (listricf The statement t 1'ge'd him to Sul))ort resolitio 59 is i In'ct i('al firt stel ) toward it strengtlhend United Nations
i-'event will. 'Those who *were aisiled to sign
with ownerss lidequ'.
1 te to
tle staitemplit were selected for their leadership) in various fieldspolit icll, !)usiless, civic a1ffirs, and so foith. Out of the total number
MI1y 715kasied
to tik l)airt in the
asked tI sign only seven refused.
actively.' Six mIoiths g) 111anv'hertain til we would have
n
ioi.ll1n1
lmdgreal diflicilty in obtiiining signiutllures from 10 peucenlt of these
sMeI l)ol)le.
i
the telsioni and trend
I i)elieve this chan(hg hhas tiken l)1 le because
l)uersons suddenly realize two things:
ill worl events hits nmide nn
The first, which is the mIost obvious, is thi wir must be abolihed.
'This nllens thilt eventuillyiv the production and control of mass destruction welons must Ih' tiken away from sovereign nations. If
we deprive the ititons of these wva))ils on which they now must
rely for their security, there iuist be su)stituted a system of security
tirlgli it strong internutitioml l orepitlizutio1.
There is it second reasoli, which as yet is not lit well defined but
which in the end may well le the most forceful. It is a deeper feeling
an1d
1(
e which aw 'its your leadership. It is lbsed oil i sudden
awakening to the fact th1t, this country. as the strongest democracy
iii the world, has a great role nd responsibility in the fashioning
of a world structure, under which all of us as citizens, not only of
this country but of the world, c1i live at petce and through common
effort strive to solve the many problems which confront us. It is a
sudden realization that we must dare to take these steps forward or
we and the rest of the world will drift, rapidly backward. This
emlitry is once again challenged and the people are demanding action
to meet. this challenge.
If we are to answer this challenge successfully, tile answer mist,
be built on a high principle to which tile great majority of people in
this country aind free peoples ill the rest of the woxl. will rally
and(1 Unite. 'Our answer must be large enough to counteract the forces
of division and destruction. It may well be our most effective weapon
against communism. Our ultimate aim can be no less than the promotion of coolperative effort on the part, of all nations to build a
world free of war and free to develop to higher standards of living.
The first step toward the attainment of this objective must be the
federation of the nations of the world under a common system of onforceable law. This inlist be made the core of our foreign policy
toward which all other actions must contribute.
You will hear from others many reiisons why the creation of a
system of enforceable law is essential today. I would like to take a
moment to explain why I alidl many others believe that, a framework of
enforceable law is at prerequisite to cooperative action; why we cannot
agree with those who believe that.a community of interests must fi t
be built before you build a common system of law; why, on the contrary, we believe that a common system of enforceable law-in short,
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government-is the first essential in building a lasting community of
interests.
I do not want to intimate that all the world's ills will be cure(d by the
single step of creating a world system of enforceable law. I to want
is a growing realization that some
to point out, however, that
form of world organization with power is essential first, if we aire
to have even half a chance at solving these other problems.
I will not dwell on our own history from the end of the Revolutionary
War to the creation of our own Federal Government. This, of course,
is one of many examples of how, following the war, the people, in
spito of their common war experience and other interests in common
broke up into separate groups. The process of breaking up stopped
at that point where there was an established system of enforceable
law-namely, in the State governments. With the creation of the

Federal Government , however, the deterioration in common interest
reversed. Under the mantle of a common system of enforceable law,
the people of this country developed common interests and purposes,
resulting in our unequaled expansion and growth.
Ti citizens in any political unit that has real authority will develop
broad communities of interest. These common interests tend to bind
these citizens even closer together. IIowever, with the removal of
common authority over these people, new groups will be formed out
of the one and new communities of interest on a smaller scale will
develop. The original community of interest that included all will
have disappeared.
We do not have to be great students of government or litory to
realize what would happen to any political unit if the essentials of
government were removed; that is, the law-making body, the system
of courts, the Executive with the force to carry the laws out. If these
essentials were removed from our Federal system, our State system
or our local towns and cities, chaos would soon follow. Likewise, if
we w!,iCd to -estore conditions tnder which a community of interest
could develop, we would not have to be great students to realize that we
first must restore order by setting U) a government with authority.
In other words, if you remove authority, you destroy the essential
basis for cooperation. If you create a framework of en;forceable law,
as we (lid in 1789, you take the first essential step toward cooperation
and expanding communities of interest.
If this is so obvious to all when we think in terms of our towns,
States and National Governments, is it so extraordinary that it is
becoming equally obvious to many millions that the same principles
apply to the international field? Is it so extraordinary that with the
knowledge that another war can only mean destruction for all these
people are demanding action now before it is too late?
lo project such a structure to the world level is only to take that inevitable final step in the world's political structure that final step
which is the first essential to cooperation among the nations--that
step without which peace can at best only be a temporary affair-that
step which so many citizens of this country now feel must be made the
core or all our efforts toward peace and cooperation-a step which you
and I are favored in having an opportunity to take part in fashion-
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ing-finally, a step which your chairman envisioned at the turn of the
century. I quote from a hook that was written by him.
A true world consciousness has at last been awakened. The earth has shrunk

to a neighborhood. Th sea no longer divides hil rather units all lands. The
viewpoint for the new century In polities ani businp.9. 1 that of world citizenship. The Chinese puzzle Is puzzling because It bus revealed, as by a lightning
flash at mildnight, the solidarity of the race, the community of life, the coniplete oneness off all human hWterests and problems. No country or civilization is
any longer Isolated. Into the matrix ,9fitcommon life all civilizations are flung
and umist give and take what they cnti. No one can forecast the nature of the
new product, the universal man which will spring out of this combination. One
thing Is evrtai: all peoples will he modified in Ideal, Institution, and method.
* * * The mighty hand ot God is pressing the nations together,
lenceforth
no 1a11! can live or die unto hinself.

At the time these words were written, there were but a handful of
men who had the vision to see that the world lutist be one. But during the 47 years that have passed since, we have taken part in two
world wars, we have seen the complete failure of one league of
sovereign states to keep the peace. We are now witnessing tlie expenditt're of unitold billions in l)repara-tion for another war. At the
same time, we are witnessing a low of faith in the Unilted Nations'
ability to prevent war.
If this vision of one world were possible in 1901, is it so extraordinary that that vision has today taken the form of a vast movenient to
create order through the establishment of an international organization with authority? It does not seem so to me.
We cannot ignore what we read in the papers and magazines or
what we hear on the radio. TIhe )eople are hearing from many soril ces
th:,t this country and the other nations of the world must be willing
to surrender a measure of their national soverei gity if they are to
protect their own national traditions customs, and freedoms ?rom the
tyranny which would be the inevitable result of another world war.
They realize that war must be made impossible, for there can be no
victor' ithe next one. They realize that tie first; step inthis direction
is the creation of a world authority with the l)OIn'rs of government
in the field of security. This realization is responsible for the
world federal movemeintt.
phenomenal growth in ohe
We have already taken steps to revive the world economically. We
are taking steps to again become a strong military force. Both these
steps are essential. But they in themselves cannot guarantee a lasting
peace.
We are therefore asking that you take the initiative in taking the
political step without which all else will fail. In my opinion and in the
opillion of many others, the first step should be a favorable report on
Resolution 59 or an amended resolution along the same general lilies.
Failure to take such action can only be interpreted as a denial of these
basic arguments you have already heard. I do not believe that today
such a course is possible.
Thank you.
Mr. CHIPERFII.:LD. Thank you very much for your interesting and
constructive statement. I believe every member of this committee is
interested in doing everything it can to bring about world peace. There
is a difference of opinion on this subject.
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Iake, for example, Senator Ausiil's appearing before us. He is a
man who should know more about the United ations than any other
11 perhaps ini the Uniited States. le informed the committee that if
wo a(Iopt resolution 159, we might destroy the United Nations. It
makes ypu paUse and wonder what is the right thing to do.
Mr. IoLINs. Mr. chairman , 1 believe-and I believe you would be
srrprisedtat the number of people who 'do believe-thit a system of
goveri-pnet must be created in the world under law, as Mr. inletter
1111d Mr.h,; mer so ably pointed out this ni)rnii)g. 1 do not think that
Mr. Austin 'would midert ke to defend the United Nations umiless it
was 1l11 kind of an o'ganizat ion.
Mr. Ciumr:im'i:LY). Mr. Jonkman
M. ,JONR AN. I have no questions. You have given us t very ini'resulig statement. I agree with your coiicept$. We niust get to a
higher sl)iritual level in order to accomplish a lot of these material
improvements. Thank you very much.
Alu. (illnF:Inm). If there is nothing further, the cmnmittee will
(djailrn uuitil i0 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 4: 0 p. mu., the committee adjourned to reionvene
nt. 10 a. in. Wednesday, Alay 12, 1948.)

STRUCTURE OF TILE UNITED NATIONS AND THE RELATIONS OF TIE UNITED STATES TO TIlE UNITED
NATIONS
WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 1948

IHou$sE Or I ,:PRr'EN'I'ATIVEMl
CoM3irEI,:'i ON FOIEToN AF.AIns,

Washington, D. C.
The committee conivened at 10: 25 a. ill., in the Foreign Affairs ComUnited Slates Capitol, lion. Charles A. Eatoni (chairroom,
mittee pr't
idillg.
inan)
Chairman EATON. The conimittee will Ile in order.
We have as our first witness this morning our very (listingu ished fellow citizen, Mr. )uilles. 1 (10 not. know whether lie is willing to idenitify himself for the record or not; but, if he is, we will have himi tell
who he is and from whence lie comes.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN FOSTER DULLES
Mr. DmAs. I am John Foster Dulles, of New York City, N. Y.
Chairman EATON. You may proceed.
l'. I)uxJF.. MIr. Chairman. the resolutions which your committee
is consideringr seek an all-imlotrtant, goal, namely the 'development of
tlaw and its impartial enforcement. I am imlressed with
internatiol
the soundnio.4 of this approach. Some seen to think that it is enough
to have enforcement machinery. They forget that force is despotism
unless it is subject to law.
St alin has described Soviet (ictatorsh ip as "rule unrest rioted by law
and based on force." He and his followers are seeking to extend that
rule to the whole world and thereby to achieve world government.
The Americtanleopl)e (to not want world government which can be
had only by accepting despotism. That wholesome fact is recognized
law, energy,
not of meii.
therolrule
1vfore
you. establish
They seek
by
the resolu
regatomic
(con!
of of
io efo
gressyou.
by he
reout ions
Thieywoldeneageso.
ulate armanient, andthen enforce such laws through an internal tional
council ill which no nations Wo0'11d have it right of veto.
That approach to the pmolhmn of world order is basically sound and
the moral statr' of lhe United States would be increased if the Con"ress were to make it clear that, at this critical time, when the fate of
iiumanity hangs in the balance, our great Nation is ready to take the

lead in surrendering its Sovereignty to the extelt necessary to establish peace through tle ordering of juM~ law.
Your committee should, however, understamti-as no doubtt you (dothat the suggested )rogramn will have to surmount many difficulties
before it is realized, and that, unless it is handled carefully, it could
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destroy more lan it create(], or even precipitate the catastroplie it
would avert.
I doubt that the desired results can now 1)0 achieved )y amending
the Charter of the United Nations. The Soviet Union hais the right
to veto any such atieldlelints and it Would almost certainly do so. I
say this as the American who, at the last Assembly, handled the United
States proposal that the Assembly should stiu(l modification of tie
veto power,a(l 1 debated this matter vigorously witlh Messrs. Vishinsky
,Nand Grounyko. The view I express is shared by all who have dealt
at first-1and wit h this J)o
r)olem. ' lle.renouI to' tlie Soviet aIt ituilde is
simple. Communist doctrine does no, look upon "laws" its being
embodiments of impartial just ice which rest rain even those in outlhorit y. To Communists, "laws" are merely the nucans whereby those ill
at'ithority achieve their ends. Therefore, the l)rogruin you are stildyilg would, according to Soviet ideas, mean delivering the Soviet Union
into the hands of a hostile majority.
Obviously, Soviet. perverseness sIhould not be allowed indefinitely to
eventt the realization of international order under law.
A time may colie when it Woul be useful to confront tile Soviet
Union with a conference for revision of the Chatrer. That, however,
otIld at th prczcnt tiinc be a,tactic"l mr,, r0111 0he
tn ,1 move front
which we could genuinely expect Clarter inenie
nents which would
embody the program you are, considering. Pres-ent progresss will have
to depend primarily on either proceeding within the framework of
the present Charter or else establishing a new international organization of which only some of the nations are members.
In my opinion. much progress is l)ossible without radically amiending the present Charter. To some extent that progress can e made
by voluntary denunciations of tile right of veto and by interpreting
more liberally the Charter provision which excludes veto power over
Security Coimcil action which is "procedural." Most Security Council action under chapter VI, dealing with the pacific set tlement of dis)utes, is, by fair interpretation, procedural only.
Perhaps the most hopeful avenue of progress is opened up by urticlo
51 of the Charter, dealing with the inherent right of collective selfdefense. The possibilities in article 51 are indeed recognized by two
of the resolutions before you, House Concurrent Resolution 163 Ind
House Concurrent Resolution 194.
Article 51 is a key article, which embodies a basic policy shift from
the Dumbarton Oaks proposals. They would have prohibited ary
collective action, unless it was authorized by the Security Council.
rhat meant that the veto in the Security Council could be used to block
all measures of regional ann collective self-defense.
'Ihose who made up the American delegation at San Francisco, as
your chairman will recall, realized that, in view of the veto power,
the Security Council could not itself be relied upon to provide effective
protection and tlat being so the nations ought to be free to organize
effective protection of their own. Consequently, at San Francisco, we
proposed that the Cltu er authorlize collective self-defense.
That proposal was adopted, despite Soviet obstruction. The result
is that the United Nations Charter contemplatetes national association
at two levels. r1Therb is, as the top level, universal association, which
is loose. Underlviiig that there may be regional and collective selfdefense associations which can be as tight as the members want.
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Pursuant to that, Charter concept, the United Nations system has
already been sutppleneted by the defense system of the American
states, concluded last, year at'Rio, and by te western European defense system initiated this year at Brlussils. Such regional and collective defense associations, tinder articles 51 and 52, (1111 be developed
without limit, a1ll the U nited Stales is entitled tot join ally of thetti
if it Considers that doing so will promote peace with just ive.
Some iiy consider it ice 51 ihilequate heca use ilspellks of a'right.
of action "if till
argued attack occil s." That suggests that nvllI-'rs
of a collective sl f-deftense grotlp migit have to re(1laint
i 1nssi 'eii itil
atomic hombs act itl ly st cike
tie t. As one who worked oil that art icle
at Sail Frantcisco, 1 ciut say that it prdntlbly would not read1 as it loes
i1',
wheiI it was irat ed, att;mic wva 'll
re hauld, beeI IknIow%'n. 11u1 t Iv'Nsie
fealile of article 51 is its recognition thai there is aI "ijtheretli" right
of collective self-defense. Article "I ilees not atteni pt t.o
diill, exhalustively that inhereni right. So, I believe it is lernllissilde for a colhe
vive detetse grollp to t great as aggressioll the violate iont of rtles for
the regillatio of iruent
uett which t llGeneral ksseIIlyN has deteriltitied to he necessary\ for interim tional peace a1(1 seitittV and
which the defeitse group accepts fo' itself. In this connection, it tmty
be
noted that
tilt
Gen'a1l
lv has %vllm,,l
adteca l\-,1401ld
voted Ib,
tliav.l
iuottsly,.
lleludlnf
tile, Soviet
Unionl,Assettil
that at,;milic'
iiat cd
and atoatic energy should hv internatlontally colttrolled to insutre its
use only for peace i] purposes.
It. is'my jttlg tmelt
t hat, if sotme nations witnt to begin to establish a
rule of law under the auspices of th!.,
Untited Nations, tiey' may d(o So
now Illiler article 51, interpreted illthe light of (Iei i'al AssetIbly
action with regard to regulate iol of irtaiviets at
evelopiet of illternational law. It is not nlecessaryto(10away with a universal association that is loose illorder to 'have part'lial associtt ion that is
highly organized.
ill go further 1111d risk tle predict lon that any stch program as
I wN
Yo11 are considering .111 lbu developed Iltore easily'anild more Lroadly
ithin the framework of the pre.-ent. universal organizations than if
we startt f,'esh. There areseVe,01 (oltitries tlut inight join a collective (lefetse organizationtinder tit (hatt er that might itot join
a new organization which would s!,tm to split. the world into two
opposing blocks.
If itispossible to develop an ,fective' rtle of law wit hoti, dest royilig
the univ'ersality of the present, United Nations, that course ought, in
liy oplilion, to be )referred.
ie present UIltited Nations., will all of its weaknesses, is an asset
rather than a liability?. It do z )r)vile Soviet leaders with a world
fortttn for pt'ol)iglllia purposes. That is undesirable, bit their propaganat is 11ow wearing thit. Oi lhe basis of my expI)ericice-anl I
alive palrticipted in all tihe regillar sessions of ile Assembly-t htse
"town ieet ings of t he world' havte Served to eillighteli world o)iinioti
about the nature of Soviet, leadership. Soviet. tactics, obstruction,
boycott, andi smear have alieniated maty who were originally disposed
to be friendly or neutral. General AsSetibly debate promotes worldwide moral judgitients that are hillential even though their implenlentittoni is not well-orga nized.
Also, it is to be bori int
mind that the 111tch discussed "veto" operates.
only in the Security Council. The Assembly atnd its organs have very
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great authority and ill tiemi tiiere is no veto power. 'Tie Assembly has
coordinate jurisdiction with the Security Council with respect to
security iuhitters except vhii it. comes to finaIl action. Thus the United
Nation's can (to much through the Assembly which the Soviet would
block in the Security Council.
At its last regularmeeting, the Assembly set ll) a Greek Commission
to hel ) protect Greece against attacks launched from her northern
neighbors. It set I) the Commission which arranged the election
hehi this week in Korea as a step toward making Korea free and
in(lelenlent. It established a so-called "Little Assembly" so that the
United Nations would have a vetoless political security body functioning all the year around. T these three acts by tie Assembly 'were taken
over violent Soviet, object ion and the Soviet Union anld its satellites
have boycotted the Greek Committee, the Korean Committee and the
"Little Assembly." Nevertheless. these three bodies are functioning.
Ihe Assembly hs a imanlate to l)romote universal respect for, and
observance of, human rights and fudhmental freedoms. These rights
and freedoms are now subject to attack in much of tile world byia
highly.organized Communist campaign, which has area ly sul)jecte(l
to terrorism some 500,000,000 )cople of 15 different nations. One of
(C mozt important th0k. tlilt file-4 the free societies is to take joint
action to meet that attack and that they are pledged to (o by article -t5
of the Charter. The Soviet Union has no power to veto such actioli.
The United Nations is carrying on a great work in prlomoting free
institutions among colonial peoples. Alltie colonial powers are com mitted, under chapter XI, to develop self-government and the '1Trusteeship Council is exercising special responsibilities ill certain areas.
Tile Soviet Union violently opposed the (stblishnient of the Trusteeship Council and has, until the last few days, boycotted it. It wanted
revolution, not evolution. Nevertheless, the work of tile United
Nations with respect to dependentt peoples has been going ahead in an
encouraging way and there is no, possibility of Soviet interference by
"veto.
There are many other great projects which lie within the authority
of the General Assembly and where no veto applies.
Tile United Nations, as a universal organization, has great actual
and jotemitial value. Concededly, it,does not realize tile hopes of many,
but many of these hopes were fro'm tie beginning exaggerated. Progress at tile liversal level is bound to be slow. But it still must lI)e
atteml)ted for olily at that level can durable peace be achieved. But
efforts at the universal level should not. preclude more rapid progress
at. a less than universal level. Under tie United Nations Charter bot I
possibilities are open and, I advocate a United States policy which
woild develop botli possibilities with resourcefulness and(letermination and with high resolve born out of a sense of tile alwfill )redicamerit in which mankind now finds itself.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Dulles, we tllak you for your very informlative and illuminating stateleit.
We hare heard a great (teal of talk and sugge.-tions about tile surrendering of national sovereignty.
I note that yoll say that our great
Nation is ready to take the lead in surr-elldering 'its sov:ereiguty. What
.do you mean by "sovereignty"
Sir. 1)ULLEs. Perhaps "s11irrenderiIg 8olvereiginty'" ('11 be ii sisulder.stoo(l. It may be better to say exercisingg soverlegt y"l)by agreitug to
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certain rules of procedure by which we would be bound. I believe
that we can agree and in fact'we have agreed under the Charter of the
Ainerican States to certain rules of procedure by which we are bound
and to that extent we have given up our complete freedom of action.
As a matter of fact, every treaty involves to some extent a surrendering of sovereignty because by the treaty a nation foregoes its
complete freedom to do whatever it will that is contrary to the terms
of the treaty.
Mr. Biu)om. Is sovereignty divisible, Mr. Dulles?
Mr. Durzr.s. In my opinion, it is.
Mr. Bwor. Either you have sovereignty or you do not have it.
I do not see how you can divide sovereignty.
Mr. DUL IAs. I think we divided it here in the United States. Some
of our sovereignty resides in the States and some of our sovereignty
resides in the Federal Government.
Mr. B131oo0. The people of the States are sovereign, under the State
constitution, and the people of the United States a11e sovereign, because in the United States Constitution the people are all sovereign.
1hat is a new interpretation to me. You may be right but I did
not know you could divide sovereiglity. You either have sovereignty
or you do not have it.
Mr. D1uI.ES. I believe dint ,,veit;gmdty cons'i3t; of a bundle of
rights and you canldispose of the contents of that bundle in different
places, but it represents a metaphysical question we are discussing;
that is not of great l)ractical significance.
Mr. BI)ioM. Is there such a thing as a sovereignty or is it the
people of the State who are sovereign?
Mr. DtFLr:s. Again you have a division. Under the Constitution,
certain sovereign rights are invested in the Federal Government;
other sovereign rights are invested in the States and rights which are
not specifically delegated either to the Federal or State Government
reside in the people.
Mr. BLoo31. But, Mr. Dulles, we are not the Federal Government,
this is a national government. Therefore, under the Federal Constitution you maylhave been right but today, under this Constitution, which proclaims the national government, the people are
sovereign, and the people can change or do whatever they want.
Under the State constitution, the States are sovereign.
Either you have a sovereignty or you have no sovereignty at all.
You have given your sovereignty away. However, I do not see how
you can divide it.
That is all.
Chairman EATON. The chairman has yielded to his distinguished
predecessor long enough to be more completely confused by a Ilyman
than he ever was by a lawyer.
I just have one more question, Mr. Dulles.
Is it not your view that we should best continue the United Nations
and develop it as it is now and go ol from there, or try to substitute
something else? That is what we are considering.
Mr. DULLJES. I believe we should continue with the United Nations
as it is, provided we ue resourcefully the f till potentialities that are
within the United Nations Charter. ' I think those potentialities are
adequate to accomplish everything that can be accomplished, l)eCticalv, at tie present time.
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As I suggest here, I see great possibilities of developing a rule of
law as between a considerable number of states that are members of
the United Nations. I think that that can be done more simply and
more broadly by operating under the Charter than if we start afresh,
because'thee are quite countries, .which I prefer not to n aine that
might very well be frightened to join a new organization which the
Russians would claim at least was primarily an alliance against them.
I think it would be easier for them and therefore, we could get
more nations into a collective security organization under article 51
than if we started a new organization.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Chiperfield. .
.
Mr. CIIIPERFIELD. No questions at this time.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Richards.
Mr. RICHARDS. Mr. Dulles, I would like for you to elaborate a little
on your statement on page 2. [Reading:]
I doubt that the desired results can now be achieved by amending the Charter
of the United Nations.

That is the statement.
Do you mean, "by attempting to amend"? Or you take the flat
puitoiii tha it would be uni
to amend the CTh rter if we could,

now?

,1

Mr. DULLES. No; what I mean is that I do not think that the procedure of the Charter amendment is the procedure which as a practical
matter will get the results which are sought by the proposals before
your committee.
I believe that if it were practicable to have a Charter amendment
that in the light of our nearly 3 years experience, we could find
certain respects in which the Charter could be improved upon. There
are certain Charter amendments which I personally would like to see
but I do not think it is practical to accomplish the results we want
in that way because of the fact that the Soviet Union has a power to
veto any amendments to the Charter.
Does that make my )Osition clear?
Mr. RionARDS. I think it does. I think if we had reasonable
expectancy it could be done this way, that it would be helpful.
Mr. D iiixs. I do. The emphasis of that sentence is, "doubt that the
desired results can now be achieved."
The emphasis is on the word "can" and relates to the fact that in
my opinion they cannot be achieved in this particular way at the present time because of the Soviet right to veto Charter amendments.
Mr. RIcARDS. Now, you go on to say, that unless it is handled carefully it would destroy morb than create. Do you mean handled carefully by the Congress? Do you refer to debates in Congress or consideration of a resolution like House Concurrent Resolution 59, here?
I)o yqu think it would be helpful for Congress to go into this thing
and try to expre&s the viewpoint of th American people, as representatives of the American people, or would it be harmful?
Mr. DULLES. I say in thepreceeding paragraph that in my opinion,
the moral stature of the lUn,jted State would be increased, if the CoilgNess yere to nke it W1Ar that at this critical time when the fate of
humanity, hanjgs in the balance, our. great Nation is ready to take the
lead in surrend ering its sovereignty fo the extent necessary to establish
peace to an organ of j,t lw.
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If that is tile view of the Congress I can see no disadvantage, but
onthe contrary I see an advantage in expressing that view.
That's wItat you might call the first stage; namely to know where
the United States stands. But the Jnited States is not a dictator in
the United Nations and merely because we want something does not
necessarily mean that we can get it.
The second stage is to attempt to carry out what might be the
policy. That involves diplomatic handling by the President and the
Secretary of State. That in my opinion is a matter of delicacy which
would have to be haiudled with care, unless it destroys more than it
creates and even precipitates the catastrophe it was supposed to avert.
The consumnmation of the desired end is a difficult task. As I say, it
should -be pursue(, in mv opinion, with resoluteness, with resourcefulness, but. also with care. because we do not want to be a bull in a china
shop in this matter.
Mr. RlcH us. You and other leaders of the United States in the
field of foreign policy have, almost in so many words said that you
think the machinery of the United Nations could be inmpioved upon.
Now what we want to know is whether or not it would be helpful,
whether it would bolster your band, for the Congress of the United
States to express its viewpoint on this subject?
Mr. DULLES. I think it, would be helpful for the Congress of the
United States to express its viewpoint on the policy involved and
on the position that the United States would be l)rel)ared to take.
I doubt whether it would help the matter if the Congress were to be
rigid as to particular machinery or methods by which it was best
to achieve that end, because that I think is a matter which can most
usefully be left, and in fact, constitutionally must be left to the
President and the Secretary of State.
Mr. RIciAiDs. Then you think it. would be unwise for the Congress
of the United States to express its opinion as to methods of procedure,
the vote any particular nation would have, for instance, on the Security Council, or anything like that?
Mr. DuLJs. I do.

Mr. RIclAms. That is all. Thank you very much.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Vorys.
Mr. VORYS. Mr. Dulles, I did not quite understand your reference
to article 56 as a vetoless method of meeting attacks on free society.

As I get it, that is merely a pledge of cooperation in the matters referred to in article 55, nole of which could constitute attacks on a
free society.
Mr. DULLES. In my opinion, the greatest menace we face today is
the attack which is being organized by the Soviet Communist Thrty
against individual freedom. That is tme essence of the struggle upon

which we are engaged. The Communist view is that men are not
entitled to be free in their own sense, that they are entitled to be
coerced and terrorized and that campaign is oi)erating, and i, already terrorizing 500,000,000 people so that they do not dare exercise what we believe to be basic rights find freedoms.
There are many millions more, hundreds of millions more, which
will be apt to come under that terrorizing threat. I believe thattthat
is a violation of something which the Charter pledges the members
to protect.
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The Charter is not designed to merely protect the states from an
attacking state, the Charter is designed to protect individuals in their
personal rights and freedoms. If you will read the preamble of the
Charter you will see the whole basis of the Charter is the peoples and
the desire of the peoples to maintain their human rights and freedoms. I consider the possibilities inherent in articles 55 and 50 are
very great and have not yet been adequately exhausted. That is another of the possibilities which I see of achieving the ends which are
sought by some of the resolutions before you, by available Charter
procedures which have not yet been fully exhausted.
Mr. Vonys. I was very interested in that analysis of article 56 because I frankly had not thought about it as another vetoless article.
Mr. DULLES. Under article 56, the members are pledged to take not
only separate but joint action to secure the objectives sought by article
55 which includes universal respect for and preservance of human
rights and freedoms and it. is those human rights and freedoms which
are being desecrated by the program of comimulisin.
Mr. Vonys. Now you also mention chapter XI, the trusteeship chapter, as a vetoless method of l)rocedure.
If the Soviets join the Trusteeship Council, which they have a right
to do -....
Mr. Du[ix,. They nowy have. They joined a few days ago.
Mr. Vonys. Would there not then, be a veto available there by their
merely miningg?
Mr. DULLES. No. 'he Trusteeship Council acts by majority vote.
There is no veto on the Trusteeship Council.
Mr. VorYs. Now a number of witnesses have mentioned that the
convening of a constitutional convention under article 109 would be
possible, in that it would not be subject to the veto, and have urged that
if seven members of the Security Council could be prevailed upon to
vote for it, even though four voted against it, if such assembly were
held and amendments to the Charter determined upon by a two-thirds
vote of the Assembly, that then these amendments could be submitted
to the nations of the world and that this would have a tremendous
effect on world opinion and would put the Soviets in a position where
it would be almost impossible for them to stop the new constitution or
amendments to it from going forward.
In the first place is there any chance of getting seven members of the
Security Council, at the present time, to sponsor such a conference under article 109?
Mr. DULLES. That is a difficult question to answer. One can never
say with confidence what other countries will do until you have actually
tried it out.
The impression I got from the discussion at the last Assembly on
this whole question of the veto power and possible amending the Charter was that it would be difficult to get the required number to call such
a convention, because there are a very large number of the members of
the United Nations who are reluctant to precipitate something which
they would consider to be sort of a final show-down between the United
rates s and the Soviet Union.1,'
As I said in my statement, I do not exclude the possibility of such a
convention. I feel at the present time to call it would be primarily a
tactical move which would have to be weighed in the light of the over,fof r rolitionis with the Soviet Union and with the atti.A1 ,'ll'n
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tide of other countries involved. It wouhl primarily be a move designed to force something of a show-down with the Soviet Union.
The attitude of other countries-tie British and the French and
many smaller countries-would have to be taken into account- also
the bearing it would have upon our own relations with the goviet
Union. So that while I do not wholly exclude the desirability of such
a conference, I think that the question of its precise timing is a matter
of careful judgment and that a final opinion could only be arrived at
after there has been diplomatic discussions with many of the other
count ries that were involved.
Mr. BLomM. Would the gentleman yield there?
You would have to get the five major powers in order to get the
seven in the Security Council, would you not?
Mr. To1tYS. Senator Austin told us that four out of five of the
permanent members were unwilling in January to consider amendmnents.
Mr. BLooMr. That was with one abstention so the abstention counted
just the same as though they voted for it.
Mr. Vomtys. He explained the abstention business as not being
counted that way.
Mr. DUTLL.Es. You see, under article 109, there is no veto power.
[Reading :]
A General Council may be called for the purpose of reviewing the present
Charter, the date and place to be fixed by a two.thirds vote of the members of

the General AMsembly and by a vote of any seven members of the Security
Council.
In other words, that is one of the matters upon which there is no
right of veto to the Security Council, so it can be called. There is a
right of veto over the amendments themselves.
Mr. VoRYS. That is true. The point has been made, though, that if
a convention or conference could be called and if two-thirds could,
under article 109, submit the amendments to the countries, that then
the sheer weight of that public opinion might either influence the
Soviets or cause the action taken to just go forward as in our own
constitutional conventions whether they approved or not.
Mr. DuLES. You see, we are apt to assume that if there is a division
or a roll call of the nations here, the result of that would be to isolate
the Soviet Union and its satellites and all the rest of the world would
line up with the United States.
If that were so, there would be a very great weight of world au.
thority. But we cannot just lightly take that for granted. If there
was a division on this issue, there would probably be a very considerable number of nations who would not vote with the United States and
it might be, instead of showing a great weight of world authority
back of what we wanted, we might be disclosed to be in the weak
position. That is why I say this thing cannot be lightly undertaken
unless we know in advance how many countries are going to vote with
us on that amendment.
I would prefer not to, but I could liane very readily, 10 or 15 nations
at least, outside of the so-called Soviet bloc, NN.hich in my opinion would
not go along with us on such a matter. Perhaps, to illustrate, I could
say right now that I would be skeptical whether the 7 Arab states
would be disposed to go along on such a program because they might
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feel that they would not have adequate protection under the proposed
Charter amendments. I could go on and list many other States. So
the division ought not to be one, I think which the Congress would require of the administration, because I think the ground would need to
be very carefully explored and we would not want to start on this
program unless we were quite confident we would come out at the place
we would expect.
Mr. VonYs. You mentioned our demanding certain things of the
Executive. I am concerned about the possible demands the other way
around. I refer to our Constitution.
For instance,. in Resolution 59 the Congress says that the President
should take the initiative in calling a conference "for the purpose of
making tliUnited Nations capable of enacting, interiweting and enforcing world law to prevent war."
In my judgment, if that were passed by Congress. it gives the
Executive a commitment in advance that the Congress will stand behind anything that, is negotiated and I do not think the Congress
should tie its lands in advance in that way.
You mentioned two or three times, diplomatic negotiations and the
great importance of them. I appreciate that. On the other hand, I
am deeply concerned, in that we have not yet devised, under our constitutional processes, a very satisfactory 'substitute for mere diplo*
matic negotiations by the Clhief of State.
If there is any action to be taken bv the United Nations or some
other body which will create law that hias a personal effect on me and
those I represent-and I think such action should be taken-I want to
have elected representatives of the people, rather than diplomatically
selected representatives voting on that law.
That is a long question and it ends with a Atatement, but I would like
your comment on the situation that would come up under 59, if Congress passed it, and the Executive in reliance to it, went through with

the whole business, and all the rest of the world said, "Yes, we have
gotten up something that, requires tremendous actions by way of money
and men from Congress, and you are committed in advance because
of this authorization you have given the'Executive."
What do you think of that?
Mr. DuLL s. As you say, that is a long question.
Chairman EAToN. Does it require a long answer ?
Mr. Dumaxs. I would doubt the desirability of the resolution that
would make it imperative that the administration should proceed in
any given way such as immediately calling a general conference pursuant to article 109. As I say, we do not want to force the adirkdnistration
to take that course., If it loses, though, the result would be a serious
diplomatic, set-back to th United States. It cannot be said with
defniteness now, that it would not have that result, I think it would
be preferable if the Congress were;to express the goal that it wants to
reach without precribing in detail the inethod by which the adminis.
tration is required to try to seek that goal
Now on your other proposition as to the nature of international law,
Have believed, for a long time that law only operates effectively if it
wlato to individual, rather than to states.
Mr. VORys. That is'right,.
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Mr. DULLES. That is the whole thesis which underlined our whole
Federal Government, and the decision there that the Federal law
should ac upon individuals and not upon stuttes, because it has been
demonstrated time and time again that the corporate body, the state,
is not a very reliable subject of law. You are quite right, that if there
is to be a law operating on individuals, the individuals should have
something to say about making those laws and it is not practical to
establish on a world-wide basis any really democratic process for
making international law which applies to individuals. So there are
severe limits to the extent on which it is practical to set up on a
world-wide basis, anything like the general ride of law.
I do think that there are some particular matters, however, like the
matter of the control of atomic energy where there might be a sort of
what you might call functional government which could be adequately
dealt with at the present time by arrangements between governments.
I believe that the American proposal for the control of atomic energy
is something which could be done. I believe that there are certain
areas where you can carry.out a particular rule of law and in those
areas you could set up a regime which could apply to states, because
it is in that case only the action of the states which you wish to control.
In matters of armament, atomic energy, and so forth, I believe it is
possible to have some international conventions which would be operative and which would not require the individual vote and the law which
applies to individuals to which you refer. On any broad basis that
would be so. On a narrow, functional basis it would be worked out
the other way.
Mr. CuIrEnFI L; Would the. gentleman yield at that Point for a
questions
Mr. Vonys. Yes.
Mr. C11'BFFIELD. You say that atomic energy can be controlled. I
thought last Friday the Atomic Energy Committee reported to the
Security Council that they had failed to get together. How, in view
of that, can you control atomic energy I
Mr. DULLES. I was discussing a question of theory and Irinciple,
namely, what should be the nature of international law, if we have it,
and the question raised was as to whether that law should be made by
individuals and operate upon individuals, or whether it would operate
upon states. I mentioned the fact that while higeneral I agreed it
should be made by people and operative upon people, there were exceptional cases. where it could be operated the other way. I gave an
That
illustration of one of those possible exceptions, atomic energI.
is a theoretical observation Imade. As a practical method, it has not
been possible because of some Soviet objections to agree upon what the
procedure should be.
Chairman EAT0z;. Mr. Mansfield?
Mr. MNSFImLD. No questions.
Chairman EAOzN. Mr. Jonkman?
Mrs. BoLTON. May I ask a questioi I Are we on the 5-minute rule?
Chairman EAlroic: We are supposed to be, but like all rules, it is not
.,
.
always observed.
Mr,JoN'KAN. I have sort of stood on thq premipe Mr.Dulles,,at

.,

-you .cahiiot convert the Commuhists! uder the Soviet; regime to
,Ohristiaiuty or free government so I have tried to envision where
we would be, if we tried to use 59 or 163. I think you have already
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partially answered my difficulties, and one of the things I was thinking
about, which is that we must not assume that we are going to have
an overwhelming majority standing against Russia. We Would then
have two organizations, though, nevertheless, working side by side.
Yesterday I called the new organization a secessionist group under
color of right.
The thing that bothers me is that you spent sonic tine in your
prepared statement on article 51, and you state that while it provides
only for defense, a collective defense against armed aggression, I think
somewhat, laboriously, you say on page 5 [reading]:
so I believe that it is permissible for a-collective defense group to treat as an

aggression the violation of rules for the regulation of armament which the General Assembly has determined to be necessary for international peace and
security, and which the defense group accepts for itself.

. Would we not have a great subject of cont mention between those
two organizations with perhaps half of them hanging in the middle
and not knowing where to turn, if we make that construction of itl
After all, the terminology is very clear in 51 of making collective
defense permissible for an armed attack, not for aggressive annaments or anything of that kind.
Then if we shift over into 52 and we 'want to use that for this group,
this is not going to be a regional group; it will be a world-wide group.
It may be very much scattered but it is a world-wide group.
Will not the secessionists then find themselves at a disadvantage in
their arguments with the group that remains, including tile Communist Soviets?
After .all, we made a contract on June 20, 946, and here within 3
Tears, we ourselves are proposing to break that contract; whether for
justifiable purposes or not is of secondary consideration.
Mr. DuLF.. My point is that I think any progress which, is now

practical and possible can be made within the framework of the United
nations, and I particularly invoke in that connection article 51, which
I say is a very basic concept. We worked it out at San Francisco.
Mr. Eaton and Mr. Bloom were there.
The only idea of the Dumbarton Oaks proposal was that it was all
or nothing. You either had to act on a universal basis or you could
not act at all.
In view of the fact that the action which you could get on a universal
basis was obviously going to be very limited because of the veto power,
the United States delegation at San Francisco took tile lead in saymn
that that is an intolerable situation, saying that it must be universal
or you cannot do it at all.
We have a universal organization. We do everything we can on a
universal basis. However, there are some things which have to be
done, whether they can be done on a universal basis or not. One of
those things is to protect ourselves. There is, the Charter says, "an
inherent right of self-defense," and certainly nobody intended by
joining in the United Nations charter to abandon that inherent right
of self-defense and put himself in a position where he had to be exposed to complete destruction.
If you say to me that the Charter means nations must sit quietly and
do nothing when right across the border atomic warfare is -eing prepared against them on a scale such that if they wait until it hits them
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they will be gone, I say that is iiot an intelligent construction to put on
the Charter, and I do not believe it is a correct interpretation to put
on the Charter.
I do not think that article 51, when it speaks of the armed attack, is
attempting to exhaust the possibilities of inherent self-defense. In
my opinion, if the General Assembly, through its action in relation
to matters like atomic energy, bacteriological warfare, and so forth, in
effect gives a moral sanction to action which is clearly necessary as
self-defense, then I believe that that can be implemented by an organization under article 51 which is not necessarily universal.
Mr. JONKMAN. Of course you use an exl)ression there, putting my
position way out on one extremity of that, by saying, "sit still and be
attacked."
Are you on the other extremity, that any other possible future attack
may be constituted as armed attack?
Mr. Du .rFs. No; I would put myself there in the hands of the General Assembly, and if action were taken by the General Assembly on a
substantially unanimous basis or by more than a two-thirds vote that is
required by any Assembly action, I think then that would give a moral
basis for a collective-security association under article 51.
Mr. JONKMAN. Assuming you are legally and technically on firm
ground, what will be the attitude of the rest of the word on that
ground?
Will we not have confusion and chaos when we get to arguing about
such principles, such splitting of hairs, with two organizations well
defined and perhaps a considerable element in one organization that
takes neither one position or the other? *
Are we not going to have far more confusion and chaos than if we
try to work it out within the Charter, without going to the extreme of
forming another organization?
Mr. DumFs.We have already formed two of these, as I point out.
We have already created the Charter of the American States. You do
not object to that, do you?
Mr. ,JONKMAN. I do not understand what you mean by that.
Mr. DULLES. We have created, under chapter 51, a defense organization which includes all the American states and which binds them
to act together in the event of any aggression.
MV. JONKMAN. That is a regional organization under 52 and well
within 52.
Mr. DuLLus. That is an organization under 51, sir. There is no
right under*52 to take action. Under article 52 you will see that, if
you form a regional association just under 52,.you cannot act except
with the approval of the Security Council, so that this American
hemispheric defense system has been set up under article 51 and not
under article 52.
The Brussels Pact, which is beginning the defense of western Europe. is established under artick 51, so you already have two organizatons, already, under 51.
Mr. ,JONKMAN. It is a defense against tirmed attack?,
,, ,
Mr. DuILEs. Yes.
Mr. JOHKMAN. I did not quite understand that.
Thank you very much.
Chairman EARN. Mrs. Bolton.
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Mrs. 13OLTo. Mr. Dulles, I have just small questions which I will

keep very much within the limit of my 5 minutes.

On page 2 of your statement, I wanted to ask you what'definitidh you
,j
are using in the words "Soviet perverseness."
Are you suggesting petulance, or are you suggesting obstinacy in
the wrong, or just what is your attitude toward the Soviet?
Mr. DvUJEs. I looked up "perverseness" in the dictionary before I
us%'d it. I do not remember the definition, but it is something like
stibbornness in wrongdoing.
Mrs. BoLTON. It is obstinacy in wrongdoing.
Ybu do not use the definition whiich is also in the dictionary of
"petulant.,,
Mr. DuLL s.No.
Mrs. BoLToN. Your whole approach to this resolution, or the possi.
bility, is that you are against any action on the part of the Congress, I
assume.

Mr. DuLTEs. No; I am not against any action by Congress. I think
that a clarification of where the United States stands with reference to
this important problem is extremely important. I think that hearings
such as are being held by this committee, they are extremely valuable,
because it is not possible for those who are entrusted with the implementation of American policy to go very far unless they know where
their own country stands.
If it is apparent that the United States is willing for itself to do the
kind of thing that is suggested by these resolutions that is an extremely important thing to know. That is the foundation stone for
action.
Mrs. BomFoN. As far as anything being done is concerned, that is
quite impossible, because you are certain that the Soviet will not do
an thingbutobjectf
Mr. Dmits. i am not certain that nothing can be done. What I
say is that I think it is a mistake for the Congress to attempt both to
declare what the United States is willing to do and also to attempt to
prescribe in detail how to get to that result. I think you have to leave
the administration, who is in charge of the conduct of foreign policy,
with considerable discretion as to getting the desired resWlt. Ido
think it is important to know what is the result that the American
people and the Congress want.
Mrs. BohToN. I agree with you there, but the impression you make
on me is that you are quite certain there is no possibility of Russia's

..

cooperating at any point when it comes to the things she is interested
in.
Am I right
Mr. Duuus I think you are quite right. I think there is no possibility at all that at the present time the Soviet Union would go along
with any such program, and therefore we must find ways of advancing
it without the concurrence of the Soviet Union.
Mrs. Boxro. You do not feel that'that would be a dangerous thing
at this moment'for the whole world situatiofiI
Mr. DuLtms. No; I do not think so. As I say, the sound view of
the Charter was from the bektting-at least ever since San Franciseo-that it was permissible to work out some advance in international
relations on a less than universal basis if it could not' be done on a
universal basis.
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I believe that the Charter of the American States, which draws together the American States, is a good thing. I think this European
thing being developed is a good thing. I think we call have more of
the same thing. I do not think it involves any necessary affront to the
Soviet Union or any violation of the Charter.
Mrs. BorqroN. Thank you very much.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Merrow.
Mr. Mmlow. Mr. Dulles, if our efforts to reorganize the United
Nations or remove its defects by working within the framework of the
Charter fail, theh is not this the only course we can follow: get out of
the United Nations and form a new international organization with
the democratic countries?
Mr. Duties. No, sir; because without giving up the United Nations
we can form that association with the democratic countries. Why not
have your cake and eat it, too ?
Mr. MERROW. I agree we should work within the framework in an
attempt to reform UN but, if we cannot accomplish anything by doing
this, you hold we still would keep it and form this other organization
and have both of them at the same time ?
Mr. Dm"s. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bwom. That is what we are doing.
Mr. MERROW. If the UN continues to serve just as a forum for the
Soviet Union to criticize the United States, it would seem to me that
it might be a good idea to junk the UN and form an organization with
democratic countries that will actually work.
Mr. DuLLES. I think there is great value in having the United Nations as the universal organization, provided it does not mean we have
to sacrifice the other things.
I attempted in my statement to point out some of the advantages, and
I mentioned what you say, that there is a certain disadvantage in providing Soviet leaders with a world forum.
It is not pleasant for me personally to have Mr. Vishinsky have a
world forum in which he attacks me as a warmonger, but I am willing
to put up with that because the net result of those attacks was that it
consolidated world opinion against the Soviet Union.
I am not afraid of a world forum or a world debating society, if you
want, in which we debate the Soviet leaders, because I think in the
long run that will consolidate world opinion against them and that
the moral forces of the world will be on our side rather than on the
other side.
Therefore, even if the United Nations were only a debating societyI think it is a valuable debating society because so far the debates
have operated very much in our favor, because I think on the whole
we have been in the right and they have been in the wrong and if yt,
go on debating a thing long enough those things come to light.
The United States debates in the Assembly have brought them '
light. There is far more solid suport of the United States Ih #I
United Nations today than there was when we started out in our first
Assemblv meeting ill London a little over 2 years ago.
Mr. Mmuiow. That is all Mr Chairman.
Mr. JONMAXN. May I ask a question I
Mr. Mmmow. Yes; I yield. "
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Mr. J'ONKMAN'.

To create that second organization, would not flie

present United National Organization, or the two of them together,
e a house divided against itself I
Mr. DuLIJEs. When you talk about creating a second organization,
you are not speaking accurately. You would say, "Do we create a
fourth organizationI We have now the United Nations; we have the
Charter of the America States, bound together as an organization
under 51. You have the western European countries under 51. So
this would be a fourth one we are talking about.

Mr. JOKMAN. I will change the worf "second" to "auxiliary."

Mr. DuLLmS. "Another auxiliary."
Mr. JONRMAN. Would it not be a house divided against itself
Mr. DtrLLEs. You have a house divided against itself, if you want to
say anything less than universal involves division. I di not think
anything less than universal involves division. I do not think that the
fact that 48 American States have come together in the world involves
any division of the world. I do not think that, if we should have a
unification of western Europe and bring 20 nations together, that that
involves any division.
I think the more the national states can get together, that is all
progress toward a universal goal. I do not think you will get universality all at one jump. You will get it piecemeal, by the nations
who think alike and believe alike coming together closely. I think it
will be achieved as a gradual process, and I want to encourage that
gradual process.
. I do not call that anything contrary to the spirit of the Charter at
all. I think, on the contrary, it is one of the methods whereby the
Charter envisages an avhievement of a higher degree of universality.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Judd.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Dulles, the committee is greatly indebted to you for
making the trip down here, and, with such, lucidity, effectiveness, and
balance, discussing the issues with us.
The two main resolutions before us approach differently the problem
of more effective international organization, one on the universal level,
the other with the emphasis on the less than universal basis.
From a practical standpoint, in your Judgment, which is the better
for us to put the emphasis on? Which is the better for us to proceed
underIMr. DuLTJES. I would say on the less than universal basis under
article 51. I do not have any objection at all to a declaration by
Congress which suggests the various alternatives, and, as a matter of
fact, your resolution does that. I can see no objection to that. Your
reolution does not bind the administration to proceed along one way.
You suggest Charter amendment, but you equally suggest under 51.
I think your resolution opens up these various possibilities and I
would not close any of those possibilities, because it might very well
be that a time would come when it would be better to proceed by way
of a Charter amendment. We might feel that the international situation was such that if we called a convention under article 109, that the
support of our proposed amendments w6uld be so overwhelming that
the Soviet Union would Irust not dare stay out as a little minority.
When that time comes, if it comes, then there would be no reason
why we should not proceed under 109. There is every reason why we
should proceed under 109.
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However, on the basis of my own practical experience and contact
with this situation-as I say, I was the one who was in charge of the
American delegation for debating this proposition last fall-i do not
think that the moment is yet here when we can get the best result by a
conference under 109 and it may be better to procced first and exhaust
more fully the possibilities under 51. I think we get more together in
that way.
Then as we have gradually, through 51 associations, perhaps interlocking, bound the nations of the world more closely together, leaving
out inder those circumstances, perhaps only the Soviet Union, then
we will have perhaps a solid nucleus upon which to move under 109.
Mr. JUDD. There are ordinarily two ways that a committee of Congr.ess can ret its ideas across. One is through the text of a resolution; and the other is through tihe committee report. Might it be Wise,
to avoid the danger of appearing to commit the Executive, to have a
more general statement in a resolution coming out of this committee.a general statement of what the United States would like to move toward, and how far the United States itself is prepared to go-or if that
is too strong, a general statement of our concern over the inadequacy
of the present organization and the danger of the present situation,
the failure to move forward as mankind had expected; plus our hope,
as you say, that we can now move vigorously toward the "development
of international law and its impartial enforcement", and that the
Administration will proceed with resourcefuIness and high resolve in
that (lire.t ion; and then in the committeee report set forth in more detaild and specific form the changes which it is the consensus of opinion should be worked out in agreement with other countries?
That would bring the whole question to the floor of the House, where
it would be further amplified by the debates. Thus, we would not be
binding the Executive to a particular program but we would be crystalizing the profound concern of the American people and their aspirations with respect to these issues.
.
Would that be a better way to handle it than a more specific resolution?
Mr. DULLES. I would think so. I would consider, broadly speaking,
that such a program as you now suggest would be a very admirable
way of handling the matter.
I would like to say this: That there is always danger that the people
who have to deal with the problem first-hand are so impressed with
the difficulties, that they seem to mount up as insurmountable.
It is always important to have an urge behind you to surmount these
difficulties and to find through resourcefulness an"d imagination, a way
to do it.

I see no objection at all to Congress giving)a push in that diction.
I think the effect of that upon those who have to handle the thing
on a day-to-day basis such as I have had to do somewhat in the past,
the effect of that upon the world is splendid.
You have to have a combination of far-range idealism but also
you have to have your vision on what are the immediate obstacles
ahead. Otherwise you may stumble and fail.
..
.
I think it is wholly within the province of Congress to indicate the
great goals that we need to achieve.
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Personally, I feel the same sense of urgency in this international
situation that I think is evidenced by those who drew ip theso resdhktions. I particularly feel it in relation to this atomic energy situa-

tion. I am greatly concerned as to the position huniaiity will be in
if we do not find some international rule to govern the handling of

atomic energy before it becomes an open secret, so that almost anybody

cap use it.
That is a disastrous situation.
I do not know how long we have to operate in 1 year, 2 years, 3
years--I do not know-but time is running out. it is not a situation
whore We can just sit by and allow ours lves to be stymied. Whin
people are in a desl)erate position, where life itself hangs in the
alance, they develop new resourcefulness, new strength, which they
do not normally have.
I believe the world is in a desperate position where just the normal
procedures are not going to suffice. I think if Congress expresses
that sense of urgency on behalf of the American people, that that
in itself is a very great contribution to make to the cause in which
we are all so interested.
Mr. JUDD. If we had such an expression by the Congress in existence
at the present moment, might it not be a most useful thing for our
representative to present to Mr. Molotov and Mr. Vishinsky? He.
would be in an infinitely better and stronger position.
He could say, "The United States is ready to go ahead on this
program," and it would either expose them as engaging in the crudest
kind of a bluff or they would have to come along too.
That in itself would be helpful to public opinion here.
You can see in this morning's papers how many peopel are taken
in by the skillful way the Russians grabbed an opportunity tomake it
appear that they are the ones who want peace and we are blocking it.
Hitler followed the same procedure repeatedly with great success.
In the absence of some such action as this by us, they make more
heardway than we realize. That is one of the dangers from inaction
that must be considered when we are estimating the possible dangers
involved in taking action.
Is not that true?
Mr. Durms. That is true.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Fulton.

Mr. Fuuron. I want to thank Mr. Dulles for his fine statement
and his nice use of the English language today. It is a pleasure to
hear him speak so frankly and directly.
I also wish to thank Mr. Dulles as one of the people who assisted
the Foreign Affairs Committee in making suggestions for the reorganization of the committee along functional lines. I want to thank him
personally for the time he took to outline his views when I wrote to him
in Mexico, We members 6an now say that the Foreign Affairs Committee is reorganized on a world-wide scope into subcommittees classified by the subjects with which they deal. May we now go ahead on
the general problem?
I
Tihe question comes up,on matters relating to the United Nations,
and?~osoible cbamt44in ox' dnizmtion, as to whether that is a problem
of one body of Congress the Senate, pr two bodies of Congress, the
Senate and the House. T'his brings up the question whether on the
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old thleory of the Senate negotiating treaties, that body has exclusive
jvidiction, or whether under the new theory that the House now
supplie.,the money for these foreign commitments, that we also have
an interest.,
Which is it, tie Senate exclusively, or is it the Senate and the House
who should be concerned with this problem?
Mr. DuLL.s. I am willing to mix it up with Molotov and Vishinsky,
but I am not willing to get into that type of thing.
Mr. FULTON. Regardless of whether the so-called working paper
has been introduced in one body alone, or there are joint resolutions
here, do you think that both Houses of Congress should be equally
interested in the organization of the United Nations and the effect it
has on oti' democracy?
Mr., DULLES. I think that what is sought is an expression of the
concern and desires of the American people, that it is obviously preferable that that should be voiced not merely by one but by'both branches
of Congress. The more complete that expression is, the more convincing it is.
Does that go far enough?
Mr. FULTON. If that is as far as you would like to go, I will accept
that.
My next question was this:
You have commented on article 51, and the fact that it was drafted
originally in a reference framework that did not include atomic
energy, Which, of course, is true. Even though that were so, why in
article 51, was the inherent right of the individual member to protect
itself in self-defense, linked specifically with a condition?
May I cement there, while we are speaking of language, that when
a condition is put as a future condition, of course, the verb should have
been. in the subjunctive to be good English.
So here, when you have a "future" linked with a "condition" expressed in the UN Charter in the present indicative, may I comment
just as a practical committee member, that not only is the framework
out of date but tMe language was out of date from the time the English
language has come down to us from time immemorial.
Mr. DULLES. As I say, I had some part in drawing up that article
51, and:I am afraid I am not entitled to the very kind words you
used earlier as to my precise use of English,
I will say this, that when you come to drawing these things up in
the hurly-burly of an international conference, it. is not always possible to express one's self nicely.
This was one of the most debated clauses that we detlt with at San
Francisco, and I remember when the final check was, I think, agreed
to at a room up in the penthouse, where 5 or 6 or 10 people were all
working and drafting, and so forth, it is not possible for any one person
to polish these things up very flossily.
Bow, I want to call your attention to this as a matter of substance:
What article 51 says, is [reading] :
Nothing shall impair the Inherent right of individual or collective self-defense

if an armed attack occurs.

Now, what does that mean? That means that.if an armed attack
occurs, that is an occasion for the exercise of the inherent right of selfdefense, hut it does not say that the only case where you can exercise
the inherent right of self-defense is if an armed attack occurs.
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In other, words, there is an inherent right of self-defense which the
Charter does not attempt to define and which could not be defined with
any great precision, because tke question is what is aggression that
justifies inherent defense? It is something that cannot be spelled out
in detail in advance. It does take one particular case, and says, obviously, that jf an armed attack occurs, then that is an occasion for
exercising the nherent right of self-defense. It does not say that is the
only occasion in which the inherent right of self-defense can be exercised.
Mr. FULTON. Can I give you an inference on the way you have stated
it here, because you have linked up the individual, or collective selfdefense, with a condition.
If you will read it with me, this way, take the converse of it:
If an armed attack does not occur against a member of the United
Nations, then matters in the present Charter may impair the inherent
right of individual or collective self-defense.
'Mr. DULtas. I would say you are doing violence to the Charter
language who nyou read it in that way.
Mr. FULTONq. I am taking the converse. You have stated it one way
and I go beyond that and say, now, by inference, -just take it in the
converse. Then there is the inference that if there is no armed attack,
matters iAthis Charter shall impair that inherent right. But as a
matter of fact I do not think that you or Russia or the United States
or any country intended to limit in any way whether armed attack
or not, the individual or collective self-defense of members, but your
language implies it.
Mr. DULLES. There was no attempt to limit the inherent right of
individual or collective self-defense.
I prepared a memorandum for the United States delegation on that
question of the inherQnt right of self-defense. I pointed out that there
was that inherent right which could not be taken away by implication
or event in my opinion expressly, because no individual can give up
the right to protect his own life.
My- opinion there was that there was nothing in the Charter which
did that or that would purport to do it.
Mr. Fuvro. On page 8 of your statement you have the comment
that most of the Security Council action under chapter 6 dealing with
the pacific settlement of disputes is by fair interpretation, procedural
only.
I would disagree with this, because I have raised the question with
American Ambassador Austin previously, that American practice before the United Nations seems to be too much to change substantive
matters over into procedural matters to obtain an ultimate end.
Now, certainly, under article 87, when the Security Council is not
only to recommend certain procedures for the pacific settlement, but
also to advise members on how to do it, if we are limiting that merely
to the procedural, the United States is not sing, nor is the United
Nations, the full power of chapter 6.
Mr. Duis., IP was because of that, which I had in mind, that I did
not say that allmatters unqlerqhapter 6,Are procedural. I say that
most atters under chapter 6 are procedural, because I recognize there
are sothe makers under chapter 6 and particularly the matter you point
to which in my opinion is not procedural, but I think when it comes to,
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letus say, calling upon the nations to settle a dispute by means of their
own choosing, why is that not a procedural matter?
Thereis no substance at all; two nations are arguing and fighting
and the Security Council says, "Gentlemen, please try and find a procedurefor settling your dispute."
I do not think that is anything but a procedural matter.
Mr. FULTON. That is procedural, but the real meat, if you make
chapter 6 chiefly procedural, is being lost. Actually the reason chapter 6 cannot be used at the present time is a practical difficulty not
that it is a procedural difficulty. Therefore I was pointing out to you
in reference to page 3 that probably because of the present practical
difficulties, it is limited to procedural, but it is not the limit of article 6
as a theoretical question, which you comment on here. That is a practical difficulty at the present time that we are experiencing.
Do you agree witli that?
Mr. DuLus. I would still adhere to the statement I made, that in
my opinion most of the matters hat are dealt with by chapter 6 could
legitimately be considered procedural. [Reading:]
The Security Council may call upon parties to settle disputes by means of
mediation-

and so forth.
I would say that is proceduralThe Security Council may Investigate any dispute.

There are possibly some types of investigation which might be substantive but in general, this preliminary investigation is primarily a
)rocedural matter, very much like the discussions which are now
held to be procedural, although we had great debate with the Soviet
Union about that at San Francisco.
Mr. JAViTS. I would like to join my colleagues in expressing appreciation for your appearance here andappreciating the benefit of your
very authoritative experience.
Do you find the statement of Mr. Molotov a suitable basis for undertaking discussions without appeasement or weakness, between ourselves and the Soviet Union on some of these major questions like
atomic-weapons control, or (1 you find this would not be a suitable
basis?
Mr. DuLLEs. I did not really come here to testify on that matter.
Anything I say there, I say with many reservations.
Mr. CIIIPERFIELD (presiding). If you do not care to answer the
question, of course, you have that right.

Mr. JAvrrS. Mr. bulles, I will withdraw the question.
I might explain, the only reason I asked the question was whether
this is the proper basis on which to go into an effort to amend the whole
Charter, does this present a suitable opening? I would not want to
take advantage of it myself if it did not.
Mr. CniPE'FIELD (presiding). I would say the question is out of

order, Mr. Javits.
Mr. DuLLE8. I would say Secretary Marshall ismaking a general

statement today on that matter and Ifwould prefer to leave the interpretation of that to him.
Mr. JAVITS. You make a statement at page 5 of your prepared statement I would like to question you about. You say that you believe
it permissible for a collective defense group to treat as an aggression,
75921-48-20
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the violation of rules for the regulation of armament which the Gen-

eral Assembly has determined to be necosary for international peace
and security and which the collective defense group accepts ffpr itself.
Does that mean that if the nations of the world in the General
Assembly should accept the United States proposals regarding an
Atomic Development Authority, and if the U. S. S. R. did not. accept
the plan, the other nations joined together in regional pacts might
treat that as an a gression ?
Mr. DULEs. T at is what I mean, yes.
Mr. JAVITS. That is a very effective way, is it not, Mr. Dulles, in
which the General Assembly could really be enforcing world law without any amendment to the Charter whatever?
Mr. DuLLIs. The General Assembly would not itself be enforcing
it but I would say that the General Assembly would in effect make
world law and if it did, and should determine that the manufacture of
atomic bombs without control or regulation was something that was
go dangerous that it would declare it to be illegal and a conspiracy
against mankind, then I believe that any collective self-defense movement could adopt that interpretation and consider that manufacture
of atomic bombs to be a menace to it which would justify self-defense.
Mr. JAvIr-r. By the regional groups collectively ?
Mr. DULLES. fBy the collective group under 51 perhaps.
Mr. JAvrrs. That action of self-defense perhaps being directed
against the "lawbreaker," if that happened to-be the Soviet?
Mr. DuL s.That is right.
Mr. JAVITS. That is what you consider to be its spirit and intent, being one of the drafters of the section?
Mr. DuLLgs. Yes.
Mr. JAVITS. I am sure that by discussing regional organization with
us, you have no desire to torture the Charter. You really think in
terms of regional organizations which have a basis in a region, like the
inter-American pact,. or perhaps an Asiatic pact, and certainly the
western European union.
Am I correct in that?
Mr. Duum. Yes.
You will appreciate, Mr. Javits, that the action that you take finally
is under 51 and not under 52, and 51 is not in the section of the Charter
which deals with the regional arrangements. That begins at the end
of 51, with article 52.
On the other hand, I would say this, that I believe that the association under 51 should be one which has some nationality. It was not
intended by article 51 to permit, let us say, two nations which are
unrelated, either geographically, or by common institutions or common beliefs, merely to get together in a defensive alliance or offensive
alliance. That was not the spirit of 51.
I recall that in working on 51 at San Francisco, of-course, the nub
of that was, it was not collective self-defense as against individual
self-defense. I used the illustration there of a man and his family,
let us say, that there is a certain natural right of people who have
ties among themselves to defend eaich other, which is quite different
from apurely artificial compact of expediency.
Mr. JAvrr. Mr. Dulles, would you permit an interruptionI
I would like to have you answer ;at the same time whether or not
you consider that the United States has such widespread interests in
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the world that it would have a legitimate right to join a regional
arrtngement anywhere, under your interpretation of what was meant

by "regional arrangements"?

'

Mr.'DuLLES. I believe that the interests of the United States are
so close, not only with the American states, the states of this hemisphere, but also with the European group with which we have such
long historic ties-also let us say with China-if you put together
the different grouping gs into which the United States logically forms a
part, that that includes most of the world.
Mr. JAVITS. Thank you.
Mir CITIPERFIELD (presiding). Mr. Lodge.
Mr. LoooE. Mr. Dulles, I would like to congratulate you on a very
significant statement which has been very helpful to the deliberations
of the committee.
At page 3 you state [reading]:
A time may come when It would be useful to confront the Soviet Union
with a conference for revision of the Charter.

I take it therefore you do not favor Resolution 59 at this time;
is that correct?
Mr. DULLES No- I do not favor Congress calling-the immediate
calling of a general conference. I say the time may come when it i.
appropriate to call such a conference but I do not think it can be
said that it should be called immediately.
Mr. LoDGE. You said a little while ago, sir, that you felt that .the
emphasis should be rather on proceedings under 51, than on the more
universal level.
Does that mean that you favor Resolution 163 as an expressior of
that particular thought?
Mr. DULLES. I would not want to be committed to the precise Ilguage in every respect of 163, but I do think that in general a statement of the purposes sought and an expression of the various alternatives by which the Administration might develop that result, either
through a general conference or through an &ticle 51 arrangement,
that seems to be entirely appropriate in a resolution to be passed.
I do not want to be committed to the precise language, you understand.
Mr. LoDoE. You did express the belief that it would be appropriate
and helpful for the Congress to express itself on that matter, to the
extent, at least, of indicating that the sentiment of the American
people as expressed through the Congress is that we aspire for a
world in which there shall fie Government by international law rather
than by force.
Mr. DULLES. Yes.
Mr. LoDGE. You would prefer a resolution along the lines of 163,
than one along the lines of 59, for that purpose?
Mr. DULLES. Yes.
Mr.LoD . Yet I am sure you realize that 163 contains the implication that, first, all possibilities of achieving a stronger United Nations
Charter have been exhausted and the only way you can exhaust
those possibilities is by attempting to amend the Charter.
Therefore, it seems to me that 163 contiiifih the ~htlicationi that ybu
will call a conference under 109.
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Mr. Dtitms. I think I expressed myself very accurately in answering what Mr. Judd put to me. He oisked my opinion as to whether
the emphasis should be put upon 51 or upon 109 and I said I felt
the emphasis should be put upon 51.
However, in the main) what I conceive as being the appropriate
role of Conress in this matter is to indicate the goal whic. is to be
sought, and in my opinion those goals are very well put, on the whole,
in 163; namely, that we at least start with itrule of law in relation
to some matters like atomic energy, armament, and so forth; secondly,
to make clear that the United States is willing itself to accept a rule
of law on those matters; thirdly, to make clear that the achievement
of that goal is looked upon by the Congress, speaking for the American peope, as a -matter of urgency; and, flintay, to leave the administration with all reasonable latitude as to how to get to the goal. It
is impossible, in my opinion, for Congress to wisely prescribe the steps
which should be taken.
I say, today, that in my opinion, proceedings under 51 offer more
hope than proceedings under a Charter amendment. It may be that
that could change overnight. I think it would be a great mistake
in carrying out this great purpose of declaring the policy of the Congress and of the American people in this matter, to get itself too much
involved in attempting to prescribe the detailed procedure which is
involved.
Mr. LODGE. Yes, sir. I think that is a very wise and interesting
answer.
Te thought I had in mind was that I think it has been assumed by
many of us that you can proceed under 51 as it has been done at Rio,
at Brussels, and at The Hague, but that in order to form a 51 federation,
as Mr. Finletter put it, in order to attempt to form all the world except
the recalcitrant nations into a federation, it would be advisable, first, to
attempt to amend the Charter of the United Nations by calling a conference under 109.
I take it that you would not subscribe to that view, that you feel we
should go ahead under 51 anyway.
I would then like to ask you this:
Would you feel that we should satisfy ourselves with proceeding under 51, as is being done at the moment at Brussels and at The Hague,
or should we attempt to do as was done under the Articles of Confederation, attempt to organize all the rest of the world into another
federation?
Mr..DuLFS. I think it is quite impractical to organize all the nations
of the world except the Soviet block into a federation. That is just
as impossible as proceeding under 109. The number of nations that
you can draw together on a basis that would be acceptable to us is
relatively few. They are what I might call the free societies, which
have a long-established "ondition of democratic practice and have
among themselves the machihery and procedures for establishing and
carrying out law.
Mr. L DE. May I interrupt you there, sir.
'"Under 163, *hat is called for is precisely what you have just now
disapproved of. In other words, the organization of all the countries
whicli are willing to amend the Chatter, the organization of them
under 51.
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Therefore, it seeis to me that you really disapprove of both of these
reso utions.
I hinl it is important for this comnAittee to get your views on these
resolutions which are before us and which we must consider when the
hearings have been completed.
Mr. DULLES. I have not attempted to discuss in my statement the
precise language of each of these three resolutions that are before you.
If the committee would like me to do so I would be glad to submit a
written memorandum on that.
Mr. CHlPERFIELD (presiding). Or any other suggestions you might

have as to what should be the resolution.
Mr. FuLTON. That would be a very great help.
Mr. LoDOE. 'Mr.Finletter suggested that we amend Resolution 59,

iii such a way as to make it clear that we do not call upon the United

States representatives to the United Nations to ask for a conference
under 109 until we are sure or have some reasonable assurance that
such a conference can prove successful.
In that connection it would occur to me there are two ways of amending the Charter of the United Nations. One is a conference under
109, and the other is under 108.
If Resolution 59 is to be amended in the manner suggested by Mr.
Finletter, can thatdiot be done by testing these amendments out under
108, without the calling of a general con ference, and therefore in effect
would that not. be watering down Resolution 59 to such a degree that
it would be in effect asking for a proceeding under 108 rather tian 109?
Mr. DuLIs. My opinion is that you must first find out through
diplomatic channels how much progress you could make. It would
be a great catastrophe to launch anything here that you could not
carry through reasonably to success.
This business is kind of like a rubber band, you know. If you pull
it very thin you can make it go a long ways. If you want it to be
strong and solid, you cannot stretch it out.

Now, there are all kinds of variations. You say you want as many

nations as possible to join this.

Then there is this proposition; the more universal it is, the more
diluted it is. If you are going to have it tight you will only have a
few. If you are *willing to have it fairly loose,'you will have more.
If you want to have it universal you must have it thinner yet.
Nobody can predict in advance as to how many nations will subscribe
to one formula how many to a little different formula, and how many
to a formula a little different than that.
I think that the main role of Congress here is to indicate what the
United States wants, what we are willing to accept ourselves, and
what we want to give our people who are charged with the conduct of
foreign affairs a mandate to do and leave them with very great latitude
as to how to do it.
Mr. LODGE. Would it be fair to summarize your point of view as
follows:
You do not favor Resolution 59 because you consider that such a
move would be at best a tactical move And the time for that tactical
move has not yet arrived?
Mr. DULLES. That is right.
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Mr. LoDo. You do not favor 163 because you do not believe it is
right at this time to attempt to organize all. the rest of the world into
another federation under 51. .
..
ri
You do favor the Congress expressing itself as to the general proposition-,
Mr. CHIPERFIELD (presiding). I might suggest the gentleman's time
has expired.
Mr. LODOE. You do believe the Congress should take some action
to indicate our hopes and aspirations in this matter?
Mr. DuLLuS. I all you want to do is to unite as many nations as
possible on a concrete program for the control of atomic energy,
then I think you could get a veiy large number of nations into such
a compact; almost all except the Russian group.
If you want a tighter basis you will lose some.
If you want to get together on a tighter basis still, you will lose
more.
There must be a lot of latitude for negotiating as to how many you:
bring in, and-if you limit yourself to one.purpose, namely, the control
of atomic energy, you can probaly get a lot more unanimity than
you could on any other single thing.
As you expand the number of things you want to cover, you reduce
automatically the number who will come in under it. Therefore, yon
do not have anything that you could deal with on a rigid basis.
As I say, it is like a rubber band that you can pull out or draw
together again.
Mr. LOvE. Thank you very much, Mr. Dulles.
Mr. BLoOM. May I ask Mr. Dulles a question?
Mr. CHIPERFIELD (presiding). Yes, Mr. Bloo.
Mr. BLooM. Mr. Dulles, in answer to Mr. Judd's question with
reference to this House Concurrent Resolution 59 and House Concurrent lReh
iluiln 163, I believe -you stated that if the Congress
should express an opinion that it would have a very material effect
upon the other nations; is that right?
Mr. DuLixs. That is right.
Mr. BioOM. If the House would pass House Concurrent Resoltition
59, or 163, or some resolution, and if the Senate did not pass that
resolution-if it was a concurrent resolution instead of a simple
House resolution, and the resolution should die in this Congress,
what effect would that have on the balance of the world?
Mr. DuLLES. A bad effect.
Mr. BLooM. Then in answer to Mr. Judd's question, are you not
taking a chance if you have a concurrent resolution, instead of it
simple House resolution, and then if the Senate wants to have their
own resolution, all right, but for the House to pass the simple House
resolution that goes out before the world, the House has exl'ssed
itself and it has not had the effect of being killed in the other body
is thatnot right? It should be a simple House resolution instead ol
a concurrent resolution ?
Mr. DuLms. You are involving me in parliamentary problems of
which you are a master, you know.
Mr. BrooM. I am taking Mr. Judd's question.
Now, the question is, What-would be more effective, to have a concurrent reolution passed in the House and die in the Senate or a
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simple House resolution passed in the House, that goes out to the world
as'the expression of the House of Representatives of the United StatesI
Mr. Dm.Es. In order to have an effect upon the conduct of our foreign policyland upon the attitude of other nations, it is perfectly obvious that the United States ought to speak with a united and single
voice.
If you have one point of view expressed in the House and another
point of view expressed in the Senate, all it shows is that there is divided council within the United States, and our ability to negotiate
with other countries disappears.
Mr. BwoM. Then you are taking a great chance in having a concurrent resolution instead of a House resolution?
Mr. DuLizs. You gentlemen can tell how much of a chance you are
taking better than I can.
Mrs. BOLIroN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Mr. CiinEirFIELD (presiding). Mrs. Bolton.
Mrs. BOLTON. You say it grows more and more difficult as you try to
include different 'things in this, that the stations would not come in
for thispurpose or that purpose.
Would they not come in for the express purpose of creating an atmosphere where peace could live?
Mr. DuLLEs. I think you could probably get all the nations again to
reaffirm the Kellogg-Briand Act, which is a general platitudinous expression of the desire to have peace.
Mrs. BOLTON. That is not my point at all. I wonder whether they
could not be persuaded to enter a conference, rather than atomic energy
or something of that kind. The purpose of the thing is peace of the
world. Certainly every country is interested in the peace of the world.
Mr. DuL.Ls. Ido not believe there are any people who treat peace
as the ultimate end. Permanent freedoms, rights, and liberties are
the ultimate ends. As far as, peace assures them, people want peace.
You can have world government today if you will take Mr. Stalin and
make him dictator.
Mrs. BOTTON. Would they not come to a council meeting on the basis
of peace?
Mr. DULTES. We had one in San Francisco, yes.
Mrs. BOLTON. I cannot make myself clear.
Mr. Durn. The general problem of peace has been pretty thoroughly threshed out, so it now comes down to the proposition of the
relationship of what you do for peace as to your individual rights, freedoms, and liberties.
Peace means one thing to us. We are willing to have peace on cer-

tain terms.

Other people think of peace on different terms. They are willing to

have peace on those terms.
As long as you talk about peace as a generality, people are for it; but,

when you discuss the methodby which you get it, it is difficul.
The Soviets say their system is the only system that will bring

peace to the world becafte that involves forcing all human beings into
a common mold; that the trouble with the world is there are too mat
different people in it and they think diffeorbnt ways, and you gdt di-

versity and disharmony. They siy, "We are going to eliminate all

the disharmony. They will be just like sheep; they will all go to
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pasture in the morning and go back to the barns at night. Then you
will have peace."
We do not want peace on those terms.
Mrs. Bo1oN. Thank you.
Mr. CHIPERFIELD (presiding). Mr. Dulles, we thank you for a very
fine statement.
We will meet at 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon,at 12: 10 p. in., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 2 p. m. of the same day.)
APIERNOON SESSION

-,Mr. CHIPERFIELD

(presiding). The meeting will come to order.

Mr. Justice Roberts.
STATEMENT OF HON. OWEN 3. ROBERTS, FORMER JUSTICE, UNITED
STATES SUPREME COURT
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
have not a formal typewritten statement. I will he nllowed latr by
Mr. ,trit, who will make a fuller presentation of the views that he and
I hold than I make in my statement.
I have handed you a prdcis of the points I think important, and I
shall enlarge upon them as I go along.
* First, I agree with those who think it is important to preserve and
perpetuate the United Nations. We were the ones who brought the
United Nations into existence. We have buttressed great hopes of
our own people and many people of the world on its continuance. To
now denounce it and throw it over or destroy it would seem to me to
be a very wrong thing to do. It has its uses, and we all know that. It
has all the uses that the League of Nations had and the League of Nations did some very good things, by persuasion, by education, and enlightenment. It is a forum in which we can meet with the nations,
We can disagree in system, in views, and in background. . think it
should be kept, and we should endeavor to keep every nation in it that's
now in it.
Secondly, I agree that the European recovery program, at least for
this, fiscal year, is essential to bridge the economic gap in western
Europe. We cannot hope to get any organization of free peoples of
the world, we cannot hope to avoid beingless isolated and alone among
the people who practice the free way of life if we permit the western
European democracries to disintegrate. They must have interim help
until we can devise a way for permanent recovery of those nations, in
my udgment.
I believe that neither theUnited Nations nor the European recovery
program can preserve the system of individual freedom and democratic
institutions, either in western Europe or in the United States. It
seems to me perfectly evident that the United Nations cannot guarantee security to the'democracies of western Europe. It is perfectly
elear to me that the United Nations, as now set up, will not promote
the economic recovery of the people' of western Europe.' If it were
competent to do it, why should we be going into the European recovery

program?
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Neither will the European recovery program in the present status of
the world, in my judgment, be a long-run method of promoting recovery in western Europe.
here are two things that western Europe requires for economic

recovery. The first is military security and the second, a reasonable
hope of economic and civilian means of restoring their economy.
Now,the European recovery plan, in my estimation, gives no hope
of military security, and can give no permanent hope to our friends
that our aid will be enough, or furnished long enough to insure the
recovery of the western nations of Europe.
The proposals now before your committee stem from a similar belief, I take it, but I feel that these proposals in turn will prove inadequate to save the free way of life in the world.
First, I take the proposal to attempt to reform the United Nations
by abolishing the veto. That, in my view, is impractical, both in
method and in results. First, experience shows that any move to
this end within the United Nations will involve a delay of years.
If you gentlemen will envisage the length of time it has taken to determine that the United Nations cannot agree on a security force,
and the length of time it has taken to determine that it cannot agree
on an atomic energy plan, and if you will review the enormous delays that obstructionists have been able to use and to resort to in the
United Nations whenever they wanted to oppose a plan, I think you
will agree with my suggestion that you are going to have a talkfest
that will run for years before you come to a show-down on any
amendment. I think the crisis in Europe will not permit any such
delay. I think the patient will die while you are devising a remedy.
Secondly, abolition of the veto cannot'be established without the
consent of Russia and the United States. Russia will not consent
Have any of you any doubt about that? She said she would not
consent. She said it over and over again officially.
The United States, in my judgment, should not consent if the
United Nations remains a league of sovereign nations.
Now, you know what the amendment provisions are in articles 108
and 109. Russia must in the final show-down, after the Assembly
shall have acted, consent to the amendment or the amendment does
not take effect.
Now, the United States position in retaiiiing the veto in the present
United Nations framework seems to me to be completely sound. As
long as we are dealing with a group of sovereign nations, I cannot
see ow the United States can give up the veto and allow the other
nations for selfish or other motives, first, to put us into a war; second,
to control the conduct of that war; and, third, to make the peace.
Mr. BLoom. Mr. Chairman, would the gentleman allow a question
at that point?
Mr. RoBEms. Certainly.
Mr. BLoom. Do you think the Senate would approve of adhering
to or joining the United Nations if they did not have the veto power!
Mr. RonETs. They said they would not. There were Senators
who said so.from.the floor.
Mr. BLooM. Do you think there is any doubt I
Mr. ROBERTS. I do not have the slightest doubt about it. I think
I should have taken the same position as those Senators took on an
analysis of what the United Nations was and how it could operate.
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How could we put. our whole future at the peril of a majority decision of a securit) council? How could we do it, now?
Mr. CirmIRFl1) (presiding). Does the gentleman mind interruptions
I
Mr.RoBEwrs.
I would welcome them.
Mr. Bwo~i. May I ask this question: Do you know who suggested
the veto?
Mr. ROBERTS. I do not; but I am perfectly sure that Britain and the
United States and Russia were for it.
Mr. BwoM. There is no question about the United States suggesting
the veto.
Mr. RoBERTS. I do not question tjiat, but I am not interested in who
suggested it, Mr. Blooni, at all. I am interested inwhat we would do
if we took it away and stayed in that organization; what perils we run.
Mr. BLoom. That is the full veto. Of course, the abuse of the veto
power is the only thing that is bad.
Mr. RonBERS. I am coming to that in a minute.
Mr. CHipEmrFEW. Mr. Justice, our representative Mr Austin, has
tried to amend the Charter in procedural matters, and in every instance
hie has failed because of Russia's failure to consent. I think your
conclusion is absolutely sound.
Mr. JUDD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CHWER E ). We cannot get anywhere as long as Russia has the

veto power.
Mr. JuDD. May I make this comment: Of course, you understand
Mr. Justice, that nobody has suggested, so far as I know, that we should
eliminate the veto except in certain limited matters one, the right of a
nation to veto police action against itself if it is declared an aggressor,
second, to veto action against it for arming for aggression; and, third,
on the admission of new members to the United Nations. I do not
think anybody has suggested that we should give up the veto on somebody else ordering our troops into battle, for example. That would
be giving up the power to declare war which is vested solely in Congress and which unless there is genuine world government,'Congress
could not approve.
Mr. RoBars. Would you want to give up the veto on a questqion of

whether action of the United States was aggressive? Would you like
to have a majority of a security council put you under laps for that?
Mr. JuDD. I would not hestitate to give up the veto on that if there
were reasonably substantial agreement among an overwhelming majority of the countries that we were an aggressor. I would not hesitate
to give up our veto over a decision by perhaps a two-thirds vote of the
United Nations, that a certain action by the United States was aggressive, because we do not intend ever to take action that could be
called aggressive under ally definition that might be adopted.
Mr. RoBERs. You mean by the Security Council?
Mr. JUDD. By the Security Council, I should have said.
* Mr. RoaRmm. I do not believe I am prepared to go that far. Not
inan international set-up, where national ambition is left to play out
its part in the world, just as it has in ,he past except for the intervention of diploma v and force.
Mr. BLoO. Who would they gang up against?
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Suppose they ganged up against us?

Mr. B.oor. There is no question about it.

Mr. ROnERTS. Now, secondly, Russia will not consent. I do not
know whether you will agree with that, but Russia says she entered
the league on a solid covenant that the veto could not be 'abolished
without her vote, and I think she is absolutely right in that position.
I do not think this Nation, which drew her into that covenant at San
Francisco, can possibly repudiate that, in the face of her opposition
now.

I do not go along with the criticisms of Russia for exercise of the
veto. If she has misconstrued the contract as to what she can veto,
then that is wrong, but I am not sure she has misconstrued the contract. Ii other words, it is a nice kind of an association where I and
yoU and( you agree that in a certain instance you may, if you wish, take
certain action, and after the contract is clear, I say, "Well, you have
that right but. you ought not to exercise it; you want to be a decent
fellow, don't you?
That is not the way Russia eonstrues agreements. Sire rads them
with every comma and every semicolon in them, an(l she reads them
favorably to herself if she can, and she stands on the letter of her
bargain. I, for one, cannot blame her for that.
Now, I think that the United States ought not to attempt to force
the abolishment of the veto over Russia's objection by any kind of
skullduggery. It would be a breach of faith for us to do it.
However, assume that we are willing to cross that bridge, you are
going to either force Russia and her friends, and some neutrals, out of
the United Nations. or you are going to force us and our friends to walk
out and form some otier organization. I agree that the United Na-

tionls, as now set uip, cannot, keep the peace. I do think it is valuable
and almost vital to keep Russia in it so that we can talk to her, so that
we do not lose omipletelv some method of getting at world foriun
for the discussion of what we think are world wrongs and world rights.
However, suppose we walk out or she walks out, because we insist
on an amendment and insist that she go along or quit. The proposals
seem to be then. gentlemen, that if Russia and the other fiation§ leave
the United Nations, or if we are forced to leave it and form another
organization, we are to have the forming of a reformed Uited Nations, thus dividing the world into two camps.
As Mr. Dulles said this morning, he knew of a number of people
who would not be for going along with us in this. There will be a
bloc. There will be two blocs.
Mr. JuDD. Of course part of your argument is directed toward defeating a proposal which, so far as I know, nobody has ever made. The
same as Secretary Marshall and Mr. Austin spent most of their time
shooting a strawman that we were trying to drive Russia out of the
UN, or. on the other hand, were planning to get out ourselves. I do
not know of anyone who has proposed either pushing her out or getting out ourselves.
Mr ROBERTS. Mr. Congresman, is that the result?
4.
4
Mr. JXDD. I do not think sb.
Mr. RonERTs. You attempt to have a refdrmatibn of the Chaftbr
fnder &rticle 108 or 109. Suppose Russia vetoes it. Then you go on.
You go on in the Unifed Nations?
Mr. JuD. Yes, certainly, we stay in the United Nations.
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Mr. RolTmas. Yes, certainly, so would I stay on in the United Nations, and I would not try to force anything on her.
Mr. JUDD. No, we should not try to force anything on her.
Mr. ROBERTS. I think if you succeed in qualifying the nature of the
veto, evby 'in the limited way you say, Russia will walk out of the
United Nations.
Mr. JUDD. Why would she walk outf It is a bridge which is of
.enormous value to her because at the present time it has only a oneway stream of traffic in her favor. It is of much greater value to
her than it is to us. I cannot see what she would gain by walking out.
We would still be in, as Mr. Dulles said this morning, on a loose
federation basis. Then we would also have a tighter arrangement for
a group of us within the United Nations, not outside that organization,
as I envisage it.
Mr. ROBERTS. Now, I am working for the United Nations, because
that is what I am for.
Mr. JUDD. We do not want people interpreting our resolution as
meaning something we insist on every occasion it does not mean.
Mr. ROBERTS. Suppose you either amend the United Nations Charter,
or you do not, one or the other?
Mr. JUDD. I grant you that we probably would not succeed in
amending it, and it could not be done if Russia would not agree.
But it has been my thought that it is worth making the effort.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Congressman, do you envisage at all how long it
would take to get that out of your system?
Mr. JUDD. Certainly I have. I put this bill in the House of Representatives last July 9, and today is May 12. It has taken 10 months to
to hearings.
justRoBEr.
getMr.
Suppose the United Nations starts on it. How Ion
will it take within the United Nations even to get the question decided
All western Europe will need all the propping up you can do for 5
years before you get to the question of being successful along your
lines, in myjudgment.
Mr. JUDD. While we are working at that we can also work on the
more limited basis. I do not want to fail to exert every possible effort
in that direction while we are working also under article 51.
Mr. RdBuRS. I would not work on the effort to change the covenant
at all, sir.
Mr. JUDD. Because you think it is so hopeless?
Mr. RomrmT. Not only is it hopeless, but I think there is a better
way to accomplish what we need to accomplish, without wasting time,
effort, and destroying more good feeling by another battle within the
United Nations, and it will be a prime battle, do not make any
mistake about that.
Now, if the United Nations fails, if it breaks up as a result of a futile
or successful attempt to amend the charter, then what is the next program As I understand the program of the federalists, it is then to
form another United Nations without Russia. Well, that is just as
hopeless, or wd(se in my judgment than what we are in now. A new
'U ited Natiofis without the Veto, dr with a limited veto, again means
eithbr that we .muftne ..0 ain Azerican.empire, and lead this.bunch,
or we mut be at the dictation of them in many respects. I do not think
we can sit in either position in another League of-Nations, and another
United Nations.
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I think that we must face up to the bold thing that we must do if
we want to save the free way of life. I think that the half measures
that are suggested now are simply worthless. The European recovery
program alone, must not you gentlemen agree, cannot resuscitate
western Europe wlen Europe has no hope of security. She has no
assurance that when she builds up her industry that she will realize
anything from it, and that it will be hers.
Now, what are being suggested are military programs for these 16
nations. I would be sorry to see the United States enter into a military alliance with i3,15, 12, or 3 European nations. Such alliances
are notoriously unstable, they are notoriously the subject of disputes
as to how you integrate your defense forces, how you conduct your
wars. We low what we have been through in two wars, in such alliances as we have had. Now, it will not do.
Now, I anjust thinking, if we aregoing to try these half measures,
ERP, the military alliance, and so Forth, I am just wondering how
long the economy of the United States is going to stand the strain of
our internationally propping up European nations in the most wasteful way that it can be done, without the economies of a single defense
force, without the economies of a single foreign policy, without the
economies that come from over-all direction of industry, and what
have you, doling out money to nations and attempting to control how
they dole it out, propping up their military machines, and then trying
to direct them how they Iwil integrate them with us. The troubles,
disputes and difficulties are simply enormous.
I think that we must discard these half measures, and get beyond
them by a bold stroke at once, or lose possibly the whole game.
I do not know whether there has been much discussion-before your
committee on the federation of European democracies. It is a step
in the right direction, of course. A federation of European democracies wou1(1 be a fine gesture, but where would we be? We would have
to prop it up, just as much as we are propping up the 16 nations. We
would have to make an alliance with it, just as much as we have to
ally with the 16 nations to give them security, and why decide to
divide the freemen of the world into two camps when the ideology
that is against us lives on division and thrives on division, just as dfid
Hitler.
Now, I think that the way to promote economic recovery in western
Europe, and the remainder'of the world, is to form a union of peoples
whose nations provide freedom under law. The nations who have held
the brunt of spiritual, material progress for 100 years. Weld them
into a common society, a society which as a federal unit carries some
respect for their common defense, and promotes their common welfare. A society governed by peovIes' law, a society that protects the
individual liberty which is the essential of man's welfare, prosperity,
and progress, if we know anythi'ug about the lessons of history.
As Mr. Dulles pointed out, there is a small group of people who
could be united just that way. I was greatly heartened by the fact
that though lie was not for that program now, he did point out that
free w4y of life who could unite
there were people who practiced t,)he
in a very close form of union, and, ashe put it,notstretch the rubber
band, but allow it to remain a small, rubber band that really binds them
together ii some real sense, and binds their potential into one.
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Mr. BLoM. Would that be under the Charter of the United Nations ?
Mr. RoBnns. There is nothing in the Charter I can find, Mr. Bloom,
that forbids it.
,
I
,
I
Mr. BLooM. How about the preamble? I am interested-in that be.
cause I had something to do with writing it.
Mr. ROBrTs. The preamble?
Mr. BLooM. The preamble of the United Nations, yes.
Mr. RoBERTs. I think there is nothing in the preamble concerning

two nations wanting to form themselves into one.
Mr. BLoom. I refer to the item of freedom.
Mr. RoaErs. It says, "The 'peoples' of the United Nations are determined"-and so on. If you will permit me to say so, I will say that
I think thiq was a mistatement. .That was a treaty of nations and uot
people.
Mr. BLoom. The preamble starts off the same as that of our Constitution, "We, the people."
Mr. ROBEMrs. That was a constitution ratified by people. This was

not.
The United Nations is a great treaty, Mr. Bloom, you cannot deny
that. If it was not a treaty, why was it ratified by the Senate as a
treaty? It is a treaty. It preserves all sovereignty to every one of
the nations in it. It says so in the charter. A union of people, like that
under our own Constitution, is ratified by the people of the nations
that go into it, and not otherwise.
Now, there are nations that can go into that kind of a union, and
see what you get: The whole British Comnmnonwealth can do it. The
Low Countries can do it. The Scandinavian 'countries, Switzerland
and France can do it, and I think the Philippines can do it because
they have a constitution like our own at the moment.
You would take the Philippines in simply to show there is no question of race or color in this t ing, or geographical location, but I would
take those nations first because the crisis is in Europe today, and nowhere else. It is among those people. If you resuscitate and restore
them, you have some chance of resuscitating and restoring tie economy
of the world. Without them, and we alone, say, "No."
Mr. BioM. How many nations did you figure on?
Mr. RoBF.RTs. If I were the Congress of the United States, I would

adopt a resolution inviting the delegates from the members of the
British Commonwealth-tlat is Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
South Africa, Great Britain, and Eire.
Mr. BWoM. Do you mean individually?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes, and I would invite France, Belgium, the Nether-

lands, the Scandinavian countries, and Switzerland. I think I would
invite the Philippines. There is the focus now of the economic area of
the world. There is thp focus now of the military deficiencies of the
world. Let us get together and see 'if we can form a union, a union
something on the pattern of the United States of America, then let us
put in tle fundamental law that the parliament of that union shall
admit other nations as they find thema fit to. come in. That is what
the Congress did with all butthe Thitteen Original States. They apA
plied for admissionj and the Congrespassed on it.
Mr. Bwo m . That charter goes back to the people, and the people
vote on that charter; is that your idei , .
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, Mr. RoHEwrs. If the delegates could devise something like, the delegates in Philadelphia in 1787 did, and would refer it back to the Congress, the Congress would examine it, and then refer it to the people
for a referendum; and the people of other nations would vote on "by popular vote. Then you get the individual units as the basis of your
union, just as you do for the-Federal Government of the United States.
Mr. JuDD. Was our Constitution ratified by popular vote, or was it
by the legislatures?
Mr. RoBEirs. The Constitution required that it be referred to conventions of the people of the States, and each of the States elected
conventions.
Mr. BLwom. There was no specified number of delegates, that you
could have. Some States had 40 and some only 10. The delegates
voted on it.
Mr. RonEffs. They were elected by popular elections.
Mr. JuDD.- They were called for that special purpose?
Mr. Roilirrs. The people voted for their representatives on the ques.
tion of whether they would be for it or whether they would not be
for it.
Mr. BIoo3r. Your Bill of Rights was voted on the same way.
Mr. RoBEmTS. The Constitution required that. I do not think you
can found any lasting government except. on the will of the people.
There is the idea of the United Nations, there is the idea of the League
of Nations, there was the idea with the old Articles of Confederation.
States were the constituent members. States had each one vote, and
so on.
Mr. BLoom. Would you make that a unanimous voteI
Mr. ROBERTS. No; by a majority vote.
Mr. Bu)om. Of the States?
Mr. RoBmETs. No; I would refer it for majority decision, like everything is decided democratically in this country by a majority.
Mr. BLooli. Do you mean of the States?
Mr. RoBFRTs. A majority of the States and a majority of the people
in the States that vote to ratify, certainly. No, it takes more than a
majority of the States to ratify an amendment to our Constitution.
Any country if it had a popular vote could conduct its referendum as
it saw-fit, to ratify this constitution.
Mr. Buor. How long did that take us, Mr. Roberts?
Mr. RonEirt. It took the delegates in Philadelphia, who were faced
with a perfectly new thing, and who created a great invention, about
3 months.
Mr. Bwox. That is, to write the Constitution.
Mr. RonEirrs. And send it back home for approval.
Mr. BuLoM. However, it took from September until June of the
following year.
Mr. RoEnRTs. It was provided that it should become effective when
nine States ratified it. I think nine States ratified it within 8 months.
Mr. BLOOM. It was June 17 or 27 of 1788.
Mr. RoBERTs. Then they submitted it about September or October.
)
t
Mr. BuooM. It was September 21,1787. .
Mr. RoBnFvs. It. took les than 12 months for-the nineStateg to
ratify.
However, think of the hope, think of the uplift among all thee
people in these nations, if this were under way.
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The thing that you are trying to (1o by the European recovery pro.
gram-I do not say "you," particularly-but what we are trying to do
by the European recovery program is to resuscitate a hope that you
are not going to resuscitate by standing over here and feeling that
you will pull the string when you are ready. That will not resuscitate
hope and reconstruction in Europe, and it will not help to make a military alliance, in my judgment.
Gentlemen, I have had my say.
Mr. BwOm. What would have happened, in your judgment, had we
not passed the European recovery program?
Mr. ROBrTS. I said for this fiscal year I thought it was an essential.
We must keep these nations propped up until some permanent solution
is found.
Mr. BooM. We are laying a foundation for them to build a superstructure on; is that the idea?
Mr. ROBRTS. Now, what are we going to do, we are going to let
them build a United States of Europe, and then stand up here and be
called upon to help them out again.
Mr. Bwobr. Did not Clemnenceau use the term "United States 'in'
in Europe" and not "United States 'of' Europe?"
Mr. ROBE'rrs. I do not know.
I have given all the thought I could give to this ever since I left
the Supreme Court, and I have not seen cause to change my mind on
how to start world government. I think you have to start some time.
I do not think you can start with a lot of hiighly advanced-spiritually
and industrially-nations, and a lot of backward nati, :is that you have
todrag along. I think you have to start to resuscitate the world, resuscitate world trade wit nations who understand this sort of thing,
and who practice it, who have the know-how and who have the assets.
Th3 nations I mentioned have 80 percentof all the assets and potential
in the world today. Start with them and then call in these backward
nations, as one and another will qualify in the view of the international
parliament to come in and take their part in the federation. It will
be a slow process, and it will be a difficult thing to set up.
I do not blink the difficulty. We did not blink the difficulties in
1787. They were terrific. They were in a sense a different kind, but
I think they. were just as great then as anything that faces any union
of democracies now.
Let me say that the net of what I have said indicates that I think
neither of these resolutions should be adopted.
Mr. CripmwrELD (presiding). Mr. Vorys.
Mr. VoRys. Mr. Justice, I feel precisely as you do, that I want to see
a union of the free as large and as fast as it is humanly possible to have
it.
Now, what concerns me is how to go about it. I cannot see how we
can draft up an invitation that woTld not be instantly construed all
over the planet as dividing the rwrld into two camps. Your criticism
of these present proposals could be applied to your proposal.
As Mr. Judd said, those who drafted these others did not intend to
divide the world into two camps, but it is interpreted that way. How
in the-world can we get something down on a piece of paper and invite
a fraction of the world to join in a separate campI
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Mr. RonErrs. My position is that I would accept the United Nations
and Iussia, and I would have all these constituent nations retain their

membership in the United Nations. Please recollect that Russia has
three members in the United Nations because they rel)resent three
federated states in her nation. '[here is no reason why they should
b not represented in the United Nations. That does not divide the
world.

Second, is theie any reason you can think of why two nations, for
example, Pakistan and India, if they should draw together into a,
single federation, is there anything in the United Nations Charter to
prevent it? Is there aily reason why if that was their preference

that, it should be felt that they had often(led the other nations because
they had not asked then i?
Why should we not, if we feel we can
better l)rotect our lpeople-and, mar'k you, this is for the protection of
our welfare-we cannot go along iii a divi(led worhl and have an
economy of pl enty in this country ; you know that as well as I. Can
we not say, for our protection, and they think it is for theirs, we elect
to start a federation of people whom we think can work together for

their common and mutual advantage? Why should a certain nation
say, "That is an insult to ine; why did they not askice"
Mr. Voin's. I (1o not think it is helpful for us to compare our status
to either Pakistan or India.
Mr. RoEiirS. I would like to see the Asian nations try a federation.
Mr. VotYs. I would, too, just as I like to see thfis federation in

Europe forming, but I am talking about our proposing to set u1) an

exclusive group within the United Nations.
Mr. RoitERrs. Is not Benelux an exclusive group?
Mr. Vcnys. Under our legislation, so far as we can influence the
European union, we have attempted to state that it is open to participation to those who adhere to the princil)les of the thing, so that
when we do l)roceed it would be open, let us say, to Spain and other
nations who qualify under the rules.
Now, suppose we (to this: Suppose instead of having a brief paragral)h describing our proposal, which is full of generaT words, which
cou d be misunderstood with reference to taxation, armament, and so
forth, suppose we got il) a proposal for an organization, and we set
forth in advance some of the requirements that we would insist upon
That is, there is our veto. We will not join it unless the nations have
a bill of rights, and practice it, and so forth.
Mr. Roh4lTS. That is all right by me, Mr. Vorys. If we are to
decide whether we need the test, that is all right, biut there you run
up against the same attitude of jealousy.
Now, for instance, Great Britain has no bill of rights. Yet Great
Britain has tile right of habeas corpus and the right of tile individual
to defy power has always been there. Canada has no bill of rights,
and there are freemen in Canada.
Then su oppose son dictatorship , comes along. Suppose that Russia
pulls out tile constitution the' have, which is awfully good on paper,
but they have never put it into force, and they say,, "There is our
constitution; we are coming in?"

Mr. Vo1nys. My point is this: I have never heard given by yourself

or Mr. Streit a precise definition of what this thing will lool like, so
that I can say on l)ehalf of myself and the peol)le I represent : "Surely,
75921-48----21
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I will join that," and so a Britisher could take a look at it,
and say,
"Well, yes, I will join that. You might have to change certain
paragraphs."
The proposal always is, "Let us Yet together and talk it over."
Now, I think we must o at it -differently than they did in 1787,
because in this cruel word' the people we want to get into it are not
even going to meet and talk unless they know in advance, not what
Pakistan or Costa Rica stands for, but what. the Uiited States stands
for, and what they will insist, upon.
Mr. RonERTS. I would vote against adherence to any union.if it were
referred back to ine as a citizen of the United States, any union which
did not preserve a representative system of legislation based upon
free elections. Second, against any union which would not guarantee
the kind of civil liberties we practice, I would close the door. I would
not say the nation had to have a bill of rights like ours, but that they
practice that freedom, that right of the individual to challenge the
action of government in the interests of free speech, freedom of enterprise, and so on. That is enough for ine.
But the difficulty is, if you issued the invitation in those terms you
might have a swarm of nations which are in fact dictatorships coming
in and saying, "We are fit to come in here, and we want to come in '
and they coie in and break it III).
Mr. Voitys. Very well. So you are going to need something that
we have never had. We guarantee to every State a republican form
of government, not a democratic form, iut a republican form of
government.
Mr.BLcoMi. I prefer the word "democratic."
Mr. Romwirrs. They meant a representative form of government
where the people in free elections elected their representatives, who
were in theory to be wise men and do their best for their constituents.
Mr. Bi.oomr. I still prefer the word "democratic."
Mr. VoitYs. While we have that, we have no implementation for it,
but it seems to me that, right at the outsetMr. RoiETilS. T he Supreme Court held that was a political and not
a judicial question, and would not. pass on whether a State had a republican form of government, but I think you in Congress could do it
tomorrow.
Mr. VoirYs. I do not think we can guarantee substantially a republican form of government, in the sense our forefathers used the word,
to these nations without a provision for inspection and enforcement
right from the kick-off for the very reason you mentioned, that nations
will come along and say, "Yes; we will join '; but we suspect their good
faith; and we set ourselves up, or we set a group up as a blackballing
society to say "We do not believe what you say, and we have no machinery to make you prove it."
Mr. ROBETS. What do you propose to try as an alternative-chaos
in the world?
Mr.VoRYs. No.
Mr. ROBERTS. That is where we aie going.
Mr. VoRYg. What I am wondering s,ifwe are not seeking a meeting-for the United States to seek a conference under 109 for Nhat kind
of a ,inion of which you speak; if that is vetoed by an action of five,
or at Action of a little over one-third-ive in the Security Council or
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one-third in the Assembly-then we go ahead and say, "Let us have it,
anyhow"; but we do not in advance pick and choose whom we are
going to invite to the party. We let them invite themselves to the
We',A
the greatest nation on earth, should set down in advance on
paiper sonic of the things we are going to insist upon, which may cause
some of them not to come.
Mr. Romim'ws. You take a nation with which we are very friendly and
sympathetic at this moment, China. Now, how can (dhina come in
now to a representative democracyy? How can the Chinese people
vote? Most of them will not understand what you mean when you
talk about a ballot. I should hope that some day China will be a
great relblic, but I do not know wien.
I would say in the United Nations I would have the people in the
federation dead with China through the United Nations in the same
sympathetic iamnmer we are dealing with her now, but I would not see
how she could qualify to colime into a representative government with a
guaranty of individual liberty now. Her people have not had, either.
Mr. Ciiimiri'ma (presiding). Mr. Bloom.
Mr. BioI.t. Following what Mr. Vorys has just said when we
called a convention, which wp (till no, the Constitutiotal Convention
at Philadelphia, we had nothing before us at till. We had ito kind of
a constitution. In fact, what the meeting was called for was nothing
like what was brought out. They were called upon to amend the
Articles of Confederation.
Mr. RoJ3ETS. They violated their mission.
Mr. BLooai. I have always said it is one of the most unconstitutional
things ever written.
As Mr. Vorys said, if you call a convention of these different states
for the pl)urose of anien(ling or improving the United Nations
Charter, why would not that be on all fours with what we did when
we wrote the Constitution? We had no right to write it. We were
called upon for one purpose, and we did something else.
I believe Mr. Vorys wanted to call some kind of a convention to
decide on what you would like to do.
r.RoBERrs. Call the Assembly to )ass on an amendment.
Mr. BLo ir. Call a Convenltion.
Mr. Voitys. A conference. It is a little different from the Assembly
in article 109.
Mr. BLoOM. Now, there were only 10 States represented at one
time in the convention at Philadelphia. There were never 13.
Mr. ROBERTS. Rhode Island never had any delegates.
Mr. B.Loob. New York never had one. They sent. one, but they took
him right away. Alexander Hamilton signed personally and not
for time State of New York.
Why can you not do the same as Mr. Vorys suggests?
Mr. ROBERTS. If you call this, of course, Russia will come. She
always comes. If you talk her into that I will be surprised. It may
take you 2 years in the convention, and tien you will get nowhere.
Mr. BLoOM. I do not see why you could not'call the convention under
Mr. Vorys, there, just the same as we (lid.
Mr. ROBERTs. You will form a federation of everybody who is ill
the United Nations now, which cannot be much stronger than we have
it now; you will get another group that has all weak sisters in it, all
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the backward governments and you have to carry them all on your
back, and you cannot do it. You will break down again.
Mr. CHIPPFRFIELD (presiding). Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JONKM AN.

Mr. Justice, a number of years ago we discussed this

matter at a forum.. I wonder if your ideas are about the same as they
were then I
Mr. RoBERTs. I have not changed them.
Mr. JONKMAN. Would you propose a united federation of comparative limitedpowers?
Mr.r OBF.T8. Yes.
Mr. JONKMIAN. Taking in but a few subjects?
Mr. Ronirrs. Common defense, common currency, a common vot-

ing system, the regulation of commerce between tle States, and the
right to tax to support armies.
fr. JONKMAN. How far would you go in the taxing power?
Would
you have an income tax?
Mr. RoBERTs. I would let them have any kind they want, but I think

you could raise all the money that the Federal Government needed by

an impost on importations and ex portations.

Mr. JONKMAN. YOU would not begin with income taxes immediately?
Mr. ROntRTS. No.
Mr. JONKMAN. If that were the case, of course, we would be caIfrying

the burden.
Mr. ROBERTS. That is right. It is a difficult tax to collect; it is an
expensive tax to collect. You want a tax that is easy to collect and that
the public does not feel like it does th,%income tax. If I paid an extra
cent on mail, I would complain about it a little bit, but I would forget
about it after a while.
Mr. CHIPERFIELD (presiding). Mrs. Bolton.

Mrs. BoLToN. Whenever we discu s the Constitution of this country
as the sort of center of our life, that is true, but we had a civil war
afterward.
Mr. RonEnRs. Yes; we -had a civil war because a great many people

inthe South felt that they had a right corporately, or as individuals,
to dissolve the tie; and the reason tbvy did that was because a very
unwise compromise was written into the Constitution a compromise
that every man who signed that Constitution thought was wrong,
but they did not know how to abolish slavery, so they had a cojn
promise about it.
You may have a civil war in such a union as I suggest. You may
have insurrection. Who can say?
Mrs. BoLiroN. In your statement of the countries who would be interested, are they those countries which you feel are more highly do#
veloped than other countries?
Air. RoBEnrrs. Ye . They are countries, first of all,.who have the
greatest spiritual advancement, they are the countries who have the
greatest industrial advancement, and I think that is only because they
have been free countries. In other words, my theory is that peace
follows freedom, at d that you do'not impose peace to jet freedom.
Mr. Dulles put that beautifully this morning. We can have peace
under Joe Stalin, of course, but we will -have no freedom. That Is not
the point. We 'want to preserve the freedoms of the world.
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ments, my. belief is that these free nations are going to go under. You
have
beeiif abroad.
You talked to with
men these
in Denmark
and France
last
Now,
we not?
go fiddling
United
amendyear,
did you
These around
men are fearful.
These
menNations
feel they
need
protection. Friends coming back from abroad tell me that this country
or that country must yield to this demand of the Soviets, or that
demand.
They said to these people, "The United States will stand behind you."
They replied, "What has the United States in Europe now I You have
no force or anything."
They cannot count on it. They have to make their peace. You will
have pieces of this pie snapped off one after another while you are
debating on what to do about the United Nations.
Just think, if, after the shooting had stopped, France, Britain, and
the United States had formed a union. I will tell you those countries
would be on the road to recoveryftodt* , -The whole world picture
would be di .,erent. The attitude of Russia would be different. Just
those 3 nations alone. VO
4o
The relief wou(l lve been' in a diff(Went form. It would not have
been $3,750,000,0On ternihtional loan;,si~uport, and lend-leas.
Mr. Vonys. Would the WP
e gi4tly prelrable, do yoq. think?
Mr. RonERTsNo. Wha1 'i 1ne
is,
8 what happened in this auntry
would happefethere, MAfplorys. Ther&4witfpital #Ad enterpi~te in
this country with which lww
into hog countisnml show lem
how and cre e employment t hei'e,' thcaplt is 'u il by a co non
citizenship rfd a common chart
"
When tim ew Engnd cott in il were a o to bluined by he
South, wha did they
"he j
w lre a'$luilt
tt
it mills at
competed.
'hy did hey
i$
secaise4
heir capital was ]us as
safe in Sout Carolina 's it wa- i14 Mass 1ise s.
Mr. BLoo,-. Mr. Justce, ,oU dkd t,wo
spu'tuwl." Whandid
you inean by Mat, plea.
Mr. ROMnT I mean t iat I think tll

rench ritisb¢hnd An ican
people have a "iferent spirituaJ.too thanthe
ople of ussia.
Mr. BLOOM.
would not ing the s 'ritua
e into tidi' calling
-of the Vorys ee v- qion, woul
Mr. RUInEnrs. No,0 ut I say you classify the people yoi invite by
where they stand in thN le'
Mr. Bwom. I think yot 4%W right but you nevqr0ould have had a
constitution had you done thfltVm arthemdre, in San Francisco
you could not open the convention with a prayer when we were writing
the Charter.
Mr. Vonys. I think that was a mistake.
Mr. Bloom. You could not get the other people to go along with
you. What kind of a prayer are you going to use I
Mr. Ronmrs. If you try to create an organization of all the 55 nations
outside of Russia you would have to water down the sa ne way.
Mr. BLoOm. There is no mention of Deity or Divine Providence or
God in the Constitution, even including the oath of the President of the
United States, and it is the only oath in the Constitution where tWe
word "God" is not mentiohed.
Mr. Vonys. My convention will' start with a prayer, and nations
that cannot pray can stay away.
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Mr. BLOOM. That is all rigjit with me, and I am going to have that
prayer translated into Yiddish.
Mr. JONKMAN. I would like to ask the gentleman from New York,
Mr. Bloom, as an authority on those matters, did they not have some
delay regarding the opening of the Constitutional Convention meetings with a prayer I
Ur. BLoost. No. The only thing that was used was the phrase
preceding the signatures: "In the year of our Lord."
When Hughes used the oath in swearing in Roosevelt he had a
terrible time trying to explain it when he finished his oath with "So
help me God." It bas never been done.
Frcnklin said this, at a time when they were in a snarl and could
get r:ow'ere at all: "We better recess for a while, and go to our quarters, and just pray that we might be able to get togetler." That is
what Franklin said.
Mr. ROBERTS. I think he also suggested that the session be opened
by a prayer for divine guidance.
Mr. JUDD. le said something like, "Surely the Almighty has an
interest and concern that this Convention *will succeed, that this
country does not die."
Mr. :BLooM. It was never in the Constitution.
Mr. JUDD. What would be the effect on the so-called backward
peoples who were not invited to such a convention? Would it force
them into the arms of the other side?
Mr. ROEiRTS. I think not at all. The potential of thim sort of a
union would be so enormous that those people would turn their eyes to
us for trade, and for the help we could give them. We would be in a
better condition to help backward nations with a deal of that kind.
People say, "Dp not hold an assembly because you will offend Russia an Rusiawil
wlk ut.Ifyou dsthis you will have a military
alliance and you will offend Russia. Do not invite certain people or
you will offend certain countries." I think there is the smallest amount
of danger in the course I suggest.
Mr. JUDD. Apparently we do not agree .onwhich course has the
greater danger. The proposal some of us made tentativel was to
call a conference of all; and if any were excluded they would be excluding themselves, we would not'be excluding them. You say that
would-be splitting the world. Then you say that for us not even to
five them a chance to come in will not split the world. I cannot folow that. It seems to me we would be taking upon ourselves the
dividing of the sheep from the goats, whereas if we call a universal
conference and some countries want to separate themselves, then
they are calling themselves the goats.
Mr. Ro=RTs. Russia and her bloc might stay out but the rest will
flock in and you will hale a lot of excess baggage.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Justice, we are probably past our peak of strength
at least in th-epossession of natural resources. There are a good many
students of history who feel that tl~e long-term future of the world
will be determined by what ideas dotninate in the development of the
undeveloped areas of the world which you at one stroke exclude and
do not give even a chance to participate.
Mr. RonrTS. Do you mean I wotjld not give them any chance because
they cannot qualify? I would give them all the chance in the world
if they would adopt a representative system of government.
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Mr. ,JUDD. There are dangers either way, as you admit.
Mr. ROBERTS. There is no doubt about it.

Mr. JUDD. The European recovery program was necessary merely
to restore a balance of power.
Mr. ROBYRTS. To hold something.
Mr. JuDu 't gives us no great preponderance inithe balance between
Russia and .. r satellites on one side and the 16 nations and ourselves
and a few others on the other. Tie European recovery program if it
succeeds merely restores a balance of power.
Which way the scale tips between those two systems may very well
be determined by what happens in the minds and hearts of the billion
and a quarter people who are in the so-called backward areas. They
control the great undeveloped resources of the world. Which way
they decide to go, with the democracies, or with the totalitarians, I
think can be crucial. Yet, you feel that for us to exclude them would
win them to us.
My belief is that for us to exclude them would drive them into the
other camp. Soviet Russia would just come in and take over the organization of them, and then she would have a preponderance of power
that would put us in a very difficult position.
Mr. ROBERTS. If You are going to take them all and nurse them along,
Russia will have preponderance of power all by herself because you
will drain your economic resources to such an extent you will get
nowhere.
Mr. JUDD. I do not think you will have to nurse them along. There
are movements in those countries which cannot be repressed. Ideas
are germinating and foment is working. Those peoples have great
natural resources. Some are more nearly self-sufficient than the western nations are, partly because they have a lower standard of living
to start from and can make progress more readily than we can because
we start at such a high level.
Mr. ROBERTS. I tlink the example of a union such as I mentioned

with which they could trade, and to which they could look to become
members would be a great encouragement to them to come right along
with you, form close ties with you and hook up with you.
I could not think Russia in trade, or anything of that kind, could
offer anything like the union of which I spea k.
Mr. JUDD. I believe you omitted Italy in *thelist of nations you were
going to invite in V
Mr.

ROBERTS.

Yes.

Mr. JUDD. What do you think would happ en in Italy if we invited
France, Switzerland, and the others in, and left Italy out?
Mr. ROBERTS. I would invite Italy in. I do not know that I gfive a
complete catalog of all the nations. I would ask Italy in. I think it is
very important.
MAir. JUDD. Take Greece. Would you invite her?
Mr. ROBERTS. Not at the moment, because I do not think she has a
democratic form of Government.
Mr. JUDD. Would that not make certain, then, that the Communists
would win out in GreeceI
Mr. ROBERTS. I think your union would then speak with one voice

in foreign affairs, and I think if that union spoke with respect to
Greece, it would be better than it is now. It would conduct its foreign
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affairs in one way. We could not have the miserable division between

nations in the United Nations that we have had over Palestine. At
least the people coming into this federation would speak with one voice
on the thing and not with a multiple of tongues.
Mr. JUDD. Thank you very much.
Ml'. CIIIIPEIIFIELD (presiding). Mr. Cohner.
Mr. Co ,3mn. I did not hear the learned judge's statement, and what
I ask may not be apropos of that statement.
I would like to say I have a profound respect for Justice Roberts'
ability, and the study he has made of this matter.
I would also like to observe that, even though you do not agree, as
I gather from glancing over this statement, with te objective of the.e
resolutions, would you not agree that it is better to attemil) something
like that than to just leave matters as they are?
Mr. RoBFRTS. WVhat I want to attempt, Mr. Congressman, is a uinification, a federation of the more advanced democracies, to start with,
within the United Nations. I would not have them go out of the United
Nations, I would have them sup port it, alid I would have them invite
any other nations that could quailify to come in. I would have the congress or parliament of the union decide what nations could come in if
they applied to come in. That is my step. I think the wrong step
is to attempt to amend the Charter of the United Nations. You will
not get a government out of it, and until you get government you will
never have law and peace in the world.
Mr. COim[tt. What I am trying to ask is this: Assuming you cannot
have what you want, and I have found up here that. that is a great
difficulty any time, getting what you want up here or what I want-I
have had some ideas about what our policy should be too, and I have
not gotten very far with them-but assuming you can get what you
want, do you or do you not feel it would'be better to attempt to amend
the Charter than to do nothing? Would this amendment not be an improvement over the present situation where we are doing nothing?
Mr. Ronuars. I do not think it would be an improvement. I think
you would still face all the difficulties you face now.
I was perfectly amazed this morning to hear Mr. Dulles say that
he was sorry that the Baruch plan for the control of atomic energy
had not been adopted. The thing I have been afraid of is that Russia
would come into that one. It is a treaty pure and simple, and she
could assert her sovereignty as to the way its inspection should be
enforced on her, and she could denounce it if she did not like the way
it worked.
Mr. JuDD. She had no veto under that. That was what she objected
to. She could not veto inspection.
Mr. ROBERTS. Russia was frank enough to say she insisted on that
veto. I was afraid she would say she agreed to that, and then try to
circumvent the agency, and if that did not succeed, walk out on the
treaty. After they got the secrets, they couIl~ denounce the treaty.
It was their right to denounce it qfter they signed it just as it is
the right of the United States to denounce a treaty we do not care
for any longer.
They would let you inspect so far and then say you were doing
something the treaty did not contemplate. They would then denounce
the treaty. It was only because Russia has a peculiar psychology
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that she would not join. She would not give up that word "veto."
I think she was acting against her own interests.
Mr. JUDD. She could inspect our Oak Ridge and we could inspect
her bare mountains?
Mr. RoiiritTs. Exactly; if we tried to do anything else, that would

be. beyond what the treaty intended. Not only Russia, but other
nations have taken very small excuses to denounce treaties, as you
know.

Mr. COLMKFI. If I may go a little further along that line-and I
will say frankly that I am one of those who never had too much hope,
and was never too optimistic about what we would get out of the
United Nations, but (to I understand you think we would be better
off without any such organization? Would you go that far?
Mr. ROBi.,RTS. I would not say that. I think the world is better off
for having had the League of Nations, but the League of Nations
couhl not keep the peace.
I think we will be working off steam in the United Nations, but we

cannot get security out of the United Nations. That is one thing
we cannot get.
Mr. COLMEIt. Do you not believe, sir, that it is possible to amend that
organization so that we can get some security?
Mr. RoBERTS. No; I do not believe so. In order to achieve that end

first of all you must take out this segment where the individual
sovereignty is recognized. You must iave the people elect representatives'to their assembly and give the assembly the right to legislate.
Does anybody think yoli can get that kind of an amendment through
against Russia's objection and the objection of her whole group? I
think it is perfectly evident you cainitt get that through.
Then what are you going to amend into, another treaty? That is
what it will be. how can you make law that is binding on individuals
under a treaty? You Congressmen make laws every day that bind
me, because you act directly on me. You do not have to go through
my State of Pennsylvania when I do wrong, you do not punish my
State of Pennsylvania for it, you come and get me.
As Mr. Dulles said this morning, this is really government and the
only kind of government in the world. He was perfectly frank about
it. How can you amend the United Nations to get that kind of govermient in China, India, Central America, and the dictatorships#
You cannot do it. What would you amend it to, Mr. Congressmnan
another treaty that says more words about naughty nations?" Would
it be practicable with an instrument that gives more sanctions and allows a majority of nations to vote other nations into positions? As
I said before you came in I think it would be folly for us to abandon

the veto. I think we might want the veto for the very same purposes
Russia is using it, if our national interests were threatened.
I do not see in a league like that how our Nation dare abandon the
veto. What would you amend it to, is what I would like to know.
Mr. CoLM[R. If you maintain the veto, then from what little I know
about it I would ag ree with you that you are not going to get very far
with the United Nations.
Mr. ROBERTs. You will remember article 16 of the League of Nations Charter. It said that if any member went to war with any other
member she would be at war with all the other members. Mussolini
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went to war with Ethiopia. Technically he was at war with all the

rest of the countries. England and France did not care to make it
stick.
Tlint is what you got into in tile League, and that is what you will
get into in the United Nations.
Take the veto out. You cannot force a great country like Russia
or the United States, veto or no veto. If they think their vital interests preclude tlieir doing what they are ordered to do, they will
stand up and fight. They will say, "ome on, see if you can enforce
it."
Mr. COLMER. If you do not mind just a few of these elementary
questions, I appreciate it. I will confess I do not know the answers,
and I think I have given a little thought to it.
Along that line, what good purpose will the United Nations serve
if it is not amended and cannot be amended? Will it be a sounding
board, a forum?
Mr. ROBEnTS. Yes. The League of Nations did a lot of good through
its bureaus, and I think -the United Nations can do a lot. of good
educational work through its bureaus. It is not compulsion. It is
just education and persuasion and gathering facts and statistics
and
laying them before the nations.
Mr. COL Mn. It is more or less of a debating society?
Mr. RonERTS. Yes; but it is not a security organization.
Mr. COLMEii. I agree with you on that, sr.
Mr. ROIERTS. But I think it is worth keeping all these nations in.
I agree with Dr. Judd, we ought to keep Russia in. We ought not to
let her out. If she goes out it ought to be her fault and not ours.
However, I see no reason in the charter, or anything else, why, if
we think we can have greater prosperity, greater safety, and less
expense to hook up with some other nation in a federation, I see no
reason why the nations should say, "You should have asked us."
Look what we are doing in military affairs. You know what happened to the money you voted last December. You voted $300,000,000
to France. Ten days later she tipped her military appropriation
$206,000,000. Did your money godor relief? How can you control
that in a league or even in a military alliance? The money that is
spent for defense today by the democracies is being horribly wasted
because France has one program for an army that is no good. Britain
has a program for another army that is no good. We have another
program for an enormous defense mechanism. They are not integrated. We are wasting the money. We could spend it all in one
pot and under one purpose and under one legislature, and have a
different picture.
Mr. CoLM,3ER. I am glad to have the opportunity to get, an answer
to some of these elementary questions that were ol my mind.
Mr. RonERTS. I do not think more difficult questions have ever faced
human beings than those we are faced with now.
Mr. COL3IER. I do not believe I am prepared to go along with you
on some of these matters, but I am glad to have my own immature
judgment confirmed, as far as I am concerned, on what the United
Nations amounts to.
Mr. VORYS (presiding). Mr. Fulton.
Mr. FULTON. Mr. Justice, I am'glad to see you here today, as a
fellow Pennsylvanian, and I might say that were my senior partner
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Mr. George Alten alive and here today he would feel his junior was
very much on the short end of the board.
I would like to clear up several questions. You said on page 1
of your statement that Russia will not consent. Actually, it does
not make any difference whether she will consent or not, originally,
because in her present temper and her present policy, she probably
coul not be depended later to follow it. Is that not correct?
Mr. Rontits. I think so. If the last 2 years of history, Mr. Fulton,
mean anything, "Agreement" i means something different to the Russiums than what it does to you and me. I say that without heat or
without intended criticism.
Mfr. FuITox. With vour comment that the United Nations is really
a niultipartite treaty, if that be the case strictly, what jurisdiction do
Vol think this committee would have to look into any changes of the
UN organization? Why should we ini tie House be concerned ?
Mr. Ro wlTs. I think you fit concerned because this body is going
to be called upon constantly for legislation, financial and otherwise, in
suport of the United Nations. and I think that you are a body closer
to the body of the voters thai the Senate, who represents larger multiples States, and it seems to me that things of this kind, advice and
expressions from any Member of Congress, are in order. I may be
wrong. but that is my own personal view.
Mr. FULTOn. While you may disagree and think that it is not worth
while to pass ally of the resolutions as are here in discussion nevertheless do you ruleout within the immediate future the possibility of a
conference to (li:-ctts tie questions? Would you oppose such a conference as may be had under section 109?
Mr. RoDnits. I think so. I do not think it will get you anywhere,
and I think it will only make your difficulties greater and cause delay.
I say the house is afire now.
Mr. Fui;roN. Going further, you said, too, that the military alliance
are not worth much because they can be abrogated innediately by any
one of the powers in the alliance.
Mr. RoBEIRTS. Yes.
Mr. FULTON. Under section 51, as you know, there is provided the
system for members getting together for mutual self-protection and
defense.
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Mr. FULTON. Would you then say that any proposed getting together in these regional units for self-protection and self-defense
under 51, would be in the class of military alliance and therefore bad I
Mr. oCHERTS. Well, it would be bad, not because there was anything
in the charter to forbid it, Mr. Fulton, but it is just an unworkable

set -up.

First of all, you would have the questions of tile number of troops
each sovereignty coitributed, who would have the over-all command,
whether you should have an advanced base in a city in France or
ave it there." bur
some other place. France would say, "You cannot h,
experts would say, "It is no good unless you (to have it there." You
know those arguments.
Mr. FuLTo.. 'There was a discussion of Benelux, and their customs
union. That, of course, is a customs union for economic development
and cooperation under section 55 and 57 of the UN Charter, and is
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approved by the International Trade Organization Convention and
Charter.
Mr. ROBEITS. Yes, sir.
Mr. FuwTON. On the other hand, Brussels, The Hague, and the
Inter-American Conference are actually under section 51, which is
different, so they are on a different level. One type is economic and
tile other is defensive.

Mr.

ROBERTS.

The other is military.

Mr. FULTON. In addition to that under section 52, you could have
regional developments and unions. Of course, the objection to that
is that they would have to be approved by the Security Council. Then
you could not do that because Russia Nould veto, would you say?
Mr. RoiuiTs. I am afraid so; yes.
Mr. FULTON. It therefore leaves you certain things that can be pursued such as the International Labor Organization, International
'irade Oryanization, International Refug.e Orgunizution, and other
organizations under section 55, which you do not object to, do you?
Mr. ROBERTS. No.
Mr. FULTON. You do believe that under 52 action is not possible
because Russia will veto it when it comes before the Security Council?
Mr. RonEaTs. I would think so, and I do not think 52 would do what
I want to do anyway, because I think 52 envisages agreements between
sovereigns or arrangements between sovereigns. I think 51 and 52
apply to sovereign nations getting together by treaty and agreement.
* Air. FULTON. You would havin the same objection to 51 as 52, and
also the objection to 51 that it would be a mere military alliance?
Mr. ROBERTS. That is right.
Mr. FULTON. That causes you to oppose any action under the present
set-up under the Charter, except for the formation of a real state?
Mr. ROBFnTS. That is it exactly, Mr. Fulton, and I find nothing in
the charter that remotely prevents that.
Mr. Vonys (presiding). Mr. Lodge.
Mr. LoDGE. I regret I was not able to be here earlier to hear your
statement.
Since there is no provision in the Charter which either allows or
prevents the formation of the union, which is, as I understand it,
Nlhat you have in mind, then in that case the important thing to establish, it seems to me is just what the powers of this uion are going to be.
I take it, in the Arst place, it williave the power to declare a foreign
policy

Mr.

ROBERTS.

Yes, sir; it would have all the foreign relations of

the member nations, just as the United States embraces the foreign
relations of the States today.
Mr. LODGE. That foreign policy would be administered by a cabinet?
Mr. ROBERTS. By an executive.
I have no ideas on the form of government. The British will say
it should be a parliamentary government, and the Foreign Secretary
ought to be under the control of the Parliament. To that I would not
object.
Mr. LonoE. It would be a Government responsible to the will of the
people.
Mr. RoBhaTs. That is my idea of a Government, sir, and nothing
else. Nothing else, to my mind, is a government.
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Mr. IODGE. There is no question that in the union you envisage the
American people would be outnumbered by the others, would they not?
Mr. ROBERTS. They might or they might not.

Mr. LoDoGE. You would at least envisage that possibility?

You

would at least hope that that would be true?
Mi1. ROiITS. Yes, by counting noses, if you counted noses.
Mr. LODGE. Foreign policy has in recent times particularly become
to a considerable extent a question of money, and it has been the
money of the American people. This money is going to the 16 participating nations recently.
Would you suggest in the conduct of the foreign policy, that the
outnumbered American people should be called upon to provide
funds to implement this foreign policy lpon the vote of )eo)le who
were not Americans?
Mr. ROBERTS. Not the American people, the people of the federation.
Mr. LoDGE. But they have nothing, as we know. We are the ones
who are providing the wherewithal.
Mr. ROBEmiS. I know of no principle that permits the Congress of
the United States to vote the money of the people of California for
any purpose. If this union has no money in its treasury from taxation
that is evenly imposed on 1)eolh, it would not function. It would noc
vote your money; it would vote its money.
Mr. LoDGE. f am attempting to test the results which will flow from
the application of the principle. That is, I realize, a mundane consideration.
Mr. ROBERTn. There were poor and rich States that went into our
union.
Mi'. LoDGE. I make no comment as to the desirability of this principle. But from the application of this principle would there not
flow the fact that since these other nations have not enough for themselves, and, secondly, since the United States has been called upon

and is still being called upon to provide funds for these nations, in
effect, in order to implement a foreign policy which is in large part
supported by the American taxpayer, this wotild put the American taxpayer in the position of having taxes imposed upon him by other
people to implement the foreign policy of this union, would it not ?
Mr. ROBERTS. 'I would say lie would pay taxes just as they do,yes.
Mr. LoDoE. But you cannot get blood from a stone, Mr. Justice.
Mr. ROBERTs. No; but Virginia and New York did not want to go

into our union because they said they would be bled for the benefit of
the poor States. It has not worked out that way at all.
Mr. LoDoE. I am asking you if that is not the'fact.
Mr. RoBFiTs. I think it is not the fact that the American people's
money would be voted to implement the foreign policy of this union.
Mr. ADoGE. It would not rest upon economic considerations at all;

is that correct?
Mr. ]onERm. I do not know. That would be for the parliament to
determine.
Mr. .JONKMAN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. LoDGE. Yes.
Mr. JoNKMAN. However, after 140 years, it did become a reality in
the form of income taxI
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Mr. ROBERTS. Well, I know the easterners complained about pay-

ing for roads in Arizona, but they are paying it, and are pretty proud
tobe Americans, anyway.

Mr. JONKIMAN. You would undergo that risk?
Mr. ROBERTS. Certainly.

Mrs. BOLTON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LotesE. I will be glad to yield to the gentlewoman from Ohio.
Mrs. BOLTON. Who would control the flow of immigration?
Mr. ROBERTS. Those are things the delegations from the countries
should discuss. I believe, personally, that the immigration should be
left where it is in the constituent states for a long period. Then if this
union is any good, you will have theit equated the scale of living to a
great extent, and then I think you can pass the question of immigration
of citizens over to your parliament. I think you will need some
protection at the start against'great bulges of immigration.
Mrs. BoLToN. You are simply calling this group together to devise
somethingI
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes; to see if they can devise something. The great
thing about my proposition is it commits nobody to anything. It does
just what the States (lid in 1787. They said, "Let us choose wise men."
I would, for example, choose four from the House, four from the
Senate, eight from the community at large for our delegates, to meet
with similar delegates from other nations to explore ifthis thing is
practical and can be done, a(l report back what they find.
Mrs. Box,.,,. To whom would they report back?
Mr. ROBERTS. To the Congress; andi then the Congress would submit
it to the people for ratification.
Mrs. BOLTON. Thank you.
Mr. LoD E. Will you agree with this, that the American people have
paid for, and are paying for, the various economic burdens which fall
upon them because of the implementation of American foreign policy?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LoE. You would also agree that that burden falls more or
less heavily upon the several States, depending upon their ability as
taxpayers to support that burden?
Mr. ROBFRTS. Yes.
Mr. LonoB. You would agree that that burden, in the case of the
union, would fall more or less heavily upon the various members of
that union, in accordance with their ability to payV
Mr. RontRrs. That depends upon your form of taxation, but "yes,"
ingeneral.
n other words, you are paying now the whole sock, are you not?
You would continue to pay a lot of this until some of these other count.ries would have funds and could pay it.
Mr. Lopoia. You would p'ay it not upon the vote of the American
people, but upon the vote of all the people of that union V
Mr. Ronmr. Certainly, a vote of their representatives.
Mr. LoxDz. That might be a union i which the American people
would be outnumbered?
Mr. RonRrs. Yes.
Mr. Loro. Therefore, it would be posible for them to place a large
burden on the American taxpayer in that connection?
Mr. RoP.m rs. Yes, in the sense that the non-New Yorkers place a
large burden of taxation on the people of New York today.
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Mr. LoDGE. My second question is this: As these nations consolidate
into one nation, then they only have one vote, I assume, in the General
Assembly, and on the Ujite(l Nations Security Council ?
Mr. RoBERITS. I should think not, Russia has three because she says
sihe ilts three se prate nations represented there. Britain has five.
Mr. LODGE. The union would be a union like the Russian union?
Mr. RcB~irrs. I should think so.
Mr. LoperE. They call it a federation, of course.
Mr. RonEnRs. Yes.
Mr. Lono:. You would call this a federation, too?
Mr. RoBEJIlS. Yes.
Ml[r. LODOE. In what sense would your federation ditfer from the
federation proposed by the World Fe'deralists?
Mr. RoitElrs. The 'Worl Federalists want to federate (entral Africa
and Chiia, and the people 1ileo (1o not understand representative process, an(1 could not exercise it.
Mr. Loixw. Then the only difference between yOur idea of the world
federation and the idea of tile World Federalist., is a question of what
nat ions you would includeI
ETS. It is a question of where you start.
Mr. RCBE
Mr. LODGE. There would be no difference in the structure?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes; I think there 'Wouldbe, because in order' to
federate the kind of nations they want to federate, they would have
to water down their government until it would not look like a federation at all. They feel that if there is a dictator, let him send his
representatives t(, the )arliament. That is all right with them. I
(1o not see how you can put a (lietatorshlip and a democracy together.
They just (1o not work together. The autocracy, first of all will vote
all its representatives ill a bloc, which we hope would not be true in,
tie union. It has not been true in this union or any union I know,
South Africa, Switzerland, or aniy of them.
Secondly, if the laws (1o not suit the dictator, lie will put the
national wall tip again.when you come to enforce them.
Mr. LoIXIE. Thank you very much, Mr. Justice.
Mr. VoRys. Thank you very much, Mr. Roberts.
We will next hear firom Sanuel R. Levering.
STATEMENT OF SAMUEL LEVERING
Mr. LEVERING. My name is Samuel R. Levering, of Ararat, Va.
I am an orchardist. I am chairman of the Peace Board of the Five
Years of Meeting of Friends and a vice chairman of the Friends Comlnitee on National Legislation.
I was in Germany in the summer of 1030, and decided tlat peace
was.the largest issue in my lifetime and I have spend most of my
time on it ever since.
I appear before you in behalf of these and other Friends organizations to support House Concurrent Resolution 59, or similar resolutions, and to oppose House Concurrent Resolution 163.
We congratulate your committee for the constructive leadership
shown in holding these hearings and honestly seekingr the best way to
build a world of peace under just law. Your efforts offer much
greater long-run promise of durable peace than preparation for war,
universal military training, and selective service.
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I agree with Secretary Marshall's statement of May 5 that

[reading]:
It Is a misconception to suppose that domination of the world by a single
system is Inevithble.

We agree also that every effort should be made to unite the worll
for peace, including the Soviet Union, not to divide the worhl, and
that the United States should not attempt to revise the United Nations
as an anti-Russian policy. The United Nations should be supported
in all its constructive efforts for a peaceful world. Efforts already in
progress to strengthen the United Nations through developing its

functional agencies, limiting the scope of the veto, and broadening the
activities of the Assembly should be supported.
Yet the proposals made by Secretary Marshall appear' inadequate
to )revent war. He envisioned maintenance of peace through restoring "the balance of power relationships required for international
security." Durable peace has not been, and cannot be, built on such
a military power balance. This is emphasized now that new scientific
discoveriess can quickly upset the balance. Nor is drifting along, ho)ing that something will happen to improve the United States-Soviet
relations a realistic policy, in the face of mounting tensions as both
nations quickbn then- preparations for atomic war. United States
foreign policy should be positive, constructive, directed toward effective world government.
The United Nations, as now constituted, is not adequate to build
or maintain peace. Fundamental changes are needed to give the
United Nations real powers of government, of enforceable law, to
,ord rol arniamlents.
What are the basic principles of successful government over diverse
Areas? There are three Federal principles, first developed at Philadelphia in 1787 and since used successfully in federations over the
world, which should now be applied to the control of armament
through the United Nations:
1. division of powers: One level of government has real' authority,
real sovereignty, in some fields, leaving all other sovereigns to other
levels of government. The United Nations should be given real authority to control armaments, leaving authority in other areas, initially

at leastt,to the nations.
2. Both levels of Government make laws applying to, and enforced
on individuals: Laws, either as agreed in conventions setting up armament control or as passed by the United Nations, should apply to individuals. Primary reliance for enforcement should be upon indi-

viduals by a Unitedi Nations international civilian police rather than
on enforcement upon nations by war.
3. Both levels of Government have dependable revenue, including
the power to raise revenue directly if necessary: The United Nations
should have the power to raise revenue for control of armaments directly if necessary, for example through collecting customs and keeping the needed percentage. The rates, of course , would be set by the
nations.
Effective world disarmament, under law, will require other changes
in the United Nations. The veto must be eliminated, but three problems must be dealt with simultaneously. Primary reliance for enforcement of all decisions 0hould be changed from enforcement on
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nations by war to enforcement on individuals by police. Representation should be weighted, instead of the present one nation--one vote
basis. The area in which the United Nations will have the power of
law should, be defined. Only then will the great nations seriously
consider giving up the veto.
And that would take into consideration, not only population and
education, but economic development. I might add at this point, the
necessity of defining the area in which power operates is one that Mr.
Robert Traft has been making with very great effect in his speeches
in the last few months and I agree with him.
thesee changes in principle imply changes in the United Nations'
structure. The Assembly should become a real legislative body. The
Security Council should become an executive board, responsible to
the Assembly. The World Court should be given compulsory jurisdiction in cases involving nations and individual violators of world
law, and should be supplemented by district world courts.
Supporting such changes in ti United Nations constitutes a morally
valid and practically workable United States policy for peace, offering all nation? including the Soviet Union, security and justice under
law. I believe that the Soviet Union might very likely participate.
This policy is possible tinder House Concurrent Resolution 59, and
should be supported.
House Concurrent Resolution 163, however, is much more likely
to prove a war policy. It differs both in spirit and content. In my
opinien, it is unworkable. Some major reasons follow:
1. Heavy armament remains national: By leaving 80 percent
of heavy armament in five national armed forces dominant military
power would remain in these few nations with smaller nations having
no heavy weapons.
These might well prove only another balance of national power, as
unreliable I-or the United Nations as national armed forces proved
for the League of Nations. The national quotas also might be hopelessly u)set by new scientific discoveries. Instead of such national
quotas of heavy weapons, nations should disarm to approved minimum levels required for internal policing.
2. Enforcing against nations by war: Resolution 163 calls an
international armed force "police," does not provide for an international civilian inspection and police force, dotks not stress enforcement
against individual violators, and contemplates enforcement against
nations by we.- as normal procedure.
Expertiq from Hamilton to Walter Lippmann, I also might add Mir.
ADllies, have pointed out that enforcement, if it is to be carried out at
all, must be primarily against individuals. Enforcement against nations is so suicidal, so brutal, so unjust that in practice it -ill be postponed until too late, and then not used. Therefore, it is little or no
deterrent.
3. Representation: Resolution 103 reduces small nation representation on the Security Council from six to two, raising the "Big Five"
from five to eight. It ignores the Assembly.
This plan could harl y be acceptable to smaller nations. It is no
real solution to the problem of representation.
4. Revenue: Resolution l63 makes no provision for dependable reve.
nue for the United Nations to finance the control of armaments. De'15921-48----22

l
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pendence Wvould still be placed in voluntary payments by national

governments.
This system bankrupted the Continental Congress, contributed to
the weakness of the League of Nations, and keeps the general budget
of the United Nations at about the same level as that of the street
cleaning department of New York City.
If you did not have the money, you could not do the job.
5. Inflexibility: Resolution 163 provides for no legislative body
to adapt laws for armament control to new conditions. It makes no
provision for amendment. It leaves the veto in effect in peaceful settlemont, of disl)utes, amendments, and so forth.
It is extremely unlikely that such Inflexibility could long maintain peace.
The proposals contained in Resolution 163, in my opinion, woulh not
prove workable nor maintain peace. War still wouh be possible, since
the United Nations would still lack necessary governmental powers
even to control armaments. The Soviet. Union almost certainly would
refuse to participate, also many other nations, even outside Soviet
control.
The United States should sponsor our time-tested successful principles of Federal Government for world control of armaments through
the United Nations. And by that I mean the three itemized earlier.
We should not again attempt an ex perimnent based on balance of
power and enforcement against nations by war.
I travel widely among Quakers and church people generally. For
example, in March of this year I nade 61 speeches in7 States. Everywhere I find a rmilization t0t intiong must pool a small part of their
sovereignty to maintain peace.
Indicative of the growing interest in this subject among Friends, or
Quakers, are actions taken this year by three widely representative
groups of Friends--the Friends Committee on National Legislation,
the United Society of Friends Women, and the Peace Bonrd of the
Five Years Meeting of Friends. Statements from these groups and
from a recent meeting of churchmen are here. I will request to have
them included in the record.
Mr. VoRYs (presiding). The documents referred to will be ineuled
in the record at this point.
(The documents referred to are as follows:)
STATEMENTS BY FRIyaNDS BODIES AND A CONFERENCE OF CHURCHIMEN

The Friends Committee on National Legislation in l4ebruary 1948 adopted the
following statement on the United Nations and federal world government, s part
of Its 1048 legislative policy:
"We believe that the United States should support the United Nations in all its
constructive efforts for a peaceful world. The United States should unfalteringly
and consistently support the fullest possible use of the United Nations for social,
economic, and political cooperation among nations. However, we recognize that
the United Nations, as now constituted, is not adequate to build or maintain peace.
Therefore, we urge that the United States take the lead In strengthening the

United Nations either by calling a conference to revise the Charter as provided
for under article 109 of the Charter, or by other methods.
"We belleie the United Nations should be developed progressively toward the
establishment of genuine world government based on law enforceable upon
Individuals.

Among the major questions requiring study and action are provi-

slons for representation, methods of enforcement, and disarmament.
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. "The Charter of the United Nations now provides for a system of collective
security Inherent in which Is the threat of war against nations. We should
strive for the (levelopieiit of a new body of international law with enforcement
us
Individuals. When enforcement Is upon Individuals rather tIhan nations
aml where there Is weighted representation in the Assembly, then the veto can he
eliminated. Effective control of disirmament Is the first area in which international law should he established with responsibility of states defined, but with
lnslpection and enforcement upon Individual vlolatois.
"Bluilding these sound principles of federal world government into the United
Nations would hell) to make possible effective internationally controlled disarmament, would constitute the beginning of just, enforceable world law, and
would assist i broadening the powers of the United Nations to promote justice
and to bring about changes peacefully. Such action would iiet automatically
solve the prioblens of haman ineedI, differences between peoples, and the will to
power, btit it would make the United Nations a much more effective instrument
for solving them ls'acefully.
"We call ulili tint' schools of Amnerica to encourage the study and appreciation
oI the Charter of the United Nations an( its activities, as recommended in a recent
Unilted Nations Assembly Itesolutio."
Only hIst week, Wednesday, May 5, the United Society of Friends Women
ussed the following resolution:
"(1) We reiterate our determined opposition to universal military training,
and/or the (draft, to the military control of scientific research, to tie military
domination of American foreign policy, to the militarizat ion of the schools, and
to the ever-I ctreasing Federal military expenditures.
"(2) For security we urge Instead, the passage of Senate Concurrent RWsolutionk
24 and House (Amcurrent Resolution 59. This would Initiate steps for changing
the United Nations Into limited federal government, and make laws rcgu;atlng
armiment, enforceable upon individual violators.
"(3) We urge that the Uniteol States strengthen the UN through more active
particllation in its valuable agencies such as UNESCO
ind the International
Trade Organziation. We call upon Congress Immediately to join the World
Health Organization."
The Peace Beard of The Five Ycars Mctlng of Friends at rlchmoid, Lot., o
April 23 adopted a resolution that "nations must give up their 'sovereign rights'
to arm, and to threaten, to intimidate, and to destroy other nations. * * *
This means disarmnuient under law, federal world government."
A representative churchnen's conference attended by Individuals from 12
Protestant denominations and 20 States, which met In Washington April 6 and
7, asked for patientt, persistent development of the United Nations in the direction of sonie form of world government."
Here are two paragraphs from their statement, which was mailed by tie
ePiinent radio preacher, Dr. Ialph W. Sockman, to every Member of Congress:
"PEACE TriROUOH

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT OF TIE UNITED

NATIONS

"We believe the foreign policy of the United States should be based upon the
determination to achieve peace through developing the United Nations rather
than upon unilateral diplomacy based upon national military might. World peace
demands that nations limit national sovereignty in a world system under law.
We believe, therefore, that American policy should have as its objective the
patient, persistent development of the United Nations In the dlrectin of soine
form of world government,"
"UNITE D STATE LIUADERS4IIP FOR WORLD-WIDE DIRARMAM',NT UNDFR LAW

"We call for the bold leadership of the United States In promoting plans for
world (isarmaiment through strengthening the United Nations, Including the
world-wide abolition of pentinie compulsory military training. Nations must
transfer sovereign control of arnmnents to the United Nations, Including InspectIon, enforcement on Individuals, and adequate funds for control."

Mr. SEVRNnG. Here are some examples of the rapidly swelling tide
of opinion among church people. In my home town of Mount Airy,
N. C.-7000 population-an education program led by Methodist
Church people resulted in 8,725 signatures on petitions calling for
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strengthening the United Nations. More people from outside the town
signed in stores, and so forth, than those underage in the town. In
Richmond, Va., a Committee of the United Nations under the chairmanship of Harry St. George Tucker, former president bishop of the
Episcopal Chucfi and chairman of the Federal Council of Churches,
has just obtained 21,000 signatures of adult residents in a week, or
9 out of 10 persons contacted. This compares with the highest number of votes ever cast in an election in Richmond-32 000. In Cloveland, over 200,000 have signed a world government petition sponsored
by church leaders and others, such as Governor lerbert and PxGovernor Lausche.
I might say that I have recently been'in Mrs. Bolton's bailiwick and
also Mrs. Vorys' and found very great interest in both of these places.
Quick action to bring disarmament of nations under enforceable
world law is urgently needed. Yet this should be accomplished by
education and voluntary agreement. The Congress and the executive
branch should determine the general principles under which world
law should operate. Negotiations should follow with other nations.
When substantial support is assured, a review conference under article
109 should be held. Patient, persistent effort should follow until
universal participation is achieved.
I iliglit add that that was written before I heard Mr. Dulles' statement this morning. It happens to be exactly on the order he suggested in connection with 109. I happen to'be also on the Federal
Council of Churches commission of which lie is chairman, so I have
known him many years.
Just law enforceable ui individuals, is the only way durable peaco
has proved possible. Peace under just law is tile heritage of our
Judeo-Christian faith. Rapid establishment of such just law on a
world-wide basis should be the core of Amerie'in foreign policy. Such
positive leadership for peace by the UniteA States would unite the
American people and raise a beacon of hope and unity for all mankind.
Mr. Vonys. Thank you very much for your statement, Mr. Levering
and if you wish, we will have these statements by others incorporated
in the record.
Mr. LVEMNG. I will appreciate that.
Mr. VORYS (presiding). Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JONKXIWA.
You do not propose a remedy such as proposed by
the Federal Union, Inc., and the World Federalists, in case your pro.
posed amendment to the Charter fails, do you I
Mr. LEVzINo. I think we would feel that we must go ahead if worst
comes to worst, with a partial federation under article 51. I think
so. I do not believe it would be necessary, if this is a valid, fair, and
just proposal and establishes real security for Russia a. well as ourselves. I think if that is trfie, we can rally the people of the world
behind us to the point where Russia cannot afford to stay out. That
would be the last resort.
I would not favor the Federal Union proposal because it seems to
me that it means war because it splits the world right down the middle
and it does not give us even the satisfaction in our consciences of having
made an all-out effort to prevent the war.
In other words, I think we should bring everyone who will come in
on the basis of enforceable law in the narrw field of control of arma-
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ment inside. We then are going toward peace. I believe the other
way makes war certain.
Mr. JONKMAN. I want to compliment you on a very sound and realistic statement.
Mr. LEVF.RNG. Thank you.
Mr. Jura. Thank you very much for coming and testifying before
us Mr. Levering.
What would you say is the first thing we should (o?
Mr. LVERING. I would say a statement by your committee of the
principles and goals which the United States wants and it seems it
woulh have to be in more detail than Resolution 59. I would agree
with Mr. Dulles that the immediate calling of this convention in 59
should be knocked out and we should define the areas in which we
would be willing to pool our sovereignty for the prevention of war.
I think that would have tremendous moral effect, it would crystallize
opinion in this country.
Mr. Juin. You do not think the time is yet ripe for the calling of
this convention?
Mr. LEVERING. I believe this is a matter of negotiation. In other
words, if the goals are clear then it is a question of negotiation to find
out when is the best time to do it.
Mr. JUD. You believe some reasonably firm agreements should be
reached on certain basic issues, before we call the full-fledged
conference?
Mr. LEVERING. I think so. I think that is the part of wisdom.
Mr. JUDD. Now, during this period, you do not think that we ought
to go ahead under 511
Mr. LEVERING. No; I do not.
Mr. JUDD. In that respect you disagree with Mr. Dulles?
Mr. LEVEtNo. I do.
I would agree with Justice Roberts there, that 51 is basically an
establishment of military alliance which will prove as unreliable,
unsloble, ineffective as military alliances have in the past.
Mr. JUDD. Would you object to trying to proceed toward partial
federations under 51, which would be more than military alliances,
while waiting for the opportune time for a general conference? I
mean while trying to prepare for the day when a general council
would be advisable.
Mr. LEVERINO. I think we might very well work simultaneously in
both directions, recognizing that what we want is a universal federation, but laying the groundwork for the other, if it should prove in
fact we could not get the universal federation.
Mr. JUDD. Do you believe that if a degree of success is attained in
working under 51 on the second objective, it would help the prospects
of success under 109?
Mr. LE.vEr.INo. Not if the 51 project is carried through to comple-.
tion. If it is just preliminary discussion, yes I think it might.
Mir. JUDD. That is, assuming that in a conference under 109 Russia
should refuse to agree to what was overwhelmingly wanted by the
other members or wanted by the overwhelming majority of thne other
members, you think it might encourage her to come along, if she knew
her refusal would mean more rapid movement by us under 511
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Mr.quite
LEVERING.
I think thatwith
is right.
You know
we Quakers
have
had
broad experiences
Communists
all over
the world
in
our relief work, and we have no illusions as to the motives which activate their minds. I think they are realists and if they come in, it
will be because they think it is to their advantage.
Mr. JUDD. We will not get them in by denunciations or persuasion.
We will get them in if and-when there is more to gain by their coming
in than by staying out.
Mr. LEEINo. That would be my judgment, sir.
Mr. JUDD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Vonys (presiding). Thank you very much, Mr. Levering.
Mr. LEVEJUNO. Thank you, sir.
Mr. VORYS. Our next witness is Mr. Clarence K. Streit, the president of the Federal Union, Inc.
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE K. STREIT, PRESIDENT OF FEDERAL
UNION, INC.
Mr. STREIT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I wish
to express my deep appreciation of your invitation to appear here
and testify at your hearings on the structure of the United Nations
and the relations of the United States to the United Nations. My
approach to this problem, though shared by an impressive number of
thinking people, differs so fundamentally from the prevailing one
that I would like to begin by setting it. fourth in a statement. I shall
try to crowd into it the results of both tho experience I gained in
covering diplomatic relations and the League of Nations for the New
York Times and other papers for some 20 years, and the study of the
underlying problem before you to which I'have devoted most of my
thought for the past 15 years. Not to tax your patience too much, I
shall touch only the highlights in this statement. I shall be glad to
develop any points which may raise questions in your minds.
THE EAGLE DOES NOT NIBBLE AND ONAW

None of us would take the mouse as our national emblem. Why,
then, do so many Americans tackle momentus matters as a mouse doms
a piece of cheese, beginning with a nibble, and when that proves too
little, taking another nibble, and another-until the trap springs shut?
Cash-and-carry, selective service, 47 destroyers, lend-lease--never a
measure bold enough to achieve the difficult teat of winning by measures short of war. Fulbright resolution, United Nations, British loan,
Cabinet members testifying in January we must spend billions either
on European recovery or on a restored draft, and already the draft
is up for resurrection, and we are asked to double defense expenditure,
prop up the Charter with amendments and alliances, prepare for
military lend-lease. Again the policy of nibble and gnaw, when the
only possible way to win without war is to'be bold.
The American emblem, after all, is th6 eagle. The eagle sees fromn
afar lives by strokes that are bold. We are not mice; we are men.
We have made ourselves jaws that grind mountains to powder; we
measure. our bites in tons. What we have done mechanically we can
do morally, and by so doing add greater glory to the meaning of man.
I propose that we rise to this occasion
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I trust I do not need to convince you that the American people
are not getting the results they hoped for from the United Nations.
One major reason, I believe, is that we were confused over what we
really wanted when we built it. Let us begin at the beginning and see
clearly-as the eagle sees-what our objective is.
FJIEEI)OM COMES FInST-PEACE FOLLOWS

At first glance, peace sees to be fhe main objective, but, I subinit,
this will not bear second thought. Peii-e we all desire, but we shall
not get peace by deluding ourselves and the rest of the world into
believing tlt peace is our inm objective. ']'here is onietlhjng-as
Mr. Dulles said earlier today in answering a question-that Americans
desire more even than that iind that is equal individual freedom. We
have sacrificed peace more than once to advance toward our ideal
of equal individual freedom. We have never yet sacrificed it to secure
peace.
Twvice already our generation. however, lias left, the world in doubt
Onl this vital J)oiiit. Thle result 'wits to weaken those who were strug-.
gling toward our own ideal and to encourage the autocrats, the Kaisers,
Ilitlers, Mussolinis, war lords of Japan. The result was world warwith ourselves involved, twice, when the, danger to freedom grew great
enough to bring out Oil' true values. Now we again confront dictatorship. Its power hits but expanded while we made believe again that
our chief aim was peace. Let us l)e confused no more about our main
objective, and leave no doubt at all about it. anywhere on earth. Let
us again "j)roclaim liberty throughoutall the land," and keel) on not
only proclaiming it but' guiding our policies clearly and directly
toward this beacon.
This was never inore important than today. Confronted with the
dangers of economic collapse an( war, we strangely overlook the two
best reasons for reasserting now our faith in freedom: (1) It is the
strongest stimulus to reductionn and prosperity, and (2) it is the
foundation required for pedce to endure.
Individual liberty is no mere heritage; it is the sine qua non of
world recovery and world pence. In conditions requiring the utmost
vigilnnce, liberty wits born. It. grew up in povWerty and war, in mountains, marshes, at many a Valley Forge. Pence and plenty were not
its parents; it, raised them with it as it rose.
Prosperity and peace are highly desirable, but they have in them
a danger we must guard against.. They dull the vigilance we must
have to keep the liberty that brought them. They make us forget
that freedom does not root in peace an(l prosperity but rises from
union of the free and produces peace and plenty. We must see this
ourselves, and make all the world see it, if the world is to recover from
War No. 2 and avert No. 3.
FREEDOM 18 THE BST BR1EADWINNER

One of our first assignments as a correspondent was to cover Mussolini's rise to power. He rose by calling liberty a luxury that only
rich nations could afford. But the nations he found rich began with
freedom, not with wealth. To the autocracies of the Continent, Eng.
land was poor during the centuries when it developed representative
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government and the other institutions that made it the freest of the
European monarchies. Its political revolution preceded and made
possible its industrial revolution.
From Australia and America to Switzerland and Sweden, individual freedom began with nothing but deserts and wilderness, )nountains and fjords. Yet everywhere, invariably, freedom has given
the highest standards of living to the masses who believed in it, and
put liberty above security, or life itself.
Where 'would humanity be now if the United States had practiced
the principles of individual freedom no more than Russia ? Or been
no freer than the Latin-American Republics? The Fascists and Communists alike sloganeer: "You cannot eat freedom." What is the
world eating now, what stands between millions and starvation-what
but the freedom of the United States of America, Switzerland, Sweden,
Canada? a few other democracies the war left intactV Equal individual freedom is the best breadwinner man has ever found.
FREEDOM KEFP

THE PEACE BEST

Freedom is also the best safeguard against aggressive use of national power. In this jet-atomic age it seems to me titter madness to
keep saying that the way a great power governs itself concerns no one
but itself. For the danger to peace lies not in the weapons a nation
has but in its will to attack with them in peacetime. How a nation's
will is formed depends on its political system. The more powerful a
nation becomes, the more all the world needs to shdy ith political
structure. Never was this so important as now, when pcwer is divided
as it is between the freest republic in history und the most totalitarian
I
of dictatorships.
The institutions of individual freedom divide the national will into
a myriad equal sovereign individual wills that can act only by majority
agreement. Free press, free elections, opposition parties, budget control, independent courts and the other free institutions are designed to
permit each citizen to keep tab on his government. They insure sharp
division, slow decision. By forcing the national will to be formed
ponderously and publicly, they give the strongest human guaranty
against a nation attacking another by surprise.
The opposite is true of the institutions of dictatorship. They center
the national will in the will of One man. They keep the people blindly
obedient to the dictator, with secrecy maintained by constant terror.
Dictatorship facilitates to the nith degree the kind of surprise in peacetime that atomic weapons have made so dangerous.
Always we Americans have put freedom first, and world recovery
and world peace depend today on our clearly keeping freedom first.
UNION OF THE FREE KEEPS FREEDOM FIRST

If freedom is our chief objective, tlhen the common-sense test for
any policy must be: Does it keep freedom first?
If we really believe that freedom brings peace and prosperity, then
the more freedom we develop in the world the more peaceful and prosperous we and the world will be. If we believe that civil liberty is the
best guaranty against governmental military power being used ag-
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gressively, then we must agree that. the greater the share of world
power that is governed by liberty, the safer we and the world will be.
If we have the courage of our coirvictions, our problems come down
to this threefol how: (1) How to develop more freedom in the world?
(2) How to make sure that the buik of the world's armed power is
governed by freedom ? (3) How to put more power, particularly
productive power, behind freedom? To each of these questions I find
this one answer:
Federate the freest fraction of mankind in a great union of the
free, and thereafter extend this federal relationship to other nations
as rapidly as this proves )racticable until the whole world is thus
governed by freedom.
Individual freedom not only rises from the union of freemen, but
grows stronger ind develops through the extension of that principle to
other free individuals. Certainly tit is the history of freedom in our
Republic. It began with freemen forming little unions of the free
called Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania and other Colonies.
Then came a new birth of freedom when the 13 iree and indel)endent
States united in the world's first Federal Union. Every previous
generation of Americans has gone on extending the benefits of that
Union's common citizenship, common-defense force, common currency,
common free-trade market, common communication system and common free Federal Government to more men and more States, until the
Union has grown freer, safer, and richer in time process, but all man-

kind has profited.

.FwryAnwriean.genernfion hn. tgmin on extpnrlifg ti.prihitiplJ of
"liberty and union, now and forever, one and inseparable"--every
generation but ours. And ours is the first generation of Americans to
say that their dead have died in vain. We have fought two world wars
for freedom but for freedom without federation, not for liberty and
union. T avert a third world war.we must return to the true American
line o freedom through ever-expanding free federation.
It is difficult for people to govern themselves with equal individual
freedom that I find only about one-seventh of the human race has
succeeded in doing this even fairly well for even as short a period as
50 years. We Americans providehalf of these free people ourselves.
The other 140 000,000 or 150,000,000 are divided into 14 sovereign
nations: The United Kingdom, France, Switzerland, Belgium-Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Eire,
Canada Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa. You may
object that even some of these hardly meet the 50-year qualification,
and if you can find any nation that meets it better, you can add it to
your list. You must agree, however, that civil-liberty democracy is
very young indeed; and that individual freedom is in a very (Iangerous
minority in a mass long habitliated to despotism. You must agree
too, that modern techniques in mass deception, mass subjugation, and
mass destruction immensely increase the danger to the one-seventh of
mankind whose governments have assured freedom the past 50 years.
UNIroN OWVES FREEDOM EVERY ACE

Yet such is the power that freedom brings through union that these
15 unions of freemen need only federate in a great union to put behind
t)eir freedom overwhelming power-much more than half the power
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now available in all the world. Power can be divided like a deck of
cards into four suits, and these 15 democracies need only federate, as
our 48 States are, for their union to hold every ace.
The ace of clubs, or armed power: Not only would their soldiers, if
united, number as many as Russia's, and be much more mobile and
better equipped; this union would begin by having the bulk of the
world's air power, 90 percent of its naval tonnage, advanced bases
everywhere on earth, 100 percent atomic power.
The ace of spades, or productive power: Tangled up though they
are with their tariffs and currencies, these democracies have long outproduced all the rest of the world-and how their production would
soar to undreamed-of-heights if they had one currency and formed
one free trade market as do our 48 States.
The ace of diamonds, or raw material power: This union of the
free would not need to spend billions stock piling; its territory and
possessions would contain nearly all the essentials it needed, and produce from 50 to 95 percent of the world's supply of most of them.
The ace of hearts, or moral power: This union would unite all the
lands toward which the rest of humanity has long looked for refuge
from oppression and leadership toward liberty. Nothing can appeal
to men so deeply as can individual freedom, and to back it with every
ace is to add irresistible authority to its appeal.
All four aces-and the joker, too-for the union would need merely
to admit other nations to it as they proved their freedom to keep
increasing its overwhelming power. The far west of this nuclear
union-in the sense of a vast area of vaster potentialities from which
many new states could be added to the union by mutual agreementwouid lie to the south and cover more than two continents, South and
Middle America, and Africa. The imagination is staggered as the
picture of this great Atlantic union of the free merely starts to
unfold.
It is enough for the moment to note that we need merely federate
with another 140,000,000 men and women with whom we have the
closest natural, political, economic, historical, cultural, social, and
religious ties, who live in the lands from which most of our forebearers
come, who have contributed as much to our freedom, perhaps, as we
to theirs. We Americans need merely live in federal union with them
as we already live with each other to give to world peace imninediately
a double guaranty, the strongest one possible.
For, on the one hand, we thereby put such crushing power behind
freedom that the Kremlin dictatorship dare not attack it, or any
nation to whom the union extends the protection of its own modernized
Monroe Doctrine.
On the other hand, by forming this union of the freest people on
earth we give the most effective guaranty that its gigantic power will
not be used to attack others, for we subject it to the strongest of
checks--federated individual freedom. Though the union of our 48
States has made the United States mor powerful than all the LatinAmerican Republics put together, they have never formed a military
alliance against it, for our free institutions so checked aggressive military use of our power that they had po incentive to ally against us.
By the same token the freedom of this greater union of the free which
would have much the same position as regards the whole world that
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the United States now has in this hemisphere, protects it from dangerous coalitions being formed to oppose it, gives non-Communist states
none of the incentive they would need to submit voluntarily to the
yoke of the Kremlin.
If with this double guaranty we cannot stabilize the world situation
and keep the peace long enough for the world to evolve without war
into the free federal world government that this jet atomic age makes
increasingly necessary, then nothing can save us.
UNION SOLES THE RECOVERY-REARMAMENT DILEMMA

Federal union of the free would do more than doubly guarantee
world peace. It is the only policy that solves the most dangerous
dilemma that faces us, and the freedom on which peace and prosperity
depend. The dilemma is this:
If we (o not decisely strengthen freedom's defenses, we risk seeing
the Communist dictatorship, already the greatest land power in
Eurasia, grow so powerful that war is inevitable. On the other hand,
if we do not decisively speed world recovery we run the same risk
through hunger, cold, and despair causing people to deliver themselves to dictatorship by revolutions and the democratic machinery
of free speech and free elections.
I said "decisively strengthen freedom's defenses," decisively speed
world recovery and I mean decisively, for there is no solving this
dilemma by nibble and gnaw. Billions for air groups, with their
bases left uncertain ur feebly defended, will daunt a dictator no more
thain billions for Maginot Lines with a gap left in Belgium, guarded
only by an alliance. Nor will lie be discouraged by our putting Europe
on a year-to-year dole, however many billions we vote in any one
year.
A policy that assumes that American voters are children, a policy
of "little steps for little feet," invites the Kremlin to an armaments
race, encourages it to hope that our recovery program will end by
making discontent only stronger. We pay Die most in the end by
nibble and gnaw, but we never get the freedom and peace that we
bargain for-haggle for.
Amid yet, the heart of our dilemma is that iwe do not have the means
to do more than nibble and gnawtat rearming and recovery, so long
as we democracies keep independent of the other democracies. We
ourselves are already short, or facing shortages of various things.
Our prices are already high. We are already running a practically
full employment. We carry already a huge burden of debt, and taxes
are so high that Congress has decided they must be cut.
To double our armaments expenditure, add some kind of draft,
and arm the free in western Europe with military lend-lease, while
spending $5,000,000,000 on European recovery will not free us from
our dilemma. This is not enough to do the job but is more than
enough to raise prices still higher. The higher they go, the less arms
and goods we and our friends will get for our billions.
The more men we put in the armed forces, the fewer we have left
tor civilian production. And other nien and materials must be diverted
from civilian production to arm, freed, and clothe each new soldier,
leaving that much less to thwart dictatorship on the recovery front.
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Worse still, this also is true of the free in western Europe. France,
for example, is now spending one third of its budget on defense while
students at the Sorbonne, its intellectual leaders of tomorrow, live on
thin soup.
All this makes for worse inflation, here and in Europe, and inflation makes for dictatorship. Nothing would seeim imiore calculated
to aid communism now than the destruction of private capital, and
inflation or devaluation wipes out the savings of the stablest element
in any nation, the middle class. The middle class in Germany, after
inflation robbed it. of its savings, turned to Hitler's national socialism.
Communism has risen as successive devaluations have been converting
the French bourgeoisie into the proletariat. And now the British a'e
threatened with this blow at their private cah)ital. The higher prices
are driven by rearmament the more vulnerable the basis of free enterprise and middle-class stability becomes in Britain.
By arming European nations att lie cost, of their living standards,
we risk seeking them, when it hurts us the most, deliver their arms,
perhaps through an election, to some dictator who will use them
against us-deliver their arms, their country, their bases.
Yet, to speed recovery in western Europe at the cost of defense
is to risk seeing the Red Army one (lay take over the prize with no
more of a battle than it had in Czechoslovakia, or the Nazis had in
Denmark or Holland. And the road to recovery will be costly and
slow so long as Europeans fear that all they rebuild will be destroyed
by war or seized hy dictatorship.
Neither course solves our dilemma. There is still less hope of solving
it through the United Nations, or through calling a conference to revise
its Charter. Nor can we escape it by merely seeking to create a security pact through article 61 of the Charter..
These proposals seem to me to pay too little attention to the recovery
side of the dilemma. Moreover they ignore the basic relation of freedom to recovery and peace, and place the freest nations on the same
plane as the others, even the dictatorships. 'l.hcv further ignore
these practical facts: (1) The armed power on which we and the UN
must depend to meet the aggressor is overwhelmingly concentrated in
the few democracies I have listed. (2) the economic power on which
the world depends for recovery is also concentrated in these same doniocracies. All that the proposals before you would do, if carried out,
would be to shift at least some of the control over this armed and economic power from the 15 democracies to 30 other nations none of
whom have succeeded in assuming individual freedom for even 50
years. This means lessening the safeguards that freedom gives
against aggression, while lessening, too, its stimulus to protection.
UNION WOULD SAVE $5,000,000,000 ON ARMS

The only way we can solve our dilemma is by federating the free,
forming the Great Union of the Atlantic. The experience of every
one of the world's freed federal unions-the United States, Switzerland, Canada, Australia, the Union of South Africa-shows that free
states immensely increase both their military and productive power
by uniting organically in a political, military, economic, and monetary

federal union.
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Whatever power for recovery and defense the free can achieve as
io separate nations, they can achieve far more economically and effectively by federal union. Every one of them, large or little, needs
only federate with all the others to be infinitely better protected than
it is now, or can be by alliance. Whatever power they can achieve as
two separate unions-a United States of Europe and a United States
of America-they can achieve far better by forming one union.
Whether divided into 15 soverign fractions or into two soverei gn
halves, experience teaches every free people to fear that it cannot (Ilpend on an ally, an( encourages every dictator to hope that where the
free ate unfederated they can be take one after another.
MAerely by removing all uncertainty on this score, federal union of
the free adds enioinou, power at 11o (()st. whatever. B, leiavi,,r Io
doubt anywhere that all our industrial, sea, and air power is tightly
united to tle far-flung bases of the British and Europ can democracies,
the union could enjoy much more effective naval and air power at far
less cost than we pay for these arms. By my estimates, this union
could provide much more effective protection ihan we have now, at a
saving of at least $5,000,000,000 a year-enough to finance the recovery of the European states of the union.
As for production, to quote Fort une magazine's editorial on my book,
Union Now; which called it a vision of the greatest political and
economic opportunity in history:
Gigantic opportunities would ie opened up. A rise In flhe standard of living
of illions of consuniers would result froin tlie exlanslon of markets and the
con.zequent lowering of prices for inass-produced goods. * * * A genuine
union of the (delmocra*les, then, opens up a vista of Inlustrial growth to which the
only enlightening parallel Is the growth of tie United States Itself.
UNION REQUIRES NO CI[ARTER REVISION

Now, how does this affect the structure of the United Nations and
the relation of the United States to UN?
This policy of federal union is completely in accord with the policy
urged by Secretary Marshall and Ambassador Austin, that the United
States should avoid trying at this time to revise the Charter drastically
or abolish the veto, and should seek to strengthen the United Nations
without changing its structure. I strongly support their policy in
these regards. I could add some more arguments, should you desire,
to those they have given.
I agree with the proposers of tle resolutions before you that the
Charter is defective; indeed, I find it far more defective than tie
resolutions indicate. But even if I believe that they got to the heart
of the trouble, I would deem them uswise for I believe it is impossible
to remove the basic defects from tie UN as a whole, at this stage in
world development, and that the attempt. to do so by revising the
Charter woul do far more harm than good.
With all its profound defects, the UN is at least a stronger organization than could be made tomorrow on so universal a basis. Though I
believe that no organization on a universal basis, or composed of too
divergent nations, can be strong enough to keep the peace, I agree
it can do much secondary good, and the more universal it is the more
secondary good it can do. I would keep the sti ucture of the UN as it
it for the present, if only to keep Russia in it.
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The federal union policy I urge is also in full accord with State
Department policy in seeking to strengthen the UN in all the major
ways Ambassador Austin recommended by: (1) hastening European
and world recovery, (2) strengthening our military posture and that
of our friends, and (3) promoting associations of like-minded states
within the framework of the UN.
This federal union policy requires no change in the structure of the
United Nations-for there is nothing in the Charter to forbid any
two or more nations from vohntarily forming an organic union. Like
the Benelux customs union, it runs no risk of being delayed by a
Soviet veto. Itavoids a head-on collision with Soviet -ussia at Lake
Success when tempers are tense. Like the western European pact,
and the project for real European union it involves no secession from
the United Nations. Like the United Atates itself, the union of the
free could form a security pact with other nations under article 51
of the Charter.
Clearly the State Department sees no danger tc the United Nations
in a few European nations strengthening the power behind peace and
production by forming an association together, backed by ourselves.
What danger then can there be in a few democracies, including our
own, achieving this still better by federal union, and tying it tightly to
freedom?
UNION, ACHIEVES PRESENT UNITED STATES POLICY

The main differences between the federal union policy and the official United States policy presented to you are merely these two:
1. By federating the freest men, instead of merely associating their
governments, the policy of union of the free puts much more power,
decisive material and moral power, far more swiftly, effectively, safely
and enduringly behind world recovery and peace, and does it at
infinitely less cost in money, materials and men.
2. The policy of union of the free is not a confused mixture with
little spiritual tone; it is a clean-cut, creative philosophy of freedom
and union, a faith that holds and teaches that equal individual freedom leads to prosperity and peace, that puts freedom first, and keeps
freedom first through federatingthe free. It is heart and soul in the
American tradition. It is the American Revolution, the Revolution
stained by no reign of terror, the Revolution
that has brought more
individuals more-freedom, equality, fraternity, peace, and prosperity
than any other in history. The policy of union of the free is the
kindly, hard-headed American Revolution alive again, and marching
peacefully, courageously on.
Surely none can object to federal union because it puts more
power behind production and recovery, achieves the most armed
power at the least cost. None can object because it puts the bulk of
world power decisively' behind the Charter without changing its
structure. And who can object to federal union because it gives the
best guaranty that this overwhelmin 'power will be governed by
all the safeguards of individual freedom Who can object because
it keeps freedom first, makes it again a,living, articulate faith?
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UNION ADDS PRESTIGE TO FREEDOM

True, some fear that. by putting freedoih first, making it the test of
federation, we may offend nations who are not invited to help found
this union. But the more immature or partial democracies that you
invite, the harder it will be to form any strong union, the less chance
you will have to succeed, and the. less you will be doing for freedom.
I'e more you identify federation with freedom, the better your
chances to lederate firmly, and the more your success will give prestige to freedom.
Nothing, we know, succeeds like success. Think of how the success
of our 13 little States in forming the first free federal union encouraged the Latin American colonies to revolt and model their governments on ours. Consider how many nations sought to copy the
pzrliamentary institutions of Britain in the nineteent i century when
Britain was the strongest of powers.
We must take our risks one way or another, risk temporarily hurting some feelings or risk fatally weakening freedom. We must put
our faith primarily in one thing or another, in principles or in numbers, in a strong federal union of the world's freest people, or in another loose league of as many dictatorships and immature demnocracies as we can assemble.
The more we put our faith clearly in freedom, then the more
clearly we can prove by the results that individual freedom is the
best way to prosperity and peace, and the more rapidly other nations
will see not only freedom themselves, but union with us. The more
clearly we demonstrate, not only hete but, more important, in western
Europe where doubt is most dangerous, that freedom works when
coupled with federal union, then the more we shall find other nations
imitating our institutions.
Identify freedom clearly with power for peace and production,
prove it by time fruits of your union, promise to admit to the union,
those who best practice freedom, and you irresistibly stimulate this
human imitative instinct. Carry out this promise once the union is
made and even the Kremlin cannot forever resist this peaceful pressure
toward freedom and union.
TIIE RESOLUTION NEEDED TO START UNION

NOW

What do you need to do at this stage to launch tle policy I advocate? You' need only make your resolution one that requests the
President to invite the nations most experienced in governing themselves on a basis of equal individual freedom to send delegates to meet
in convention with our delegates to explore how best they can ad-.
vance their freedom, and therefore world peace and prosperity, by
framing a constitution to unite their people in an organic federal
union. You already know the list that I would name as having the
most experience in this field.
The resolution should, I think, specify that the union shall guarantee all its citizens no less individual liberty than the United States.
Constitution guarantees us, shall remain open to membership by other
nations willing and able to meet its *standardsof freedom and shall
uphold the United Nations and its ideals. For the benefit of other
peoples who are not as familiar with federal union as we Americans.
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are and who might think we meant merely another collective alliance
such as the British, French, and Benelux diplomats recently made and

miscalled a union, I believe your resolution should also define the
essential characteristics of the federal union type of government.

This defining section might be drafted as follows:

By "federal union" is understood an interstate republic in which
the citizens are equally sovereign and divide the powers of government between the representatives they elect to their federal and
their national governments. Only such political, military, economic,
monetary, fiscal or other powers are granted a federal government
as will advance the freedom, welfare, prosperity, and peace of citizens. All other powers are reserved to the nations, respectively, or
to the people. A federal government is so constituted in its legislation, executive, and judicial organs as to safeguard equally the
more popilous and the less populous nations in it against doiination. A federal government is also so constituted as to resemble
the national governments in being directly responsible to the people,
and in operating directly on the citizens through its own law-enforcing agencies in the few fields where they gave it jurisdiction.
It would also -remwise to me to insert in the resolution some general principles as regards the voting power in the convention, to
reassure both tl-e American people and their invitees that no nation
or group of nations would be in position to dominate the convention.
The resolution might also make sure that the American delegation
would be not only bipartisan but would represent both Houses of
Congress and a broAd field of interest and ability outside them.
Should you desire, I would be honored to put in a concrete draft
my idea of what this resolution should contain, and how it might
best'be presented to the world so as to prove that the proposed
unioa of the free was to the substantial advantage of all mankind,
save its dictators, and thus insure maximum sympatly for this great
undertaking.
TIE ONLY ISSUE: SIIALI. WE CALL A FEi)ERAIL CONVENTION?

I would stress that there is no need whatever to work out now, or
even consider at this stage such details as how the executive, legislative,
and judicial branches of the proposed union should be. organized,
and precisely which powers should be transferred to the new federal
Government and which should be guaranteed to each member nation.
That is the convention's job, and I would expect the constitution it
framed through debate and compromise to be superior to any plan
that any or all of us could draft by ourselves, just as our own Coistituton was to the plans that Virginia, New Jersey, and Hamilton
proposed to the Philadelphia coi ention.
"
The only question this federal union policy asks you to answer now
1s simply this: Is it, or is it not, wise for your committee to request
the President to convoke this new federal convention? Shall we, or
shall we not, begin at long last to explbre the one way out of our difficulties that we have not yet even explored, though all our history
teaches us to put our trust in it? Sliall we begin this exploration now,
while we have time to explore carefully, or take a chance and defer it?
That isthe only issue, and.the su praisess we have suffered the past 12
months suggest that a yetir from how we may congratulate ourselves
/.
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on our forethought if we have a carefully considered federal union
constitution then ready to put in force against the grave economic or
political dangers freedom may face in 1949.
OTHER WAYS TAKE MORE TIME AND FAILED BEFORE

It will take time to work out this federal constitution. But it will
also take time to work out any solution wQrthy of your consideration.
It will take time to get a UN conference assembled on Charter revision. When it fails, as many of its supporters expect it to fail, you

will have to hold another conference, and the more nations you invite
tIme more time it will take to agree. And what will you get for your

time?
I have some experience in this field. I had to cover for the New
York Times all the years of attempts at Geneva to reach agreement
with Japan, the Nazis, the Fascists. When this ended in all three
rising aggressors leaving the League of Nations, the rest of its members met in conference to revise the Covenant and abolish its veto. I
bad to cover, day in and day out, that long story, too. Some gentlemen, who were niot then in Geneva, seem confident now that when the
Kremlin's away the other nations will soon agree. So let m report
again, that wlin the aggressor was gone from Geneva, to loom even
larger on certain frontiers, nations that talked bravely before began
sneaking to cover.
When that conference adjourned in 1937 those who set out to
strengtlhen the Li-ague were consoling themselves that they had at least
kept it from weakening the Covenant's commitments. But events
proved, only 2 years later, they had really failed to do even that.
Now it is proposed that a conference fix quotas for arms and ratios
in power. I have some experience also in that. for I reported the efforts to do that, before in Geneva in a less difficult way, and I must
warn you that this way out takes the most time of al-it
took 10
years at Geneva-and it, too.,ended in nothing, but war.
There were efforts then, too, at collective security, such as those
now proposed under article 51. Geneva boiled for years with Mediterranean pacts, Balkan pacts, Danubian pacts, western Europe pacts,
over-all pacts. But all that they boiled down to was an Anglo-FIrenchPolish alliance and a Franco-Belgian alliance. When the Poles most
needed help, there was phony war in tihe west. When the French
most needed the Belgians, the pact fell to ruin. Ajid when the British
most needed the French, they had ashes to eat-ashes not merely of
papef' ashes of London, ashes of Empire.
All the proposals before you take time, even more time than the
few freest peoples will need to draft a federal constitution. But when
they have drafted it., we shall have something solid in hand, something that will grow ever stronger with time, something that does
not split when a Pearl Harbor comes but unites men then more strongly
than ever.
As Congressman Judd has told you so well, the measures on which
the country has already embarked, to resist tyranny, rebuild Europe
and rearm' ourselves, are essential moasmres-but they "merely buy
time-give us a last chance to get the world organized on a better.
sounder, basis." The question is, How we can best use this last chance?
T7921-48----23
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and I submit that the best way is to begin now to work out this
constitution.
H1OW TO GET MOST FOR THE LEAST COMMITMENT

Even the stopgap measures we have taken require time to work out,
and involve much more commitment to start witl than does a decision
to convoke this convention. This resolution commits us only to this:
To make an honest, earnest effort to work out a sound federal constitution with other democracies. To issue the invitation does not commit us, nor any democracy that attends the convention, to accept the
constitution it drafts. Nor does it commit any of you who vote for the
invitation to vote for whatever constitution results. Certainly Iwho have worked for 15 years to get this convention convoked-would
not feel bound, even if I were a delegate at the convention, to sign
its constitution if it were not strong enough to meet our needs. Let
us remember that George Mason, Elbridge Gerry, and Edmund Randolph, all of whom contributed greatly to the drafting of our own
Constitution, refused to sign it because they held the finished docunent was not good enough.
The time when we must commit ourselves for or against this constitution comes only after the convention has submitted it for ratification. Only then can we reasonably judge whether the proposed federal
union will work, or is worthy of trial. All that you need now commit
the United States to is simply to explore with the most experienced
democracies how we may best apply between us the federal principles
the United States pioneered. You could hardly conmit yourselves
to less and yet the effect of this little commitment would be more immiense and immediate than anything else you might do.
There is only one way that we can immediately affect the whole
world situation. That is on the psychological side, by the awe we
inspire in the Kremlin, by the respect we inspire throughout the world,
by the faith, hope, and love we inspire in the free peoples, especially
the freest. 'rest the policies before you by this simple test and you
will find none can approach the awe, respect, faith, hope, and love you
would inspire if your committee decided to invite the free to a federal
convention-now.
I stress the word now, for if you delay, try to nibble and gnaw your
way to this move wait until events force you to make it, then you will
have also nibbled and gnawed away nearly all its effect on the hearts
of men. And if you wait until you have to beg others to federate
with us, then your invitation will have no more effect than did the
frantic offer of union to France that Britain made after Dunkirk.
But if your committee, which represents the House that is nearest
the people, should propose this convention now-in this election yearyour act would strengthen our country overnight more than 50 divisions and TO air groups and a hundred pacts and alliances and UN
conferences thrown in together. By, this decision you would make
men catch their breath-not least the men in the Kremlin. For then
all would know that freedom's great expeditionary idea was again
peacefully marching ahead.
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COURAGE PAYS BE ITMIR THAN NIBBLE AND GNAW

It will take courage, of course, for you to do the bold thing that

will make dictators feel weak-and give new heart to the myriads
they now terrorize. But how can you give them that feeling without being bold? Did it not take courage to make the United States?
Each of you who votes for the resolution I urge may think that he
will be taking his political life in his hands--but even so it will be
only his political life. The men who founded the United States of
America risked more than their political lives, when they stuck out
their necks they knew the hangman was near. You remember their
words as an invading fleet approached their shores:
For the support of this Declaration * * * we mutually pledge to each
other our lives, our fortunes, a(nd our sacred honor.

How far our generation seems to have fallen from the days when
Americans took the eagle for emblem. One of the most courageous
men in our time is Henry L. Stimson, and to me nothing proves this
more than the singular honesty of his recent memoirs. From this
book, written in the third person, I quote this summary of Stimson
by Stimson: "1'o himself he seemed adventurous." And I quote
this comment on it by Gerald IV. Johnson in the New York Times
Book Review:
It is sufficient commentary on the failure of state'raft in the long armistice

that a mnii doing the obviously prudent and necessary thing should have seemed
adventurous to himself. "The political history of postwar Europe," he [Stim.
son) comments bitterly, "can easily be read as a series of great hopes meanly
lost." Nor is this country in any position to point the finger of scorn at Europe.
Stim.on emphatically refuses to try to exculpate himself or his colleagues as
they blundered from war to war.
Greek tragedy-

Stimson writes in his memoirs-is the tragedy of the Inevitable, and the tragedy of the early nlnetee.n thirties
was to Stimson rather a tragedy of foolish nations and inadequate statesmen;
the besetting sin of the nations was nationalism, that of the statesmen was
timidity.

To themselves they all seemed adventurous, but already the most
courageous among them sets them all down.in history as inadequate
cowards. They rapidly brought great empires to beggary, proud nations to humiliating surrender powerful republics to Pearl Harbor
and Yalta. They brought the Iree world down to the point where it
could survive and win only by prodigies of production by the plain
people, farmers, workers, businessmen, and by Valhallas of valor by
the youngest of men. And now, what is the picture? Have our statesmen achieved anything comparable to what the rank and file had to
achieve to put great power again in their hands? Have our political
leaders yet done anything that took the courage the boys had to show?
Boys Will have to show it again if the men who lead in the affairs of
state do naught today but nibble and gnaw.
WASHINGTON AND LINCOLN STOOD UP FOR UNION

Members of the Committee on Foreign Affairs: We, and all the
democracies that have grown up around the Atlantic, face today the
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same issue that 13 smaller democracies faced when George Washington
warned 2 years after Yorktown:

According to the system of policy the States shall adopt at this moment, they
will stand or fall, and by their confirmation or lapse, It Is yet to be decided,
whether the Revolution must ultimately be considered a blessing or a curse: a
blessing or a curse not to the present ago alone, for with our fate will the destiny
of unborn millions be involved.

We face the issue that Congress faced when Lincoln said to it:
Fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. We of this Congress and this admin.
Istration will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No personal significance or insignificance can spare one or another of us The fiery trial through wllch we
pass will light us down in honor or dishonor to the latest generation. We say we
are for the Union. The world will not forget that we say this
* **
Weven we here-hold the power and bear the responsibility * * *. We slall

nobly save or meanly lose the last best hope of earth.

Ours is no history of nibble and gnaw. Ours is no people who ever
have feared to put freedom first, iake it their touchstone, trust in it

for their power for peace and production, and federal union of the free
is their faith's finest flower.

Let us not be the first generation of

Americans to seem adventurous to ourselves only. Let us begin, this
day, so to think and to act that we shall inspire others as Washington
and Lincoln still inspire men all over the earth.
Mr. Vonys (presiding). That was a very eloquent and profound
statement, Mr. Streit.
Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JONKMAN. Mr. Streit, I want to ask you a few questions and
to assure you in advance that I have not the slightest desire to embarrass you but only to show the progress of your work as I see it.
I think ypu began with more the idea of the world federalists taking in all the nations, did you not, in your earliest beginning?
Mr. STREfr. No, sir; I did not have that idea, but many people received that impression. I have always stood or a policy that put
freedom first and limited the number of founders of the union to the
few freest countries I mentioned.
Mr. JONKMAW. I want to say that you have had an unusual experience that fits you for the work that you are doing, and I think you
have shown unusual adaptation to it. On the other hand I also feel,
as you state in your statement, that you grasp a bold and high idea',
and what difference we have had, for instance, has been as to whether
or not you are ahead of your time.
Did you not some time after change from a general federation of
all the nations of the world to the freedom of the other people, or,
as was mentioned then, the democracies?
Mr. STmrr. No, sir; I did not. I can quote you just one little paragraph from Union Now.
Mr. JoNKMAN. I am not saying you did. I want tp know.
Mr. SmrrI. Many people got that impression at the time it was
published. My book, in 103t9, came ou on the eve of the war, and
many people grasped at it who were interested onlyfrom the side of
peace. Bupt asjyou will see from page 2 of Union Now, what it proposed reads as follows:
The way through is union now of the democracies that the North Atlantic
ant a thousand other things already unite-union of these few peoples in a
great federal republic built on and for thq thing they share most, their common
democratic principle of government for tile sake of individual freedom.
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Mr. JONKUAN. That is your first book?
Mr. STREIT. Yes, sir. I wrote it first in 1933 and 1934. It was
published in 1939. I have always stood on the principle I have just
read.
Mr. JONKANA. I always remember the debate we had on the subject on the American Forum of the Air. I know at that time I made
quite a study of your various books.
Mr. STREIT. I wrote another book, Union Now With Britain. That
came out in 1941. T hat was after disunion of the free countries resulte(] in Hitler overrunning the Continent, and there was nothing
left but the British democracies. I then proposed union with them
on a provisional basis until we could liberate the other democracies.
As soon as they were liberated, I came back to my original policy.
Air. JONKMIAN. My position has been that you cannot use the Constitution of the United States, or the federation of the States, as a
parallel, at least not in its entirety, because we had at that time a much
greater community of interest than various nations of the world. We
had a common language, and other things that would more readily
facilitate the federation of nations.
Mr. STmET. I agree there are differences, but their importance depends on how one adds up in his bookkeeping their advantages and disadN antages then and ours now. Whether we consider what we did
more difficult or less difficult than what we are called on to do depends
on the factors you bring in; by one bookkeeping system you can make
their task seem easier than ours.
I would like to reacl that result because I would personally prefer to
do something harder than was done by the people in 1787, but by my
bookkeeping our task is much easier than their task was. I agree there
are great differences between the two things.
Mr. JONKMAN. Of course, the standard of living has always been
higher than that of the European countries, but has not that been accentuated also?
Mr. STREIT. We had a standard of living then among the 13 States
that ranged from that of the freemen in the North to that of the slaves
to the South.
Mr. JONKMAN. Of course, slavery was an institution. That did not
indicate the standard of living of the people of the South.
M r. STREIT. It indicated the standard of living of a great many
working people in the South.
Mr. JONKMAN. Well, now, for instance, did you not at one time advocate a common citizenship between countries?
Mr. STREIT. I have always advocated a common citizenship in this
union. We must face these things squarely. The heart of the whole
matter is the citizen. The heart of our system of government is the
citizen. We make government for the greater freedom, power, and
sovereignty of the individual. He is the unit, and to form a federal
union in which you take the citizen as a minor, secondary consideration, it seems to me, is a primary mistake. The citizen'is the basic
unit-that is the principle you must put down. Practical considerations may require you or lead you to compromise on its immediate
application. Justice Roberts pointed out one of the results of compromise this afternoon but it is sometimes better to compromise than
to get no union at all. in starting this union, you will have to take for
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practical reasons some transition measures citizenship, possibly questions of trade, monetary questions, other things.
What we have done in our country, as I see it is to put down in the
Declaration of Independence very broad principles of human freedom.
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, tiat all men are created equal,"
and the rest of its principles. We had great exceptions to those principles in those days. We had slavery. But we established a machine--a machine is not a word good enough for what we established
in our Federal Union, but let it go-we established practical machinery
for going forward toward our ideals. We began with all sorts of exceptions to our basic principles. W9 have gone through our history
with Federal Union ironing out those exceptions to our primary purposes. I think it is of the-highest essence that we begin government
with a firm basic grasp of principle.
Mr. JONKMAN. To stick to this common-citizenship discussion, I
understood Mr. Justice Roberts to indicate he had abandoned that
field, but we would have to create a common citizenship after some
measure of development.
Mr. STRErr. I heard his statement on that, too. I think he meant
that lie would have a common citizenship in principle, but in applying
p art of it, in the sense of immigration, he would delay. He would
have a common citizenship, but as regards the free movement of men
from one State in the new union to another he would have that wait
for a number of years. Personally, I would think it would not take
so long as he suggested. I think that what people fear is not common
citizenship so much, but that we would be flooded by European immigration.
Mr. JoNKAN. Exactly.
Mr. Smwrr. All right. That, I believe, ,will be alleviated or eliminated by the prosperity and the peace that this union will induce. I
would venture to say that once we have created this union there will be
more Americans who will be moving to the Riviera in France than
Frenchmen comingover here.
Mr. JONKMAN. You mean to make a living?
Mr. STREIT. Whether they go to Florida or southern California to
make a living, they live.
Mr. JoNKMAN. If they go as tourists, that is a different thing.
Mr. STRrr. No; I mean they would go to live there. What makes
for the immigration here that is feared is bad conditions of life in
Europe. Whatever we do results in bad conditions of life, if there is
uncertainty as to the future--whether your life or your job or your
savings are insecure, and all that sort of thing-then there will be a
tremendous pressure on people to come over here. If you remove that
pressure, then, well, peoplejlove to stay home. ,They will travel around
but prefer to stay home.
In the thirties most of the western European democracies did not
fill their quota. In fact, not a single one of them filled their quota.
Once you restore good conditions inEurope, my guess is that we would
find very soon there was no more danger, of mass migrations of people
here.
Mr. JoNKUAx. That is what I understood the Justice to say-we
could have the common citizenship ifter we had standardized the
standard of living, so that it would ,e'equal in other countries to what
it was here. How long will that take'us?
/,
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Mr. STM T. That is anybody's guess. I do not think, as a matter
of fact, when you said "standardize the levels of living,' or equalize
them, if you wish, he meant they were equalized in our own country.
Are they really equalized ii this country? Yet, we do very well with
our Federal Union. The Justice cited, as a matter of fact, the lower
wages in the South leading capital to go from New England to the
South; we can see from that that there are different living conditions
in our own country. Yet, that is quite compatible with a common
citizenship and with the free movement of the population.
I see no. danger in that. It is when you get the brackets too wide
in living conditions that the danger comes in. That is your real problem. We should be considering it, but we ought to leave that question,
among others, to the proposed federal convention and let the delegates
work out, as our forefutt,ers did, the whole picture, then present it to us.
There will have to be many factors weighed in, citizenship and national resources of various kinds, the monetary question, what we gain
on armaments, this, that, and the other thing, including the trade
question. Our forefathers, it seems to me, hit upon a wonderful solution when they wrapped up these three big questions,-the political
question, the trade question, and the monetary question-in one
package.
I covered for 15 or 20 years attempts by nations to solve those things
piecemeal. We had the Monetary and Economic Conference at London the World Bank, the Disarmament Conference at Geneva, and so
forti. Each tried to solve one problem separately. They never got
anywhere by considering each one of these questions alone. I am perfectly willing to discuss any of these issues within the framework of
my whole view, but I would always want you to keep in mind the whole
picture and that the only time these things were really solved was
when men got together as delegates and worked out the whole package. Then they presented the thing as a whole. A man had to consider whether he might lose a little on this side but gain on another
side. He might run a danger, shall we say, from immigration, but
he had averted another danger, say, of war, or of inflation, or from
some other source.
In an election we have to base our calculations on a lot of subtle
factors. That is the kind of choice we produce when we call this
convention and have its constitution before us.
Mr. JONKMAN. I would like to pursue this inquiry. We have that
difficulty in immigration, whether we have it in wages, taxation, and
so forth, but my time has expired. I thank you very much.
I would like to continue this discussion with you.
Mr. VoRYs (presiding). Mrs. Bolton.
Mrs. BOLTON. You have given us a very interesting half hour in your
presentation. I wonder if you have any idea of the framework on
which the federation will hang its hat I What kind of a framework of
government will it set up?
Mr. ST=&rr. Well, my thought would be a federal union on what I
would define as thisMrs. BoTTON. On the basis of your own I
Mr. STRErr. On the basis of iundamentad principles I would say.
is what I have said is a federal union: "By 'federal union' is
'Here
understood
an interstate republic in which the citizens are equally
sovereign."
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Mrs. BoLTON. That does not give any kind of detail of what you
mean by the "citizens equally sovereign.'
Mr. STREIT. 'T'here are several other provisions that come after that.
Mr. BoiTON. I remember that paragraph but it did not give me anytihing definite as I read the paragraph itself. It did not give me the
answer to my questions as I read it.
Mr. STREIT. Well, i you prefer, then, you can take the United
States Government as a model federal union. It was the earliest.
You can take the Swiss Federal Union, which differs in certain
respects.
Mrs. BOLTON. But I wanted to know what your idea was in the
matter.
Mr. STRmET. My own idea I put here in the Union Now, in an illustrative constitution for a federal union. It is a combination of the
basic principles of the United States federal system with that of the
Swiss and the British parliamentary system. It brings in the Swiss
executive system to a degree and brings inalso to a degree the parliamentary executive system. It is a combination of the three systems.
We cannot estimate these things in percentages, but the great bulk and
basic part of my illustrative constitution is taken textually from our
own Constitution.
M rs. BOLTON.' Thank you very much.
Mr. VoRYS (presiding). Mr. Judd.
Mr. JuD). Mr. Streit, your main plea is that we should act boldly
at least to explore the possibilities of federation with the nations which
you have enumerated, which you rate as nearest to us in experience in
democratic self-government?
Mr. STREIT. Yes sir; to act boldly and to put our faith and take our
risks on the side of freedom rather than on the side of numbers; that
we take our risks on the side of strength rather than on the side of
inviting everybody in.
I heard the question you posed to a previous witness. Would you
like for me to discuss that point I
Mr. JUDD. Yes. I want to get your view on that particular point.
Mr. STREIT. Well if we are going on the basis of inviting everybody
in, that is, everybody willing to be taken in, then we run a very grave
risk. We do not know what )eople are coming. We must face the
facts that very few people have worked out a free system of government that has stood tip over any length of time, and that this is a very
difficult thing to do. We have no idea who will come when we launch
an invitation broadcast like that. We have to put our risks in coming
out with a very weak constitution, or we run the risk of breakdown
in our conference. Whether Soviet Russia comes, or others whether
China comes, or others, ,ifyou are really going to apply these free
Federal principles you come into a head-oft collision right in the conference, across the table. From what I have seen in Geneva in these
matters, people then begin to water down their principles because they
want to be nice, and so forth and tbey come out in the end with
some very ineffective framework or organization, resolution, what you
will, or they split up. When the Nazis withdrew from the Disarmament Conference, the world headed for war.
It seems to me less risky not to forte the issue by bringing in people
that are not going to get together on ithis free basis we want, not to
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force thm into a position where you have to argue that point out
right with them, but to go ahead, just as I propose, with those with
whom we can reasonably 101)e to agree.
Take it this way: In a law firm you bring in other partners.. You
start a law firm with a few partners. You do not invite even all the
lawyers to join your firm. Now, that does not mean that you have no
other relations with your fellow citizens in that city. You have all
sorts of relations. You may have hurt somebody's feelings if you
did not bring him in your partnership, or whatever you may want to
call it, but your standing in the community will be determined in the
end by what your firm does.
'We Americans have at the present time any number of universal
associations. We have proved a hundred times over that we are willing
to do business with anybody. We have got the United Nations, we
have got all these other international organizations of which we are
members, but we have never tried in any of these things to do what I
suggest, to associate, federate on the basis of individual freedom,
where we would take the responsibility of deciding who our partners
would be. I know it is convenient for us to invite all nations to a
conference in a way that would cause some of them to blackball themselves, that wouhl put the responsibility of deciding on somebody else,
free us of the responsibility of deciding whether they were free enough
for federation with us. But I think it would be more courageous and
wiser for us to take that responsibility ourselves, and take our chances
on the success of free principles, applied by the most experienced
democracies, then leading others to follow in that line, adopt these
principles too.
Mr. JUDD. You think there is less danger in doing it this way than
the other way?
Mr. STREIT. By my calculation of risks, there is less danger.
Mr. JUDD. If you succeeded and got the union there probably would
be less danger. But if your convention failed would you not have
antagonized the others without any compensating increase in strength
on your own side?
Mir. SjRErr. Examine that closely-that if we fail. Suppose we got
those 15 countries together in a federation convention. I believe they
would certainly come out, or at least some of them would come out with
a constitution that they would agree on. All of them might not
ratify it. It took some time for certain of our States to ratify our
United States Constitution. But you would have come out of the
proposed convention with something that I think some of the democracies would ratify. I cannot conceive really that all these countries, under the pressure of necessity they face now, and with the
statesmanship I think they have, would come out with nothing at all.
Mr. JUDD. Are you'reasonably confident tile United States would
ratify it?
Mr. SrRET. I am, yes.
Mr. JUDD. What it it should not?
Mr. STREIT. That is such a big "iffy" question one cannot possibly
decide on that at this moment because, (a) we do not know what the
constitution is going to be and (b) 'in making a constitution, if this
committee took even the step that I suggest here of convoking a convention, people all over the country would be considering this iveolo
problem as they do not now. They would be'educating themselves
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in it. There would not be the public opinion at the end of the convention that, you at. tile present, time are able to see. We must imagine
things in a dynamic way. Things are moving along. In tis matter,
by the tie your convention came to its end, with all the newspaper
reports of it., you would have educated public opinion uap to principles
of government, such as they do not. grasp at the present time.
Mr. Voivs. Will the gentlenian yield?
Mr. JUi)I). Yes.
MA.Voarvs. Right on that point, in your original statement, and
here again you siid we would have the choice of whether this would
be ratified or not. I am sure I (o not think, and I do not believe you to.
that that is correct. Once this thi'g starts, if we convokt
l uvh constitutional assembly, of course we have got to ratify what copies out
of it. We have had experiences here where we find now that we are
coiimitted by actions of our representatives up at the United Nat ions.
I (o not thi;k you believe for at minute that, if we convokeia cost itutional convention, and under the proceedings of that convention a
federal union constitution came out. that there is any question but
that we would have no choice but to ratify it. It would be unthinkable,
inpossible, a catastrophe and world tragedy. If we did anything else
everybody would realize it.
Mr. STIMIlT. I am sorry to disagree with you on that. I do not
believe honestly that it is. I think that. what you said oull be one
of the most powerful arguments on the side of those wanting to ratify
the constitution. It would be an extre mely strong argument.. But take
myself, for example: Suppose I were delegate to this convention. If
it. came out with a constitution that I thought was inadequate, and
if I thought that in the light of the situation then, that another conference would loduce a better constitution, I might very well, if the
constitution was not big enough to do the job, take the same stand
as I pointed out earlier George Mason, of Virginia did. He was one
of the greatest inventors of our Constitution, but because it. did not
contain certain things lie deemed essential, he did not sign it, and
went back to Virginia and fought it, as did several other delegates.
It got through the greatest oftie 13 States, Virginia, but it just
squeezed through the Convention there. In New York State, Alexander Hamilton bean with a two-thirds majority against ratification.
It took 0 weeks ofargument, and it was only when he finally persuaded
the leader of the opposition that the Constitution was ratified by New
York State by, I think, 27 to 24 votes.
I would predict this new constitution will be ratified-this is just
my guess. It will be infinitely better than any constitution we could
dlvise here among ourselves, yet I predict it will face a terrific fight
for ratification in the United States and in Britain, and in F rance,
in the larger democracies; the smnailer ones probably will adopt it
relatively rapidly, if our own history is any criterion. But in Virginia,
Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts, and New York, every one of them,
and also North Carolina, which was Pne of the larger States at that
time--in every one of them they had a big fight on before they ratified
the United States Constitution. So I do not believe, or I certainly
will not consider that this new constitution is out of the woods by
any means, Mr. Vorys, until we have ratified it. That I foresee is
1 ing to be a terrific battle.
Mr. VoRys. I did ndt mean to interrupt you.
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Mr. JUDD. Another place that makes me fearful that the nations
might be SuSpficious is where you say Congress must, agree to admit
to tile union those who best. practice'freedom. Here is 1lawaii practicing freedom as well as any part of the United States, and yet we
(10 not adllit leri
to our present Union.
Mr. STmErr. That is trite; we do not apply all of our principles.
The choice is not between perfection and no application of our principles, but a relatively better or worse application of them. I think
one of the wiser things in our Constitution is it set u) no specific rules
for the admission of States. It said simiplv 6iat the Congress may
admit new States in the lnion, period, and lef it to the Congress to decidle each case ol it merits. TIerie have been, in the period before the
Civil War, as you know, there was a big issue as to wlat States would
come in. There are all sorts of factors that come ill such questions.
Mr. ,juim. I was thinking when you were talking to Mr. Jonkman
about the balance sheet of tlIe dilliilties now,as compared to the difficulties when our own Constitution was adol)ted. Ccertainly one of
tie greatest difficulties or (iflerIeIces theil was tile fact that i hey had
Abolitionists and slaveholders who were almost as far apart in ecoplomic views as capitalists and Communists are today. The Abolitionists were determined to destroy the system oil which the South
had built its whole life, and one o'f the great miracles to me is that
with two such divergent ecoinomliic and social philosophies they could
still get together in a federal union. There are differences today
among the nations you mentioned but none greater thail that was.
Mr. Srm:IT. That is true. I thitik the differences among nations I
nentionied are certainly not so g!'eat as they vere then. I would not
go quiteitas fill, as you ii comparing communism and cal)italism.
Mr. JUDI). That was merely for illustrative purposes.
Air. STmET. Tile concept ot the State as a democratic republic was
tile same intie Sauth and North.
Mr. Jum). Their economic philosophies were different. Their political philosophies were not so different.
Mr. SmTRn. Yes.
Mr. JUDD. Thank you very nmuch.
Mr. STREIT. Maly I make, on tile question you raised concerning
Asia, a few remarks?
Mr. JUDD. The undeveloped areas and their potentialities?
Mr. STREIT. It related to throwing them all away from us. I know
an official in an Asiatic government. I am not at liberty to give his
name,ilbut lie purchases things for them over here. I will show you
]how the union I propose affects things in different ways one would
hardly imagine.
His country recently regained its liberty, and they have promised
the peopIle a great rise in tile standard of living. To bring that rise
about in the standard of living they have to build dams to irrigate
fields and to get power. They want to get generators over here.
They had their eye on some generators that were in our surplus stocks.
When they went to get them they were unable to get then because
we had then reserved them as stand-bys for a possible coming war.
They cannot get them in the open market now, and, if they could, they
would have t6 pay a much higher price to get the generators. That is
just one little concrete example of how the present system is working
to destroy their own hopes.
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Now, this particular man I happen to know would much prefer
to see us form a federal union in the West that would not need to
reserve so many generators for a looming var, that would be producing
plenty of generators, and things like that, that they could get cheaply,
and they could be then buying them and carrying out their promises
to raise the standards of living for their own people. I think the
ramifications of union in these and many other ways would do much
for democracy and for friendship with the people of Asia, much more
than the other soblttions proposeC.
Mr. JuDD. I cannot agree with you on that.
Mr. STnEIT. It would take some discussion, I agree.
Mr. Vonys (presiding). Mr. Lodge.
Mr. LODGE. Mr. Streit, you have given us a very interesting and
provocative statement. I am sure that in this eloquent statement of
ours you expressed the hopes and aspirations of a great many people.
ou know in our department of National Defense they have two
plans: One is what they call a long-range plan and the other is a
short-range plon.
I realize that the word "now" is in your plan.
We are, however, confronted with the imminent problems, urgent
problems which we must meet in order to have more time in which
to work out some such world as you envision. I would point out,
for instance, that the Italian people on April 18 gave quite a dramatic
and extremely helpful and expressive display of popular government.
Mr. STREIT. I will agree.
Mr. LODoE. It was a display of how an enlightened electorate can
behave. Ninety-four percent of the electorate voted. In our last
Presidential elections 65 percent voted, and yet you would exclude
the Italian people?
Mr. STREIT. I think it would be wiser at this stage.
Mr. LODGE. What effect do you think it would have if you were to
call this conference tomorrow' and not invite Italy? What effect do
you think that would have on the De Gasperi government?
Mr. STnEIT. It would depend on the way we put it fo-ward, and
the way we talked, as to what it was about. I said in my statement
that you can invite partial or immature democracies to the convention but you must face the risks that you are involved in by taking
that course. It may be that we had better compromise our plrinciples,
shall we say, in that Italian case, or in some othey cases that might
be brought up. All I would have one do is to consider clearly whether
it is wiser in the long run to water down our principles and no longer
identify this union so much with freedom. When you open up the
door, you have to open it to the next, and the next, and the next, and
where are you in the end ?
I have put forward in the June issue of Freedom and Union an
idea as to how it could be done in the best manner, if it, was thought
wise t, to make any modification in principle to bring in the Italian
Republic. I can see great advantages In bringing Italy in now, and
I can see great disadvantages. I would be willing to go along with
the wisdom of the majority on that. I have a great deal of respect
for the Italian people.
Mr. LODoE. You have no South AnAerican nations listed here at all.
Mr. STRETT. No; I have not. There is another great problem.
Again I apply this same principle here. I con see three different
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possibilities: One of them is to invite all the Latin-American states,
and the other is to invite none, and the third would be to invite more
advanced Latin-American democracies.
When I was writing Union Now I considered all those three plans.
And I was thinking that the more advanced Latin-American demiocracies at that time, in the thirties, were Argentina, Costa Rica, and
Colombia. Had I included them then, there would have been arguments against these particular three countries just now, and yet it
seemed to me at the time, and still does, despite recent events in Costa
Rica and Colombia, they are among the most advanced democracies
among the Latin-American states.
You have disadvantages and dangers in each one of the three policies. By inviting all of them, you bring in a large number of republics
that have not a great deal of experience in self-government, and you
are loading your constitutional convention from the start with inexperience. If you leave them out you may offend them all. If you
leave some of them out, you may offend all of them still more. It would
seem to me on the whole that the more that are left out, the less offense
there will be to anyone.
The fundamental thing for me in this matter is to get the constitution created on sound and free lines. If you have got that done,
theni our owm history proves you can bring inexperienced peoples into
that framework, so once you get the union accomplished you can invite
and bring in the more advanced democratic states in these different
areas.
Mr. LODoGE. Let us assume, Mr. Streit, instead of adding 140,000,000
or 150,000,000, that you have 175,000,000 people. Let us assume that
you decide that you think Italy should be brought in because of the
great demonstration that she has recently made.
Mr. S"mET. I said that if the majority viewpoint after due consideration of the risks involved in compromisive principles in that
case thought that were the wiser course, it would be all right with me.
Mr. LODGE. Let us assume the meeting is called and the nations decide to invite Italy, and you end up with 175,000,000 to 200,000,000 instead of 140,000,000 to 150,000,000. This is the question I asked of
Justice Roberts: At that point is it not true those people could commit
the American taxpayers to an extensive implementation of whatever
foreign policy those people, having the majority, voted or decided on?
Mr. STREIT. You must keep in mind that what we are setting up
within this constitution would be a federal system with two houses
and the other checks and balances in the courts, and so fort',.
Mr. LODGE. The majority would still hold I
Mr. STRErr. The majority would hold in both houses, but the next
thing is you would not have them voting by state lines and another
consideration; I think in your question implied that the only deinocracy in any good shape is ours. The Swiss and the Swedes are in
pretty good shape, and some
nof the others are, too.
Mr. LoDo. W'e went into that pretty thoroughly in connection with
the European recovery program, Mr. Streit. Of course, there are
certain areas of the world where you find economic weakness, and
there are certain areas which requir no grants-in-aid at all. Nevertheless, the solid concrete fact remains that this Congress, dpon tho'
recommendation of this committee--and I was one of those who recoinmended it-propose to tax the American people for $5,800,000,000
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during a 12-month period. My question is, are you prepared to give
that right to non-AmericansV
Mr. 'STRIT. I am prepared to give that right, the right to vote on
these things, and all these governmental powers, under a free federal
system. The workings of a free Federal system are highly important
to this because you have parties then that cut across these national
lines. If we cannot lift ourselves out of the concept we are in of
States voting as units for economic, or other reasons, we are in a bad
situation.
Mr. LouoG. But you still have the hard fact that this is the region
which can produce and the mere fact that you form a federal union
is not going to change overnight the productive power or the economic
status of the member nations of this particular union.
Mr. STREIT. You are going to start with certain factors of wealth,
more here than other countries. You are going to have many potentialities in some of these other countries, or in their possesisons,'that
we do not have. You will be putting in your constitution, I would
imagine, that the nonself-governing possesions of these democracies
come under the rule of the whole union. We would have a big voice
in that.
Mr. LoDOE. I did not quite follow that last part.
Mr. SnrErr. I say you would have the nonself-governing territories of the unions which would be under the direction of the whole
union.
Well, Nigeria, if you want an example.
Mr. LomoE. The colonies?
Mr. STREIT. Take Congo, for instance.
Mr. LODOE. The colonies of these nationsI
Mr. STRmET. Yes, just as the Northwest Territory, in our history,
and other areas, which had great potentialities. Such territory would
be governed by the new union,,too.
Mr. LovoE. If I may interrupt you, we decided in connection with
the European recovery program that in view of the fact they had
this large dollar deficit, we did not think it would be right for us to
preempt too far in advance the assets of the 16 participating nations.
Of course, I keep referring to the European recovery program because
this particular device will not change the hard facts oflife in these
various countries. We are still up against the same economic problems
no matter what the framework is.
Mr. STRRrr, It will change the facts in time, and in a very short
time. The few things I wanted to emphasize include, one, the party
system. We made a study in Freedom and Union magazine of the
par y hhe up, on a Marxist and a non-Marxist basis, in the Eu,ropean
deniocracies tinder the tvo suppositions that you have a European
union and thatyou have a trans-Atlantic union, the larger one that I
have proposed here. ,
Now, I would certainly believe thatiyou will have that. line cutting
across the nation in either union. It woud work out this way, on the
basis of present party strength in the different parliaments: If you
allow. one representative to a million population in the European
union of these democracies here, the Marxists would have 63 votes.
That includes 47 Socialists and theo16 communists. I mit them together, foi despite the fact they Oiffer in many ways and the former
"[.
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believe in freedom, they both are Marxist in that they believe in State
ownership, one democratic and the other nondemocratic. There would
also be 63 non-Marxists. You this start a European union that is half
and half, a weak situation. If you bring in the United States,
Canada, and these other overseas democracies, this would be the lineup: Marxists, 69 seats; non-Marxists, 263.
Mr. LODGE. Have you included America?
Mr. STRFIT. I am including the United States. Now, I would think
that there would be more cause for fear on the part of some of these
European countries than for fear along time line that you suggest, fear
that the United States would be the great dominating influence in this
union, not only on the party line-ups I have just given but from
another concept. After all, h uropeans might fear that even though
we Americans would be divided into conservatives, liberals, socialists
what you want, we would all have pretty much time same backgrounl
and would be more likely to vote together than some of the other
countries that are more sharply divided on class lines. For that
reason they could fear, the states of the United States as by far the
largest state in the new union wouhl give us a dominating position,
more than they might think would be good for them. I mean you are
bound to have fears on their side as well as ours.
Mr. LODGE. I sympathize with your sense of urgency, but the question, after all, is can we hasten the (lay by taking this procedural
step, or should we wait until there is a more substantial basis, when
there is more of a de facto union, before imposing a de jure unionI
Mir. STBrr. Mtr. Lodge, I am very glad you brought up that point.
When Union Now was published in; 1939 it was hailed by someone as
an extravaganza.. He wrote that I must mean the "nowy" in it in a
geological sense. But it wits only a year later that the British were
begging the French to form a federal union with them. It was too
late then. Now, that is what Itried to emphasize in my statement
here, that if we wait to nibble and gnaw as I said, our way to this,
by the time we have done it we will have lost all of the effect.
What we are trying to do is to keep peace without war. To succeed in that we lave to do something dramatic. We have to step
ahead of our time. We have to jump over ascertain space.
Mr. LoDoE. I like that attitude.
Mr. SY :IT. I think we, are much closer to this union than many
believe. I would like to cite two things in proof. One of them is a
public opinion poll. Elmno Ro)er recently had a poll that lie told
me about a weel or so ago, and he was astounded by it. I will not
go into-the details of the thing, but he asked the American peol)le,
if they could federate with the western European union on the basis
of proportionate population representation, would they be willing to
go in on that basis. As he )ut the question, it was practically our
federal union proposal. The result wasi 43 percent in favor, 38 percent against.
Now, the other thing: In my reading of history, no federal union
was ever created at a time when most people thought it was near at
hand. In our own history, after the Federal Convention had been
sitting for 6 weeks, George Washington who certainly should have
been able to size up contemporary opimnon, wrote to'Hamilton, "I
almost despair of anything coming out of your convention, and do
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therefore repent having had any agency in the business."

But he

held on, and 0 weeks later the Constitution was signed.
Tie outlook for union even then seemed to many very, very remote.
That was also true of the Swiss when they changed over in 1848
from a league to a federal union. It is also true of 1707 when the
United Kingdom was formed by Scotland and England. If you go
back to 1707 you find the conditions that people then thought proved
those countries were going apart really created the pressure that
brought Scotland and England together to agree to the act of
union.
I believe that in this year of 1948 we are going, by what I call
nibble and gnaw on big issues, by taking actions that seem big at the
time but really are too small for the occasion-by the nibble-andgnaw strategy we are going to pile up pressure on the political side,
in international tension, and the economic side (which I think is one
of the most important factors, much more than the atomic factor
right now), in inflation, in the demand for price controls and all

sorts of things that are going to come up. By the time you in Congress face revision of the European recovery program in January,
you are going to be faced with a situation that. is going to be much
worse in many ways than tie present one is. just as the present oiie

is far worse than when the House voted the British loan. We are in
a situation of accumulating pressures of necessity, and at the same
time we are moving toward union on the educational side, if the
House brings out a resolution convoking, or requesting he convocation of a federal convention of the free, we will have speeded the
educational side enormously. These two forces-necessity and education-will converge within a year or so, and that will bring great
results then that now seem very remote. It was the colnvergence
of the same two forces that brought about our own Constitution
when few thought it possible.
Mr. MA1.ONEY. Mr. Streit, in the United Nations, membership
is limited to peace-loving countries. That is under the Charter,
is it not?
Mr. STREIT. Yes, sir.

/

Mr. MLONxEY. And in your union. membership would be limited
to freedom-loving countries; is that right?
Mr. S'IREIT. It depends upon definitions. I do not particularly care
for this "freedom..loving" expression. I would say "freedom'-practicing."
Mr. MALONEY. We will say "freedom-practicing." Now, we find in
the United Nations that the self-interest of these nations, through their
self-interest, the peace-loving element is beginning to be overshadowed.
I am wondering if in yofir union the self-interest of these various countries would not come to the fore and overshadow the freedom idea?
Mr. STREIT. If we do not make the change-over in our whole attitude on this from the state to the citizen, that will probably result,
but when you make a federal union you have really shifted 'the base
of your whole philosophy away from the state as sovereign and over
to the individual citizen as sovereign. It is the self-interest of the
citizen that is involved from then oA, and you form your new government on that basis of the self-intekest of the citizens-not the statesof the union. You do not give yur Federal Government jurisdiction
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except where it is in the interest of the majority of the people in each
of the states illthe whole union. Otherwise they won't ratify its
constitution. Then you have a means that tends'to unite them, as
history proves, more and more as time goes on.
The other principle, the present one of unlimited national sovereignty, tends to kee) themn divided, while they are operating as sovereign groups of men as states.
Mr. MALONEY. We find even in Congress here there are self-interests
that vote by various States and how much more so would that be in

an interlnatlonal union?
Mr. STmi1n'. You have that in certain things, yes, but you have other
things where the issues in our federal system cut across State lines.
Take my State of MN
ontana. We have bothI Republican an(l Democratic Representatives in the Congress, and on certain very large issues that have come up in recent years our Representatives and Senators have voted ol)l)osite each other. 'hey cross state lines. That is
not possible under the other system. Tlt is one of the things that
struck me first of all in Geneva. Everything was so unreal. All the
weight of the British and all of de weight of the French, and the
Americans at the conferences we attended, would be put one side or
the other of each issue because the govermnent cast eachf nation's vote.
That system tends to keep states al)art. It works up the danger that
you speak of to the ultimate degree. The federal system tends to
break it down. Sometimes the representatives of a state will vote all
together. On another issue they will not. They cross all sorts of lines
under federal union, and this gradually tends to bring together the
people of the union.
Pr.
MALONEY. 'rhankyou.
Mr. Voys. Mr. Streit, you mentioned 15 countries, more or less, as
your nucleus. How many of those would join this or participate in a
convention?
Mr. STmEIT. In my judgme, t, all of the ones I mentioned would.
Mr. Voitys. I am not convinced of that. Those in power, the chiefs
of the state, the diplomats who run it, would be by and large against
this. They like the way things are operating. It has been about 10
years since your idea was proposed so eloquently in Union Now. Iii
there a Union Now organization in all those 15 countries?
Mr. STmRlT. There are organizations aimed at a federal union,
Most of theil are now talking of European union, and the reason tiey
are not talking of it oil our basis is that when the war came along it
disrupted the idea. I1 1939 there were Union Now organizations
building up in England, France, Switzerland, Belgium, Nitheriids,
and Sweden and Norway, I believe. The war (lisrupted all that.
Then with the changed situation since the war the Europeans have
felt-the British, first of all-that in their weak positicil, they could
hardly propose this to us. They thought the only thing they could
do was to work for a European union. Their movement has tended
along that line. They have developed a strong movement under Mr.
Churchill's leadership, and that of others) for a western European
Union.' A great many of them, I am sure, would move over behind
this idea of a trans-Atianic union of the free if we came out for it.
They think we must do the proposing.
Mr. Voitys. Whel you say they think we must do the proposing, I
talked about this with Mr.Churchill and Mr. Eden, and realize that
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chiefs of state and their representatives have a certain diplomatic
shyness about bringing it up. That should not be true among free
peoples in these 15 countries. I do not want to delay the committee
ut ifbhe committee would consent I would be very happy if you COO
add a postscript or an adjunct to your statement here, for insertion, a
statenit that would show what support this proposal had in the 15
countries that you mentioned.
Mr. STREIT. I would be glad to do that. I would want to explain that
the best information I have on that is the kind I could give you personally, but I would not feel free to state publicly. I-know a nn
that we both know, for example, Nho I saw quite recently. I asked
him that question because one of your fellow Congressmen had asked
it of me. He answered it in the way I have just answered. He said,
"Don't fool yourself. There is no question about it. As things now
stand there is not a single one of these European countries that would
hesitate for a moment to come to it, though some people in them
might not like it." .....
Mr. MALONEY. Will you yield
Mr. VonYs. Yes.
Mr. MALONEY. I was wondering whether the union you are talking
about in Europe is the type of union you are advocating here, or is it
a looser proposition with a definite nationalist angle?
Mr. STREIT. That is one of the things that is not clear in Mr.
Churchill's statement. There were various proposals that were put before the recent meeting in Holland. Some of them were aiming at the.
kind of a federation I have in mind, though without the accent on
freedom to the degree I give. They would invite everybody in Europe.
Mr. Churchill has left it rather open as to whether he means a council
,of states or a real union, and whether th" British are going to be in or
.out of that union. In his statement he spoke of the British and their
close ties to Europe, and also of their close tips to the United States.
I think he is keeping a liquid position.
Mr. MALONEY. it is more of an economic union?
Mr. STREIT. No; it is political as well as economic.
Mr. JuDD. Both General Marshall and Mr. Dulles this morning spoke
-with consideable vigor of their apprehension about certain nations
which neither of then eared to mention which allegedly would be put
in a bad spot by this proposed action and would find it difficult to
choose sides. Now ypu .ay all of them would come along. On what is
your judgment based? Do you think they were talking about any of
the same states that you include?
Mr. SmmViT. I should like to make a modification of what I said.
'The two states most doubtful in my list. I believe would be Switzerland
-and Sweden. I mean their reception of the invitation would be doubt.
fitl. They might come. I do not know. They might come as observers.
The Swiss have their background of neutrality to such a high degree.
I asked a Swiss friend of mine, a newspaper correspondent. I brought
out the proposal in general and then In a more concrete way. At first.
he said "I think we would certainly send observers." When I asked
him if we invited them in this way, this particular way that I have
described, he said, "I think in thaticase we would send a full delega-tion."

,'

I do not know about Sweden, ljt judging from their position being
-so closeto,60viet Russia, thatcuntry might hesitate because of that.
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Mr. VoRYs. I thought you might have such a list, and I did not want
to burden the committee or detain them at this late time. A secret
or confidential statement of statesmen would be a frail reason for us to
lean on in suggesting official action which, as I say, I feel confident
would meet not with enthusiasm but with resistance by those who are
enamored of the diplomatic way of life in handling things in secret
at the direction of the chief of state. Therefore, to have any chance
at all it would have to have prompt sul)Iport and response from many
many citizens unconnected with Government all over the place. U
you had a list of persons or organizations I felt that might possibly
be significant and hel )ful.
Mr. STI1Er. I will (1o the best I can, Mr. Vorys, with the qualification I stated. Such a list would not be a major factor in my own calculations in judging the responsiveness of the people over there.
Mr. VoRlys. You could, of course, add any statement or estimate you
wish, but something concrete like that wvotifl, I think, be helpful.
(The information referred to is as follows:)
ANNIX

TflOM1. STRFIT's TESTIMONY

WASIHNOTON, D. C., May 17, 1948.
To answer Mr. Vorys adequately would take much more time and more space
than I understand the committee would wish. On reason is this: My 20 years'
experience as a newspaper correspondent convincPd me, before Union Now was
pubiishedi, that (1) the United States wis the key country for the success of
this proposal; and (2) the people of the European democracies were so inclined
to expect and to fear further United States isolationism that most of them would
respond with alacrity to an Invitation from the United States to meet with its
delegates in the proposed constitutional convention; and (3) that they and the
other democracies were in such need of the good will and support of the American
people that their governments could not possibly afford to refuse to attend
such a convention.
Consequently, since Union Now appeared in 1939, I have spent all my time
seeking to educate American opinion on the need of thus extending our Federal
principles to the other experienced democracies. Not having the means of doing
nearly enough here at home, I have concentrated oin the United Statei--with the
exception of a few speaking trips to Canada at the invitation of Canadians-and
have not kept in close and regular touch with the development of the idea abroad.
_It seems to me significant that its great growth there has been so spontaneous
and prompt, beginning with the publication of the British, French, and Swedish
editions of Union Now in 1939, without our stimulating It financially or by sending speakers to promote it abroad. The response confirmed mne In the view that
if we did our part welt enough, we could be su-e that the other democracies would
come to the convention. Consequently, I have concentrated on the home task,
and it would take some time for us to ascertain adequately and accurately just
what the situation is abroad.
I I should point out, too, that leaders in the other democracies have often told
me that, much as the preferred an Atlatltc union with us, they felt increasingly
since the wair that their countries wer in too weak a position vis-a-vis us for thlir
governments to take the initiative in urging union. Consequently, pending United
States leadership, they have tended to work for European union, or for world
federal union, or for other ideas the thought would help swing their countries
behind an Atlantic umqion of democracies whenever the United States proposed
it, This also left them some alternative if, as many of them feared, the United
States should fail to convoke a federal convention in good time.
European and particularly British statesmen have for many years leaned backward to avoid giving the impression that they were intervening in what we
might consider a domestic issue. Our policy toward the League made them
especially cautious in their direct contacts with Members of Congress or diplomatic representatives, lest by appearing to nudge our Government they defeat
their own desires. I found this attitude prevalent at Geneva; it is also at work
regarding the federal union idea. Many British and European leaders ap-
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parently cannot understand that Congress might want to know their attitude
before it moved. They also fear that an affirmative answer to questions asked
them by Congressmen as regards union of the free might be construed as foreign
interference in our affairs, to injure this proposal.
The reports I get indicate that western European opinion has been developing
in our direction %ery fast, especially since the Kremnlin's coup lit Czechoslovakia.
This makes it very hard to estimate our strength just now. I have no doubt
that the great bulk of the world federal movement li all the other democracies,
and the much miore powerful moveenlielt for western Europt-an union would swing
behind the idea of an Atlantic union of the free if the House adopted the resoluIlon I have suggested.
Therefore, I can submit at thli4 time only these Indications to suggest the support our proposal would have abroad should the House adopt It:
1. OrganlIzation.-Hereare some of the federalist organizations itn other
democracies that could be counted on, I believe-even those that are now working
for tnre European unlon-to urge their governments to accept the proposed In-- v-tatlon to attend t federal convention of the free, if the United States Issued it,
. Britain: Federal Union, Ltd., London; New Commonwealth, ILlond ; London
--intermnatlonal Group, New Europe Group, London.
Eire: Federal Union, Newtown.
Union of South Africa: Federal Union, Johannesbutg; Federal Union, Elizabeth town.
Australia: Federal Union, Siduey; Federal Union, Adelaide.
New Zealand: Federal Union, Auckland.
Canada: Federal Union, Toronto; Federal Government Association, Toronto.
France: Cotnite International pour lit Federation Europeinne et Mondiate,
Paris; Etats-Unis du Monde, Paris; La Federaion, Paris; Union d(- Etudiants
Federallstes, Paris; Union Economique et Federnle Europeenne, Paris; Uiion
Eueopeenne, Paris; Union federal mondiale, Paris.
Luxemburg: Union federal, Luxemburg.
Norway: Norsk Federalist Forbund, Olso.
Netherlands: Europeesehe Actie voor Federale Unie, The Hague Utniversale
Ligo (Esperanto), The Hague.
Sweden: Varldsfederallsterna, Stockholm.
I)enmark: Een Verden, Copenhagen.
Switzerland: Centre d'action pour la federation europeenne, Geneva; Civitas
Nova, Lugano; Institut Federaliste Europeen, Zurich; Europea Union, Basle;
Mouvement populalre suisse en faveur d'une federation mondiale, Geneva.
2. Leaders.-Here are a few typical leaders who would, I have reason to believe, respond favorably if the House should adopt the resolution I suggest:
BRITAIN

Prime Minister Attlee, who has publicly stated that"Europe must federate or
perish."
Foreign Secretary Bevin, who told me as early as 1039 that we could list him
among the supporters of our policy, and who has stated in Parliament, as Foreign Secretary, that he was willing to sit (town with delegates from other countries and try to work out a plan for federation.
Winston Churchill, who said in Parliament on August 20, 1940, commenting
on the 99-year leases of certain bases to the U. S.: "Undoubtedly tilis process
means that * * * the British Empire and the United States will have to be
somewhat mixed up together in some of their affairs for mutual and general
advantage. For my own part * * * I do not view the process with any
misgivings. * * * No ohe can stop it. Like the Mississippi, it just keeps
rolling along. Let it roll. Let it roll on full flood, inexorable, irresistible
benignant, to broader lands and better days." Later he came out publicly
for an Anglo-American citizenship. In his leadership toward a European union
he has carefully kept the British position open for union with the United States,
Canada, etc.
Ex-War Secretary Leslie Hore-Belisha, Ambassador Duff-Cooper, Lionel Curtis,
one of the framers of the Constitution of the Union of South Africa; Sir Norman'
Angell, Sir Clive Baillieu, president, Federation of British Industries; Sir Ernest
lDerker, W. D. Curry, C. E. M. Joad, So~herset Maugham, J. B. Priestley, Lord
Beveridge, Vernon Bartlett. Wtngfleld 'Digby, Sir Ernest Graham-Little, and
many other members of Parliament.
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NoTmr-The press reported at the time of thl)marrlage of Princess Elizabeth,
the heir apparent, that one of her favorite books was Union Now. On May 14,
1948, the AP reported her as stating publicly: "We must work for the break-down
of prejudices born of narrow-minded nationalism."
CANADA

Louis St. Laurent, Minister of External Affairs, told the Canadian Parliament,
according to a New York Times dispatch from Ottawa dated May 1, 1948, that,
pending the strengthening of the United Nations, Canada should join whatever
collective organization of free states that might be formed as an effective
guaranty of peace.
Others known to favor the idea are:
Minister of Agriculture, J. G. Gardiner.
. P. Taylor, industrialist, deputy Canadian member of Combined Production
and Resources Board.
J. T. Thorson, ex-Minister of National War Services, Senator Bouchard, Wilson Southam of the Southani Newspaper chain, Wilson Woodside of "Saturday
Night," Columnist Elmore Philpott, etc.
AUSTRAUA

W. J. F. Riordan, Minister for the Navy.
Leslie Haylen, M. P., who writes that lie and many of his colleagues very
strongly favor a union such as that propounded in Freedom and Union.
Hon. Ernest Anthony, M. L. C., Sir Robert Chapman, Kt. C. M. 0.
NEW ZEALAND

Deputy Premier Walter Nash, Maj. C. F. Skinner, Minister of Rehabilitation,
Col. 10. Waite, and many other Members of Parliament, Archbishop West-Watson.
FRANCE

,l,,an Monnet, former cabinet member, now in charge of the Monnet plan for
Frenh reconstruction. (Mr. Monnet, who is exceptionally well informed about
Britiab end other western European official trends, told me last month that he
bad no doubt whatever that the French, British, and other western European
governments would attend the proposed convention if the United States Government officially invited them.)
Ex-Premiers Reynaud and Blum; Lt. Gen. Mathene6, military attach, Washington, D. C.; Firmin Roz, Mebre de l'Institut; Gouverneur Monick, Blanque do
France; Conselliers d'Etat Jean Morellet, Michlei Debro; Prof. Maurice Allals,
Ecole des Mines; Manrice Schumann, secretary-general of the M. R. P. Party;
Pertinax (Andrd Geraud), Andrd Maurols.
(NJo .- The New French constitution container a clause expressing France's
willingness to limit its sovereignty in order to secure enduring peace.)
SWITZERLAND

William Rappard, former delegate to the League of Nations.
BELOIUM

Foreign Minister Spaak who, as early as March, 1944, wrote in Federal Union
World that the future world organization "should consist only of democracies.
I rc.alize, of course, that there are objections to this * * * but I believe that to
be less dangerous than to introduce a wolf or wolves into the sheepfold. If an
international organization is to be effective, those who take part in it must at
least have * * * the same conception of law and morality * * *. The democracies are necessarily peace-loving. * * * But it Is also necessary that
they should be strong. * * * They cannot be strong unless they form a !loc
In which the interests of each will be linked to the interests of all the others, and
in which those who pursue other aims dnd practice other methods will not be
allowed to play a dissolving and demoralizing role."
,Ex-Premier Paul van Zeeland; Senateur Herl Rolin, delegate to the San Franthico UN Conference.
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As early as 1948, the Dutch Ambassador to the United States, then Alexander
Louden, told the DAR:
'Holland, though situated on the European continent, is, first and foremost, an
Atlantic nation. The Dutch have never In the past linked their fate to the continent. * * * The lifelines which link the various parts of the kingdt m are
not land routes, but the sea routes and the skies. Our goal will e, therefore, to
organize the security of the Atlantic to keep these lifelines open.
"Oalo thing should be realized by every country which has interests In the
Atlantic. In view of the development of air power, no single nation will be able
to guard the Atlantic region effectively without the help and cooperation of likewinded countries. * * *
"Should the Atlantic nations * * * come to the conclusion that peace In the
Atlantic is an objective fiot inspired through any theoretical idealism, * * *
but required by and in conformity with their own self-interest, we might reasonably hope to witness the establishment of the Pax Atlantiea. * * * For that
very reason, I do not believe in any scheme
* *
wfich tends to create a
European federation.
The present ambassador, E. N. van Kleffens, said at Harvard March 17, 1948:
"Basically the dilemma is not economic in nature, but a question of civil rights
and liberties. * * * The main problem is: VilI western Europe preserve
that attainment? * * * What chance of success has militant communism
in western Europe? The next year or so will give the answer. And the answer
does not depend on western Europe alone. It also, and in large measure, depends
on the United States of America.
"It will, In other words, depend on what I should like to call the wiole
Atlantic--or at least the North Athltntle-connnunity; all those countries around
the North Atlantic Ocean, In Americit as well as in Europe * * * For it Is
the Atlantic which, shrunk to its present size InI our aircraft age, is the link
between all those countries which together have now to meet the challenge of
communism.
"Around this sea are some of the principal countries where Christian concepts
are the basis of our thinking and way of life, where the dignity of the individual
Is held dear, where freedom Is the essence of our being, where the pursuit of
happiness is everyone's birthright. What :vibrates iii us, western Europeans,
-vibrates in you Americans. Together, you and we, are the guardians of these
sacred truths. * * *
"The countries of Benelux saw the light first. In union lies greater strength.
When the lights went out In Czechoslovakia, we, together with Britain and France,
at once started making a solenin pact.
* * The peoples of western E urope
.take comfort from this new union. But it does ont completely dissipate their
apprehension. * * * What, western Europe says, Is America going to do in
this emergency? Their future, they feel, may depend on the answer to that
momentous question. Far be it from me to express an opinion on what you in
this great country should-or should not-do. That is for you, and for you alone,
to decide. But you will have to make a decision."
3. Polls and expert opinion.-So far as I know, no poll has yet been taken
abroad of public opinion as regards our proposal. But since most Europeans
who favor western European union would also favor trying to work out a federation with us, it is of Interest to note the answers to the Roper survey reported
(Time, April 12, 1948) to this question: "Generally speaking, are you in favor of
the idea of a western European union or against the idea?"

Britain .................................................
Wranoe ...............
....................
.........
Switzerland ...........................................
Sweden ...............................................

In favor

Against

Percent

Percent
10
21
21
23

66
64
49
33

Undeclded
Percent

24
15
30
44

.(When the Roper survey then asked Americans whether
they would favor
starting a United States of the World by federating with this'union and other
overseas democracies on a basis of representation proportionate to our population, the result was 48 percent in favor, 88 percent against, 19 percent undecidiid.)
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Herber Agar, former editor of the Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journal, special
assistant to Ambassador Winant in London during the war, wrote me May 1 from
England:
"I believe we could soon get a union of the democracies, and I believe it is the
only thing that will save this perishing world. Under the pressure of the present
awful danger the climate of opinion has changed in England and I think in western Europe. The people who cried out against anything which even temporarily
excluded Russia have ceased crying, and tile people who belittled anything
daringly new have ceased belittling.
"At home I topke in 45 States this winter. The American people have never
been In a better mood. They are not frightened but they are serious. They
know that although Inexperienced in many fields America Is the most experienced
Nation on earth ii the problems of a vast federal empire. A great many of
them would like to see America give the world a lead out of this long and fruitful
experience."
While certain officials In other democracies may well oppose union for the
reasons Mr. Vorys suggested, I think It highly unlikely many even of these would
oppose accepting a United States Invitation to a federal convention. Since attending It would not commit them to any constitution it framed, I cannot Imagine
them thus snubbing the house that holds the purse--least of all now when they
fear what may happen to European recovery appropriations next year.
Surely It is not impossible for your committee so to draft the resolution as to
make It very attractive to the people in Europe, and very hard for any officials
but the Communists to oppose attending the convention. The more the resolution accents freedom, and experience in assuring freedom, the harder It will be
even for the fellow travelers to reject the honor we do each democracy we invite.
It will be much harder to refuse to attend this convention than any of the other
conferences that you have been urged, in these hearings, to recommend.
How could Britain reftise If Canada or Australia came, or France and the Low
Countries? How could either of the last two refuse if the other accepted?
Those who fear we might be snubbed may be reassured by the fact that be.fore the whole prestige of the United States Is engaged there would be three
preliminary steps: House action, Senate action, Executive action. Tile re
action to the firAt step would show whether the fears of refusal were grounded.
If by any chance tMat were the result of this trial balloon, the Senate might well
balk. But if the response to House action were enthusiastic, the Senate would
approve and the United States would risk no rebuff.
By the former hypothesis, the House would have done the American people
tile great service of proving that they were ready to explore federation with the
free, and of relieving them of all responsibility for what resulted front others
having opposed such exploration. By the latter hypothesis, the House would
have won the historic honor of having initiated the greatest undertaking of the
age.
Though I feel confident the response would be very favorable, I woul ugree that
the test requires courage. But, I would repeat, we cannot hope to win without
war this struggle for freedom If we seek to win it without courage, too.
Respectfully,
CLARENtE K. STWEIT,

President,Federal Union. Ino.

Mr. VonRys. Thank you very much for this very interesting and
stimulating discussion.
The committee is adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning in
the caucus room.

(The following communications have been submitted for inclusion
in the record:)
(Whereupon, at 5: 35 p. m., the committee adjourned.)
STATEMENT OF PAUL SAUNIER, JR., FOR TIlE RICHMOND COMITTrEE FOR THE

UNITED NATIONS
In the month of March 1948 a group of 25 prominent citizens of the city of
Richmond, Va., formed the Richmond Committee for the United Nations for the
purpose of asking public support for House Concurrent Resolution 59.
During the weeks of March and early April this committee of citizens asked
.local organizations to hear volunteer speakers and to hold discussion meetings on
this Pubject. Following such meetings, endorsing resolutions were passed by
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over 50 organizations, including the Richmond Federation of Parent-Teacher
Associations; the Third Virginia District Conference, American Igion; Junior
Chamber of Commerce; Richmond Ministerial Union; City CIO Councll; City
A. F. of L. Council; a pd many inen's clubs, women's clubs, Catholic, Protestant,
and Jewish religious gl'oups. Costs of printing petitions was volunteered by the
United World Federalists, Richmond chapter.
The mayor of Richmond declared the week of April 19 to be United Nations
Week In the city, and printed petitions were circulated by volunteers. Tlese petitions call on "the President and Congress of the United States to Initiate find
support the action necessary to empower the United Nations to enact, interpret,
and enforce world law to prevent war."
In 1 week, with little publicity other than street conversation and hand-to-hand
petition circulating, over 21,000 signatures were secured. The largest amber of
votes ever cast In the city of Richm d was 32,00 (1944). Signatures on the
petitions were limited to persons of voting age, residing within the city limits.
This figure of 21,000 does not yet include the tabulations of one of tile largest
Individual circulating groups, the organized labor unions, which are conducting
their own solicitations; and there are other thousands who have not yet had the
opportunity to sign. Petition workers have estimated thut, after reading tile
explanatory material on the back of'the petition, 0 out of 10 persons sign it
immediately and enthusiastically.
The local committee consists of men and women holding the following positions,
to Indicate the breadth of their Interests: Presidents of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Iailroad, Virginia Electric & Power Co., Richmond Chamber of
Commerce, Junior Chamber of Commerce, and Bank of Virginia; presidents of
the CIO and A. F. of L. labor councils; former presiding bishop, Protestlint
Episcopal Church in the United States; Catholic bishop of the diocese of Richmond; pastor, First Baptist Church; president, Baptist Ministers' Conference
(Negro) ; the presidents of the League of Women Voters, Federation of Parent.
Teacher Associations, Ge-teral Federation of Women's Clubs, University of Richmond, Medical College of Virginia, Union Theological Seminary, Virginia Union
University, Interclub Council, and the Richmond Bat' Association; the commander,
third Virginia district, American Legion; rabbi, Beth Ahabah Synagogue; the
immediate past president of the Richmond Citizens Association and a former
mayor of the city of Richmond.
This report, therefore, is submitted to the Foreign Affairs Committee of the
House of Representatives in the belief that It is strong proof of the following
premise:
That the citizens of a typical diversified American city, such as Richmond, Va.,
when given the opportunity to express themselves as to United States policy with
regard to the. United Nations, overwhelmingly approve House Concurrent
Resolution 59.
STRENGTHENING THE UN

(By Emile Benoit-Smullyan ')
Our first task Is to stop Russian expansion, and stop it cold. This can be done
without changing the UN. The Red Army can be kept from external aggression
by a mutual defense-against-aggression pact under which the United States would
guarantee military aid to any signatory nation subjected to armed aggression.
Such a pact should, however, be Integrated in the UN structure (not superficially
but fundamentally) by a provision that It would become operative only when a
majority of the Security Council, Including a majority of Its permanent members,
votes that an act of external aggression has taken place.
By this one stroke the United Nations would be transformed from a prematurely
moribund into a dynamic, functioning organization. Everything essential that
could be accomplished by the obilition of the veto would be accomplished. Moreover, Russia would be powerless to obstruct such action by veto, since the Initiative would be wholly with the United States. At the same time, the voting requirement would protect us against becoming Involved in conflicts where the Issues
were confused and where no clear-cut aggression could be demonstrated. Moreover, If the Soviets complained that sue a defense pact was aimed at Russia, they
could be Invited to join it.
I Professor of economics and head of the departments of economics and sociology for the
Associated Colleges of Upper New York
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Internal aggression by the Communist Parties must also be cliecked. lhe v.
tie Marshall and Trulman plans are indispensable. We must sand ready to ruit
all Inecessairy diplomltatic, linanelial, and military aid to aly nation subjected to
serious Communist pressure. But we should insist that the governments receiving our aid be genuinely democratic, and that they supply their peoples
with a good and eficient brand of government. This Is vital. Democracy, of
Course, Is not Icomlatible with vigorous measures of Internal defense. Ideological freedom need not be allowed to protect what are in effect treasonable activities.
Next, we must isist on a shw-(own and an over-all settlement. The Russians
now iave the scientific and technical Information to build atomic bombss 2 There
remain only a very few years of grace. Thereafter, In the absence of a satisfactory settlement, we will have no assurance of survival from one day to another.
What kind of settlement shall we propose? Prior experience suggests that no
agreemnemt with Russia will lie worth anytlhlng unless there is established an
agency strong enough to assure that such agreenenlts once niatle will really be
enforced. III addition to setthejuent of fill time chief substantive problems (houndaries, bases, ecoiioiiie cooperatlols, etc.) now dividing the eastern and western
blocs, a tl'Mal settlenteit will, therefore, have to include provisions for the establishmnent of a watertight security systein under which nations will surrender the
war-making power, iand will delegate to a strengthened UN the right to enforce
their agreements.
Such a system requires a fundamental agreement among the nations (1) to
abstain henceforth from external or Internal 11ggresston ; (2) to transfer to the
UN certain major weapons anti "dangerous" research; ' (3) to estah'.ish in the UN
the judicial and executive organs needed to Interpret, apply, and enforce this
agreement. Note, however, that, since tile basic law Immider which tie system
was to operate would be obtained by voluntary international agreement, no world
legislature beyond the present General Assembly nand Security Council would
seem to be required.
Tie fundamnemital ditliculty In the way of any sulch solution lies in tile fact
that he mlthais. and particularly the eastern find western blots, do not trust
one another. The onlyichance I cal see of surmounting this ditficulty is to select
the world executive and judicial agencies on an entirely lie%%'principle. Their
Illemlers illst

no longer represent Ilatiomill govcllmnelnls or

eOp!CS.

They iust

Instead he world citizens, who art willing to renounce their national citizenship
f111d to assmlime 1an
overriding loyai'y to the world organization itseIf.
ihey must
be selected oil the Imsis of their indepenlence, freedom from iatiomil bias, devotion to the Ideals of internationalism, and solid integrity. Most of them would
undoublely lie drawn from the small find traditionally neutral nations. All of
then should ideally be subject iII their selection to a veto by ally of the great
powers. If possiblle, no person sould he selected who is thought by either the
eastern or western blocs to be biased or untrustworthy. Obviously, there are,
very few people who wouhl be acceptable on this basis." The ability to agree
2According to tile testimony of Secretary Forrestal on' Anrll 12.
8 Internal aggression, the subsidizing of ievolutilon or treason, is difficult to define. It may
be reached by a ban on tie giving of any aid to a foreign national without his govern.
ment's knowledge and consent.
4 The quota-force idea of a balance of power in armaments is based on strictly preatomle
thinking. Mass-detruction weapons are of indeterminate potency. There is no way of
balancing thenm. They can be controlled only it monopolized by the law-enforcement aeney.
And only a monopoly of certain major we ions of conventional type can assure that the
monopoly of niass-des trmetIon weapons will ie maintained.
5Tile comaidex andi iifilcult problems of establishing these executive ani Judicial organs
within thmeTIN, and in particular of preventing abunses of power by%themn. cannot bie ilseumsil here for lack of space. I do believe. however. that rensoialkly Satisfactory solutions
are possible. Some preliminary suggestions may be found in the following articles by this
author:
Al American Foreign Policy for Survival. Ethics, vol. LVI. No. 4. July 1940, p. 210.
Control of Atomic Energy by the United Nations, the Antioch Review, winter, 1946-47,
p. 494.
Why minimal World Government, Common Cause, June 1948.
61'l failure to find an ncceptahle izovernor for 'rieste ililmitrate tlm illleiiltles thlt
would be experienced Just as our ability to agree on Trynzve Lie ad Secretary General of
the UN illustrates that success is sometlnis possible.
It Is important to realize tMlt once
there is a sincere willingness on both shids to renounce war and to establish an effeetive
security system the problem will become less political and mlluch more a technical problem
of personnel selection on the basis of mutually agreed upon criteria. It is Important to
add that the chlef executive as well as the Judiciary would In this case almost certainly
be a board (operating on a majority vote) rather than an Indlvhilual. There would. therefore, ie some room for compromise and bargaining. If both sides were really eager to reach
an agreement, there is nothing in the process which would make it impossible for then)
to do it.
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on some set of candidates might then constitute the real test of tie sincerity of
both sides.'
In negotiating with the Kremlin, we must never forget that its most vital
interest is the retention of Its present dictatorship over the Russian people.
We must clearly make up our minds whether we are really seeking to find a
basis of agreement with it or a good excuse to undermine and attack it. Unless
we intend war with it (and unfortunately this means with the Russian people as
well), we must, it seems to me, lean over backward to offer it complete security
against both external and internal aggression, bearing fully in mind the inevitable vulnerability and insecurity of every dictatorship.
Having done this, however, I feel that we will be morally Justified in not taking "no" for an answer. In the atomic age the unwillingness to renounce
dangerous research and the weapons of mass destruction, the refusal to accept
the necessary inspection, and failure* to cooperate in the establishment of an
effective security system becomes itself a form of aggression, and, indeed, a
most terrible form. This I believe we will have to recognize, and on this basis
we will have to act
I The nations would not of course, transfer real power to the amended UN until the
frst set of new officers had beer agreed upon. As for replacements these could be chosen
by the Incumbent if the great powers were unable to agree upon tieir successors.
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ABC PLAN FOR WORLD PUACE 1

-4By Ely Culbertson'
Now hope for a solution tott
l ttlan problem I = liised by a movement
currently taking shape throughout the 6tthtty.
IttbJect is to make immediate
revisions In the United Nations Charter, with Ruisia, if possible, without Russia
I Following are the names of the Senators and Representatives who have supported the
formula for revision of the UN advanced by Ely Culbertson In this artlc!e by introducing
congressional resolutions calling for Implementatoln of the ABC puan: Senutora: Oeorge
SAilken (R), Vermont; Raymord El Baldwin (R), Connecticut; Joseph HI.Ball (RI),
Minnesota; Harry F'. Blyrd (D), Virginia - Harry P. Cain (R), Washington; Romer E. Capehart (R) Indiana; Homer FerA uson (R), Michigan; Ralph E. Flanders (it), Vermont;
Clyde R. hoey (D), North Carolina: William E. Jenner (It), Indiana; Edwin C. Johnson
10), Colorado; Eiest W. McFarland (D) Arizona ; Herbert R. O'Connor (D), lMfaryland;
4ohn Sparkman (D). Alabama, John C. Stennls (D), Misaissippi; Charles W. Tobey (R),
New Hampshire. Representatives: Raymond Burke (R) Ohio; William T. Bylro (1)
New York; William M, Colmer (D), Mississippi; Ralph W. Owinn (R). New York;
lobert
[alo (R), Maine; Brooks Has (D), Arkansas; Pete Jarman (_). Alabama; Vnter H.
Iand (R), Minnesota; Hates Kefaver (D), Tennessee; Mike Mansfeld (D) Montana;
Frederek A. Muhlenberg (R), Penniplvanla; Karl H. iundt (R), South Dakofa; ltlchar
M. Nixon (R), California; James P. Richards (B), South Carolina.
Ely Culbertsoa Is eminently fitted by his American and Russian heritage to help bring
father, an American mining engineer, developed the
Nations. His
theIntwo
!eaee between
field
theofCaucasuq;
was the daughter
of a Cossackactiv~ties
general. and
He
folerevolutionary
prison in punishment
a Czarist his'mother
inside
once knew the
narrowlysystems
escapedof with
his life. and
('here,
incidentally,
he
learned
tu
play
4itids.)
UIr
studled
government
mass psychology at six universities In Europe an.
America. speaks eight language. In 1940 he organized a group of political thi 1ers and
dedicated himself to the task of creating a modern system for world orpnlsation, the
results of which are reflected In the ABC plan. He Isthe author of World nlderation
Plan and Total Peace. Culbertson rewards bridge as his hobby, a byproduct which finances
higseal lifework-the establishment of universal peace.
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If need be-but not necessarily against Russia. Already 30 Senators and Representatives have Introduced in Congress a resolution calling for tills reorganization by lneians of a concrete formula known as the ABC plan.
Ieretofore Americans have been divided into three groups of opinion on the
vital question of our policy toward the U. S. . It. There are those who feel we
should appease Russia. The second group sees no other solution than to "bomb
The third, at present direct ing our foreign
her with the atomle bonb now."
policy, puts its faith hi Irnl. measures designed to "contain" further Soviet
" can show only that each Is
expansion.
tjarefui sciutlity of thc.-e "olt!imt
bound to fall.
aiiui and
Appeasement might Juecee, If til, Issue were only between the Itt
American peoples ; their hands i.lil),t have been clasped in lasting friendship long
ago. But tile enslaved lRussian people do not make their own decisions as to
The only ones who cha1nt loliticllyl in Iussla today areithe 14
war or peace.
members of tile Politburo, whose avowed purpose is ia C(oninulilst wvorld-state
aiid who have proclaimed the United States their Einmy Nunbler One. We cannot
risk the destiny of our country on the forlorn hope that these 14 Ideological
falitlics nilty lose their absolute power or aliandou their announced goal.
A war of aggression by the United Stite Is priacticially impossible. We are ai
Christian people Who will light heroically to defend our country against aggresslion ; indeed, our moral sfhength comes from the conviction that aggression Is
lgieer.(! Il'mrl Harbor, is
evil. But ai sneak attack on Russia, aiit American
,,imply oat of the question. We don't do business that way.
Oiir present half-Ileasure policy of containi hnment" Is provig equally futile.
It does not remove the thlralt of Mntlmn wiar ijmw banging over tlhe world, relieve
the backbreaking load of the arnaeliint race, o1' slop aggression. In it worll of
power politics the United States caliniot buy peace ol tie Installment plain.
Tliu only way out of tllis lillpasse, lie only way that Is certainly to be supported
by the great majority of the American people, is via the United Nations. Not
n'ilted Nabt
t he pronili ed
t-he imlesent I tciitltelit, veto-ridden organization,
tions, so designed that no nation imay rearmi for aggression with iiipullnity or
attack a divided world with any chance of success. This promise cal be fulfilled
by the ABC plan.
The llanl consists of three proplosils to solve the three base problems wlich
niust be solved in order to make the United Nations work-the problem of the
veto; the lproblcin of tile arniainent race, particularly the atoinlc race; tisid the
problem of establishing a powerful but tyranny-proof world police force. These
proposals may be sunitiar zed as follows:
A. EII1hiiation of the Unc'strictlcd Vetlo
In the present Security Council, the right of veto applies even when a major
state is accused of aggression, so that tlie Council Is like i perlietually hung
(ind
has the right to vote it his own
jury oi which the criminal himself silts
case "not guilty." This tragic farce fias been played before tile lieophles oif the
world ever since the United Nations was founded. Accordingly, revision A provlles that i nilatferm specifically concerning aggression and preparation for
aggression the right of veto by any single state will ibe abolished.
In all other matters involvings national sovereignty, however-such as selfdefense, taxation or imnigration-lie veto right will le retained. Tiie right to
veto Is the right to be sovereign, and the right to be sovereign Is the right to be
free. The only sovereign right that the United States would give ill in revision A Is tile "right" to arm for, or wage, i war of aggregslon. This -right" the
Anerican Nation may be expected to surrender if the other nations do likewise.
With the veto thus abolished in matters of aggression, the representation In
the present 11-member Security Council must be changed so that tile C smaller
States cannot outvote the five permiinent members. Accordingly, the Cotncil
Is to be reorganized to include two members eacli from Rtussia, time British Commonwealth anid tile United States; one each from Firince ind China; fiid two
selected collectively by the smaller niequber states. This makes a new Council
of 10 members to be tiled, in vetoless matters, by it majority of 6.
Next, a impartial World Court must be created. Tie present International
Court of Jtustice has only picayune powers-it Is actually forbidden to Judge any
case of International gangsterlsm unless the International gangster himself
consents to be so Judged I The new World (ourt provided by revision A will Interpret the revised United Nations Charter and judge governments and indi-

viduals.
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Thus the ABC plan solves the first basic problem of International organization:
l1ow to give the Security Council enough power to prevent or stop aggression,
aind yet preserve the essential sovereignty and freedom of member states. As
a result, the United Nations Is liberated from the strait Jacket of the veto, and
a trte world authority Is Pstablisled.
B. Abolition of the Atomio Threat and the Arniament Race
In the 11(midst of til unparalleled armament race, and after nearly 3 years of
existence, the United Nations has accomplished exactly nothing to remove the
atomic threat or Initiate world disarinament. To prevent aggressive war we
must lirst of fill prevent arl'ililnlent for aggressive war. Revision B provides
for this as follows:
III the cast of li oiilv Wetlt~lps the 'evised Security (COullcil will establish ftil
Atomic I)evelopini'nt Atlthoriy for lilt rai i I control of lioll c ellergy, along
the general lines of tile oihcia Uniet
St sites proposal of Juie 14, Il46.
In ti

(li
case of ieiavy atrialiit-arinor

illS

(of h111d, seal, and

iir-tlie

re-

vised Security ( 'ouiiI'll wiII estalillish l
world-wide lilnttilitlo
ill Its Irodiluction it accrd(niite wil i new tlechni(Ite, cilltd tlie qutiotui force lmuetthod(.
First,
the revised Security'CoUtell will fix tinutally tie total IilinioUlt of heavy atriellant of elicit klnd that 1l113' lie produced thrluglotlItilitet( world
h lit ai. year.
A quota equal to 20 liert'int of this world Init will he produced by the Sectirity
Council Itself Il the territories of the Siialh1'r 1l1(1uiillr-0tltts. The rtiiitnig 80
pereltt-eiiougli for ie'ose, not elilou
ti ig .'OsiliabIllujif.',Jltctidl L.y
the five major inin'ier-st tat is i i lhelr- territories atid subJect otily to their own
governments (except for Inspect lol), !n ficcordillice will these individual quots:
the United States, the l'itisli CniluvoiweaIlthIi 1ld Russia, 21) percent ealh; aind
Frantce fid ('hliia. 11 p-rCenl tach.
Tles('let
iI Iiiew kind of Ititernatlonal 'artel, where the scarcity created
is the scarcity of thei ilerchi(ise of death.
If aly major slate, such us Russia, refuses to lartlicllte ill this world quota
liiitation, then the Security Council wiil decree ila extrait quota of production
to be distributed among the loiviher-slat's i proportion to) their resource's,
anti of such size that the nonparticlipating state will he ftced with the hopeless
tIsk of colltpetitg igtllIlit the overwhielnilig irO(dllt'ive llllaclt. of tlie rest
of the world.
lnt wlat If Soviet Ilu.si remaltins outside atid, refusIlig aniy Inspectio, slarts
p11hlg III) ltolllh weaponts InI ilelta iie of flit, revised United Nltlots? In that
event, there will collie Into elict it sitecital vilae (if Ile revised CIiairter untler
which the reainl iing perinlinent Security Coumill milinters-the
nliled Stlits,
the lrItilsh CommoiwvealthI, l'rnnwet adi Chiii-llly declare
sltsia it threat
to the peltle of tin'- world ftd flitt aigressor. Russla then
ilI be givt'nill iltiInatuin: either to stop atonle arlllnileil, by suhiiittilg t, the r'itsolille Jiteriiltioniiill 'olt'ol itill Inspection lltvllllg for ill other sillt's, ofr tit evaculile I,r
Iltdustrial (centers it extiectattiol (If iniiiedalte atoni
coercion. Ar tielHilelit
tnli,
tite (1110or
will be left wide olin for Russia to rejoit tlhe UN is ia periliteiit
member.
The ABC plail thus solve's the se'old base irollmi of interiat iomil organizallion : how to (lisal '
word
ote i ld yet ll''sefrve li uinilllilltitd overelgiity of
iln'
,fr-stlatesaii(I their eapi ty for trit,,l self-defenst'.
V. A new kind of wrorld police force
Tile UN does not iiow liive, tveoll paper, whilt it lte(m(s to keep
til e pitl(tl 'it lverfil world pllhe foi'('e ot its otWit, Illillfft't'l i8y011eltili lintt'rests of Its
nzeilter-slties, strong t'lnough to suiilpre'ss tlggre's.liiul by ni state, t e
d1'1
signedttlm It cinnlot he(oIlie tll iiitrunient of world tyrannly.
Revision C Iprovides it special Interiational coiit lgent as tli tit ive force oif
the world police; the arnil
forces of time fIve niiJor slates. called th, Notioil
(ontingelits, will serve, as rv.erves when needed. 'I'l
Ilternatlonal conlitigent, under dhire(t ('oiltrol of tin' Securily ('oiitil,iwll colsist of volunteers
reeu'ulted exclusively friiii tile citizeitS of tle smaller ileilllber-states. It will
be a highly pid, highly train , profiit.!ll
ary3, .'qilupped with t!e h'e:avy
arillaunent produced by th Security councill , and autlomalically limited to 20 per(*fit of the world's efeetive argued stretiglih-as strong its illy liijor stale. If
thle Inttrnatloial coitliigent ll ont Is llot iblt' to ('ope with fll aggressor or cOllhliilltltllo of iggre lors, thei goveml'lllenits ill lijlr
stitte art' ph,'dgtd, subject to
thlIr constittional tiro'sses. Ito liiake their national Iiriied forces available
against tile mggreSsor.
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This new police force is powerful enough to stop aggression because, ti,1 armed
forces of the major states are also automatically limited In strength by their
quotas of armament production. It Is important to remember that the effective
strength of modern armed forces Is largely based on their amount of heavy
armnament rather than on the number of soldiers equipped with light weapons.
It Is this fundan:ental fact that makes revisions B and C possible.
In the event that a major state refuses to participate, the establishment of
the international contingent shall proceed at once anyhow. And the memberstates will be pledged to collective defense with all their resources, In case of
aggression upon a member by the outside state.
Thus revision C solves the third and most Important problem of International
organization: It creates a self-balancing system of national armed forces, with
an International contingent as a balance wheel so designed that no aggressor
can overcome the system; and yet each major state retains its own military
capacity to defend Itself. The sixty-odd smaller sovereign states seek to survive, not to conquer. Individually they are Impotent, but collectively they become a new world power of 400,000,000 population-a perpetual ally of the
United States and all other peace-seeking nations. In any attempted war of
aggression, even the strongest state would automatically be facing a 4-to-1
superiority.
For the, United States, a revitwd TIN simplifies the problem of how to save
western Europe from communism. Whether Russia joins or not, she will no
longer he able to use the threat of military force to back up her Communist
Parties abroad. There would then be no need for the United States to give a
blank check to the western European bloc In the form of a military guaranty,
for the revised UN in itself is a military guaranty for all member states-mutual, reciprocal guaranty and not a one-sided affair. A United States of
Europe, Impossible In the present atmosphere of power politics, could then
evolve.
Above all, the ABC formula wilt bring a showdown with Soviet Russia and,
by firm action now, avert the third world war later. It is hard to believe that
Russia would choose to stay out of the revised UN for the ABC plan Is even
more favorable to her than It is to the United States. To Russia the ABC plan
offers complete immunity from atomic aggression; permanent military strength
equal to that of the United States; the additional protection of the International
Contingent; and, above all, a guaranty against future aggression by the capitalistic powers.
*We Americans have no choice--we must either conquer the world or conquer
war. We prefer to conquer war.
'The ABC plan, the basic elements of which were formulated as far back as
1048,' Is a carefully thought-out product of the collective wisdom of hundreds of
the best minds in the country. One Presidential candidate, Senator Taft, has
declared himself in favor of the ABC plan; two others-Harold Stassen and
Governor Warren-support revision of the UN. Dorothy Thompson, head of a
world organization of women, Is for the ABC plan. The American Legion has
officially adopted a virtually identical plan. Norman Thomas supports the Idea.
(When Norman Thomas and the American Legion agree, It is a minor miracleand Indisputable proof of the.unifying power of the ABC formula.)
Reprints of this article are available postpaid at nominal cost:
10 reprints
-----------------------------------------------10) reprints
-----------------------------------------------1,000 reprints
--------------------------------------------Address: Reprint Desk, the Reader's Digest, Pleasantvllle, N. Y.

$0. 25
2.00
14. 00

The demand from all parts of the country which resulted In the introduction In
Congress of resolutions calling for Implementation of the ABC plan was the
result of a widespread grass-roots moment. I have delivered more than 500
lectures on this plan, in almost every State in the Union. In the reaction of my
audiences, and In the thousands of letters I have received following radio broadcasts and published articles, a new note is dominant-a note of hope. Endoisements of the plan by various branches of the General Federation of Women's
See A System to Win Thls War--and tA6 Peat* to-Come, by Ely Culbertson, the Reader's
Digest, February 1948.
'
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Clubs, member unions of the American Federation of Labor, and many church
and educational organizations convince me that a large majority of the American
people favor a solution which Is not appeasement of Russia or war against her,
but a revised UN to protect all members equally.
The time we have left in which to act is, however, tragically short. We have
frittered away three precious years since Hiroshima. We have accomplished
virtually nothing to disperse the atomic cloud now gathering over every Russian
and American home. And If we continue drifting confusedly we shall reach
eventually that fateful hour when no American will go to bed at night with tile
assurance that he will not be annihilated before morning by an atomic blast.

We might win that atomic war; but victory would be tragic comifort to those
who survived the holocaust, for they would have to answer tills ominous question:
What did you do to avoid atomic disaster during the years when the United
States held the destiny of the world In the palm of her hand?
Yet If we act now, there Is hope. We still can win the great peace. We still
have the active friendship of most of the world. Tie power of the United States
In relation to Russia is still overwhelming. Above all, we still have the monopoly
of atomic energy. history, however, bas ilnpos ,d a fateful atomic time table
uponi us. 'The tine limit of our un(piestioned superiority and iamunity is

probably only a few years.
During these few years tihe decision must be made. I submit that the ABC
pL;n Is the one answer to the world emergency. It deserves the support of all
mn and women of good will.

Mr. CULBFRTSo. In part 2, my spoken testimony, I will deal largely
with some of the fundamental questions raised during these hearings,
which I have followed with passionate interest and, I hope, some
degree of objectivity....
I think it was Congressman Lodge who, when speaking about my
dear friends and first cousins, the Federalists, said that they were
the men of the future. Indeed they are men of a noble ideal, the
ideal of a world government of men good and true-an ideal which
we all share, even though some of us believe that it can best and quickest be reached by the way of more limited objectives. At these hearings we also listened to men of the past--distinguished men like
Ambassador Austin and Secretary Marshall-imen ale apparently
oblivious of the elementary fact that between the San Fran.isco Conference and today there are not 3 years, but 3,000 years-there is a
vast gulf, created by the Hiroshima bomb. It is fantastic but true
that in a total of over 6,000 words of theirprepared testimony before
this committee, I could find not a single reference by either Secretary
Marshall or Ambassador Austin to history's onfl; momentous issue
now before the world-the atomic bomb.
My testimony will deal with the present, and by the present, I mean
not only today, but the few years immediately ahead of us, which
belong to the stream of today.
In my opinion, the most important issue of today, the most important issue in this committee, in the Congress, in the Nation in the

world-the most important issue in history-is the issue of

how

to

stop 14 Godless fanatics in control of an enslaved Russian giant from
building atomic bombs.
. At this very moment, while I am speaking to you, these Moscow
rulers are feverishly engaged in the depths of Russia in building
atomic plants out of which will come, if they have not come already,
the atomic bombs. The question is, how soon.
According to the estimates of Mr. Churchill while still the Prime
Minister in August 1945 [reading]:

there are perhaps 3 or 4 years before the great progress of the United States.
can be overtaken.
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This means that Soviet Russia will probably have some atomic
bombs this year or next.
The United States, starting from scratch and groping in. the dark,
took only 3 years from August 1942 to 1945 to experiment, devise,
test, and produce atomic bombs. It stands to reason that Soviet Russia, especially with the help of thousands of German scientists and
in possession of the blueprints and know-how brought through their
world-wide spy ring, will produce enough atomic boiibs by 1950is 5 years after
hwhich
Hiroshima-to threaten the destruction of
scores of American cities, from skies or cellars.
In his Potsdam speech, Priml Minister Churchill also wrote:
"There is not an hour to be wasted; there is not a (lay to be lost."
Our President, our successive secretaries of State,virtually all
of our leading physicists, reiterated this solemn admonition. To(lay,
nearly 3 years have passed since Hiroshima. I ask Amhassador
Austin: What has the present, impotent, veto-ridden United Nations
accomplished to remove this atomic cloud now gathering over the
homes of the world? It grieves me deply to observe that. in his
testimony before this committee the Ambassador had no place for
the atomic bomb, although lie did find room for exalting the ))resent
United Nations in its achievement of "aiding Peru to establish
refrigeration and storage facilities for its fishing industry."
As recently as September 17, 1947, Secretary Marshall stated at
the opening of the Jnited Nations General Assembly [reading]:
The control of atomile and other weapons of mass destruction has perhaps
the highest priority If we are to remove the slecter of war of nnihilatilon.

I regret to say that at no place in his testimony last week was
there a hint of a step, or even a half step, to remove the specter of
annihilation.
Instead, Secretary Marshall announced [reading]:
A fundamental task of the United Nations and of our foreign policy Is to dispel
the misconceptions of the Soviet leaders and to bring about a more realistic
view of what is Dossible and what is impossible In the relationship between the

"i

(; .i~j
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Soviet Union and the world at large.
And in order to discover realistically what is possible and what
is impossible with the Soviet leaders, Ambassador Smith, the (lay
before the Secretary's appearance here, was dispatched oni a trip to
Cannossa, Russia, only to discover that the Soviet leaders did not
want to have their misconceptions dispelled.
In his testimony before your committee Secretary Marshall said,
in.opposition to the resolutions for the revision of the United Nations
[reading]:
inUnder the auspices of the Unlted Nations we aie meeting with the U. S. S. R.
in hundreds of meetings each year. It woul be unfortunate to break off this
relationship.
Unfortunate, indeed, and even tragic. Two days after Secretary
Marshall spoke these words the Unitd Nations Atomic Energy Commission, established 2 years ago to save the world from the atomic
threat, ceased to exist. It confessed to the world that after 240
meetings it could not control a single atom. These 2 years of tragic
futility for the American and western world were of immense value
to the 14 men of the Politburo.
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The Russian military strategists, unlike some of our own military
experts, realize thoroughly that the primary obstacle that stands
between their hundreds of divisions and the conquest of Europe and
Asia is the American atomic bomb. And while they relentlessly
deficiency, our State Department, with equal fervor
seek to remedy thistime.
seeks peace in our
I must confess to an overwhelming feeling of fantastic unreality
that envelops our foreign policy. For here are leaders who are among
the most respected and, in their fields, the most intelligent Americans.
The whole world owes a profound debt of gratitude to General
Marshall, one of tli two great organizers of victory. And yet these
leaders, and many others, are not only permitting the Moscow dictators
to build their atomic bombs with impunity, but are also defending an
impotent United Nations so that these men in the Kremlin may attack
a divided world with chances of success.
Soon, in a year or two-a little more or less matters not-50,000,000
Americans living in our larger cities will discover that they can no
longer go to bed at night with the assurance that they and their
dear ones will not be aimihilated by atomic blasts. Then the people of
America will turn to their leaders-their local leaders and the
national leaders-they will ask of all of uis, in Congress and outside,
this fateful question: What did you do to avert this terrible atomic
threat during these all-precious years, from 1945, on, when the United
States held the destiny of the world in the paln of her hand?
As I consider this momentous question, as I think that every month
we lose to the Soviet rulers may be paid by generations of American
tears, all others questions raised by the antirevisionists in defense of
the veto, in justification for the absence of a world law and an international police force, not to speak of the many and sundry lagal
technicalities advanced-all such objections become not only irrelevant
but irreverent. For, are we and our children to perish from atomic
blasts because of the legalistic scrupulosities of the architects of the
veto whose pride of authorship is greater than their fear of the
onrushing catastrophe?
Yesterday, the committee heard one authority who is one of the
authors of the San Francisco Charter, Mr. John Foster Dulles. But,
pride of authorship did not blind him to- the reality of the atomic
and Communist bombs. le did not cling stubbornly to the absolute
defense of the Charter as it is-a defense which is- no longer tenable
in view of the profoundly changed conditions. As a result, without
losing his old friends, he has gained many new ones.
It is to be hoped that another and most distinguished foreign policy
leader, Senator Vandenberg, will not only follow the road of openmindedness taken by Mr. Dulles but will overcome some of Mr. Dulles'
needless reservations. Certainly Senator Vandenberg could not be
accused of excessive pride of authorship. His de-ect is the defect of
his virtue-excessive collaboration with the Stato Department.
As evidence of this I cite a remarkable resolution introduced day
before yesterday by Senator Vandenberg in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. It not only bore the stamp of approval by the State
Department, but to me had all the earmarks of its handiwork, and
few, if any, of the deft and brilliant touches of Senator Vandenberg.
It was called a "working paper," but it could better be called a walk75921-48---25
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ing paper leading exactly nowhere. It was not a concurrent rpsolution, although tiere has never been a greater need for unity within
Congress and outside, than today. It was obviously rushpd,,as reinforcements for the weakening defense of the State Department against
the rising tide of public opinion, and was released at the exactly inopportune time of this committee's hearings.
The basic article 1 of this resolution is so written that it seems to
promise vast reforms of the United Nations; but only a Philadelphia
lawyer, an international expert, or perhaps a bridge expert, could unravel its real meaning, or lack of meaning. I quote:
,voluntary agreement to remove thd veto from all questions involving pacific

settlements of international disputes and situations, and from the admission
of new members.

The words "voluntary agreement" mean of course, that if Russia
refuses "to remove the veto," America passes as usual. The grandiloquent phrase, "pacific settlement of international disputes, and so
forth," does not refer to the fundamental problem of aggression or any
other substantive matter, but principally to matters of etiquette,
grouped in chapter VI of the Charter.
This more or less tells the members how to eat with a knife and fork
but if they begin to use the knife to cut each others' throats they-can
do nothing about it.
The State Department advertises 31 such picayune proposals for the
'modification" of the veto, with the intent of conveying to the public
the impression of a bold and valiant struggle against the curse of the
veto.
In reality, these 31 proposals, even ifadopted, would not postpone
the third world war by 1 day. They are concerned with such piffling
matters as, I quote the last but not the least, No. 31:
Determination of the date of election of Judges of the International Court of

Justice.
The only paragraph in this resolution that contains good meat is
No. 4, which proposes to make clear the Senate's--

determination to exercise the right of individual or collective self-defense under article 51, should any armed attack occur affecting its national security.

The purpose of the State Department here is to commit the Senate
to an eventual military alliance of the United States with military
blocs in Europe, directed against Soviet Russia. How could the
State Department attack the revision of the United Nations on the
grounds that it might wreck the United Nations by reason of Russia's opposition, and at the same time advocate a military defensive
alliance obviously directed against Russia? The American people
will' reason that if article 51 is good enough for a military a fiance
that can only result in world war 11, it is certainly infinitely better
suited for a mutual defense pact of all the peaceful nations of the
world, directed not against Russia but against any aggressor; and
managed not by power politicians, but by a world judge and a world
policeman, in the name of a world law against aggression.
I am sure that Senator Vandenberg, in whom so many Americans
have such confidence--and, justly so-will not permit this resolution
to go beyond the stage of a tril balloon without remolding it and
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even drastically revising it, as he has done so brilliantly in the past
with so many of the proposals of the State Department.
In the debate now going on in the Nation and in Congress between
the revisionists and the antirevisionists, I am sure that the revisionists
will win, and the specific methods embodied in Resolution 163 will become the basis of a revised United Nations. Our only hope of averting the third world war is through a revised United Nations. And
the only formula which is both effective and acceptable for such a
revision is a formula which provides specific methods for the elimination of three basic defects in the present structure of the United Nations--the elimination of the veto in matters of aggression, the elimination of the atomic and armament race, and the establishment of a
tyranny-proof but powerful international police force.
The overwhelming majority of the American people are opposed to
appeasement of Soviet Russia. They learned from bitter experience
that appeasement, open or disguised, only breeds a much bigger war a
little late-.
An appeaser is in effect a warmonger. The overwhelming majority
of American people are equally opposed to preventive war against
Russia. Such a war in our democracy is a psychological impossibility, and anyop e who advocated such a war wou d be sure to be voted
out of office. The American people do not understand the logic of
power politics. rhey understand only the logic of Christianity, plus
the elemental fact that no mother wants her boy to go to war.
You cannot thrust the gun into the hands of American mothers and
fathers for a war of aggression or an alliance of power politics. But
if, either through or within the United Nations, we establish a really
effective international organization directed not against Russia but
against any aggressor-if we thus put the gun into the hands of a
lawful authority then the American people will support it, and support it to the hilt. For we are a nation of deputy sheriffs.
Sure of the support of the American people and of most of the nations of the world, we would then create an instrument for peace-an instrument of such overwhelming power that the Russian rulers
would be insane to challenge or combat it. The men i. the Kremlin
would find themselves all dressed up with no place to ge. These men
in the Kremlin respect and understand only the language of force.
Through the language of overwhelming counterforce they will be
quickly convinced that there is no chance of conquering the world, and
much risk of defying it. They will find it to their advantage to join
the rest of the world, and the rest of the world will find it to fits advgntage to have them join.
I too believe that the hope of the world lies in the United Nations.
But I seek to preserve the United Nations by reforming it. A toothless League of Nations inevitably brought in its wake Hitlers and
Tojos. A paralyzed United Nations, whose solemn covenant is
already riddled with bullets, is bringin forth Stalins and Titos who
are setting the stage for world warlIL It is high time that we get
ready to set the stage for real world peace.
Mr. VoRYs (presiding). Mr. RichardsMr. RiCH&RDs. Mr. Culbertson, I want'to c6'hratulate' yo Wbh
very fine statement. I am in accord with nine-tenths of what you say.
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Now you propose to do three things, by amending the Charter of
the United Nations [reading]:
elimination of the veto in matters of aggression, elimination of the atomic and

armament race, and the establishment of a tyranny-proof but powerful inter-

national police force.

*

'side.
•

I heartily agree with those three objectives. However, as a practical proposition, when you go before the United Nations, you must
first get two-thirds vote of the Assembly, before any of these things
can be done.
Yesterday, Mr. Dulles said that it is doubtful that we can get a twothirds vote of the Assembly and if we failed, or if any appreciable
bloc of nations opposed us in that move, more harm than good would
be done. What have you to say about that?
Mr. CULmTSON. It depends on what kind of a deal you propose to
the nations.
You will remember that Ambassador Austin also said that he called
into conference the four nations and tried to propose the elimination
of the veto in chapter VI and that only one agreed and that was the
United States.
Obviously, the nations are not interested in such a proposal, but
I can assure you, Congressman, that any time you cin guarantee on
the dotted line, by the might oi the United States, in a defense pact,
the permament survival of any nation in this world--except for Russia
and her satellites, they will not only join us, they will swim across
the Atlantic to join us.
That applies to Britain, whose only desire is to avert any third
world war. More than to any other nation that applies to China,
who is now caught between the hammer of the Communists and the
western nations. It applies to every' free small nation in the world,
except the satellite nations, for the simple reason that there is a group
of these small nations, about 60 of them. Let us say, at least 50 nations are so far free. Every one of these nations will be guaranteed
by the full might of the United States, Britain, France, China, and
other nations, against any aggression.
Not only that, but they collectively create a tremendous force,
an international contingent, which is equal in power to any great
power. Thus they join as perpetual allies of every peaceful'nation.
I believe if a sincere proposal is made by the American Government
of a mutual defense pact, offered not to five nations in Europe, ineluding Luxemburg-frankly I do not know why Luxemburg and
not China-I believe if that mutual defense pact is extended to all
the' nations on the basis of mutual defense, mutual cooperation,
economically and other ways, they would not have the slightest difficulty in getting then not only to agree but to work with us side by
Mr. RorHARDS. I am inclined to agree with you about that. Th,
reason I am asking you about the Assembly vote is because I am
more concerned about that than I am about the veto power of Russia
being used against any of our proposals.
If we are going to propose these things we have to have the support
of a"substantial bloc of the n4tions
of the world, and I believe we
can get it.
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'Now, suppose in the Assembly Russia was able to get together, in
opposition, outside of her satellites, say 9 or 10 nations. What would
you theido?
Mfr. CULBERTSON. I would say then if she would get 8 or 10 nations,
let the 8 or 10 nations who opposed it join Russia. I would then say
that the United States will never defend them against aggression by
Russia, and still then I would say, we would go ahead with the remaining nations in a mutual defense pact.
This is very vital to European nations. You take the case of
Sweden. Sweden is afraid to move, because if Russia invades Sweden
there is no guaranty, there is no certainty that the United States
let alone France or Britain will come to the help of Sweden. Ii
we come to Sweden and say, "'Join our club, and while you are joining
our club, or even while you are applying for membership we will
guarantee you protection against any bully in the world, Sweden
will immediately joint us, in my opinion. What they seek is freedom
from aggression, and protection. The greatest protection in history
today is the United States.
Mr. RICHARDS. Do you think if we proposed this thing and Russia
decided to do as was done in the Marshall plan, and send notice to
Swe.den, "If you take this move we will consider it an act of animosity
S-*gainst the Soviet Union"
If that happens, what card should we
play next?
Mr. CuLBErSON. And if we in answer to Russia would send a note

to Moscow and say, "If you threaten Sweden while she is considering
to join us, you are going to deal with the United States." Do you
think Moscow is going to send that note, or that Sweden will listen
to it?
Mr. RIHARDS. I agree with that idea, but we should not take the
first step unless we are going to put some iron in our blood and go right
on through with it.
Mr. CUTBERTSOx. It is best to ask Russia to marry'us and if she does

not want to marry us, let her marry anybody else who wants to marry
her.
Mr. RICHAiRS. This thing is not working right .now and as you
say, the atomic bomb and the threat of world destruction is on us,
and the United Nations as now constituted seems not to offer a prescription for that kind of illness. We must do something else about
it or just give up in a spirit of futility.
Mr. CULBERTSoN. That is correct, Mr. Congressman. We Americans have no choice. We must either conquer the world or we must
conquer war.
We prefer to conquer war. We are going to conquer war with Russia if necessary.
You know Congressman, I happen to be i native American brought
up in Russia. In fact, I think I am the only member of the Sons o1
the American Revolution who speaks Russian without an accent and
English with an accent. I know Communists.
MUr. Eastman .gave testimony here, one of the most brilliant statements on this subject I have ever heard. You will never get together
with the Politburo of Russia, unless yot organize the language c
force, based on the language of peace and that alone. And unless
they realize you mean business. They are going to deal with you. too.
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Mr. RICHARDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. VoRys. I neglected to say that the committee is under the 5minute rule. We have important matters coming up on the floor,
and we have a series of important witnesses. Every one of us has
many questions we would like to ask all the witnesses and we would
hate in any way to limit the witnesses but since time is of the essence
in the over-all question, we are considering, we must make time of the
essence this morning.
Mr. Jonkman, please.
Mr. JONKMAN. Mr. Culbertson, aiming that a resolution similar
to 103, which I think contains'most of your objectives, passes the
Congress, and assuming that, action is taken under it in the United
Nations Organization and Russia finally vetoes the matter of aggression or vetoes the restrictions on aggression, armament for aggression
and the international police force, then what are you going to do?
Mr. CULnERTSON. We then have article 51. We will then proceed
in this article 51 to organize in the United Nations a system of collective security with the United States and all other like-minded nations.
But instead of organizing a simple power political alliance, we may
have what I will call a federative alliance, or if you prefer a federative mutual defense pact. We will act under a policeman properly
organized. We will agree to every proper step as prescribed in the
resolution when Russia joins, and until she does join, we will agree
to offer mutual support, military, economic, and otherwise to all other
members of our club, in proportion to the resources of every member
state.
Mr. JONRMAN. After having done that-assuming you have done
that, then what will you doI
Mr. CULBERTSON. After we have done that, we will then sit and
wait and see what Moscow does.
Mr. JONKMAN. Assuming that you are in that position, have you
eliminated any of the difficulties that face the world today?
Mr. CuraEnRTSON,. Not only have we done that but we have eliminated practically all of the difficulties dealing with the matters of
aggression and we lay the foundation to the achievement of the mission, twice attempted by this Nation-that is establishing a world
order of law.
Mr. JoNxAw. Would you not in order to be consistent and to be
realistic, have to take the position on the part of the like-minded
nations now that have formed the organization, within the organization, that Russia is a threat to the world peace, and proceed to make
war against her?
That depends upon what Russia does. If Russia
Mr. CULEroT.
continues rearming in heavy armament, such as tanks, planes, and
other things, all we have to do is to arrange for a special quota to
meet any kind of rearmament by Russia in a ratio of five to one, placing Russia in a position of competing with the rest of the world in the
armament race. There we do not need any war.
Mr. JONKMAN. You have already created a division, and if Russia
does npt agree to that, then you certainly have a threat against the
peace.
Mr. CULBERTsoN. Russia is a; threat against the peace, now, by the
very fact that she occupies nearly one-half Of Germany, she occupies
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the whole of eastern Europe illegally and in violation of any agreement she made, and by the lact that she is now building the atomic
bombs in'spite of the most generous proposal made in history by the
United States for the international control of atomic energy. This
is a threat to peace. In addition, this a threat to our civilization.
Mr. JONKMAN. The trouble with me is, Mr. Culbertson, I cannot

see how you are getting anywhere except you stay Ultimately within
the division that has been accomplished and Russia stands out and
continues her acts as she is at the pv..ent time.
Mr. CULBEIITSON. We are getting some place in two ways. In the

first place by virtue of a mutual defense pact. by all ike-minded
nations-and I should think that would include at least 45 of the
nations--we Americans cease to be the sole supplier of the world.
Take Sweden, for instance. If Sweden wishes to be a member of
our club, she would have to contribute in proportion with economic
help, and with military help, if she wishes to be a member of our
club. That is, if she wishes to be defended by the United States
against aggression by Russia and by other members.
If Sweden wishes to stay outside and not contribute with economic
and other help, then we do not have to defend her. That would force
Sweden to come into our club. Thus we will divide the present
tremendous economic burden. We will distribute that among the
rest of the world in a more equitable manner.
Furthermore, take the burden of blood. France is bled white.
England is bled white. Do you think for a moment that when this
war comes between Russia and Ameirca-and I think this war is
inevitable, sooner or later, unless we do something about it nowdo you think we would profit by all these divisions of France or
England? We would have to bear the brunt. It is the American
manhood that would have to go and fight.
Whereas by organizing, in virtue of article 51 this mutual defense
pact, we have that mutual defense with cooperation of all members.
Another way in which we benefit is, that Russia indeed could never
become an aggressor nation. Should she become one, we have a
show-down with her on matters of heavy armament.
Mr. JOKKMAN. But that does not follow, Mr. Culbertson. All you
are doing with your process is to divide -what is now under one tent
and put it under two different tents. The same problems you have
will go on and on year after year. We will still have to arm to the
full extent that we will probably still have to arm the European
friendy countries. We will still be threatened by the atomic bomb.
Just as you say in your statement, we will still be in a state of mind
where Russia will at any time in one night attack us.
Mr. CULBEirrsoN. Congressman, I do noL agree with your mathe-

matics, although I happen to be a mathematician myself. You will
remember, when Hitler, much stronger than Russia, at that time, was
threatening the invasion of Russia. Do you remember how suddenly
Stalin became the greatest defender of the League of Nations? How
much Russia 'sought to become a member of that collective security.
Why? Because they knew they were facing an overwhelming power
in ftitler. We also want organize overwhelming power, not made up
of Hitlers, but made tip of free democratic nations. Not in the name
of conquest, but in the name of lasting peace.
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I can assure you, once sito faces this organized world collective front
sio would have to join, because she will be better off if she joins.
M'. JONKMAN. I have enjoyed your statement very much, sir. I
would like to see just a little bit terminal facilities.
Mir. Cuin :rrsoN. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. Aronys (presiding). Mr. Judd.
Air. JUDD. Ar. Culbertson, it has been repeatedly said during these
hearings that if the United States tried to get a revision of the United
Nations Charter along the lines you have discussed and Russia vetoed
it, and then under article 51 we went ahead to organize for collective
self-defense all the nations who agree to come into what yOu speak

of as it mutual defense plact, it would wreck the United N%
ations; it
would drive Russia out.
What is your comment on that hypothesis?
Mr. CULnEnrsox. In the first place, I do not think anything would
drive Russia out of the United Nations. She has such a marvelous
means of free propaganda. Think of it, every time Molotov or
Vishinsky talks, every newspaper in America, every radio presents it
all.

You could not drive Russia out with anything, not even with the

atomic bomb, from the United Nations.

As for the wrecking of the United Nations, we still remain. We

belong to two clubs. We made commitments with the United Na.

tions; we will fulfill them.
At the same time, we have our own club within a club.

About the wrecking of the United Nations, I want to show a re.

markable thing.

Of course, Ido not accuse Ambassador Austin of being a Commu.
nist but it is truly re markable that the statement of Ambassador
Austin is identical with the statement made before that by the Daily
Worker.
Hero Is Ambassador Austin's statement:
Shall we destroy It-

that is the United Statesunder the guise of strengthening It?

Here is the Daily Worker's statement, April 18,1948:
Weather, cloudy with rain.

On page three of the Daily Worker, from special correspondent, the
DailywVrker Washington Bureau, April 12, and I quote:
Under the guise of strengthening the United Nations 17 Senators today
launched a campaign to Junk the International agency In favor of an anti.Soviet
military alliance,

That is the best answer to your question. I mean, how come
should we defend the fundamental party line of the Moscow rulers
to whose fundamental advantage it is to keep the world divided and
keep It divided by the means of a divided and Incompetent United
Nations! Why should we fear the reproach of wrecking the United
Nations when all we wish is peace in the world!
Mr.' JUDD. I agree with- you that Russia would not pull out, or at
least that the chances of her pulling out are remote. But do you think
It might precipitate an invasion by her of western Europe f Should
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she say, "If these countries really mean business and are going to get
together, we had better take them over before they become any
stronger."
Do you think that might happen?
Mr. CULIITSON. I (to not have the slightest doubt that Russia is
not going to invade Europe, is not going to undertake any warlike
actions until sho gets enough atomic bombs to retaliate.
Had Russia wished to invade Europe she could have invaded Europe
at any time since the end of hostilities.
She should have invaded Europe logically lIst week. Yesterday,
last year, last month. The Russian rumors are not idiots. They know
that the power of the United States is irresistible. They know that
if they started invasion of Europe that the Americans, after ordering
the evacuation of 20 industrial centers in Russia, are able to drop
enough atomic bombs to destroy these 20 industrial centers and paralyze
Russia for 20 years to come.
Any talk of invasion of Europe by Russia is childish, silly terrible
talk, intil a few years later when she has atomic bombs. Then she
will invade Europe. Then she will move her hundreds of division
everywhere; but until such time there will be no invasion.
Mr. JUDD. Supposing the assumption is valid that for us to form
a club within a club would cause an invasion of western Europe,
and you have effectively refused it, would that argument not also
apply, anid perhaps with greater force, if we formed just a western
union with five nations'? If Russia is going to invade, would she
not rather invade against five than against 30 or 40 bound together,
including the United States?
Mr. CUL1IFRTSON. Indeed it would, Congressman, and furthermore,
if we Americans are unable to do anything without the permission
of the Moscow rulers today for fear of the invasion of Europe, then
what are we going to do 5 yedirs from now, and finally what are
we going to do 10 years from now? If Russia could invade Europe
now, then we should immediately take steps for the salvation of our
Nation.
Should she choose insanely to invade Europe, then it is far better
to have a show-down with Russia now, while we still have the over,
whelming superiority, than 5 years from now, when they become much
stronger.
Mr. VoRYs (presiding). Mr. Morrow.
Mr. MERRow. No questions.
Mr. Vonys (presiding). Mr. Fulton.
Mr. Fummnizon. Now let us look at the atomic-bomb question for a
minute Mr Culbertson.

Mr. &m'.J
FnTsON. You look at it; I am afraid.

Mr. FmTLToN. You proposed an atomic-development authority. In
that I suppose you would include the representatives of all nations,
or such members of the United Nations who would agree to go into it;
would 'you not?
Mr. Cm,nzresoN. Yes, indeed.
Mr. FuTow. The United States now has the atomic bomb, and the
chemical secret of its process as well as the industrial know-how for
the production, does it not?
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Mr. CULBERTsoN. Well, tile secrets, I respectfully dCy.

Th1 kow.
how, we might have or we might not. We (1o not know wht tie

Russian know-how is.
Mr. FULTOn. Well, we have those.othree things.
Now, Russia, when she starts in, nty or tity not have the secret
but sie corttiinly does not have the industrial know-how, for 18
months or 2 years yet.
Mlr. CurmI:irrsoN. Why are you so certain, Congressmttan, if I inay
respectfully ask you? She has thousands of Gernman scientists. Site
is a ppro1pri1t ingbil lions of gold rubles to the prOdtiCtion of the atomic
bombe).
lhe hus a spy ring all over the world. Site hts 25,00(t0,000
faithful spies all over tlte world.
yO kiow
Mr. FtvLTO. It took its somite ti me to l)tlUc'eoine tonibi, )so
the Army will not be afraid of one bomb it Russia or in kineriea.
One bo11b is expended ltnd you still htave the whole colintry lefl.
If you (o have this time lag of 18 months to 2 years, tti firintr 1is.
sin in on your atomic development authority will we be giving ter all
our industrial know-howl Suppose that she (loes go along for 2
years and then says, "Now I am through, I am stepping out." Wiat
do you think about that?
Mr. CUmLnnTsON. As for the question of giving her the know-how
or revealing our secrets, as you know we have a schedule and a system
of atomic inspection In the world in accordance with our oflcial proposal of the 14th of June 1940. That is acceptable to our Govern.
ment, because it is our official policy.
Mr. FULTON. May I say there that we are now reinspecting these
policies to see whether we might not be the foolish virgin?
Mr. Cur.nwrso. We have been a very, very foolish virgin ever
since the Hiroshima (tay. I quite agree with you. I wish we would
reinspect it very fast and use all the speed we can.
Let its accept your assumption: Russia comes in and 2 years later
she withdraws and starts building her own atomic bomb-that is your
assumption ?
Mr. Fmroz. Could we say this, then: If there is any lag in Rus.
sla's development, your Atomic Development Authority would be
.thoroughly th rowing away the advantage that we have If you iminodiately establish it. You cannot guarantee that Rusia would then
go ahead and follow through and be later bound by those agreements
she enters.
Mr. Cux.nvwrsoN. We make her bound. I will explain how she is
bound.
Mr. Fuvrow. I would like to go further on that element of it.
You say If Russia goes ahead or any nation goes ahead without
coming into your Atomic Development Authority, and subjecting
herself to the world police force, you would then start In an atomic
war start bombing towns and cities?
Mr. CvLnPr
.Row. I do not say that, Congressman, never. I am
awful sorry. I never say that. I am not even remotely connected
with it.
Mr F mzr. May I read this article from the Reader's Digest
where your views are outlined? [Reading:]
Bunla then will be given an ultimatumthat Is if she refuses Inspection and starts stock piling atomic weapons.
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either to stop atomic armament, by submlittlg to the rensonablo Internntlonal
control and InspectIon provfling for all other states, or to evacunte her ldustriol centers Iiexpectation of Immediate atomic coercion.

)o you say that?

M. CUJvlIrrsoN0. If Russia stays out, if she defies the world, if she
defies the properly organized world court, the properly organized
itiotis, then I say if she threatens the destruction of cities of the

world, then indeed the authority will probably take that line of action
for tlir own survival.
Mr. FI, UMn. You say, "either consent with the way the other nations Itink, or we will bomb you out"?
Mr. Cumw-i'rsoN. No, Con ressman ; pardon lie. I ftn saying that
ini
ewry llrtiuhu', in every iing you wish to do--heavy ormnments,
tanks, plames-slay out il (to ,hut, you like' we are not going to do
any ,liarm. 11111 whlen it copies to ftotiic bombs, if you (10 not submit
to the equal and reasonable proposalsMr.F'ULTON. Which wO want you to.
Mr. ('ULnM'soN. Which we and the rest of the world want you to,
on the proper higher authority, then I say we will move against you
with atomic coercion; yes.
Mr. FULUM . Is that new atomic coercion a peculiar approach to
democratic consent and voting?
All'. CULBmrsoNt. It is an old and fundamental approach to the
problem of survival.
Mr. FUrLTON. It is hardly one for getting votes in tho United
States.
Mr. CULInER
rON.
It is the only approach in any opinion, to preserve the cities of England, France, oi' America frol leing destroyed

by 14 fanatics who are building these bombs now.
Remember please, that, had Stalin been in the same position we
are now, had he possessed the absolute weapon, which is the atomic
boll), flld We ht I iot, there
rWould never have iCell aniy "]llurichisky
propsal They would have handled the matter nore differently
tewehave.
Mr. Voitvs (presiding). Mr. Javits.
Mr. JAVTs. Not to renew now our debate on the air but to clarify
your testimony, I refer only to your own statement on pigo 9, where
you say the following (readingl:
Tle American people do not undertsnul the logic of power politics-

and you ndd-.
The overwhelming majority of American people are equally opposed to prevents.
tive war against Russia.

Do you desire us to take it that if we mado this (emaind on Russitt
to be guaranteed by coelcion, are we blufling or do we intend to go

tlrougli with it ? in otlier w'ords, if Russmia does not colli through
will we drop atomic' bomlbs on her industrial centers a'cor(lng to your
plan or will we then quit and say, "This is lust a bluff"
Mr. CilinmirrsoN. Ind, d,w' will not i op liny atomic bombs nor

will we wage any war iatainst Rusia,, e:Cept If.
RusSin coitlltes to
produce the atomic bombs in defiance of the will of the rest of the

world, as explained by higher authority.
Mr. JAvrrs. Let us understand your proposition. Do you intend
that we should proceed with this action now, or at some other time,
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some time in tle futlurt., of uitking fil, delviid onI li.l
ill 11het uliw
submitblierself to flhe AtoIIIie l)ovclnlent Aull]horily
Is tis going
to heI ilow, o1r ill the f1l1lre'? Wheni do You wiIant to do this?
Mr. (4I1,I1I.14IOT,

'Iii is will hIMWill1

Wo orgalliizo Wi

Ih

higlieu.

authority, it proper world court. atnd proper judicial proce(lure. "o

Jiro i nnioln of deplutv slierifs. If there ISa going in tHis collillilitty,
we cold lot Aet Itollher g itg to shoot tht, gang IIi.

however, if there is it proper authority when a tI oniill
threllllls
the hestr'tioll of the cities of the world? with tItoi.e lollibs -if
hlslit d, lles tie prolper juiiial uulit horily, if slie Iefilses to joiill 1t
lilil. I1aouli, Ihollhb1 for tlo dhestl 11lll f IoIle world, fliel, if tile
('011,

orders prote t'ive llltlull'$, | hell we shollld obey it.
111mll,
t1 willh that worl

Mr.
s lhen. vol IIiv for i world go i
Ver1Iii1
llVe jurli'i ion oVer u1: itireI',

yoIll phIII lit, 1111 hill

fiithe 1ederlliist phl1a1?
.I
l for atworld 0e0t.e111t111

Mr. (1inlurT
over li tito1iit.ll lligsters, wheiet
.I

M'ill Swe(en or alywlre else.

l,

Youl11 1iot11

t11o
llve i llstlie ion
they 1 i1 llissiil or1III Aillerielt

Mi'. JA1T1S. Yoi say, "IIIdleeld not." Aid tlhen yon ) ii oltid
tlat. you tigie wiliUO you ure for it world goveriill. 1u1ul not for
your owIt reorgaiduiiitt 1o (f (lie Unit ed Nut ions llin.
Mir. (0Il,11:IrrsoN. E.,ulse imie, Cotgr.SAiiiII.. 1 ou 11id prleviuu.ly
I was for the world goverlnueit of giving jiursdiction over Rlui sia.
I 8s,'v "N)"; ili0 overillssit, hill silly tol haive jII'isditliou ovel' (Ihe
atollle gllligste4 to WhlltMel'C Itit 101114
llle

y bollg.

Thiit. is a dist inctiou therl.
Mr. JAVITS.
co111ol
Russia;
(d0youl You
1int? Wilit,
Is tlat.
not at 1f
f11ct,?tonith weu)ois devololeMiit. ill
MIr. CutnI :irioN. I do not wanit 110i do any of us want ny nt ion
to control atoie weapolis, Including the Ifulited StItes. We wiit

proper internationalauthority under proper jiidiliul procedure to
control the toind energy-not the nuti1o1s.

Mr. JAvira. Mr. Cullbletson, before Illy time is IIp I would like to say

one th1in i response to yollr s11ieiiient.

You say (luit Senator Viti.
dellbrg resolutito Wls obviously a create lire
thoe State Delp)lNtnent anud was rushed i1Ilus reenfoements for the wetikened defense
for the State Department against the rising title of public opinion.
I muist, respettftill y direr with yoi completely. I think the rising
I(We of public ol)iioun is catching III) with the sit erliality of these
demands to reorganize the United Nations innielately at the jlouit
of the tontle gun, and is rcogniling what I t.hlukyour testimolly tiiid
your whole thesis Inplies: that we a' going to 11e prepared to back it
i) with an inniediite preventive war If IWuAsla does not give in.
I only say, let us lay it out on the table and look at it.
Mr. O 1ratraP
oN. May I also dlisngreo with you, Mr. Congressnan,
(is to the public opinion. All I can say is, I an1 a pretty good man at
tie odds, and outside of this testimony, I would like to meet you some.
whero, anI arrange a little bet for your benefit hs to what ile public
opinion will be a year fron now.
Mr. JAivs. Mr. Chairman, may I just make one observation I Con.
gressman Lodge and I have compared notes. The witness says on the
11rst page of tis statement [reading]:
I think It was Congressman Ledge who, when appaking about my dear friends
and first cousins, the federalits, mild that they were the men of the future.
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M~Ir. Lodge..

n011).olyl linve'gi ""ii Its umelic foodl for thought.
. ( !uet
AliseN
ill thle selil seniteiiee of y'ouri Reade'r's D~igest Irtitde, You

Now
say I reuditig j:

' ,.r ithIi
m
14'rt.414111 IIIliii li ii il Naiit IiI4I
Iia114'infit
t114obIjec(t Is to 111111(t
I leti I iltli It livedt lbe, lilt( hut iievt'e iitty lig I list Jitismill,
t" W10111
JtiI8111 I psir oN

it
I filla. it. 1111 I 1li11

ieit 11110u litl'i.liesoltit ion I63 it von ferelive will

ice l1t)of (lilt ( nit ed Nut jotIs ( I Ill I-ei it Id tliltI liel'
arm-11t
if Jisi5ill os iiuit iigree to flit' AlBC jlii i tiothIei' U iitet Nutions
CliiiIt er withIid ise a,ieidi'uli ,i, %vill bit ftl-1iiieil by (toe not ions who,)
Iled IoIu
het1 In

eliiiiseto do so, 1.4 1liut, coiet ?
Nutions (Charter.
Uitedl
hit
( 'U.hii-1-lrIN. Not. i tti
,111r.

Ui

ted' Nattils (hurter wit houit. Itiis.
4111' JAI IE. YOUi 8iP1'Vt'VSO t(Ile
siii. A1hi111 doeiis tlIiutil
A[il.
CUMIEii1TH''ON.
(
It illeil 115 exiit't 13 fthis:
l nfill otheitr resjpecto,
veto, urniiiliienf Ilice,
lirt'~lovisioil$, ABCO dIeul lg NrithI
excipt. theitse the
ori1 ginu 1lit ii Nutions ('hullier,
And pol lee fore', weo Wouild copy Ilie
cii) withli t ho
our ii i
l (.1111
1(11
fid~ h taintus oil i' 511' coinst it utio
Cli11), Itll

Mr. 14

Mr,.

t111t is wllut, I
lic.

YOioihl

('iImi~iri54).

im-entit by
l i 'liv lit

11'r 1Init td Nult ionls Charte1r.
a11141t
11
hiat ililit IW
""'(I
iti'l Nutt ions

We wouilid lil iiye o I Jai it ed' Not imis ('lili t er wvit icli

1111ii1 1101i wishl, for olii'1dub withiiut te clubI.
Me. LIiism.. And f lint jpiCet of puptU', would Ito flhe Uinited Noitioins
(Icoiiig
to t he ABCR plun ?
ielncil
Clitrfer, withIiphse
All. Cuulnl:urrsoN. It would be simiilair to t he n'.i't cits andl provisioins
of the origiuiul IUited Nationsq Chariteir, oxcejt dlt ill these mat tcrs1-8

AB('-and perhaups somic other inior relevant miaitters, it will be
different.
Air. I~hmui. At (lint point, you woud hia've, two (.h11i'ters, call their
Whant You will ; 0110o would 41 thle present United Nationis Chi'rter,
thle new piece of paper'1 with tlieso
1111iiieiPdt'd, and flt' other would hoe

aiitiidiiietls; is t(li1t1C Correct I
Mr. (XnmmErrsoN. T110o offhe wold( 1)0 this nignitileent piece of

PA~;thiat iscorrect.
Af'.I)IIF.No0w, I w.ouildl like to isk you this : It sems to me tlit
thle tr'oublle with thle United Nations hus been not so intchl a defective
Charter us the abuse of ceirtain provisions of thaut Chaurter by Soviet
Ti-sia, And, therefore, if Soviet Rlussia is; not a member of fihis new
orgunizat ion, whunt is tile niecessity foe huiving ally amnelldments ait
allI Why unot, according to Your own postuIlates,* have 01ne United
Nations Opirt er, thle one which exists now, and then have another one
just, ike it,but wit hout RussiaI
Mr. Ctmm~iamoN. May I respect fuhhy~suggeat that, thie trouble With
the United Nations is not abuse, by IRuisii.
Mir. LoiSF:. It is notI
Mr. (CIr'ufmrsoN. No, sir.
Mir. Lomp., I think thle American people have atcontrary op~inlion onl
that, Ale. (Culbertson.
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Mir. CULBII1TRON. They have different semantics, but I think they
have the feeling.
Mr. LoIXI.. rile feeling throughout the country, I believe, has
been tlht the work of the United Nittions has been held ul) by the
attitude of Soviet Russia, rather thli by defects in the Chu'ter.
Mr. C(lularT1soN. That is correct. Thti it is 1ip to us to go a little
little deeper we will find that the trouble witl
deeper and as we go it
thehilted Nations Charter is the sime trouble tlat was in the Lea, ue
its structure (hat1
of Nations Covenant; that it has several defects ill
permit anynation, Such as Russia, to lslise it. Until you remove
this fuuitilental cttiso of this iseast,, the Ce of symiptomis will
not he)p it.
Mr. LoixiE. In other words, your proposition is that when this new
org nization is formed-let us assme it is without Russia-at. tlit
point we eliminate the veto on all matters of aggression, whel Rlissia
that Correct?
is no longer itmember of that particular organization, is.
Mr. CULnFarTSON. At that point we eliiniate the veto in specifically
defined matters of aggression and preparation for aggression; yes, we
do.
Mr. IjoixiE. That elimination of the veto is, of courno, not binding on
Russia because Russia would not be a member of that pltc'iculr
organization.
Mr. CULni~rTSON. It is not binding on Russia but it will be binding
on her if she becomes an aggressor.
Mr. Louoi. Yes. Now let me ask you this, Mr. Culbertson: What,
essentially would be the difference between that proposition and the
article 51 federation proposed by Mr. Finletter?
Mr. CULDERTRON. It is a different kind of federation.
different structure?
Mr. Lovo. There is it
Mr. CuiLapTBoN. It has. a different structure, In its ultimate goals.
You see, Mr. Finlettor is trying to establish itkind of federation
which I believe under the present psychological conditions, in the
present psychologlal climate, is not efAective or acceptable, aithougi
it may become soin the next generation. We want something simple
and specifle that every Congressnman and every Senator, to whatever
party he belongs, would approve of.
Mr. Lo.oE, Do you believe that the Scandinavian countries, for in.
stance-Sweden, Dentark, and Norway-will be inclined to join this
new organization if Russia is not in itt

Mr. CULHnRTsox. They will rush into it, provided the United States
guarantees them against the armed aggression by Russia. They will
rush to it and celebrate that as the greatest day in their history.
Mr. Lono. Doubtless you know that there Is a large body of informed opinion which does not agree with you on that,
Mr. CuLumrsou. I respectfully disagree as to whether that body is
large and particularly as to whether It is Informed.
Mr. Loox. Mr. Culbertson, my time Is up. I have a great nany
other questions I would like to ask you. Thank you for being hlere
with us and for making a significant contribution to the deliberations
of this committee.
Mr. Cuumwrsono. May I Mr Chairman, with your permission,
clarify one point In this resolution which has been debated continually.
Thanks particularly to Congrvssman Lodge, a certain ambiguity of
language was found in Resolution 168.
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I discussed the matter with Coigrssiman Judd and others. I personally suggest that this ambiguity be removed. I specifically rofer
to line 19 page 2:
After the word "establishing," I would suggest insertion of "within
the United Nations."
After tie insert, the text continues-I am still talking about line
19--"on the ais of tlw"-"Irovisel United Nations" to be crossed out,
find ilstCfad put "goils and Iiiethods."
Coining down to lino 20 "Charter a more effective International"
to In'c osiout and instead of tlt to 1) Initt this. hereinn described,
or similar niethods and effective" 11 then the next two words to
remain and the words, "collective and" to he inserted.

O)n pago 3? line 3, instead of the revision of it, to insert "revised"
"United nations Ch'arter," and allot her insert ion "or the mutual defeise pact of al orgniz, ton established under A rticlo 5d should."
'1'lie record will show that it will read inuch more clearly and remove
the ambiguity there of the laglnge.
I in most grateful to (7ongriessman Lodge for that.
Mr. Vonvs. 'I'he next witness will be Mr. Anson T. McCook, chairmait, Foreign Relations ('oinunission, of the American I.egion.
lie will be illtrodlced by (Ion. Jolin Thoinas Taylor, director,
national legislative committee, of the American Legion.
STATEMENT OF ANSON T, MoCOOK, CHAIRMAN, FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMISSION OF THE AMERICAN LEGION
General 'T,%vi.Oi. Mr. Chairman, and
( members of the committee, I
Wvaltl,to expressq tA yol the vert sincere appreciation of the opl)orunity for tile American Legion o apl)ear before you this morning
and present the )oint of view of the J.egion on this 61e3 vital subject,
and to do that, Anson MAeCook, the chairman of our oeigi Relat ions
Jist

Commission.

I give you Mr. McCook.
Mr. Mt6vCooic. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of tie committee, in

1945, the United Nations, in adoptingfitir Charter, slennly declared
their deternination "to save succeediilig generlitions fron the scourge
6f war," and "to unite our strength to maintain international peace
and security." This declaration is tle very cornerstone of the structure1(
and plurposo of the Uited Nations. It is binding upon every
signatory nation, the United States and the U. S. S. R. included.
Aly nation that violates or ignores this declaration must stand self.
convicted before the tribunal of world opinion.
Twentysix years earlier, in 1010, the American Legion adopted its
constitution, pledging it [reading]:
to promote pence and good will on earth; to safeguard and transmit to posterity
the principles of Justice, freedom and deniocracy.

It is in the interests of pence that the American Legion appears
before you today.
Pence, by our definition, is much more than the absence of war.
Otherwise it is no better than an armistice, a truce between wars.
Peace, as defined by American Legion policy, is something positive and
constructive. It means law and order among the nations. Peace as so
defined can in time become permanent, as nothing else can.
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Over and over again the American. Legion has repudiated the
philosophy that wars are inevitable. We iave substituted for that
philosophy a constructive planning for peace--not a peace built on tile
sand of wishful thinking-but on the rock of self-reliance, good will,
and international law internationally enforced. Three million
Legionnaires are convinced that without an orderly world there can
be no tranquility, no liberty worthy of the name, no casting prospeity
or happiness. Without order there is chaos; and out of chaos spring
godlessness, oppression, and war.
Peace in the constructive sense has been the main objective of our
foreign policy. This has been coupled. with insistence upon national
security and national independence, since international madnien or
criminals will be a menace until international law enforcement is
strong enugh to cope with them.
For such international law enforcement the United Nations was
created; but it is not functioning as it should. With this in mind, 10
days ago the Legion's national executive committee unanimously
adopted as part of its foreign policy a resolution advocating amend-

ment of the United Nations Charter.

The development of the Legion's policy relative to the United
Nations is pertinent as the basis for what we recommend here. That
policy was no mushroom growth, but the result of careful, constructive
thinking. Indeed, it was only 0 months after Pearl Harbor that our
Kansas City Convention of 1942, looking through the smoke of war
into the future, issued this pronouncement (reading] :

The American Legion demands that when total victory ling been won, this
Nation assert Itg leadership in the establishment and maintenance of world-wide,
enduring peace through association of free and sovereign nations.

The very next year, there was added an 11-word clause which we
believe is the key to the problem under discussion today-namely, that
that association of nations should be:
Implemented with whatever force may be necessary to maintain world peace.

To which we later added:
When peace has been restored to the world, we must be ever vigilant to protect It.
Bitter experience of the past proves that peace cannot be preserved
unless aggressor nations are promptly and sternly suppressed at the
very beginning.
I lhe American Legion took an active interest in organizing the
United Nations. Then, only a short 5 months after the United Nations
Charter had been signed, we sensed the existence of serious internal
weaknesses which 'm-ght threaten Its very existence and, while reiter.
ating our hearty support, voiced a warning which unhappily has
proved to be prophetic (reading):
We believe that the United Nations Organiation, In Its efforts to make an end
of war, can succeed only through the utter good faith of all member nations.

Our hope of this good faith was shaken as vetoes multiplied. Almost parallel with those vetoes the freedom of small nation after
aturally this brought tho United
small nation was threatened.
Nations under serious attack. However, as we diagnose' the ci.ltuation, the blame rested much less upon the United ations !iia pon
the attitude and acts of certain member nations, one in particular.
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ate sabotage. Therefore, when many of its erstwhile friends began
to
desertthe
it, we
not only
stoodwefirm
in our fidelity
Stating
matter
bluntly,
concluded
that it to
was
thea United
case of Nations
deliber.
but sought to apply a constructive remedy. We urged then, as we
urge now, "that its Charter be strengthened in the immediate future."
Appreciatihg the complexity as well as the vital ilporttncO of the
problem, our San Francisco Convention of 1040 referred three pro.
posed Charter amendments to our standing commission on foreign
relations. After hearing a group of Legionnaires from Middletown
Ohio, the majority of them veterans of World War I1-and one of
them is here today-the subject was studied intensively and debated
vigorously. Tlme result was a pruning downi which strengthened the
whole. This draft in turn was discussed with a special committee and
further amended. In that form it met the acid test applied by the

national executive committee, and in November of 1046 became part of

the Legion's official policy.
I have here copies of that 1040 resolution, if you desire it.
Subsequently this group of proposed amendments was printed with
explanatory matter, in a pampllet issued by the Legion entitled "Twice
is r1'oo Often." Certain of tile House resolutions now before your
honorable committee present an Interesting comparison. "
The purpose of these proposed amendments was to preserve the
United Nations from deteriorating into a weak edition of the Lea ie
of Nations, without power or suffstantiai usefulness for peace. WVe
realize that this young organization is undergoing the extraordinary
stress of extraordinary world conditions; and, rather than cast aside
the thought, effort and sacrifice which have gone nto it, consider it
good sense to do something to make it effective. We believe that the
car has a good engine, but that Its brakes are locked; and we have
chosen, as a remedy,
the
brakes
than scrapping
the
Furthermore,
being releasing
convinced
that
this rather
great
instrument
goodcar.
is
being veto-sabotaged,
we are the
more
determined
that tfor
e Atempt
shall[not succeed and propose that the Charter be strengthened to that
end.
As we have faced these problems, we have felt deeply our responsibility and the need of dependence upon a wisdom higher than our own.
We freely concede that no method can by Itself accomplish the results
desired. We agree with those who lay emphisls upon the vital need
of goo( faith and cooperation by the paricipants. But we cannot
agree that nothing should be done to aid those who are ready to act
In good faith or deter those who act in bad faith. Certainly the situation should not be allowed to drift from bad to worse. Patience Is a
virtue, but not inaction. The plain fact is that there exists a sit.
down strike which the framers of the Charter never contemplated.
Now if a log Jam can be broken by normal means, very good. But
if extraordinary means are essential to the survival of all then e.
traordinary means must be adopted. Fortunately, in the history of
human log Jams, a firm approach often brings results before more
drastle meiliods need be applied.
Let me at this point make it emphatically clear that we are opposed
to bluster, just as we are opposed to appeasement. Appeasment and
bluster are equally Ineffective and dangerous. Jingoism and pacifism
have caused many wars. Firmness in the right is the surest road to
?NSI-4--2
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peace. Let me further add that the Amerlcan Legion does not seek to
have the United States avoid any of its national or individual respond
sibilities by overreliance upon the United Nations. Whether in war
or in peace, reliance must be placed chiefly upon our own efforts, our
own sacrifices; and it is vital that there be continuity of effort and
policy.
Without question, the best hope of world pence ought to lie in the
United Nations. It was created to avert world chaos. Unhappyil
however, there is chaos in the United Nations. To bring order out 01
that chaos is the need and duty of the moment. To accomplish tils

,

the American Legion proposes amendments which would eliminate the
veto in matters pertaining to aggression and provide means of law
enforcement, while of course maintaining our own national strength
until this can be accomplished.
Specifically, our program streiigthens the Security Council and the

World Court. It provides for an international police force backed by

national quotas, along with appropriate armanments.

And, inthe

interest of world preservation, it expressly provides for inspection of
major weapons and their rigid limitation and control.
atomic and other
Our program, isfirst adopted in 1940, consisted of four short reso.
ltions accom panied by a number of suggestions. These resolutions
are basic. 'lhe suggestions embody important details, some very
important, but being details we avoided being categorical about them.
Tie essentials are briefly restated in our comnmission's report of 10
days ago to which reference has been made. That report centered
upon three activities in the field of foreign aitairs where the Legion
has taken the initiative, namely: Implementing the European recovery program and its raniflcations; enlightening the world as to
the democratic methods and ideals of the United States; and strength.
oring the United Nations Charter in the interests of world peace.
Our recommendat ions on ,strengthening the Charter, adopted by
the national executive committee on May 3, expressly refer to resolutions in both Houses of Congress in furtherance of such amendnent;
and in particular [reading] :
(a) Iemoval of the veto In matters of naggremslon or preparation for iggris.

slon; also the strengthening of the Interational Court of Justice by giving it
the power to Interpret aggreslon and preparnthtn for aggression with uppropriato
Jurisdiction over Individuals, corporations, and nithons In these matters.
(b) In connection with this, the limitation of world arms production through
the establislhneit of arls quotas guirite,d through itsyteait of positive loternational Inspeetion, and the adoption of United States proposals for internatlowdnl
control of atomic energy.
(o) Establishment of an effective world police force to consist of an ldepenlent active force, presumably to lie recruited from the small nations, rumder
the direct control of the Security (ounelll and itreserve force made up of
national contingents of the five major powers.

In respectftdly requesting that steps be taken to give these amen(lments inediate effect, let me again point out that their main objective is to achieve that peace under law which alone can be a just and
lasting peace. We have not advocated a federation of nations. We
have not insisted upon democracy as a prerequisite, although hopeful
that in the course of time that the United Nations may become a traini ng school for world-wide democracy. Our purpose is not national
defense, since we must always rely upon ourselves for that. And we
would make it clear that we are not seeking by these amendments to
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discriminate against any particular nation, since every nation should
welcome them. We seek only the peace of the world. We are prepared to make sacrifices for that peace outrselves, and therefore do
not hesitate to ask the same of others.
Various methods have been siiggested of effectuating those amendment.. Inherent within the Charter itself is the power to amend.
If any prescribed method should be vetoed that would be tantamotnt to nullification, and in that case some other method must
then be adopted by those nations which are willing to cooperate with
one another for peace amid world order not only in word but in deed.
That would not be a drive against Russia. For if Russia should
cooperate, as we would hope, all would be well. If Russia should
refuse to cooperate, then it would be Russia itself that had read
itself out of trhe family of friendly nations.
We point out that the World Court has scarcely been made use of.
It coufd often have been used to good effect, and should have been.
We further point out that if there lad been even a ininimunm of power
in the Security Council, and if an international police force had been
available, the dangerous situation in Palestine might well hive been
averted or halted.
Our conclusion is that the Charter must be amended. 'We are of
opinion that it can be. At all events this must be attempted; then
either the attempt will succeed or, if failure should come iii consequence
of opposition, that in itself would clar the air.
This much is certain: If ever there is to be even a semblance of peace,
nations and peoples cannot be permitted to take the law into their
own hands. Obviously, if lawless means are not to be permitted,
a substitute must be provided. - And that substitute, in our )udg.
ment, must be a well-trained international police, enforcing international order under international law as interpreted by it competent
international court and backed by all the power of the constituent
nations if need be.
In matters of aggression or preparation for aggression, no veto
can be allowed. Full powers of inspection must be vested ii the
Security Council. Those are the essentials. Recent events abundantly
prove that these essentials must be attained, and attained soon, if t
third world war is to be averted. We are not alarmists. We insist
that war can be avoided. But time Is running out.
Meanwhile, as always, the American Legion urges continued cooperation with those peoples of the world who, like ourselves, truly
wish law and order, until the United Nations has become what its
founders intended it to be-a strong instrument for law and order,
and so for peace.
Mr. C1RPEFIErD (presiding). Thank you for your constructive
statement.
Mr. Vorys.
Mr. Vonys. I have no questions.
Mr. CHIPiEIEwLD. Mr. 'Richards?
Mr. RwrAmmnDs. Mr. McCook, you represent here over 3,000,000
members of the American Legion; is that right I
Mr. MoCooK. That is right.
Mr. Ro11ARDs. Those are the people who fought the last two wars
and suffered the most from it?
Mr. McCoox. Precisely.
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Mr. RC1ARDS. You did not come to your decision with regard to
this proposal just offhand; it was t.trefully considered at many corn.
mittee meetings and also at your conventions, was it notv -1
Mr. McComc. That is why, Mr. Congressman, I went into some of
the history of it to show that this ivas not a mushroom growth. It
was very carefully studied.
I think the spearpoint came from a small group of World War II
men who had been through the mill, some of them terribly wounded,
in Middletown, Ohio. They made up their minds, apparently, that
they would try to (10 something to prevent so thingg in the future.
They got the idea before their district; and then the department of
Ohio, lit turn, brought it to my committee.

My committee woR definitely from Missouri. We studied it, and it
came up at the San Francisco convention.
We again had hearings with them and pruned it down. We tried
to get our feet on the ground. We tried to see as far as we could into
the future, of course, but renmin on what seemed basically sound.
Then the national executive committee appointed a special corn.
mittee of World War I and World War II men, three of each who sat

down with us and worked it out, and this resolution resulted.
Mr. Vons (presiding). The resolution referred to will be included
In the record at this point.
(The resolution referred to is as follows:)

Ov TIE AMERICAN Lt:oio.%,
Novw:mnrs 1940,. ON STRFNOTII&NINO OF Tim UNITD NATIONS

REsOLuTIOX OF TIl: NATIONAL EXlrel'TIM ('O1111ITTE.

Resolved, That the national executive committee of the American Legion,
meeting In Indianapolis. Ind., November 21, 22., 28, 1040, urgently recommends
the immediate strengthening of the United Nations Organization by the adoption
of three aniendmnts to the United Nations Charter to provide for-1, Reorganization of the United Nations Security Council and the World
Court with n moro effective representation of the nations, and a final decision
by majority vote In all matters Involving aggression or preparation for ag.
gresalon, Also thet'bollshiment of the veto power In all matters Involving
aggression or preparation for aggression only, while retaining It elsewhere.
Suggested details would Include(a) To reorganize the Security Council to consist of 10 members, 2
each from the United states, Britain, and Russia; I each from France
and China; anti 2 selected collectively by the remaining member states.
(b) To abolish the present veto right In cases of aggression or prep.
aratlon for aggression. In all such cases, decisions of the Security
Cotcll shall be mado by a majority of 0 out of 10. In other matters,
the present veto right of the 5 nmajor powers to be retained.
(o) To define in the United Nations Charter aggression and prepare.
tion for aggression. Aggression, or aggressive war, shall Include an
attack with weapons of violence by the government of a sovereign state,
or by Its citizens with Its acquiescence, against the territory or citizens
of another sovereign state. Preparation for aggression shall Include
production of weapons beyond previously agreed quotas, or refusal to
submit to authorized Inspection, or the massing of excessive bodies of
troops at another nation's border.
(d) To reorganmize the International Court of Justice or World Court,
with power to Interpret the revised UN Charter and to determine when
preparation for aggression exists. Its composition shall be similar to
that of the reorganized Security Council, except that Its members will
serve for life or for a substantial term. Its decisions shall be by majority vote and shall, within the scope of Its authority, be binding upon
governments, corporations, and Individuals.
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2. Delegation to the Security Council of adequate powers to suppress aggresslon and prevent preparation for aggression. Suggested details would
Include(a) To establish an atomic development authority responsible to the
reorganized Security Council for the rigid control of atomic weapons,
with proper safeguards. The same or a similar authority to have like
responsibUlty as to biological, chemical, and other mealiS of mass destruction existing or hereafter developed, with like safeguards.
(b) In the case of other heavy armalnent, such as warplanes, warships,
rockets, and heavy artillery, the Security Council be empowered and
directed to limit the total quantity to be produced In the world annually
and to allot to each of the live major powers an individual production
quota, which it may not exceed, and to allot to the renmalning member
states a collective production quota which shall be produced within their
territories solely by a nonprofit armament authority to be operated under
the Security Council; these production quotas preferably to be specified
fi the United Nations Chincter after they have been arrived at by previous
agreement. Such production quotas might be: United States, Britain,
and Hlussl, 20 plrcei each: France and China, 10 percent each; the
smaller nenber states, through the arnnment authority, n collective
quota of 20 percent. In event of actual invasion, the invaded state may
exceed Its quota -und take all other steps to resist.
(o) To delegate to the Security Council the power and responsibility
of enforcing all the provisions of these amendments. The Security
Council to maintain staffs of Inspectors and estahlish branches of the
atomic development authority throughout the world. R1ho inspectors
shnll have full access to all sources of raw material, plants, and research
centers within the scope of their authority, and full Information as to
any substantial concentration or training of armed forces. Refusal by
the government of a member state to submit to Inspection or to recognize
the authority of the Security Council and World Court shall constitute

an act of preparation for aggression.

(d) Effective provision which this committee does not attempt to
elaborate shall be considered and made effective as to nonmember states,
to the end that they may acquire no advantage by nonnembersbip.
8. Establishmont of a strong world police force organized and equipped
to support Impartially and effectively the powers of the Security Council.
Suggested details would include(a) The world police force to consist of one active International con.
tingent, and five national contingents ready to operate us reseves when.
ever needed.
(b) The Security Council shall establish and maintain under Its direct
control the active International contingent composed of volunteers frotn
the smaller member states only, recruited In national units; this to
constitute a professional army, highly pald and highly trained and dis.
clpllned. They shall owe their allegiance to the Security Council only
and shall be equipped with the collective heavy weapons produced by
the arnament authority In the smaller member states, namely, 20 percent
of the world's production, or equal to that assigned to the United States,
Britain or Russia, respectively.
(o) +he Sc-urity Council shall cause the International contingent to
move against any state found guilty by the World Court of preparation
for aggression, Ini event of actual aggression the international contingent shall move innedlately to resist the aggressor. The Intorna.
tional contingent may be stationed teniporarly In Germany or any other
occupied enemy territory as troops of occupation.
(d) The national contingents shall consist of the national armed forces
.of the five major powers and shall be equipped with the heavy weapons
allotted to them In their respective quotas. These shall help and reenforce the international contingent whenever needed and such need
shall be determined by majority vote of the Security council. In case
the national contingents shall not suffice to repel the aggression, further
national contingents may be called out but only with the consent of their
respective governments.
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Further resolved, That we recommend to the President and the Congress that
the United States shall Initiate the adoption of the foregoing plan: Providcd,
however, That until such time as the above measures, or similar ones, go into
effect, the armed forces of the United States under its weapons of every mature
shall be maintained at wholly adequate leyels.

Further reeoi'ed, That all posts of the American Legion be urged to work dill.

gently to the end that these measures be adopted and become effective at the
earliest possible moment.

Mr. McCooK.. Then, a few days ago, the same thing came up in our
executive committee, along withl other important things, because it
had been our attempt to try to mold a policy in what was wise. 'lhe
event cannot always be foretold. Thaf is what we bring before you
today.
Mr. RICIhARDS. In your language on page 4, you say the car just
simply is not working, and you tell why it is not working, anld a car
that does not work is no good on the road, and you propose to do these
things with the United Nations Charter.
Now, suppose you cannot do these things in the United Nations
Assembly. is your organization willing to take the risk of forming
a new organization, or to amend the Charter in some other way?
You say Russia's position is really one of nullification. The veto
is certainly legal, as far as this international organization is concerned.
Mr. McCooK. I would say that, but I do not like to look into that,
for this reason:
If I am playing a football game and we are moving forward, I never
like to stop and think what is going to happen if the other side gets
the ball.
I do not like to count votes in advance.
I was interested in what the previous speaker said but I do not agree
with him in part. I do not think we can say what will happen. I think
there was a go)od deal of philosophy and common sense with George
Washington when the question came up as to whether the new Constitution could be adopted. Many people said no, that you would never
get a majority of the Thirteen Colonies to do it. He said In substance:
"We must do what our own judgment and conscience call for. The
event is in the hands of God."
I do not pretend to say what will come. I think that bridge must
be crossed when it comes. I think we will be more likely to accomplish
it if we say, "This will be so."
I think if Russia would veto it once, and another year later, 2 years
later, if war hadn't come the thing will come, because it is eternally
right, and tile thing which is right in the long run prevails.
I believe that thoroughly.
Mr. RIIOtARDs. You do not know what will happen, but you know
what has happened?
Mr. McCoX6. I know what has happened.
Mr. RtonuADs. You know this thing is not working now, and if we
let things go onas they are now, that we are just headed into another
world war?

Mr. McCoox. I do not like some of these questions of operation; but
let me say this, sir that if a person has a strangulatea hernia and
things are stopped, It is a case of cut or die.
NowI say let us try this. We are no worse off if It does not succeed. If it ioes not succeed-and not necessarily the first time--
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things do not always go through Congress the first time-always, we
can try again, if we are right, and I believe we are.
Mr. RibilARDS. Thank you. I agree with you.

Mrl. CIIJPERFIEID (presiding). Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JOmKMN. Mr. McCook, you are not necessarily advocating
any stops beyond the matter of submitting the revision of the Charter

to the United Nations Organization I

Mr. McCooK. With our recommendation to do that. A great deal
of reference has been made to section 109; I think under section 108
is the first way to do. As a last resort you can call for a conference
of nations, but try it under the Charter through 108. Then, beyond
that, we cannot say. Meanwhile, keep our powder dry, be ready, doilg constructive things, as soeie of the speakers have said here on
otlier days.
By ailmeans do the constructive things in the direction of world
peace, but do not stop with that.
If this is the right thing-and certainly war and the atomic bomb
are the penalty if we do not succeed-but let us try.
Mr. JON1MAN. If it does not succeed you would not advise the
formation of a club within the club or anything of that kind but
merely keel) hanmering at it and next year hammer at it again
Mr. McCooj. You asked my own feelitig, and of course that is it.
The Legion has, of course, looked that far but our policy goes just
that far; it goes for what we can sustain an then beyond that-there
are provisions under 51 and 52 but those are mostly defense measures.
They are not what I would call charters under the Charter.
There are various things that can be done and may have to be done.
If this results in an absolute stalemate, drastic things may have to
be done but I do not foresee that and hope we shall not see it, sir.
Mr. JONN)IAN. Thank you very much for a very fine statement.
You have answered my question.
Mr. CIHIPERFIELD.

Mr. Morrow.

Mr. MANSFIELD. I

have ho questions.

Mr. MEIIIOW. No questions.
Mr. CUIippaIwx
. Mr. Mansfield?
Mr. CjiwERnFILD. Mr. Judd?
Mr. JUDD. Mr. McCook, I want to join with those who have thanked
you for a hard-headed and common-sense analysis of the situation,
and your constructive proposals.
It has been said here this morning and you just referred to it, that
article 51 is not a proper basis for a charter within the Charter. I
am sure you know that there are already two "charters" within the
Charter. We have the over-all United Nations Charter and under
it we have two others-the Rio compact and the Brussels agreement.
So we already have two smaller clubs within the club and if worst
came to worst, and the suggestion which Mr. Culbertson discussed,
and which some of us proposed a long time ago were followed through,
would it not be as Mr..Dulles said yesterday, not a second organization,
but a fourth? And its condition would be a fourth chapter, if you
call it a charter, not a second one, since we already have three. Our
suggestion is that we and others go ahead under article 51 to form
a club of those who are willing themselves to abide by the revised
rules, they have hoped all the members of that organization would
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accept, until such time as they do accept. For relations between and
among themselves, they live by those rules ill the inner clu4, while
remaining full members of the larger club.
You do not see any disadvantage tq that; do you?
Mr. McCooK. Well, in a sense it is a charter within a charter. As
you say, there are two or three and there mty may four or live or a
dozen. As a matter of fact, tie Charter recognizes international
arrangements of various sorts.
My point is to go ahead under the Charter as far as you can and
at tle sane time push for these things. Then If trouble comes you
have your regional pact of whatever it, may be.
I cannot see anything different in lrinciple dividing the United
Nations tip and down by dilnocracy. and so on, which soie Ibelieve
in or dividing them lo igitudinally, by areos. one oitainst the other.
If they are done in a hostile way, then yoi are splitting the United
Nations tip.
Now, I would avoid splitting the United Nations up. Work under
its rules; seek constantly to bring it into a compact, working whole,
and in the meantime make use of what limited powers are there.
Mr. JvDD. In tile present situation whereby lateral negotiations
are at least being discussed between the United States and Russia,
is there not a greater danger that, real trouble will break out when
we alone are, in a sense, set off against Rlussia, than if we are part of
a group of nations voluntarily organized and speaking in the name
of T8 percent of mankindI
That is, it would not be the United States saying to Russia, "You
mast do so and so." It would be, if worst caite to worst, most of
tha world saying to Rusia or to any aggressor, through such a
group, "The kind of aggressive conduct in which you are engaged is
intolerable."
If a man• is pouring typhoid organisms into a city's water supply
I, as an individual, cannot stop that man but the organization that tlie
community has set up1) to protect it not only can but must say to himl,
"It is intolerable that youth should be pouring typhoid organisms into
the water Stipply."
Should ve not have a many as possible of the people of tile world

organized to stand against a certain type of behavior, regardless of

who carries it on i
Mr. McCoox. I would agree with what you say entirely.
I am a lawyer when I am not doing tis sort of thing. I have
found that you can sit down with a man with whom you disagree and
often arrive at a decision, but if you do not trust that man, if is
word is not good, either do not talk to him or have a third person
present.
I would say that is one cardinal principle in this whole thing.
From the practical standpoint. our friend Napoleon Bonaparte was
a pretty practical man. When lie was dying, he was asked to what
he laid his downfall, and he said it was because he had shocked tile
moral sense of Europe.
In other words, coalition after coalition grew against hin. lie
would knock one down and another would come up. The moral sense
was there.
I have great faith in the power of world public opinion.
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Mr. Jum). And the way to get that is for the United States not to
act alone but to do its best to get as many as will to act together?

Mr. McCoox. Act like a decent citizen among the world of nations
and go ahead.
Mr. JUm). Thank you very much.

Mr. Cim-mmEa m (presiding). Mr. Fulton?
Mr. FULTOx. As a Legionnaire myself, I am glad to see the Legion
taking sUCh a stand. I want to complimnot these citizens in Middletown, Ohio and the people who have cooperated in developing this
policy. I think this is a very forward-looking policy the American
Legion has put forth here today.
Aay I also comnpliment you personally oil yir own excellent method
of statement.
We know that under article 51 there are possible regional set-ups
tlut can be made, such as the Charter of Anmerican Nations at Rio,
and the development atiBrussels and The Iague, of the European
Federation.
For America, this has been looking first to the south, in this hemi.
sphere, and then we look to the east, to Europe.
l)oes the Legion have any policy, either on joining such a fedoration for self-protection amd defense in Europe, for example, or (loes
the Legion have a policy possibly to look to the west and posibly call
for a conference of the nations of the Pacific, in which we would be
included?
Mr. MoCooK. The Legion has not established a policy, in1answer
to your specific question, no specific policy, as to any particular area,
unless you take this, in tihe f1ist resolution that was presented, that
since certain nations of western Europe have joined together in order
to use effectively their own facilities in combination withi our economic
aid-and I might say that the lead of that resolution was on the
extent of economic aid, to see that the ERP functioned properly,
and to oppose aggression, and to give military cooperation to those
nations of western Europe, in the event of aggression, in order that
our economic aid may be effectively used andfthat free institutions
in which we mutually believe may stirvive.
I speak of that because that word "cooperate" was used advisedly.
In the first draft it said "assistance."
I will tell you now of the debate.
No; we did not want an alliance.
Next, Should we give assistancel
We believed "cooperation" was the better word because it had two
meanings, both constructive. "Cooperate" means to work with. We
did not want to give assistance unless they were ready to do their
part.
Mr. FutoN. But you have not yet arrived as a group at a point
where you have definitely decided whether tie United States should
go into an organization under section 51, in Europe, or should stay
out and assist, or stay out and simply cooperate?
Mr. McCoox. No; that question has not been propounded to us, but
I would say whatever was wise for the United States to do is there to
be done, and this is permissible.
Mr. FuvToN. Do you think it may be appropriate Mr. McCook,
that there dspuld be an organization under section 51 that the nations
of the Pacific could function under?
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Mr. McCooK. Yes; the Pacific states, and everywhere. The region
may include both sides of the Atlantic, up to the North Pole and down
again. All those things are very broad, and they are permissible.
I think they should all be given consideration.
I do not want those to take the place of the United Nations Charter,
unless it is necessary, and may I add this, that those are all matters
of defense under the Charter, under 51 itself, as you know, and in
turn they tie into the Security Council, and the Security Council is
susceptible of a veto. Therefore, where are you, except as you have
it ready I
Mr. Fvox.May I make a point there, that under article 5l it is
not subject to the Security Council, so these organizations can be set
up outside that.
In article 52, those organizations are subject to the veto.
Mr. McCooK. You are quite right but it says this, that they can
investigate but in 1 it says:
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of Individual
or collective self.defense, it an armed attack occurs.

I would make that broader:
* * * until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to
maintain International peace and security.

So indirectly our friend in the United Nations Security Council
comes in. It cannot veto it. You are quite right.
Mr. Fu'or. Mr. Dulles has stated that language was not carefully
written and did not declare in words what the intention was at the
time of writing.
You are correct in the actual written words but through the inter.
pretation of the man who made the language up, the cart is now before the horse.
Mr. McCooK. That is the way it struck me, sir. I did not know
he said that.
Mr. Frox. That is all. Thank you very much.
Mr. CirpertiLD (presiding). Mr. Javits?
Mr. JAvrrs. Mr. McCook, as a Legionnaire myself, I also would
like to compliment you on the balanced character of your statement
and on your taking an interest in this very critical public matter.
Do I understand that your statement has no Implication of putting
this problem of reorganization of the United Nations or any othw.
scheme we might adopt, up to the USSR on a "take it or leave it"
basis
Mr. McCoox. None whatever. We have not said that. That had
not, frankly, occurred to me, and I do not think the way to negotiate
with people is to start with an ultimatum. You may have to end
with one but do not begin with one.
Mr. JAvrre. Do you agree with me, that the American people are
certainly not for threatening and undertakitvg a preventive war
against the Soviet unless it does exactly what we want it to do in connection with corning into some concert of nations or amending the
United Nations Charter?
Mr. MoCoox. I have never heard any such suggestion in our committee and I would believe that would be the general attitude.
Mr. JtAvrm. I would think so, knowing the Americam Legion as I
do, Mr. McCook.
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I have one final point:
You have recommended certain basic principles: Is there any timing
in your mind on that, as to when that shoulder done_
Do you feel that it isesomething we should be thinking about in the
context of our whole foreign pol Iey?
Mr. McCoox. Only this, that as Isaid, time is running out, and you
never know when. I believe that drifting tends to get you worse. If
you are going to have the operation, do ft while the patient is fairly
strong.
I do not mean the operation in the sense of war; I mean for going
at this, go at isas soon as you can reasonably bring it before the proper
authorities.
Does that answer your question I
Mr. JAVITS. It does. Thank you very much, Mr. McCook.
Mr. CJiWERnEJEW (presiding). Mr. Lodge.
Mr. Loins. 1Mr. McCook, as a fellow Legionnaire and coresident of

the State of Connecticut, I would also like to extend a word of welcome to you, and tell you that I think you have made a very signifl.
cant and vital contribution to the deliberations of this committee.
On page 8 of your interesting statement, you say:
However, as we diagnosed the situation, the blame rested much less upon the
United Nittions than upon the attitude and acts of certain member nations, one
In particular. Stating the matter bluntly, we concluded that it was a case of

deliberate sabotage.

I was very much interested in your statement with respect to article
108. That is a matter I myself have brought up on a number of occa-

sions. The question I would like to ask you is whether if these explorations are made under 108 and it is decided to call a conference
under 109, and then an impass6 is reached on these amendments, you
believe that in that event another organization should be formed with
a charter containing these amendmentsI
Mr. MoCooi. Th-ere have been brought tip before the American
Legion, speaking of that, various plans for world government, a federation, among the democracies alone, and whatnot. We felt that there
were so many angles to that that it should be referred to a special
committee for further study and 10 days ago we did precisely that.
I doubt if any specific recommendations will come out of that for
some time yet, because that is looking into the future, and as I said
at the beginning, Mr. Congressman, I find great difficulty in saying
what w1l happen and what should be done if this fails.
I believe in planning ahead as far as you can but I do not think I
can answer your question satisfactorily.
Mr. Lopen. Then if you were informed by the Secretary of State,

and Mr. Austin that tlpy had gone Into these matters and were satisfled that a conference under 109 should be avoided, you would not
suggest they go ahead with that conference anyway I
Mr. McCox. I would disagree with them.
I was on a committee not long ago where they took a telephone poll
and it seemed to be unanimous. They called me up last and I did not
agree and I asked that they meet. There was no argument but I had
some facts about which they did not know.
Mr. Lo. You thiik the meeting under 109 should be called any.

way?I
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Mr. McCooK. Under 108.
Mr. LoDox. There is no conference provided for there. Tie con.
ference is provided for under 109.
Mr. McCooK. No; but it is not the-conference I would advocate first.
I advocate going at it under 108, and going at is more than once,

if need be.

Mr. LoDoic. Perhaps I do not make my question clear. M.y ques.
tion was that if they go ahead under 108, and it appears clear that
these amendments wonihd not be adopted, would you suggest calling
a conference under 109 just the same, in order to bring the minttter
I
into more public view I
ir. MoCooii. I would, because it miust be brought out into the
open. If we are thinking at all in terms of democracy as we do here.
and I hope the world will some day--certainly the public should know
it. But I have more confidence of getting somewhere under 108 than
does the Secretary.
F4or example, it was either Secretary Marshall or Mr. Austin
who said he felt that it was impossible to get far, because when the
matter of changing the veto in matters of settlement of specific dis.
pute, that they cou d find no warmth to it.
I would not find any warmth for that either, on chapter 0. It is
chapter 7 that has the root of it.
Air. LODGE. You are inclined to feel that even if the situation (loes
not look promising under 108, a conference under 109 could neverthe.
less be called.
Does that mean you favor Judd Resolution 59?
Mr. MCCOOK. lhe one I have before me is 168.

They are similar,

are they not?
Mr. LoDoE. 163 calls for proceeding under article 51 with the inaking of a separate arrangement. I understood you to say just now
you were opposed to doing that at this time.
&rr. MOC)oK. Yes.
Mr. LoGE. Therefore, I gather you would be opposed to Resolution
168.
Mr. McCoox. If 103 calls.for the calling of a conference right now,
I would say that should be done, if it does not work under 108 but
I believe 108 is the first thing to follow. That will crystallize it.
You may get it on there if it is based on wiping out the veto on the
matters ofaggression. Let us say it is aggression because it is aggression that hits the conscience of the world and of the United
States.
I am not much interested in whether we have unanimity required
or three-quarters or one-half, on things that are less fundamental, but
there are the seeds of world destruction.
Mr. Lonoz. Mr. Finletter has proposed an amendment to 59 which
could well be Interpreted as requiring preliminary explorat ion under
108, so I take It wit-h such an amendment you would favor Resolution
59.

Mr. McCoox. As I understand it, I certainly would. That is, first
tryone way then the second way, under the conference method.
That Is what you mean, is it not, sir I
Mr. Lonon. That is rI ht. Well, of course, the amendment does not
specifically mention 108-but it does mention preliminary exploration
and conversation.
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I gather, therefore, that while you would favor 59 under those cir.
cumstances, you do not favor a resolution which calls for proceeding
separately under article 51 with the formation of another organizationI
Mr. McCoox. No; not by the Congress, or by ourselves.
Mr. LEoi. In that case you would be opposed to Resolution 1631

Mr. McCoox. I thought 103 is different than 168.
Mr. Loe. I believelt is the same thing.

Mr. McCooK. Then I do not think that 103 calls for that. I cannot

see that 108 calls for what you suggest.

Mr. LODGE. It calls for it on page 2, paragraph 5.

Mr. McCoox. At the end of paragraph ts [reading]:
In establishing on the basis of tie revised United Nations-

Mr. Loos (reading):
In the event any permanent member should veto the provision, the United States
should Join with other like-minded states.

Mr. McCoox. I have no objection to that. I remember reading it
now-to this extent, if there was a period after the words "international organization." It goes on, "for mutual defense."
"Mutual defense" is an incident.
Mr. LeoE. In other words, lot its put it this way:
If a conference is called tinder 109, after preliminary exploration
under 108 and that conversation is abortive, you would go ahead under
article 511
Mr. McCoo. I think that is perfectly all right as it is under any
circumstances.
Mr. Lovon. Then I misunderstood you.

Mr. McCoox. May I just say this: When you speak of explorations under 108, I would make it more than that. I would make it a
definite attempt with this issue of world aggression and the atomic
bomb in mind, and I think you would begin to get somewhere tinder
108.
Mr. LODoE. Thank you very much, Mr. McCook, for your interesting

testimony.

Mr. CnlirwEnr.u. Mr. McCook, since several members have men-

tioned their connection with the American Legion, may I, as a fellow
American Legion member, thank you for such a fine statement?
Mr. MoCo6x. You have been very kind, if I have been able to help.
Mr. Cn rn lvw (presiding). Mr. Batt.
STATEMENT OF WILIJAM L. BATT, PRESIDENT, SKF INDUSTRIES,
INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mir. IAr . I aM here today as a member of the United Nations
Council of Philadelphia, but, while I think I shall voice a cross section
viewpoint of the Council it shold be understood that I appear before
you merely ns one interested citizen. Having spent much of the last

8.years in Washlngton in one capacity or another, but to a very considerable extent in the international field, I have had some experience
with the varied developments leading to today's uncertain situation.
Let me first state the conclusion to which 'I have come and then
briefly develop the reasoning behind it.
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This conclusion is that the United States immediately should take
a position of leadership directed toward the creation of an additional
unit of world organization which may have some more assured hope

of preserving world peace. I shall advance no argument for one
particular m
nichanism as against another, since it seems to be clear
o me that thi, need for action is so impelling In its urgency as to make
the means wholly subordinate to the end. The qite unparalleled

statesmanship and vision shown by this Congress in its dealing with

the complex matter of European aid, give me complete confidence in
its ability to find the beat method for a stronger world organization
provided it sets its hand to that task. I urge that it do that now.
The decisions which we Americans fail to make in the next weeks
and months, quite as much as those we make, may well determine the
very existence of this world its a home for ireedom-loving people.
It was the initiative of the American people which created the
United Nations. We placed great reliance in its ability to develop
the kind of international atmosphere in which peace would be assured
and we are accordingly deeply disappointed in the way it has devel.
oped. Secretary Marshall's explanation before your committee that
thlis great body was only to preserve the peace, not make it, will come
as a disillusioning surprise to most of us. It is painfully evident that
the major powers, wh o reserved to themselves the prerogative of
making the peace, have little to show for their efforts. We are, there.
fore, faced with the present situation that not only is there no assur.
ance of peace but that we see confronting us black clouds ominously
threatening an increased risk of war.
With alf-the deep respect and admiration I hold for General Mar.
shall, I, for one, am not ready to accept his apparent conclusion that
reliance should continue to be placed in the present United Nations
machinery. To be sure, he does not foreclose discussions looking
toward modification, but lie makes no recommendations to that end.
This is a critical time for what he terms "a change in substance" and
I can see no such promise from the negative inaction of continuing to
rest all our hopes for peace in an unchanged United Nations.
In my visits across the country in the last months, I have sensed a
sharply growing conviction everywhere that some new approach to
peace must now be tried and tried promptly. There is an awareness
and an unrest among the people in their communities, that we have
never had before. Tie attitude of men and women of both political
parties in seeking for new vision and more courageous leadership from
their candidates..for high public office must arise, as I see it, from some
deep and growing sense of urgency. More and more is heard the
desperate question as to whether the United Nations is or is not a
failure but if it Is, the demand that some new and more effective piece
of machinery shall be provided. For the American people have had
enough of war, and they will make every effort, consistent with national
decency and honor to avoid It.
Now we in the United Nations Council of Philadelphia do not write
this body off as a complete failure at all, nor have we lost our keen
interest in its preservation. It has served and should continue to
serve as a useful platform on which the views of all its participating
members may have the widest publicity. Its usefulness as a town
meeting in which the moral indignation of the world can be mobilized
against aggression and dictatorship must not be underestimated.
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Most, importantly, it serves today as the only existing medium for
keeping Soviet lIussia in contact with tihe rest of tile world. Such a

for'ml mnay already have served more usefully than we know ii relieving situations that cold otherwise have made trouble. Its authorized
agencies are quietly and efficiently performiinig many valuable services
for the welfare of mankind.
We are disappointed, certainly, inits inability to deal with most

of the big issues of the day, but the proposals to scrap the United
Nat ion or to take aly stels that would surely bring that collapse
about, seen to us gravely ill-advised.
At this point I shall read into the record the views of the United
Nations Council of Philadelphia. Made til) of men and women who
repivent different approaches toward a solution, they are unanimous

in stating that their ultimate objective is toward wonie form of world
government. But obviously any statement reasontbly acceptable to

energetic and differing i;iews Oi detail, must paint in sweeping strokes
only a broad picture. This is the statement of the Couincil [reading] :
To promote a Just world order and the welfare of mankind, and as a step
toward ultimate world government, the United Nations Counell of I'hiladelphll
shall work for the immediate establishment of a federal government composed
of all those countries which will subscribe to and practice a fundamental law
of clvil liberties and repreventativo government based upon free elections. The
proposed union may be preceded by an initial union of the European democracies
and by similar unions of democracies elsewhere located In proximity to one
another.
This union shall be formed within the framework of the United Nations; Its
constituent states retaining their membership in that organization.
The constitution of the union shall include a bill of civil and human rights,
binding upon the union and upon all constituent states and the citizens thereof.
There shall be a legislative body of which at least one house shall be representative of all the people and chosen by them in free elections. There shall be fed.
eral courts and a federal executive.
The union shall have the power to conduct foreign relations. It shall maintain
and control ill armed forces and means of mass destruction; and, as soon as
practicable, grant citizenship, Issue currency and regulate commerce and communication between the member states.
Nothing in the constitution shall prevent the adoption or maintenance, by any
member state, of any type of economic and political system, not at variance with
the provisions of paragraph 1 of this statement, which may be approved and
supported by the people thereof through their freely and duly elected
representatives.
'The union shall encourage and assist all states desiring to become members to
meet the requirements for admission.
The United Nations Council of Philadelphia wholeheartedly supports the work
and purposes of the United Nations and all Its constituent agencies. Itadvocates
the union above proposed as an imperative step, in the face of modern atomic
power, toward the realization of the political ends of world order for which the
United Nations was created.

it may be asked what purpose Is served by such a resolution as this
r have just read. Well, this is one way of letting you in Congress know
how some of us at home feel about this overwhelming issue which you
are debating. But otherwise there is not much we can do about it.
That responsibility rests with you.
Only the Congress can tke the initiative for the American people
in advocating the need for better machinery for assuring peace and
preserving freedom. Whether there can be built on the present
United Nitions foundation a structure which vill assure this peace
and freedom seems highly questionable. But we learn nothing by do.
uzg nothing. Certainly, any effective change in framework must deal
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with the use of the veto power so that it shall not be used so obstrnc.
tively as ill
tile past.

As long as we are dealing with the representation of nations, as
such, its against individuals, I suppose we ourselves will insist oil sore
veto rights; but the area of abuse of this protection can be greatly
reduced even with the present machinery. The regional grouping or
union, of free states, suggested by the Philadelphia resolution woll,
of course, go far beyond this; it would create a central government
to whom would be delegated the power of preserving freedom; it
would eventually control till war-making potential through an "inter.
national police 'force" powerful enough to enforce pmace and who.e
obligations would run only to that group of nations with such common
democratic ideals and practices that to them could safely be delegated
control of such combined strength.
As a practical matter, most of this military strength, of course, would
have to be provided by a few of the nations, thebulk of it today by
the United States, and until greater confldenco exists around the world,
the American people would undoubtedly be highly cautious as to which
partners they delegated this supreme world power. There is no need
to clutter up the picture of the forest with individual tree trunks;
there are obviously a whole host of troublesomte problems, immigration, tariffs, citizenship, currency, and the like for which some solutions
must be hammered out. Our ancestors did it-we can, if ve will.
At the outset it may not be found practicable to do more than group
together "those countries iihich presently su scribe to and practice
the fundamental laws of civil liberty and Iejresentative government
based upon free elections." Time (tes not permit us to wait for thu
growth of international vision and the improved standard of living
necessary to bring more of the countries of the world closer toward
our concepts of freedom-and I shall be constantly trying to emphasize
"freedom" as distinct front the narrower problem of peace.
Something must be (lone soon, however, to mobilize for positive
action toward peace, the powerful forces of democracy and freedom
which already exist. The opening discussionss at the peoples' Congress
of Europe at The Hague are filled with the urge for these priceless
povsessions and must hearten all who listen to them.
Our far-reaching program for the economic reconstruction of western Europe and China issafely launched but one can hardly ina gine
its success without some measure of military assistance by the Uied
States, to assure that the climate for its development shall be a peacef l
one,

The provision by us of military equipment to strengthen European
and Chinese armaments isthoroughly understandable but unhappily
it.
repeats the timid pattern of 1941. Itisa step which ishighly inefficient as a military operation and Ifinadequate, can only leading one
direction and then maybe too late. To think that Soviet Russia will
not understand our purposes and their direction insuch military
assurances, seems to me unrealistic. Why not then directly and
unequivocably propose to merge our moral our military and oar
economic strengths with these same nations whose purposes and objectives are much the same as ours? Ifthis can be done under an article
of the Charter, so much the better; the vital need isto move.
Senator Vahdenberg's resolution providing for association of the
United States, through constitutional process, with such regional
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arrangements as are based on self-help and mutual aid, as affect its
national security, is a step which should be approved for such value
as it may have.
Let us quickly make that support evident.
It would seem highly important, however, that with such a limited
grouping, we make it abundantly clear that this is only a beginning,
that the door is wide open, and that our final objective will not have
been reached until most of the countries of the world have standards
for their people which represent the expressions of freedom and
democracy and are equally ready to make peace a first objective of
their, governments.
This may I) a long-distanet ideal but it must still represent our
objective hope. I am as anxious as any for the time wen all our
neighbors to the south shall be equal parties to the kind of government we are here considering, but it is futile, I think, to maintain that
they are capable of doing their part of it today.
What seenis to he so clear to me is that no other nation in the world
other than the United States is now in position to take the leadership
necessary to advance from where we are to the safer ground on which
we want to be. It is regirettable that we are not free from the criticism
that our support of United Nations has not always been consistent.
If I were a citizen of another country, I think I might have grave
doul)ts as to what to expect. from the United States on many international issues, and I add parenthetically that the attitude of the
Congress toward the extension of reciprocal trade agreements, the
approval of the International Trade Organization, are matters as to
which I should think the rest of the world will watch us with grave
concern,

Tie ringing declarations of active purpose from the Congress on
the reconstruction of Europe and Asia have already removed many of
those doubts and given new hope to a troubled Europe hungry for our
leadership. But it must be a leadership of a new pattern where
alliances and treaties and self-seeking sovereignties give way to the
pooling of resources for a joint action which shall be powerful enough
morally as well as physically, to guarantee peace.
No private person is wise enough to presume to say to this committee what l1eciso steps should be taken. As a citizen I can only urge
that you resolutely face the issues and, like those ancestors of ours
who sat. in Philadelphia in 1787, consider ways and means to develop
a "civil bible" for freedom-loving.poples everywhere whose spiritual
strength shall safely mobilize military strength for world peace.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Cmrr11sRIEw (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Batt, for your very
constructive statement.
Mr. Vorys.
Mr. VoRYs. Mr. Batt, this certainly is a very constructive statement.
There is much of it with which we all agree.
What our committee is perplexed about is this, that we have many
summaries, and brilliant summaries, of the problem with which we
are now becoming very familiar. We have many criticisms of sugges.
tions made by others. However, we are a little weak on concrete suggestions as to what this committee can do about it. I would therefore
like to raise a question about your statement:
?6921-45----2T
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You said this [reading]:
Only the Congress ct tike the Inltlitlve for the Anierleian lehlde fit aaliuvtllhg
the need for better natchlnery for assuring peaece and presorVlug frtidoin.

Every time we study this thing we find that in our foreign relations
only the Executive can take the initiative for the American people in
advocating the need for better nmchinery, under the United Nattions
Charter and our existing legislation, and our Executive is not taking
such initiative.
Where do you get the idea that "only the Congress can ttake the
initiative" in this matter?
Mr. BA-ir. It would seem to file, Mr. Vorys, as at laynan, that the
attitude of the State Department, which, of course, is t part. of the
executive, has materially changed during the last weeks that this hody
hits been holding its hearings.
Mr. Vortys. If by merely holding these hlealingi1Ls We Clii bring en.
couragement and turpentine and so forth, where tIihey will he helpful,
that is what we are doing. However, every resolution that is pending
here so far starts off about like this [reading] :
It Is the sense of the Congre8s that the President should---

and so forth.
That is a recognition oi the peculiarly responsible and powerful
position that the-Executive has in our constitutional set-up.
Mr. BArr. The executive, as you know better than I do, is charged
with the conduct of relations with foreign governments. That we
have had in our Constitution from the very beginning. I have long
felt that our system of government was lanentably weak in its ability
to deal with international questions.
It seems to me today that the executive cannot safely proceed with
negotiations of a major character, with foreign nations, without the
knowledge of the hacking of the CongeSs, and of Course similarly I
would consider that the Congress would think twice about moving
with a concurrent resolution which it had not threshed out with the
executive as far as practicable.

Mr. Voirs. Now, here, in this broad, world-wide picture, there are
some homely local problems that face the Congress aind the people the
Congress represents. Under our United Nations Participation Act,
the delegates to the Assembly are to act on instructions from the
President.
Perhaps that is merely a restatement of the constitutional require-

ment, anyhow. I am not sure on that.
At the founding of the United Nations it was the practice of the then
President to appoint, although he did not have to, representatives
from the Congress to be members of the delegation. That practice
has been abandoned. We therefore in Congress know that the Asseinbly of the United Nations insofar as Ameri-can representation is concerned is representative of only the President.
We know, at least so far as these resolutions are concerned, they
reflect the idea that Congress cannot take the initiative in changing tile

Charter of the United Nations, or getting up an international meeting
to consider this section 51 organizations or anything else. All we can
do
to pointing
ask the President
take the initiative.
. IIsam
out whattohas
been the viewpoint of the Congress and
of this committee, as shown by resolutions Introduced by its members,
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not to say that it is right but to conie back again to you and say, "In
what way can this committee take tile initiative for tile American
a need for better machinery for assuring peace
advocating
people
frxvdoln"
pre,ini rving
and
M. BM-r. Mr. Vorys, I followed, as you may remember, the development of the European recovery program in this Congress.
Af' Vonvs. You were a %'eryhelpfi l witness.
Mr. 1B3A'. It caine to this body and the other one in a vastly different fashion from which it caie out and it came out with the complete
support of the executive arm of the Government, if I understand the
picture correctly.
I feel guilty, perhaps, in taking the time of a committee, whose time
is its precious as yours is, when I I nd it difficult to come up with cleancut answers. I have not beei actively identified with the World Federalists. I have not been actively identified with Clarence Streit, or my
townsman, Justice Roberts. in the sense of advocating a special line. I
have tried to be familiar with their points of view.
AS fill its I ('aii judge, Iotlh those points of view have been nod.
el'sled in certain rat her essential degrees, at least its to timing, in
tile last few months.
I have one clear view. I want to propose nothing which will put
the Missions and the nations donialited by them, in such a position
ill tilt. United Nat iois that they ore forced to got out.
It scents to lilt'. knowing th, Missians its Ido, tlint it serves a putr.
iome which we Inutist preserve, to have a place where they sit and talk.
W 'lietrii hioit cel taill i plrothiit's
have
hind Verv consi(leiraitl(
I

toward tile modification of thie United Nations, because it seemlied to
ine that they threatened, if tile%' were at all prompt ill their operation,
to produce that sort of a schism in the United Nations itself; there.

fore I have been very hesitaiit ill coming to it conclusion that it is

wise to present to thie' United Nations it request for aiy considerable
changes which could in any way either give the Russians an opporttinity of getting out of it or giving the nipression of forcing them
out.
11hait, then, does one do? I have heard this expression used here
this morning: "A club within a club."
I would expect that could bo prol)erly applied to tile programs of
my friend Justice Roberts but that requires it good deal of qualification. What does one mean by a club within a club?
Now, if it is like some of the clubs at some of the universities I
know. where you can get in only if your father has so many million
dollars--if te restrictions are of that. kind--snooty, brass-hait restrictions-I do not like that expression as descriptive of the approach
I am making here. But I 'n conceive of a grouping of nations that
presently within the United Nations anid who intend to stay in

the United Nations, who, because they have similar points of view
and similar democratic governments, propose to try to go further
than is practicable within the present framework of operation of the
United Nations.
Nor do I lay primary empliasis on that as a military venture. I
have the conviction that that is 0 dangerous emlI)hasis, to put predominant. It is my conviction that Communists in Europe are moving into a vacuum created by poor standards of living for their people,
laelk of opportunities for their people, and so on and so on; so that
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the No. I purpose which I visualize in this'grouping of freedom-loving

nations, is to try to create a body of countries who, by reducing the

restrictions to trade between them, by mobilizing their economic,
cultural, and moral resources take substantial steps toward setting up

a peace of the world that looks good to the rest of the world.
Now as a part of that, of course the combined use of military
strength to preserve that asset is an essential.
I happen to believe that the Russians are perhaps the most realistic,
the most objective among the most patient, long-purposed people
in the world, and that they will not misunderstand that; from their

point of view, it is likely to be a No. 1 purpose, the grouping of these
nations for military strength.

Very well. It they read that into it, I say so much the-better.
As a nonmilitary man I would conclude that the usual military
alliance, even that which comes about during the process of war,
certainly at the beginning a fairly inefficient type of operation.
In the last war, after we were in the war and as we had gotten along
progressively, the resources of the Allied Nations were pretty well
merged so that they could be used in the most efficient fashion but
certainly not in the earlier days.
I conceive, therefore, that this grouping of freedom-loving nations
would take out of the economy of each of them lem.of the substance of
the people than any other approach.
If now, under axly othei conceivable probable form of development
that I can see, each of these nations tries to make itself as strong as
its judgment of the necessities will dictate, then we have inevitably a
dangerous drain on the living of the peoples represented. It is a very
long, round-about, and wordy, explanation, Mr. Vorys, but it will give
you some idea of the confusion of mind in which I find myself.
I am not an expert on the Charter. I have listened with great
interest elsewhere and here to the niceties involved in the various
clauses of the Charter with which I am generally familiar. I have
tried to make it clear that I have some views as a citizen that seem
fairly basic, and as to which I will look to the experts, both within the
committee and without, to find the implementation.
Mr. VoRYs. Thank you.
Mr. Cin=n . Mr. Richards'
Mr. tcnIIAmi.
No questions.
Mr. CnPrnum. Mr. Jonkman.
Mr. JoNxEMAN. I have no questions.
Mr. CHuIUuw. Mr. Morrow?
Mr. Mioutow. I have none.
Mr. Cmavnnz . Mr. Juddl
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Batt, I want to thank you, too, for the realistic way
in, which you have approached the problem, not insisting first on it
particular solution but insisting we make every effort to find a solution ; and instead of making excuses for not taking action, find means
by which we can take action.
You spoke of the way in which the Congress had infueneed the
developing of the ERP and other legislation, and at the same time
you said you hesitated to make specific proposals in advance because

you thought we could work those out better lirs or a group of nations
attacking the problem in earnest could work them out better.
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Is it not a fact that if this committee and the House had listened
to the insistence of various groups in our country, who by floods of
eeams and letters were demanding, that we bring out ERP exactly
in e prescribed form which they laid down, it would not have been
a blessing; it would have been far less sound and advantageous than
was the legilation that ultimately came out here, despite the theories
of the side-line expets?
Mr. BArr. Qzrtainly, Mr. Judd.
Mr. Jun&,Even though those groups were perfectly sincere and
were sur4heir ideas were right.
Therefore, your refusal to insist upon a specific solution does not
mean you are less interested; you are convinced that probably a
specific proposal insisted upon by you or any one group without the
whole picture before them would probably not be as good as the
solutions that are likely to be developed jointly by the nations if only
they will get to work with determination to find solutionsI
Mr. BArr. I have bW something of an amateur student of governrent, and certainly t} ought 8 years of intipato workfiig -tth it I
have se nethii, Pf IbW It fuinetons.4
I say to jou wire all the silosrity of which I am capable, that I
think the EtP legislation was one of the most constructive pieces
of work that overcame out of this body.
It came in considerable part as * result, Xshould think, of a tremendous amount of effort put in bythe Members of the body.
Ibove always p~lieved tht the visitt of the 16 Members of this
body Europe, wh
.gy fund many of them' for the first time
intheir es, some of the facts of life in Europe. I felt that visit was
of t enm a significance.
But ierees a ,,lace where people like iq* the experts like Mr. Culbertson and others, q sweat out thoirpolints of view. You listen to
it, nnd because you hear-those point, of view and because you alone
have access to secret information which we, the general public, have
not, and because you alone, in spite of your Independent position In the
constitutional process have access to the executive power, you can, if
you make up your minds you want to, come up with something.
I am only begging that.we do not give the Impression, primarily, to
Soviet Rusia, that we are dilly-dallying, because their great strength
lies in waiting us out until we get tired.
As in election to Congress or election of a mayor or what not, you
get a reform movement and they sweep the old gang out and put a fine
fellow In. How many times does he last more than one term Be.
cause the public who have supported him get tired and they go back
to their ordinary places of business. The old fellows are doing busi.
ness 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
Soviet Russia is doing business 24 hours a day,7 days a week.
I do not want to let them feel that the Unite States is going to use
the United Nations as another debating ground on critical issues of
this sort. Use it, yes; but not, Ut least today, depend solely on It.
Mr. JiUD. Is it not true that they liav their own resources, and those
of at least their 11 satellite nations, already pooled and organized into
one economic unit, which gives them a tremendous advantage over tho
nations in ,western Europe and America which are still largely going
ahead separately I
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Mr. BAr. Without a doubt. They are' providing a positive leader.
Nhip.
Hope to see the United States providee a positive leader.hi I) for the
rest of the freedom-loving peoples of the world.
I know something of the point of view which our State 1)elotnent
has always seetned to take, and which it took in the formation of the
United 14ations and that is that we are just one of all the nations in
the world and must be careful about throwing our weight around. Wye
(do
not want to be called imperialistic, and so forth and so on. I ant
aware of that. But the mst of the world is looking to the United
States for leadership.
Mr. ,Tri. In youir talentt (in Inge 10 you say [t ading]

The rlllng deellantioli of illvi ptrplose firlll
tht, Congre,ss fii
III(- )1.n.
xtruitIoi of RJurope rid Asia hnve already remlolved Iimy if those Ioubls aintd

given now hope to a troubled Europe hungry for our leadership.

May I advise you there were members of this committee who tried
to make the ringing (lechtratlon of active purpose in the ERP legih.
lation a good deal stronger and more inclusive at that time; but we
were blocked by the administration itself; and now it is coming along
asking us to support It along the same general lines on which we
tried to move at that time.
Mr. B,.r. The record( will show, If I may suggest it, Mr. Judd,
that I said to this committee when asked what V"thought should N*
decided on the appropriation, that if you would let me write the gen.
eral paragraphs of principle I would take my chances on the appro.
priation after that, because I would have so thoroughly committed the
United States to the rest of the world which is ready to cooperate and
develop its own resources, that the money would have had to follow.
Mr. JUDD. And there is much less risk to the United States in an ill.
out commitment than in a half-way commitment which would drain
our resources and probably not succeed ?
Mr. BATr. Mr. Judd, was born on a farm and raised in a small
community where the only water we had was through a pump. I am
familiar with what it means to "prime a pump." If you start out
with too little water and dribble water along, you pump all the rest
of your life. If you decide to prime the pump you have to put
water in.
If the United States is going to provide leadership it has to make
it perfectly clear now that t intends to do it.
Mr. Juw. The way to put out the fire is to put on more, not lees,
water?
Mr. BATT. Yes.
Mr. JuD. Mr. Batt, Mr. Fulton had to leave and he asked me to
express his appreciation for your helpful statement and his regret that
he was not able to express it in person.
Mr. Vots. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. JuDD. Certainly.
Mr. Vonre. The gentleman has brought up the kind of practical
problem in cooperation, not only international cooperation but coop.
oration between the branches of government with which this committee has been faced.
The gentleman was too modest to suggest that he proposed a broad
statement of principle and policy of a type that could be appropriately
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put as the preamble of the Foreign Assistance Act, a world-wide state.
maent of principle which the committee was anxious to incorporate,
as you have said, Mr. Batt., Incooperation with tile Executive.

When we fom it was impossible to secure that cooperation with
the Executive by any.consideration of that preamble, this committee,
rathertn p) .,cipitate it floor dis .tsion of that, reluctantly omitted
that part of tihe preamble.
So when you brilg us this matter of who has the initiative, it is of
extrelie importance in getting this whole matter started.
Mlr. JuD. Up until the (lay the bill was passed we had not been
pble to get t reaction from the State Department, its views either for
or against. Always the memoranda were delayed here or the replies
were delayed there. They drugged their feet until we couldn't find
out one way or the other what they believed or wanted. We could only
pess they didn't want it then, 2 months ago. Now they do want

lt-perhaps too hte.
Mr. VoRys. Just to add one more little item of information: This

committee had before it a bill with titles V and VI-title V providing
for government in tile occupied areas, and for an economic recovery
program for Jalan and Korea and tile Ryukyus and title VI provided
a limited form of furnishing arms to other nations when it was In our
interests, and with further statements of limitations.
We are anxious to secure legislative action on that this spring.
Because it was impossible to secure the cooperation of the Executive
in taking such action we reluctantly left that out of the legislation
because we did'not want to precipitate a floor fight on those questions.
We now find that every one of those matters In which this committee
was anxious to cooperate with the Executive, in presenting them to
the House-every one of those are matters on which action should
have been token, but nowv we find that because it was not taken at the

opportune time, it is increasingly difficult to secure action.
Mr. BArr. May I make one further observation, gentlemen, as to
procedures
These things, of course, do not operate In a vacuum. There is a
machinery of approach to the views of other governments that must
be employed.
You cannot call a town meeting without knowing who is going to
be there and what position they are going to take wien they come.
As a matter of practical relationships with other governments, when
you try to do that sort of thing, you get yourselves into difficulties.
I speak only of what I know fran tire newspapers as to the ap.
parent unrest that has developed in the western European countries
because of what seemed to them to be a unilateral approach to the
U. 8. 8. R. in the last few days--through our diplomatic relations we
ought to be finding out very quickly how far the European congress
is going to be implemented by the respective government and what
their attitude willbe on tile matter of further partnership with. the
United States.
If they are ready to mobilize behind Mr. Churchill's statement we
should be able to find that out without much trouble. We do not find
those things out through the public press but through proper channels.
. We could set our relations for the future, to be sure we have partners
going along with us.
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If I seem to deplore the formal approach through a resolution
directed toward a remodeling of the United Nations Charter, it is
because I think It is unwise to do that until you have found out what
7ou can get out of the nations with whom you want to be most closely
identified.
Mr. CnWERrmwI (presiding). Mr. Lodge.
Mr. LoLr. Mr. Batt, I think we are very fortunate to have had the

benefit of your opinion on this vast problem, and I share your pre.
occupation.
I also agree wholeheartedly with Dr. Judd that we must rather find
ways to accomplish things rather titan think of reasons why we cannot.
But I point out that the business of implementation of these ideas
is an extremely difficult and complex one.
I would like to ask you this: It seems to me from your statement that
you would in general tend to agree with Mr. Clarence Streit and Mr.
Justice Roberts.
Mr. BA r. Except for one very imlrtnnt difference. I (1o not
think either of them feels nearly so strongly as I do about not only
the desirability but the necessity of keeping the United Natios as a
going institution and making itstronge rif you can.
I do not use the expression which Iknow has been attributed to one
or the other of them:
The United Nations to a delusion and a snare and a fraud on the American
people.

Mr. Lonoz. I see.

In taking step sto accomplish what you recommend, we could operate
under article 51; could we notI
You suggest somewhere in your statement that it could be (lone
within the terms of the United Nations Chaer.
Mr. BATr. I said, Mr. Lodge:
If It can be done through an'appropriato article of the Charter, so much the

better.

I listened to your questions of other witnesses. It is clear to me you
are an expert on the clauses in the Charter, and I tried to provi(le
against that at the outset by saying I was not.
Mr. LoID,. You make a very interesting statement on page 5 where
you say [reading]:
The proposed union may be preceded by an Initial union of the European
democracies and by similar unions of democracies elsewhere located In proximity
to one another.

Mr. BArr. That is a quotation.
Mr. LoDoE. As Dr. Judd pointed out earlier this morning, we have
the sort of a union that was organized at Rio and amended at Bogota.
Then, we have the 16 nations participating in the European recovery
program, and we have the western union which was begun at Brussels.
I take it that you have those various beginnings of International

organisms in mind when you make that statement.
Mr. BATr. The Bogota meeting in my view is like a candle against
the sun.
The 16-nations grouping in Europe to me Is the natural and logical
development of something which I think is practicable now because the
nations in it, by and large, are very much the same kind of people that
we are. Theyhave the same love for freedom we have.
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. Mr. LoDoE. The point I am trying to get at is, if you think of the

world outside of Russia and her satellites, you think of western Europe

and South America, the British Commonwealth of Nations, China,
India, and the Middle East. Except for a few islands here and there,
that is Just about all there is to it.
Now, if you get the 16 participating nations in Europe organized
into a western union and gradually that develops to include nations in
the Middle East, and then you get the South American nations organized, I take it your idea is that by means of such organizations, a superorganization could be constructed.
Mr. BArr. I would assume you have that already.
I am not writing the United Nations off, Mr. Iodge, as the thing
which may eventually encompass this world.
Mr. Loomp. No; hut you are thinking of a union now.
You say we should mt, destroy the united Nations, and you realize
there are obstacles in achieving the union through the United Nations.
Mr. B.%Tr. That is correct.
Mr. Lono.. As I understand your statement, it is that we keep the

United Nations intact and we en'leavor to form a union of those nations

willing to engage in such a union.
Mr. BArr. That is correct.
Mr. Lonao. Based on the principlO that their governments must be
responsive to the will of the people.
That, of course, would not be true in the case of Soviet Russia.
Mr. BAlrr. It is not true of many Latin-American countries either.
Mr. LoeosL Would you exclude those countries at this time?
Mr. BA~'r. Practically, I think they exclude themselves.
Mr. Lose. The point I am trying to get at is that the administra.
tion and we in the Congress have in a sense begun this thing, by the
very organisms which have been set up, and are being set up, region.
ally throughout the world.
Mr. BAWr. We have made a start, but the situation it seems to me, is
so full of dynamite that, continued at that rate, they do not give me the
hope I look for.
Mr. LoDe. You believe that it should be done much faster?
Mr. BArr. It seems so to me.
Mr. Loon It would be interesting to have the opinion of Winston
Churchill, who made such a brilliant address to the European Con.
gress
at the Hague, as to how fast you canl proceed on a matter of such
00111laxity.
M'r. BAh'. Of course you cannot make actually great headway In a
short time but you can make clear the direction i which you are going.
I do not like this direction of limited, piecemeal military aid to the
16 nations of western Europe. I indicated I thought it was ineffective,
and being ineffective, possibly dangerous.
This is the greatest poker game--that is a bad word, I presume, to
use, but everybody knows what I mean by it-that the world has ever
sat in. The stakes are terribly high anl people sitting in the game
ought to make it perfectly clear what their resources are and how they
Intend to mobilize them. I do not greatly care what kind of a meeting
of the United Nations you call or when you call it, provided Soviet
Russia and its satellites on the one hand and the other troubled and
worried nations on the other know that the United States is in the
world picture up to its neck front the very drop of the hat.
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Mr. LoGE. You believe that we shoul,

official recognition to
eive

the fact that we are involved in the world situAtion.

Mr. BATT. The moment our diplomats begin talking with the for.
eign offices of these governments-and if they began next week I would
think it would be slplendid-as to how- far you are ready to go because
we are ready to go very far, I think a great step has been taken.
Mr. Leoe Thank you very much, Mr. Batt.
Mr. Ctnimraw. Thank you very much Mr. Batt.
The Chair would like to suggest to members of the committee Mr.
Bishop vice president of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, is here
Should we proceed?
STATEMENT OF ROBERT 1. BISHOP, VICE PRESIDENT, UNITED
STATES JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Mr. BisHoP. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Coiiunitt

on

Foreign Affairs, my name is Robert J. Bishop, of Orlando, Fla.
I appear before you in behalf of the United States Junior Chamber
of Commerce, of which organization I am currently serving as vice
president.
I think I should appropriately preface my statement with a few facts
about the organization I represent.
We number today over 10,000 young men between the ages of 21
and 86. Although our membership age limits fell precisely on the
bracket set for selective service, our organization strongly advocated,
on the record, the program prior to Its enactment by Congrss. As
a result of selective service and volunteer enlistments our ranks were
decimated. Although during the war years we were relatively few In
numbers we still were able to collect more scrap, sell more bonds and
donate more blood than any other national group, as the home-iront
phase of our contribution to the national war effort.
Our membership today is composed 85 percent of men who wore
uniforms in the recent war. We are and have been for a long time
vitally concerned about the success of UNO and the prevention of a
third world war. I need not say here, for I am convinced that the one
thing on which there is unanimity of opinion Is, that a third world
conflict will erase the civilization we have known from the earth.
Our concern on this vital issue has manifested itself in an extended
program of discussion and study by our international relations coin.
mittee. And, while I would not pose before you as an expert or as a
representative of experts on the technical legalistic details, I do believe
that we have approached the problem with a comprehension and a
clarity of vision born both of personal observation in world-wide
contacts and a long study of the fundamental principles involved.
We, the Jaycees--and I might interject at this point that "Jaycees"
is a colloquial name by which the United States Junior Chamber of
Commerce membership are known in certain localities-we, the Jaycees of America, have a creed. It was first proposed In the State of
Ohio, and after adoption there It became th official creed of our
national organization. It was subsequently adopted by the Canadian
Jaycees, and was, on March 26 last, unanimously adopted by the dele.
gates from junior chambers of commerce of 87 nations assembled in
Rio do Janeiro-which adoption, Incidentally, was made in the selfsame room in which the foreign ministers had their Rio meeting, which
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was mentioned here this morning,-when it was presented to this
Congress of Junior Chamber International by the Brazilian delegation.
We believe:
That the brotherhood of man
Transcends the sovereignty of nations;
That economic Justice can best be won

By freemen through free enterprise;

That government should be of laws

Rather than of men;
Lies In human personality;

That earth's great treasure

And that service to humanity

Isthe best work of life.

That, gentlemen, is the ideal to which our members across the Nation
are giving of themselves in practical application. Its opening state.
meant sums up very aptly our considered judgment on the matter of
world government--"That the brotherhood of man transcends the
sovereignty of nations."
We are convinced that if the nations of the world continue down the
road of nationalism each jealously guarding the ultimate bit of its socalled sovereignty, tLy will one day be very rudely shocked into recog.
nition of the higher "sovereignty" or power of the atom.
On that day it will be too late for us to recognize and put into effect
a world government based on law and order. For the world govern.
ment ushered in by that means will ignore law and order and be based
on terroristic totalitarian principles.
Our analysis convinces us that a world government to be strong
enough to accomplish the task, must encompass three things not now
encompassed by the UNO Charter.
First it must possess sufficient power to regulate armaments. This
regulations can only be accomplished by the nations surrenderingto
the world government a sufficient degree of their sovereignty to permit
constant inspection and regulation.
Secondly its limited but adequate power must be defined by law
within the hramework of a constitution. This constitution should include the main features of our own Federal Constitution, since this
Federal system is the only system which has demonstrated its applicability to a diversity of conditions similar to those with which the world
government would be faced. It should provide for a division of functions as does our instrument, and it should set out the areas in which
world government would operate, and define those areas reserved to
the member states.
Its legislature should be empowered to enact world laws enforceable
directly upon individuals. This,, of course, entails also the surrender
of some degree of national sovereignty.
Thirdly,-it must be adequately financed. Neither of the two previ.
ously enumerated essentials is possible of accomplishment without the
thi;. Since taxation requires proportionate representation, this
brings into the discussion the matter of changing the voting structure
of the present Charter. If the great powers pay the major share of
revenue they should have a greater voice in the deliberations. This in
turn should compensate, at least in a measure, the surrender by the
great powers, of the veto. And the veto power must be surrendered
as one of the primary steps.
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Further evidence of Jaycee thinking on this matter is furnished by
the following resolution which was unanimously passed by our national
board of directors last August. Every section of our country was
represented by the almost 5-00 directors present and voting:
]RaOLXrlfO

PUSKWInT

BY TUN INTZRNATIOxAL RvLTTIONS Co1SMiTr
or CoMuEcRE

OF Til

UNITED STATES JumoR CHAMDED

Since the will of the majority should be the guiding force In the United Nations
Organization, and since the great power veto provided in the Charter is no
longer necessary to provide for military unanimity, and since abuse of the
veto power has on numerous occasions thwarted the will of the majority: Now,
therefore, be It
Resolved, That the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce recom.
mends to Coniress that our delegation to the United Natimix Orglitizition
be Instructed to vigorolsly and affrmatively advocate Immedilate aieUdment
of the Charter to abolish the great power veto nnd that the jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice be made mandatory for arbitration of those dif.
ferences between Nations which cannot be resolved In the Security Council or
General Asenibly of the UNO, in order to assure the enforcement of peace.
Unanimously passed by the board of directors of the United States Chamber
of Commerce In meeting at Tulsa, Okla., this 80th day of Auist 1047.

We, the Jaycees of the United States composed largely of the gen.
oration which fought the last war, and the generation which would
be most directly aected by another war, feel that time is running
out. If the United States does not soon exert the positive and aggressive leadership for which the nations of the world are looking, we are
afraid It will be too late.
Delegations of Jaycees from 80 other countries have personally hssured me that the peoples of their countries look with longing in their
eyes and hope in their hearts to the United States for this leadership.

We.should Immediately set upon the task or their hope will turn to

despair. We need not immediately set In motion the machinery for
amendment, but we should, by, working with the delegations of other
nations, proceed with all possible haste, looking to amendment at the
earliest possible time.
The soil is fertile. The seed is ripe. Planting time is now. By a
little effort In properly preparing the ground to receive the seed, we
can be assured of a vigorous tree. The fruits of victory will be the
sweetest and most nourishing yet tasted by man. The fruits of failure are horrible to contemplate.
Mr. Ci rnrzw (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Bishop, for a very
interesting statement.
I certainly agree with the conclusions which the Jaycees have
reached.
As a practical matter, how are we going to accomplish some of your
suggestions?
For example, on page 8, you say, first, it must possess sufficient

power to regulate armaments. I certainly agree with that statement
but only last week the Atomic Energy Committee reported to the
Securlty Council that they failed in reaching agreement.
Mr. Btsuo,. They said that.No useful purpose can be served by further discussion.

Mr. Cm ninx. What are you going to doi in a case like that
Mr. Austin has repeatedy tried to get the Charter amended and has
failed because of te veto power.

What can we do about situations like that?
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Mr. Bisixor. Mr. Chairman, we think that by calling a general

session of the United Nations for the lurpose of amendment, this
purpose can be Pecomplished.
We hear a lot of assumption that Russia will not come in. It cer.
tainly is not a foregone conclusion that Itussia will not come in. As a

matter of fact, there has not been an offer made, the bona fides of which
are above question.
If the United States, exercising tile leadership which all of the
countries are looking for and hoping for, will call this meeting, having
previously "laid it on the line,' so to speak, to the delegations, by
saying in effect, "We are making an honest effort to do these things,"
in such a way that we are above suspicion in our offer, there is certainly no question in my mind, from conversations I have had with
delegations of young men from these other various countries as I
mentioned in my statement, that we would find an acceptance which
has not even been considered possible by several of the witnesses I
have heard here.
Mr. CiPEiifwiEm (presiding). 31r. Vorys.
Mr. Vonys. Mr. Bishop, your reference to the origin in Ohio of
this perfectly splendid creed of the national organization is very
interesting to me, since I come from Columbus, Ohio, and we have
visitors in the room from that neighborhood here today.
I am very much interested in your statement and in the fine work
of your organization.
1 have no questions.
Mr. BISHOP. I might mention, for your information, sir. that the
young man-I believe lie was from Columbus--who drew this creed,
traveled all the way to Rio de Janeiro to personally present it to this
Third World Cong ess of Junior Chamber International. We worked
out a very beautiful translation of it Into the various languages of
the delegations andi when it was presented by the Brazilian delegation
It was accepted unanimously.
Mr. VoRys. I think you are correct in your statement as to where
it came from.
Mr. JuD. Mr. Bishop, I want to associate myself with the note you
struck perhaps more emphatically than any other witness we have had.
that we have no right to foreclose the possibility or even probability
that the nations which at present seem recalcitrant may come along.
I have had the strongest confidence from the beginning that if we
will aoe on and present a generous and just offer that is obviously
backed up by the great majority of the large and small nations f
the world, thoe Russians will come along because their own common
sense will require them to come along.
Certainly we ought not to begin an operation with the assumption
that It is going to fail, before we even got the patient on the table.
I would like to ask, however, assuming Russia will not agree to
amendment, have you in mind any second line of action or an alternative course of actionI
Mr. Bmuop. As a matter of fact I do not, for the simple reason of
my confidence that the offer properly made, will be favorably received.
As one of the previous w tnesses said here this morning, there was
grave doubt that our Federal Constitution would be accepted by the
Thirteen Colonies. As a matter of fact, Rhode Island did not come in
until a year afterward.
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After all, we cannot sleep at night if 4 foreclose in advance any

constructive change by refusing to say, "We will call a general session
to sit down and talk it over."
We would thereby shut the door, assuming in advance that there is
•
no hope for mankind.
Mr. JuDD. It isconstantly held up that if we were to call a conference
and it failed, that would be disastrous. Could it be any more disastrous
than to continue the present course of allowing the world to go to pieces
right before our eyes?
Mr. Bsnor. I cannot envision a worse disaster than I think we are
traveling toward today.
I would like to point up here, in answer to that, some of the state.
ments made by other gentlemen of the committee, about who is to take
the initiative.
As a matter of fact, if our Executive were persently disposed to make
this move, without being backed by some favorable expressionn from
Congress, our delegation could not make the type of offer that is
necessary.
In other words, it is absolutely Imperative that the Congress have
expressed itself as favoring this, backing and giving substance to the
call by the Executive.
Mr. JUDD. Is it your belief that if we allow things to continue as
they have for 2 years, it is almost certain we will got into a war and
not just an ordinary war but a war where even i we win we lose?
we
Mr. Bistiop. If we continue to drift with a vacillating policy its
have done for the last several years I see no alternative to an ultimate
clash between these two opposing ideologies.
Mr. JUDD. So you think our present course offers no hope?
Mr. BIsHoP. Correct.
Mr. JUDD. The other course offers some hope?
Mr. Bisuop. Right.
Mr. JUDD. And between a course with no hope and one with some
hope there can be no alternative except to choose the course of action
which gives some hopel
Mr. Bisiiop. Thatie right.
Mr. JUDD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, since I cannot be here tomorrow, I would like to
have included in the record:
One, a resolution favoring action to strengthen the charter, signed
by about 20 of the most prominent citizens of the State of Iowa, and
the other, a statement and a resolution Issued on April 12, 1048, by
the Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists.
Mr. CIIPMII (presiding). Without objection, it is so ordered.
as follows:)
(The information *'
SVAift1M TO HOUS

FOWIX AflAmS COMMI1

House Oowtnc

ON WoaL

RUOLUTmONs

"5-68

OVUNRMKZT AND

We, the undersigned citizens of the State of Iowa, copmiend the House Foreil
Affairs Committee for Its decision to hold hearings on House Concurrent Resolu-

tions 504&

International anarchy and the threat of war are growing worse In spite of the
United Nations; the ON can stwceed only If It is transformed into an effective
federal world government. As America's founding.fathers assembled in 1187
to form a united nation out of18 disunited states, so a United Nktions conference

must be called now to write a constitution for a world federation. As the
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world's moat powerful naic,,, the United States must take the lead In proposing
a world government which can enact, Interpret, and enforce all laws necessary
to maintain peace, and which can apply world laws directly to Individual
dtlzens.
The passage of House Concurrent Resolutions 59-08 would put the United
States Congress on record for such a world federation. We are confident that
if the submission and consideration of the matter at the hearings Is thorough,
the committee will report favorably on these resolutions. America has everything to pin and nothing to lose by making this proposal to the world. No
nation can afford another war.
We call upon Congress to endorse a practical program for peace--federal world
government.
Robert i. Blakely, editorial writer, Des Molnes Register and Tribune;
Robert Buckmaster, city attorney, Waterloo; tRev. Grant A. Butler,
chairman, Iowa Civil Liberties Union, minister, First UnItarian
Church, Des Moines; David Dentas, assistant managing editor,
Waterloo Courier; Elmo Ferguson, mayor, city of Muscatine;
Bishop Elwood Haines, bishop, Episcopal Diocts of Iowa; member National Council, Protestant Eliscopal Church; Cecil E.
Hinshaw, president, William Penn College, Oskaloosa; Don 10.
lutchings, president, Des Moines Junior Chamber of Commerce;
Robert H. Lind, president, Iowa City Chamber of Commerce;
Iowa City district manager, Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co.;
Frank Miles, State education chairman, Veterans of Foreign
Wars; World War II correspondentt for national American Legion
publication, Iowa Daily Press Association and radio station
W11O; Harlan Miller, columnist, Des Moines Register and Tribune;
Align AlIhe Myers, president. Iowa Association for Adult Educa.
tlon; assistant to dean of Conmunity College, Drake University;
Frank T. Nye, i)resldent, Iowa Junior Chamber of Commerce;
associate editor, Cedar Rapids GaOette; George Olmsted, chair.
man of board, Hawkeye Casualty Co., Des Molnes, brigadier
general, Officers' Rese"e Corps; first national chairman, Young
republican Organization; past president, United States Junior
Chamber of Commerce; J. C. Pryor, past president, Iowa State Bar
Association; member of supreme Court Advisory Committee on
Rules of Civil Procedure In Federal Courts; vice presilent, Mis.
sissippi Valley Savings & Loan Association, Burlington; Mrs.
James 5. Schramm, citizenship chairman, Iowa League of Women
Voters; chairman, City Pinnnhig and Zoning Commission, Burlington; Forrest W. Seymour, editor of editorial pages, Des
Molnes Register and Tribune; member of Iowa Committee on
Spaulding, library.
Resettlement of Displaced Persons; Forrest B1.
Ian, Des Moines Public Library; chairman, Midwest Institute of
International Relations; C. M. Stanley, president, Ilome-O-Nize
Co.; senior partner, Stanley Engineering Co., Muscatine; Mrs. C.
M. Strawman, president, Second District Federation of Repub.
Lean Women's Clubs; Rabbi Irving J. Weingart, rabbi, Tifereth
Israel Synagogue, Des Moines; member of speakers panel, National Conference of Christians and Jews; Matthew Westrate,
judge, Seventh Judicial District of Iowa.
EUMoNzoT CoMumirz or ATomto SOZzziTISTa,
Prinocot,V. ,, Aprli 11, 1948.
A Pouoir ma SuavivAL: "No ON HAs TnE RIOUT To WITtD1Aw FRaou TUB WORLD
Or AcOoN AT A TIMI WHEzN CIVILIZATION lACKs ITS Suratut TVrI"

I. Two years ago this month the United Nation. Atomic Nnergy Commission
was In process of formation. Now the discussions on International control of
atomic energy are about to.*be adjourned indefinitely, perhaps never again to be
'resumed. One of the most fateful events In history has passed almost unnoticed.
Its Importance must be realled, Its lesson for mankind must be made clear.
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To clarify the Importance of the collapse of these discussions, we reiterate
here our six-point statement, published originally on November 17, 1046:
1. Atomic bombs can now be made cheaply and In large number. They
will become more destructive.
2. There Is no military defense against atomic bombs and none is to be
expected.
3. Other nations can rediscover our secret processes by themselves.
4. Preparedness against atomic war Is futile, and If attempted, will ruin
the structure of our social order.
5. If war breaks out, atomic bombs will be used and they will surely
destroy our civilization.
0. There Is no solution to this problem except international control of
atomic energy and the elimination of war.
Every scientific development In the Intervening 17 months hits supported the
accuracy of this statement. Yet the negotiations by which International control
of atomic energy was to be achieved have collapsed.
II. This Is a time for taking stock of reality and facing up to the facts. The
most salient fact confronting our civilization Is that the hope of one world is
frustrated, Today two hostile worlds are In full contest: The eastern bloc, headed
by the Soviet Union, confronts the western democracies.
Three possible lines of policy are emerging In the west:
1. The first policy Is that of the preventive war. It calls for an attack upon
the potential enemy at a time and place of our own choosing while the United
States retains the monopoly of the atomic bomb. Let us not delude ourselves
that victory would be cheap and easy. At the outset the Russians must occupy
all of Europe up to the Atlantic seaboard from which they could be dislodged
only by large-scale bombardment of cities and communication centers. No
military leader has suggested that we could force a Itussln surrender without
a costly ground.force Invasion of Europe and Asia. Even If victory were finally
achieved after colossal sacrifices in blood and treasure, we would find western
Europe In a condition of ruin far worse than that which exists In Germany
today, Its population decimated and overrun with difas. We'- wuld have for
generations the task of rebuilding western Eurotlh and of pollcl-ng the Soviet
ion. This would be the result of the cheapest victory we could achieve.
Few responsible porons believe in even so cheap a victory.
2. The second possible policy is maintenance of an armed pence In a two.
bloc world which, historically, has always led to war. This course would lead
to rebuilding the strength of western Europe economically and militarily to a
point where, allied with the United States, It would confront the Soviet bloc
with overwheln)lnq strength.. 'ThIs would entail tremendous and steadily accel.
orating armamefits expenditures over an Indefinite period, enforce a lower standard of living on the people, and might betray our moral position by propping
up antidemocratic regimes as counterpoise to the Russians. But It could have
no termination save In a war begun at a less advantageous moment than the
preventive war and thus ending even les favorably.
8. A third possible policy Is the drive for world government, which has little
support among governments but has growing and powerful support among the
peoples of the west. Stripped of the enthusiasm of Its friends and the misapprehensions of Its enemies, the world government movement looks toward
a creation of supranational authority with power sufficient to maintain law
among nations. Initially and at every step the door would be ope ptall nations
to federate with the supranational authority and submit to its If11tdd Jurisdiction.
i .
Is this a hopeless perspective? We think not. The Amer[
0 "l for
International control of atomic energy was accepted in Its e
Wbylahq
b the
nations outside the Soviet bloc. Through Its abolition of thE veto'power In
the field of atomic energy It would have had the effect of transferring sovert .1
elgnty In this field to the International authority. In substance this was a
world government In a limited sphere.
The first two suggested policies lead Inevitably to A war which would end
with the total collapse of our traditional civilization, The third Indicated policy
may bring about the acceptance by the Soviet bloc of the offer of federation.
If they will not accept federation, we lose nothing not already lost. If, as seems
probable, the world has a period of armed peace, time and events may bring
about a change In their policy.
We have then the choice of acceptance, In the fist two cases, of the Inevitability of war or, In the latter case, of the possibility of peace. confronted
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by such alternatives, we believe that all constructive lines of action must be In
keeping with tle need of establishing a federal world government.
Ill. World government can be achieved, but cannot be achieved overnight.
In the meantime statesmen must confront today's problems and attempt to solve
them, lest there be no civilized world left to govern. The course of events has
Indicated a growing dependence on armaments, at a time when armaments cannot be adequate for purposes of national defense, and a decreasing use of the
processes of negotiation and conciliation.
There are no serious negotiations going forward anywhere. In the world
between the two great powers, the United States and Soviet Russia. Almost
everywhere the pattern is the sane-total collapse of discussion on the most
important problems-in the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission, in
Berlin, In Korea.
We hope for discussion and negotiation at the highest governmental levelIf need be, in secrecy In the initial stages-keeplng in mind at all time the ulti.
mate goal of peace through world government. We understand and share
tile
distaste among democratic people for secret negotiations. But we see no
hope under present conditions for any settlement to come out of public negotiations in which each statesman Is the prisoner of his national prestige.
This call to negotiation does not mean appeasement.. Every member of this
committee was opposed to Munich at the time of Munich, and we are equally
committed today to the maintenance of the spiritual and physical bounds of
freedom throughout the world. We are deeply disturbed by tle conversion of
Czechoslovakia into n police state.
IV. We make public our position In the belief that In a democracy It Is the
duty of every citizen to contribute to the clarification of Issues and to tle solution of the great problems which confront all of us. Scientists have a special
position In the tragic situation In which mankind exists today. It Is through
the work of tile
scientific community that this great menace has come upon
humanity and now threatens to destroy our civilization.
We are all citizens of a world community, sharIng a common peril. is it
Inevitable that because of our passions and our Inherited customs we should
be condemned to destroy ourselves? No one has the right to withdraw from the
world of action at a time when civilization face,s its supreme test. It Is In
this spirit that we call upon all peoples to work and to sacrifice to achieve
a settlement which will bring peace.
Albert Einstein, chairman, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton,
N. J.; Harold 0. Urey, vice chairman, University of Chicago;
Harrison Brown, University of Chicago,, T. R. Togness, Uni.
versity of Chicago; Joseph 9. Mayer, University of Chicago;
Philip M. Morse, Brookhaven National Laboratory; 11. Y. Muller
University of Indiana; Frederick Selts, Carnegie Institute of
Technology.

Mr. VORYS. Mr. Chairman, since we do not have a full committee
here I do not wish to press this motion, but I wish to make this motion

and leave it pending until the next session of our committee: That at
the conclusion of our hearings tomorrow, we invite each of the witnesses who has testified to furnish iswith a further statement of not
to exceed a thousand words, expressing their views in brief form, in

view of the testimony of other witnesses, and questions that have been
asked.
As I say, I do not wish to press the motion but I thouitht that by
making it, it could be considered possibly by our members and they
could dispose of it at our meeting tomorrow.,
Mr. CrpEnmr mw.I would hope that you include in your motion
speciflopuggestions for your committee to consider and not just general
c Ncrsons-but/what actually we should do.
Mr. Vowrs. It would be my hpe that without telling the witnesses
what they should eav.tbey would get on the target and address their
thousand words to the specific problem which this committee faces,
and suggestions as to precisely what action we should take.
"011--4--4

-. 4<;
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Mr. JUDD. Do you mean to include the'lir answers to counterarmu.
inents or objections to their proposals which have been made by other
witnesses
Mr. Voitys. It would be my hope that they would answer points
made by others and it would be my hope that while we could not tell
these witnesses what we want them to suggest to us, that they would
not spend so much time going over the problem with which we are so
thoroughly familiar in this committee but address their thousand
words to the solution of the problem which they recommend, in view
of the testimony of other witnesses and the situation which we face at
thepresent time.
Mr. Juop. If they were able to do it in 300 words there would be no
objection.
Mr. Vonys. I said not to exceed 1,000 words, and of it could be made
shorter that would be a blessing.
Mr. CHipjFIELD. The chairman is in receipt of testimony from the
Middletown Citizens Committee, and without objection it will be in.
eluded in the record at this point.
(The testimony referred to follows:)
TESTIMONY Or MIDDLETOWN CITIMzNS COMMIrEE, MIDDLETOWN, OHIO

Hon. CuAuLEe A. EATO'.

MAY 18, 1048

Qhahrman,House F'orlgpi Affairs

owinmiItce.
lVashington, D. 0.
Sin: As requested by your telegram of May 12, 1948, the Middletown Citizens
Committee Is pleased to offer the following testimony In favor of House Concur.
rent Resolution No. 108 which Is now before your committee. We are grateful of
having the opportunity to present the feelings of the citizens of Middletown,
Ohio, toward a strengthened United Nations.
. The thoughts of Middletown, Ohio, citizens is best described in their actions
for the past 2 yoars. The record speaks for Itself.
Two years ago we were worried because peace had not come. Though the
war was over, international suspicions and distrust remained. We felt that
a third world war was inevitable unless courageous and Immediate action was
taken by the American people to guide our destiny down the road to peace.
We decided that if a democracy is to work, then all of us must do our share of
the working, thinking, and persuading.. To quote from our publication, Cross.
roads Middletown:
"We,the people, are the GovernmenL We pay the taxes, make the laws,
fight the wars. We mustered all the strength and determination at our command
to fight for victory In World War 11. We believe that we must fight now for
peace with this same strength and determination. Then and only then will
peace become a reality.
"For almost a year after VZ-day we In Middletown hoped that 'they' would
find a solution to the problems of peace. Then we slowly began to realize that
time was short, that we could not afford to sit on our front porches and watch
the world go round. We awoke to the fact that we could no longer 'let George
do iL' This was our problem. It was up to us to take concrete action to bring
about this peace for which we had fought,

"After much study and discussion we agreed that the only hope for a workable
and permanent peace lay In some type of world organization. that organization
wast already III existence-the Unit ed Nations.
"To date the UN has proved itself ineffective. But It was our belief that the

surest, most Immediate and practical solution to the problem lay In finding a
way to make it work. We studied many theories and proposals and came upon
a plan which we believe Is the answer. It is practical, not theoretical. It presents
iR concrete and workable method of making the UN an effective organization
capable of maintaining peace-it Is the quota force plan."
The quota force plan decided upon by the citizens of Middletown is todaY
basically the same plan for strengthening the United Nations tlatIs before your
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committee In the form of House Ooncurrent Resolution No. 168. The citizens
of Middletown still believe that this plan provides'the promptest and soundest
road to peace. We believe that It House Concurreut Resolution No. 168 Is adopted,
the United Nations will become the Instrument for peace which has been the
hope of all Americans since the Charter was first signed In 14& We are equally
convinced that If the Charter Is not amended and strengthened soon, the people
of America will lose faith In Its ability to settle any probhem, let alone stop

agressive warfare.

We have felt so keenly about this problem that we have done ull in our power
to bring the proposals of the Middletown plan (H. Con. lIes. No. 168) before
America and the world.
Fiom the start we considered four alternatives. First, we can continue to
drift Into war by remaining unprepared In mind or In armaments. Second, we
can play power politics which will lead, as in the past, to a world armament race.
Third, we can use our atomic bombs to force an American peace of the world;
and fourth, we can strengthen the United Nations and thereby make It an effective organization capable of keeping the peace.
Finding that the fourth alternative was unanimously adopted by our group
we decided to hold a town m.eting In Middleton to see how the citizens o 1
Middletown felt about It.
At our first town meeting on June 18, 1046, we offered the four alternatives to
the people of Middletown. As a body, the 00 people present chose a strengthened
United Nations.
But more Important, the people attending this first town meeting showed such
tremendous Interest In Internutlonal affairs and the United Nations, that a committee was appointed, on the spot, to study proposals for strengthenlng the United
Nations and to report back at an early date to the citizens of Middletown.
For another 0 weeks we studied many I)rolosals. But none were sound or com.
plete or so Immune to attack as the quota force plan.
On July 11, 1040, we held our second town meeting. Over 1,500 people crowded
Into a hall with a capacity of 1,200 to debate the pros and cons of our committee's
proposals.
After 8 hours devoted to talking and of questions and answers, the vote was
taken. The citizens of Middletown wholeheartedly and enthusiastically endorsed
the Middletown plan. Not only did they vote, they stayed on to sign resolutions
endorsing the plan. These resolutions with over 1,000 signatures were sent to
Congress.
But Middletown did not stop there. We realized that before Congress would
or could act, thousands of Middletowns would have to be heard from. The very
night of our second town meeting our committee dedicated Itself to the task of
spreading our plan throughout America,
Reader's Digest picked up our story. From letters from their article on the
Middletown movement we obtained a mniling list In the thousands. Our first
publication, Crossroads Middletown, was sent to 253,000 people.
Soon we were so busy on the Middletown movement that all of our Jobs suf.
fered. Our chairman at that time, George V. Hook, took a year's leave of absence
from his work so thnt he couhl guide the movement properly. All of Middletown
cooperated In every way.
Our committee organized town meetings all over Ohio and Kentucky. We
made speeches whenever possible. We accepted all requests for radio appear.
ances.
And, strangely enough, we found that wherever we went we found the same
'Conditions. People were worried, scared. They were afraid of another war and
of atom bombs. When they heard our plan they were usually Just lukewarm
to It. But when they would argue about Its provisions they would become con.
Vlnced of Its soundness, effectiveness, and practicability. Everywhere we went
we gathered more and more support,
Soon the citizens of Oreeneville, Ohio, adopted the Middletown plan, then
Xenia, Ohio and Glendale, Ohio.
Organizations of all types became Interested, then enthusiastic, then eager
to become a part of this movement
Today 58 local orgatnisatlons have adopted the plan. They have convinced
their State and National affiliations to adopt this plan as part of their foreign
relations or International program.
You might be Interested In some of these State groupiL The Ohio and Kansas
department of the American Legon, the Ohio Rotkry Clubst; the Ohio State
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Legislature; the Ohio Kiwanis Clubs; the Kentucky and Ohio State rederuf
of Labor (AW); the Clergy of Dioeme of Southern Ohio; the executive board,
Federation of Wome.'s Clubs of Ohio.
On the national level: The American Legion , the National Order of AHIEPA
(American Hellenic Educational Progressive Assoclation); National Associa.
tion of Fire Fighters (AFL) ; National Association of Foremen.
The Middletown Citizens Committee corresponds with 1,000 people in com.
munitles in all of the 48 States. We are doing all we can to help these people
organize town meetings in their communities.
Our committee corresponds with individuals in 18 different foreign countries,
such as Austria, Argentina, Belgium, Germany, Italy, France, New Zealand,
Mexico, etc. All these people Indicate that their prayers are dedicated to the
adoption of the Middletown plan.
Members of our speaker's bureau have given over 800 speeches-all of these
at their own expense. The citizens of Middletown have contributed all the
money collected which has been needed to carry on the activities of the Middle.
town committee.
The Middletown plan has received much national acceptance and acclaim.
Some of these Includes articles In the Commonweal June 1940; the Christian
elence Monitor, October (5,1948; Readers' Digest, iNovember 1948; Ohio lap.
sine, November 1948; the Civitan, January 1047; N. I. A. (Journal of National
Education Association), April 1947; Magasine Digest, September 1047; Inside
U. S. A., by John Gunther; the Kiwanis Magasine, November 1947; and syndi.
cated articles by Thomas L Stokes, Dorothy Thompson, Peter Edson, and
I
Jack Ramey,
Important radio appearances have Included: The Herald Tribune Forum, World
Front In My Opinion, Canal Days, and all four of our town meetings.
All of these things are merely testimony of our activity. The Important thing
is that at each of our town meetings the people adopted the Middletown plan and
urged Congress to adopt Its principles.
We are naturally very gratified to feel that perhaps our committee has bellied to
bring to the attention of the American people the Importance of Immediately
strengthening the United Nations. We are grateful to the 14 Representatives
and 16 Senators who Introduced Into Congress House Concurrent Resolution No.
168 and Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 60.
We believe that all our work will not have been In vain If these resolutions
now receive favorable action by yonr committee.
We believe just as strongly today-as ever-that the future of America, the
acceptance of the United Nations by the American people, the prevention of world
war III, depend upon the immediate strengthening of the United Nations as
provided In House Concurrent Resolution No. 108.
These provisions provide the Christian approach to peace for It is a fair plan to
all nations. It gives the smaller nations of the world for the first time, a strong
united voice.
By limiting the veto only in mattsirs of aggression or preparation for aarcs
*ion, there Is established an effective limited world authority able to act by
majority vote to prevent aggression or preparation for aggression. Aggression Is
well defined as is preparation for aggression. It means that trouble can be
detected and stopped at its earliest stages.
Such veto limitation also means that the veto, for the time being, will be
retained In all other matters, such as tariffs or Immigration laws.
The second provision sets up armament quotas which divide satisfactorily the
armed power of the world. These oluotas will be set by the Security Council.
2bey will be just as satisfactory In times of disarmament as they would be now,
It only the plan were In action.
The United States proposal for an Atomic Development Authority would alleviate the terrible strain of atomic war which now hangs over the scalps of all
pea es.
Th establishment of an effective world police force as outlined in House Oon.
current Resolution No. 108 would eliminate the terrible strains In present dplo.
matic relations between the United States and Russia. Think also of how elrs*
tive such a force would be In Greeiv or Palestine-or Be.in.
We have tested American public opinion. We know that the great majorlty
favor ouch a plan to strengthen the United Nations. Most people wish that such
proposals could have been effected earlier. But these same people do not cry
over the pst. They look to the future. And they want for their future a strong
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world authority. They want Congress to act now on strengthening the United
Nations.
We, the citizens of Middletown, Ohio, urge you to assume the world leadership
which Isnow rightfully ours by taking the lead in the United Nations to bring
about the amendments proposed In louse Concurrent Resolution No. 108.
To complete our testimony, I would like to conclude by repeating to your
committee my letter to you of May 10, 1048.

*Ron. CiEAzLcE A. EATO,

CAairman, House Foreign Affuirs Ooforntloce,
lVaahinglon, D. Cl.
"DxA la. EATON: I am taking the liberty of writing to you because of Middle.
town, Ohio's tremendous Interest in the House Foreign Affairs Committee's
present hearing. For 2 years now, we have worked hard for congressional recogiton of a plait for strengthening United Nations. The very plan we have strug.
led ftor so long Is now bIafore Congress in the form of house Concurrent Itesoltion No. 108.
"We are convinced thnt it Is our hope for peace. It Is the most Important
dnglo Issue before the American people today. Your committee must give It your
most serious and thoughtful attention.
"For 2 years we have held town meetings, given speeches in surrounding communities, appeared on over 80 radio broadcasts, urged over 50 organizations on
local, State, and national levels to adopt the Middletown plan (H. It.108).
We have pointed out why thme Isof the essence, why a preventive war Is too
=.American, why appeasement Is Impossible with the Politburo, why an effective,
strong, and democratic United Nations can, and will, keep the pence.
"One of the strongest groups that be ne convinced of the fairness and
practicability of the Middletown plan was the American Legion. They are
now spearheading the movement to bring their, and our, pln to the attention of
Onogress, our State Department, and the world. As recently as May 3, 148,
the executive committee of the American Legion urged the adoption of II. R.108.
"Recently Secretary of State Marshall appeared before your committee and
urged a policy of appeasement. He wants the UN to remain as presently
constructed.
"If this Is allowed to happen you undoubtedly will be credited with the formal
burial of the last great hope of tie wold-a United Nations. As now formulated,
the United Nfatlons cannot poullly maintain the peace. Examples are many.
Ireece and Palestine are ample eloquence.
"Our State Departmnemt never has been successful when following a policy of
appeasement. I thought that with the Marhall plan thty lind finally realized
that only by a strong offensive can you take the hall from the power-crnzed
Politburo. Certainly tie Marshall plan has been eminently sucessful in Italy.
It will bring future successes.
"But the Marshall pian Is not a peace plan. It Is a plan to rehabilitate Europe,
to rebuild self-sustaining economies, to preserve free institutions, to thwart
Communist expansion. With Europe thus revitalized, we will be free to Join
with other democratic and free nations i keeping the peace through a strong and
elective United Nations.
"After the State Department's one forward move, they now want to retreat
and return to appeasement of Mr. Wallace and of Russia.
"I hope you will not let this happen.
"Our committee believes that now Is the time tc push for the strengthened
United Nations envisioned in ILt R. 168. With our victory In Italy we have a
better chance than ever of convincing Itussia that her desire for world domination has been stopped, that the world does not wish to live In slavery, that she
must now decide if she will Join with other nations to create a period of peace,
or Is her goal-her only goal-a world Communist state.
"every fair-minded nation In the world wants a United Nations as charted
in EL 1i.18. We know that most Americans want It, too. It Is up to you and
plur committee to throw out, forever, a policy of appeasement. We must go
forward with firmness and fairness to create sufflecently strong world authority
which can prevent future aggression and preparation for aggression.
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"Tho cltlens of Middletown, Ohio, believe that there Is such a plan. We
stronlgly recommend adoption of House Concurrent Resolution 168"

Respecttuny submitted.

WMU VuT,

Oha4rm&%s Middletown Mimae OoumU See.

Mr. C ar
v , zm. The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock to.
morrow morning.
(Whereupon at 1: 80 p m the committee adjourned until 10 a. m.

tomorrow, Friday, May 4, 1948.)

STRUCTURE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES TO THE UNITED
NATIONS
IStDAY, KAY 14, 1948
HOUSE or REPREsENTATI VS,
COMMITrrr ON FoiEJoN AttAis

Wasington, b. C.
The committee convened at 10: 16 a. m., in the Caucus Room, House
Office Building, Hon, Charles A. Eaton (chairman) presiding.
Chairman EAxow. The committee will be in order.
The chairman would like to state that all members of the House at
the present time are under very great pressure, since adjournment is
in the near future.
While we have announced our hearings to begin at 10 o'clock, under
our practice, that means 10: 20 o'clock, or 10: 80 o'clock.
However, the cream of the committee is now here, and we will call
on the first witness, Miss Thompson, whose testimony will become
the subject of study by the committee.
STATEIM OF MIS DOROTHY THOMPSON
Miss THoMesON. Gentlemen, I am here to testify in behalf of con.
gressional Resolution 163.
One curious feature of our public life in these modem times is that
the masses of the people are endowed with a maximum responsibilit
for the acts of their governments together with a minimum of participation in thuse acts. Thus, in the Potsdam declaration our Government,as a signatory held the German people as a whole responsible
for the acts of their government which they either "loudly applauded
or blindly obeyed," overlooking the fact that not a single one of those
acts was submitted to public discussion or public approval, including
the initial act of war itself.
I welcome these hearings iffor no other reason than that they
afford an opportunity to discuss the basic structure of the Unite.
Nations Charter on which the peoples of the whole world were invited
to rest their hopes of peace and security, which invitation they so joy.
full accepted.
We curious thing about this structure has been, however the unwillingness of its authors, from the very beginning, to subject it to
what Hamilton-speaking of the proposed American Constitutioncalled neither
blind approbation nor blind disapprobation, but to that sedate and candid con.
sideratton which the magnitude and importance of the subject demand, and which
it certainly ought to receive.
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On the contrary, the United Nations Charter, in the form of the
Dumbarton Oaks proposals, was submitted to the American people and
their representatives in a wrapped and tied package, and they were
told to accept it without .amendment,.otherwise they would be guilty
of the crime of "sabotaging peace." Under this label and pressure
few dared to raise pertinent questions. I recall a conference called
in New York as I recall it, in the winter of 1945, by the State Depart.
ment, which was then headed by Mr. Stettinius. The leading pub.
fishers, editors, editorial writers, and commentators of the newspapers,
reviews, journals of op inion, magazines. and major radio networks,
were invited. A dais had been arranged, at which sat the Seetary
of State, the Assistant Secretary, Mr. Leo Pasvolsky who is reputed
to have been a leading mind in framing the )uinl;arton Oaks pro.
posals, and other Department functionaries. The audience was coin.
posed of some 200 persons, all of them in positions of considerable
public influence and ome of them men who had devoted lifetimes
to the study of international affairs. The State Department function.
aries, dividing the task between them set forth in detail the provisions
of the Dumbaton Oaks proposals. This was largely a waste of breath,
for it is hardly conceivable that there was a person in the room who
had not thoroughly studied the proposals, weeks before, at the tine of
their first publcation. At the conclusion of the expose, the audience
were invited to submit questions in writing, which were then sorted
out for th secretary or his assistants to answer.
Under such a procedure discussion was, of course, out of the question.
The publicists were entirely on the receiving line. The StateDepartment was doing a "selling job," of an opinion and a policy already
made and unamendablo. Thre was no apparent wish nor inclination
of the Cabinet officials to entertain doubts, suggestions, or strictures
of any kind, nor even to ascertain, through these foci of the public
mind, what the public mind on the proposals might be. The object of
having written questions was obviously to furnish the proper answers,
which the publicists could then pass on to their readers, as a promotion
project. It was a weird performance, the more so because none of
functionaries seemed to find it strange are remarkable, while judgfhe
*g from their faces and from conversations afterward, the audience
eiter afepted the implicit demeaning of their function, or treated
it with cynical and amused contempt.
The right of the public and its elected representatives to accept or
reject remains, but not the right to modify, amend, or cocreate. Thus,
in creating the pattern of the future relations between nations, a matter of the most profound importance to every living soul, opinion wPA
from the beginning, reduced to a rubber stamp.. Tie public-includ.
ing its representati s, historians, political scientists, moral guardians,
students of international affairs, practical organizers, and-minds in
general-were reduced to propagandists or opponents; the issue was
not "What kind of peace structureI" but yes or no to the only perissible peace structure-permissible, because three administrations
without benefit of popular legislative or advisory bodies, had decided
so. And the argument was, and still is: Take it-with the promise
of peace, or leave it-with the certainty ofwar. So everyone has had
to stand and be counted as for or against sin.
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To be specific-although many of the questions sent up to the State
Department functionaries in that conference which I now irall dealt
with the absolute power which the Dumbarton Oaks proposals put in
the hands of the Council, with the failure of the proposals to create
any representative lawmaking body, with the odd offside position of
the International Court, and with the glaring inequalities of the small
powers, separate or even united, vis.&-vis the great, none of the State
Department members found it necessary--or possible-to present any
arguments in reason for this sort of structure. One misses on every
occasion that "decent respect to the opinion of mankind" which once
marked the advocacy of public policies.
In "selling" the Constitution of the United States to the people of
America, Hamilton, Madison, and Jay expended eighty-odd essays of
extraordinary thoroughness, exploring every alternative, explaining
every reason for the general structure and its details, tracing historical precedents, exposing historical warnings, the essays altogether
comprising one of the most compelling invitations to public thought
and one of the most remarkable documents of political science and
philosophy. President Roosevelt, apropos the proposed world organization remarked on several occasions that, like our Constitution it
would be amended in the process of growth. He omitted to say tiiat
the veto had been introduced, making an iron curtain against amend.
ment, and that the American Constitution was repeatedly amended
in the process of being; that it was first privately, then publicly
debated point by point,-for months; that encyclopedic minds of a caliber immeasurably above those of any of the functionaries that worked
on the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, not matched in this country's Gov.
ernment since, and doubtfully anywhere else, worked over the Constitution exposing every facet to reason and realism; while small conferences of Great Power "experts" organized a blueprint for the
world-in the absence of representatives of a large share of it-apparently seeking to emulate the Creator and throw it together in 7 days.
In the meanwhile, however, the people of the world have come to
feel the deepest disilluslonment with the power of the United Nations
as presently constituted, to keep the peace or furnish any nation, large
or small, ,iitha genuine system of security. They Malme this power
of that power; they blame the Russians, if ihey are'Americans. and the
Americans if they are Russians. But the blame, I am afraid, lies in
the basic assumpfions on which the United Nations as presently constituted rests.
That basic assumption is that there is one law for the strong and
another for the weak, and that the peace of the world rests on the
unavowed readiness of the small and helpless to renounce war and
submit to becoming the booty of the strong who will not renounce it.
It begins with the wish for universal reconciliation and ends in
nobody's lifting a finger as long as misfortune only touches somebody
else. On this spiritual premise a new Caesarism is developing under
which, for the sake of the peace and security of the great powers
nobody else is to have any peace and security at all. C'either law,
morality nor the historic "facts of the existence of civilizations enter
into it. \Vhatever the Big Three or Four or Five decides is the "law,"
however it affects the lives and liberties of other peoples, and whatever
the great powers do not agree on cannot be carried out even if an
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overwhehlling majority of mankind do so agree. This, gennthelt,
W11s (he pIlenise ot MIlich. Thethree (Oreat Powers of "Ill'op at
that. time, liiiielv Britain, Franee, (1id (erany. decided (o make
peace llieiselves: For tlie ske (if that iace by 'great. power iIvow.
111et, th6 agrey
c to t ile lb'sorpt i'il of Alnsiri, 111nd the disillie.

grfion of Cztm.hoslovakii. 'i'hit peace foulidered ont lhe iiwillig.
ness of (he next small and helpless victim, Poland, to sacrifice .,etelf
for lit' peae of the Ipowe's, andl enled iii World 1Var 11.

That. is (lie prenie also of ''ehran, and Yalta.

h'lere agailn. for

the sake of peace of tile grait powers, in (Iis case%]lrilin, thit I'lihted
Stltle.s, liitl (lie Soviet UInoii. Ilcient sltts were disil.ld of'.
or it'll.i.res
taken without even consultation with i
9%,01ovelllltls of (lhe'11i1's
collce'lled ; nd. illdeed, lew govel'lllllellt. hil14t be ieted-- -Cilled
friendly governiliellts, 1Wing ini filet, eXilt ly tlit Sort of fiit'riilly
governeineits dellliled by I-itler. U nlder tlhis eolliteilt of great power
lpeac--t
llduty of lit, we-ak to hctctiiie boot v forl tie sake of (lilt' it'lle

of the strofg-,oer lOOOM) people have been dpri,.e
,
of every

scrap of sovereigllty and free cthoite. Ald inder this concept (;f
friendly. government, it rapidly has becole apparent tht. a govern.
ment friendly to one great power, way not be friendly to any other
great power.
This game of power polities which tie presetlt United Nat ions st rue.
ture does nothing to litigaltv ' ' laws of its owl.
These laws wele
delionstrated after Mtih
ant& .;i1e been iigain demilOistrated after
World War II. They are inplieit in tie situationi. As one great
power extl)ands by this device or that., the other is compelled to explnd
to keep tle original balance in relations. As one takes mitellits, the

other must forn satellites to offset t, Itif one develops nev and terrible
wiealKns, the other lillst move heaven and earth to fld the secret or
devise even WoiO ailtimore terrible weit11018; so1 e by l)ropagalia
aid interference ill tile domestic affairs of states expands its inliece,
the other mlust take the same measures. Ad this process is, in its
very nature, a process of elimination. Starting with five great powers,
this number is gradually but. effectively reduced as each of the minor
three allies itself with one of the really great. Thus we have today
not tie big five but only the big two, Great Britain and France having
entered tile American orbit, while China remains a bone of content ion.
That such a development can olly have o1e conceivable outcinoe
is laugllt by every lesson of history. Eventually two great powers,
spenhling half of their substance oil nrns, glare at each other across a
vacuum of power, offering every temnptntion to all aggresor. The

Estate of tension thus deve oped inspires fear in every hulnan heart.
A perpetual eye-of-war psychosis is created. Now, ge ttleinell. it is
possible for a people to sustain a long war, even a war of terrible
destruction. gut I submit it is quite impossible for any people to
sustain a perpetual eve of war. Eventually there is a demand for
show.dowll ; alythlillgseenls better than the terrible suspens-e; and who.
ever first loses his nerves starts the war, under whatever claim of provocatioln or ilcidelts n1ay be chosen.
This is the state of tite world at present, and in my opinion, this will
remain the state of the world, regardless of whoever may come home
from a conference waving a treaty and proclaiming peace for our
time, unless and until the people of this world are given what they are
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pirtiilsed in the preamble to the San Francisco Charter. I would like

to litote from that preamble:

We. the l 'oples of tlhe United Nalloi, diternilnlt to MvP 191(i4-t4411lft geiern.
tioin from the 'ourge oft Wiarl, whIh twict In our Itletlut liilil brought untold
sorrow to nutitukinll, uid *
toi'111)llish cotillolii uluiier which Jtivle'
1111(lre'slivt for i 1ie obligatlois arlsing froin trhatlem and other mirtmres of Inter1111iolia8l iivW Call[ 1 nillintined, and

0

*

*

to linlure'. by th

Iti'

liano of

rinllll.'s find till' tlltlliltloi,of inetilotl, hilt irmied force shlil iot he iited.
sive i I lie ctioiion literest * *
(to hereby Imotibllmh oillnnilerntioiil

orgaititltit to be kloWi in tile United Nations.

.And if I may quote front the purpoes, as expressed ill article I
1. To miiainitaini Interintlo01d peace and security. ntid to thnt tnld: To take
effe'tlve reolee ivie 111'mures for filepreioin
iltl re'lliovol (if thrents to tle
pellce' 111111
for tilt, pili)iol'
,sof I'ix
allit(
aggression or other ireachies olf tilt, pence,
iid to bring abeut y peleuill
itl, aind In confority with thi pritnciples
of JiltItte andh Intlernlathollil lItw, adjustlilelt or stllellieinet of Illlerliaioillil
disputes or situations which nilght lead to it breach of the liae.
To
r. develop friendly rellionit fnlitnlhg nutitlitnn basel oil rellect for the
prinelple of equal rights and self-deterilnnation of peoples, and to take other
approprinto measures to strengthen universal peace.
3. 'TO achieve Intertittlonal cooperation In solving International problems of
an etmoinle, social, cultural, or hiiunaniitaran character, ind In promoting find
enlCoirllgillg resalect for luilliahl rights aind for the fulittllnllntl frelonius for
all without distinction na to race. sex, lainguage, or religion.
4. To be a metiter for hurionizing tile actions of nations in the attillnllent of

these common ends.

Now, it seems to Ine we have a right to inquire whether the machinery
of the United Nations, as it is press ntly constituted, is sufficient to
implement these noble purpose, which do, indeed, represent the hopes
and desires of the majority of all mankind. And if we do so inquire,
we are comrpeled to answer that the implementation is entirely iisufficient. A. reference is made to "conformity with the irinciples of
justice and international law," but not the slightest llelupt is made
clearly to define justice or establish aicode governing the behavior of
all nations, large or small, powerful or weak, toward each other. It
is the purpose to "prevent and remove" threats to the peace, and to
suppress aggression," but thle so-called veto right and 'principle of
unanimity" absolutely nullify any l)ossible action to prevent threats
to the peace or to suppress aggresioni if thle offender is any one of
the great powers. But froin whom do "threats to the peace" comeI
From the Hollands and Belgiums and Switzerlands of this world?
Not at all. They come from the great powers and their combined
or unilateral actions. Actually, if there is to be a veto right at all,
it would seem'that the small states are the ones who would most
need it for their protection. We have not heard of Czechoslovakia
annexing Germany by force, or Poland annexing Rusia by force or
the threat of force.
The Charter specifically forbids aggression. But when you forbid
something, you certainly start by defining it--that is the beginning of
all law. The Nuremberg trials made "preparation for aggression" a
crime. and men were sei.t to be hanged by the nmk untif dead for
breaking this "law" against the conscience of mankind.
Now, I have no objection to what is called retroactive law. Someone has said that law starts with the criminal; an offense is com.
mitted, and the conscience of the community is aroused, after which
the commission of such offenses is outlawed and penalties are set up.
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But I have said it before, and I say it again: If a community and a
set of judges, summon persons of state before a bar of judgment, and
condemn them with the most drastic penalties for crimes against man.
kind, crimes against peace, and crimes against humanity, it is then
Incumbent upon the judges themselves to codify in law the principles
upon which the accusedlhave been sentenced, and so provide for the
outlawry of such crimes, by whomever committed in the future.
Otherwise no justice has been done, but a lynching has been performed.
It is obviously impossible to remove the veto until you have first
defined the law. No one, however, can subscribe to a law and after.
ward invoke the veto to protect himself in case he is accused of a
breach of it. It is therefore necessary to define and legally forbid,
those things which the Charter is specifically charged to preventaggression and preparation for aggression.
It is not difficult to define aggression. In July 1932 growing mili.
tarism in Germany and the aggressive national spirit boding the
coming into power of Hitler, greatly frightened the Soviet Union.
Apprelending possible aggresion from that quarter and feeling
herself menaced, she concluded a series of treaties with the surround.
ing neighboring states, including Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and
Poland.
these treaties
botheach
signatories
pledged
themselves
to refrain fromInaggression
against
other, and
aggression
was defined
as follows, and I quote from the treaty between the Soviet Union
I
and Poland:
Any act of violence attacking the integrity and inviolability of the territory
or political Independence of the other contracting party--even If such acts are
committed without declaration of war and avoid all possible warlike mani.
festations--.hould one of the contracting parties be attacked by a third state
or group of other states, not to give aid or assistance directly or Indirectly, to
the aggressor state during the whole period of the conflict; not to be party to any
agreement openly hostile to the other party from the point of view of aggression.
Such a definition excludes not only attacks by violence, but nonviolent plots against the political independence of states, and forbids
the use of the territory of one state for actions by a third party against
another.
Again, the next year, in 1933, the Soviet Union, Rumania, Latvia,
Estonia, Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan mutually signed in London
a Convention for the efinition of Aggression, which all agreed to
renounce. In this another very clear and complete definition of
aggression is formulated:
1. Declaration of war upon another state.
2. Invasion by its armed forces, with or without a declaration of war of the
territory of another state.
8. Attack by Its armed forces with or without a declaration of war on the tern.
tory, vessels or aircraft of another state.
4. Naval blockade of the ports of another state.
II.Provision of support to' armed bands formed In the territory which have
Invaded the territory of another state, or refusal notwithstanding the request of
aIother state to tai, in its own territory, all the measures in its power to deprive
these bands of all assistance or protection.
And I would like to point out that this convention contains the
following passage:
No political, military, economic, or other consideration may serve as an excuse
for Justification for the aggresson reterred to.
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Now, it is true that the convention and the treaties were violated by
the Soviet Union some years later. But what does this prove except

the need for means of enforcement And, of course, for a universal
system of enforceable collective securityI
The prohibition of "preparation for aggression" clearly implies
some system of controlled disarmament. It is doubtful whether ever
any state will entrust itself to live entirely without home defenses.
Even Switzerland, which is unique in the wvorhl, being prohibited by
its constitution to make aggz'essi'e war or ally itself with any external
power for the purpose of war. has not neglected its defenses, but, on
the cont rary, has, for its size, the most formidable fortress of defenses
of probably any state in the world. But among great flowers the

theory that "the only defense is offense" is gaining ground, in view of
the development of new weapons with which, in a single blow, lasting

only t few hours, a whole civilization may theoretically be laid low.
Atomic weal)ons, new bombs of vastly greater power than any used it
the recent war, bacterial weapons thai can be aimed against lhmmn and
organic life of all varieties, jet-propelled V-weapons, robot-radiodirected planes-all these constitute a Jules Verne nightmare, terrifying (he people of the world. It is plain that if the United Nations
Charter means anything at all about human rights, civilization, and
renunciation of war, steps must be taken to remove from the control
of sovereign states such instruments of mass murder.
But experience has shown only too vividly that prohibition of aggressive weapons, and competition in weapons of increasingly horrendous power, cannot be stopped by Hague conventions and mere
treaties of disarmament.
Incidentally, in this last war, every country broke practically every
Hague convention. History is paved with such conventions and disarmament treaties, along with the bones of men who suffered and
died when the treaties were broken. Unenforceable disarmament only
penalizes the sincere and honest in favor of the Insincere and dishonest. It is therefore imposible to halt preparation for aggression.
and accomplish the outlawrX of mass destruction weapons, without
inspection and control. It is true that the difficulties are great, but
no, in my option, as great as have been claimed. For it is quite
impossible for the largest nation to arm for a great conflict in secret,
and, as it were, underground, unless it practically closes its bordeat..
I am extremely sorry that the United States dropped so easily, almost, it seemed, with an expression of relief, its own proposal for controlled atomic disarmament. For that proposal was far and away
the most radical and noble gesture ever made by a great power to a
fearful world. It was, incidentally the greatest project of international socialization ever proposed. I think we should stick to it, but
embody it in a general code of prohibition of preparation for ag.
gression.
It is on these matters only, at this time in the world's development,
that the nations, once having defined their terms, should abandon
the veto. The process would require international control machinery,
an international supreme court before which infringements could be
charged, and penalties for the responsible persons found guilty of
infrintement.
And all of that is implicit in the Nuremberg trials which Mr. Robert
Jackson said should b4 the basis of a new international law.
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The idea of an international peace force to supplement the armies
of the associated law-abiding states follows naturally, though the
likelihood of its ever having to be used were the previous steps taken
is small.
We have been very loose in our use of terms. Our leaders have spoken
repeatedly of "peace loving" nations. We have made some remark.
able interpretations of "peace loving." On the veto for instance, of
the Soviet Union, we have excluded-Eire, from the fellowship of the
"peace-loving" United Nations, apparently because Eire so loved peace
that it refused to go into the last war.
However, gentlemen, the term is meaningless. We do not refer to
"peace loving" citizens but to "law abiding' citizens. And correctly,
for it is quite impossible to "enforce peace. The only thing that can
be enforced is law. If our police were running around enforcing any.
thing that any member of them, or the whole of the police force arbi.
try decided was peace, we would not have peace but a police state,
wih pee forthe police and no security whatever for the citizen.
The United Nations to live up to its pronuses to the world's people
must become a fellowship of law-abiding nations.
This, it seems to me, is precisely the aim of Resolution 108, which
we are discussing today) and which has the support of a great many
citizens' organizations in this country, among them the one which
I speak for-here, as well as for myself: Woman. The women of this
world, gentlemen are sick and tired of wars to end war; of leagues to
enforce peace; of empty words about justice, the rights of lwel;jes
and nations. We want ai organization of thte world to prevent aggression and the repetition in every 'generation, or less tan a generation, of wholesale mass murders.
We are not pacifists in the sense that we do not wish to offer ourselves as booty for the next aggressor. We wish security for ourselves on the exact terms we wish it for everyone else in the world
and every other state.
We gave our sons in this war to defend the rights of human beiugtt
and to found the world on enforceable law and-justice, protective of
the lives and liberties of all men and all nations. If there are any
among you who have lost sons in this late war, you will know the bitter.
ness that those of us feel, who look day by (lay upon a beloved face,
smiling above the uniform of the United States, and think-not only
that he died, In his unfulfilled youth, but that he died in all pro.ability-as the picture of the world is today-in vain. That is the
bitterness that fills my heart, as I look eAch day upon the face of my
stepson, who lies in France, as noble a youth, as devoted to the cause of
freedom and peace as any ,outh who ever went through hell for it.
We owe those boys something, gentlemen. We owe it to American
boys, Russian boys, British boys and, yes, German and Japanese boys,
whose idealism was exploited for their countries, even though they
themselves hated war.
What are the arguments, gentlemen, against tring, at least. taking the leadership at least, toward strengthening the United Naiions,
and making it perform what it promised to perform
Are the arguments that it is quite adequate As it isf I have followed the hearings here and have heard no such arguments. ANo; all

we hear is the same old argument: We must not attempt to do anything, because Ifwe do, we will sabotage,.bth! tj~e.. f must as:
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"What peace?" Only the other day, Mr. Beardsley Ruml said that
we must count onl spending a full half of the national budget for
armaments. Is that peace No. It is said that if these proposals
are.presented, or nn3 form of them, it will break up the United Na.
tions. It is said theRussians will leave it.
Why should they leave it? There is nothingin these proposals that
is aimed against any state in the world. They would give the Soviet
Union inftiitely greater security than she is going to get any other
way, if security within her established frontiers is what the Soviet
Union truly desires. It is said that many other states would not
join in. Well, suppose they do not. Is there any reason why, taking
advatage of paragraph 51 of the Charter, those nations who (1o wisl

to go on the record before themselves and mankind, as desiring to
live under enforceable law should not create within the United Nations, their own fellowship of the law-abiding, open at all times to all?
Not a separate organization. Could these reforms be interpreted as
an excuse for a preventive war against anyone? They could not.
T1'hey precisely could not, for it is against aggression that they are
aimed-whether aggression between the members or aggression against
nonmembers.
Gentlemen, the world is waiting for a voice to speak in behalf of
men, women, and children, wherever they may be in this world. I
can say , ith utmost honesty that although I detest the Soviet form of
government and state, I would weep for the death of one Russian
child. The protection of human life on this earth is in the hands of
the United Nations, and how could any country suffer diplomatic
defeat which rises to defend that life to defend even the lives of our
opponents, hy proposing an enforceable system of international law
against war? We suffer diplomatic defeats week after week, because
we go on backing and filling, supporting a policy one week and reversingit the next, opening negotiations as we did last week, or certainly
seemed to do, and slamming the door shut a week later; raising hopes
and plunging the world into despair. Then we suffer defeat , in the
eyes of the world. But if we raise a banner to which the just can
repair, if we make doubly and trebly clear that our object is not to
extend our power, but to find a substitute for power politics; not,
to win for ourselves, but to win for mankind; not to agitate the world,
but to bring it to reason, then we need have no ofear of diplomatic
defeats. For those who mobilize the emotion of the ideal, which
emotion slumbers in every human heart, will find allies where they
least seek them.
Chairman EATON. Are there any questions? If not, the witness is
excused.

(Witness excused.)

chairman EATON. The next witness will be Mr. Norman Thomas.
STATEMENT OF NORMAN THOMAS

Mr. THOMAS. I live in New York. I happen to be a Presidential
nominee on the Socialist ticket but I agreed to come here before I
knew that would happen and at a time when I hoped it would not
harpen.
am appearing personally; that is, without specific authorization
either of the Socialist Party or of the nonpartisan rost War World
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Council from which, during the litical campaign, I shall take leave
of absence as chairman. With the major purpose of my appearance,
that is, the advancement of universal disarmament under effective
international control, both organizations would agree.
The party has not considered in Hletail, Resolution 108, which I
appear to support along tt a lines I shall suggest.
In my statement, I shall refer to the Juad resolution. I mean the
Resolution 163 and not the earlier Resolution 59.
I am concerned with the question before you less as a thing in itself
than as a contribution to the international controls necessary for the
end of the present enormously dangerous armament race. It is my
own conviction that the Judd resolution 103, properly introduced and
properly presented to the United Nations and to the world, would
provide a valuable mechanism for ending the armament race.
When I originally prepared this statement, it was in the hope that
serious and definite conversations would be undertaken between our
Government and the Soviet dictatorship. That hope has been dashed.
Whatever Mr. Molotov's motives, his note and his handling of it have
put him before the peoples of the world in a more reasonable and
more realistic light than for many months. The joy that welcomed it
in Europe and in America from all parties and all sections of society
was highly significant. We Americans owe it to ourselves and the
world to capitalize on it. The way in which the Russian action has
been received by our State Department may have some excuse in the
technical points Secretary arshall has raised and in his trying
experiences with Molotov, but it is nevertheless a serious error in
policy.
It is quite true that conversations should be specific on points made
known to the public and that other nations should be consulted and the
United Nations brought in at appropriate times. It is, however, very
unconvincing and disappointing that a man capable of Mr. Marshall's
proposals for European economic recovery should fall back on the
technicalities for not taking advantage of the opportunity Mr. Mole.
toy has offered plainly to state an American program for peace. Part
of that program must deal with peace settlements from which the
United Nations was excluded. The peoples of the world do not follow
Secretary Marshall's technical explanations, and our State Department is handling Communist propaganda an unnecessary victory.
Of course, conversations as conversations are not of any use. There
should be a carefully prepared and definite program which must include the end of the armament race without which any and all agreement. will become dust and ashes. The news in last Sunday's papers
that even discussion of disarmament was to be dropped like the
Baruch plan was enormously disquieting. It is not so that crusaders
of the idea upon which the hope of the world depends should order
their policy. It is on the basis of convictions like these that appear
today to urge favorable consideration of the Judd resolution.
It must be presented to the United Nations #nd within the framework of the United Nations. It should not be presented as an absolute
ultimatum concerning the particular reform -in
the voting structure
of the Security Council. There is, however, no escaping the fact that

in substance the limitation of veto power is al absolute essential, not
only as the United States itself has insisted, on any effective control of
atomic energy, but of armaments generally. There is no more dan-
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gerous fallacy than the notion that the United Nations can serve
peace or pave the way for ultimate democratic world government if
the veto power is to be continued unchecked.
Most of the arguments against the Judd resolution are couched in
terms of concern for the future of the United Nations in the assurance that the Russian dictatorship will not permit a strengthening
of it. Then the opponents of the resolution give their moral case
away by implying what the New York Times editorially said bluntly:
it is more than doubtful that the United States could afford to forego Its own

That is,
we also will not accept any judgment in the service of peace
which we think may go contrary to our own interest, no matter how

carefully organized may be the machinery for substituting the tudg-

ment of the world for the anarchism of great powers. Ths attitude
will scare the little nations far wome than the Judd resolution if properly presented.
With specific tatements by Secretary Marshall and Mr. Austin con.
peering the value of ialitidning the united Nations I should agree.
Nevertheless, every criticism I made of the United nations when it
was in the process of formation, and inmy appearance before the
Senate committee, has been justified by the event. I urged ratification
of the Charter rather than rejection, aid I see real values in continuing
to try to make somue15.of a very imperfect organization.

This position is entirely consistent with a reasoned effort to iniprove
it,Mr. Judd and his cosigners have not proposed that the United
States should withdraw from the United Nations if Russia should
veto suggestions for certain revisions in the Charter in the interest of
world peace. I cannot see that the situation would in any way be worse
within the United Nations if it were made clear that Communist intransigence, and only Communist intransigence, blocks strengthening it so that it might remove from a hungry world the desperate
weight of a race in arms which can have no other end but war.
The argument that an attempt to improve the United Nations, if unsuccessful, will destroy that body, is, 1 think, the worst condemnation
of its usefulness that I have heard. It is, moreover, quite contrary to
the logic and the probabilities of the case.
My own appeal is for the absolute necessity of universal disarmament down to a police level if the world is to be rid of an economic
burden that makes true recovery impossible and if the minds of men
are to be free from a consideration of arms which prevents fair consideration of a constructive program for peace.
Secretary Marshall insisted that the hope of the United Nations,
and incidentally of world peace, lies in the America's unilateral taking of."steps necessary to bring the National Military Establishment to
the minimum level to restore the balance-of-power relations required
for international security." Those words spell death and only death
for all our hopes of peace and the salvation of our civilization. Who
will agree on what is, in military terms. "the minimum level necessary
16 restore the balance-of-power relations required for international
security"?1
:Most of the world lives now imrespect, If not in fear, of our present
strength. We Americans have the monopoly as yet of atom bombs,
owd infinitely the strongest Navy. Already, so far as figures can be
?921-48---29
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known we have spent a larger proportion of our national budget on
arms than the Soviet Union. The military men themselves cannot
agree in this country on the minimum level about which Secretary
Marshall so glibly talks. In the effort to get peacetime conscription
and vastly increased expenditures, advocates of this prepare les,
with a few honorable exceptions, have united to create a virtual bys.
terla in America. They have beaten the drums about imminent war,
they have proposed a policy of being firm without any analysis oi
how we could successfully save democracy by undertaking wars in
Europe and Asia; they have refused to consider the moral and eco.
nomic costs of victory; still less, how we could successfully police the
vast territories of a Soviet nation beaten to its knees by the horrible
means of atomic bombs and in them create democracy. Secretary
Marshall's insistence that all this militaristic talk is directed to
strengthening the United Nations is a preposterously unrealistic de.
cription of ts effect upon public opinion in America and the world.
Actually, if we were to grant all that the military are asking or con.
templating for a minimum level, we should be committing ourselves
by 1952 to an armament budget of 20 or 80 billion dollars or approxi.
matel, the entire goveriunental budget for the current fiscal year.
This statement is one bit of additional evidence of the fact that neither on the basis of logic or history is there such a thing as balance in
an arnianent race between strong nations or blocks of nations. The
relatiVely small-scale armament races of the past never saved the peace
between major powers, or guaranteed one of them victory. In order
to support that race with its enormous costs, the minds of the people
must be filled with fear and hate; the Military Establishment must
grow ever stronger and more dominant in the control of affairs pf the
country. That in itself has always jeopardized democracy. The
people, even in a fortunate country like the United States, must forego
homes, hospitals, schools, a higher standard Of living, in favor of
breathtaking expenditures for ever nore deadly means of destructioi,.
What we are doing here, with our comparative wealth, must be imitated not only by theSoviet Union, but by nations far poorer in p opu.
lation and natural resources,. Right now, in every nation not forcibly
disarmed after defeat, a proportion of the budget goes for military
expenditures, including French and Dutch colonial wars which, to put
it conservatively, cancel the benefits we American taxpayers are giving
them under the excellent European recovery plan.
It Js exceedingly unlikely that the Soviet dictatorship will be mad
enough deliberately to risk a war by frontal attack on us. American
opinion overwhelmingly agrees with Henry L. Stimson's statement
that war in an atomic age would not result in one Rome and one
Carthage, but two Carthages. New war will come, as it ha come so
often bWfore by bluffs, bluster, threats; by miscalculation; by human
blunders under intolerable tensions; by incidents in the various parts
of the world in which armed rivals confront each other. The kind of
tensions through which we are now going, if continued indefinitely,
will result in war. The act of war will be an escape from intolerable
psyholoical strain.
One thing only will save the United Nations and make it of interim
use until we are ready for a better approach to limited democratic
at one thing is a transfer even of conflict from
world govern ment.
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the realn of preparation for ever more deadly mass production; It is
the end of the armament race; it is universal-not unilateral-disarmament down to what I have called a police level. That means the
universal abolition of peacetime military conscription; the demilitarization of narrow waterways and island bases; the adoption of the
Principles of tile Barluch plan for tile international control of tle
aelonment of atomic energy the prohibition, not only of atomic
bombs, but of other weapons o mass destruction; and the reduction
of arms and armed forces to a level necessary to maintain the internal
order and meet any quota provision for international security.
We cannot, of course, have a repetition of the horrible fiasco of the
Kellogg-Brind Pact outlawing war. We cannot rely merely on
national good faith to keep agreements on disarmament. There must
be inspection; there must be a capacity to judge and to act in cases of
agresion, or threatened aggression; and there must be an international security force. Such a force is necessary to deal with confused
conditions as they exist in the Near East and elsewhere. No international force can be safe the mobile part of which is composed of
components of the military forces of rival powers neither is an international force safe which is smaller than forces oi member nations.
explained,
persuasively
andofthe
can beto patiently
ideas that then
if at
world-even
the peoples
governments,
not to are
if These
flrst sight they should be suspicious of a program which our own administration has so thoroughly misunderstood. Again I say that I
should not present every detail of the program as an ultimatum I
ani aware that democratic procedure requires conference. Nevertheless, critics of the Culbertson plan embodied in the Judd resolution
will have a harder time than some of them think to propose a better
ilain in the light ofpresent-day realities.
In the same mail r got letters, one from a pacifist organization criti.
cizing this resolution as being just some more power politics in the
way the security force was set up, and another one denouncing the
resolution because it ruined American power in the world. Now these
two do not absolutely answer each other, but I think the writers of
both letters would (o well to reexamine realistically the practical
possibilities of the situation. We do not live In the ideal world we
would like and It seems to me this resolution has carefully considered
the practical conditions--progress toward disarmament.
The one important thing is effective agreement on ending the armament race. Only if that is assured can we get far with more constructive policies.
I share the universal fear that the Soviet dictatorship would refuse
the necessary controls to an international disarmament to which it
would probably assent in principle. Even this is not certain in the
hlght of the hope that Mr. Molotov has raised. The confused peoples
of the world will never believe that tile Kremlin only is responsible
for the approach of war unless and until a workable proposal of universal disarmament has been persuasively presented and refused by it.
It is not I, but Mr. Henry Wallace who has a patent on the approach
to the common man, butl do happen to know something of public
opinion in this country and it is positively dangerous, t e growing
bewilderment that. people have as to what is our program and who is
responsible for what. We can clear itup by inak ng the sensible pro-
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posal that. no matter how much we hate each other, the peopleR of the

world ought, to agree on the princilde that there is no victory ii a,
universal graveyard and there are other ways of carrying on a conflict
besides mass murder.
Stalit's reftsa! of our proposal might, not he permanent. The

Soviet dictatorship before this has changed its mind oil important
questions. It cannot be altogether unmindful of public opinion. It
could not possibly exploit among its own people out honest propoll
for etiding the armament race as it exploits our intervention in Turkey

across the mountains from its oil fields, or as it. would exploit those
military alliances which apparently are Secretary Marshall's substi.

tutes for disarmamuent,

Iadeas march oil. No iron curtain is impene.

treble arid no particular dictator is immortal.
A geniiile proposal of effective disarmament would change for the

better world opinion concerning the United States. Partly as a result
of our own bltnders and the shortcomings of our democracy, especially
in the field of race relations; partly as a result of uilscrupulots al
effective Conllunist propaganda the reservoirs of goodl will for
America in Asia aiid much of Airica are runnilllg low. An honest
proposal for universal disarnament; the end of a cotn)etition tiat
imposes lx)verty,on masses of men annd threatens our civilization, if
not our race, with extinction, would help to restore good will for
America. Victory of the idea might be delayed; it wou(1 not be postponed forever once the peoples of the world are aroused out of the
llightmare of their fatalistic fears.
There is a general issunillption that the answer to Coinmmnist aggres.
sion requires some kind of league for security. If that is so what
better basis is there for such a league than general agreement, by the
miations comprising it that their goal is peace and universal lisarmament, that tihe league they set ii) is Ilot for military aggrandizement
but for common defense against aggression? Surely that is a far
Letter basis than American military support to nit indefinite number
of regional associations, all of them frantically arming in a neverendinlg search for an impossible balance of arns. The moral as well
as the physical power of a league built oi, this clear basis of defels1
and eager tspiration for the end of the armament race would do more
to deter the realistic htussiaqn rulers than any other form of alliance.
I am not opposed to regional alliances. I have long favored a United
States of Europe. I an however, opposed to theidea, that you can
solve this problem as Walter Lippmann seems to suggest, by some kind
of natural, geographic division of the world. The miain fact- about
communisimi-and I speak from the long experience of a Socialist-is
not that it is Russian; it is that it is Communist. The drive is for world
and not regional power and the effort to check that power ought. to
be primarily in terms of ideology. It.ouglt to be in terms of pro.
pos1s that appeal to all peoples everywhere. It is perfectly consistent
to favor, for leitimate purposes, regional associations, an yet to say
that the basis of any security league should be the attitude of nations
to itproposal for international universal disarmament. ulder effective
international control.
It is in this spirit and with these qualifications and explanations that
I commend Resolution No. 163. The ultimateguaranties of an abiding
peace will go beyond the Judd resolution. But the passage of that
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resolution might well be the first step on the road to peace with
security for all nations, great ancl small.
Chairman EAToX. Thank you.
Are there any questions?
Mr. VoRes. Mr. Thomas, you as well as many other witnesses, have
brilliantly stated the question before this committee, but I wonder
whet her the answers you proposed do not beg the-question.
For instance, you criticized very vigorously Secretary Marshall's
words as follows:
Steps necessary to riIg the National Military Establimhnment to the minhinum
level to restore the balance of power relations required for International security.

You say:
Those words spell death and only death for nil our hopes of peace anti the
alvatlion of our civilization.

In my judgment, that, is precisely the approach of Resolution 103 by
its system of a demand for a 10-man security council rather than one of
12; a shift in the balance of power there, and its proposal for an arbitrarv division of the balance of military power.
,Now. I aim like the man who wrote you about this resolution. It is
based on balance of power and a balance which strikes me as not particularly more effective or just than the one we have now.
Whanwould you say is the difference bet ween the ABC proposal to
shift the halanee of ptnwer, to restore the balance of power relations required

for International se'urlkv-

that is in the Judd resolution-and General marshall's proposalTo bring the, National Military Establishment to the minimum level to restore the
balnnce of imwer.

What is thedifference between General MaiInshll's statement and
ournsl
tonl 163. Literally, General Alaishall describes the proposal of resoluMr. TnM..s. I was opptosing the procem, now being followed by the
administration. of thle unilateral increase of power without disculsion
of thne possibility of universal disarnmanent. That cannot be sanctified
as streg t heninjr the UN.
Mr. Vonivs. I happen to agree entirely with you, that, universal and
not, unilateral disarmanent is tie key and that conscription must he
abolished its well as the atoini bomb or we will merely have oldfashioned war instead of new-flangled wai'.
There hawv been steps taken toward disarmament.
Mr. 'l'fu .rs. But. not in the light,of Secretary Marshall's testimony,
whieh I wouid like to discuss as I saw it.

You will notice that in my testimony, I have expressly said that I
favored tIhe resolution, but not as an ultinatum. I think it is a reasonable proposal which could be expmunded to the nations of the world; in
the glt first of the aspiration for a better world and second of realities of power. I think both are very carefully considered and I think
they could be explained on it far more rational basis than any unilateral
attempt of Amnerica to redress balance of power by the increase of its
own armaments in competition with others. 'lhat is the enormous
difference. Also you will remember that Secretary Marshall in taking
this position opposed the limitations of veto power, which put us
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with tl e Soviet ill its attitude to our interna.
oril
Illorill
really
t lonal Co)it rol of tile atolill energy.
The

diilereitwe Is I see it is the direence between saving, "Liite,

copies of the world, we know what kbid of it world we tive il anl we

kow we Catitilot get perfection at one,. but we are now saying 1hat;
Otli' gol is the end of it burden of arms .so grievous that people who

eiist"
ot give bread to their children are buying bombs.

"It is our only pattern of safety,tth(re i's no hope the other way.
"We believe lhat tile illperfet in( ' hillery of the United NliiO)s
coult be aiade elliient for ilterilat iomI seclity. In order to do it. we
slggest these Chan111ges inl the voting strllctire fll(] this rather logical
system if the .lt' iosifiit
of it s'li'itv fore', carefully ,vrket out,
so toat 110 co1niuoler or i1

,iiie'1it
Jolit1 force call easily riu l)e11rk.

so thlat no natioll will feel it is stripped of all possible defense. It is
this arrallgellent that we wallt to alrue.
The opplosite, ias far as the adulinist ration has made clear is simllV
1in1' going ahead, o(r building up our forces, our making our own indivhlual commitments s we see best. and I think that is a road of enor.
mous danger. I, who s11y thalt, III)) Ito appellser, its youl well ](flow, of
Russia.
Chairman EATo.X. Mr. Gordon.
Mir. Gomumm,. No questions.
Chairman EATioN,,. Mr. Jolknian.
Mr. JoN1.tM.N. No qiestions.
('hairlan EATON. Mr. Mansfleld.
Mr. MANSrIir.tn. No questions.

Chairman EATON. Mr. Merrow.
Mr. MERIrow. No questions.
Chairman EATON. Mr. Cohner.
Mr. CoalER. While you do not, regard this resolution as satisfactory
complete, or perfect, you (1o feel it is a movement in the right direction i
Mr. T, oXIAs. Yes, Mr. Congressman. Thank you for putting it
that way. The reason I do not regard the resolution as satisfactory or
perfect is largely because of the imperfections of the world which the
authors of the resolution did not make.
As I see the resolution, it is an honest attempt to take account of
very great difficulties and to take the next possible forward step. If
somebody can show me a better way to take account of those difficulties, I wilI be interested for I realize tIhat tlere are objections. What I
object to is that so far in and out of this hearing I have heard no
alternative. There is no humble person in any distant part of America
who believes there is a reasonablertope for peace i the~nitd Nations
as it is now going. Or in the United Nations, plus the armament race
to which we are contributing.
Mr. CoLtMEn. Thank you for putting it that way, because that pretty
well sunms up my views.
We know that after 2 years of attempting to deal with Soviet Russia,
we have gotten no place. It is an obstruction, it is a hurdle, there is
always something wrong from their point of view.
Now if we take this action, we at least have taken the lead away from
them and carry the ball for a moment anyway.
Unless they can offer something themselves of a definite, concrete
nature, it seems to iue that they are left holding the bag, so to speak.
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3h%TIM s. May I add, I think that is far nuoro important than
soJUC Of OUP newspaper writers seem to believe. The people of Amer.
ica, if anything, are more puzzled than may be realized here in Washington. It is not necessary merely to do more or less right, it is neCessary to be obvious about it and to persuade other people that we are
doing the right thing. We must take the initiative away from the
Soviet as the friend of the (list ressed. This is our outstanding opportunity to do it and we can do it in the right way. Failure to do it will
be ha'd for us. One of the men whom I'trust most and who has lived
in Rssia during the war tells me that we greatly underestimate the
weight, even in a dictatorship. of silent objection. If Stalin has things
that he can publicize to his own people to our disadvantage, lie gets
much better support than when lie cannot publicize things to hurt us.
If we would say, "People of Russia, we want nothing but an end of
the armainent race," sooner than we think, even the (ictator-if not
Stalin, his successor-may have to pay some involuntary heed to that
position.
Mr. Co,311-1. Thank you very much.
Chairman EATO.. Mr. Lodge.
Mr. IolDE. Mr. Thomas, I am in great sympathy with many of the
preoccupations and aspirations so eloquently expressed by both Miss
7.iompson and you. I think the question is for us one of i'mplementation. By what method are we going to resolve these preoccupations
and lead the world toward a fulfllment of these aspirations?
At the top of page 5 you say [reading]:
soviet Itlssin could not possibly exploit among Its own people our honest
proposal for ending the armament raceani so on.

I believe they have exploited our honest. attempt under the European
recovery program. I wonder if you are not too optimistic when you
make that statement.
Mr. Timms. To a certain extent I think they have exploited an
honest proposal-with extraordinary help from some Americans, I
may say in that connection, the misunderstanding being very extensive here. But ERP does involve elements of Irossible American imaperialism which are not involved in so clear-cut a proposal as the comprelensive type of disarmament down to a police.force level which I
have been discussing.
I speak with some knowledge of trying to speak to American audiences. I never had a chance in RusQ!a. If I had a guaranty of my
life, I would like to take a chance. Tknow it is much harder to explain
even the European recovery plan than it is to explain a proposal for
ending an armament race, the contiimance of which is costing the
Russians very much and that is costing us very much.
I think with all due respect to the statesnan the successful party
selects he will have hard work in proving that he can do much about
houses and homes and hrospitals, if we are going to run up the military
expenditure as fast as now seens to be inevitable If this armament. race
goes on.
We must challenge the world with that and I think the people will
listn better to that than to some other things.
Mr. Lox.. You also oaid that the main point is the "ideology of
communism."
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That.to me, was an ilterestiti statement. I do not underestimiate
the significance of the ideology hut it seenis to me olid was tiken
not because of the contagion (f the Communist ideology. All of the
countries hehind the iron curtail) were captured hbecase of internal
forces with external pressure, and not because the ideology took hold.
It seems to me that that is a very significant point. Would you care
to comment on that?
Mr. ToMAs. Yes. I thank you for a chance to explain myself.
When I Said that the important thing abollt collllilllm111 WlsIt
ideology, I did not mleanl thit Poland had been captured by C(oi.
inunist ideology. I mean that in judging communism, it is a great
the ussion natlr.
mistake to exalt the imperialism of Russia its
The outstanding passion of communism is for' world dominion of
communisin, and that is an ideology that. works throughout the whole
world. The actual capture of PolAnd was made possible b: military
considerations; by our own Governmlet's action and failure to act;
aind by geography. That I fully aohiit.
I will point out, however, that important as has been the existence
of the Red army, tile great advances of colnnmunisn have not. involved
the direct use of the Red army in the Balkans and Czechoslovakia.
My point is that. basically we are dealing with ai ideology that. is
indeed backed up by prent force. That to undermine that ideology
in Soutit America, Asi, and Africa, we have to have a better ideology
anl prove it. Part. of our American proof should be our offer of an
ideology embodied in a practical plan that minimizes the terror and
lessens tremendously the present exhatiasting pr eure of an trmanent
race upon the Iunmblest. peasants of the world.
Mr. Lommx.

Thank you very much,

Mr. Thomis.

STATEMENT OF CLARK M. EIOELBERGER, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
Chairman EATON. The next, witness will l)e Mr. (lark M. 10;i-helberger. I will ask Mr. Eichelberger to take the stand.

tile director of (he American Association
Mr. ElulEIIROsI. I m111

for the United Nations.

Our association, as itrule, does not concern itself with legislative
Ialtters, confining itself to an educate ion program , but your resolutions
have so nuich bearing on the Ulnited Nations, that. I al)preciate very
nitiich this opportunity to appear and present my views.
In advancing a )roce(lure for strengtheinig the United Nttiois
without Charter revision, I face with great relllctallce the task of disagreoing with those Congressmen and those witnesses whose sole plr.
pose in sul)porting textual revision of the Charter is to have itstronger
United Nations. It is not ea.sy to argue with Imen going in the s8itie
general direction.
The fundamental question before this committee today is, How can
the United Nations become a more effective ieap s for world security ?
There are "wo suggestions before us: One Involves a textual revision
of the Charter. 'he other a strengthening of the United Nations

by use, interpretation, and addition.
I want to develop the latter thesis as the only way to proceed at this
time. And il so doing, I am going to present on behalf of our asso-
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muttilateral treaty open to all Illel r states
ciatioll o1' belief tllt it

bsed )iton
article 51 of the Charter is the way to strenlgthen the security provisions of tie United Nations within the framework of the
Charter. T is proposal would avoid on one Iand tile dangerous pitfalls of military. alliances outside of the United Nations and on the
other anl impossible effort to revise the Charter. Later in this discussion, 1 shll present. to yout (iraft text of su1ch a treaty wlieh lhns
been prepared by some of the best experts.
But first let. 1110 give thie reasols why our association is opposed to
allimmediate col0stititiollll convention under article 109 to revise the
Charter. W believe that such an effort would result in itconsiderable
reduction in the membership of the United Nations. Sonte nations
are unalterably opposed to revisit. lhey ny light not eveln attend.
They tnd others would refuse to approve its results.
A's I interpret the spirit of some of the resolutions before your conmittee, l)articularly
louse Resolution 16:1. the United States would
thell proceed witout fle recalcitrant ones, either to take over the
Uliited Nat ions or to orglinize ilother one. In that, wayt the Unied
States would organizta very comfortable little Old) coimsed of likemimded peoples, but the clib would |ot contain the members with
whon understanding is essential to world peace.
hideed, it. is not, certain that all of the like-minded onres would go
with the United States insuch alln
effort. The United Kingdom would
not wish such itbreak With ot her imiei ers 1111d it is ('el'fluill that
rteither the Scandinavian countries nor France would relish beilig

foreed into such i choice.

I am awlre of the obstacles that tlhe Soviet. Union has presented to
the Seculrty (oullcil. Buit because I have not. al1bandoled hope that
anl ligreeellnlt with tile Soviet Union (Iill
he folllnd-lll agreement
without. it)pleasellent, bt, involving concililtion--I believe that it is
vital thl tfie Soviet Union mid its friends be kept within the United
Nations. Aid since elimination of the veto is iatlhe leart. of most of
tle pllilis for revision, I must. say that I prefer the United Nations
with the Soviet Union and its frimwds, and the veto, to a1United Nations without the Soviet Ilnioin 1(4its friends, and without the veto.
List. week the United Nat ions Economic Commission for Eu.oj)e,
meeting at Genea Switzerland, elided a 2 weeks' session. According
to tho pi'e.s, the Commission approved a Swedish resollit oi calling
for itcommittee to examline between now andl the mext semsion the desirabil ity of establishing ~I-'11i1It organs Withlin the0 OAH11nission
to deal with intrmt-]'op~ean tradle. The Secretitriot is to prepare dltIL
on the possibility of speeldiig lidlistrial development, throutghimproved trade between the eastern aid western .,urope. Iin this slihIt
lessening of the tension between east. and (esL, through promothig
ilitra-Europeat t'alde, there may Ie itbeginning of a turn toward con-

ciliation liun.l
understanding. Might it,iot be better that we put 1i1)
with vetoes il1
the Security Coutcil for iawhile and have the conlitied
.cooperation of inally 11atioms ini slch efforts s15
tile Ecomic Conliniss1on fol Europe than have iadrastic break which some of the advocates
of these resolut ions would risk?
Those appearing before you to advocate revision of the Charter fall
into three general divisions. There are those who would start, now to
transform the United Nations into federal world government. There
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are those who would create a federation of the Atlantic coniunnity
within the framework of the United Nations. Others advocate the
resolution you are most seriously considering-House Resolution 1g3.
As for the first group, there is much.in their program which appeals,
particularly the picture of a stronger world court which Mr. Finletter
ably presented on May 11. However, a system by which the court
could deal with an individual within the siate and by which a world
parliament would be elected by the people, while ideal goals, cannot
lie achieved in the immediate future. Other items on the world-gov.
ernient prognun, such as the international police force and wide re.
duction of armaments, can be accomplished within the Chatter-if
the nations are willing to do so.
As for the federal union of the Atlantic community, while the
United States it; not going to join such a federation, a spiritual rebirth
of Europe seems under way in the move for union of the Eropeein
states and should have every encouragement from this country. It
may be the greatest byproduct of the ERP.
As for the Culbertson plan before this committee, House Resolution
168, it should command the support of everyone were it limited to
two very important objectives: An international police force, and a
rationing of the world arms production. However, acconipaInying
these worth-while objectives is a rigid' concentration of power in the
hands of five great nations.
Certainly history teaches that the power ratio never remains fixed.
Consequently any eventual revision of the United Nations Charter
should be made with the objective of greater flexibility and a wider
distribution of power, rather than less. The rise in importance of
the General Assembly in comparison with the Security Council is
due to the fact that it is based upon a wider distribution of power.
But House Resolution 168 would create a Security Council of 10, in
which the 8 greatest powers would have 2 votes each and the 2 lesser
powers 1 vote each, or a total of 8 out of 10. Only 4 seats would remain to be rotated among over 50 small powers, as compared with
6 seats to be rotated among them under the present Security Council.
And the arms production of the world would be divided among the
nations in the same proportion. I do not see how any state other than
the three greatest powers could possibly accept this plan.
On the other hand, the American Association for the United Nations
believes that the United Nations Charter has much greater capacity
for growth than has yet been realized. The American Association
for the United Nations favors a considerable strengthening of the
United Nations by the following means: A more loyal fulfillment of
their obligations on the part of the governments- and additions to
the United Nations in the form of new bodies and multilateral conventions to implement the Charter.
A major obstacle to the success of the United Nations today is
that a number of nations, including the United States, have not made
that fundamental change in national behavior to mike the United
Nations the foundation of their foreign policy rather than an instrument of their foreign policy. At times the American Government
has used the UnitedNations as though it were the foundation of its
foreign policy; at other times it has bypassed the United Nations, or
has use it as an instrument of short-sighted policy. It interpreted
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the Charter liberally when urging the Security Council to take responsibility for rieste; it interpreted the Charter narrowly when it
wished to reduce the responsibility of the Security Council in Pales

tine. It is with the greatest reluctance that. I assert that the vacillation of the United States in the Palestine crisis has done more harm

to the United Nations than any single veto cast by the Soviet Union.
Indeed, while fully recognizing the harm that the veto has done
the United Nations we must recognize that it Is not solely responsible
for certain failures of the United Nations.

I could interpose that the veto has been' used in a surprisingly
narrow class of cases. No veto prevented the nations from working
otut the Marshall plan through the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. No veto has been involved in the Palestine
qu etion in which the United States and the Soviet Union were
originally agreed oi the solution of that unhappy problem.
.Itthere a means by which the security potentialities of the UnliteJ
Nations can be increased without losing any members and without
undertaking the Immediately impossible task of revising the Charter?
Is there a way in which the United States may give necessary military guaranties within the Charter, and consequently avoid the
dangerous temptation of outside military alliancest
The association has sought diligently for such an answer. We
believe that we have it in a suggested draft treaty based ulon article
51 which recognizes the right of individual or collective self-defense
if the Security Counci is not performing its duties. This article is
permissive. We propose to make it positive through the United
tates proposing a multilateral treaty open to all members of the
United Nations. In case of aggression and in the absence of action
by the Security Council, the signatories would call for a special assembly and if requested to do so by the normal two-thirds vote of
this body they would immediately go to the aid of the nation
attacked.
Should the danger require automatic action, as is frequently the
case in self-defense, the signatories would nevertheless call a special
assembly and report to it and ask for its approval.
Each signatory would earmark certain armed forces and facilities
for use of action in such a situation.
Such a treaty would have the following advantages:
1. It would provide a way around the veto.
2. It would keep the tited Nations membership intact. Nonsignatories would no more be excluded from the United Nations than
were those nations excluded who did not participate in the little
assembly.
8. It would be a way in which the United States could make mili.
tary guaranties within the framework of the Charter and enforceable with the authority of two-thirds of the members of the United
Nations, rather than signing military alliances outside of the United
Nations as is being advocated in some quarters.
4. It would )rovide for armed contingents for utse as an internatiomd police force, as is envisaged under article 48, without living
to wait until the Military Staff Committee has worked out a seemingly impossible system of ratios.
Want to make it clear that we are not advocating a united nations
within the United Nations. We are not advocating a federation
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which would have its awn special mnchinery for enforcement.

Tie

machinery of the United Nations is adequate.
I am pleased to hand you, Mr. Chairman, with it cop)y of my testi.
mony our suggested draft convention for the inplenIenltationl of
article 51,
Chairnan EAToN. The document referred to will be included in
the record at this point.

(The document referred to is as follows:)
COLLECTIVE SELF.)EFENSM

UNDER THE UNITED NATIONs

SIXTH SPORTSS AND MEMORANDUM AND DRAYT TRATT FOu ILPE)urNr.%Tni..

OP

(By the ('Oinlslon To Htudy the ()rgonlzsi ion ot I'it ,,. r'oiui oilllile off the
American Assoelotion for the United Notlons, Inc.,' New York, N. Y.)
FOREWORD

The Commission To Study the Orgonlition of Petiefl, researel lillllntf. (of
the American Association for the United Nations, Will organized IniNoveimlbr
11)39. In addition to ninny studlim and stiatellPs on various 1apwets of world
organization, the comminisslol i1e8 lubilshed flive relirtm. Its Preliminry Replort
wIK release4i In Novenibtr 1140. A tw-vtlln report on Th TrensItiolnl
'eiI
was issaed IniFebruary 11)42; and n third on The Unted Notions and the Organlzatlon of Pence, In February 1043.
The fourth report, January 11)44, contained four 1mart: The Fundantetls
of the Internutional Organization: (General Statemenmt; Part I. Hiseurily 11l1
World Organization: Part 11, The .Clonoinic Organization of Welfare anil Part
II1, The International Safeguard of Human Rights,
The fifth report, Security find J)Imirsanient Under the Uiited Natioi s, released in June 1147, dealt with the problems of security and disarmalent confronting the United Nations.
This, the six report, Collective Belf-Defense Under the United Nations, carries
forward In more concrete from proposals for collective security through Implementation of article Miof the United Nations Charter.
I NTRODuTION

In Its statement of polled of October 1940 the American Assochitlon for (ho
United Nations recommended as follows:
"It Is essential that all nations know that In case of aggression the armed forms
of the United States would be at the service of the Heturity Council to restore
peace.
I The following members of the Commission have signed thin report: James T. Rhotweli
(honorary chairman). Clark 31. Eichelberger chairmann), Mary Noel Arrowinaillh, iuiry A.
Atkinson )ana Convere Iackuts, Cyril J. Iath, Cltrence A. llerdhil, Prank (. lloulriniu,
Plhillif bradliy, Harry J. Carman, lien M. Cherrlnrton, . J. Coil, K fneth Coleijrore,
John 1. Condlie, .Earl F. Crulekxhnnk Marlon Cuthewrt, Mrs. llnrvey N. Dlin, Malcolm
W. Davis, Monroe N. Deutlh, Willlamimerson Edgar J. Fisher, Denin IP, Fi.'img," rce
F,. Fox, Harry D. (ldeouse, luntington Ollehrist Arthur J. Uoldimith, Carter Goodrich,
J Eugene Ilarle, Wailter D. Headl .Melvin 1). 111dretih, Arthur N. I'lolomle. Euiward It.
Huns, Erling . lunt, Oscar I. lanowsky, B. It. Kizer, John I. Knudson, lans Kohn
Beoryrl 11ro1lLevy, Iaullno . Mandigo, Charles H. Martin, P, Dean McClumkep, lP'redeirek
. Willlim 1. Merrill, lughIMoore, Larm Puffer Morgan, lultavus 0lllllPer,
McKee,
YJames
1I1
Pope, (leo je _I. llldeWay, Leland Rex .Robinson, Rtulhf 1ryall Owenl llho04e,
James N. Rosenberg, waller I. -harp, Josephine Schaln. Pre ton Plosson. Fgene )tAli
Waldo K, Stephen. Amos N Taylor Sarah Wambaujh, Walter F, Wanger, Ernest.
WIIkins Ioward R. Wilson 0C.. A. W slow, and Q
y
rht
I Drattln committee: Vaiark V.
lerger
W, Davis Clyde
W
PApieton, rthur N.
M T.oeombeJa
.Shotwel,
mumnerlWe1,andQincy
Wright.
commission To Study the Organ !atIon of Peace: James. V.hotwell, Ponorary chairman: Clark M. ichelberger, chairman ; Clyde Eagsleton, chairman, steering committee;
-,Sr aret Olson, seefelary.
4"Imerican Assoc motion for the United Nations: James T. Shotwell, Sumner Welleaj
honorary preshlenta , William imerson, president; Clark M. ichelberger, director; and
Frederick V. McKee, treasurer.
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"It would be helpful if the American Government would Indicate that in case
the veto Is used to prevent aetion by the Henrlty Council against it mtate found
by at least seven ulellil''rs of tll Selrlty ('Counell to have iiade 1lln attack uponi
i lllellber (f the UnIlted Nitlons, the United States, in copilratlon with otler
inelnhers ot the United Natlonms, wonhl proceed under alil,
r1i of tho CharteL'r.
Tils article reserves the 'Inherent right of Ildividual or collective self-deft'Inse
if an arml ailltlek occurs against a nienilier of the lnilted Nlitloll. nitli it
security Council has taken the measures necessary to milintain international
peace and security '
"The United States should make It clear that If at aiy time armed action Is
necesil'y I Mllt aggression from any quarter of tih' globe, It will aet through
the Charter either under article 42, which autllorizes the S eclrity C council to
prceti, or In COoperation with other nelmbers of the United Nationis under
article 51."
This stuggestiion was repeated iln a statellleiit adlopted by tie hoard of directors
of the association oil September 5, 1147. And Iln its fifth report III June 11147
the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace referred to article 51, pointing
out that $i14chal 1lll'llh4 lgre.'lllelitS, Such as llhose contemplated for litonlle
ellely, should reoeglllze tllat certain vilolitiolS lre tlilialllollnt to lln llitli
"arl'ned atiaIk" and therefore ilerlillt of collective action under article 51.
Subsequently, Mr. liaillton Fish Arlnistrong ba1s suggested thlat supplementary
agreements be made l)rovidlng for the Implenentatlon of collective defense under
artileo 51 by aproprirs act lon of ile Irtles to such lgreleneats.
Such sullpplnlelltary ligrelllents liave actually been illade by regional groups.
The Aileican countries Iln the lio do .Jailelro conference during the sunner
of 1047 agreed upon tile Jnter..Anerlcan Treaty of reciprocal Asslstallee provhlig
for collective defense under this article. lit March 1918. Great Britiiln, France,
Belgium, Netlerlalds, nd ]Alllburg accepted a 811lar agreement referring
to article 01.
Tile following nlenmorandunl and draft convention develop these Ideas lin greater
detill by Slluggeillng it melllellleiltlry cOliveitllonp under wihll Ile palrties would
oblige tliellleives to use earmarked force's i e'olec(tive defe-nse whein necessity
for such action has been determined by two-thirds vote of the General Assembly,
By thuS mlnklng use of the General Assembly tile defensive action Is illore closely
tied il with the United Nations than was true of otiler suggestions for illnllenlentlg article 51. At tile tiie
tme,
1 becalluse the Assenlbly acts by it two-tlilrds

vote, io Ipower can exelise n veto i tllis llrocedure.
XILMOANI)XIM ON TUBE lIPL

INTATION OF ARITICLE. 51

At the United Nations Collference on Iilternational Organization in Sin Franclsco delegates of the middle and small states expressed the fear tilat tile veto
of the major powers In the Security Counlcl miglt become 011 obstacle to tIle
effective operation of tile proposed system of collective security. Tley feared
that the major powers would too easily yield to the tellltation to usp. tile veto
to promote tlleir own private purposes and that tle colisequelles oft Ilusle'
of the veto would be to prevent the Security Council front acting promptly 11nd
vigorously in dealing with1 tilrents to International peace. They feared that such
Incapacity of tile Council would not oinly prevent It from handling specific (oilfilets effectively hut also would Impair the prestige of tile United Nations as all
agency of world order. Representatives of the major powers at sian Frallclsco,
Issued a statement designed to allay these fears. They seemed to pronllse tll
the veto power woilld not be abused. Reliance upon this Ipllied promise brought
consent to tile Yalta formula for voting il tile Security Council and elabled 1il'
conference to agree to tile prlvileges granted by tile Charter to tile major IHwers,
The record of action by the Security Council unfortunately slstllls tit origilllI
fears of the representatIves of tile lesser powers at Sail Frallcisco. Thi veto

has been used in the Securlity Counlcil more frequently than tile members of the

United Natlolis Collferelce were led to expect. Its use has tended to Ilrodiue'
the evils which were anticipated. Particularly the frequent use of time veto
by the Soviet Union has been a great disappointment to tile other major powers.
as well n to the lesser powers il the United Nations. What has appeared to
be the willful and persistent blocking of action In the tSecllrtly Coulnell lies created
a situation which may not constitute an Immediate threat to the pence of the
World, but which has caused leading members of the United Nations to consider
other means under the Charter for protecting their national Interests and proinotIng International peace.
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The first measures of the nations, who are determillied to Iake the best of
possibility of increllsing
their opportunities under the Charter, was to exploit tile
tileInfluence and usM.fulless of tileGoeneral Assembly in order to slpplement
action hy the Security Council. The General Assembly has no authority under
tileCharter to make lindig decisions with respect to threats to thei,peat,
of aggression. It hus authority to wake recoln.
breaches of the peace, andldts
mendations to the Security Council and to tilemembers when, In Its opinion,
such action may he necessary oilaccount of threats to the peace and when the
the
matter Is not on tileagenda of tHIe Security Council. At Its last scssiol,
whole Asenibly,
General Assembly decided to create it standing committee of tile
tile so-called Little Assembly, which call sit lernmnently, consider matters re.
ferred to it by the Assembly, consider and If necessary Investigate ainy dispute
or situation proposed for tile agenda of the Assembly and not on thn agenda
of the Security Council, and suggest aispeelal session of the General Awembly
If deemed desirable. This action by the General Assembly may create an
atmosphere favorable to nore effective action hy the Security Comunell than
heretofore, but It does not furnish itsatisfactory remedy for the abuse of the
veto by major powers.
Under article 51 of tile Charter there Is another possibility for effetive action
by members of the United Nations in eases where the Security Council foils to
This article provides tlit nothing in the
act with sufficient promptness.
Charter "shall. Impair the Inherenmt right of individual or collective self.defense
If aim armed attack occurs against it Memlber of the United Nations, until
the Security Council luts taken tile measures necessary to nmlitailn telmationnl
right
peace and security." Measures tnkenI by members in tile exercise of tills
of self-defense should, of course, Im immediately reported to the Security Colin.
ell.They should not In any way affect the authority and responsibility of tile
iight deein necessary to keep the
Security Council to take such action asit
pea m. This inherent right of self-defense it case of arned attack, It sold
be emphasized, Is both Individual and collective. That Is to say, any member of
time United Natiois, which may be attacked, hns a right to defend Itself by
Its own forces until more effective measures are taken by the Security Council,
or a coalition of members under the same cireumstan ,s may use their combined
armed forces to repel an attack. The latter possibility furnishes what sems to
be an Important opportunity for joint military action hy members ,Z the United
Nations, should the nbuse of the veto tinder tie Yalta formula paralyze the
authority of the Security Council in a case of aggression.
Article 51 originated with nenbers of the United Nations who wished to
keep their hands free for action under regional arrangements for dealing with
such matters relating to the maintenance of International peace as may be ap.
proprlate for regional action. The representatives of the American republics
at the United Nations conference In Sun Francisco were plartleularly desirous
of securing their freedom of action In cases primarily affecting the security of
the Western Hemisphere. Their purpose to assume special responsibilities III
the Western Hemisphere had been made plain by the Act of Chapultepec, and
they wished to prevent the frustration of this Pan-Amuerican program by the
existence of any obligations Inconsistent with such action tinder the Charter
of the United Nations. The Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance
signed at Rio de Janerlo, September 2, 1947, provided for collective defense
by the American countries under this article. The same In true of the five
power western European agreement signed March 17, 1948.
It is clear, however, that the provisions of article 51, although deilgnled to
permit regional arrangements for the American Republics of other geographical
groups, also permit arrangements for collective action In self.defense by any
group of members of the United Nations. This article makes it possible. for
Instance, for a group of members of the General Assembly itself to take decisive
-action In case of armed attack against any one of them. The language of article
51 seems to be clear that, If such an attack occurs against a single member
of the United Nations, the right of self-defense inheres not only in that individual member, but In a group of members who wjsh to make common cause
in self-defense until effective action is taken by the Security Council.
It would be possible, therefore, for the General Asembly, acting by the twothirds majority prescribed by the Charter for decisions by It on inportnnt
questions, to recommend that states exercise their Inherent right of cohiective
self-defense under article 51. This possibility, however, is not enough by Itself
alone to give a due sense of security to members of the United Nations in view
-of the abuse of the veto in the Security Council under the Yalta formula. What
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Is needed is it permanent arrangement under which members of the United
Natioits may know in advance what action may be expected by such atembers
as may be disposed to exercise their Inherent right of self-defense. The desired sense of security call be obtained by an appropriate convention approved by
a suffilient number of the members of the United States iln which the parties

oblige themselves to act in defense of a state found by the Asstembly to be the
victim of aggression. Such a convention could become effective between those

members of the United Nations who should subsequently ratify the convention
in ac ordance with their reslective constitutional processes. It would have the
dual effect of giving authority to recommendations of the (leneral Assenibly
in this field and of establishing obligations union the cooperating states to use
ear-marked forces to prevent aggression,
collective self-defense tinder article {51 of the Charter Is a form of action
for promoting international peace which Is manifestly superior to unilateral
action by a single member of the United Nations. Under the terms of tie arrangelent between the members who agree to exercise their right of collective
self-defense each member might be bound to join iln taking measures nieessalry
to keep the leace, when the Assembly recotmtemnds or at sultable majority of
the group decides that in armed attack against a member hits mado such actions
necessary. This would be a more effective arrangentent thaln that colitteillplated by the Truman doctrine plus the Viandenberg amendment.
Tile TrUillatn
doctrine, as atiaended, contetplates assislltito by tho United States, ttless tile
General Assembly should expressly determine that the need for such assistiltice ito

longer existed. Under the IlrolpoSed plan for a general arrangement between
members of tile United Nations under article 51, action would be taken tnder
the inherent right of collective self-defense in puls-uance of a finding by the
General Assembly or the prescribed majority of tit. ietlihers associated IIn tile
arn igenient that action iWnecessary. ],icli inenier of time group would them
have tilt' obligation to take the measures It hiad itreed upon. Under such an
arrantgetnit ti' Unliltd Stitts, when duly authorized to exerelse the right of
collective self-defense as oie of i group, would be ini a stronger position, both
millitary and Inoral, titan when exercising Its right of Idividual self-defeinso

upon Its own Individual responsibility.
The advantages of such an arrangement tinder article 51 become clear upon
considering the manner In which this right of collective self-defense would be
actually exercised. Under tile vigorous leadership of the United States and In
view of the present sense of frustration caused by the abuse of the veto In the
Security Council under the Yalta formula, the accession of a considerable number of the members of tie United Nations to such an arrangement as Is proposed
may be confidently expected. If a majority of the members should ratify the proposed convention, the plan would become effective. Action by the Unitel States in
case of armed attack would then be contingent, not upon agreement by all time
major powers with permanent seats in the Security Council, but upon action
by sach a number of the powers as would constitute the prescribed majority in
the General Assembly. The balance of power would no longer be held by a single
major power, but only by such a number of lesser powers as would be necessar y1
to block action by the members adhering to the agreement for collective seldefense.
The balance of power under such a plan for collective security would In fact
lie with those nations which could prevent effective action in tile General Assembly. For example, the 20 Latin American republics, acting together, would
clearly have such a power. The democracies of western Europe, together with
other democracies of the middle rank, would be in a similar position. No one
major power, not even the United States, under such an arrangement, could dictate
the measures to be taken in tihe exercise of tile right of collective self-defense,
but an opportunity would be created for the exercise of a more effective leadership in dealing with matters relating to the maintenance of international peace
than can be expected under the Charter of the United Nations, If advantage ts
not taken of the opportunity afforded by article 51.
* Loyalty to the United Nations Is the cornerstone of American international
policy. It Is & the Interest of the United States to use to the utmost the facilities
afforded by the Charter for the maintenance of International peace. Full employment of the opportunity furnished by article 51 Is not to be regarded as a
means of camouflaging a resort to force for the settlement of International disputes. The effective Implementation of the Inherent right of collective self-defense
should Increase the practical security for the settlement of disputes without resort
totoree. Such an arrangement as proposed for organizing action in the exercise
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of the right of collective self-defense, properly understood, is the most promising
means of promoting the settlement of international disputes by political methods,
so long as the abuse of the veto In the Security Council is in danger of paralyzing
the action of that important agency in the general system of collective security.
DIANT

OR A TREATY FOU COLLECTIVE 8ELF-DSVENSE SUPPLEMENTARY TO TIle UNITLU
STATES CHARTER

The High Contracting Parties, Members of the United Nations,
Deternilned to achieve the purpose of the United Nations to maintain internal.
tonal peace and security and to that end to take effective collective measur's for
the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts
of aggression or other breaches of the peace (art. 1, par. 1),
Recognizing their Inherent right of individual and collective self-defense if an
armed attack occurs against any state until the Security Council has taken the
measures necessary to maintain international peace and security (art. 51),
Recognizing their freedom to use force, except In the settlement of international
disputes or against the territorial Integrity or political independence of ally state
or in any other manner Inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations
(art. 2, par. 8 and 4),
Recognizing their obligation to give the United Nations every assistance in any
action it takes in accordance with the Charter (art. 2, par. 5),
Considering the primary responsibility of the Security Council to maintain
International peace and security (art. 24), but
Considering the power of the General Assembly to make recommendations to
the Members of the United Nations on any matter within the scope of the Charter
(art. 10), or any question relating to the maintenance of international peace and
security (art. 11, par. 2), and on any situation resulting from a violation of the
provisions of the Charter setting forth the purposes and principles of the United
Nations (art. 14), providing that the Security Council is not exercising Its
functions in regard to that matter (art. 12)
Have resolved to conclude the following treaty:
Article I. Each of the High Contracting Parties agrees to maintain for Immediate use by the United Nations the land, sea, and air forces and facilities which
it has designated In the schedule attached to this treaty. It will maintain these
forces In efficient and modern conditions and will not reduce them without one
year's notice to the other parties.
Article .,. Should the Security Council, exercising its powers under Articles
89 and 42 of the Charter, decide to take action by land, sea, or air forces to
maintain or restore international peace and security, the parties to this treaty
will at once make available to the Security Council the whole or such part of the
forces set aside In accord with Article 1 as that Council may request.
Article S. Should it be alleged that any threat to the peace, breach 0 he
peace, or act of aggression has occurred, and should the Security Council tall
promptly to make recommendations or decide what measures should be taken in
accord with Article 41 and 42 to maintain or restore international peace and
security (art. 89), the parties to this treaty agree to place the matter on the
agenda of the General Assembly, and if the matter is on tie agenda of the Seen.
rity Council, those parties who are members of the Security Council will take such
steps as may be required to remove it therefrom. If the General Assembly is not
in session, the parties to this treaty will initiate a call for a special session.
Article 4. Should the General ,Assembly, by a two-thirds vote of those present,
consider that a threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression liha
occurred, and recommend measures not involving the use of armed force to mauintain or restore international peace and security, the parties to this treaty will at
once give effect to such recommendations.
Article 5. Should the General Assembly, by a two-thirds vote of those present,
includilg at'least three of the permanent members of the Security Council, con.
sider that an armed attack has occurred against any state and recommend the
use Of armed force to maintain or restore international peace and security,
parties to this treaty will place at the disposal of the General Staff, constituted
ih ac'orad with Article 0 of this treaty, the whole or such part of the forces set
aside in accord with Article 1 as may be requested by that body.
Arttele 6. In case the emergency de!crbed in Article ISshould occur, the Chiefs
of Staff of the permanent members of the IScurity 0C6uncil parties to this treaty
rad cooperating to maintain the recommendations of the General Assembly shall
at once meet and assume the responsibilities and exercise the functions of a
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this treaty. The glteral staff shall organgeneral stuff In behalf of the parties to
purpose of maintaining or
Ige and direct the forces provided by this treaty for the
shall appoint a high cominid
and
security,
and
peace
Interiatlonal
restoring
In behalf of tho parties to
for such forces while operating during such elmlergency
treaty.
this
for in ArtIcles 2, 8,4, and 5, the
Artich' 7. In addition to taking the action calletl
one another, with the Ulid
with
full
lin
coolKrate
will
Kartles to this treaty
forces acting in their
nations, atid with the general staff and high conntad of
the restoration or juninassure
to
treaty
this
of
6
Article
with
accord
In
behalf
emergency. To facilitate
tenalce of illterintollal peace a(1 security in such an
ln Articles 4
sucl cooperation, they will mouet in case the emergencies described
hp lecesa0.mai11y
or 5 of this tre'lty should oct'-t, and will establish such opgncl's
in thiome articles.
sary during such elmergeney to fulfill the pi11lpoxe described
of the
Artile 8. Tlie parties to this treaty shall, in accord with Article 51
Nations any
Charter, Inmmedilately report to th, Security Council of tie Uilited and should
treaty,
ineasurem take n 11 acord With Articles 4, 5, 0, and 7 of thls
or restore
the Security Council decide what malSulres should he taken to Inaintala
with
International peace 1111(security, the parties to this treaty will act In accord
such decisions.
Article V. This treaty shall not In any way Impair the inherent right of the
Charter,
parties to engage in self-defense tinder Article 51 of the UnIted Nations
idivdlinlly or through other collective arrangennlnts consistent with their
obligations under the United Nations Charter.
Article 10. Tills treaty shall be open to signature by Melolbers of the United
as
Nations and sh1ll come Into effect aiong the states which ratify It is soon
ratiflcatlons have beti delposited by it majority I of the Members of the United
Natlonms, including three of the permanent inentbters (of the Sec1rity Council.
Ratiflcations shall he dleposited with the Secretariat of the Ulited Nations.
Sohmcdula
In accord with Article 1 of this treaty, the parties agree to nialmtaln In a
of readiness for use by the United Nations the following forces and
condition
flclilties:
Laml Forces -------------------'omntrY A
Sea Forces -------------------------Air Forces --------------------..---------------------.
.
.
Facillties .
Land Forces-----------------------Coutntry/ B
Sea Forces-----------------------------------------Air BN;rces
Facilities --------------------------Land Forces-------------------£'ountry 0
Sea Forces ---------------------------------------------Air Forces
Etc.

Facilities

----------------------

Mr. EICIIELBEROER. Other steps could be taken within the Charter
to enhance world security. Our Association has for some time urged
that the United States initiate a movement for the establishment of
a United Nations constabulary. It would be composed of volunteers,
wearing a United Nations uniform and marching under its flag,
without loss of national citizenship. Such a constabulary, while not
sufficient to stop large-scale aggression as would be the purpose of
armed contingents, would be of- invaluable police service in such situa.
tions as Palestine, Greece, and Kashmir.
. We have long urged that the United States initiate a policy of plac.
Ing strategic bases under United Nations trusteeship so that the bases
which we and others hold would, in a sense, be United Nations police
stations.
some members of the Commission favored a larger
*This number INonly suggestlv.
number, other members favored a smaller number of required signatures.
78921-48----80
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None of those steps involve revision of the Charter. They involve

the performance by nations who have determined that tie Unite4!

Nations be the foundation of their foreign policy.

Too little effort is made to point out that the Security Comicil was

successful in the evacuation of Soviet troops from Irn. or French

and British troops from Syria and Lebanon; or that in dealing with
Indonesia, Pakistan, and India, the Council is dealing with soime site.
cess in situations involving one-fifth of the world's population.
Little has been said before this committee about the steessful
functioning of the Trusteeship Council, and the fact, that colonial
peoples everywhere may look forward to a better day because of po.
visions for the welfare and self-government of dependent peoplem
contained in the Charter, and the vigilance with which the Trustee.
ship Council is carrying out its niandate. Little has been said of the
work of the Economic Commission for Europe of the Food and Agri.
culture Organization, or of other bodies whicb are slowly and pain.
fully weaving the fabric of a united world, with little pil)icitv, because publicity is concentrated on the dramatic and tihe faihures
Some of the talk for revision of the Charter leads to escalpismn. It
is easier to talk about revision than failure of governments to make
full use of the Charter. It is easier to talk about the ideal settlement
that can be made if world federation were established rather than to
undertake the task of meeting present day problems through thei
United Nations. And while our Association has o pose(l an, ilna1ediate effort for textual revision of the Charter, we hauve been onie of
the pioneers in the fleld of human rights. justice for Palestine. the
Little Assembly, the implementation of article 5l and many other
problems before the United Nations.
To repeat, we believe the United Nations can and must be strength.
ended by performance and implementation. Charter revision shul
not be attempted until success would be assured. The nations must
make the United Nations the foundation of their foreign policy rather
than an instrument of policy. This fundamental change in iatioltil
attitudes involves a comprehensive program of education. And no
escapism can take the place of this stern effort.
Chairman ETo. Thank you, Mr. Eichelberger. Are there awqy
questions I
Mr. IoDGE. I would like to say that Mr. Eichelberger has given tis
a very informative statement.
I take it, Mr. Eichelberger, that),you are opposed to all the resolutions
which are now before the committee, Resolution 69 as well as 103?
Mr. EICTHELnEMOEII. I am opposed to any resolution which would involve calling a constitutional convention under article 109 of tie
Clmarter at this time. When the time coies that a textual revision
of the Charter can help rather than harm the United Nations, we shall
have some proposals for revision of our own. We feel now that the
way to strengthen the United Nations is by greater fulfilment of ohli.
nations by the members and by the implementation of the Charter.
Mr. LoDowE. With respect to t he 23 vetoes used by Soviet Russia iii
the past, only 3 of those came with respect to actual aggression, whereas
the -bulk of the vetoes were with respect. to matters coming under
chapter 0, which is the'chapter from which General Marshall once
proposed the veto be eliminated; is that correct?
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Mr. EiiMBLEERu. With this sIight lio(iflcation. I think tile greatest 1umber were cast on the question of membership. While that is
vertilinly i misuse of the veto, it does not involve either chapter 6 or
chapter 7. I think one veto was east in the case of Syria and Lebanon,
becau.ne tho Russians did piot think the resolution was strong enough,
hut it wits carried out anyway by the French and the British by .with,Ir
awving their troops.
Four were on the question of Spain, a situation which was not of
ijllinleIniIte concern to peace and security.
Six were on the case of Greece, three of which I believe did involve
chapter 7. the chapter to which the Culbertson suggestion would apply,
but to which General Marshall's would not.
ONe was in the Corfu Channel case and 11 on the question of adinission of new members.
You see, tile vetoes have been cast. in a surprisingly narrow range
after id]1. and I think we have greatly exaggeratel
the importance of
the v'eto. I do not like it.
but I think tile exaggeration of its importane liats
been overdone.
Chirma111n EA-ITN. Thank you very much.
The cludiina would like to announce that a motion is pending
before the committee to have all witnesses send a digest of their testimolny. 1up) to 1.000 words, for printing in tile record of the meetings, so
we coti hive for our consideration and for the recorda complete digest
of [Ill the views presented here today, anod our position as to the views.
The next wit ness is Mr. Emerson.
STATEMENT OF E. A. EMERSON, PRESIDENT, THE ARMCO
INTERNATIONAL CORP.
Mr. ER%,msoN. I am E. A. Emerson. I am addressing the committee in behalf of tile Middletown Citizens' Committee, which was
formed '2 years ago in an effort to find some way to develop public
opinion in'the interests of peace.
Chairman EATON. I notice you are representing the ARMCO International. Would you unravel those alphabetical monstrosities for usI
Mr. EtRsoN. I am president of the Armco International Corp.,
foreign subsidiary of the Armco Steel Corp., and in that capacity I
have been engaged in foreign business for some 35 years; but it is as
honorary president of the Middletown Citizen's committee for the
U cited Sations Charter amendment that. I appear here.
Chairman EATON. Proceed, Mr. Emerson.
Mr. EM3ERSON. Speaking for the Middletown Citizen's Committee,
I wish to approach the critical problem your committee is facing from
the angle of public opinion. In Midailetown we have experienced
what was to m1any of us a very thrilling demonstration of what public
opinion can leal and can (10, and of what American grass roots public
Opinion uday is demanding.
Middletown, Ohio, is a typical small American community of alp .
phximnately .35,000, with sieel, paper, and tobacco industries in the
cir and feitile'farm lands around it.
Just 2 years ago this month, in May 1946, boys were coming back
from World War II and already we're'being worried by talk of'World
War III. A group of World'War I and World War II vets were
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discussing
inthe sitting
American
Legion hall one night all(
we decided the
thatsituation
coll1placently
our way into two Worl Wars
was enough. This time we wanted to be on our feet doing something
to prevent the next one before it started.
At that time America was complacent and apathetic and completing
the utter folly of its premature demnobilization.
The World War I vets realized that in the thirty's the Legion had
a sloan "Peace through preparedness,"' but no (;Ie had,worked at
it. A o had not aroused public,opinion enough to support it.
As we studied the subject we realized how vitally iniportalt to our
American foreign affairs is public opinion. Molotov call bargain
internationally as he wishes and then create whatever pulblie opinion
he wants. He can bargain for the moon and settle for a street lanp.
Secretary Marshall must continually be thinking of public opinion
and must be careful not even to suggest anything that public opinion
miay not Support.
Por 30 years I have been engaged in tie foreign business of my toi
piny. During that, time I have seen American businessmen and en.
gineers with a steady stream of success abroad. I have seen our
armed forces do the same. During that saie time I have seen our
diplomats take defeat after defeat, including the two worst ones that
can come to statesmen, two World Wars.
The Americans in the winning brackets acted with initiative all(]
decisiveness and were strongly supported from hole. Olr'diplomats
have been unable to act inthat saime nmnner because so oft n t hey had
only all apathetic, uninformed public opinion ithome which would
not support them in the positive actions required.
We decided that we would (10 what one community coul( do to give
oilS leaders inl Washington all ironse(1 aind vocal )ublic opinion. We
started that, May night.
You have had the problem stated to you probably too niany times
already, but I must, briefly describe our future as it al)peared to this
typical group of grass-root American citizens in 1940 and as it still

looks to us:

I. We are drifting into World War III. Not because we threaten or
want to threaten anyone but because the Soviet communistic leaders
are convinced they nlust destroy our system to triumph with their own.
II. World War III will start with a surprise attack that will conceivably wipe out New York, Washington, and enough Anericall colitel's to be catastrophic as soon as the Kreindin crow(lhas accumulated
enough A bombs or equivalent.
III. The only way to stop that next war is to stop that one last. small
but dangerous group of aggressors from making those bombs. Most
Russians, as we know, are just as peace loving as we, but that small
group in the Kremlin, the last of the four aggressive groups of our
time, are made up of ruthless fanatics with a 'artar mentality that
holds life very cheap. They must be stopped on their bomb progainn.
IV. It seemed unthinkable to us that we should let that Third World
War come.
V. It seemed unthinkable to us that we should have to spend failtastic, crushing billions of our substance and interfere with time lives
of millions of our young men in stopping that one small group of
aggressors-14 men--in a country where much opposition must. exist
to their ruthless tactics of domination.
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VI. There must be soime sinip!er solution-there is. We have it
to stop aggressors. Whyl not use it?
United Nations set uI)
VII. We beieve there are two ways to use tile UN to stop the production of those Imitbs. Both ways channel through Resolution No.
168, which is before you for action. Both of them utilize the United
Nations as strengthened by this plan proposed ini
No. 168. (This resolution was sullimmutted by Congresnsman Iurke, of our district, and is
identical to No. l163, subuiited by Mr. Judd.)
(a) The first way is through the use of world public opinion. Resolution No. 108 out fines a solut ion, a plan for keeping the peace of all
nations oi a basis that is so iaitifestly fair that. it can be accepted
by any itman who is open-minded and giants peace. Some call it,
the
ABC'plilii-soIIC the Midtlletow iplaii-solme the Legion )lan---or
the quota force 1)11la-it doesn't matter. Tht plan resolutely and
skillfully supported, by the United States call gain the adherence of
an overihelhning number of nations. It call arouse a great mnass of
)iblicopinion in favor of it on both sides of the iron curtain. That
mass of liiblic opinion plus the international strength behind it. will
ill our opinion convince the Kremlin crowd that they have gone as
far as they can on the path of aggression and that they had btst now
join the cause for peace, help nmke the United Nat)ios work, and
benelit therefrom with tlie rest of us. I do not say this completely
without experience
I havebest
carried
many negotiations
Rupsiahs.
They arebecause
the world's
pokeroiiplayers.
They pushiwitf
iimplacably until they have deterinined to their own satisfaction that
you
yi
vield no more. len and only then the atiosl)ltere clears,
amiability appears. and agreements ire reached. If we tire firmn for
the solution offered b3 No. 108 and we show we are

im and adeter-

mined on it. the odds are very great they will stop pushing and we
will have won t lie elements for peace.
() In the unlikely event that the Soviet group continties to stand
out against the great mass of world opinion ivhihh call be iiuistered
in favor of strentgliening the Uinited Nations so that it call accoimiplish its pur )ose--as subscribed to by the U. S. S. R.-then the UN
needs most olQviomsl3, to be strengthened, and as Resolution No. 108
indicates. When so'strengthened it will constitute a potent authority
with a court to determine its laws Il11d a police force to prevent breaches
of those laws. Policemen have always carried chubs, and ii lanierous
districtss, sometimes revolvers, and we would not. hesitate to niake
it clear that if the conditions which the bulk of the nations of the
world feel are necessary to )reserve the peace of all are threatened
by anyone that then tle police force would under the authority of
tie revised United Nations utilize whatever means are necessary to
stoJ) that aggressor before lie brain .s destruction on the nations dedicated to peace. This is not an American police force-it, answers
to the revised Security Council and acts for all.
Action on either of the above will keep the initiative in the hands of
the peaceful nations-and that is the essential.
The Middletown Citizen's Committee w):anted action. It.
was only
a study group long enough to test, its solution on, all the critics it could
reach.

Then it went out to rouse public opinion in favor of that

solution and the success that followed was astonishing. We were
amazed to find such tremendous interest in international affairs, such
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keen questioning, such a demand for action, and such widespread eii.
dorsement of the solution as covered by your Resolution 1(8. Nearly
always the critics were those who had not read or carefully amalyzea
the plan. The citizens of Middletdwn got behind the solution il all
walks of life. They supported the Middletown Citizen's Coumiittee
with their own funds and volunteers of the committee made over 300
speeches in nearby parts of the country.
Reader's Digest picked up our story. From letters from their
article on the Middletown movement we obtained a mailing list in
the thousands. Our first publication, Crossroads Middletown. was
sent to 25,000 people.
Soon we were so busy on the Middletown movement that all of our
jobs suffered. Our chairman at that time, George V. Hook, took a
year's leave of absence from his work so that he could guide the move.
ment properly. All of Middletown cooperated in every way.
Our committee organized town meetings all over Ohio and Ken.
tucky. We made speeches whenever possible. We accepted many
requests for radio appearances.
And, strangely enough, we found that wherever we went we found
tle same conditions. People were worried, scared. They were afraid
of another war and of atom bombs. When they heard our plan they
were usually just lukewarm to it. But when they would argue about.
its provisions they would become convinced of its soundness, effective.
ness, and practicability. Everywhere we went we gathered more and
more support.
Organizations of all types became interested, then enthusiastic, then
eager to become a part of this movement.
Today 53 local organizations in Middletown, Ohio, have adopted
the plan. They have convinced their State and national affiliations
to adopt this plan as part of their foreign relations or international
program.
I will not stop to read the names of all those 53 organizations but
you will find a list attached to your copy of this statement. You will
see that they constitute a true cross section of American community
life.
Chairman EATOx. The list referred to will appear in the record at
this point.
(The list referred to is as follows:)
ORGANIZATIONSa THAT HAVE ENDORSED A STRENGTHENED UN THROUGH TttE PRI'"
CIPLES OF THE QUOTA FORCE PLAN (A B C PLAN)
LOOAL (MIDDLETOWN, OHIO)

1. Altrusa Club-Hamilton, Ohio
2. Alturinn Club
8. American Citizens Club
4. American Hellenic Educational and Progressive Association
5. American Legion Post 218
6. Ancient Order of Hibernlans
7. Blythe-Willamp American Legion Post
8. Tislness and Professional Women's Club

0. Chamber of Commerce

10. City Commission

11. Civic Association
12. ivitan Club
18. Congress of industrial Organhtntions, Middletown Chapter
14. Co.Operative Club
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15. Council of Churches

1(. Current Events Club
17. Fabricating Foremen's Ciub-Armco
18. Federation of Women's Clubs
19. Independent Unions
20. Industrial Council
21. Insurance Underwriters Association
o.. International Lyceum Association
23. Jinihr Board of Trade
24. Junior Chamber of Commerce
25. .Jinml Club
26. Kiwanls Club
27. Lincoln Community Center
28. Lions Club
29. Lions Club of Cambridge, Ohio
30. Ministerial Association
31. N. A. I,. C. Branch No. 188 (Postal Employees)
32. New Hope Baptist Church
33. Ponsitown Orange
34. Real Estate Board
5. Red Cross
30. Retail Merchants Association
37. Rotary Club
38. Round Table
39. Spanish American War Veterans
40. St. John Lutheran Church Brotherhood
41. Sulphite Paper Workers Unions (AFL)
42. Talk of the Month Club
43. Trade & Labor Council (AFL)
44. Veterans of Foreign Wars, Miami Valley Post
45. Veterans of Foreign Wars, Hunter Clark Post
40. Armco Employees Independent Union
47. Greenfield Ohio Rotary Club
48. Blanchester Ohio Rotary Club
49. Middletown Teachers Association
50. N. A. A. C. P.-Middletown Chapter
51. Women's Club
52. Young Businessmen's Club
53. Honemakers' Club--Mhldletown, Ohio
STATE (OHIO)

Fourth district of the Ohio Department of the American Legion.
Ohio district, AHEPA.
Eleventh district of the Ohio Department of the American Legion.
One hundred fifty-ninth district of Rotary Clubs (88 counties of southern
Oio).
5. Tenth district of the Ohio Department of the American Legion.
0. The Ohio State Federatlou of Labor (AFL).
7. The Kentucky State Federation of Labor (AM'L).
8. The Ohio Department of the American Legion.
9. The Kansas Department of the American Legion.
10. Ohio State Ancient Order of Hibernians.
11. Butler County iar Association.
12, Clergy of the diocese of southern Ohio.
18. American War Mothers, State of Ohio.
14. Butler County Democratic Executive Committee.
15. Executive board, Federation of Women's Clubs of Ohio.
10. Butler County Pomona Grange.
17. Ohio State Legislature.
18. Kiwanis.
1.
2.
3.
4.

NATIONAL

1. The National Order of AHEPA.
2. National Association of Fire Fighters (AFL).
8. The American Legion.
4. National Association of Foremen.
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Tihe 311 ehlltowtl
(itlziz
('Conltiltto, hits 1,600 i1111l4 oilItsfictive ntiillig list.
Ve hattve' 111 'OlT't's114]vil
ri wih tlli
ontilith s Ilall 48 States. over 4.5) cities
and 19 foreign cotlntrh,4 which IncludP: Austrla, Arg ntli, Australlit. Btelgilm,
('111d1, ('alm, I JillIllIrk,
Frante. v
Vem'i,ll
a ., aalghllll, Germny, hawaill, olhland,
hilly, .MxICo. New Zealmanid, I'mummm,. Sout h Africa.
, nllf.
bers of the spliejkem's' hitr-ita of tli 1hhIiflptown ('Itizens ('innlilttve have
nmio IllirIoxlimtly 300 sp'ech's.

Mr. EmFrsoN. From the community the resolutions approving this
solution spread to comity and State organizations. Eighteen of tiese
in Ohio and Kentucky aie listed.
itlThrolgh these orianizations, interest in tile plan and approval of
itwent oil to tie ttional level iltle caie of the kimerican legion,

the National Order of AHEPA-Amnericai Hellenic Educational

Progressive Association-the Nat ional Association of Fire Figters,
and the National Association of Foremen.
The Middletown Citizen's Conmiiittee corresponls with 1,600 people
in comnummities in all of the -18 States. We tire doing all we can to
help these people organize town meetings in their communities.
Our committee corresponds with individumils in 18 different fore i'n
countries such as Austria, Argentina, Belgium. Germany. Italy,
France. New Zealnd. Mexico, and so forth. All these people indicate
that their prayers are dedicated to the adoption of the Middletown
plan.

Te Middletown plan has received much national acceptance and
acclaim. Some of these include articles in the Commonweal, June
194(; the Christian Science Monitor, October 5,1946: Reader's Digest,
November 19406 Ohio Magazine, November 1946; the Civitan, Jnutary 1947: N. E. A. (Journal of National Education Association),
April 1947: Magazine Digest. September 19-17, Insi(le IT. S. A.. h
John (luntier, the Kiwanis Magazine. November 1947: and synicated articles by Thomas L. Stokes, Dorothy Thompson, Peter Edson,
and Jack Ramey.

Important radio appearances have 'included the Herald Tribnme
Forum, World Front, In My Opinion. Canal Days, and aill four of
our Town Meetings.
All of these things are not just testimony to our activity, the importatt thing is that the American public want it delinite lln for
strengthening the United Nations and they find in this plan as submitted in Resolution 1i8, the solution they crave.
When we started this crusade in Middletown, '2.
years ago, we were
a small voice in the wilderness. Today, aided by the soundness of
the solution and the most invaluable assistance of Mfessrs, Molotov
Vishy.nski, and (romyko: we are one small part of a vast lygion oi
Americans who want action now and will support. flim fiction now.
We are grateful to the 14 Representatives and 18 Senators who
introduced into Congress -w.'e
Concmrent Resolution 168 and Senate
Concurrent Resolution 50.
But, gentlemen, this wavs"; of American imblic,opinion so necessary
to our national leaders if they are to retain the essential initiative
in this present struggle for tlhe peace cal fade more rapidly than
it grew.
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We are tile most amiable linsuspicious, and friendly people on
earth. If the Kremlin crowd spread a little insincere, soft,-soap talk
about wanting peace, millions of ouin' people will immediately relax
and say, "Praise be. It's all over now, we won't need the draft or the
big Ai' Force, we can all be friends again." We have seen an example
ofthis tendency in the list few days.- That, as you gentlemen know,
will be the truly dangerous time.
The test, and the only test of value for anly solution is, "Will it stop
their making of the bomb?"
We are confident that Resolution 168 will do that necessary thing
and if adopted and carried forward proinptly and with manifest
determination, will do so without hostilities.
e know that Iblic
opinion is Iehind it and we know no alternative with such popular
supl)ort. In further support of this view, I am attaching a copy of
letter written to ('hairman Eaton of this committee hby Mr. William
Verity, chairman of the Middletown Citizen's Committee. This was
written in reply to an inquiry from Chairman Eaton and covers the
growth of the Middletown platn in greater detail than outlined above.
The people's desire to act before it is too late is the really inspiring
thing we learned, and I hope that therein lies some help we can bring
toyour committee.
Ve earnestly urge your favorable action on Resolution 103 or 108.

Chairman
i 4jATON. AVe are most grateful to you for bringing us the

word of this most American and significant movement.
Are there any questions?
Mr. Voniys. Mr. Emerson, as you know, niy brother started in business in Middletow iii the great company ,withwhich you are associated, and I therefore am particularly proud that this great movemnent stems from Middletown and from my State of Ohio.
Thank you for your present ation.
Chainln EAToX. Mri. Fulton.
Mr. FuiLToN. Suppose we do get some system set ) with Russia
on handling the atomic bomb, tfo
you believe that the people who
would agree on Russia's behalf, canl be depended upon to go ahead
with what, they agreed to, or could they just get secrets from us oil
the bomb and abro ate any treaty or agreement we might uuiake?
Mr. EiSsoN. It' tile suggestions of the resolution is followed
through, Mr. Fulton, before any such agreement is arrived at. the
mechanism for ins ect ion will be set up, andthe mechanism for policing
will be set up, so that. once they agree 1111d put, into operation the plan
we contempt late, we would have penetratedl tile "iron curtain" aid it
would be too late for them to pull back.
Mr. FuImON. Do you think they would agree in the first place if they

felt tile result would be we in the United States and the democracies
would enetrate the "iron curtani" tile themselves have set u)?
Mr. tEfmEsox. Under this plan, of course, inspection is a very fundamental part.
Mr. IPULTON. Do you think they would agree in the first place? What

chance is there of that.
Mr. EMERnsoN. I think there is every chance of it, but whether it
would be this group or another group that I could not say, but I think
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if we do a job, which we Americans should be able to do, of ingenious
and imaginative publicity, let us say, on this plan for peicte. it will
penetrate the "iron curtain" in many ways and 'iay actuate the IoteI.
t il opposition which exists there now, to insure it carrying out of aimy
arrangements that the leaders, whoever they are at that time, idlke inj
behalf of the U. S. S. R.
Mr. F'rJo.N. You feel then the effort is worth the chance of sue.
cess It is worth while to put out the effort.?
M'r. EMErsey. Very definitely, and I feel it is so important that we

begin now to regain again
the initiative, and to retain it.
Mr. FuixoN. Th'lank you.
Chairman EA'TON. Mt. Chiperfield?
Mr. Cumirimiw . I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman EATN-. Thank you Mr. Einerson, aiid good luck to Mid.
dletown. I lived in Ohio for a long tine and I guess I have spoken in
every town of importance in it.
Mr. EmblrsoN. I hope you will be back very soon, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman EATON. 'Ihank you.
The committee will now adjourn, to meet Tuesday morning at 10:30
in outi committee room in executive session.

(The following statements have been submitted for inclusion in
the record:)
TEsTIMONY Op MIDDLETOWN CITIZENS( COMMITTEE, MIDDL'rOwN, 0t11O

Hon. CHAnatis A. EATONM,

MAY 13, 1948.

Chairman, House lorcign Affairs £'ommttice,
Washlitolan, D. 0.
IR: As requested by your telegram of May 12, 1948, the Mildditown C(itisens

Committee Is pleased to offer the followhig testimony in favor
of Iouse (on.
i

current tesolutiot 168 which Is now before your olnilitle e. We tire grateful
of having the opportunity to present the feelings of the citizens of Middletown,
Ohio, toward a strengthened United Nations.
The thoughts of Midletown, Ohio, citizens tire best described iln their itetlots
for the past 2 years. The record speaks for Itself.
Two years ago we were worried because peace had not come. Though tlw war
was over, international suspicion and distrust remained. We felt that a third
worl war was itlt'villh
tldlhss tn(tlrttgt'otls ind itililulate actlion wits tkei
by the American people to guide our destiny down the road of peace.
We decided that if a democracy is to work, then all of its must do our share
of tile working, thiking and perstading. To quote front our publication
Crossroads Middletown:
"We, the people, are the Government. We pay the taxes, make the ltw. fight
the wars. We mustered all the strength and determination tit our 4.(lltttnid t0
fight for victory in World War II. We believe that we must fight now for Imace
with this some strengtit and determination. Then and only then will iPace
become n reality.
"For almost a year after VJ-day we in Middlefown hoped that 'tiey' wollid
find a solution to the problems of peace. Then we slowly began to realize' that
time was short, that we could not afford to sit on our front porches and watch tlhe
worlh go round. We awoke to the fact that we could no lotnge'r 'let George do It.'
This was oir problem. It was tip to its to take concrete ilil
to h'ittjt itbolit
this peace for which we had fought.
"After much study and discussion we agreed that the only hope for a workable
and permanent peace lay hit setne type of world organization That organization
was already In existence-the United Nations.
"To date the UN has proved itself Ineffective. But It was our belief that the
surest, most Immediate, and practical solution to the problem lay In finding a
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way to mauke it work. We studied nalny theories and proposals and eane IllOn a
plait which we believe Isthe answer. It is pitctlcal, not theoretical. It lresetnts
a concrete ind workuile nietllod of mnatkinsg the UN slneffective organization
capale,of niltintlltilg I licte-It Isthe qittt-force pisili."
Thi' (jiitill-rorC'e IlnIi d('ided iiol by tile eitllveis of Middlitowns is todly
bashlslly tiE' silne plaint for strengthening the United Nations that Is before your
cojninitiee inI the foril of llottse Coteurrent Resolution 168. The citizens of
M1ldl(town still btellev(! tht Ibis
1
lltnIroviles the lroinitst find souidest road
to peace. We believe that If Ilrsolttioli 108 Is adoeted, tileUnited Nat itIs will
become theiInstrumuelnt for peace which has Ilen the hots' of fill Aiierh,'icns Sinice
the CiIrter wats flrst signed lit 1945. We tire equally convicted thiltIf tile
Charter Is not Imsienued sind Htrengthentl soon, the I~lit of Alnericit will lose
faith lin
its ability to settle sisny prole, iet alone stop aggressive warfare.
We have felt so keenly nIbottt this problem thast we have done sill in our
power to bring the proposals of the Middletown lhin (II. Con. ites. 168) before
Alsss'icsi uisd till, Worlh.
Frost tie stit we consilere l four alternatives. First, we call contntte to
drift fllt,Wisl' by resisllilllg UnprepsaredIn

lil

fr

Ilnirssisssssents.

Seetllou,

we

vill lisl1y Iwne',r pnlltles willh will leid, itslit
tit, past, to Itworld irsissnient race.
Third, we casn use our stonlie boinbs to force sits Anmericat peace of the world;
and fourth, we cast strengthen the United Nations find tlsereby sinke it .in effet-tive
organIzation capable of keeping the peace.
Finding that the foiurlh tlsiertittive was ntuinously adopted by our gronp,
we deci dd to hold ia town neetlg it Middletown to see how the citizens of
Middletown felt ubout It.
At our first town meeting on June 13, 1940, we offered the four alternatives to
the people of Mllddletown. As a body, tie WIpeolsiellreseit chose at stiengtliesed
United Nations.
it smore important, the people attendhig this first town meeting showed such
tre stilous lInte'est It lIsterntional siffairs find the United Nations that a committee was apoXiited on tise spot to study proposals for strenglhs'nlng the United
Nations and to report back fit allearly (late to the citizens of Middletow.
For another 0 weeks we studiel nany proposals. But none were so sound or
contplete or so Immune to attack at the quota-force plan.
On July 11, 1940, we Iseld our second town meeting. Over 1,500 people crowded
Into a hall with a capaelty of 1,200 to debate the pros arid coils of our cosnliittee's
proposals.
After 8 hours devoted to tsslkilg ind of questions snf Iitsswers, the vote was
taken. The citizens of Middletown wholeheartedly nd enthusiastically endorsed
the Middletowi lahit. Not only did they vote, they stayed oil to sign resolutions
endorshig the plit. These resolutions with over 1,000 signatures were sentt to
Congress.
But MIddletown did not Mop tlsere. We resilized that before Congress would
or could act thousands of Middletowns would hssve to be heard frost. The very
night of our second town ineeting our committee dediclited Itself to the task of
spreading our plait throughout Americat.
Reader's Digest picked tip our story. Fronm letters front their article on the
Middletown ntovement we obtailed it mailing list it the thousands. Our first
publication, Crossroads Middletown, was sent to 25,000 people.
Sooss we were so busy on the Middletown nmovemensst that till of our Jobs suffered.
Our chairman at that tissle, George V. Hooks, took a year's leave of absence frosa
his work so thstt It(could guide the iovenent properly. All of Mllddletown
cooperated In every way.
Oui' (oinnlttee orgitnized town nmeetigs all over Ohio nnd Keitueky. We misde
speeches whenever possible. We accepted all requests for radio appearances.
And, strangely enough, we found that wherever we went we found tise sa5me
conditions. People were worried, seared. They were afrald of anotlser war sind
of atom bonsbs. When they heard our phln thy were usually Just Inkewarin to
It. But when they would argue about its provisions they would become convinced
of its soundness, effectiveness, and practicability. I1verywhere we went we
gathered more and more support.
Soots tise citizens of Oreensville, Ohio, adopted the Middletown plan, then Xenla,
Ohio, and Glendale, Ohio.
Organizatiotss of sill tyles heeame Interested, then estlsuslsstle, then eager to
beconse itpart of this movement.
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"Every fair.minded nation in tie world wtnts itUnited Natloni as 'hurted in
Ifoiie Itesoltion No. 168. We know that most Americinm want It, tim. It 15up
to you and your
olmittm to throw out, forevir, itDI(ey of appeawbllen. We
must go forward with firlmamils undil fairnless to create mllielently Wtrong world
authority which can prevent future aggressilon anid preparation for auggaslon.
"The eltilenm of Midlletown, Ohio, believe thuat there Is such it lhn. We

strongly reconunnal adoption of House Concurrent Resolution 108."
Respectfully subllitted.
VItJ.uM VI;IUT',
Chaiuiman, Middleloirn ltif:cns mnollle,,

STATEMENT BY TIlE DLEOATIONS OF TIE FOUR SIPONSORINO GOVEHNIM.,rs
ON VOTING PROCEDURE IN THE SECURITY COUNCIL, JUNE 7, 1045

the Security Council have
Speciflo questions covering the voting procedure lit
been submitted by a subcommittee of the Conferenco Committee on Structure
and procedures of the Security Council to the delegations of the four governmneats
sponsoring the Conference-the United States or Amorica, the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Ilepiblie.,
and the !.,public of China. In dealing with those questions, the four delegations
desire to make the following statement of their general attitude toward thIe whole
question of unanimity of permanent members in the decisions of the Security
Council,
I

1. The Yalta voting formula recognizes that. the Security Comnlcil, it dischari.
ing its responsibilities for the maintenance of international peace and security
will have two broad groups of functions. Undor chapter VIII,' the ('uni
comacetion
will have to make decisIons whihh involve its taking directt ineaLstures iln
with settlement of disputes, adjustment of sittiations likely to load to (iijllte.,,
determination of threats to peace, removal of threats to tWe peace, and sulpresslon of breaches of the peace. It will also have to make decisions wlich (1) not
involve the taking of such measures. The Yalta formula provides that tie seromnd
of these two groups of decisions will be governed l)y a procetiral vote--that is,
the vote of any seven members. The first group of decisions will be governed hy
a qualified vote-that is, the vote of seven members, Including the omtleurring
votes of the five permanent members, subject to the proviso that in decisions miler
section A and a part of section C of chapter VIII parties to a dispute shall albstsin
from voting.
2. For example, under the Yalta formula a procedural vote will govern the
decisions made under the entire section D of chapter VI. This meais that the
Council will, by a vote of any seven of Its members, adopt or alter its rules of pro.
ceduro determine the method of selecting its president; organize Itself in such a
way as to be able to function continuously; select thu ties and places of its regular
andspecial meetings; establish such bodies or agencies as it may deem necessary
for the performance of its functions; invite a member of the 'Organization not
represented on the Council to participate lit Its discussions when that Me lilihr'
Interests are specially affected; and invite any state when it Is a party to a dislute
being considered by* the Council to participate in the discussion relating to thai
dispute.
3. Furth er, no Individual member of the Council can alone prevent consieration and discussion by the Council of a dispute or situation brought to its attell.
tion under paragraph 2, section A, chapter VIII. Nor can parties to such dispule
be prevented by these means from being heard by the Council. Likewise, the
requirement for unanimity of the permanent members cannot prevent, any HIM
ber of the Council from reminding the members of time Organization of their
eaeral obligations
assumed under the Charter as regards peaceful settleent of
international
disputes.
4. Beyond this point, deelsions and actions by the Security Council may well
have major political consequences and may even initiate a chain of events whieb
IOh. VIII In the DumbWatn Oaks Mpol bome 6M. V,VIT, and vm Inthe Obaur.
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might, in the end, require the Council under its responsibilities to Invoke measures
ofenforcement under section 11,chapter VIII. This chain of events begins when
the Council decides to uake an investigation, or determines that the time has come
to call
upon states to settle their differences, or make recoinmenidatioins to the
parties. It is to such decisions and actions that unaninlity of the I)ernlnilent
members applies, with the important proviso, referred to above, for abstentioni
from voting by parties to a dispute.
6. To illustrate: In ordering an Investigaion, the Council has to consider
whether the Investigation-which may involve calling for reports, hearilg witnes es, dispatching a commission of hquiry, or other neans-imight not further
awavate the situation. After investigation, the Council nmust determine
w ether the continuance of the situation or dispute would be likely to endanger
international peace and security. If it so determines, the Council would be under
obligation to take further stops. Similarly, the decision to make recominendation, even when all parties request It. to do s9, 9r to call upon parties to a dispute
to fulfill their obligations under the Chfirte, might be the first stel) on a course of
action from which tie Security.(6inell could withdraw only at the risk of failing
to discharge its responsibill e.
6. In ap)praslti the significance of the vote required to take smoh decisions or
actions, i Is use tIl to make con )arlson with the requirements of the leauo
Covenant with referthee to decisions of tlhe]Laguo Councll. Substantive
decisions of the League of Nations Cotfnbil could he taken only by the unanlimous
oto of all Its menirs, whether pernanetlt or not, with tle exception of parties to
a dispute under article XV of tlie League Covenant. Under article XI, under
which most of thb disputes thought before the League were dealt with and docislons to make lvestIgations tak'W,the tnaiimilty rule was Invariably Intorpretod
to Include even'ho votes of the parties tO a dlepute.
7. 'fhe Yalt votIng formula nubstiltts for the rule of complete ulaninity of
the League Co ncil a system of qualified majority votihg in thle Security Council.
Under this sy ,m nonpermanent members of the Security Council indlivilually
would have ni veto. As'egards th Iwrmaneut, nienbers, there is no question
under the Yal formula ofinvesting'them with a new right; namhely, the right to
veto, a right
fei
lh the p
nment-members of the Leaguo Council always had.
Theformula proposed for the taking of actIon In the Security Council by)a majority
of seven would ako tile operati6n of the Council less sulbjeot to obstruction than
was tile case ulder the Leaglto of Nat lon rulo of doinplete uuaninlity.

8. It should also be renielilered that ulider the Yalta forllula tie five major
powers could not' kt by themselves, slici even under the ulaulmlty reqlllrelnelt,
any' decisions of the Counlcil would have to hiclude the concurring votes of at.
least two of tile linnperlalnent members, In other words, It would be lI)ssible for
five notpernanent nowl)ers as a group to exerorse a veto." It is not to be amulled,
however, that the pernitnent inlembers, any more than the lonpernuelft ineibers

would ulse their veto power willfully to oi'struct the operation of thd Conell.
9. In view of tile prinla. resl;onsibilitles of tile perllanont itielnbers, they
could not be expected, intheobprsent condition of tie world, to assuniP the
obligation to nt in so serious a latter as thu wuIainance of Ilnterlational peace
and security in consequence of a decision in which they had not. coneurred.
Therefore, ift
majority voting in the Security Council is to'be 11ade Ipossible, the
only practicable iletiod is to provide, in respect of iolprocedllral deelsiotis, for
unanility of the pernlalent, ineinbers plus the conlcurrinlg votes of at least two of
the noili)erilacnt. lllei))ers.

10. For all these reasons, tile four sponsoring governments agreed o the Yalta
formula and have presented it to this Conference as esential if an ititernatioial
organization is to be created through which all peace-lovilg natios call efectively
discharge their common responsibilities for the lalntellace of Inlternational peaCe
and security.
II

In the light,of the considerations act forth in part I of this btateliel l ilIs cli

what tile answers to the questions slbiniitted by tile subcolnlittet should be,
with the exception of quest ion I0. The answer to that question is as follows:
1. In the opinion of tile delegations of tile sponsoring governinots, the )raft,
Charter Itself contains all indication of the application of tile voting procedures
to the various functions of tile Council.
2. In this ease, It will be unlikely that there will arise in the flit ire any natters
of great iniportaeo on which a decision will have to be made as to whether a

procedural vote would apply. Should, however, such a inatter arise, tile decision
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regarding the preliminary question as to whether or not such a matter is procedural
Inust be taken I)ya vote of seven members of the security (oiiicll, ii011ig the
members.
concurring votes of the pernlianlt i
US4S OP TilE VETO IN P|'nIii

METINOS oF TIlE SEC'IRITY COUNCIL, OF TIM,
UNITED NATIONS

1. The Syria-Lsbanon case, February 1, 19.46.--Th United States pIrop)osed a
resolution mtider which flit Secnrity Council wotild have expressed cmnfldeiie0
11[l)lhiaon woUhl lie withdrawn ias sooi aq prac.
tliit foreign troops iit Syria and
icah)s nol(d tlint. iegotiations t t flint (l'1(1 would be undertaken witlhot delay,
and would hmvo refiiiested itht t In ilformd(of the results of the negotlathm;q.
Thi,following vote occurred on this resolutlon: For--Aist ralha, Brazil, Chia,
E'gypt., Mexico, Netherhnds, and United Stales; against--Uimil of Soviet Social.
ist ]lieublics; 4lbstentions-Jloland, France, United Kingdomi. After ihiclhcallou
alproval of tie resoltillon (luriig the diseission, Fran(e an(1 the United Kingdou
abstained, but did not say thoy were parties to the dispute.
'von t hough France mndt iW Ulite lKing(lo did not specifleally Concede that
they wore parties to a dispute, it seens clear that their abstention was not i.
toinied to b- the e(i lvalent of a iiwgtivo vote, especially since after the resolution
failed of adoption both the United [(igdoin and Franco indicated their inteniloil
to abldo bv Itsterms. 'le President of the council , after discussion, slIe eiflcallv
ruled that the resolitlon failed to carry because of tilenegative vote of the0
U. S. S. R.
2. The Spanish case, June 2., 19.$6.-A resolution was I)ropo(,(d to adopt th
amended recoiinenidations which the suhconiiittee on Spaiin made after Its stul
Nine votes were cast litfavor of tile adoption of the
of the Spanish lquestilo.
resolution. with tie U. S. S. It. against and the Netherlands abstaining.
United Kingdom pro.
3. The Spanish ease, ,Itne 26, 1.,-Ausrallia an( tili,
posed t resolution to keel) the Spanish case on tie list of matters of which the
JSecurily Collncil is seized without prejudice to the rights of tle General Assembly.
All meibors voted litfavor except tile Soviet alid Polish representatives, who
voted in the negative, s they objected to tlie fimal "witliouit !)rojiulce" clause.
The President of the Council ruled that. the Australlan-United Kingdom resT'hlis ruling was hut to a vote. Eight. meiiohitlion WAS A question of p)rocedur.
hers voted that the matter was )rocedural; France and the U. S. S. It. voted
that, it wa not: Polaind abstaihed.
4. The Spanish case, June 26, 19,41.-Australia )roposedl a resolution to acid
thle "without )rejudlice clause to tie lreviously al)lrovei liaragrail!ls of the
Aistraliann-Uiited Kingdoi resuhition. All members voted for tit' inclusion
of this clause except the Polish and Soviet relirsenitativ(s, who votedIagainst it.
5. Membership of Transjordan. Aug i t 29, 1.046.-The application of TransJordan for inel erhip in t lie United Nations received eight alirmnatlive votes.
Poland and the U. .S. It. voted ii tie negative and ,%iustralia abstained front
voting. The negative vote of the U. S. S. It. prevented the proposal from bemig
carried.
7. ,Membrship of Portugal. August 29, 19J6.-The a)licatin of Portugal
for membership it the United Natioiis received eight atlirnttlye votes. Polmid
uinied from vol ing.
U1( tile U. S. S. It. voted In tle' negative mid Astralia a
carried.
proposal from beiig
the
Ti tiegtive vote of fte I. H. S. I.Ireven tel

7. Mlemubership of Ireland. August 49, 194fl.-The aiijeintioni of Irelaiid for
iilemibersli li i thle United Nat ion~s received iiimn afiriiiative votes. The
V. S. S. It. voted it flte egtive andic Australia abstained from votinig. Thle
negative vole of the 11. S. H. lIprevented the(, proposal from being carried.

8. Second Greek case, Septeiubur 20, 19041.-In time secoiid (reek ease the Umlnted
States proposed a resohltion to appoint a commission to Investigate lie silantion
This resolution received
alleged to exist on tlie northern frontier of (reeee.
eight atflrmative votes. Poland and file IeT.S. S. It. voted in the negative aid
Australia atbstahined. It failed itocarry becauo of the negative voto of the
US. S. it.
0. corft Chanmet cnse. March 45. 1.7,.-A resohltion wat Introduced by the
United Kingdom, finding insubilstance that the mine field it the Corfui (1annel
which caused the destruction of two Britilsh sh1ips with loss of life and injury tO
their crews "cannot have Ibeen laid without lhe knowledge of Albanian autforities" ailnd recoinmend(linig that lie United Kingdo and Albanian (loverninelit
settle the (is )te oilthe basis of time Counclil's finding. This resolutions received
seven aiflrinativo votes; Poland ad the U. . H. It. voted i tie negative and Syria
abstained from voting. The United Kimgdoin as4a Ilarty to the dispute nider
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consideration was precluded by article 27 (3) of the Charter from participating In
the vote. The resolution failed to carry because of the negative vote of the
U.S.. it.
10. The Third Greek case, July 29, 1047.-The resolution proposed by the
United Sltates to adopt the proposals for the maintenance of International peace
made by the majority of the members of the Committee of Investigatioti, established i, the Seoourlty Council received nino supporthig votes, withI Poland and
the U. 88.1It. voting In the negative. It failed to carry because of the negative
vote of tile
U. 8. S. .
It.
Membership of Transjordan., Autgl 18, 1047.-The application of 'Trans.
Jordan for ntmbership In the Unitcd Nations, tl)Ol imil)ilnissiol for tie seconti
time to fhe Seeurity Council, recelvc.d nilo allrirmallve votes, with Polald abstain.
Ing.' The iiegatlve vote of the V. S.S. It.revertedd the proposal from beingg
12. 1Membership of Ireland, Angus! 18, l947.-rhe application of Ireland for
membership iII thu United Nations, upon suiuiission for tie second time to the
&ecurlty Comllci , received tilie aillirinitivo votes, with Polanii al)Sta ullilg. The
negative vote of the U.H.S.It.revertedd the proposal front belig carried.
13. Membership of Porbilal, tugiust 18, 1047.-Tho application of Porturgal
for mcinirshilpin the Uni'ed Nations, ii)on stil)misslon for tile
secoil tinoe to
the Security Council, received iine aflirmalivo votes, with Polatid aid fii
e
U.S. S. .votilg In thte iltative. The negative vote of the IT.
S. S. It. prevented
the proposal front carrying.
14. The Third Greek case, August 10, 19D7.-Tho resolution proposed 1)yAus.
traila and anen(ied Iy ti( United States finding tho existence of a threat to tile
peace on tihe nort lern border of (Irecce and calling upon the parties Involved
to cease all acts of provocation and to enter into direct negotiation to relieve the
tension, when l)tt to a vol (,, roeived liio sipprfiIng voles wit I two vol es ii tIo

negative.

Ii

failed to carry be,-.iaiso of the iwgntiv e vote of

ie U. S. S. It.

15. Ihe Third Grcek caw, Atguit 19, 10,.-The resolution I)roi)o.ed by the
United Stats, findig that tile support giv'ii to giierrilias fighting tile Oreek

(lovermnint bly Albamila, liulgarla, and

'tlgoslavla coiistiluttid a threat to tile

Ieace at1(1 calllig ipon Albania, lIulgaria, anti Yugoslavia to (esist, from rendering further support, to the guerrilla fighting and to cooperate with (rece intie
settlement of the dispute by l)eaceful means, received nine suplorting votes in
the Security Council, with two votes fit the negative. Itfailed to carry becatiso
of the negative vote of the U.S.8. It.
10. Mcimborship of Italy, t ,4fllt26 194$7.-The resolt ion )rolosed by A-st ralla
that tilo Secirit.y (ouicill find that Italy Is a peace-loving state able haid willing
to carry out the obligations contained In tie Charter, and reconmmend Its admission to membership) fi tI o United Nations at. shll ittle mid ider such conditions as tie General Assembly mav dIeom appropriate, received niiie ailirmative
votes, with the U. S. S. It.voting'iii the negative and Poland abstaiiiig. It
failed to carry because of tie negative vote of the 11. S. S. It.
17. Membrship of Atstric , August 26, 19.7.--Te resolution of Atistralla,
fluding tihat Aistrin. is a Iee ce-loviiig state able and willing to carry (ilt the
oblgathmus eoitaineti in tire C iarter aiid recommending its adission to menn'ilu'rship ilthe United Nat iolls
at Imct little and ider sich condit Ous its t le generall
Asselihlv miay deem a pjropriate, recclved eihIt afliIlat lve voles, wvii h I .. S. I1.
voting inthe; negativo and i',d
and Prace abstaining. It failed to carry
because of tlie negative vote of t he U. S. S. It.
18. Second Indom-siafn ease, A ugast 2., 194..-A joint. Amst ralal-Chhiiese
resoltion which tiltiimatelv wa cairrid proposed that memlbers of the Sveiurity
Council that. have career coisiml, iiPalavia histruct

Ihem
to prepare joint reports

on th site action i Indontesia fo- IheI(,beefit of the ('ouncll. .\n ailledninl to
this resohltlioi proposed )y tile LT.S.S. It. sil)st'tiitled a Co'elllissoii collOsed
of Stalls iemnl)ers of tlit' Secti .v ('omncll in sonltwlihat lroanliitd terms of
refereice of the (,o1inmnissioll.
T'iot. amidnt!it. received sevei atliryiativv vottes,
with France and Belhgitim vot ing ium
th, imegatte and Chila ald tlt, I'iiled King.
dom abstaining. It failed to carly because of the negative vote of France.
19. Third Greek case, ,Seplembef 16, 10,4T.--lhe t'ild States resoltllo, requetig the (,lmieral Ass(,Il)ly tv coisiher the (isiit( I {,l.wen (Griee, and her
northern neighbors and to make any recommeI ndat I oi which It deems al)lirol)riat o
under the clrcumlstances, receive'l nine atlirnalltlv votes i)bt.failhd t0 carry

keaulse of the Int'gnt ive vote of Ill 1 S.S . It.

20. Third Greek case, .4 plrmbr 1/. I'.-'l'ie
United States challngedI ile
ruling of the President I lia th, (, ison set. forthIt 19 was )iue
(f substance amd
therefore failed to carry because of the opposition of the U7.S.S. It. The Umited
70921-48---81
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States resolution, that the question be deemed one of procedure, received eight
affirmative votes, with Syria abstaining and Poland and the U. S. 8. It. voting in
the negative. It failed to carry because of the nogativo vote of the U. 8. 8, R,
(NOTE.-19 and 20 could b considered one veto rather than twe. Newspaper
accounts listed those as two vetoes.)
21. Membership of Italy, October 1,1047 '-Ulon reconsi(eration of the lieniher.
ship application or Italy nine meliers of tb., Securlty Couicll favortil the
admisio of Italy, with U. 51.S. R. and Poland votilg in the negative. The
apJllcatlon flled becalsge of the negative vote of the U. S. S. It.
22. lemnbership of Finland, October 1, 1047.-The applieathlin of Finilanid for
meniliershil) in the IUnitrd Nations received nine afliranat v(,votes, with 11.8. 8. II.
anid Poland voting fi the negative. It failed to carry because of the Illgative
vote of U. S. S. It.
23. Membership of ltoly, April 10, 1048.-Tli, real)plication of Italy for In.
blrship ii the United Nntions received ninle aflirmnative votes, with U. S. 8. II.
and the 'kraie vothig in the negative. The application failled to carry becausO
of the negative vote of tle U. S. S. It.
ExcVrpT Fnoxt ADDnupis BY TIR JIO.ORAnhE (IEonaIn C. MAnRsiAI, ,SzclIMTARlY OF STATE, IIEFOIE TIE GENERAL AsSE,%iBL.Y OP TilE UNITED NATIONS,
SEPTE.intnl 17, 197-1
The eltective operation of the United Nations Security Council is one Eofthe
eruhcil coIi(litioins for th niniennnci
of international security. The exerelko of
the veto power in the Security Council has tho closest bearing on the success and
the vitality of tho United Ntlions.
in the past the United States has been reluctant to encourage proposals for
changes fi tfe system of voting i the Security Council. Leaving accepted the
Charter provisions on Iols subject and having joined wil liother porilaiit liiii.
bers at San Francisco in a statement of general attitude toward the question of
pernianelininber uaimality, we wished to pornit ftill opportunity for practical
testing. Wo were always filly awaro that the successful operation of the rnle of
iiianiility woull reqiilro the exercise of restraint by the permanent members,
aal(I we so expressed ourselves at San Francisco.
It Is our hope that, despite our experience to (late, sich restraint vill lieprac.
ticed in the future by the permanent members.
The abuse of the right of unanin.
1t3 has prevented tie Security Council from fulfilling Its trite functions. That
hIas lvei especially true In cases arising under chapter VI anti in the admission of
now members.
Tie Government of the United States has come to the conclusion that the only
practicable method for Improving this situation is a liberalization of tilevoting
procedure in tlhe Council.
The United States would be willing to accept, by whatever means may 1)0
aplirolriate. tile
elimination of the unanhnity requirement with respect to matters
arising undcr
chapter VI of the Charter, and such anatters'as applications for
.
4
melibershiip
We recognize that this is a matter of signifleance and complexity for the Umilte1
Nations. We consider that the problem of how to achieve the oh)jective of liheralization of the Sectarity Council voting procedure deserves careful study. (,onseqlantly, wo shall propose that, this matter I)0referred to a special eoininilittee0
for study, and report to the next sessloi of the Assomly. Measures should he
lressed concurrently in the Security Council to bring nl)otit inllproveinents within
the existing provisions of the Chaiter, through amnendmenlts to the rules of pro.
cclure, or otiaer feasible means.
The scope aid complexity of the problems on the agenda of tills As.semlly have
given rise to the que.stlon whetiler the General Assonlly can adequately discharge
Its responsibilitle, liits regular, annual sessions. 'TIiere is liIlt to tliniiiii)r of
Items which cai receive thorough considerate ion during the few weeks fii
which this
body iets.
Thero woihl seelii
to be a (lefllilte nee( for COistailt attention to
tile work of the Assembly in order to (eal with Continuing problems. Occaional
special sessions aro not enough. The General Assenlly has a definite and con-
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tinulng mponsibility, under articles 11 and 14 of the Charter, in the broad field
of political security and the preservation of friendly relations among nations.
In our fast-nioving world allannual review of developments litthis field is not

suiflcicnt.

The facilities of the General Assembly must be developed to meet this need.
I am therefore proposing, today that this Assembly proceed at this session to
create itstadiiing contititteo of tie General Assembly, which might 1)0 known as
time Interim Committee on Peaco and Security, to serve until tle beginning of
its third regular session next Sopteaber. The Committee would not, of course,
Impinge on matters which are the primary roiponsibility of the Security Councll or
of spjecial commissions, bilt, suibjoct to that, it might consider situations and
disputes impairing friendly relations brought to its attention I)ymember states
ursuiant to articles I1 and 14 of the charterr and report
or byhe Security (ounmcll
to the Assembly or to tie Secuirity (onell thereon; recommend to the menibors
the calling of special sessions of tie General Assomndly vhon necessary; and might
reluort at the iiext regular session on the desirability of cstablishing such a cornmittce on a permanent basis.
In our opinion, every member of the United Nations should be seated on this

bodv.

Yhll'
creation of tile Interim Committee will make the facilities of the General
Assembly continually available during this next year to all Its members. It will
strengthen the nnachlinery for peacefull settlement anid place the responsibility for
such settlenicnt. broadly mpon all the members of the Unitod Nations. Without
infringing oil the jurisdiction of time Security Coumil, it,
will provide an unsur.
paised opportuiity for continuing study after the adjournment of this Assembly,
of tile
proloeioR with which tho United Nations must contend Ifit is to succeed.

EXCEmirT Fi(-tos
AtimEuss fy A.IIIASA=)Oit

W'ARREt=.:NIt. At'8TI., UNITED
STATES IRINPREENTATIV AT TIM SEAT OF TIM' UNITEPl NATIONS BEFORE T1lH
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOI TiE] UNITED NATIONS, NEW YORmK 6Yz,
-EPTEDES 20, 1017.
* * * We are not divided In all the councils of the United Nations. Quite
to the contrary-we are In many and varied organs and activities united. The
votes there are seldom close; they are almost always overwhelming.
This cooperation In votes anld works develops strength and confidence to extend
the front of collective security. Our task is to maintain the degree of unity we
have achieved while patiently striving for agreement in those controversial areas
where substantial change In old habits of thought and living are involved.
People are apprehensive over the continue([ obstruction of a small minority,
particularly when a decisive majority requires one of those minority votes.
Noverthol(ss,tle ,determined unity of the many may ultimately win the cooperation
of the few. TInthe United Nations every issue and every proposal Issubmitted
to exhaustive discussion in the open. Replresentatlves of member states patiently
work out compromises and improve upon their original suggestions as a cose.
quence of acquired understanding of varied Interests.
The representative who casts a negative vote usually%records the reasons for his
opposition. If the frequent obstruction of the will of the majority appears contrary to tie policies and principles of tileUnited Nations, such continued opposition strengthens rather than weakens the nity of the many. In the long run
enlightened self-interest of the minority will be found in giving life. not death, to
the Charter principles. It is far too early in the short lifo of the United Nations
to discount the possibility of whining uanlmity through tle patient formulation
of majority positions. Ift
the majority firmly adheres to the great objectives of
the Charter, I believe we can work ouir way up to unanimity.
Now lot me refer to sotne applications of tho foregoing, In l)articular, to the use
made of tei veto which has raised doubt atid forebodings.
As the United Nations was conceived, three great principles animated it;
namely, universality, soverlign equality, aid ummaninity of tie great powers as
the only sure guaranty of perfect collective security.
P'rfection alone Is Invidnerable. Our awareness of present human and governmental characteristics, howover, impels action approximating, though not reaching, the goal.
ve conttinue
to regard the unanimnty of the great powers as the best. guaranty of collective
security, If peace is the objective of the great powers, is Ilbelieve It is, the world
will have peace because of their umnanimity. Pray (led the world may have
peace in spite of (lisunity of time great powers.
Ilealisn In respect of iiecd for the veto calls for balanced thought regarding pro.
posals to eliminate or severely restrict Its tise.
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We favor use of the rule of unanimity only for tle purpose Intended, Such use
can be defined more precisely than i lia;'hcen. If world opinion is convinced
and determined that all Issues being considered under the placlfl settlements
provision of chapter VI, and such matters as applications for meilhershlp in the
United Nations should be immune front the veto, I believe these objectives could
be reached. This woul comprehend suci functions of chapter VI as negot (at ion,
inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, and the like.
The United States is not wedded to any particular method or to any timetable
in the pursuit of our objective to increase tho effectiveness of the Socurity Council.
It is my hope that the Security Council Itself will develop its own rules and
practices In a way that will eontrilute substantially toward this goal.
Many qluestiois which have been regarded as ublstnntive could be classified
as procedural and not smIbject to veto hv the adoption of ai appropriate rule with
the concurrence of the permanent members.
It Is our dekirp tW extendd a most thorough and searching examination into all
the aspects of this question. We, therefore, have proposedthat the Assembly

establish a committee to stuly the entire issue and make suitable recommends.

tions to the next session. Moral energy generated among the peoples of all
nations would promote achievement of the comlmitteo's objective.
Tlue scopo of |his inquiry would not now include tile application of the unaniity
prihcileI to the enforcement l)rovisln.s-rul)t tire of diplomatle relations, economic
sanctions, or uso of force--which ire found lit chapter tVII of tile Charter.
A strikhiig evidence of iour
reliance on tlie (tovelomnt of a broad collection
will is our proposal for a General Assembly Imterim Commilteo )n Peace and
Secuirltv. Between Itsyearly meetings we i)ellove the General Assembly should
have tio means of carrying imt its atithority as described litarticles I 1 and 14.
Thiui this body of all the meniber nations could c(ndue on-the-spot. investita.
tim littroubled areas. It could call to the attention of the Security Comcill
situations threatening the peace. It could recommend tile calling of a special
session of the Assembly. And it could study v:arlous ways of making existing

maclinery operate iore effeclively.

I know this plan to enable all the member states to act effectively together lit
support of the Charter mill 1e welcomed by the members of this association. I
recall that the Idea of permanent Assemlbly committees was contained In the
thoughtful report, made recently by your research affiliate, the Co mission to

Study the Organization of the eace. *I feel sure that the authors of that l)rol osal

will favorably regard this effort to make continuously available to the nations
of the world the powers of the Geral Assembly to promote friendly relations
between states.
The Charter in its very first article Introduce.; the key words "effective collective measuress'
These wordA and the man, other action i)ihrases thrmghout. the
Charter clearly establish the United Xatlons as means for mol)ilizing and using
the power nit4 authority of the member states to carry out the pledges and prinell)les to which they subscribed.
As you know I'have recently returned front the Rio Conference. There the
nations of this hemnisl)here set nit
example in agreements for "effective collective
measures" to maintain l)eaee. At Rio, 19 members of tle United Nations.strengi
.Ioned the World Organization by undertaking specific responsibilities fo' colleiive
tiecurity in our henislhere and for discharging their obligations as a group untider
the Charter.
The treaty drawn at Rio provides us with machinery to carry out both the
methods of pacific settlement and of self-defense as referred to in'the Charter of
the United Nations. It creates effective organs of consultation and collective
action to function in accordance with a system of speciflo measures to insure
peace lit
this hemisphere. That treaty, therefore, builds a foundation of security
on which to rear the superstructure of the economic anti social progress of this
hemisphere. Froi this huge reservoir of peace and orderly progress the Viuted
Nations inav draw strength and increaei authority in its world-wide effort to
aptly the principles of neighborly relations.
Tile use of the veto fitthe Securlty Council, which prevented a majority of
nine from taking "effective collective nuensures'" to prevent aggresiot ulion
Greece, do(s not prove that the United Nations is Itowerles to pXerforin this
fuunetion. The General A.embIh will have an opportmilty to coish| er collective
defense of her territorial integrity' and independence. 'A hnjority of th( Uilted
Natlous has the power md the authority, within the Charter, to tak, effective
collective measures which they agree ma Ix,necessary for tlme defense of Greece.

This Is aimillstration of the capacity of the United Nations to activate its principles and policies ained at the mallenanceo of peaee.
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UNITED STATES MISSION TO Tnw UNITED NATIONRI PIPtPS JIELEASE NO. 401,
MAi:li 10, 1048-UNiTEl STATES IRHOPOsAI.S1 TO 'I iMEINT:iIIM CO1IMI'rEE, ON

rIM' PI'iOnLI.&i OF VOTIN(1 iN TimE, SEcuirv CommCIL
BY a resolution adopted on November 21, 1047, the General Assembly roquesteid its Interim Coinnl itce to"1. Consider the problem of voting In tile Secrilty Council, taking into nocount all ltroposals which hav been or may he sul)iiitted )y Members of the
United Nations to the second session of tho General Asseibly or to the Interii Committee;
"2. Consult with any comnmit tee which the Security Counell itnay designate
to cooperate with the Interim ('onmittee in the stidy of tle l)roblleln
"3. lleport, with Its cotcluslotis, to the thlrd sessioii of tlie (oneral
Assemtliy, the rei)ort to lie transmitted to the Secretary-GOnieral not later
thian 15 Jtilv 1048, and by the Hecretary-uenoral to the Miimber States and to
the General Asemblv.'
Ott Jaiutary 9, 1048, Ifie Interim Committee, )y resolution, asked that. proo1s1 oiltt the problem of votlhig in the Security Council be tratisltitted to tle
l~eretary-(eneral oil or before March 15, 1048.
In accordance iith theso resolutions, the United States delegation will illbinit
the attach d proposals.
UNITED STATES PROPOSALS TO TIlE INTERIM COMMITTEE ON TlE PROBLEM OF
VOTING IN TIE SECURIITY COUNCIL

I. Study of categories of Security Council decisions
A. The Interlin Committee should study the categories of decisiolns 1w0hich the
Security Council is rc(itilre(! to nake In carrying Oima the functions eitrusted to
It under the Charter ald the Statite of the Interiatiotal Coulrt of Justice and
should report to the (General Assetmbly those categories of decisiois which itI its
Judgment, In order to ensure the ofecilvo exorclsoby the eourity Council of its
responsibilities under the Charter, should lie mado by an aMrtnativo voto of
seven members of the Security CoUill, whether or not such categories are regarded as procedural or Itonprocedural. (A provisional proposed list of such
categories is attached.)
B. Tile Interin Committee should recommend to the General Ass,)inbly:
(1) That the General Assembly accept tile conclusions of the Interin Coin.
rnittee's Report; and
(2) That the General Assembly as a first stop recommend to the pertnalient
members of the Security Council that they inutually agree that
oillhvoting
procedures be followed, and that steps be taken to miako thelh agreement
effective.
II. Consultation among permanent members
The Interim Committeo should recommend to tho General Assembly that in
order to improve the functioning of the Security Council the General Assembly
recommend to the permanent members of the'Security Council that wherever
feasible consultations should take place among their concerning important
decisions to bo taken by the Security Council.
[AftaclimentJ
Provisional list of categories of Security Council decisions which the United States
proposes should be made by an affirmative vote of seven members, thcther or not
such categories are 1-egarded as procedural or nonprocedural
1. Decisions with respect to admission of states to membership II the United

Nations, pursuant to article 4 (2).

2. Decisions to bring a question relating to the maintenance of international
peace andi sectirity before the general Assembly plirstiit, to article I 1 (2).
3. Decisions to reqiiesti
the reconilsttdatiltiln of tile ]elieral Assentbly cottcertiing
a matter relating to the imailtenalnee of international peace ind security
being dealt with by the Security Cmiol llrsuant to article 12 (1).
4. Decisions to ceawe dealing wit t a matter rolatinit to t ie nintenance of
international peace and security puIrsuiant to article 12 (2).
5. Decisions with respect, to th client of the Security Conlcil to the notiflea.
tons made by the Secretary-General under articl; 12 (2).
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6. Decisions with respect to the request directed by the Security Council to the
Becretary.Goenoral that he convoke a special session of the G]enoral Assembly
under article 20.
7. Suhmisslon or annual and special reports from tile Security Council to the
General Assembly pursuant to article 24 (3).
8. Decisions of the Secrity Counell as to whether a matter is procedural within
the meaning of article 27 (2).
9. Determination of the parties to a dispute and the existence of a dispute for
the purpose of deciding whether a member of the Security Council shall
be required to abstain from voting pursuant to article 27 (3).
10. Decisions concerning tho manner of the organization of the Socurity Council
pursuant to article 28 (1).
11. Decisions concerning the the and place of Its regular and periodic meetings
pursuant to article 28 (2) and article 28 (3).
12. Establishment of subsdiary organs purslunt to article 20.
13. The election of a Preident" pirsuiant to article 30.
14. Adop)tion of titles of Proc(hire imrsuant to article 30.
15. Decisions to permit the participation of members of the United Nations in
the discussion of any cjestlon wMro the Coniell considers that the Interests
irstait to article 31.
of thw nenher are seclallh affected pI
10, Decisions to Invite a itetiler state, whihh is tit a nwimier of the Recmity
Council or a state not a monalwr of the UnIted Nations which is a l),Iriy
to a dispute mida(er consideration by the Couneil to partllpate without
vote in the discussion relating to tho diispute Imrsttant to article 32,
17. Decisions with respect to conditions for the participation of a state which Is
not a member of the UnIted Nations it tito Socurity Councll (iscusslons
in aecor(ianco with article 32.
18. Decisions to consider and discuss a matter brought to the attention of the
Connell,
19. Deciions to call umon the parties to a dispute to Rettle their dJrpuito by
peaceful means of their own choice pumruant. to article 33 (2).
20. Decisions to Investigate a (lisputo or a situantion which might lead to international friction or give rio to a (dipute pursuant to article 31.
21. Decisions t,) recommend appropriate procedures or inelhodi of adtistnient of
a dispute or situation endangering the maintenance of International peaco
and security, pursuant to article 30 (I).
22. Dcei.sions of the Securlty Conell prNrsnt to article 30 (3) to recommend to
the I)artles to a legal disputee that the (li utO shoid )o referred I)%the
part ies to the Internatlonal Court of Justitce in accordance with provisions
of the state tte of the Court
23. Decision-4 to make recotnnlndatlons at the reqlesv t of all partiest to a (lisplto
with a view to Its l)aeifle settlement, irsnttt to article 39.
2h. Deeislonq to request a.sistance front the Ecoiomi antid Social Coticil pursu.
ant to article 05.
25. Reference of a legal question to the Tnternationfil Court of Justice for an
advisory opinionipursuant, to article 06 (1).
20. Decision to convoke a conference to review the Charter prior to the tenth
annual aision of the Ceneral Assembly ptursuant. to article 109 (1).
27. Decision to convoke a eontference to review the charter r sitbsemeimnt to the
to article 100 3).
tenth annual soosion of tie general A stemblv prant,
28. Election of Iudies of the Internntional Coutrt of ,1u1stiee jiir.siont to nrtirl'e 4
(I). arlicle 10 (1) of the Stat tatof the Courl (art. 10 (21 of the stntitePQ
20. Decisions of the Securitiy COteil determining tlie cnndillon. slider which a
state which it a party to tie present, -4tatuto of the Internalionnl Ccrt of
Jltice, bitt which is not a netuiber of the Mhaited .Nntinlu, inav lArtlicilate
in electing the members of tho Court pur.uant to Article 4 (3) of the stalilto
of the Court.
30. Appointtntut of eonforees In eontipetlon with election of fndges of the Titter.
to article 12 of the statlte of the ('clrt
national (Cottrt of .TutIt il plursuant
I
(art. 10 (2) of tihe statute).
31. Determinatinn of tie date of election of Jutrlesq of the Tnt ernatlonal Court of
,Tiatico pursuant to article 14 of tie statute of the Court.
I Thev 'eicislons are made by "an absolute majority of votos in the (Ienoml As.,smbl and in tho .,'cirity
Oouncl,"
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ExcEulT FEoM

ARTICLE

MA. HAMILTON Fisu
AFFAIRS, OCTOBER 1947
BY

AJMSTRONO,

FOazION

We are right to be dissatisfied with tile condition of the world 2 years after
the vlotory, but we would be wrong to lot our sense of batflement persuade us to
change tle direction of our policy. Tile direction roinains the sanito and so long
as our Governmiont keeps Its compass sot by the samo star the public will leave
it free to show tile greatest resourcefulness and vigor of which it is capable.

\Ve

no longer boast as Ambassador George Harvey (lid with such inetfable coinplaceney in 192: "Tie National American policy is to have no foreign policy."
We have a foreign policy and we believe ill it. Its cornerstone is support for the
prilnciples and purposes of tile United Nations as set forth in articles 1 and 2
of tile Charter, and we should like to build on and up from tills cornerstone Inl
accordance witl tile blNueprint agreed upon at San Francisco. The United
Nations has find successes, notably in dealing with tihe Iranian crisis and tile
affair of the Corfb Channel. ht its attempts to sol'e the fundamental problenLs which are today causing tie world's greatest anxieties have left many of
its adherents wondering whether, all differing ideas aq to procedure aside,*tho
menibers at present do really have Identical 8hits. For its efforts to agree on
nethodls for controlling atomic energy, providing forces for international police
ptirposes, IinditlIg arllanlots, discouraging and restraining aggression, even for
concerting action for economic recovery, have been paralyzed, directly or Indirectly, by what Mr. Stireson elsewhe re in those pages calls the "everlasting
no" of one power.
In attempting to carry out the purposes of the United Nations we have already
been forced in one instance to go outside its framework. We have lauilled tile
attempt to restore tile self-support and self-reliance of the battered E'uropoan
nations by direct coop)erative action, not because we or tile other nations concerned
wisil to Ignore tile United Nations but because its economic oigans are still in a
formative stage and because the work to be done cannot wait on the veto of one
power.

Similarly, If there comes from that power only an "everlasting no" to every
attempted preparation for dealing with aggression we may be forced to find a way
of reinforcing fite United Natiols itself, to tile end that its faithful members who
wish to carry out their obligations under the Charter may have tile means to do
so. A possible riethod would be for a grounlp of members of tie United Nations to
enter into a supplementary protocol binding themselves to resist aggre.vion if
two-thirds of them agreed t)lt tile terms of the Charter required action and If ti
Security Council had failed to act. The obligation to resist aggression is laid
upon al members Ill articles I and 2 of tie Charter, which sot forth the Organization's purposes and principles; the suggested supplementary action woliud ho
taken by virtue of article 51, which reserves to Inllbers the hifibrelt right (if individual or collective self-defense if a member is the victim of varied attack an(d If
the Security Council fails to take tile inesure necessary to maintain International
peace and security.
The two-thlirds najoritv suggestecd for bringing the protocol
into effect woldd correspond to that fixed at 1tie for starting action 1der the iIew
hemisphere treaty. lemembering that the failure of tile Geneva protocol of 1024
was tile real turiIng point in tile hi story of tile League of XatiolIs, we illight Con.
oider whether an instrument Sul)ploei litilg
tile Charter while remaining true to
its spirit might not give a now impetus to tile deliberations at Lake Success and
Flushing Meadows.

FEDERAL UNION, INC.: TE FEDERALUNION PLAN AT A OI,.lANCk

The federal union plan would secure freedom, recovery, and peace by ulliting
lited States a1d other civil Ilhrtv democracies i a federal union of the free,
modeled oil tile I'llted ,Sttes C stitidion. This lIeW relullc wouldlh tile
tile

nilekus for a world goverimlet.
'hnt i, it would lie designed to grow by federsting with other nations as this Iecalle practicahle, intielh as the t'lIted States
grew from 13 to 18 States.
'ening its growth into a government of, by, 8n11(
for
all tie people oil earth, it, would le a inemher of the I *N.
Civil-Iiherly deliocraeles pre those IltionS that have proved most capahl of
assurilig tile ill(livhhlll fr((dom of see(-ii, press, and other I)asic liberties covered
I., o1r terii, hill or riilts. They Icide flit' 'nit(d States, Canaida Iritain,
Pire, hIollaild, lielgiuim, lrance, Switzerlinld, )en~mark, Norway, Sweuen, Now
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Zealand, Australia, the Union of South Africa, YOUl might add i few more. As
the free peoples center mainly on the Atlantic, their union is ofto called a trans.
Atlatilo uiion.
A federal union of the free Is an iterstalo government so made as to keep you,
the cltizen, free and soverelgii. li the 11011,am it yolr iatlon or state, you
elect the lawmakers, aid their laws aroeiforced(I oII yoIt 11dividutllv. ]'owe.r is
divided between the 1111oli a11(Iyour natlonial government with a view to advaticing
thertlb yoilr liberty, lprosplerlty, pence.
'1'o division of powers between the unionlm
a(l the national goverline11.t, uii(d
the character of the ulIion's oxecutiive, ltglslativp, alli( jndlcial (elpart1ments,
woulld )e decided hy a colistitttuoial convenrtioi, subject to ratifleation 1)y each
deumocraev.
The m11iioui's powers should inelicl the sole right to conduct foreign relatlio,
ailltaill armed forces, IsstiH elirrelcyov, reRglate commerce anIdl coll1nienill9tiliq
between mellllber 1iiitiois, grill llll eiti, shill). It should, of course, hmave the
pow(r to tax, (1ii(1 to nphordl its bill of rights.
l e fIrst federal 11111o) of the free wIImforlitle by the iited States. The
Swiss, Calmdians, and ,oith Afrleamis lae ma)de, miece.Nfuil miultllanguage
federal liot1.1.
Freedom for tll mOn equally through al evr-growiig federal il
i of the freethat, iit short, Is the federal-lolm )hal.
CITIMENS COMMITTEE

F"OR UNITED

'XATIOuM RFOusI,

IN.: Tit): QUoTA FORrE

PI'AN FOR UtNITED NATIONS REFORM
FIRST REFORM: A1ROI,1811 TilE VETO IN MATTERS

OP A

III-ERSION

1. 1)eflne aggrest4hii in tlp Charter, as all altack with weapons of violence hy
a state or its eitizems agaiist the terril orv of 0iIother state.
2. ])eflne lprelarat ion for aggressioi iitlliho Charter, as the irodlction of alomic
wealpons, prodllcthi of (Ither important armam it )eyonid agree(l quotas, or
refusal to st111111t to iluix ellon.
3. Aholish the veto lii the Secltrity Conell in matters sPecifleally concerning
aggressii and preparation for ngicris.ioiil.
It Is not the '"lhle"'oftit, veto,
but the legal right to veto, which minllt .e aholished if (he Security Collnil is
not to remned a )erl)ettuoly hung jury. The Uiited States has oflllally proposed
that tho veto Ie abolished IlI Chapter VI. 'Is i not entotigh. We unu t elimtole
the present right of a nlajor iIower, Umi(hr elnptwr V[, to rearm for aggression,
attack its neighbor, anld then veto ally attempt, of the Security Coulmll to do
anything about it.
4. ]eorgailze tie Secrity Council so that, witlhoit. the veto, the six iionlermalent inemhers fron tie sinaller states calilt(lOlt vole the five lxrelitaneltt llelmlers.
S
,ggested
represenmtation: Two memnhers each from itled tates, Blritain, and
Rn.sla; one each from Franeti mid China, and two selected collectively Iy the
smaller metuiher states. Thils new rei)ree-entatioli recognizes tile premelnt power
position of tlit, major itathms, Int, gives the smaller states fa tew collective power.
5. Estalish a world court (or reorganize lie literitaloml Court, of justice)
to deeidi- wiien aggressoi and preparat ion for aggression has occurre(d, to interpret
the reformed UN Charter, at1(l to enforee its provlislons onl both governments a1(1
ldivihials. The compoIsitioll of tile cOlrt should hie similar to that. of tile
reformed Secuirity Coutmeil. A string jlielarr will 11111hlanco the executivelegislative power of the reformed Seeritv Counci I.
Ilestlts: Tile first reform estalblishes a'higher law (no aggression or preparation
for aggresslon) and a stroing amid(l
workable lody to ahnhister that law (reformed
Security Counell and world court). lmit the Untied Stalr 1id other ulemers
need gIve tip only what they have already surrendered in prilile-tho "right"
to wage aggressive war.
SECOND

REFORM:

CONTROL

ATOMIC

ENER(OY AND LIMIT
WEAI'ONR

ALL OTHER

IMPORTANT

1. Control of atomic energy: F.tahlish an Atoinlc Development Authority
responsihle to the reformed, %vetoles.Spetrity Comiell, (or the rigil control d1
atomic weapons it accordance with tie offlelal Uiited States plait (Baruell proposal). Follow a similar lIrocelnre with other weapons oif lalmt destruction,
meh aq bacteriological wenpons. The illegal produnctiou or use of those atomic
an1d other super weapons shall be amilsltely Irohil)ite(d.
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2, Wjorhl juota disarmaient In ofher Important weapons (war planes, warshills, etc.): Gi e the Hecurity Council the right to fix yearly the total quantity
Ill specified categories that nay lie producedd iln the world. Of this total quantity
ia'or powers .will have the right to )rodllce a cerlaini qlwta,
eae, of thoie
pecfledll ii th Chaer, which It may not exceed; the rcinatiig nieniber states
will avo a collective quota, to be 1 )(liced in thr territories by all Armaient
Authority respoiislblo to litho

ectirty Coulcil.

Thus the amotit of imporiait

arnamit produced Ili the world call gradually be reduced almost to zero. Iut
the relative strength (of tihe major powers amil the collective of small atilrits will
s
remain colimlt, as deterniiied )y their production (luotas. Sluggest(ed (luota enough for defense, not mougigh for tiggresiomi-are: Unilted States, iritain, ali(
Russla, 20 percent each; Fralice and China, 10 percent each; the smaller miiemher
states through tile Arumamient Authorityv, 20 percent collectively.
3. I'nforcelmient: Give the Securit.\ otlncil the power an( respoisl)illty of
enforcing the above provisions, by iraittining admu(inft, staffs of inspectors with
full ritthts (if access to tile territories of member states.
4. InI the event that alt major st e refuses Io partici)ate In the world (ollota

(li.arlmalilelit, ti1e citota, of of her major sqtaten shall he increased proporthialely,
The'SecurilY ('oiincil ity also (leeree all extra (iuota of product ion to make
cerlti that
finally, otltIlo stato will be faced with overwhelming organize(I strength.
The outside slato should soon realize tlie folly of trying to colmlpeto withlihe rest
of tile world, and(l join in the ltila disarnialment.
tiesults: The second reform achieves humait.'s goal of eont rolled (isarmialimeit,
elinlates the back-breaking hnd of tle armamnit race, and Iphlemets resolht,Iom already Iasse( by the UVN generall Aseomihly.
lTIID

IEFOIIM: SATAfII.IAI

AN' EFFC:('TIVE' BUT TYVIANNY-PROfOF
FORCE

WORD POLICE

The world police force will consist of two parts: ''lho active force will hIo an

International coiitingeint, recriled front tie small nations oily'; the reserves will
be fie linational contingetits, front the major powers. It will lie organized as

follows:
1. Set ul) aii International conii igent, maintained by t he Secuirlty Conllcll under

Its direct control, coiisimig of voliiteers fronit the smallerr member states olly.
This will b a Ir(fessionmal army highly paid ani highly rallied, stationed In

special Internationalized bases an i teiimporarily Il Germany alnld elsewhere as tile
only troops of occulpatlot.
1. 'lquil the Interminaoial contingent, with the collective quota of heavy arnmament Irodlce( Iy tIe armanolmt authority ii tile smaller neliler states,

Its

strenigth will tihls I)o alutollatically Imllited by the sniall niatlons' )rohuetion qiota
of armialliett.
3. (lve lte Secuitily Councll time poWei to iiiove the International contingent
Immediately against any state (or citizens) found guilty 1).' tile world court of
aggression or preparation for aggression. The ititeriatitOal coimlitigenit Is certain
to support tile authority of the ITN, ;itie its imeners come from the smaller
states whoso onlv hope of survival is all effective Iiternalioiial organization.
4. t'so tile iaional arln(l forces of the five major l)owers a national contingents, to serve as reserves to he hliteriatiomtl cotthigent if iircessary. 'Tliese
national srmled forces will remalai tinder comldete
control (if their respective governImetits; but their strength h will lie aolmtll t ally limile(l by their productlioni qlotas
of arilatnelit a iprovi(led Imthe second reform.
Results: 8iln'e tlme interlitonal coithimgent is limited to one-fifth of the world's
arned streigtlh It cannot become a world t.vraliiiy. Siiice the national arlmiedl
forces of the live major powers are also limiel,
ille of Iellni call successfully
defy tile UN; but they retain their owln arimedl forces for defense,
Oluce the Iternatil(nul coiitimigeiit is organize(, it will very probably not be
necessary to u1se it. 'Thie fact thit Is there, realy for itanlt act ll, backIed l )
if iliecessarv by the iatlomial colit ingemits, Is eimigh to dleor aliV goverlilelut, fromt
miraklig the fatal decision of rexorl to force. No government, is likely to commit
aggression if it knows iii advaice that it. cannot win.
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BY

UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS FIRST GENEIAAL
ST. Louis, Mo., NovEMIIFR 1-2, 1947

ASSEMnLY,

Resolved, That a world federal government must initially be based upon tile
following principles and include the following powers:
PRINCIPLES

(1) Membership: Participation in the world federal government should be open
at all times to all nations without the right of secession.
(2) Reservation of powers: All powers not delegated to the world federal governinent should be reserved to the nations and their peoples in order to guarantee to
each nation its right to maintain its own domestic, political, economic, social, and
religious institutions.
(3) Enforcement of world law: World law should be enforceable (lirectlv upon
individuals.
(4) Balanced rel)resentation: Representation in the legislative body should be
determined upon a just formula recognizing population, economic dev'elo mient,
educational level and other relevant factors; each representative to vote its an
individual.
(5) Bill of rights: The world constitution should include a bill of rights assuring
equal and adequate protection to persons affected by the constitution and laws
of the world federal government.
(6) Revenue: The world federal government should have authority to raise
dependable revenue under a carefully defined and limitd but direct taxing power
independent of national taxation.
(7) Amendments: Reasonable provisions should be made for amendment of the
constitution.
POWERS
Such legislative, executive, and judicial powers as may be found necessary to thu
)reservation of peace should 1)e delegated to the world federal government. These
should certainly Include at least the following provisions which should be incorportated in the world constitution itself:
(1) Provisions prohibiting the possession by any nation of armaments and forces
beyond an approved level required for internal policing.
!i
(2) Provisions requiring control by the world federal government of tie dangerous aspects of atomic energy development and of other scientific developments
easily diverted to mass destructionn.
.1
(3) Provisions requiring such world Inspection, police and armed forces as may
be necessary to enforce world law and provide world security.
(4) Other powers: We recognize that although some world federalists believe
that such limited powers would be sufficient as a beginning, others are convinced
that any world organization to be effective, even at tire start. must have broader
powers to bring about peaceful change in the direction of a free and prosperous
world community.
Such differences as exist among world federalists on this point
are mainly questions of timing. There is full agreement that we should move as
rapidly as possible to a world federal government with authority and power to
legislate on other basic causes of International conflict.

STRUCTUIlE OF THE UNITED NATIONS
COMMIT-TE

To FRAME A WORLD CONSTITUTION: PRELIMINARY
WORLD CONSTITUTION, PUBLISHED MAnCH 1948

DRAr

OF A

PREAMIILM
Tle people of the earth having agreed
that tile advancement of man
in spiritual excellence and )hyslcal welfare
is the common goal of mankini;
that universal pence is the prerequisite
for the pursuit of that goal;
that justice in turn is the prerequisite of peace,
and peace and justice stand or fall together;

that Iniquity and war in.,sejarahly spring
from tile competitive anarchy of the national states;
that therefore the age of nations must end,
and the era of humanity begin;
the governments of Ila nations have decided
to order their separate sovereignties
in one government of justice,

to which they surrender their arms;
and to establish, as they do establish,
this Constitution
as the covenant and fundamental law
of the Federal Republic of the World.
DECLARATION OF DUTIES AND RIGHTS

A
Tile universal government of justice as covenanted and pledged in this Constitution is founded on tile Rights of Man.
The principles underlying the Rights of Man are and shall be permanently
stated In tile Ditty
of everyone everywhere, whether a citizen sharing in tile responsibilities
and privileges of World Government or a ward and pupil of tile World Commonwealth:
to serve with word and deed, and with productive labor according to his
ability, the spiritual and physical advancement of the living and of those to
colie, as the common cause of all generations of men;
to do unto others as lie would like others to do unto him;
to abstain from violence
except for the repulse oi violence as commanded or granted under law.
B
In tile context therefore of social duty and service, and In conformity with the
unwritten law which philosophies and religions alike called the Law of Nature
and which the Republic of the World shall strive to see universally written and
enforced by positive law:
it shall be tie right of everyone everywhere to claim and maintain for
himself and his fellownien:
release from the bondage of poverty and from tile servitude and exploitation of labor with rewards and security according to merit and needs;
freedom o/ peaceful assembly and of'association, in any creed or party or
craft, within tile pluralistic unity and purpose of tile World Republic;
protection of Individuals aid 'groups against subjugation and tyrannical
rule, racial or national doctrinal or cultural, with safeguards for the selfdetertinat Ion of ibinorities and dissenlter;
and any such other freedoms aud franchises as are inherent in man's inalienable claims to life liberty, and the dignity of the human person, and as
the legislators and judges of the World Republic shall express and specify.
0
Tie four elements of life-earth, water, air, energy-are the common property
of the human race. The management and use of such portions thereof as are
vested in or assigned to particular ownership, private or corporate or national or
regional, of definite or Indefinite tenure, of individualist or collectivist economy,
hall be subordinated In each and all cases to the Interest of the common good,
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GRANT OF POWERS

The jurisdiction of the World Government as embodied in Its organs of power
shall extend to:
(a) The control of tie observance of the Constitution In all the component
communities and territories of the Federal World Reptiblic, which shall
be indivisible and one;
(b) The furtherance and progressive fulfilhnent of the Duties and Rights
of Man in the spirit of the foregoing Declaration, with their specific enactment
in such fields of federal and local relations as are described hereinafter [Art.
27 through 331;
(c) The maintenance of peace; and to that end the enactment and promulgation of laws which shall be binding upon communities and 1ponI individuals
as well,
(d) the judgment and settlement of. any conflicts among colpoient units,
with prohibition of recourse to interstate violence,

(e) fhe superivision of and final decision on any alterations of boundaries
between states or unions thereof,
(f) the supervision of and final decision on the forming of new states or
unions thereof,
(g) the administration of such territories as may still be immature for selfgovernment, and the declaration in due time of their eligibility therefor,
(i) the intervention in intrastate violence and violations of law which affect
world peace and justice,
(I) the organization ard disposal of the federal armed forces,
(j) the limitation and control of weapons and of the domestic militias in
the several component units of the World Republic;
(k) The establishment, In addition to the Special Bodies listed hereinfifter
[Art. 8 and 01, of such other agencies as may be conducive to the development
of the earth's resources and to the advancement of physical and intellectual
standards, %ith such advisory or Initiating or arbitrating powers as shall be
determined by law;
0) The laying and collecting of federal taxes, and the establishment of a
plan and a ;udget for federal expenditures,
(m) the administration of the World Bank and the establishment of suitable world fiscal agencies for the Issue of money and the creation and control
of credit,
(n) the regulation of commerce affected with federal Interest,
(o) the establishment, reglilation, and where necessary or desirable, the
operation of nicans of transportation and communication which are of federal
Interest.:
(p) The supervision and approval of laws concerning emigration and
Immigration and the movements of peoples,
(q) the granting of federal passports;
(r) The appropriation, under the right of eminent domain, of such private
or public property as may be necessary for federal use, reasonable compensation being made therefor;
(s) The legislation over and administration of the territory which shall be
chosen as Federal District and of such other territories as may be entrusted
directly to the Federal Government.
2
The powers not delegated to the World Government by this Constitution,
and not prohibited by It to the several members of the Federal World Republic,
shall be reserved to the several states or nations or unions thereof.
THE FEDERAL CONVENTION, THIE PRESIDENT, THE LEGISLATURE

3
The sovereignty of the Federal Revublie of the World resides In the people of
the world. The primnarv powers of the World Government. shall be vested In:
(a) the Federal Convention,
b) the President,
the Council and the Special Bodies,
d) the Grand Tribunal, the Supreme qourt, and the Tribune of the People,
(e) the Chamber of Guardians.
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4
The Federal Convent ion shall consist of delegates elected directly by the people
,,
e for each million of population or fraction
of all states and nations, one dleh'gat
thereof above one-half million, with the proviso that the people of any extant
state, recognized as sovereign in 1915, and ranging between 100,000 and 1,000,000,
shall be entitled to elect one delegate, but any such state with a population
below 100,000 shall be aggregated for federal electoral purposes to the electoral
titit close'4 to its borders.
TIhe delegat(s to the Federal Convention shall vote as individuals, not as members of national or otherwise collect ive representat ions; (except as specified hereinafter, Art. .16, paragraph 2, and Art. .17).
The Convention shall meet in May of every third year, for a session of thirty
days.
The Federal Convention shall subdivide into nine Electoral Colleges according
to tho nine Societies of kindred nations and cultures, or Regions, wherefroin its
members dlerive their powers, such Regions being:
(1) the continent of Europe and its islanils outside the Russian area,
together with the United ling(loa if the latter so decides, and within such
overseas, English- or French- or Cape i)uteh-speaking communities of thie
British Commonwealth of Nations or the French Union as decide to associate
(this whole area here (entatively denoiniated Europa);
(2) the United States of America, with the United Kingdom if the latter
so decides, and such kindred communities of British, or Franco-British, or
Dutch-British, or Irish civilization and lineage as decide to aqsociate
(Alv1ntis) ;
(3) Runii,,lEuropean and Asiatic. with such EasI -Baltic or Slavic or South.
Danubian nations as associate with Russia (Eurasia);
(4) the Near and Middle East, with the states of North Africa, and Pakistan
If the latter so decides (Afrasia);
(5) Africa, south of the Sahara, with or without the South African Union
as the latter may decide;
(6) India, with PakistanIf the latter so decides;
(7) China, Korea, Japan, with the associate archipelagoes of tie Northand Mid-Pacific (Asia Major);
(8) Indochina and Indonesia, with Pakistan if the latter so decides, and
with such other Mid- and South-Pacific lands and islands as decide to associate (Austrasia);
(0) the Western Ilemisphero south of the United States (Columbia).
Each Electoral College shall nominate by secret ballot not more than three
candidates, regardless of origin, for the office of President of the World Rel)ublic.
The Federal Convention in plenary meeting having selected by secret ballot a
panel of three candidates from the lists subinitteol, shall elect by secret ballot one
of the three as President, on a majority of two-thirds.
If three consecutive ballots have been Indecisive, the candidate with the smallest
vote shall be eliminated and between the two. remaining candidates a simple
raajority vote shall be decisive.
0
Each Electoral College shall then nominate by secret and proportional ballot
twenty-seven candidates, originatingfromn'the respective Electoral Area or Region, tor the World Council; with the proviso that one-thlrd and not more than
one-third of the nominees shall not be members of the Federal Convention;
and the nine lists having been presented to the Federal Convention, the Federal
Convention in plenary meeting shall select by secret and proportional ballot nine
Councilmen from each list, with the same proviso as above.
The Federal Convention shall also elect by secret and proportional ballot, on
nominations, prior to the opening of the Convention, by such organizations of
world-wide importance and lawfully active in more than three Regions, as shall bo
designated Ifor the first election by the United Nations Assembly and subsequentlyl by the Council, eighteen additional members, regardless of origin; and
tile total membership of the World Council shall be thus ninety-nine.
.7
The primary power to initiate and enact legislation for the Federal Republio
of the World shall be vested in the Council.
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The tenir(' of the Council shall be three years.

'le ('oieil shll elhet. it,, Chairman, for its whole temtiro of t hree years.
Councilors shall b re-eligible.

8
Within tlo first three years of World Covernment the Comitell and tie President
shall ustablili thret, 8peelil Iodics, liainelv:
(a) a Ilouse of Nationailiti's mit qtats, withl re)reseiitilt ives front (,aeh,
for the sitI'glltirlittg of local istit titiois and aitoiomis nd the protection
of niitnorites'
(h) a Syidical or fmiet iomil 8ente, for t l reprseid at ion of syi(licat vs and
iiioIisiO oeenut, ltiomll assoeJlt oitlmssitlt a,nohelhr eorto:hate irtermsts of I la
r.
atlotitit sighiti(tlllit-'us wetll iis for medtiationor trlitration in no(-jist.iciathlo
issIes calling stcll svl icuts or urn
lts
or ot tier ciorptorate iinernsts;
(c) nit Iist iitftte ol Sciencie, .dtieut it aid Culttire;
eachi of the three bodies wit h such iiniltrshi mild tittires mid coisiiltativo
or preparatory powers as smll he estallislied by lw aid with imoprejmlic Ito
the estali.hiintitit of other advisor. or tehilmial
neies in acordatice with tho
purpo~ss stated hereinlefore [Art. I, k).

9
Within Its first year the(- World (overnment

shall etatllish a Special lody,

to be named Planiihig Agency, of t weiity-oi invners al)t)ointed by fti P r esident, sBject to vetoes by two thirds of tNo councill , for tenures of twelve yeas,
(except tilat the tlrns f;r tilimit ial iniiiluershil shall be staggered! by lot, with
our-t tired of it, seven members, casing front office and being replaced every
fourth y( ar.
It shall be tile function of thl Planning Ageney to (,n'isage the iicoiie of
the Federal Government and! to prepare programs anid Iudg ts for exl)enditlir .4
both for current needs and for lonig-ranige Iml)rovetenits. 'ities, l)rograms ftn(
budgets Shall I' -ll)liitte(t
by tite Presidetit, with his reconlnendations, to tho
Council, as provided hereinafter [Art. 13).
Plans for Inprovenent of tile world's ihysiltil facilities, either public or )rivate,
and for the )ro(tluctive exl)hitltion o" resources anti inv'ntions shall IEv stillmaitted to tile Ageticy or to such Devel opnment Authorities or regional suihagemicies
as it may establish. The Agency shall pass juidglneit oil tho social usefulltiess
of such plaits.
Members of the Planning Agency shall not be re-etligiblo nior shall thly, during
their tenure iii tio Agency, havo membership in any other federal bly.
10
The executive power, together with Initiating power in federal legislation,
shall be vested in the President. 1l1. tenure shall be six years.
Tie President shall not have nembershlp in tile Council.
Tie President shall not be reeligiblo. lie shall not be eligible to the Trlbunate
of the Peoplo until nine years have elapsed sine the exl)iration of is tern.
No two successive Presidents slall originate from the same Region.
11
Time President shall appoint a Chancellor. The Chancellor, with the approval
of the President, shall appoint the Cabinet.
Tit Chancellor shall act as the President's represotative before the CouneIl
In the exercise of legislative ilitiative. The Chancellor and the Cabinet mombors
shall have at any tiio tile privilege of the floor before the Conncil.
But no Chancellor or Cabiiet member shall have a vote or Shall hold membership in tile Council, nor, if lie was a member of the Counell at tile moment of his
executive appointment, shall tie be entitled to resume Ills seat therein when
leaving the executive post unless he be reflected at a subsequent Convention.
No one shall serve as Chancellor for more than six years, nor as Cabinet member
for more than twelve, consecutlvo or not.
No three Cabinet members at any one tio and no two sccesivo Chancellors
shall originate front the same Region.
The Council shall have power to interrogate tile Chancellor and tile Cabinet
and to adopt resolutions on their policies.
The Chancellor and the Cabinet shall resign when tile President so decades
or when a vote of no confidence by the absolute majority of fifty or more of the
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Council is confirmed )y a etsecond slih vote; but, nto second vote shall be taken and
held valid if less than three months have elapsed front the first.
12
The Hessi101n of the (
aW
Mo4uneil,
well 14. 0h1040 Of tile Grand Trilunal and the
SupremO
('ouirt, malll lbe
moiiluous, ext-ept, for one yearly recess of not moro
than ten weeks or two situh recesses of not more than live weeks ealh, as tie body
concerned nmv dotdle,,
ulw Imidgot. of the1 World l overtiment, 1ipon recommendation by ie PhnuirCg
rotoitil,
prusoiivl every Ihrev etirs by the President to the
Aene, sAl l hel
promajority vote* the, sai
whiell's10111 pass It, or reject it i'" whole'lithv ol,
qu r'('rs of lis Conl apro811i
her
1
itlrvals
the Presievdire vo apply whetIn
priaions or al
'eaalof ehlgers.
14
Any Tb gislaion of (ie Counil
he
ofPresidet
b lie
resiepnt, within thirty
Jas f i s passage. ian
('ot eil
Caini o the
veto if ias t1mv vote, bia
tjoiy
of wo-ths,hied
sit)po
shlr, within sixthdis of It, ]rsihil's alin.
i ti- majority Ju(t
of the
ei
l rilmil; [andt(;
such support shll
restdrire
during the tenure of the first President].
15
Ti President.
of tihcalr
iahd
on gioendis of treaon to tie Consimitton, or
GrarlTion of power, or felony, or isanity, or other distso impairing ptermtiote1Vly h
Il
a
aind.
T1 Prei)e
vote of
(melll
h
e fipw
a al wheo
tn
Ire-quarers of the onrll and
thre ,-quarhrs G
of lw T rand ribuinal
e
contur
d the majority of the Suiprei
Cora
validates th legalitly
ne of the proeeaings.
a be iten
er
t h t
thw
e session
If iteiresof
th ixt
,sts
of the Federal Convention, the Cht irman ofb the council shall etme Acting
PreJldt ceuntl the new Convenion
ird ele
i new Presidene;ye
ho Councrl shall
el+ect, it ,ow Chairman.
THEl' GRAND TIBtUNAL+ ANtD

TIMH f81PI/I'I,3 X COURT

16
uTie
thIIe
f
Jurndrrmwerf l
otl herlible
shall
ce vested In a
irand
Tribunal Of xty usnlle, with the Preshent of tie Wor l Repmblie as Chief
tstice anl (hlirman, and th itfr
nfuled
th e
ounil as Vice
harhall
ex The
onlelo
Preside~it as, Chtef Justice shall appoint, the: histiees of the Orand Trrilittia
and fill tile wacaleos, subject to votoes byv IcIi (,omeii oil majorities of two-thirds.
lie shall have poe(r to owerrmle any much1 veto If ho findssulplort. fit a t,wo-thlrd~s
majority of tho ,Justices Iin office [e.oept, that, nto sutch power shlnl be ve, ed fi Clio
first lr6sidont).
No one, except ith Chairman of tile Comicil, shall )told membership at, tile sine
tim
hoint, ho (Couneit and tile Trlibnal; nor shall t Chancellor or Calbinet member
hol memlbershilp Il the Tlribunal or lbo eligileh t Ituntil mix ,,eaNr have ehap.iod
front tile termnation of his exceou11vo office.

17
Tito ltnure tof Ilie Chief Jisllep and dhnlrin anld of (lie Vice ('3|IafiIallI of tile
Grand Tlribnal shall Ibe tile tilme of t heir (etire of office resti.e~vely as President
of the World Republic ail( i.m ("Iharrtn of Clio Coutncil,
Tito President, hall have power to appoint n Alternate, mub~jeelt to approval
by tile Grand T1ribunal, (or the toxereiso of such of his funct~io n I1tieJudiciary
branch and for such it Hlmo within his tenure aq lie inay decide.
Tit'o t enulres of the sixty ,hliles shall Ibe fiftetn viws foXcopt thatl tile term
for the Initil meinborshil; shnqII be stagg!ered by lot, with Oneo-flft~h of It,, twelve
Jutliee,4, eeamingt froml office and being replaced ;vorIv third year).
Justies+of Ole Grand Trlhuwal sliall .not be revilgiblo, oxeipt Cht! a Ju.stioo
appointed na, (Ch,1netellor or (+al~net, member, haoving resigned hs mtembtership Ini
tile Tribunal, shall b~e reoligible o it, for tilhe unftifillhed portion of his tenure wh1en
six years have elapsed front t Ito+
ehilitonl of h11.e+xoet, ive elliot).
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The sixty Justices shall be assigned twelve to each of five Benches:
the First Bench to deal with constitutional issues between the primary organs
and powers of the World Government as well as with all issues an(1 cases in which
the Tribune of the People shall decide to appear in his capacity of World Attorney
and defender of the Rights of Alan;
the Second Bench to deal with Issues and conflicts between the World Government and any of its colnl)olent units, whether single states or unions thereof or
Regions, as well as with issues and conflict of component units of the World
Republic among themselves;
the Third Bench to deal with issues and conflicts between the World Government
and individual citizens or corporations or unions or any other associations of
citizens;
the Fourth Bench to deal with issues and conflicts among compllonent units,
whether single states or unions of states or Regions, and individual citizens or
corporations or unions or any other associations of citizens when such issues and
conflicts atect the interpretation or enactment of federal law;
tile Fifth Bench to deal with issues and conflicts, when they affect the interpretation and enactment of federal law, either among individual citizens or among
corporations, unions, syndicates or any other collective organizations of citizens
and interests.
Each Region shall be represented In each Bench by at least one mneniber and not
more than two.

19
The Supreme Court shall be of seven members: five representing one each
Bench, with tile Chief Justice as their Chairman and the Chairman of tile Council
as their Vice-Chairman ex officio; and the active nmembership of tile Benches shall
thus remain of eleven each.
No two members of tile Supreme Court shall originate from tile same Rdgion.
The representatives of the Benches ill tile Supremne Court shall be elected by
secret vote of the Grand Tribunal in plenary session, with each justice casting a
ballot for five candidates, one from each Bench, and with those candidates elected
who have obtained the largest vote, except that ally presumptive electee shall be
held ineligible whose assignment to the Court would duplicate the representation
therein of any one Region or Bench.
If the first'vote fails to fill all seats, the vote shall be repeated according to tile
same regulations.
The tefiures of the members of the Supreme Court shall be: for the Chairman
and Vice-Chairman the same as their tenures of office respectively as President
of tile World Republic and as Chairman of the Council, and for tile other members
six years, at the end of which each of the five elected by the Grand Tribunal
may be re-elected or shall be restored to the Bench whereof lie was the delegate;
but no Justice shall sit in the Court beyond his regular terin of membership in
the Tribunal; and when the latter term expires before the regular six-year term
in the Court is completed, or when an elective member of the Court resigns or
(lies, tile Grand Tribunal shall fill tile vacancy for the unfulfilled )ortion of tile
term by secret partial election in plenary session, with the same proviso as above
In regard to the representation of Regions.
Regions which have not been represented in the Supreme Court for two siCcessive six-year terms shall have mandatory precedence in the elections for tile
third term.
20
The Supreme Court shall distribute the cases among the five Benches of the
Grand Tribunal according to competences as specified hereinbefore (Art. 181.
Cases where competences overlap or are otherwise doul)tful shall be referred
to such Bench or Benches jointly as the Supreme Court shall decide.
The Supreme Court shall have power to modify the rules of assignment for
the five Benches as specified in Art. 18, subject to approval by tile majority of
the Council and by a two-thirds majority of the Grand Tribunal concurrently.

It shall be the office and function of the Supreme Court to review the decisions
of the Benches, within three months of their issuance, said decisions to become
effective upon registration by the Court, or,,1when annulled, to be returned for
revision each to the Bench which judged the ease, or to another, or to others
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jointly as the Court may decide; annulment to be pronounced in cases of unfair
trial or faulty procedure, and also for reasons of substance when final appeal
was filed by tile losing party, if the Court at its own discretion choose to take
cognizacee'thereof, or by the Tribune of the People, whose demand shall be
mandatory.
22
The Grand Tribunal, with the approval of the Supreme Court, shall establish
Lower Federal Courts in such number and places is conditions in the conmiponent
units of tie World lHepublic shall require, and a Federal Appellate Court ii each
egion. It shall also determine the rules and competences of such courts, and
al)loint their officials on the basis of competitive examinlations.
23
The President or his Alternate and the Chairman of the Council shall not sit as
judges in cases affecting the solution of conflicts between the President and the
Council.
The President or Actimg President or Alternate, or a Just ice or the Chairman of
the Council in his capacity of Justice, shall not sit as a judge in cases involving his
appointment or impeachment or demotion or tenure or in any other way affecting
Insparticular interest.
24
No member of the Council or the Grand Tribunal shall be liable to removal from
office until a criminal sentence on charges of felony or grave misdemeanor is final.
But he shall be suspended from office, pending last recourse to the (Irand Tribunal
when a sentence of guilty, issued by a lower court, ha.,s been confirmed by a Federal
Appellate Court.
The Supreme Court shall pronounce final judgment on the legality of the proceedings. It shall also pronounce final judgment on the legal validity of elections
an( appointments to tile Council and the Tribunal, and to the offices of President
and of -'ribune of the People.
25
The President in his capacity of World Chief Justice shall have power of pardon
over sentences passed under federal law.
THE TRIBUNE OF THE PEOPLE AND THE WORLD LAW

26
The Federal Convention, after electing the Council, shall elect by secret ballot
the Tribune of the People as a spokesman for tie minorities, this office to be
vested in the candidate obtaining the second largest vote among the eligible
candidates; ineligible to the office of Tribune being any candidate having also
been nominated by any Electoral College for the office of President in the current
Convention, or having been a President or Acting President or Alternate or a
member of the Grand Tribunal at any time in the nine years preceding said Convention, or originating from the sane Region as the President simultaneously In
office.
The Tribune of the People shall not have membership In the Council.
The tenure of the Tribune of the People shall be three years. lie shall have
power to appoint a DeIputy, subject to the same ineliglbilitles as above, with
tenure to expire not later than his own,
He shall not be re-eligible, nor shall he be eligible to the office of President or
Alternate or Justice of tile Grand Tribunal, until nine years have elapsed from the
expiration of his present term.
The Tribune, or his appointed Deputy, shall have the privilege of the floor
before the Grand Tribunal and, under such regulations as shall be established by
law, before the Supreme Court; but no vote in either; and lie shall not be present
when a vote is taken.
27
It shall be the office and function of the Tribune of the People to defend the
natural and civil rights of Individuals and groups against violation or neglect by
the World Government or any of Its component units; to further and demand, as
a World Attorney before the World Republic, the observance of the letter and
spirit of this Constitution; and to promote thereby, in the spirit of its Preamble
76921-48-32
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and Declaration of Duties and Rights, the attainment of the goals sot. to tile
progress of mankind by the efforts of the ages.
28
No law shall be made or held valid in the World Republic or any of its component units:
(1) inflicting or condoning discrimination against, race or nation or sex or
caste or creed or doctrine; or
(2) barring through preferential agreements or coalitions of vested interests
the access on equal terms of any state or nation to the raw materials and the
sources of energy of the earth; or
(3) establishing or tolerating slavery, whether overt or covert, or forced
labor, except as equital)le expiation endured in state or federal controlled
institutions and intended for social service an(! the rehabilitation of the
convicted criminal; or
(4) permitting, whether by direction or inlirection, arbitrary seizure or
search, or unfair trial, or excessive penalty, or application of ex post facto
laws: or
(5) abridging in any manner whatsoever, except, as a punishment inflicted
by law for criminal transgression, the citizen's exercise of such responsibilities
and privileges of citizenship as are conferred on him by law; or
(6) curtailing the freedom of communication and information, of speech,
of the press and of expression by whatever means, of peaceful assembly, of
travel;
paragraphs 5 and 6 to be subject to suspension according to circumstances
universally or locally In time of emergency imperiling the maintenance and
unity of the World' republic; such state of emergency, world-wide or local,
to he proposed by the Chamber of Guardians and proclalmcd concurrently by
a two-thirds majority of the Council and a two-thirds majority of the Grandt
Tribunal for a period not In excess of six months, to be renewable on expiration
with the same procedure for successive periods of six months or less but In no
case beyond the (late when the time of emergency is proclaimed closed, on the
proposal of 'he Chamber of Guardians by simple majority votes of the Council
•and of the Grand Tribunal concurrently or, if the Guardians' proposal is deemed
unduly delayed, by three-quarters majority votes of tie Council and of the Grand
Tribuiial concurrently.
29
Capital punishment shall not be inflicted under federal law.
30
Old ago pensloni;, unemployment relief, insurance against sickness or accident,
just terms of leisure, and rotection to maternity and Infancy shall be provided
according to the varying circumstances of times and places as the local law may
direct.
Communities and states unable to provide adequate social security and relief
shall be assisted by the Federal Treasury, whose grants or privileged loans shall
be administered under federal supervision.
31
Every child from the age of six to the age of twelve shall be entitled to Instruction and education at public expense, such primary six-year period to be obligatory
and further education to be accessible to all without discrimination of age or
sex or race or class or creed.
Communities and states unable to fulfill this obligation shall be assisted by the
Federal Treasury with the sand proviso as In Art. 30.
32
All property or business whose management and use have acquired the extension and character of a federal public service or whereon restrictive trade practices
have conferred the character and power of a transnational monopoly, shall become
the property of the Federal Government upon payment of a just price as determined by law.
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33
Every individual or group or community shall have the right of appeal against
unjust application of a law, or against the law itself, gaining access through the
inferior courts, local or federal, to the superior anti the Grand Tribunal, and
securing the counsel and support of the tribunee of the People when the 'ribune
so decides; and, if a law or statute is found evidently in conflict with the guarantees pledged in the foregoing articles or irreparably in contradiction wvith the basic
principles and intents of the World llelmlie as stated in the Preamble to this
Constitution and in its I)eclaration of I)utis and lights, tlh Grand Tribunal
shall have power'to recommen( to th, Suprenie Court, that such law or statute
be declared, and the Supreme Court shall have power to declare it, null and void.
34
T1he Tribune of the People cannot. be impeached except on the same grounds
and with the same procedure as specified for the President. in Art. 15.
If the Tribune of the Peoph is imleached or resigns or dies, his substitute
for the unfulfilled portion of his tenure shall be the candidate to the Tribunate
who was next in line in the last Federal Convention, with the same provisos ii
regard to eligibility as in Art. 26, first paragraph.
THE CHAMBER OF GUAni)IANS

35
The control and use of the armed forces of the Federal Republic of the World
shall be assigned exclusively to a Chamber of Guardians under the chairmanship
of the President, in his capacity of Protector of the Peace. The other Guardians
shall be six Councilmen elected by the Council and the Grand Tribunal in Congress
assembled, for terms of three years. (But the Grand Tribunal shall not participate
in the first election.J
One former President shall also sit in the Chamber of Guardians, the sequence
to be determined term for term, or, if lie resign or die, for the fractional term,
according to seniority in the presidential office; lie shall have the privilege of the
floor in the deliberations of the Chamber, but no vote in its decisions.
Officers holding professional or active rank in the armed forces of the Federal
Republic, or in t le domestic militia of any component unit thereof, shall not be
eligible as Guardians.
36
The election of the six elective Guardians shall be by secret and proportional
vote, with each Elector casting a ballot of six names or less; but no three Guard-'
lam of the seven, Including the President and excluding the ex-President, shall
originate from the same Region; and any presumptive elected whose election
would contravene this norm shall be declared ineligible and replaced by the
candidate fulfilling the norm and having obtained the text largest vote.
Regions which have not been represented among the seven Guardians referred
to above, for two successive three-year terms, slil have mandatory precedences
In the subsequent elections; but the Guardian or Guardians originating from a
nation or Region where sedition against the World Republic is actual, or according
to the majority of the Chamber, imminently expected, shall cease from office
and be replaced; unless the other Guardians decide unanimously otherwise.
No Guardian can be impeached or in any way suspended or removed from office
for any other reason, except on such groutnds anid with such procedure as specified
for the President and the Tribune of the'Veople hereinbefore [Art. 15 and 34], and
for the Guardians hereinafter [Art. 38).
If a Guardian resigns or dies or is in any way suspended or removed, his substitute for the unfulfilled portion of the term shall be chosen by partial election,
with the same rules and provisos as in the first two paragraphs of this article, each
elector casting a ballot of one or more names as the number of vacancies may be.
37
The Chancellor shall have access to the Chamber of Guardians as Deputy of the
President whose vote lie shall cast by proxy If the President so decides.
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Appropriations for the budget of Peace and I)cfense, under control of ti
Chamber of Guardians, as l)ropose(l by the Chamber at the beginning of each term
for tile whole (Itration thereof, shall )6 sutbitted by the President to the Council,
iii conformity withi Art.. 13. But if a state of emergency is4declared, it the manner
and limits as s ).-cified hereinbefore [Art 28, last paragraph], tile Chanber shall
have power to (1mand and ap)ro)riate such additional funds as tie emergency
(hI man(ls, stiliject to auditing find Sanction )y the Council wheIn the emergency is
closed; whereafter, if sanction is denied, the Guardians reslonsibhl shall be liable
to impeachment and prosecution for usurpat ion of power with the same procedure
as specified for the President and the Tribune of the Peo)le hereinbefore [Art. 15
and 34).
39
The Chamber shall have power to propose by al)solute majority, subject to
approval by two-thirds majority votes of the Council and of the Grand Tribunal
concurrently, extraordinary powers, world-wide or local, to I)e conferred on tle
President beyond those assigned to himlby this Contitution, when a state of
emergency, as )rovided in Art. 28, is proclaimed; such powers not, to be granted
for periods exceeding six months each and to be rellnquishedl before the expiration
of any such l)eriod as soon as the state of emergency, in conformity with Art. 28,
is proclaimed closed.
40
The Chamber of Guardians shall answer interrogations from the Council on its
general and administrative directives, but no vote shall be taken after discussion
thereof, except as otherwise provid(l in Art. 28 and 39; and the decisions of the
Chamber lit matters technical anti strategic shall be final, and withheld from
publicity when the Chamber so decides.
41
an Institute of
The Chamber of Guardians, assisted by a General Staff and
Technology wlis members It shall al)point, shall determine th3 technological and
the numerical level that shall be set as limits to th3 domestic militias of the single
communities and states or unions thereof.
Armed forces and the manufacture of armaments beyond the levels thus
determined shall be reserved to the World Government.
TIE FEDERAL CAPITAL AND FEDERAL LANGUAGE AND STANDARDS

42
Within one year of its foundation the World Republic shall choose a Federal
Capital, or a site therefor, with eminent domain over it and an adequate Federal
District.
43
Within three years of its foundation the Federal Government shall designate
one language, wlihich shall be standard for the formulation and Interpretation of the
federal laws; and for analogous purposes, relative to communication, taxation, and
finances, it shall establish In its first year a federal unit of currency with a federal
system of measures and a federal calendar.
MIKEAMENDING POWER

44
Amendments to this Constittoltion, recommended concurrently by a two-thirds
majority of the Council and of the Grand Tribunal, shall be in force when approved
by a twothirds majority of the Federal Convention In the Constitutional Session
following the recommendation.
Constitutional Sessions, of thirty (lays or less; as the discussion may require and
the majority may decide, shall be held Immediately after the ordhiary electoral
session in tie thlid Federal Convention and thereafter every ninth year.
[But no amendment altering the electoral units as listed In Art. 5, or the assignmont to them of seats in the Council and the other federal bodies, shall be recoinmended to the first of such Sessions.)
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[RATIFICATION AN!)

PRELIMINARY PERIOD]

45
The first, Federal Convention shall be the Founding Convention.
The ratio of represmentation therein shall be based on tie world population
figures as ascertaied or auwthoritatively approximated in 19,18.
The ways and imeanis for the coilvocatiolt of tie Founding Convention, and
the regulations for its inaugural all([ voting proceduires, shall be determined by the
General Assembly of the United Nations.
46
The thirty-day electoral session of the Founding Convention shall be proceded by a preliiniary session of thirty days or less for the discussion and approval
of this Constitution, such preliinary session to be extended for thirty additional
days or less as the discussion may req(ire and the majority may decide.
The delegates to the Founding Convention shall vote individually, and not
by delegations; except on the assignment to the nine Electoral Colleges or Regions
of such optional sales or zones as listed hereinbefore [Art. 51; in which matter
the vote of the majority, within the delegation from the state or zone concerned,
shall be binding upon tie minority; and Art. 5 shall be adjusted accordingly.
47
The Founding Convention having discussed and approved by mndivldual
majority vote this Constitution, ratification by collective niajorities within as
many delegations of states and nations as represent two-thirds of the population of the earth, shall be sufficient for the establishment of tite Federal Republic
of the World.)
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
OFFICE OF UNITED NATIONs AFFAIRS,

May 12, 1948.
To: Tie Ionorable Robert B. ChlIperfleld, House of Representatives.
From: Durward V. Sandifer, Acting I)irector, 0111ce of United Natliots Affairs,
Department of State.
Subject: Infornation concerning the veto and certain aspects of proposals relatIng to armaments, armed forces for International enforcement, and voting
representation.
I understand from Mr. Rusk that In conversation with him you and some other
members of the Foreign Affairs Committee expressed a desire to have further
Information from the Department concerning the veto and certain aspects of
the proposals relating to arniantents, armed forces for International enforcement,
and voting representation.
Tile attaclied memoranda have been preparedd in response to that request. I
hope that you will find them useful.
I am also sending copies of the memoranda tb Chairman Eaton and to Itepresentatives Vorys, Jonkman, Javits, and Lodge.
DURWARD V.

SANDIFER.

THE VETO
r. MEANING OF TIE TERM 'tVETOf

The term "veto" Is not found In the Charter. It refers to tlhe requirement of
unanimity among the permanent members of tihe Security Council li decisions
on questions not procedural incharacter. It appears In the voting provisions in
one, and only one, of the organs of the United Nations, the Security Council.
The veto, in other words, does not apply to declslois of any other organ of
the United Nations-the General Assembly, the Economile and Social Council,
the Trusteeship Council, the International Court of Justice. It does not apply
to decisions of the numerous subsidiary organs of the United Nations.
Article 27 of the Charter reads as follows:
"1. Each member of the Security Colincil shall have one vote.
"2. Decisions of the Security Council on procedural matters shall be made
by an affirmative vote of seven members.
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"3. I)ecisions of the Security Council oi till other matters shall be made by
Ill) aitiii'iiative vote of seven nenibers Including the concurring votes of the
pernmanent members; provided that, hi decisions under Chapter VI, and under
paragraph 3 of Article 52, a party to a dispute shall abstain from voting."
That Is, under paragraphi 3 of article 27 of the Charter, the coneurrence of the
United States, the United Kingdom, Union of Soviet Socialist tepulics, l'rolt'e,
and China is required for iionproccdural decisions. Thus, any of these states
mny veto a decision of this nature by voting against it.
In the Security Council Itself, the veto (toes not apply to every decision. Procedural decisions are taken by a vote of aliy seven members. Furthermore, in
a Security Council decision Il connection with the ineille setl iunent of it dispute,
i member of the Security Counci l which is a party to a dispute Is required to
abstain from voting. Finally, a Security Council practice has developed under
which, if a permanent member of time Security Council abstains from voti hg on
a nonprocedural decision of the Council, such abstention is not considered to be
fa veto.
At the same time, it should be noted that nonproeedurml decisions require seven
votes, two of which, obviously, must be cast by nonpermnanent nilelbers. There
nre six such miiemibrs. Accordingly, if as many as live of these vote "No" on a
nonprocedural decision, they can exercise a veto i filet
as effective as a veto
cast by a permanent member.
It.ORIGIN Or THE VETO

At the Dumbarton Oaks Conference iii 1944, which originated the proposals
which beaine the basis of the Charter of the United Nations, there was conslderable discussion of tle problem of voting In the Security Council. No agreement
wag reached. The Dumbarton Oaks proposals contained the following note on.
this subject:
"NoTr.-The question of voting procedure inthe Security Council is still under
consideration."
Ili D)ecember 1944 and January 11)45, In order to resolve th voting question
undecided at Dumbarton Oaks, the United States made certain proposals which
were agreed to at the Yalta Conference in February 19.15 by Prime Minister
Churchill and Marshal Stalin. They were then incorporated into the Charter
of the United Nations as article 27. While It is true that the United States
offercl the Yalta formula, nevertheless, this proposal was submitted as a compromise find the veto, Itsprovided therein, wits less stringent than originally desired
by the U. S. S. It., which would have extended even to voting by a permanent
number in a dispute to which it was itparty.
At the San Francisco Conference InmMay and June 1945, which adopted tile
Charter of the United Nations, the proposed voting formula was sharply criticized by many of the smaller states. Such criticisms were of two types. In
time first place, the smaller states contended that the formula was ambiguous.
They therefore submitted to the great powers a questionnaire intended to clarify
the ambiguities. Iniresponse to this questionnaire the United States, U. S. S. R.,
United Kingdom, and China pepared the so-called Four Power Statenment of
Juno 7, 1945. Tile United States believe(] that the Four Power Statement, Itl
fact, would clarify the voting formula and as a result of time attitudes expressed
in that statement, the veto would not, in fact, present a serious problem once tile
Security Council commenced Its operations. Ilowever, as will be pointed out
subsequently, the U. S. S. R. has Interpreted the Four Power Statement In a
manner which tie United States believes has resulted In seriously diminishing the
effectiveness of the Securilty Council. The second objection raised by the smaller states to tile Yalta proposals concerned the existence of a veto in connection with Security Council dee:,-Ions under
chapter VI of the Charter (paciflc settlement of disputes). At San Francisco,
It was conceded by substantially all states, large and small, that a veto was
essential under chapter VII of the Charter. Tile f6llowing statement of the
Secretary of State, inhis report to the President oi the San Francisco Conference
as time basis of the veto was, In fiact, the view of practically all states In the
Conference as well as the United States:
"Tills war was won not by any one country but by the combined efforts of the
United Nations, and particularly by the brilliantly coordinated strategy of tile
great powers. So striking has been the lesson taught by this unity that tile
people and Government of the United States have altered their conception of
national security. We understand th~at In the world of today a unilateral
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national policy of security Is as outmoded ns tileSpeads of 1918

11 col)nri.son
with tile
11-211 of 1045, or the rocket planes of 1170. We know that for tile
United
States-and for other great powers--there can be no hunminly devised nmelhod
of delhinig precisely the geographic areas in which their security interest begin
or Ceolse to exist. We realize, in short, tiat pence Is a world-wide problem and
tile iiiiii ttellillice
of I('Uce, and not merely Its restoration, depends prlilurily
* * * "'
tie uitilty of the great powers.
u1ill)0
Ilowever, a subsltalittli I a nibr
of States felt that the veto should not be
eXtet(id to laterr VI where the Secirity ('oucil \wits not ising| etllfoiceillt'it
Illetltes but Was actig rather in itinedittihg capciity. Australia lroiiosed
nill
nilklendilent to the vollng formula wd
wich wouh have cilliniiitedt]the veto utider
chilpter VI. Despite lile ollositit of till the great powers, tih' Austrtlian
itienditv'iit received 10tallhllrative votes-AustIllItll, Brolzll, Chile, Columbia,
uba, liii ii, Mexico, Nt herhllld(s, New Zelltld and Paiiii111i-11k
'
I ig It lipplrett
tiit even lit San l'ornIcisco thlere was strong opposition to the veto tender chiipter
tit Stn lrancisco
VI. Ilowever, it mnust he emptaisized that there was no supprt
for the eliination orlrestriction of the vett. uider clipter VlI of tile Charter.
ilnthe four power staitement of June 7, 1045, to which we have previously
referred, the United States, I. S. S. It., United Kingdon, and China stated (pt. 1
har. 8)
"Iln other words, It would be possible for five nonpermanent members as a
group to exercise a veto. It ;s not to he assumed, however, that the ipermanent
tmeitllers any more than the ntonlteritiaiteiit memIers would use their veto power
willfully to obstruct the operation of the Council."
It thus was understood that the veto would be used sparingly and only In
connection with the most important of issues. Unfortunately, this expectation
bits not com to pamss.
Ii.

FXI'EIIENCE OF THE' VETO IN TIlE SECURITY COUNCIL

The veto has been used in the Security Council otn23 occasions, 22 tine by
the U. S. S. It., with France joining with the U. S. S. It. in connection with one of
the vetoes, id once by France alone.
eleven of these vetoes have been Iin
coninection with applicatlonts front states for ntnlhership in tileUnited Nations. 'Nine
have been lit connection with decisions relitting to pacile settlements of disputes
(el. VI) utnd three, Ineluding tite French veto, hove been taken under chapter VII.
The significance of the vetoes lies in their number than lit their nature.
Illconnection with itiost of tile USSR vetoes oiltnemhership apilentions, tile
USSR dil not even colin that the states lacked the qualillications of nenber-

ship as set forth In article '4 of the Charter, but based their opposition ontpurely

political grounds.
lii connection with three of the vetoes dealing with pacille settlement of disputes (two in tile
Spattish case and ote Il tile
Syril'-Leblton case), the USSR
actually agreed with the proposed Security Connell action ias fart as it went

but vetoed the proposes because the USSR felt that they should go farther.
Two of the vetoes were exercised in decisions as to whether a question requlired only a procedural vote,' thus broadening the scope of the veto Il the
Security Council to Itclude decisiois which the inaJority of the Security Council
considered procedural and not subject to tile veto. In this connection, tile
USSIt
]titl attempted, by Its Interpretation of certain language lit tite Four Power
Statement, to make virtually a1y decisions of tite Security Council subject to
the veto despitee the express language of article 27, paragraphs 2.
It should be noted that none of these dbuses of the veto relate to chapter VII
of the Chtrter. They concern (a) 'applications for nembership, under chapter
II, article 4; (h) chatpter VI of the Charter; and (e) the method of determninlg
whether or not tile voting procedure permitting a veto Is applicable to a given
I P. II of the Four Power Statement at San Frmnclslo reads: "In light of the consider.
tons set forth In pt. 1 of this statement, It is clear what the answers to the questions
submitted by the subcomniltee should be, with the exceplon of question 19. The answer to
that question Is as follows:
'1,litthie opinion of the delegations of the sponsoring governments, the Draft Charter
Itself contains timIIndication of the application of the voting procedures to the various
functions of the Council.
'2. In this case, it will be unlikely that there will arise lit
tile future any matters of
great importance on which a derislon will have to fie made as to whether a procedural vote
would apply. Should, however, such a matter arise, the decision regarding the preliminary
question as to whether or not such a matter Is procedural niust be taken by a vote of seven
members of the Security Council, Including concurring votes of permanent members."
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decision. Tie existence of at veto under chapter VII lits not to date materially
interfered with the funetloning of the Security Couinell. However, the abuse
of the veto in membership tatters and under chapter VI lilts been t most serious
matter.
IV. BASIC DIFFEIENCES IIETWFEN VETO UNDER CIIAPTER VI AND VETO UNDER CHAPTER VII

It may be asked why we are prepared to give up the veto under chapter VI and
not under chapter VII. There are a number of answers: First, as set forth above,
the veto under chapter VI has proved to be harmful to the Security Council, but
such has not so far been the case in connection with chapter VII. Second, there
is great support !inthe United Nations for the elimination or the restriction of the
veto under chapter VI, and also !n membership matters, hut very little support
for changes in chapter VII.
As set forth above, there was substantial sentiment at the ,Ran Francisco Conference for elimination of tie veto under chapter VI. Since San Francisco, there
have been three extensive discussions in tile United Nations on the problem of the
veto. Tie first two of these took place in the second half of the first session antl
the second session of the General Assembly. The third (liscussion is now iln
progress before tile Interim Connittee. It is a noteworthy fact that no proposals have been made in any of these discussions which would have the effect
of eliminating the veto in connection with enforcement measures-that is, sanetions, military or nonmilitary, Ritder chapter VII of the Charter. A few proposals
have been made which affect comparatively minor phases of the veto In connection with certain chapter VII (lecisios, hut these proposals have developed no
suhstwntial support. During tile thorough discussions of all phases of the veto
prohlot, that have recently taken place in a working group of a subcommittee of
ti linteri ( committeee, consisting of representatives of 10 states, including tM6
most violent critics of the veto, it was unanimously agreed that there should be
no change in th(, voting procedure in connection with chapter VII.
The third and most important reason for differentiating between the veto under
chapter VI and under chapter VI is lhase(d upon principle. It Is because of this
distinction in principle that, as outlined above, great support has developed in the
United Nations for elimination of the veto under chapter VI, and no substantial
support has developed for its elimination or modification under chapter VII.
The distinction tn principle was clearly expressed to tile first committee of tile
General Assembly on November 18, 1917, by Mr. John Foster Dulles as representative of the United States:
"Let us now look at tie carterer, to see the area within which ,Security Council
decisions, as a matter of principle, oight not to be taken except with a hargo
(legree, of umaniailty. BroTy speaking, It would seem that Security Coucil
a('tion-under chapt er V l-aetion with respect to threats to the peave, breaches
of tile peace and acts of aggression, should, as a matter of princide, be subject
to stringent voting requirements. The power of action is so vast, so unrelated to
any defined law, so subject to consilerations of mtionai policy a111d expediency,
as to create a danger of despotism unless there Is such unanimity that the action
call fairly be said to reflect the Judgment of the overwhelming majority of the
world community. The present voting procedure Is calculated to assure that,
and is thus a protection of a minority against possible arbitrary majorities.
"The situation is different as regards chapter VI, dealing with the pacific settle.
meant of disputes. There, In the main, Security Council action Is not so much
substantive as procedural, using the word 'procedural' in a liberal sense. WithIn this chapter there lurks little risk of despotism. Ti Security Council may call
upon the parties to a dispute to settle it l)y pacific means of their own choice, under
article 33. The Securlty Council may Investigate the facts of any dispute, under
article 34. It may recommn t nd nieasures of adjustment, taking into account the
fact that legql dispoites should, as a general rule, be referred by the parties to the
International Court of Justle. as provided under article :i1i. Time Security Coinell may, If all the parties so request, make recommendations with a view to the
pacific settlement of a dismute, under article. 38.
"It would lot seent that, as a matter of principle, stringent voting iroeedure
should be required as a condition to the Security Council's acting on such nuatters. There Is perhaps one provision of chaper VI as to which special voting pro.
cedure could reasonably he urged. That is the provision of article 87, paragraph
2, which authorizes time Security Counetl, Irrespective of the consent of the
parties, to recommend such terms of.settlement as It may consider appropriate,
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This provision Is much Ilke the provision In artlhle 39 of chal)ter VII, requiring
theSecurity Coucil to niiike recommendations withina view to malitalning International pen(e and security.
"Slhouhi these two poiwers of revomlineilat io lie suibje'cted to Identical voting
iroceti'e, and if so, what voting lrocedlire? Shouhl i dlistitletion lie inaile betweei clihapter VI and clipter VII re(,ollmleld liolls:
t
This point and others which
could be mentioned llhustrate, tile cimlmldexity of the problem. III tile main, however, It seelms Mat reasons of princlple do not require speMial voting procedures
In tle case of challter VI action, or mis regards organizatiloial matters, Includihg
the election of new members."
V. TIIE UNITED STATES PROPOSALS

The United States on .11lci 19, 1P-IS, sulitted to tihe In terlni Coumnittee
cetinl ioil)osi is co(ncerinhg tie veto, it copy of wvhilch Is attached hereto. (See
pp. .179-1S) for attachmnet.)
I)uri lig tlie tecllcial dluselissimois in t ie liltvi-ull
Committee and its sulhconillittees, the United States liisimodilhed aid sonewhilt
Xlpalc('d (ertaill details of Its proposals, but the most Important features reinali
1uiicli1migvd.'
'Ilise IroposlIs would result in the elin1uliit ioll of tile veto ini Coiniectilon with
applications foir mennl ershll) il tlo
le'miited Nations, and in connliection with
eccisiois imlider
llchalter VI of tei, Charter. They woldh further result Ilk COiljust where tlie veto was applicable antid where It was
ploti, (liltlcaihI iOf

lot apIdlcable III Connection with inny miscellaneous decisions of the Secriity
Council, andlwould inake It impossible for liny state to enlarge tile scol)e of tile
veto by (.lihiiiing tha t a Ilre(icthlr'l latter is In fact substalltl\e and lisi hg the
veto to enforce that (laili.

The Uinited States proposals, however, would not lit

any way affect the veto uider chapter VII or uder decisions in certain other
sectol1ls of the ('harter which are alitllpolis to chapter VII fivlesiolls.
Tile Uniited States has proposed two iteps to ihnplelieitt tiese changes: First,
tart lile Generl Assenilly adopt a res utio recoinlmlendlig tilt change, 1ind
second1,
retluestlng that the perailmineitt mueliers of tile Security Council agret
Olt tile changes. What aire ie lroslects that such aig'eilnit will be ohbtained
Before aiiswering that qulestion It should be iote(d that very little Irogress
(iiit be iiiale wit liut. Each agreement.
It is not possible to anienid the Cha rter
without the Consent of aill of ill permanent menibers of the Security Council
(artice 10i alnd artlcle 109).
Most of tile climiges which the United States is ad'ocathg arte ili reality interpretathons or clarilcations rather thani alterations of Chlarter lroisionis, and
therefore call be achieved without foriiiIliy altne11illg til Charter. It should
be noted that certain of the most important of tih

Ullted States proposals,

li-

eludlii all of those relating to appllic,nation for Iileiilllershi iind lit least one
proposal relating to the veto under chapter VI may iiifact require a Charter
alelldiluent. Whether witl or without Charter amllendmeit, only Ii mited lirogless Clll Ibe Imatllle without agreement anioi g l1the jieriiaieit., iiieiiibiers
Regardless of whether a Ciarter' alieiidiiieit Is required, the lrst and most
important task Is to attempt to secure agreement aiiioig the periniment members
anid one of the priary purposes (iftilie United States has been to build the
flrmest lpossilble foundation for guch an agreement. We believe that the best
possibility of securing agreement of the U. S. S. It. to a liberalization of voting
procedure Is through first securing overwhelming support among the remaining
inembers of the United Nations for any suggested changes. Past disctisslons
ii United Natiois of the veto problem have disclosed no such agreement.

Ii tie first place, a considerable number of states, particularly In Latin
America, objected to the veto because It was the privilege of only five states.
They preferred the IA'ngue of Natioun situation where ti Council must act
unaimously-in other words, where all states possessed a veto.
Second, a substantial number of sniall states considered the veto as a proteetion to theia even though they did not possess it. These states felt that their
relations to one or more of the permanent members were so close that their
Interests were sure to be protected.
Third, a number of states, particularly those in close geographic proxlmity
to the U. S. S. I., feel strongly that no important action should be taken In the
United Nations without agreement among all the permanent members and, therefore, support the veto lii Its entirety.
finallyy , even among the strongest critics of the veto there ies been a great
difference of opinion as to a substitute voting formula in case of Its elimination.
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With this complete absence of agreement among critics of tile veto, it Is small
wonder that the U. S. S. It.has up to his time refused to consider seriously
proposals for its modification.
The great purpose that is being served by the current discussions in the
Interlin Committee Is to clarify the problems. As a result today the differences
of viewpoint concerning the veto are much less than formerly.
There Is almost unanimous agreement that the veto should be eliminated in
connection with applications for membership and, likewise, that the various
ambiguities in the voting formula should be clarilied. There is strong support
for relaxing the veto tinder chapter VI to the extent that this can be accomplished without amending the Charter. We believe that the veto can In fact
be elilitinated in connection with the vast majority of decisions under chapter VI
through Interpretation agreed to by the permanent members and without Charter
amendment. This would correspond to the approach which led to the growth,
through Interpretation and use, of the United States Constitution.
On the other )land, the United Stats is the only Iw'rnanent inoeler of the
Security Council that has expressed its willingness at this time to advocate
an amendmtent to the Chrter to eliminate the veto tuider haipter VI, alt hotgh
tie United States may be supported lit such a move by tit,majority of the
smaller states. As stated previously, there is ito substantial support by any
states-large or snmall-for changes under chapter VII.
We believe, therefore, that the General Assembly will be lit a position to iaitke
reconiteuidttions along the general lines of Unlited States projlosals that will
have overwhelming support. We hope that such recominieuittlons will result
In agreement ationg all the permanent ietihers to carry theat Into effect through
establisliment of rules, procedures, till(] practices, and where ||eeCssn|ry through
amendment of the Charter. The General Assembly is entitled to revonmem
Charter amendments which cali come Into effect througli ratification purstant
to article 108 of the Charter without any general conference to review the
Charter.
A general conference tinder article 109 would, from the practical standpoint
of International negotiation, be premature until the overwiheliig majority of
the ineiibers of the United Nations have agreed upoiln Charter changes and until
efforts have been exhausted to secure tileagreetient of all of the permanent
members of the Security Council to such changes. Such general conference
Is inherently a consummating or last step, not the first step. For the present,
therefore, we believe that the United Stattes proposals In tile interim Committee
and General Assembly furnish the best opportunity for improving the funetiohlg of the Security Council. It slhoull be borne In mihti,
in this regard,
that ilnthe Security Couneil Itself attention Is being given to such Imiprovements, though the most thoroughgoing effort is being made by the Assembly
and Its Interim Committee.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this memorandum, we have mainly stressed tile
practical question of just
wbat changes it the veto furnish a real promise of improvement. There is another and even more Important side of tile problem--the security of the United
States. At San Franciqco and ever since, we have recognized that we cannot
base our national policy solely out our own independent action. flowever, at
the same time, we cannot place our vast resources of manpower, skill, and materials at the disposal of any numerical majority of the nations of the world
without our consent. The veto tinder chapter VII was our protection and is
certainly no less necessary in the conditions of today than In those prevailing
2 years ago.
It Is not enough to consider this problem solely from a standpoint of procedures
-of United Nations and voting techniques. Tihe uses made of the veto are merely
a symptom of the underlying disagreements among the great powers of the world.
This was expressed by the Secretary of State in his statement before tile
house
Foreign Affairs Committee on May 5:
"The problems today presented to those who desire peace are not questions of
structure. hr are they problems solvahlemerely by new forms of organization.
They require performance of obligations already undertaken, fidelity to pledges
already given. Basic human frailties cannot be overcome by Charter provisions
alone, for they exist in the behnvlor of men and governments.
"it is not changes In the form of international Intercourse which we now
require. It Is to changes of substance that we must look for an Improvement of

the world iltuatlon. And It Is to thQse ehatiges of substance that our policy has
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been directed. When the substance of the world situation improves, the United
Nations will be able to function with full effectiveness. Meanwhile we will continue our efforts In cooperation with other governments to Improve the working
of the United Nations under the Charter."
INFORMAL MEMORANDUM

ON PROPOSALS ADVANCFn

ARMFD
CONCERNING ARMAMENTS,
ENFORCEMENT, AND VOTINo AND REPRESENTATION
I.%NO\NEMENTS

FOR N w
FoiOc~s

INTERNATIONAL ARFOR

INTERNATIONAL

Proposals being advanced for changes in representation and voting in general
International organization Involve fundamental relationships anong existing
states. Two votes would be given each to the USSIR, the UK, and the US. This
amounts to 6 of the projected total of 10 votes in the Security Council. Since
(ecisiolls would be carried by the majority of six, these tire powers would have
dominating control it the Security Councill find in the International ('ourt ol all
matters of the most vital consequence to all other states. This could signify
domlnation of world organization by the tree great powers.
Two votes would be divided between China and France, thus reducing France
and China to a new status approximately that of a semigreat power. Since
Fmllnec ocellles tMe position of the strongest power on the Continent of Eulrope
defending the cause of denoeraey, slotih reduction would aplpar neither to be
comalltible with Its security position nor with that of United States security
Interests In regard to Europe. Since China would be reduced similarly in status,
the Far East aindtall oriental peoples would not be represented by a major power
equal in status to others. In fact, under the above voting provisions, It would
be without a dleclsive vote regarding world ntion concerning enforcement of
international peace and security. It Is difficult to see how the largest part of
the world's population would be content with such an arrangement or would id
It acceptable in the first instance. It Is recalled that, like all of the proposals,
such a change would have to be negotiated ; the alternative would have to be
the Imposition of such a status by duress or force, the attempt to (10 so leading
aln.ost certainly to new forms of insecurity. It furthermore is dlilcult to find the
ground on which reduction of the status of Far Eastern representative would
be Compatible with vital American security Interests in the Pacific and Asia.
The slnall states of the world, Is well as middle powers such as Australia,
Brazil, Canada, India, Mexico, Netherlands, and New Zealand to give Illustrative examplnles only, would have but two representatives. In terns of the present
mflembership of the United Nations (58), this would mean that 53 states would
share 2 representatives instead of the present number of It on the S'ellrity
Council. The acceptability of any such arrangement Is not apparent. Many of
the smaller states argued at San Francisco against an Individual loss of veto
right fit
the Security Council in enforcement measures. At the present time in
the United Nations any five of the six middle powers and smaller states oi the
Security Council, acting together, have precisely the same veto povi'r as the
United States, the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
China, or France. All decisions in tiMe present Security Council require 7 out of
11 votes, meaning that at least 2 of the representatives of the 6 nonpermianent
members must cast votes in favor of a proposition In order to reach a decision
in any nonprocedural matter. This point is frequently overlooked, but It is a
matter of consi(era)le consequence to the smaller- and middle-size states Iln
the
world, and It corresponds to the Influence andpower of these states in attaining
the objectives of the United Nations. There Is no monopoly among great powers
alone of strength and will to support the peace.
The present representation and vote accorded to the middle powers and
smaller states brings to the Security Council, by the rotation of three of the six
nonlpermanent members every year, representatives of Belgiumn, the Nether-

lands, India, Mexico, Brazil, Australia, Canada, and many others.

The role

of the middle powers and the smaller states as members of the Security Councll,
with a collective voting power capable of preventing action deemed unwise or
wrongful on the part of the great powers, Is unquestionably one of the best Influences In the world toward the pacific settlement of disputes. It could hardly
be regarded as conforming with American tradition, our moral world leadership,
and the several vital Interests of time United States, to reduce the Influence of
these states to virtual impotence In the United Nations. Furthermore, It Is
at least problematical whether th middle powers and smaller states would
remain In an organization presuming to subordinate their Influence to rule by
great powers alone.
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It has also been proposed that a world court be established and empowered to
render Judgment in specific matters concerning aggression of governments and
also of Individuals. The line of separation of the authority and power between
such a court and the Security Council is not evident. It Is, for instance, not
clear whether the Security Council or the court would act jointly or separately.
Tie apportionment of jurisdiction would appear, in any event, to confer upon
the court certain powers of political judgment. If this be true, the court
as all organ of Justice abiding by the law of nations would disappear or be Impaired ; at the same time It is said to be a principal objective of these changes to
build a world order based upon law. Such law should be above the political
arena where expediency and compromise play their necessary and Inevitable
role in the affairs of men. I*?o blend law and politics Is to subordinate law, not
to erect It to the stature of the governing standard which guides and restrains
politics.
By other changes the elihination of the veto is sought in matters of aggression.
With respect to such a change, It is recalled that tile constreat lol of tile ('harter
was made in the light of a belief, assumed from the history of peace and war
to be a dependalble filet, that the only strength calpable of stoplilg a major power
consisteil in final analysis of the armed strength of other major powers. To put
that strength Into the service of law mid order, through the decisions of the
world community iln maintaining peace and security, constituted the base Intent
in requiring unanimity of the great powers in the Security council l of the United
Nations. Such use of armed forces is tie crucial aspect of tile problem of stopping aggression. However, under the proposals the armed forces of till( five
major powers wouhl be organized Into flve national contilgents which could be
employed upon majority decision of the Security Council a1(] the World Court,
subjectt to the constitutional processes" of the major powers. Ifence tihe ultimate veto Is iln fact not elimnimated. In other words, even if six votes In the
Security Council were cast iln favor of using forces, the use of United '-tates
forces coulhl be prevented by refusal of the United States Congress to approve
such action. Similarly any dissenting major power could thus decleh to linor
a decision It Opposed In the voting.
however, even though this ultimate power of veto Is a real veto, situations
could arise in which it would be unrealistic. This arises because the international decisionn to employ force is tie olint at which a veto is most Iearly dtclsive. Assunii'g, that this primary veto on enforcement deeislons was elininrted, tile Sovlt Union, for example, could immediately respond to the call of
the Security Council by putting its troops an( tanks iln action, placing the United
States in the position of having no practical alternative hut to send Its forces
into action unless this nation were prepared to face consequences not iln harmony
with tile plain objectives sought by tile proposals. The existing arrangement, by
which the instruction to the United States representative oil the Council to vote
yea or nay on the use of force carries out the considered decision hy the Government and is controlled by the terms of the special agreement already subjected
to the processes of ratification, avoids this difficulty.
Under the proposals the smaller states, which as has been seen would have no
effective voice In a decision to employ forces, would provide the forces constitutIng an International contingent. These armed forces could be put into action by
the vote of the major powers alone. A first consideration Is one of military Judgment as to whether It is practical military action to commit to military hostilities
any armed force without the certainty that replacements, reserves and logistic
services would be avilable-sice, under the proposals, they would not certainly
be provided under the reserved veto discussed above. Such reserves and supplies
are largely in the possession of the major powers. In this connection, also, the
Internationalization of bases on time territory of middle powers and smaller
states, to be used by the international contingent, raises a question of farreaching Importance. The attitude of tile rinaller states toward making available
parts of their territory for use as Internatlonalized baves, when such states would
be denied any controlling participation in decisions as to use of such bases, might
appear to such states as a derogation of sovereignty without a quid pro quo
satisfactory to them. These small:,r states, under both the.:e que illons, would
apparently run risks of being the scene of hostilities without their concurrence,
and hence they might oppose proposals placing the onus of Initial actions upon
their citizens and their soil.
In this general connection it is noted that proposals lave been advanced to
allocate armaments corresponding with the voting strength allocated in the
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Security Conneil. If It be (he object to make it possible for tie Security Comneil
to act aiginnst violatilos of pledges on the part of it Imijor power, close military
study would be required to ascertain whether the 20 percent of world airmaments
aiid
allocated to tile states taking the iiltitil military actihl, inaititely the sllrl
ilidle powers, woul le sufficent against tih forces of tite major powers Iaviung
al equal aitiotint of arinamnents baktked up by the vast array of inilitary assets
and the advaintages of ti military position eljoyed by atny of tile three largest
powers-or l4'raaaee and(Chilna though their ldivlidunl armnnalents Would he but
half its niucli. Additional question iIises upo 11utalysis as to whether most of
tile sunaller states would lie ablh to 1ituitaIn their portion of tie collective (1 1uota
Ili any event,
IIIch
respects, for illustration, iS Iavall power an(d aIr power.
uiless tile airniaaltietlts of tile three largest powers were reduced, by agreement
acceptable to the Union (of Soviet .1ovlalist lteplblics, tilie United States, 1id the
United Klgdon, to levels beyond iany ever serilosly broached in Iliternaillonal
negotaillts in past history, the diffilcuit technical problems Inherent i such proposils will require ca refull military aitid intilustrial studies.
One query which airises lit the atiove connect ion should be noted here. Innsiuiiich as tile percentage qtota Wothl lie tit' siltie In the case of tile 11,Palon of Soviet
Socialist leplibles, tilie united States, uid tilte United Kiigdom, complicated
teclinial atl'ratia'caaueaits- wolld heIitet5n t ait ed if security w'ere to be provided
by the iitlllis prolSed. The Soviet Union relies heavily oil nimpnwt'. The
westerli lowers itly rather oIl highy developed Ilstrumlents mild wetipiltis lii order
to satvv lives in t ihe evelit of unied ho.lItlles. AVititt requiring any signlilcant
rcdliltlhln of Soviet land forces, western pIwet'rs coul d be requtiled uilder the
polio sed aliocatli to give il) the larger proportioii of their iiiajor lietiats of
dhefeiise, or ti tilie hist to reduce their' naiival Ilanl atit strength so far Its to plaice
III question lhe 11111iitenance of Unitel States sectirity aind United Kigdon
secllrity. All a rlalalens aire not for aggression, its is well recognized. While
is sch hats been (lii raiciterii.ed ats aggressive
at
Uiled States defense Iaiaianit
anritinnt, United States citizens are well aware of the Itnvalidity of titis charge.
Il the effort to prevent aggressive arnianuut, accordingly, reduction ilong the
above lines \otihl wetiken oi11 thfenlslve aility. IIn idlition, tlie effects of the
prOloSals would aipaair likely to conitl)el the I'nl ted States to put 1ianty nore
Ien into 1tta)ilitary service to eOipensate foi the loss of weapons, with tile ecoaoliic and social collsiclellces this Would eltail.
The further query which wvarratnts ienltion here concerns safegiatrds,. Security
ba proposed rewith respect to the aintiiiteia nce it fact of quotas which ia iy
qiires certaili forms of Inlpecet Ion. hlspeetion of free comitries is relatively
easy, IMview of the collpetence of the free press in( the tratdit ioiis of denio;cratie
self-rile. Conparalble istraiiice of lt(' Itegrity of Inispection is not l)erceived
if) the case of police states. Indeed, conshhdering certain ditflctiltls, it is quite
possible that a Iollee state witi its Intricate controls would li aile under the
proposed arrmaigemeit, to retider Sectrity (outiell inspection Iniffective.
Various additional general considerations affect the problem of security
currently being discussed. Among these mention Is made of tie following:
The United States considers the international control of atomic energy as
the crucial aspect of arinanients control at this time, and the one which must,
therefore, be given first consdlcration. The United States, the sole known
possessor of tile bomb, offered to dispose (If Its atomic weapons, to turn over
to an International authority Its facilities for the manufacture of ntomle weapons,
and to make available to an International authority the know-how for the
production of atomile energy, provided only that an effective system for the
control of atomic energy has been agr&,ed upon and put into effective operation
first. The majority of the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission has

agreed upon the essential basis for an effective system for the IuternatIonal

control of atomic energy. When n effective system for the Internnatiotal control
of atomic energy has becn established and put Into effective operation, the
United States hopes that the world conditions of security will be such that(a) The United Nations could be endowed with enforcement niaehilaery
adequate to maintain the peace of the world - and
(b) Plans for the control of other weapons of mass destruction And for
the control of conventional armaments formulated by the Security Council
or subsidiary organs could be put into effect.
The provisions of the Charter of the United Nations relating to the reguilatIon
of armaments (art. 26) and to the-provisIon of araned force (art. 43 and 45)
appear still today to represent the best Judgment of the members of the United
Nations as a whole concerning the most effective procedure to achieve the
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regulation of armaments and the establishment of United Nations enforcement
machinery.
A program for the regulation of armaments must be negotiated between
sovereign states. The only existing alternative to such a negotiated agreement
or agreements is Imposition of arnmament regulations through duress and force.
It is axionatic that there can be no effective control in the fields of armalments
without universal acceptance. There Is no indicationi at tilt present that the
Soviet Union, or others, would he ready or willing to accept such controls.
Consideration of the world factors affecting tile acllivenlent of such agreement
or agreements points to the necessity not only of persistent efforts to Improve
woril conditions and to raise the preset degree of international conifielice,
lut also, of patience with the amount of progress which can meanwhile be made
by direct approach to the i'obll.
The United Nations is necessary fundamentally because peoples andi nations
differ on imntters important to peace jlnd security. There is no sort cut in
dealing with such matters. Iurble settlenments are agreed settleinents. For
such settlements, time and effort alike are Indispensable.
I)EPARlTMENT OF STr,.

Wl'ashitgton, May 12, 19-J7.
Ion. JOSEPh W. MAHITIN, Jr.,
,Spcker of the House of Rcprcsc lativcs.
Mv I)KR MR. 8PEAIER: There is tIllsmitted herewith a copy of tile Collvention on1 Privileges and lininunities of the United Nations which wits approved
by the General Assembly by a resolution adopted on February 13, 19t6. proposing tie convention for accession by each meianber of the United Nat ions.
This agreement is designed to implement articles 101 and 105 of the Charter Of
the United Nations, which read as follows:
AIITICLE 104

"Tile organi:ation shall enjoy in time territory of each of its menibers such
legal capacity as may be necessary for the exercise of its functions and the
fultilient of its purposes."
ARTICLE 105

"11. The organization shall enjoy In the territory of each of its members such
privileges and Immunities as are necessary for the fulfillhnl of Its lunrposes.
"2. RepresentatIves of the members of the United Nations and ofilelals of
the organization shall similarly enjoy such privileges
Immunities as are
and
necessary for the independent exercise of their functions it connection with the
organization.
"3. The General Assembly may make reconnendations with a vie"v to determining the details of the application of paragraphs 1 and 2 of tilts article or may
propose conventions to the members of the United Nations for this purpose."
The convention is submitted to you with the request that the Congress give
consideration to the passage of a Joint resolution authorizing the President to
accede to it on behalf of the United States. A draft of a proposed Joint
resolution is enclosed.
The convention gives certain privileges and immunities to the United Nations,
as an organization, anti to its eml)loyees and representatives of member states
who are designated in their respective capacities to time United Nations. Many
of the privileges and Immunities for which provision is made in the convention
have already been conferred upon the United Nations by virtue of tile provisions of the International Organizations Immunities Act, approved December 29,
1945 (Public Law 291, 70th Cong., 1st sess,). In sone respects, however, tile
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations goes beyond
the terms of tile International Organizations Immunities Act. Thus, there Is
provision In section 19 for giving the Secretary General and all Assistant Secretaries General of the United Nations, their spouses and minor children, the
privileges and immunities, exenlptions and facilities accorded to diplomatic
envoys ill accordance with International law. There is provision in sexton 22
for extending certain limited privileges an( Immunities to experts oil missions
for the United Nations. In other respects the convention is less liberal than the
provisions of the International Organizations Immunities Act. For example,
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section 11 (b) and (g) limit the free-entry privilege to "personal baggage," a
term N ilch is naiower In scope than the terin "baggage anti elfects," as used
ill section :1 of till. act. Ti' effect, therefore, of approval of the enclosed draft
resolution will i to supplement is, replace certain provisions of the Inaternationial
Organizatllons iinmunities Act, anid the draft Joint resolution provihes that in
tie case of absolute conflect the provislons; of the convention shall peva ll.
Since ouir lttcetanitice of fhis convention will give effect to articles 10-t and 105
of the Cilarter Of tie United Nations, tie Iepart ment of State helle'es that the
shioulid he subilitted to Congress lor' its i1pirovatl by j'dit resolutions.
convetion
At tie inv~ling o~f tiw (h, neral As.smblly of the( United Naion~s lit iFebruary
19-16. the United States delegation voted for the G neral Assembly resolution
OlsIK-g M e ('onve4tiou1 ol Privileges and I iiiiimtiiilties for aceessi ll by each
miiemia)r of tlilt Ua red Nitions. At thit tilii, Siitor Vatidenhirg ri',erved
the positlol of lit(, Ul lted Stnfes with respect to provi-siolls ill tliet conventional
rtga rding tax illllianitlhit's antd regiriliig iathinal-service extioiptis in tlh'si
worIs:
I ise only to iliale the posit ion of the delegation of tihe Unitod States perfeet 3' plaill in regard to tile reports of tie liftlh a nil sixth commillhttt's. We
havt ri'servted ollr positi
Ili risp et of tax imiii nties li regard to thlit reports
ie Ciis ittit on iof the Uni11ttd State gives fit' A nii't'icall
of b.ti coiiiiilt tees.
froiii taxation. 'lhe dis'oingr'ess sile power to exeipt Aiierican tiels
tiigiislie delegate if tile Ulited lKingdom miade a very Interesting and moviiig
ici ,aiinot serve
alitiial in respec-t of rival allegiances, and suggested tha it a
two itiasters. Quite Ill tile spirit in witch tlie aile delega t, if flit United
Kinig(Iilii spoke, tei thelegatlon of the Un cited Slates does not lopose to) serve
two iazster.s. Its inisier is flit' (.'tistitition of the United Stltes., This dot's
not, however, iean that the attitude of the ( government of the United States is
not totally lit oe with a cooperative attitude, and wholly hospitahle iti regard
sliall undtrtakt ti give to
toi all coperat ioll which wt, as the host ('iitry,
this great inistituitioii whel it goes Uili its way. Indeed, even so far its
privilegt's allt] iniminlitivs ire concerned, I am very happy to say that the list
session of the American Congress lils already passed a statute which includes,
I should say, about 95 percent of the thiings which the report and the general
convention front the sixii colniltitee anticipate.
"Th dtligatio of ttit(, United States also reserves Its position ill respect of
national-service exellhitioi, iinder the general convention reported by the sixth
committee. This again is title to the faet that the ('olnstItuitiol of th United
States permits no authority other than the American Congress to deal with this
natter, and we tire not lii a piisition to prejudge that ulthiate cinsileration.
"With these exceptiots, wt ive been very halpy to accept the balance of the
report of the flfth Conanitttee, and we are very glad to vote, with these reservations, for tle general cot:vneition.
"So far as the special t'onventioni Is concerned, we shali abstain from voting,
because the special colivelition is one to which the government of the United
States will be a party, and we consider it would ba Inappropriate for us to prejudge
the ease iere.
"In this entire attitude, I want to repent that the purpose and the Intention,
and heartfelt desire, not Only of the delegation of the United States, bat of the
Amerlcan people, I am sure I speak with complete Justification, Is to extend every
consideration, and to give every possible cooperation, to file United Nations OrganIzation as It proceeds upon the greatest and most hopeful adventure itn tie history
of human Iind."
With respect to the question of Incone-tax Immunity for officials of (ie United
Nations, I wish to point out that section 116 (I) (1) of the Internal Revenue
Code, as amended, exenpts alien employees of public international organizations
from the payment of a Federal tax on Income received from such International
organizations.
United States nationals employed by International organizations, however, are
subject to the Federal tax on Income received from the United Nations. Section
18 (b) of the enclosed convention would extend this tax exemption now granted
alien officials of international organizations to American nationals whi(, ore officials
of the United Nations. It would also grant immunity from State Income taxes on
such Income both for aliens and United States citizens.
The General Assembly of the United Nations is considered whether or not
officials of international organizations, regardless of their nationality and place
of residence, should be exetipt from national taxation. The Assembly concluded
at Its first session In London that "there is no alternative to the proposition that
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exemption from national taxation for salaries and allowances paid by the Organ.
ization Is Indlisp, sable to the achievement of equity among its members and
eluality amionig it a personnel." This propsi tion was accepted iil nimously, tile
United States delegation abstaining. The convention which Is sibi)nitted herewith wats also approved unanimously by the General Assembly, although the
United States delegation reserved Its position with respect to the question of tax
hmilunity as noted above.
in view of the general policy of the United States, to give Its full support
to the United Natios, It is the opinion of the Department of State that this
Government should comply with recommendutions of the Gteneral Assembly
wherever it cai do so without prejudice to overriding coitideratilons atfct liog
the vital Interests of the United Stlantes. For tills reason, the IDepartnwent hopes
that the congress s will nt Insist nil a reservation that tax linmutnity should be
iml)licnble to United States nationals.
With respect to section Is (e) of tll Convention, which would give oiflcials of
the lnlited Nations Iiiiiiiuninty front tiatinal-service obligatiois, I believe It
would be well for tills (Jovernuient to reserve Its position. Under the termIs of
the seletlve Training a1! Service Act of 1910, alive is at tached to foreign misstiolS In tile UIt el State, Were excelled front registration nnier crtuiti eirellclistilles. Since tilt, Selective 'i'rainiiig i( Service Act his now expired, the
(jllestion it this time of iiiiuiilty from lnmill service for officials of tile
interiIIt local orglilizatinlls is tiot of immed iate concern. I think it would le
well for this Gvernmtent, however, to reserve Its powsitinm as to United Stlte'
natlllls til aliens who have delared their intention of liecomlig eltlenis,
so that If In the fittilre It becomes necessa ry to provide again for llitlonal service
we will be free to deterilhile lit that. time the extent to which inatiional-servce
hi1nlolt tles should be extended to Americans who fire employed by the United
Nalms. A provision to that effect Is iticorporated in the attached draft
resolution.
The special convention which Senator Vaitdenhierg nntloned In the next to
)list pal ragri'] ] of the alfore-qlloted stltlllent Is a referenice to a proposed agreeIneni between tit(. 'nitd Nations atit ile United Stiles colnerling litil Iidiliistratio and control of the Irell till
ed Stitte sele .ted for the periatiient
headquarters (f the United Nations. That agreenient Is now In tile process of
being negotlinted between rel)reseiitatbyes of thie [United Nations and representtives of tills Government. When agreement has been reached tile text will
be submitted to the congresss for Its approval.
This draft agreement, ili Its
present form, irovides, aniong other things, for extending diplomatic privileges
and ltnitiuilte to) pritlmil resident representatives of inettiber stilts filnd
such resident members of their siff's its filly be aigree( upon between the Seeretary-General, the United Sta t's, amid tit, government of thit member eoneerned.
The enclosed Convention extends full diploniatle privileges til Immunities
only to the Secretary-General of (ie Utited Nations and the Assistant Secretarles-General (see. 19). Lesser officers of tile United Nations (sec. 18), experts
on missions for tie United Nations (see. 22), and rpreseitatives of 1lleilbers
other than those covered hi the above-mentioned site Convention (see. 11), are
not to receive full diplomatic privileges and imamunities. The immunities which
these officers, experts, and representatives are to receive are extended to them
while they are performing their official functions.
Section 11 lists in paragraphs (a) through (f) certain specific privileges and
Immunities which represenitatives of member states are to enjoy. Paragraph (g)
states that they are to have "seh other privileges, Imntiitles, and facilities
not inconsistent with tile foregoing as diplomatic envoys enjoy, except that they
shall havw no right to clhalm exemption from customs s duties on goods Imported
(otherwise than as part of their personal baggage) or from excise ditties or
sales taxes." It Is tile view of the Lepartment of State that this paragraph provides only for privileges with respect to matters other than those specified in
the foregoing paragraphs (a) through (f), and does not provide for additional
privileges lit respect of such matters. Thus, Immunity from legal process Is confined to the limited Immunity granted by paragraph (a) and could not lie eXtended under paragraph (g) to provide the. complete Immunity which Is enjoyed
by diplomatic envoys.
Article VII of the Convention authorizes the United Nations to Issue laissezpasser to Its officials. Section 24 of article VII provides:
"These laissez-passer shall ble recognted and accepted as valid travel documents by the authorities of members, taking Into account the provisions of seetlon 25."
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This language d(oes not authorize or require, and Is not interpreted by tile Departilent of State as a uthorizihg or reqliri ng the Uniited Nations or any nelnber state to Issue or accept i doc ,Irieiit which is i substitute for i pIassport or

other doueientat loll of nationality; It provides only for a certificate attesting to
the I'llitCd Nations atllllation of the hearer in respect to travel and will he
accepted by the United States its sUh a do(iutnent. Thus artleh, VI I, if approved,
will not Imlrlal or nimotiify existing provisions of law with respect to the requilreirelit or issiarice of Issports or of ofher (Ietanell tion evihhncig nationality
of citizens or aliens.
The fict tlht the United Nations has selveted tile United States for its
Pieriilleltt headulIr'trs 1111y c1llise (1111i1r) stlelalizd agencies to ilinikO their
pern4ent headqllarters III the United States. Wheli the deiion of those
agencies as to tlhol p ie1,iiir lit
headquarters is kiown, It Illly he necessary
for the I)Departlett of State to ask tie ('olgress to give its approval to a further
aigrelilemlt deflnitg the pr'ivlleges an(d init1litles of those organizot
s Insofar
Ils it 114ay be 4Iivialile to grant iltt privileges llid lhlnU1ltlltio beyond those
plroviiod in1 the Intterlatlional O'gan
Ilzt
(
i1n1milti ties Act. Tile Ilepartient
hopes 1 111t extelsive rvileil(hlvlut of P'uldic Law 291 01111be deferred llliti] slich
tlill 1 t t110 liedu for privileges tii ll 1i11414 lties olil tihet lart o'f Ilterntitonall
organizltiolns throlgholt tilt world sliall alive bCollit, cilrille(1. III thIs connectio, yolu miuy be Interested to know that th, Secretary Getioral of the United
Nations hits been instrulcted to nmke a study of tile privileges an4d lImunities
of speclaliz
lldgelies aind to opell (egotItlons with thelil ill order to Systeliatize their privileges al44 hnflnit ithes.
Since tie United Nations las (hchlde to nmke its pernlane" iadquarters In
the United States and is now considering plans for tlhe constri loll of Its buildIlgs, the D)epa rtment of State believes that approval of tie enclosed convention
IS Li matter of solle urgency.
The )De irllnent hats 1100,1 1itforneld by the Ilreau of tli Budget that three
Is rio olJection to li,
fll'

tsll

l

(f
oi(It4
this report.

A similar letter iN being sent to the Sieaker of the lotise of Ilpresentatives.
Sincerely yours,
0. C. MAI.\lAJL.

DEPARTMENT OF SrATE,
TVeEshilyton, May 7, 1948.
Thle IIlliollldt' ('Ii A.Es..: A. E'ATON,
Chairmanlol(,oie Coninitt'e Oil J.oreigni Affairs, House of Rcprescntatircs.
DEAR 111. EATONf: III eonlltitlon with thilt consideration by your olIlilnitteOe of
Senate Joint resolution 1361, authorlzlilg the Presldent to accept on ilohalf of the
Government of the United States tihe ColiventiOll ol 'rivileges and Immunitles of
the United Nationsl * * * I would like to express once aigail the hope that
the collllittee will give the Illost careful consideration to the desirability of ap)rovilng the penlling resolution without the reservath1n now attacihed thereto
by the Senate with respect to income-tax immunity. You will recall that section
18 (b) of he Convention provides that olicials of till United Natiolls shall be
exempt front taxation oil the salaries and emoluments pild to them by tile
United Nations, and that the Seiate, in approving the joint resolution, amended
It to withhohl tile application of this section front ilit(ed States nationals.
I fully apprechlte tite reluctance of til Senate to relieve tiny group enjoying
tie beieflts (if United States .itiz-,nshll). front the obligation to contribute to the
filnanchil support of their Government. At tile same time * * * there tire in
my opinion certain compelling reasons for not including in the Senate joint resolution a reservation of the type In question.
1. At two consecl tive regular sessions, the General Assenily of the United
Nations (the United States abstaining) has unanimously requested all members
to provide such tax exemption In order to ensure equality of tax treatment
among the staff In a manner which is equitable among members. Since It Is the
policy of tie United States to give its full support to the United Nations, It is
bolleved that this Government should comply with such requests of the General
Assembly whenever it can do so without prejudice to the vital Interests of the
United States.
2. Only two other states-New Zealand and Canada-have made such a reserva.
tion. Eighteen members, Including tile United Kingdom and France, have ac4leded to the Convention without reservation. Nationals of only two members,
75921-48-33
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United States and Canada, are presently subject to taxes on their income from
the United Nations.
3. Il or(ler to afford equality of treatment to all members of the secretariat
staff, the General Assembly has in the past authorized the Secretary-General
to reimburse employees for taxes which they have paid to their national governments on income received from the United Nations. The cost of such tax reimbursements to the United Nations Is approximately $500,000 annually, of which
about $450,000 represents payments to United States nationals. Tills charge,
of course, is drawn from the general budget and Is apportioned among all member
states. Despite the dissatisfaction of many members at having to contribute to
taxes paid by United States nationals to the United States Government, the
Assembly has agreed to continue the tax-reimbursement system for one more
yea with a clear warning that it may be terminated after 1948.
4. When the situation is reviewed by the General Assembly next fall, there
is likely to be a demand that members who do not grant exemption to their
nationals make supplemental contributions to tihe United Nations budget in order
to meet the tax-reimbursement payments. If this were done, the result would
be to Increase our share of the total United Nations budget and to set the stage
for the doctrine that members might be permitted to vary their contributions
on the basis of the particular activities they might choose to support.
5. If, alternatively, the tax reimbursement plan Is abandoned, United States
nationals employed by the secretariat ,would be earning a net salary substantially
lower than their foreign colleagues. As a result, it would be difficult to recruit
well-quallfled American citizens.
6. The Department Is convinced that the best ultimate solution to this difficult
problem lies in the adoption of a staff contrlihut bs plan under which United
Nations employees would make contributions froin their salaries to tileUnited
Nations, based roughly on the income-tax structure in the metuber nation where
the employee Is situated (In most cases the United States). The effectiveness of
such a scheme would depend on the willingness of ntenber nations which may not
wish to grant tax exemption at least to amend provisions of their tax laws de.
signed to avol double taxation so as to allow a credit for contributions made
under the schemer.
Approval I)y the Congress of time pending resolution without a reservation with
respect to Incone taxes would create the best possible atn'solhere In which to
work out a satisfactory staff contributions plan avoiding the creation of a taxprivileged group. It wouil also reaffirm the willingness of the United States to
cooperate fully incarrying out the declared policy of the General Assembly.
It is therefore the hope of the Department of State that the Congress will
approve the pending resolution without reservation with respect to Income tax.
Officials of this Depirlment will be glad to furnish further information on the
subject at the convenience of the committee.
F thfully yours,
GoRao C. MARSHALL,

Secretary of State.,
Letter from the legal adviser of the Department of State to the Honorable
Lawrence I. Smith, chairman, Subcommittee No. 6 ott International Organizations and International ILaw of the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
APRL, 29, 1948.
My DEAR Ma. SmIH: In your letter to me dated April 10, 1948, 3-ou referred
to the relationship between the proviso contained In section 9 of the International
Organizations Immunities Apt (Public Law 291, 70th Cong, approved December
29, 1945) and the provisions of Senate Joint Resolution 130 (80th Cong., Ist sess).

Your letter inquired: "to what extent would section 9 of the act he applicable to
the privileges atid Immunities accorded to the various categories of persons
covered by the Convention?" (the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations).
In the Charter of the United Nations, the United States along with thq other
members undertook to grant certain privileges aid Immunities to the United
Nations organization, to its officials, and to the representatives of members.
Artele 105 of the Charter provides, in part:
"1. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its members such
privileges and immunities as are neqessary for the fulfillment of its purposes.
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"2. Representatives of the members of the United Nations and officials of the
Organization shall similarly enjoy such privileges and Immunities as are necessary
for the Independent exorcise of their functions in connection with the Organilzation."
In the discussions at San Francisco on the drafting of the Charter, Committee
IV/2 considered the question of United Nations privileges and immunities. The
eomniittee gave consideration at that time to particular privileges and immunities which should be accorded by member states, and decided not to provide for
these by specific mention in the Charter article, in order not to exclude other
privileges and immunities. The committee then stated in its report to Conmission IV: "The terms, privileges, and immunities indicate in a general way all
that could be considered necessary to the realization or the purposes of the Organization, to the free functioning of its organs and to the independent exercise of
the functions and duties of their officials * * *."
The conutnittee also reported its definite and clear Intention that the provisions
of paragraphs I and 2 of article 105 should operate as soon as the Charter became
effective, and should not be postponed in their operation to the time when detailed
provisions on privileges and imnmunities should be worked out under paragraph 3
of the article. That paragraph provides:
"3. The General Assembly may make recommendations with a view to determining the details of the apljlicaton of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article or may
propose conventions to the members ol the United Nations for this purpose."
11ecominendations of the Assembly or draft conventions proposed by that
bodv, containing provisions on the privileges and immunities of the United
Nations, would, of course, 1)e entitled to great weight as expressing privileges and
immunities which are covered by the Charter obligations contained in paragraphs
1 and 2 of article 105. Such recommendations or draft conventions might not
necessarily express the full extent of the privileges and immunities called for by
paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 105. The question whether a particular privilege
or immunity was required by the Charter to be granted could perhaps in tile last
analysis be determined only through interpretation of the Charter in a specific
case. and in such an instance the International Court of Justice might be the
ap )ropriate agency, for rendering a definitive decision.
It, seems clear that the Charter of the United Nations does not permit tile
Imposition of conditions of reciprocity on the granting of privileges and immunities
under article 105. Indeed the purpose of the Charter in respect of article 105
is to provide for the granting unconditionally by member states of certain privileges and immunities to the United Nations so that it may function effectively
as a world organization untrammelled in its operation by national requirements
of reciprocity or national measures of retaliation among states.
As stated in the report of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (No.
559, 80th Cong., 1st sess., July 15, 1947), the International Organizations Immunities Act "was passed for the general purpose of defining the privileges,

exemptions, and Immunities to be accorded to International organizations In the
United States and their officers, employees, and representatives of member
governments. At the time the act became law, such International organizations
as UNRRA, FAO of the United Nations, and the Pan American Union were
already In operation in* the United States. 'It was contemplated that the act
would take care of the requirements of such agencies and it was also hoped that
It would cover the principal requirements of the United Nations, although it
was too soon to know just what these requirements would be since the first session
of the General Assembly of the United Nations had not. yet been held."
Thus, the International Organizations Immunities Act, Insofar as it concerns
the United Nations, was a step taken by the United States on its own Initiative
to Implement article 105 of the Charter. Since this stop was taken before any
consideration by the General Assembly of the privileges and Immunities question
and before the gaining of any experience in the field' of United Nations' privileges
and immunities, it was to be anticipated that tihe arrangements eventually worked
out giving full effect to article 105 might differ in some respects from the arrangements provided by the International Organizations Immunities Act. In the
absence of positive indications in the act, It should not, of course be Inferred
that the Congress in passing this legislation provided for requirements of reclprocity which would be inconcistont with the Charter obligations of the United
States And Indeed an examination of the International Organizations Immunities Act discloses that the legislation does not provide for any such requirements.
Section 9 of that act specifies that the privileges and immunities conferred in the'
preceding sections of the act should be granted despite the fact that the international organizations concerned might not be in a position themselves to grant priv-'
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ileges and immunities oil a reciprocal basis. To some extent, therefore, the act,
restricts tho right, of the secretary of State to enforce reciprocity in th dijiloinatie
relations of the United States, at right of the Secretary which" appears not to be
based on any act or acts of Congress but rather to be an executive power stemming
from the functions of the executive branch of the (overnment in its foreign
relations.
Section 9 of the International Organizations Immunities Act contains a proviso:
"That nothing contailled ill this title shall be construed as precluding the Secretary of State from withdrawing the privileges, exemptions, and inlnllmnities
herein provided from persons who are nationals of any foreign country o the
ground t hat such country is failing to accord corresponding privileges, exelipt ions,
and immunities to citizens of the UnitCd States."
T his so-called reciprocity clause does not require the Secretary of State to
enforce any conditions of reciprocity in the administration of the Act, nor does it
grant any authority to the Secretary to withdraw privileges, exeniptions, or inmunities from foreign nationals onithe grotind that their country fails to grant
corresponding privileges, exemptions, allt immunities to Ailericanl citizens. The
clause instead provides that nothing in the act shall preclude the Secretary from
using his discretion to exercise ammy authority which lie may po.,sess apart from the
act to withdraw privileges, exemlitions, and immnumiies fro)m foreign nationals of a
country that fails to grant corresponding privileges, exemptions, and immunities
to American citizens. The effect of the proviso is therefore only that the Secretary
shall not be precluded from enforcing reciprocity, in certain cases, against foreign
nationals-whihi he may have other authority to (lo-merely because they are
connected with an international organization and are granted privileges, exenlptions and immunities under the International Organizations Immunities Act.
As we have seen earlier, the International Organizations Immunities Act to some
extent restricts the freedom of the Secretary of State to enforce reciprocity; the
section 9 proviso removes from the restrictive effect of the act a narrow class of
cases. It may be, however, that in this narrow class, of cases the Secretary of
State has in fact no authority to impose reciprocity, hi view of tile provisions of
the United Nations Charter.
As will be seen from the use of the phrase "privileges, exemptions, and imniunities herein provided," the privileges, exemlptions, and immunities which the
Secretary is not precluded by the act from withdrawing from certain foreign
nationals are those provided in the International Organizations Ilmmitics Act.

The reciprocity clause does not refer to privileges, exemptions, or immnllities
provided in aniy other law of tile United States. It. is mny opinion, therefore,
that the proviso contained in sectionl 9 of the International OrganizationsIlln-

nities Act would not., il any event, be aplicable to t,
privilegess
amid immunities
provided for in the Convention on the Privileges and I mmunities of the United
Nations, unless the proviso were made al)plicable in the legislation authorizing
the President to accept the Convention and"such a reservation to the Convention
came into force as between the United States and the United Nations.
Senate Joint Resolution 136 provides, in part:
"That, insofar as any provisions of this Convention and the International
Organizations Immunities Act * * * as applied to the United Nations relate
to the same matter, the two provisions shall wherever l)ossible be treated as
complementary to each other so that both provisions shall be applicable and
neither shall narrow the effect of the other; but In any case of absolute conflict,
the provisions of tme Convention shall prevail * * *.

The'~ above-quoted provision would ilot seem to make sectionl 9 of the IniternatinlOrganizations ImuiisAtapplicable fil conistruing tile Convention.
If, however, tile provision were held to have that effect, tile result wold be that

the Secretary of State would be left free to exercise such executive authority
as lie possessed to enforce reciprocity in the same manner that tile InteriationalI
Organizations Inmunities Act left him free to do so. The Convention does not
admit of reciprocity requirements. Accordingly, its provisions would prevail
over those of the section 9 proviso in the Immunities Act if the proviso were
interpreted as recognizing a power il the Secretary to enforce reciprocity. In
view of what has been said earlier eoncerninl
the effect of tile Charter 'of the
United Nations, the proviso might not oven be so Interpreted.
Twenty nations, including France and Britain, have already adhered to the
Convention without making any reservation as to reciprocity. If the United
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States, in its adherence to the Convention, introduced the element of reciprocity
In a reservation, other States might then le led to take similar action. Such a
course of developments would of necessity undermine the basic purpose anti
utility of the Convention.
Fiiially, it may be pointed out that section 26 of the headquarters agreement
between the United States and the United Nations (Public Law 357, 80th Cong.)
provides as follows:
"The provisions of this agreement shall be complementary to the provisions
of the General Convention. Insofar as any provision of this agreement and any
provisions of the General Convention relate to the same subject matter, the two
provisions shall, wherever possible, be treated as complementary, so that both
rovisions shall be applicable and neither shall narrow the effect of the otherin any case of absolte conflict, the provisions of this agreement shall prevail.'
butThis
provision of the headquarters agreement makes clear that in any case of
conflict, the headquarters agreement shall be controlling over the Convention.
Section 15 of the headquarters agreement provides as follows:
"(1) Every person designated by a member as the princil)al resident representative to the Ulnited Nations of such member or as a resident representative with
the rank of ambassador or minister plenipotentiary;
"(2) Such resident members of their stars as may be agreed upon between tile
Secretary-General, the Government of the United States and the Government of
the member concerned;
"(3) Every person designated by a member of a specialized agency, as defined
in article 57, paragral)h 2, of the Charter, as its principal resident representative,
with the rank of ambassador or minister plenipotentiary, at the headquarters of
such agency in the United States; and
"(4) Such other principal resident representatives of members to a specialized
agency and such resident members of the stairs of representatives to a specialized
agency as may be agreed upon between the principal executive officer of the specialized agency, the Government of the United States and time government of the
member concerned, shall, whether residing inside or outside tie headquarters
district, be entitled in the territory of the United States to the same l)rivileges
and immunities, subject to corresponding conditions and obligat ions, as it,
accords
to (iplomatic envoys accredited -,0 it. In the case of members whose governments are not recognized by the United ,States, such privileges and immunities
need )eextended to such representatives, or persons on the staffs of such representatives, only within the hea(quarters district, at their residences and offices
outside the (list rict,
intransit bet ween t lie (list rict and such residences and offices
and in transit oi official business to or from foreign countries."
Under this provision the representatives of member states and certain members
of the stall's of such representatives shall be entitled in the United States to the
same i)rivileges and immunities which the United States accords to diplomatic
envoys accredited to it, "subject to corresponding conditions and obligations."
The background iii the negotiation of section 15 of the headquarters agreement
indicates that the )hrase "subject to corres)ondmig conditions and obhligations"
was inserted by way of compromise to ineet, a desire on the part of the United
States that persons covered by actionn 15 were not to receive privileges and inniuminties broader than (hose accorded to diplomatic envoys accredited to the
President of the United States, and that, like diplomatic envoys, such ),-rsons
might. be found personae non grate am iiade subject to recall. "The negotiating
background does not indicate that the quoted phrase was inserted for the purpose
of permitting the United States to make the privileges and immnmities provided
for fin
section 15 dependent upon reciprocity. In the case of representatives of
members, and resident members of their starts, the United States may be authorized under the headquarters agreement to bring about expulsion of personnel in
cases where such action appears to be required. Except for this drastic weapon
which the United States may under some circumstances use, the headquarters
agreement does not, provide for the canceling of privileges and immunities.
To summarize, my conclusions may be stated as follows:
(1)The Charter of the United Nations imposes the obligation on meml)er states
to grant certain privileges and immmities not conditioned on reciprocity.
(2) Fhie International Organizatiomns inimnunities Act restricts the power of
the Secretary of State, In managing United States foreign relations, to enforce
conditions of reciprocity in the granting of privileges anid immunities. To the
extent that the act does not restrict, the Seeretary's power, it nevertheless makes
no affirmative grant of power and merely leaves tfhe Secretary with such authority
a1 he may possess apart from the act and in view of the effect of the Charter of the
United Nations.
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(3) The section 9 proviso in the act relates only to privileges, exemptions, and
immunities granted under the International Organizations Immunities Act. Even
if ths proviso were construed to relate to privileges and inmunitle, under the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations and the
roviso were regarded a4 recognizing a power in the Secretary to enforce reciprocity, it would not b1 operative since the Convention would pievali; the latter
instrument does not provide for the making of any conditions of reciprocity.
(4) The headquarters agreement, although it does not provide for making of
any requirement of reciprocity in the granting of privileges and immunities by
the United States, may empower this Government to require the recall of certain
foreign nationals covered by the Convention, if they are regarded as personae
non gratao; the agreement prevails over the Convention in case of conflict.
I apologize for the length of this letter but thought a fairly complete analysis
might be of assistance to you. If you or your staff wish to discuss the matter
with me. I am of course utirIev at y'our disiosal.
Sincerely yours,
ERNE:ST A. (Guoss,
The Legal Adviser.
I)EPARTM ENT OF STATE,

Washington, March 17, 1948.
The Honorable Josmin W. MARTIN, Jr.,
Speaker of the House of Rcprcscntatires.
DEAR MR. SP:AKEII: I am transmitting herewith a draft of a proposed bill
"To amend the United Nations Participation Act of 1945" which the Department recommends be enacted Into law.
The primary purpose of the proposed amendments to the United Nations
Participation Act of 1945 Is to provide greater flexibility In the United States
representation In the Security Council and to provide assistance to our principal
Representative to the United Nations. The nature and increased volume of work
of the United States Mieilu itto the United Nations and the consequent demands
upon the time and energy of the United States Representative make necessary
the provisions of the proposed amendments its outlined in the enclosed memorandum.
A similar communication is being sent to the President pro tempore, United
States Senate.
The Department has been Informed by the Bureau of the Budget that there
18 11o obtectlon to the submission of this proposal to the Congress.
Faithfully yours,
G. C. MARMhIAL,
A BILL To amend the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 to provide for the appointment of representatives of the United States in the organs and agencies of the -United
Nations, and to make other provision with respect to the participation of the United
States in such organization
Be it enacted by the Scnate and Itoftse of Reprcsentativcs of the United
States of America in Congrcss assembled, That the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 be amended to read:
"So. 2. (a) The President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
shall appoint a representative of the United States [at the seat of the United
Nations who shall have the rank and status of envoy extraordinary and ambassador plenipotentiary, shall receive annual compensation of $20,000, and
shall held office at the pleasure of the President. Such representative shall
represent the United States In the Security Council of the United Nations and
shall perform such other functions In connection with the participation of the
United States In the United Nations as tIme President may from time to time
direct.] and a deputy representative to the United Nations twho shall have the
rank and status of ambassadorextraordinaryand plenipotentiaryand shall hold
office at the pleasure of the President. The representative shall receive compensation at the rate of $25,000 per annum and the deputy representative shall
receive compensation at the rate of $20,000 per annum. Such representative and
deputy representative shall represent the United Statep in the Security Council
of the United Nations and may serve e¢# offlcio as United States representativeon
any organ, commission, or other body of the. United Nations and shall perform
such other functions in connection with the participationof the United States
in the United Nations as the President mdy from time to time direct.
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(b) Tie President, by and with tile advice and consent of the Senate, shalll
appoint Eal a! additional deputy representative of the United States [tol in
tile Security Co,',,ll who rsi11ll have the rank and status of envoy extraordinary
and minister t.?nipotentlary,] s1rll receive annual compensation of $12,000,
and shall hold office at the pleasure of the President. Such deputy representatire shall represent the United States in the Security Council of the United
Nations in the event of the absence or disability of the representative or deputy
reprscntatice of the United States to the United Nations.
(e) The President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall
designate from time to time to attend a specified session or specified sessions of
ti General Assembly of the United Nations not to exce(l five representatives
of the United States and such number of alternates as lie may determine consistent with the rules of procedure of the General Assembly. One of the representatives shall be designated as the senior representative. Such representatives alld alternates stroll vaich be entitled to receive comiipensation at tile rate
of $12,(K00 per annumn for such period as tile President may specify, except that
no menber of the Senate or Ilouse of Representatives or officer of the Unlited
States who Is designated under this subsection as a representative of the United
States or as an alternate to attend any specified session or specified sessions of
the General Assembly shall be entitled to receive such compensation.
(d) The President may almo appoint from tine to time such other persons as
lie may deem necessary to represent the UIited States in the organs and agencies
of the United Nations at such salaries, ndt to exceed $12,000 each per annum,
as lie shall determine, ,but the representative of the United States in the Economic and Social (ounell al(1 In the Trusteeship Council of the United Nations
shall be olbpointed only by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, except
that tlip President may, without the advice andi consent of, tile Senate, designate
any olfeer of the Utmlted States t9 act, without addltionalomipensatIon, as the
representative of the United Stott in eiOr such Council (A) at any speifled
meetingg] sessiOn thereof where t4g jisiton ir vacant or in the absence or
disability Qf the z
gi~rreprwntajhte, or (B)! ip connectloo with a specified
subject matter at any spch0od[peet:igj season Qf either sudh Council in lieu
of the regular represllttlt t.
The l'D',tdc1L* ma4 dsignate any officer of the
Department of State, 'hcso appointment is subject to confirtnatioqp by the Senate,
to act. without additioti , eornpensatio*,. for tentporary perio4s as the representatire of the UJ#tcd St 0bs in the ScoStrity Cottwil of the U4ited Nations in
Mke abstce or disabiliiJI of-the rcprocntative and deputy representatives appointed under SM,. 2! (4) and (b) or 4a&
lieit of siwih reprcsetmativcs itn connc.
li
with a specified, subject natter. The advice and consent of the Senate
shall ralsol be required for tile appolatment by the President of the representative of the United States in aW" commission that may be formed by the United
Nations with respect to atuinlc energy. or in any other mission of the
United Nations to which the United States Is entitled to appoint a representa'(e) ]Nothing contaied in this section shall preclude the President or the Secretary of 4I(ate, at the direction of the President, from representing the United
States at m meeting or session of any organ or agency of the United Nations.
Sm. 8. Thy representatives provided for In section 2 hereof, when representing the United States In the respective organs and agencies of the United Nations,
shall, at all times, act In accordance with the instructions of the President transmitted by the Secretary of 8tigt uupaw other means of transmission Is directed
by the President, and such repiesaetativs shall, In accordance with such instructions, cast any and all votes under the Charter of the United Nations.
SEe. 4. The President shall, from time to time as occasion may require, but not
less than once each year, make reports to the Congress of the activities of the
United Nations and of the participation of the United States therein. He shall
make special current reports on decisions of the Security Council to take enforcewent ineasures under tie provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, and on
the participation therein tinder his Instructions, of the representative of the
United States.
Suo. 5. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, whenever the
United tSates is called upon by the Security Council to apply measures which
said Council has decided, pursuant to article 41 of said Charter, ore to be
employed to Rve effect to its decisions under said Charter, the President may, to
the extent necessary to apply such measures, through any agency which he may
designate, and under such orders, rules, and regulations as may be prescribed
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by him, Investigate, regulate, or prohibit, In whole or in part, economic relations
or rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication
between any foreign country or any national thereof or any person therein and
the United States or any person subject to the Jurisdiction thereof, or involving
any property subject to the Jurisdiction of the United States.
(b) Any person who willfully violates or evades or attempts to violate or evade
any order, rule, or regulation Issued by the President pursuant to paragraph (a)
of this section shall, upon conviction, be fined not more than $10,00) or, If a natural
person, be Imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both ; and the ollicer, director, or agent of any corporation who knowingly participates In such violation or
evasion shall be punished by a like flue, Imlprisonment, or both, and any property.
funds, securities, papers, or other articles or documents, or any vessel, together
wilth her tackle, apparel; furniture, and equipment, or vehicle, concerned In such
violation shall be forfeited to the United States.
Svc. 0. The President is authorizedi to negotlate a special agreement or agreements with the Security Council which shall 14. subject to the aIproval of the
Congress by appropriate.Act or Joint resolution, provhling for the numbers and
types of armed forces, their degree of readiness and general location, and the
nature of facilities and assistance, Including rights of passage, to be inade available to the Security Council on its call for the purpose of nalntaining international peace and security in accordance with article 43 of said Charter. The
President shall not be deemed to require the authorization of the Congress to
make available to the Security Council on Its call lit order to take action under
article 42 of said Charter and pursuant to such special agreement or agreements
the armed forces, facilities, or assistance provided for therein: Prorided, That
nothing herein contained shall be construed as an authorlzatihn to the President
by the Congress to make available to the Security Council for such purpose armed
forces, facilities, or assistance In addition to the forces, facilities, and assistance
provided for in such special agreement or agreements.

Sw. 7.' The Sccrctary of State tay acquire bly purchase. aift, dcrise, oonstruction, exchange, lease or rental (for P(rFods not Xeccding/ tell 1cars), (il offeial
residence for the use of the represcn tatilve of the United States to the United,
Nations, and inay proride and pal for mnaintaining, operating, altering, repairing,
and cqtipping Such a residence, including the cost of installation and itse of Irlephones It the same naniner as telephone serriec is proridcd for the itsc of the
Foreign Serrice pursutant to the Act of Aiatltst 23, 1912, as amencded .'31 U. S. Y.
679), and inat! Panke an allotment of ftnds, similar to the allotment authorized byi
setion 902 of the Foreign serriee, .tet of 19$6. for 1unl1sut11l c'.rlwlses incident to
the operation and

ailintcnalle of such rcsidfnce,

to hie (t'ol/itcil

for in

aceord-

ance with ,eetion 903 of said Act: Proridcd. Thtt the foregoing shrill be without
regard to R-etion 122 of the Act of June 30, 1932, is amlendedl (f0 U S. C. 278W) :
Prorided further. That the Scerclari of State miai areept oin behalf of the United
States, gifts made bt will or otheriis('for the blateflt of the United Sttles which
could further the purposes of this sclion fmldemr the sute terms and conditions
as he mall arcept. putrstant to Rection 1021 of the Foreign Rerric; Act of 19$tG
(60 Stat. 999), gifts made for the benefit of the F'oreign Servee.
Smpe. 8.' There is hereby authorized to be appropriated annually to time Department of State, out of tiny money In the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
suins as
amany be necessary for the payment by the United States of Its share of the
expenses of the United Nations as apportloned by the Meneral Asseumbly lit accordance with article 17 of the Charter, and for all necessary salaries and expenses
of the replresentatives provided for lit section 2 hereof, anti of their appropriate
staffs, Including personal services In the District of Columbia and elsewhere, without regard to the Civil-Service laws and classificationn laws] the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended travel expenses without regard to tIhe Standardized
Government Travel Regulations, as amended, andtrithout regard to the rates of
per diet allowances In lici of stbsistenc crpenses under the Subsistence Explnse
Act of 1020, as amended and section 10 of the Act of March 3. 19,33, as amended,
and under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of State may prescribe,
travel expenses of families and transportation cf effects of Unlted States representatives and other personnel in going to and returning from their post of duty;
I'This Is a new section. The original section I will be re-designated section 8 and
amended a indicated.
2 Formerly designated section 7.
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allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by
; cost of living allowances for
tite
Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. lia)
pcrsonneil stationed abroad under such rules tit(] regulations as tlt Secretary of
State hly prescrih
e cmnunleation se'rvies ; stencograph| ic relortlag, transiating, and other services, by contract; Elf deemed nlecessary, without regard to
scion 370) (of the RvIsed Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) ;J hir of pVI.S14'111J(r motor
vrhics and othcr local transportation; Eequipcnent ; t ralsiortetiont of thIngs ;]
renet of offices; printing and binding; without rcflard to ,.ctioni 11 of the Act of
March 1, 191 (4.f Ut R. C. 111); official entertainment and representation;
[stationery; IlurcllciSe of newspapers, lerlodicals, books and (1occllclents;] cXp'nses as athori'd in sclion ? hercof; an(1 su(1l other expenses itsnmay be
atithorlzed by tile
Secretary of State; all without regard to ,cetton d709 of the
Rcriscd statutes, as acended, (41 U. S. C. 5)."

MEMOI1.\,NlUM
Pio1ost

AMENDMENTS TO TIE UNIT) NA'rIoN8 I'AIITIPIJ'ATION ACT

The nature an(d volune of work of tileUnited States Mission to the United
Nations make it necessary to secure anlendlncelts to sections 2 wid 7 of the United
Nations Participation Act. The prilmary purpose of amoeidmcents proposed it
tius time is to provide greater Ilexibility i our rerlesecltlt ionit the Security
Council and to provide assistance to our pihiieip leipresentative to tlce United
Nations.
The principal proposed anmendiunifs p~rovide1. For the creation of itnew position, nanely, that eif I)eputy United States
Representative to the United Nations 1llld
that tihe Itepreseniative and
IDeptity Representative to the United Nations shall he oicr tlciber 01e and
two llelpresentatives i the Security Coneli, and provide fuccther that these
two representatives cecay serve ex oillceo its United Sitiics Representative on
iny organ, (ommilnission, or olher body of tie United Natiocns.
2. ''iat tile salary of the Representative mid I)eputy Itepresentative to
the l'nitel Nations shall correslond te4 the rates pale to the chiefs of ntisshlls, (8hl5s
I find II, respectively., a1sIrovided icc the i'orelgn Service Act.
3. For the appoiiment by the residentt, by and with the advice and
cocaSIt Of the 8eccate. of allaldlit ional Dely lh'eselat l ive
In tile
Securily
('oilleil, aile aultlorize
lile
'resident to designate acny departental ollieer
of the lepartnent of State, whose appointmcent is subject to confhrlation
by the Senate, to serve for temporary periods in the Security Council lit
the absence or dlsalilly Of the IepresencttitlIve aind Depuly Re'resentatives,
or ic hell of such iteplresenta tves in cneretion with a slpecilfed subject
hitter.
.i. For removal from the act of the requirement for conflirnmtion by the
Senate of Presielential appoillinents to the macy commissions of tile
United
Nations, except tihe Atoniic Energy Cocnnis.loct.
5. The addition of ic new section to eiville the mission to acquire by pirchase, rent, or gift, a residence for tile United States representative.
0. Amendienits to section 7 to clarify the existing laciguage and14
to bring
it Into accord with related legislation governing the use of tile
aippropriations.
The detailed analysis of tlhe specific acnendencts follows.
Rctlon 2 (a)
The amendments provide for the establishment of a new position, namcuely, that
of Deputy Representative of the United States to tice United Nations, to be appointed by tile
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. It is
also provided that tle Representative and Deputy Representative of the United
States to the United Nations shall have the rank and status of ambassador extraordhinary and plenitp)tentary and shall receive compensation at the same
rates as are paid to chiefs of missions, class I and class IT, respectively, under the
Foreign Service Act. The Representative and Deputy IRepresentative are designated as tile prilncipl representatives in tile Security Council of the United
Nations and are authorized to serve ex.officlo as United States representative on
any organ, coninilslon, or body of the United Nations. This section changes the
title of the United States Representative at the seat of tileUnited Nations to

Representative of the United States to the United Nations. This minor change
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in title brings the title Into accord with the title used on the appointment and
confirmation of Ambassador Austin to his present position.
Section 2 (b)
The section Is amended to authorize the appointment of an additional Deputy
Representative of the United States In the Security Council and to provide
that he shall serve In the Security Council In the event of the absence or disability
of the Representative and Deputy Representative of the United States to the
United Nations. The amendment eliminates the provision for rank of envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary for this position. The effect of this
amendment Is to provide a third member of the United States Mission authorized
to serve on the Security Council. This Deputy Representative, however, would
not be authorized to serve on any other organ of the United Nations.
Section 2 (d)
The amendments to this section change the authorization of the President to
designate an officer of the United States to serve, without the advice and consent
of the Senate, in the Economic and Social Council and the Trusteeship Council
to cover any specified session of either Council rather than any specified meeting
as currently provided In the act. The amendments also permit the designate ion
by the President, without the advice and consent of the Senate, of any ollicer
of the United States to act In either of these Councils for a specified session
thereof In the event that the position Is vacant as well as in the absence or disability of the regular representative.
An additional amendment to this section would authorize the President to designate any departmental officer of the Department of State, whose appointment
is subject to confirmation by the Senate, to :,erve for temporary periods as the
Representative of the United States In the Security Council of the United Nations
In the absence or disability of the Representative and Deputy Representative or
in lieu of such Representatives In connection with a specified subject matter.
It Is proposed to amend the section also to make it unneccrsary to secure genntn
confirmation of Presidential appointments to the Commissions of tile United
Nations to which the United States is entitled to appoint a representative, except for such commissions as may be formed by the United Nations with respect
to atomic energy. This amendment would make it unnecessary to secure Senate
confirmation of Pesidential appointments to the many commissions of the Economic and Social Council or to subcommissions of any other organ of the United
Nations.
Section 7 (a new section replacing former sec. 7)
Section 7 authorizes the Secretary of State to acquire by purchase, gift, devise,
construction, exchange, lease or rental, an official residence for the use of the
Representative of the United States to the United Nations and the use of the appropriation for participation in the United Nations for payment of maintenance
and operating costs of the residence. This amendment is drafted to make provisions for a residence for the Representative, similar to provisions of this nature
In the Foreign Service Act of 1946.

Section 8 (replaces and amends former section 7)
Most of the amendments of this section are designed to clarify provisions of
the existing law and to bring it more nearly into accord with related legislation.
The amendments to this section specifically exempt the United States mission
from the provisions of the civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended. The amendments also exempt the mission from the provisions of
the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926 with regard to the rates of per diem allowances In lieu of subsistence expenses. It Is proposed to amend the provision
regarding payment of cost of living allowances to limit such payment to personnel
stationed abroad but to broaden the allowances for official entertainment to
include representation also. This provision will permit payment of allowances
for living quarters and cost of living allowances to any representatives who may
be appointed to regional commissions of the United Nations where the headquarters are located outside of the United States, such as the Economic Commission for Europe. It also brings the provision for payment of entertainment
and representation allowances In line with provisions of the Foreign Service Act.
It is proposed also to amend this section to exempt the use of the appropriation
for printing and binding from provisions of section 11 of the act of March 1, 1919
(44 U. S. 0. 111) (note statute requiring printing by the Government Printing
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Office) and to exempt the use of the appropiration for expenses as authorized in
section 7 an(l other expenses authorized by the Secretary of State from this
appropriation from provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended

(41 U. S. 0. 5) (note statute requiring advertising for bids).
DEPARTMENT OP STATE,
lVa8hington, January 19, 1948.
Hol. JOSE-1n W. MARTIN, Jr.,

,SpCaker of the House of Representatives.
Mr. DEAR MA. SPEAICER: There is trllnsnltted herewith a draft of a proposed
bill authorizing the furnishing of services and the temporary detail of United
States employees to public international organizations entitled to enjoy, In whole
or lit part, the privileges, exemptions, and immunities authorized by and in
accordance with the International Organization Immunities Act (59 Stat. 069),
on a reimbursable basis.
The purpose of this bill Is to authorize agencies of the United States Government to detail personnel or supply services required by public International
organizations, under the direction and general supervision of the Secretary of
State. For reasons of economy, it is desirable that international organization
should follow a policy of providing in their secretariats only a minimum staff
and of relying on member governments for service and personnel which It is
not feasible for the organizations to provide for themselves. If the organizations are able to draw upon governments for assistance of this kind for short
periods, their complement of full-time permanent staff can be kept smaller in
size than would otherwise be possible.
The United States Government, as participant in these organizations, has
received numerous requests for detail of personnel to assist the international
organizations. Under the existing statutes, It Is impossible to comply with most
(of these requests. This bill permits the Secretary of State to comply with these
requests, provided the Government agency and United States employee Involved
consent.
Both the International organizations and the United States Government will
benefit from the proposed statute. The international organization will be
enabled to maintain a smaller staff than otherwise would be necessary If it is
allowed to draw on Its member governments for additional staff to meet difficult
technical problems or peak work loads. The United States Government will
benefit it two ways. In the first place, reducing the budget of the international
organization will correspondingly reduce the United States financial contribution.
Since it is to be expected that many other nations will similarly loan personnel
to the International organizations, the effect on the budget may be quite substantial. In the second place, the employees of the United States Government
who are so loaned will have a unique opportunity to broaden their training and
background on the technical, professional questions which are the concern of the
particular International organization. Their usefulness to the United States
will accordingly be Increased by the experience gained through service with the
International organization.
The bill provides for reimbursement by the international organization concerned of the costs and expenses Involved in the furnishing of services and in the
detail of personnel. Thus, the bill, If enacted into law, will enable the United
States Government, lit International cbmlty, to assist, at no cost or expense to
itself, public international organizations in which it participates and in whose
success this Government and the American public share a continual concern.
A similar letter is being dispatched to the Pre.ldent pro tempore of the United
States Senate.
The Department has been Informed by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection to the submission of this proposal.
Faithfully yours,
ROEBRT A. Lovmr,
Under Sccretary.
IDraftl
A BILL To authorize the furnishing of services and the temporary detail of United States
employees to public International organizations
Be it enacted by the Senate and Housc of Representati'es of the United States
of Amerlca in Congress a8sembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Interwid I)etnil Act of 1948".
,i tlnwi.] flr-,nnivitlions .oprvivc''
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SFc. 2. When used in this Act(1) tile term "Secretary" means the Secretary of State;
(2) the term "international organization" means any public international
organization entitled to enjoy, in whole or in part, the privileges, exemptions,
and Immunities authorized by and in aceordance with the International Organizations Immunities Act (59 Stat. 669) ; and
(3) the term "Govermnent agency" means any department, Independent establishnient, or other agency of the (overnment of tile United States, or filly corporation wholly owned by the Government of the United States.
S.c. 3. The Secretary is authorized, up1)on application of an international organizatihn and Its agreement to pay the costs and expenses thereof either by
advancement of fumds or reinbursenicnt, to: (1) provide seiititllh,, technical.
professional, or adlinistratlve services, through such Government agency ns
the Secretary may designate, with the approval of that agency, or (2) detail,
or authorize the detail, for not exceeding one year at a time, to the International
organization of any lpe'lll, excepIt melmbers of the arnaed forces, iii the eliiloy
or service of tilh' Govrminntiit of the United States wit h tilh alpp'val of the
Government agency iti which such person is elploy.d or serving and with the
I'rovilcd. T'hat while so detailed, Such person shall be
(Oliselt of Slch
ll'rsol:
considered, for the purpose of preserving his rights and privileges as such, fll
officer or employee of the Government of the United States and of tile Governinlet agency from which detailed, and sh1ll continue to receive therefrom his
regular r compensat io:
Provided fmirthcr, That wheni rellllllrslllellnt is lllale, it
shall be credited to the approprilation, fund, or account utilizedlin incurring
tile obligation: Provided urhlthc,
iThatany officer or employee detailed under
the authority of this Act Is hereby authorized to accept directly from the funds
of the international organization payment for additional comlpensatlon, allowances, and travel expenses at rates fixed by such International organization.
SEO. 4. Nothing in this Act shall authorize the disclosure of any Information
or knowledge in any case iniwhich such disclosure i prohibited by any other law
of the United States.
TEM.PITMFNT OF STATE.

Bosn.C1 isigton, February13, 19.18.
flon. CUAntES A. Ei.ATO,,
House of RCprc8scftatirc8.
I)FlR 31t. EATON : One of tile Jll)ortant latters which tile ('ongress will have
before It at its current session is tile approval of a loan to the United Nations to
finance the construction of its perninnent headquarters in New York City. I
understand that this Iiatter has already been discussed Informally with you.
During tile course of the second reglllar session of tile General Assembly in
New York last fall, it became clear that, as a result of the critical dollar shortage
confronting most of the members of the United Nations, the only satisfactory way
of providing for the prompt construction of a permanent home for Ile Organization wolld be a loan by the United States. In view of these facts, find taking
into consideration the economic and financial aidvantages that would accrue to
tile United States from this project, the President authorized Ambassador Austin,
In reply to an Inquiry from the Secretary General regarding tile possibility of a
United States Government loan, to state that tile President would be willing to
request tile Congress to approve an Interest-free loan of $65,000000 fo this
purpose. The General Assembly accepted this offer subject to tile express understanding that the loan, would require approval of the Congress.
A memorandum Is enclosed which gives the background leading uip to tile loan
proposal and the Assembly resolution. This memorandum explains why other
methods of financing are not feasible and why the approval of this transaction
by the Congress will result In definite benefits to the United States, both In actual
economic and financial returns and In leadership and prestige within tile United
Nations.
The prompt construction of a permanent heidquarters for the United Nations
Is essential not only for the efficient operation of tile Organization, but also as a
demonstration of faith In and support for tile United Nations.
Negotations with United Nations officials conducted by officers of the Depart.
ment of State and the Treasury, in consultation with the Bureau of the Buldtxt,
have resulted In a draft loan agreement specifying the terms of the proposed loan.
A copy of this draft is enclosed. If you have any comments or questions about it,
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Mr. ilohlen, tie counselor, or Mr. Rusk, the director of tile 0W11ce of United Nations
Affairs, will be glad to discuss the matter with you at your convenience. It is
expected that the agrevient will be finally negotiated and( signed about February 24. Vroniptly thereafter, it will be submitted to the Congress for formal
apl)rOvill.
Faithfully yours,
ROFnUT A. LvETT, Under Scerctary.

MEMORANDUM-IVIIDI NO lIt) PEiIMANENT Il.)QUART

tllso TO
ME UNIThI) NATIONS

The United Nations Is now ready to build Its permanent headquarters In New
York City. The site has been substantially clear.
Plans have been drawn.
Construction can start as soon as funds are available. To provide these funds,
the Congress will lie asked to consider it proposed lnrerest-free loan of $65,OOO,000.
This niemnoranduni describes the developments leading up to the proposal of
the loan. It explains why, from the point of view of world peace and United
States security and leadership, this prolusal, although involving a relatively
siall 1sum1,
is one of tile 1must Important inatters which will 1)e before the Congress
at Its present session.
ChOCE oF THlE sr1
The United Nations Charter, adopted at San Francisco on June 26, 1945, left
the location of the Organization's headquarters for determhIlatlol by the General
Assembly. In December of that year the Congress uuluously adopted a concurrent resolution Inviting tile new Organization to locate Its perlnnent headquarters in tile United States. The General Assembly decided to accept this
Invitation and to make its temporary home il New York City while looking for
an ipproprlate pf'lnlllmIit loval l on.
The Gleneral Assemly. during lip autuimin of 1946, considered several sites
whi.h had been liroposeud in or near New York City, Philadelllhia, Sati Francisco,
an( Boston. It finally accepted the offer (if Mr. John D. 'lockefelhler, Jr., and tie
city of New York of a free gift of laid covering approximately six city blocks oa
tie East River In New York City.
Once the site was chosen event' moved raphily. TIhe Coigress approved legislatioll exempting the Rockefeller gift from Federal taxation. Title to the property
wa, transferred to tile United Nations. 'Tile city (if New York undertook extenSive commitments valued at about $20,000,e00 to wake alterations Ill ti surroudilng streets and approaches. Nearly all tile buidings on the site were
demolished except an office building now being used by the United Nations.
MSOALARRANGEMENTS

The rights of the United Nations and the United States with respect to control
over tie site are defined Il the headquarters agreement which becanle effective
November 21, 1947, pursuant to approval by tile Congress (Public Law 357, 80th
Cong.). The site remains part of tie United States and of til city anti State of
New York, willie tile United Nations is given specified privileges and imn1 allies
conl)rabile to those enjoyed by foreign embassies here find by United States
Embaiisles abroad.
BUILDINtl PLANS

Plans for the new headquarters have been developed under the guidance of
the headquarters advisory committee, a 16-nation committee chaired by Anbassador Warren R. Austin. A group of outstanding architects and engineers front
various member nations, led by Wallace K. Harrison, of tile United States, collaborated in preparing plans for an assembly hall, office building, and conference
facilities. These were unanimously approved by the General Assembly at its
last session.
COST
The plans as originally drawn called for buildings that would cost approxiniately $55,000,000. These plans were revised In an effort to bring costs down to
the minimIum consistent with efficient operation and room for moderate expansion
in the immediate future. As a result, the estimated cost was reduced to

$%,000,000.
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1 ATER IALS

Estimates made by the headquarters planning staff of the United Nations Indicate that the total steel required for construction of tile permanent headquarters
will be approximately 40.000 tons, or about 0.4 percent of the total steel used

In the United States for construction and maintenance in 1947. Less tMan
one-lalf of the steel going into the project will be required during 1918. Tie
type of steel used will, in general, he different from that which Is used it multiple.
dwelling housing structures.

Thus no appreciable competition with housing

requirements is expected.
Cement requirements are estimated at less than one-half of 1 percent of tile
amount of cement which was shipped to Now York State in 111-7 when the industry was operating at 75 percent of capacity.
The lumber required for the construction will be niostly concrete form lumber
of which It Is expected that there will e an adequate supply without competition
with housing.
IMI'oIITANCF OF STARITINO CONSTIUCTION PROMPTLY

The temporary headquarters of tile United Nations are in a converted factory
at Lake Success where the space is cramped and il large part unsuitable for
ofl,e use. Tile General Assembly meets In the New York State building at tile
od worhl fair grounds, about 20 minutes drive away. Both buildings are far
from hotels, with tile result that delegates have to spend many hours commuting
to and from New York City.
In addition to operating efficiency, however, there are mnore fundamental
reasons why it is of vital Importance that the permanent headquarters of the
United Nations promptly became a reality. Recent deterioration of international
relations has led the nations of the worli to put their faith ill tile more earnestly
in tle United Nations as their best ultililte iole for lasting peace. Failure to
proceed promptly with the erection of tile permanent head(ljuarters would be
construed, rightly or wrongly, in many member nations as lack of faith In the
future of the organization.
Not only is tile success of the United Nations and the assurance of Its future

developmellt is vital to the United States as to any other member Nation, but
the United States is even more vitally concerned than the other members in the
establishment of tile United Nations headquarters on a permanent basis. Location of tile headquarters In this country Is it source not only of pride to the
United States but a very Important factor In tile prestige and leadership of this
country in the activities of the United Nations.
The decision to locate here wias made il tile face of strong opposition o1 tile
part of many nations who felt that the headquarters should be in Europe. Most
of those nations, now feel that, once the decision has been made to locate here,

it would be calamitous to reverse it. Nevertheless, tile permanence of tills decision cannot be assured as long as the United Nations remains In makeshift
quarters. During the deliberations in the fall of 1940, when the site was chosen,
the Soviet Union appeared to regret its original support for location In this
country and sought to have a European location reconsidered.
At the last session of tile General Amembly It was voted to hold tile next
session in Europe. Some members opposed this for fear that it would lead to
a diminution of United States leadership. The United States felt bound to
support tile wishes of the majority of the members li tilis respect as long as
the organization had not yet fourd satisfactory quarters il this country. If,
at the time of the next assembly meets in Europe, the construction of the permanent headquarters In this country Is not assured, there Is a serious possibility
that the old question of where the headquarters should be located may be
reopened.
DIFFERENT METHODS OF FINANCING CONSIDERED

In normal times, a project such as this would, of course, be financed by cash
contributions of member nations. The critical dollar shortage, however, makes

this method a practical impossibility for most of the members of the United
Nations.

The possibilities of private financing were carefully explored, and the most
favorable arrangement that could be developed was submitted to the headquarters
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advisory committee. This N%-., found to have serious disadvantages. It would
still be necessary for a substantial part of the cost to be put up In cash by the
members, and they were not in a position to do so. There were legal difficulties
in providing for tile possibility of suit against the United Nations, anti there was
the complicating factor of clearing the plans with the lenders so that the buildings
would be adaptable to other use in the theoretical event of foreclosure. Furthermore, it was the feeling of many members that it would be Inconsistent with the
dignity and prestige of the United Nations for the organization to be under
obligation to private financial Interests. In view of these considerations, the
members of the headquarters advisory committee (the United States representative abstaining front the discussion) unanimously requested the Secretary-0eneraI
to approach the United States (Government regarding the possibility of its making
a loan.
In connection with this request, consideration was given to the possibility of
making the loan through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or tile ExportImport Bank, but It wits clear that neither of these organizations had the necessary statutory authority. A loan by the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development would also be impracticable since it can only loan to a member
nation or to a business, industrial or agricultural enterprise on the guarantee of
a member.
THE UNITED STATES OFFEU OF A LOAN

Following consultations between representatives of tile Department of State,
the Trcasury Department and the Bureau of the Budget, it appeared that the
most appropriate arrangement would be it direct loan by tile United States
Government. In response to the Inquiry of the Secretary.General, Ambas.ador
Austin was authorized by the President to state that the President would i&eoloniend to the Congress th granting of an1 Interest-free loan of $f5,000,000.
Ambassador Austin's letter of October 29, 1947, to tie Secretairy-(enera Il this
subject is attached. Letters explaining tile proposed financing procedure had
previously been sent oil October 22 to the chairmen and ranking minority melbers of the Senate Foreign Itelations Committee, the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, and the Banking and Currency Committees of both Ilouses.
SEASONS FOR MAKING THE LOAN INTEREST-FRUE

It was originally contemplated that a lan-by the United States Government
would bear interest. On further consideration it appeared, however, that a loan
-vithout interest would probably in the long run be to the advantage of the
United States from a strictly financial point of view, since it would strengthen
tile hands of the United States delegationat the recent General Assembly in
resisting efforts to call upon the United States for tile payment of a bigger
share of the cost of construction than its share of the regular budget of tile
United Nations.
The United States now pays 39.89 percent of the budget of tile United Nations.
If contributions were strictly on the basis of ability to pay, it would have to
contribute a substantially larger share. The bais on which the United States
contribution lias been kept down to tills figure, and on which it is hoped that it
may ultimately lie reduced further, is that It would not be consistent with tile
sovereign equality of members if the organization were depenldent upon one
member for n excessive portion of its revenue. 'Ti'is argument, however,
does not carry much weight il (cases such as the construction of headquarters
since it could be urged that this Is an isolated transaction not establishing any
precedent. Il support of a larger contribution by the Federal Government to.
ward the headquarters, attention might be called to the generosity already dis.
played by a private citizen and by tile city of New York. Finally, the actual
economic advantage to the United States arising out of the location of the
headquarters in this country would be a powerful argument In favor of a larger
contribution. It was feared, however, that if the United States should make a
contribution to the cost of tile headquarters greater than Its proportional share
of the regular budget this might, in turn, be used as leverage for future efforts
to increase, or at least to prevent the decrease, of the United States' regular
contribution to the budget.
The definite economic advantages accruing to the United States from the location of the headqt arters in thie country would seem to justify the Government
in making a special contribution toward the construction. Making this contri.
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lIution In the form of a waiver of interest has the great advantage of not
l)reJudiing the position of the United States with regard to its contribution
to the budget of tie organization. The l)rhlill of the loan would lie repald
In annual installments out of the regular budget of the United Nations.
ECONOMIC

ADVANTAGES

TO THE

UNITED STATES

Apart from the enhancement of United States leadership und prestige In the
organization, and the benelt to our foreign relations of having an Increasing
number of influential citizens of foreign countries learn froti direct contact
the advantages of the American way of life, the location of the headquarters
in this country results in a detlilte economic benefit to the United States.
Certain imneilate and concrete benefits will arise from the const ruetlh
itself, since almost the entire cost of construction will he spent Il tile United
States. For example, American labor will he used for the building, the bulk
of the materials will be purchased In the .Unitd States, find the existence of the
buildings will be a permanent asset both to New York City ald to the Nation.
The location of the United Nation,; headquarters in llw United States brings
about a constant Inflow of funds from other countries. It is estimated that
about $20,50,000 is transferred every year front foreign hands and spent In the
United States in connection with the United Nations. 'l'his Includes (,ontrIbutions by foreign countries to the United Nations budget, expenditures of the
permanent delegations stationed In New York, and expenditures by delegations
coming to special meetings held at United Nations headquarters throughout the
year. This Is an annual Inflow of money which inny be expected to increase
rather than to become smaller In the future. Another saving to this Governmen9 is In tile travel and communications expense that would be involved in
maintaining a mission and sending representatives If the headquarters were
locate ! in Europe. This isestituatedi at over $300,0) per year.
AC'ION OF TYS (;NERAL

AHSUMBLY

The General Assembly received the United States offer warmly and with real
appreciation of the support thus demonstrated for tie United Nations. It
authorized the Secretary-General to negotiate a loan agreement with the United
States for a period of not less than 30 years subject to repayment in annual
Installments front the budget of tile United Nations. The Assembly's resolution expressly recognize(] that tile lonn was dependent upon approval by the
Congress.
NEGOTIATION OF TIIE LOAN AO(1lEMENT

Pursuant to the resolution of the General Assembly, representatives of tile
Department of State and the Treagury, Il consultation with tle Bureau of tile
Budget, participated in negotiations with officials of the United Nations regardIng the terais of a loan agreement. The result of these negotiations Is the draft
loan agreement which accompanies this meIorandul. It provides for payment by the United States to the United Nations of a total of not more than
$65,000,000 as required by tle United Nations for the construction of tile headquarters. Repayment is to be made in annual Installments, beginning July 1,
1951, when It may be expected that the United Notions will be Installed in tile
new headquarters, and ending July 1, 1982. Tile payments begin at $1,000,000
for the first 2 years and rise gradually to $2,500,000, tapering off again toward
the end of the period. Under this schedule half the loan will have been repaid
by 106, but the United Nations will have relatively small payments to make
during the first few years when the dollar shortage may still be acute and the
United Nations may have addltlonal organizatilal expenses. The United
Nations undertakes not to allow the creation of any mortgage or other encumbronco on the real property without tile permission of the United States, so long
as the loan is outstanding, and recognizes that, as provided Ili the headquarters
agreement, It cannot dispose of any of the real property without the consent of
the United States, which consent may be conditioned upon repayment of the
balance of all Installments of the debt outstanding.
The loan agreement is now ready for final negotiation and signature.
Promptly aftr signature, it will be submitted to the Congress for approval and
mlplementaaon.
(Attachment: Letter to Secretary-General from Ambassador Austin.)
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OCTOBER 29, 1917.
Ills Excelleney, TY(;v. LiE,

,cIrc(,lry-(h'ufral of the United Nations.
Lake Su(css, Long Island, Neiw York.
MY DEita SEII-,'T.lIY-GEN:ItAI,: I wish to reply to yolr request for itifornatioti colwierinig the extent (o which the (overnlnment
of tih United States
might bt willing to assist III flnancing the costs of construction of the United
Nitt iOlis l(iql(lll rate's.
Tile G(overnmnent of the United Stlates would be prepared to enter Int) negotla bits with the
cretery-Geuiera of the United Nations with a view to concludhing it lolln aigreeelnt wivri'liy Jll itii
st-free United States (hvernuent
loan would ie( n11(1e avallahle for Ilie purpose of timnhicing Jll or part of the
('ost of constllting tile United Naions head(lllarters. It woulii lie the uindersilln ding of Illy Goverlllmlelnt that sul .h at lollJ
1
would
l
be for Jill 1t111(3l1Ut ilot exceeding $15,0)00,0. Further, it Is understood that Ihe [iall wouldlie extendlle
for it period to be determined by legotiationi with the 8ecretary-(GeJieral and
would be repayable il alllnUal installments front the ordinari'y bldiget of the
Unitel Nattions.
Sucih it luiln woiul(l, of course, require fie alpprovial iif the United Stlates Cont-

gress. The President of tile United States would lie willing to request tile
approval of sullh a loaln by the Congress uipol co('lllSln (if negotiations betweel tile Seeretairy-eneral aind 111y Goverllnlent. It. Is aisstumied ttat tile
General Asselbly will it tlls session lake |te necessary decisions and give
the nee('ssar' authorizltion.; required to proceed with il(, construction and
flelcilg of the headquarters.
Sincerely yours,
WAIIRN IR. AUSTIN.

FrintuAtty 11, 1948.
D1Avr

Foll LOAN A(OiEEM.;NT

]ETWEEN TIlE UNITED
NATIONS

STATES

AND

THE UNITED

It is hereby agreedl by the Governlent of the United States of America find
tile United Nations as follows:
(1) SulJect to tile ternlis and coalitions of this agreement, tit(' Government
of the United States will lend to the United Nations a suml1i not to exceed in
the aggregatte $(5,000,00).

Sullh sui

8ha11

lie expended only as allthorized

by the United Nations for the cOlistruetlion and furnishing of tile permanent
headquarters of the United Nations iln Its headquarters district iI the City of
New York, its defied iii tile Agreement Between the United Stales of Alerica.
and the Ulited Nations Rlegar(ling thel Headquarters of tile United Nations,
siginedl at Aike Success, N. Y., Oil June 26, 19)47, incl(lng the necessary arcilteetural and engineering work, lldscal)ing, underground construction and
other appropriate liprovelments to tile land and approaches, aind for other
related purposes and expenses incident thereto.
(2) Su~ih sum1, or prts thereof, will be advanced by the United States
through the Secretary of State, to the United Nations upon request of the Seeretary-Generl or other duly authorized officer of the United Nations and upon
the certification of the architect or engineer in charge of construction, countersigned by tile Secretary-General or other duly authorized officer, that the
amount requested is required to cover payments for the purposes set forth
in paragraph' (1) above which either (a) have been at any time made by the
United Nations or (b) are (ue and payable or (c) It is estimated will become
line and payable within sixty days from the (late of such request. All Sums
not used by the United Nations for the purposes set forth in paragraph (1) will
be returned to the Secretary of State of the United States when no longer
required for said purposes. No amounts will le advanced hereunder after
July 1, 1951, or such later date, nor after Auly 1, 1955, as may be agreed to by
the Secretary of State.
(3) All sunms advanced hereunder will be receipted for on behalf of the
United Nations by the Secretary-General or other duly ahltiiorized officer of
tile United Nations.
(4) The United Nations will repave, without interest, to tile United States
the principal amount of all sums advanced hereunder, lit annual payments
75921-48----34
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beginning on July 1, 1951, and oil the dates and in the amounts indicated,
until the entire amount advanced under this agreement has been repaid as
follow:
Amount
Date:
Amount
July 1, 1951---------- $1,000,000
July 1, 1967 ---------- $2,500,000
July 1, 1952 ---------1,000,000
July 1, 1)68---------2, 500, 000
July 1, 1953 ---------1,500,000
July 1, 169---------2, 500, 000
July 1, 1951 ---------- 1,500, 000
-July 1, 1970---------2, 500, 000
July 1, 1055 ---------..2,000,000
July 1, 1971 ---------2,500,000
July 1, 1950---------2,000, 000
July 1, 1972---------2, 500, 000
July 1, 1957---------2, 000, 000
July 1, 1973 ---------2, 500, 000
July 1, 1958 ---------2,000, 000
July 1, 1974---------2, 500,000
July 1, 1059 ---------2,000,000
July 1, 1975---------2, 500,00)
July 1, 1960 ----------- 2, 500, 000
July 1, 1970 ---------1,500, 000
July 1, 1961 ---------- 2, 500,000
July 1, 1977 ---------1, 500, 00
July 1, 1962 ---------- 2, 500, 000
July 1, 1978 ---------1, 500, 000
July 1, 1963 ---------2, 500, 000
July 1, 1979 ---------1,500,000
July 1, 19614---------2, 500, 000
July 1, 1980---------1, 500, 000
July 1, 1965 ---------2,500, 000
July 1, 1981 ---------1, 500,000
July 1, 1966 ---------2,500, 000
July 1, 1982---------1,000, 000
]However, In the event the United Nations does not request the entire sui of
$65,000,000 available to it under this agreement, the amount to be repaid under
this paragraph will not exceed the aggregate amount advanced by the United
States. All amounts payable to the United States under this paragraph will be
paid, out of the ordinary budget of the United Nations, to the Secretary of State of
the United States in currency of the United States which is legal tender for public
debts on the (late such payments are made. All sums repaid to the United States
will be receipted for on behalf of the United States by the Secretary of State.
(5) The United Nations mity at any tie make repayments to the United States
of funds advanced hereunder in excess of the annual installments as provided In
paragraph (4) hereof.
(6) The United Nations agrees that, In order to give full effect to section 22 (a)
of the agreement regarding the headquarters of the United Nations referred to in
paragraph (1) above (tinder which the United Nations shall not dispose of all or
any part of the land owned by it in the headquarters district without the consent
of the United States), it will not, without the consent of the United States, while
any of the Indebtedness incurred hereunder is outstanding and unpaid, create any
mortgage, lien or other encumbrance on or against any of Its real property in the
headquarters district as defined in said agreement. The United Nations also
agrees that the United States, as a condition to giving Its consent to any such
disposition or encumbrance, may require the simultaneous repayment of the
balance of all Installments remaining unpaid hereunder.
(7) The effective date of this agreement shall be the date on which the Government of the United States notifies the United Nations that the Congress of the
United States, with the approval of the President, has made available the funds
necessary to be advanced in accordance with the provisions of this agreement.
In witness whereof, the Government of the United States of America, acting by
and through the Secretary of State, and the United Nations, acting by and through
the Secretary.General, have respectively caused this agreement to be duly signed
In duplicate at ----------- on this ----day of ---------- , 1948.
For the GOVERNMENT OF TME UNITED STATES OF AMERIOA:

Date:

For the UNITED NATIONS:

Secretary of State of the United States of America
Siecretary-General
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CITY OF NFW YoRK,
OFFICE OF CITY CONSTRUFION COORDINATOR,

Ntew York 35, N. Y., April 80, 1948.
110n. CIIARLES A. EATON,
Chairman,Housc Committec on ForeignAffairs,
Hoe
of Representatirc, Washington, D. C.
DRAIt MR. EATON: I am advised that your committee is scheduled to start
hearings on United Nations legislation early next week. Ia order that you
may have before you the facts covering the commercial value of donated lands
and buildings proposed to be constructed on the United Nations site with funds
to be loaned by the United States, I ani glad to make the following statement
to be used as you may see fit.
I have had such an analysis made by responsible people who have been followIng this problem from tie beginning. Tlhey advise me that, based on very
conservative estimates, from $50,000,000 to $0,000,000 call be realized from the
sale (if the property within a reasonabh time after the headquarters is constructed. I am attaching a table to illustrate this.
'here is no question that, if this property were put up for sale today, It would
easily bring the amounts shown In the estimate. Office space in midtown
New York is In terrific demand. The small amount of new office space available is being rented at from $0 to $7 per square foot, with the tenant making
all alterations. The Inability to demolish old buildings because of the difficulty
of relocating the tenants, as well as tihe complete absence of unused space, has
created a critical shortage of new office construction. Both the Library and
the Secretariat are typical modhern office lildlngs which could be used with little
or no alterations. Furthermore, not only would these buildings provide muchneeded office space, but, Inasmuch as the United Nations has built on only
60 percent of the available land, several sites for new construction would be
available within lihr city's zoning requirements.
Oil tile north end of the site,
for example, there is a plot 5(9) by 500 feet, which is completely free of structures.
It is conservatively estimated that this could be sold today for $30 per square
foot, thus realizing on this one parcel alone $7,500,000. The effect of this situnation will be felt for several years to conme. The General Assembly Building and
the Meeting Hall Building would provide Ideal space for television, broadcasting,
andi motion-pleture studlos-space which cannot be found in Manhattan today,
and certainly not in midtown Manhattan.
rhe location of tie site is lml-rfeci for conunerclal purposes. It Is served bly
two bus lines--one crosstown and one north and south. It is within walking
distance of the Grand Central Station, as well as most of time large hotels In
the midtown area. When the city-planned Second Avenue Subway is built, it
will be within one block. It is easily accessible by car from the East River
I)rive as well as the Queens-Mldtown tunnel. The proposed garage will enhance this accessibility.
Tie property donated by Mr. Rockefeller, which was an outright gift and is
not reimbursable in time event the United Nations abandons its site, has been
shown at its original cost of $8,500,000. Already adjacent property In the area
has more than doubled Its value. The United.Nations plans to spend over a million dollars for landscaping the property alone. The city has already developed
plans for improvements around the site costing $13,000,000 Including the widening of First Avenue, the construction of a vehicular tunnel for the entire length
of the site to divert heavy traffic, the reconstruction of the East River Drive,
the construction of improved approaches to the drive at both ends of time site,
and the construction of several park; In the Immediate vicinity of the headquarters. Furthermore, removal of the slaughterhouses that previously occu.
pied the area has made an enormous improvement in real estate values in this
area. In view of all this, it is certainly reasonable to expect that the value
of the property will at least double.
Time figure of $05,000,000 as the total cost of the United Nations building
program is, I am sure, conservative. It is not a figure taken from the air,
although, of course, It is not based upon detailed estimates and bids. The scope
of the project has been cut down and all extravagance and trimmings have been
eliminated. In addition, a margin of safety has been provided.

Oordlally,

Ronzm, MosEs, City fjonstruction Coordinator.
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Estimate of amount which cold be realized from salc of UN property
Estimated

i

Estimated

construction
cost I
Library I ......................................................................
Secretariat s ...................................................................
M ectinig hall build i s ........................................................

ase vale

$1, 6M ,000
7,, no, 000
12,00W,
000

$2,000,000
A)000, 0 1)
X , (I0)
PXVl

Garage ...................................

5,.Al, ( 1

Landscaping .................. %..............................................

5, 0, 000
............

!,2. , (X .........

General Asemibly ..........................................................

Covering of Franklin l)ano Roosevelt )rive .................................
Commitments .................................................................

8. (x),m0 0* (,,
4,.I0

ma)41

6,00w, w ............

Contingencies .................................................................
3,250,000 ............
Land ........................................................................................
.8,WS
O,000
Total ......................................... t..........................
50,
000, 0
50,000,000
I lla-sed on the latest plans and etinafts of the United Nations Headquarters Planning Office.

I Originally constructed in 1946 by the New York City flousing Authority and transferred to the United

Natioion a rental-sale basis. Value hazsincrease( 25 iwrccnt. Could be used coinercially without any
alterations.
I A typical moftern office building. Conversion to commercial use would require only normal tenant
changes. $0,000,0. epresentinwz special features required by the United Nations, h ts been written otT.
i Estimated at two.thirdsoriginaloost, becauseof various interior alterations mnec-sary toadapt the build.
Ings to commercial use.
ACarried at original cost. Does not include value of property donated by the city of New York, as this
must be repaid to the city in amcordanve with its agreement With the United Nations.

IIISTORY OF TIE TAX-IMMi-tUNITY QUESTION IN TIIF UNITED NATIONS
(Meluorandum suihmltted by Department of State, May 24, 1048)
PREPARATORY COMMISSION (1945)

The Preparatory Commission of the United Nations, composed of the original
signatories of the Charter, made arrangements for the first sessions of the
General Assembly nInd the Councils and submitted recommendations for oigitiiz-

Ing the United Nations withil the broad framework of the Charter. One of
the major preoccupations was how to assure that the Secretariat could secure
a staff with the standards of efficiency, competence, and integrity required by
article 101 of the Charter. Equality of conditions of service for llenbers of
the Secretariat was an Inlplicit recommendation by the Commission to the
General Assembly. The Comnission also reported that an adequate system
of Immunities annd privileges for officials, as provided In article 105 of the
Charter, is essential. The draft convention on privileges and immunities which
the Commission proposed to the General Assembly contained language which
became section 18 (b) of the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.
Finally, the Preparatory Commission raised the question
whether the United Nations should not pay some "special allowance" to those
of its employees who pay Income taxes on their Ileonle from the United Nations
In order to produce equality among the staff.
FIRST SESSION OF TIE ;ENI1AT, ASSEMBLY (FIRST PART, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1040)
Committee 5 (Administrative and Budgetary) discussed at length the problem
of equality of tax treatment of Secretariat employees. It considered proposals
for tax reimbursement schemes with a view to assuring equality among staff,
but realized that such a procedure would produce Inequities among members,
all of whom would have to contribute to a budget made larger by the amounts
of taxes collected by some of them. A subcommittee concluded unanimously
that both equity and equality could be achieved only if each member exempted
front Income taxation salaries paid by the United Nations. Committee 5 finally
recolnmended and the General Assembly adopted it resolution which provided
for tax reinbursements and requested tile Secret ary-General to submit recommendations to the General Assembly otn a staff-contributions plan (annex A).
The resolution also requested members who did not already do so to exempt
salaries paid by the United Nations from taxation.
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The concept of staff contributions as a method of avoiding the creation of
a class of tax-privileged international public servants had been discussed inconelusively in Committee 5. Tile reference to "exemption from national taxation"
ili the pireamble of the resolution had been so phrased specifically to not foreclose
the possibility of fi internal levy.
United states posltlin.-'lie United States delegation abstained on this otherwise 111111nlilliouls resolute iOl. It lind oluInted out repeatedly ilt Conmittee 5 (as
well as iln the IAgal Committee which dealt with the draft of the Convention on
Pr-iileges nd lmnunuliles) tlint the Congress Is the only authority which can
grllt tax IlIunIllltits to 'mlletd States nanlOllals.
IIIST SESSIOx or TIE

NiJ.NxAI,ASSEM11ILY

(SICOND PART, OCTOnII-DECEMIIER 1040)

'onmittee 5 had before It a report by the Secretary-General, in accordance
with the lrovislons of tile resodution adopted by the General Assembly at the
IlII'st lrit i Its llrst sessloii. Iloniiiiitte .5 kgr-eed again to request inomleberS
wlto halzul IIW 'c4(14iE Il lax i 111141liily for i.1aha rhis pahd by tile I' llted Natiolls to
do So. A. I'111lln of Soviet Socialist lebllic s proposal to ierjniiiate the taxreliobursemenet authority after .January 1, 11)47, was defeated. The SvcretaryGeiieral had submitted n analysis otf the ndnillist I'ivte 1ind imlicy question
hiil'4ll ll Ille .l-isildernillon of i stff-colit rlhitliis scheline. lls proposal to
establish At sil1'clal coltiiittep to ('olsller these qtueistions during the Assembly
sessioli was defeated, an11(1
Co"mmittiee 5 recommended that the Adviso'y ('()IliIiiltte on AdIlllli st rative and Bitdgetary tQuestions (a standing committee of
nine experts serving tile General Assembly in their Individual capacities) be
requested Io stlldy theI problem.
The General Assembly approved the recommendations of Comnmittee 5 and
ldlited ilie reso.lutioii which Is reproduced Il aiiiieX Ii.
niltd Staits position,-The U'nited States delegation abstained on tile voting
in ('omll et 5 and in tIhe phlnary ineeling, believing It 11had no right to particllpate unil tIt' Conig'ess had decided whether to iccelit the princillle of tax
exelmipt Ion.
SECOND SESSION OF TIKE (;ENEIRAL ANSENIIILY

(8EPTE.MIiEa-NO%.EMFlER

1947)

By the time tile second svsion (lmovened, tlip tax relinhirsements procedure had
bKoIle ia Imajor question of Collrover'sy Ili committeeee 5. Ili Ipraice it was for
the benefit of onlI. Unied Sizi es md ('anadin
inals,
and ii.iliy delegatioiv
expressed an opposition to continuing the luthoriy which they reli(rded to have
been only temltrary, giving 441llmembrs ain opportunity to grant tilt desired
exemptions. The United States delegation stressed thit it haid abstained when
the origiml decision to make reimlursenionts had himlilade and that It would
not oppose, ter'iallp ng the proredure, pointing out tlha the Coligress had iot
taken final action on tie priilple of iiIiiiity. It was ulgieed to COulille tile
authority for Ihe 8eereiary-Genieral to naike reimbursemeint for oile! lor' year,
i. e., for taxes oil 194' salaries, because termintion without warning would
create serious lpersonnel contract and adiliisiitit ll'e problems. A tollmpromise
arraigeiiient, whereby the members Involved ivould pay hlrger contributions to
tile United Naitionis Ili the I'lliounts of tax reinilllrselilents relived by their
natoimls in tile S'ecretmirlat. was aldopted t onie stage il Committee 5 (annex 0).
Tile decision was later reversed. (A similar proposal hlad been accepted tetupo.
rarely by Commlittee 5 during tile irst part of the first session.)
The Advisory Committee oil Adillilstrative and Budgetary Questions had reported favorably on tile principle of a stallff cent ribt tions scheme but recommnended
that, for practical reasmis, It not be adopteil illediately. It inade certain
policy suggest lols Oil questions raised by tilt St1r3'.t
general Ill is report to
the s eoolid part of tile General Assembly'.s first session and recommendel that
the Secretary-General submit a detailed plan for a staff contrilltons scheme to
the third sessioni of tile General Asseiibly (194,). These recommendations were
adopted by the General Assembly Ill the resolution which wias Mildly reported
out by Committee 5 (annex D). 'rile resolution also requests members to grant
relief from double taxation to their nationals i the Seeretariat. It was coil.
sideretl that such netlon wouhl be necessary before the General Assembly could
adopt at staff contributions scheme.
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United States position.-The United States delegation, as stated above, stated
that It would not oppose the termination of tax reimbursements. It objected
strongly to the proposal for increasing the assessments of members whose
nationals receive reimbursements. It did not oppose the resolution as finally
adopted.
ANNEX A. RIEOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEimLy: FIRST PART or FIRST

Si.sSioN, 1940
Having regard particularly to the administrative and budgetary arrangements
of the organization, the General Assembly concurs in the conclusion reached
by the Administrative and Budgetary Committee that there is no alternative
to the proposition that exemption front national taxation for salaries and aillowances paid by the organization Is Indispensable to the achievement of equity
among its members and equality among Its personnel.
Therefore the General Assembly resolves that:
Pending the necessary action being taken by members to exempt from national
taxation salaries and allowances paid out of the budget of the organization,
the Secretary-General Is authorized to reimburse staff members who are required
to pay taxation on salaries and wages received from the organization.
In the case of any member whose nationals it the service of the organization
are required to pay taxation on salaries and allowances receives from the, organIzation, the Secretary-General should explore with the member concerned methods
of ensuring as soon as possible the application of the lirinelple of equity amongst
all members.
The'records and documents of the Adminlstrative and Budgetary Committee
anl of the advisory group of experts respecting staff contributions plans be
referred to the Secretary-Treasurer for his Information, and the Secretary-ieneral be requested to submit recommendations thecon to the second part of the
first session of the General Assembly.
ANNEX I. IRESOLUTION ADoPTED BY TIlE GENERAL, ASSMiiLY : SECOND)I .RT OFFmB'ST

SESSION, 1940

The General Assembly resolves that:
In order to achieve full application of the principle of equity among members
and equality among personnel of the United Nations, members which have not

yet completely exempted from taxation, salaries, and allowances paid out of

the budget of the organization are requested to take early action in the matter.
The question of a staff contributions plan in lieu of national taxation is referred
to the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, which
may request the Secretary-General to submit new proposals to the next regular
session of the General Assembly.
ANNEx C. DRAFT REsOLutON ADOPTED (LATER REvxSED) By CoMMITTEn
GENERAL As8minLY: SECOND SESSION, 1947

V op

The General Assembly,
Reaffirming the principles set down in the conventto: on privileges and immunities of the United Nations and in the resolutions adopted at the two parts
of the first session of the General Assembly;
Considers that In order to achieve both equity between the Member States and
equality between members of the Secretariat, there Is no solution except to exempt
national Income taxes on the salaries and Indemnities paid by the United Nations:
Since several members have not as yet been able to establish this exemption.
the General Assembly decld& that the?.948 budget shall still Include a credit permitting the reimbursement of officials for national Income taxes they will have
to pay;
The General Assembly decides that a sum equivalent to time reimbursement thus
made to the officials for Income taxes they lbave to pay shall be added to the sum
of the contributions to the United Nations budget dite front members whose
nationals in the service of the organization have been obliged to pay Income taxes
on the salaries and Indemnities paid by the United Nations.
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I

The General Assembly resolves:
(a) That a tax contributions plan with effect from July 1948 be Introduced
in accordance with the recommendation of the Advisory Committee. (Document A/896) ;
(b) That all staff members of the organization should, under the plan, pay
taxation from their salary to the United Nations;
(e) That the total amount thus to he levied should at least equal any additional
expenditure which may be incurred in converting salaries to a gross base:
(d) That members who have not yet compiled with the terms of Resolution 78
should, pending such compliance, he requested to grant to their nationals,
staff members of the United Nations, relief from double taxation.
ANNEx D. RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY

GENERALL

Assi;snix:

SECOND SESSION,

1947

The General Assembly,
Iteailirtning the principles set forth in the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations and in resolutions 13 and 78 adopted at the
two parts of the first session of the General Assembly with respect to taxation;
Considering that in order to achieve both equity among the member states and
equality among the staff members of the organization, member states should
exempt from national income taxation salaries and allowances paid by the United
Nations, and
Noting that certain members have not yet established this exemption,
Resolves:
1. That members which have not acceded to the Convention on Privileges and
Immunities are requested to take the necessary legislative action to do so in
order to exempt their nationals employed by the United Nations from national
income taxation;
2. That the Secretary-General Is requested to prepare and submit to the next
regular session of the General Assembly a staff contributions plan in accordance
with the recommendations of the advisory committee (document A/396) ;
8. That, pending granting tax exemption, members are requested to grant relief
from double taxation to their nationals employed by the Unlted Nations;
4. That the Secretary-General is Invitcd to omit from all future personnel contracts any clause which binds the organization to refund national income taxation
in the absence of annual authorization by the General Assembly;
5. That, in order to achieve equality among staff members, the Secretary-General is authorized to reimburse staff members for national taxes paid on salaries
and allowances received from the United Nations during the years 1940, 1947, and
1948, and
6. That the Secretary-General is requested to submit a report to the next regular session of the General Assembly on the action taken under this resolution.
SUIPLZMENTAL STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. BIsiHoP TO THE HousE CoMMIvnz, ON
FOREION AFFAIRS, RE IIEARINOS ON STRUYCTUIE OF UNITED NATIONS OROANIZA-

7ION
Mr. Chairman, and members of th committtee, as suggested by Mr. Vorys,
I submit herewith a supplemental statement to my original testimony before
your body on May 13.
My opinions, generally, were definitely strengthened by hearing the testimony
of other witnesses. I sincerely believe that the presentation of Mr. Thomas
K. Finletter was a most significant contribution.
I am now convinced, more than ever, that article 109 must be used first. If
Russia ultimately refuses to participate in an article 109 reorganization the onus
of refusal to cooperate is then on her. However, It would be a great mistake
to pessimistically assume in advance that she would refuse, and thereby foreclose
the possibility of her cooperation.
Use of 109 demonstrates our good failh toward all nations and all people,
Whereas, by using article 51 in the first instance, we are taking the lead in
Initiating an anti-Russian combine. Our motives would be subject to question
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by nations large and small and many of them would very likely join us relue.
tautly, if at all.
Another Important consideration in first using 51, Is that by Initiating the
anti-Russian combine we place fitRussian hands a most effective propaganda
weapon. for we will have thereby denonstraled our refusal to Ilussia of an
opportunity to cooperate. It is easy to anticipate their screais that "The hour'
geols illperialilsts In the United States show again their refusal to cooperate i
the name of peace and Intensify their preparations for war against the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics."
'1he te4itiony of other witnesses did convince me that by using 109 first
we still have an "ace in the hole" in article 51. It should be considered as a
second approach, to be used in the event of Russian refusal to partlcIpate hit
a 1) reorganization. Used as a secondd approach it does not subject us to any
charge of bad faith.
I have not mentioned niore than fundamental piIlciples. In so short a statement detailed discussion Is not possible.
I sincerely hope that committee will report fav'raldy II. It.59. If deemed
necessary the word "inmedhite" could be chamiged. It ally event, we shutil
proceed as rapidly as possible, all factors of the situation being considered.
RespectIvely submitted.
IROlMUT J.

3ITlioP,

Vice President, UnItcd Statcs Junior Chaimbcr of Commerce.

M[IDDLE'MWN CITIZEN CoMMYckrp

Middletown, Ohio, May 20, 19,J8.

lIon. CHAMLF.s A. EvroN,

Chairman, ('on; aittee oi Ilorcign Affolirs,
lousc of Represtntativcs, Washington, D. C.
DEAn CHAIRMAN EATON: Ilerewith the brief synopsis of the Middletown citizens testimony as suggested by Congressnan Vorys of Ohuio.
The Middletown Citizens Comnmittee would like to register three points with
your committee:
Point 1. Public opinion Is Impressively In favor of action now to strengthen the
United Nations Charter tn general accord with the A. B. C. plan presented in
House Concurrent Resolutions, 103 submitted by Mr. Judd, and 168 submitted
by Mr. Raymond Burke of Ohio. We know because for 2 years we have made it
our business to find out. By corresponding regularly with 1,600 people in all
48 States and In 18 foreign countries we have learned that these people and their
communities want an effective, strong United Nations. From 30 radio broadcasts and over 300 speeches given I)your conmntteee members we are convinced
that puille opinion is behind any move by Congress to take the initiative now,
t6 strengthen the United Nations by menians of louse Resolution 1M3.
Additional and factnmol popular support is best demonstrated by tle following
list of conaunity, county, state and national organizations which have formally
approved the Middletown plan (I. e.,the A. B. C. plan) and have expressed their
approval by resolutions sent to Washington.
LOCAl, (MIDDLETOWN, OHIO)

Co-Operative Club.
Altrusa Club (Iiamilton, Ohio).
Council of Churches.
Alturlan Club, Middletown, Ohio.
Current Events Club.
American Citizens Club.
American Hellenic Educational and Pro- Fabricating Foremen's Club-Armco.
Fleration of Women's Clubs.
gresslve Asgoclation.
Independent Unions,
American Legion Post 218.
Industrial Council.
Ancient Order of 1-bernians.
Blythe-Willanms American Legion Post. Insurance Underwriters Association.
Business and Professional Women's International Lvceum Association.
Junior Board of Trade.
Club.
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Chamller of Commerce.
City Commiission.
Junto Club.
Civic Association.
Kiwanis Club.
Civlitan Club.
Lilheoln Community Center.
,Congress of Industrial Organizations; L1ons Club.
Middletown, Chapter.
,Lions Club of Cambridge, Ohio.
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Allutserial Association.

Talk of the Month Club.
Trades and Ibor Council (AFL).
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Miami Valhey Post.
N'w 1Jolie Ilaptist ClUrch.
Voastttown Orange.
Vei , ins of Foreign Wars, Hunter
Real E.:state Board.
Clark Post.
led Cross.
Arinco Banployees Independent Union.
Retail Merchants Association.
Greenfield Ohio Rotary Club.
Rotary Club.
Blanchester Ohio Rotary Club.
Round Table.
Middletown Teachers Association.
Spanish American War Veterans.
N. A. A. C. P., Middletown chal)ter.
St. Johns Lutheran Church Brother- Women's Club. '
Jhood.
Young lUisipssntn's Club.
Sulphite Paper Workers Unions (AFL). Homemakers' Club, Middletown, Ohio.
N.

A I,. C. Branch No. 188 (Postal
Eh,,lloyee").

COUNTY AND STATE (01IO) AND NATIONAL

Fourth district of the Ohio department
of tie American Legion.
Ohio district AIIjEPA.
Eleventh district of the Ohio department of the American Legion.
One hundred anid flifty-ninth district of
Rotary Clubs (38 counties of southern
Ohio).
Tenth district of the Ohio department of
the American Legion.
Ti Ohio State Federation of Labor

Ohio State Ancient Order of Illbernlans.
Butler County Bar Association.
Clergy of the diocese of southern Ohio.
American W~ar Mothers-State of Ohio.
Butler County Democratic executive
commniit tee.
Executive board, Federation of Women's (lubs of Ohio.
Butler County Pomnwia Grange.
Ohio State Legislature.
Kiwanlis.
(AFL).
The National Order of ATIEPA.
The Kentucky State Federation of La- National Asociatlion of Fire Fighters
bor (AFL).
(AFL).
The Ohio department of the American The Anwrican Legion.
Legion.
National Association of Foremen.
The Kansas delpartnent of the Amrican Legion.
Point 2. This type of public opinion furnishes the necessary support to our
national leaders in taking and holding the initiative In our struggle to maintain
world peace against the attacks of Kremlin conmnunisn mid Its fifth-colunn
Coinniunist Parties throughout the world. It Is eloquent evidence that they want
Ainerica to (ontinue the forward and aggressive policy' begun by E. C. A.
Point 3. The tti4 of the effectiveness of any solution can be stated in one
question, "Will it stop the Kremlin from making their A hombf'
The planihdscribed In the above-nmentione(i resolutions will do tiat necess.iry
thing by making the United Nations an effective agency for inspection and for
Policing.
If onev of those resolutions is adopted now when public ol)inion is behind it and
If tile A. I. C. plan is launched with manifest deterninatim and skill, it will
gain the support of Is'ace-loving people and nations throughout the world. Its
very development will (dIsolveobstacles now cited against It.
If news of this working peace plan Is carried behind the Iron curtain with
the Ilgenuity an inagination for which American ublicity is known, it may
activate potential opposition whihlt now exists against tim dilators in that area
and it can shorten tie delay with which a workable United Nations will he
generally accepted.
If you do not adopt Resolution 11Ik or 1CA an(1 press forward with the A. B. C.
plan now, the Kremlin Comnunists will take the initiative, they will talk peace
publicly while continuing to prouce their homlb secretly. Public ol)inio here
will again go soft, and complacent, and time worst disaster this Nation has ever
known will' be in the inking.
We earnestly urge your favorable action on Resolution 103 or 10,. Do not
throw away, or allow the Kremlin to dissolve, the immense interest and the
present backing of the American people in assuming our rightful leadership in
stopping world-wide Coinmunist domintion through a strong and effective world
authority.
Yours sincerely,.
E. A. EMERSON,
UIl.lTANI VFrnrrv.
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STATEXInNT BY CLARENCE

K.

STHEIT, PRESIDENT, FEDERAL UNION, INC.

What is the main objective of United States policy? It Is really equal individual freedom, rather than peace. It Is essential to start with this fact. We
have sacrificed our peace several times to preserve freedom, but never our
freedom to secure peace. Twice our generation put peace first, and twice a war
for freedom followed.
We must put freedom first, and keep freedom first, If we want peace to follow.
We should reassert our faith in freedom clearly now because freedom is the
key to both(1) Greater production, without which dictatorship is bound to spread,
and
(2) Enduring peace,
because free institutions force a government to iove slowly and publicly and
serve in many other ways to prevent its attacking another country by surprise,
whereas dictatorship facilitates enormously such attack in peacetime.
If we really put freedom first, then the problem of recovery and peace bolls
down to this: I1ow to put more productive power behind freedom and have
more of the world's military power governed by free.om? The answer is:
Federate the freest fraction of mankind in a g'eat union of the free, and
thereafter extend this federal relationship to other nations as rapidly as this
proves practicable until the whole world is thus governed by freedom.
Every American generation has gone on applying this policy to more people
and states--every one but ours, which fought twice for freedom without union,
and is also the first American generation to admit that its dead died In vain.
To avert a third world war we must return at once to the historic American
policy of freedom through everexpanding free federation.
Where to begin? It Is so hard for people to provide equal Individual freedom
that I find only one-seventh of mankind has succeeded in doing this even fairly
well for even 50 years, and we Amerleans furnish half this fraction. The other
140,000,000 are divided into 14 sovereign states: the United Kingdom, France,
Switzerland, Beigium.Luxemburg, the Netierlands, Denmark, Iceland, Norway,
fwodpn, Eire, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa.
Freedom Is clearly in a very dangerous mhinorlty In th!s day of rapidly developing
techniques In mass deception, mass subjugation, mass destruction.
Yet such Is the power freedom brings through union that these 15 need only
federate In a great union to put the great bulk of world power behind their
liberty. From the start their union would hold the ace of armed power (clubs),
of productive power (spades), of raw material power (diamonds), of moral
power (hearts), and the joker, for It would merely need to admit new states to
Increase Its overwhelming power.
Formation of this union would doubly guarantee peace by (a) giving freedom
such crushing power that the Kremlin dare not attack, and (b) subjecting this
power to so much freedom as to guarantee that it would not be used, to attack
others. Thus we can stabilize the situation for the long period mankind needs
to evolve peacefully Into that free world government the atomic age demands.
I strongly agree with Secretary Marshall and Ambassador Austin in opposing
the resolutions before you, or any attempt to revise the United Nations Charter
at this time, and in favoring a policy of strengthening the United Nations without changing its structure or breaking Its bridge with Russia. The union I
urge requires no change In the Charter and no decision by the United Nations,
since nothing in the Charter forbids any nations from freely uniting in an
organic union. It strengthens the United Nations in all the major ways
Ambassador Austin advocated. It differs front present State Department policy
only In these two major ways:
(1) It speeds recovery and strengthens us, our friends and the United
Nations far more at less cost by federating Instead of merely allying us with
the other freest peoples.
(2) It is a clean.cut, dynamic philosophy that makes freedom the key to
peace and production, a faith that keeps freeponi first by federatin;l tile free.
The risks this policy Involves are Incomparhibility less than the risks to freedom other policies entail.
To launch this policy you need only make your resolution one requesting the
President to Invite the nations I have listed, as most experienced in governing
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themselves in freedom, to send delegates to meet in a federal convention with
our delegates to explore how best to advance individual freedom, and therefore
world recovery and peace, by drafting a constitution to unite their people and ours
in an organic federal union. I suggest the resolution specify that the proposed
union shall guarantee all Its citizens no less liberty than our Constitution guarantees us; shall remain open to nlemhershil) by otler nations willing and able to
meet its standards of freedom; and shall uphold the United Nations.
The issue is silnqy this: Shall we, or siall we not convoke this convention,
Iegin this exploration now while we have time to explore carefully or defer It
until another surprise, such as the Czech coup, forces us to act hastily?
The other solutions before you have failed before, and take even more time
than the free will need to draft a federal constitution. Convoking this convention
Involves no commitment to ratify tihe resulting constitution sight unseen, yet tile
mere calling of this convention, our mere readiness to explore the possibility of
union of tie free would give Its a much greater phychological advantage Immedlaht-ly than any other decision we could take.
This federal union policy applies concretely and carefully the following principles which John Foster Dulles asserted, in substance, in answering questions
when he testified before your committee:
Personal liberty, not peace, is our basic objective.
The grave danger we face is the Soviet Government's attack on individual
freedom.
The nations with whoin we can really federate are relatively few; they are
only the free societies, those with long-established procedure for insuring individual freedom.
We can organize the democracies and still keep the United Nations.
It will take courage to call this federal convention now, but if we try to nibble
and gnaw our way to It like mice we shall nibble and gnaw away its effect on the
hearts of men.
To overcome dictatorship hy war some men have to be bol, move sooner and
more powerfully than the foe expected. To win without war, as the American
people rightly expect their political leaders to try to do, requires boldness even
more, requires leadership to throw dictatorship off Its balance by surprise, by
4'lling In 1048 the federal convention that the Kremlin believes Congress will not
have the courage to call until it is too late.
SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY AND ItECOMMENDATIONS BY SAMUEL It. iEVElING, REPRESENTINO THE Ll'RIENDS COMMITTEr ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND TIE PEACE
BOARD OF TIE FIVE, YEARS MEETING OF FRIENDS

We support action by Congress advocating that the United States go on record
that it seeks a world of just law through transforming the United Nations, and
is willing to pool the requisite amount of sovereignty necessary to maintain peace.
Experience Increasingly Indicates that the United Nations, In its present structure, is not fully adequate to build and preserve the peace of the world. Since
all history testifies that the system of competing national armaments under unrestricted national sovereignty almost inevitably leads to conflict and war, we feel
that general disarnnament of nations under law, with inspection and enforcement
on individual violators by an International civilian police, Is an urgent necessity.
Rapid establishment of the rule of just law in the International field should be,
in our opinion, the core of American foreign policy. Such positive leadership for
peace by the United States would unite the American people and raise a beacon of
hope and unity for all mankind.
War is threatened hy Soviet-American tensions. We are especially concerned
that every effort be made to resolve those conflicts under law and that the United
Nations should be developed in an effort to assure a feeling of security to all
people in a universal system, including both the Soviet Union and the United
States.
The basic work of the Unit d Nations on economic problems, human rights,
freedom of Information, health, etc., should be fully supported as an Important
foundation for peace. Beyond that, however, we favor the patient, persistent
development of the United Nations into real federal world government. An
armed balance of power cannot insure peace. We believe that military alliances
are not a genuine solution of the problem of security and should not be substituted
for progress toward world federation.
The following are among the changes which should be made in the United
Nations Charter:
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(1) Primary reliance for enforcement of decisions should be changed from
enforcement on nations by war to enforcement on individuals by police.
(2) Assembly representation should be changed front one-nation-one-vote to
weighted representation.
(3) The area in which the United Nations will have compulsory Jurisdiction
should be carefully defined, and limited Initially to the control of arnmaments and
certain strategic areas, and to other matters directly concerned with maintenance
of peace.
(4) The veto should be eliminated when enforcement Is upon Individuals, when
there Is general disarmament, and when there is a more equitable representation
in the Assembly.
(5) The structure of the United] Nations should be changed to make tile
Assembly a real legislative body, and the World Court a world Judicial system
with compulsory Jurisdiction In cases involving nations and Individual violators of
world law.
We hope that rapid progress toward bringing armaments under world law will
be viewed by Congress and the American people as a matter of great urgency,
and that Congress will encourage the Executive to proceed in that direction with
expedition and high resolve, through negotiations with other nations, through
Charter revision under article 109 with universal participation, or by other
methods.
SUPPLEMENT TO THE TFqTiMONY OF

CHAT PArM.soz,

AMERICAN .VTEM-NS COMMITrFr

N.'ioNAT,

CHAIRMAN OF THE

(AVC)

As stated in my testimony before the House Foreign Affairs Committee on May
7, 1948, tie American Veterans Committee (AVC) wholeheartedly endorse.4 the
principle set forth In House Concurrent Resolution 59, calling for a world convention to amend tile Charter of the United Nations to enable it to enact, enforce,
and interpret world law to prevent war.
The American Veterans Committee supports the United Nations as the only
existing mens of iniernatlonal cooperation, but we renllap that in its present
form It Is incapable of providing its members with protection against aggression.
We urge that our Government, In fulfillment of its responsibilities as a world
leader, take the Initiative In the United Nations in advocating an over-all security program and that It use every means of friendly persuasion to obtain the
voluntary agreement of all nations to conferring the following powers oil the
United Nations:
1. The power to administer laws binding the Individual cltizmns of every
nation as their first duty. This legal authority of the United Nations nust he
limited to only those matters essential to security. They are (1) tile prohibition
of tile national manufacture or ownership of all weapons of mass destruction;
(2) the prohibition of the planning or Initiation of war and the prohibition of
national armed forces beyond the size required for the maintenance of domestic
order; (3) the managerial control of those aspects of the peaceful development
of atomic energy that can be diverted with dangerous ease to the secret manufacture of bombs.
2. The power to arrest and try in United Nations courts with compulsory
Jurisdiction those accused of violating the basic security laws whether they be
private citizens or officials of national governments.
3. Tile power to conduct an International system of Inspection, staffed with
competent scientists recruited from tile member nations. These inspectors mnust
have the right of free access into every country and the right to all scientific
Information of military value. Through aerial and ground surveys and through
Investigation of industries, Wiues, and underground structures, they must maintain a continuous search for all attempts to construct the prohibited armament.
4. The power to rise and support a world police force recruited front individuals of the United Nations and armed with tile most effective niodern weapons.
Located in strategic areas throughout the World, this police force must be sufficiently powerful to insure 8wift and decislve preventive action against any
government that defies the international Inspectors.
If these basic security laws are to provide protection, no national government
can be allowed to obstruct their operation by a single negative vote and protect
Its own citizens from the consequence of their guilt. Tile permanent members
of the Security Council must agree to surrounder their right to veto United
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Nations action to enforce the laws essential to security, while retaining the
right of veto over all other matters.
We therefore support llouse Congressional Resolution 159 In principle as being
a sense resolution of Congress which would call for the full consideration and
discussion of these proposals by the member nations within tile United Nations.
The calling of such a conference woull require certain preliminary action by
the United States. We suggest therefore that louse Concurrent Resolution
59 might be revised to include certain other specilfc reconnlendations as to the
procedure to be followed by the President lit tle calling of a conference under
Article 109 of the United Nations Charter. These suggested changes were out.
lined in the testimony of Mr. Cord Meyer, president
of the United World
Federalists and a leading member of AVC. They ar - -1. The declaration by the United States Government in a clearly defined
policy pronouncement that it is our intention to seek the quickest possible
development of tie United Nations into an effective federation.
2. The Immediate Initiation of negotiations by our Government with
other nations on the highest level, as a preliminary step to tie calling of
general conference.
3. And finally the calling of a general conference for United Nations
revision under the provisions of Article 109 of the Charter.
No group realizes more thoroughly than we do thnt the above proposals represent tremendous changes In our attitudes and considerations of foreign policy.
Too little public attention has btei given to the aspects of the report of the
President's Air Policy Commission, which touched upon what was called a
"double barrelled" policy. On the one hand we prepare ourselves to live In a
world of force, but at the sane time we take the lead in calling for steps to avoid
another war. As the report said, "Our national security call be secured only by
the elimination of war Itsself.
* World peace and the security of the United
States are now the same thing. * * * We will not be rld of war until the nations
arrive at a great agreement to live together in peace, and to this end give the
Unilted Nations organization the legal and physical power under a regime of
law to keep the peace."
OUTUINE OF 'ITSTIMONY BY bsMAN PAUl, Stli'MAN Atm Dos
, CO.i.i:
OF LAW o
SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY,
CHAIRMAN,
Nnw YORK
liNtiNCl1,
UNITE!)
WORLD

FM.RALSTS,
CouimuiTTE.

INC.,

GIVEN M,.Y 7,

1048, BEFORE I1OUSE OF IMPREm:SENTATIVES,

ON FoPIt;N AFFAIRS

Tile following are my personal views only,
Conditions Iii tie world today-the possibility of the end of civilization itselfare bad enough so that the pressure to take necessary steps to organize peace is
great and growing in all countries. This Is tile crisis of recorded history. Tile
final culmination of our civilizatiom of material tings Is that we have acquired
the power to destroy evilization overnight.
Time and again in history, groups, races, civilizations, finding themselves In a
new environment to which they were Ili-adapted, have been the victims of a form
of political or economic natural selection and have disappeared. Some 19 or 20
civilizations have existed in tile world's history; 14 have disappeared, 4 or 5
are decaident, according to Arnold Toynbee, and, as to ours, we have no assurance
that it will survive. John Buchan, Lord Tweedsmuir, said that leadership in the
enterprise of organizing the nations for peace is the predestined task of tle
United States as the depositary of "tile spiritual testament of democracy."
Treaties and promises between sovereign nations have never In history provented wars.
The only way to compel nations to refrain from going to war Is to go to war
against then or else to put one law, with power to enforce it, over till the nations.
National sovereignty, unlihnited by law, is not liberty but international anarchy.
The pressure of events toward strengthening the United Nations into a world

federal government with limited powers adequate to prevent war-not just

another league or alliance-is becoming enormous lit inaiy countries. lin the
United States: Official referendum, 1947, In Massachusettes, 75 percent of eligible
voters participated, 00.2 percent voted in favor. Gallup poll, Septenber 15, 1947,
83 percent for a world congress to strengthen the United Nations, 85 percent for
world federal government: 17 States hove passed resolutions favoring al internattional conference to strengthen the United Nations into a world government.
In England, Churchill on May 14, 1947, advocated world federal government;
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same, Attlee on November 18, 1940; same, Bevin on November 23, 1047, and later;
same, Eden, same, Arnold J. Toynbee, the great historian.
France: Provision In new national constitution permitting adherence to world
federal organization when formed. Italy: Same; Count Sforza stated to have
committed himself In favor. Canada: Prime Minister Mackenzie King, Joint
Bracken (leader of Progressive-Conservative Party), Angus Maclnnis, of CCF
Party, have come out in favor.
There are persuasive parallels with the formation of the American Constitution in 1787, In the bitternesses between the 18 Colony-Nation-States. (See
John Flske, Critical Period of American History, and The Great Rehearsal, by
Carl Van Doren.) Most of the reasons for distrust and jealousy, which exist
today can be duplicated In the history of the formation of the United States.
The pressure for unity, for forming "a more perfect union," then lay In the
fear of losing liberty. Today, not only liberty is at stake, but life and civilization itself.
As I see It, the irreducible minimum for an effective world government would
include the following provisions:
(1) Membership open to all nations.
(2) Limited powers in federal world government-all other powers
reserved to member nations.
(8) Enforcement of world law directly upon Individuals.
(4) Balanced representation, based not only on population but on Industrial, educational, and perhaps others factors.
(5) Eliminating all national military establishments except police forces.
(6) World government army strong enough to resist aggression from
nonmember nations, if any, and combined with inspections powers strong
enough to prevent preparations for war by any member nation.
(7) World legislature with powers strictly limited by constitution.
(8) Power to raise money by taxation, limited In form and subject matter.
(9) Complete control of dangerous aspects of atomic energy development.
If Russia is to be induced to come in and in doing so to give up her military
establishment, the United States must be willing to make great concessions.
We must work constantly to bring Russia In. There are great concessions we
could make in a world In which no nation then remained armed--such matters
as conceding Joint access and control of the Dardanelles and Near East oil,
etc. Russia has as much to gain as we: Access to and a share In all the resources
of the world; saving billions in military expenditures; a higher standard of
living for her people; avoiding the chance of a reciprocally suicidal war.
I spoke of a law of natural selection. We, of this generation, are creating
today the environment in which tomorrow we and our children will live. It
is our task to see to it that that environment Is one in which the peace-loving
nations will be adapted to survive.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

I understand that in Italy there are more than 100,000 paying members of
an organisation for world federal government; 200,000 In Sweden; 200 members
of the Italian Parliament as it existed before the recent election expressed their
approval; 200 members of the French Parliament; 140 members of the British
Parliament.
Reasons for objecting to House Concurrent Resolution 103 are given In separate memorandum already submitted. It provides for no true legislative body,
for no preexisting law on which' the international police force Is to operate,
no provision for raising money by any form of taxation or otherwise, relies
solely on the exertion of force against nations, to be exerted by the international
contingent plus national afmles which might or might not be allowed to take
part In the process contemplated under House Concurrent Resolution 103 of
enforcing peace by making war, It leaves armies in the hands of the larger
nations (the only aggressors) and strips the smaller nations of armaments.
It automatically destroys any possibility of Russia joining, now or later. She
would be hopelessly outvoted In a world of nations still remaining armed.
Aggression by a major naticn might be accomplished while the proposed new
Security Council still debated. No nation could be compelled to send its troops.
If it were decided to eject the aggressor nation from some other country which
it had occupied, this could only be done by bombing and destroying the unfortunate victim, its cities, and its people.
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OUTNE OF TESTIMONY BY CORD MEYER, Jr., PRESIDENT, UNITED WORLD FDEIALISTS,

NEW YoK, N. Y.
GIVEN MAY 11, 1048, BEFORE T1IE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITIE ON
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
In accordance with the request of the committee, I am submitting this summary of the testimony I gave on May 11, 1948, in support of House Concurrent
Resolution 59, and I have included additional material relating to questions
raised during the hearings.
Resolution 59 is tie result of widespread popular demand that our Government
take constructive measures to end the world-wide rivalry for arms, allies, and
strategic bases that now threatens a third world war even before the men who
died in the last conflict have been decently buried. At present, almost half of
our total annual budget Is devoted to war preparations. The best scientific
minds in many nations are at work on the development of weapons capable of
annihilating the populations of entire cities. It is generally admitted that no
effective defense is possible against a modern air attack with atomic bombs
and biological agents. The only Jefense now possible for any nation Is the
abolition of war, because in another conflict both sides would lose their cities
and a large proportion of their civilian population in the tfist moments of attack
and counterattack.
To meet this crisis, our Government is now relying exclusively on a policy of
increased military expenditures, expansion of strategic bases, and economic
assistance to potential allies. These measures are necessary so long as war
or the threat of force are accepted methods of resolving disputes between nations.
While each nation Is free to arm and declare war, our Government must attempt
to deter possible aggression by effective military preparations. But preparedness
cannot indefinitely prevent war nor protect our people when war comes. As we
seek our protection in superior military force, other nations are compelled to
seek the same defense, and the resulting power struggle is generating such fears
and hatreds that the mutual anwihilation of a third world war may soon be unavoidable. Obsessed by the short-term necessities of preparedness, our Government has so far failed to evolve a constructive and positive policy that provides
any hope for peace. It is this failure that the passage of Resolution 09 would
help to remedy.
Resolution 59 recognizes firstthat tie United Nations under its present structure is incapable of providing thaft security without which its members must arm
against each other. Under the Charter, each nation is free to compete with others
for ever more destructive weapons, and aggression can only be met after It has
occurred by a counterattack on the part of the victims. The United Nations has
no authority to make laws through which aggression and preparation for aggression can be defined and prohibited as individual crimes. It has no courts,
police, or Inspection forces. Under its present Charter, the United Nations Is a
loose association or league of armed sovereign states that have commited themselves only to having their diplomatic representatives meet at stated intervals.
Resolution 59 proposes that our Governmebt take the initiative in changing
and strengthening the United Nations so that it may become a reliable instruIlent of international security. It proposes to substitute law for power politics
in the relations between notions. It calls for the establishment within the
United Nations of executive, judicial, and legislative agencies through which
tile use of force call be effectively outlawed In the settlement of international
disputes, and enforcement action when necessary can be taken directly against
the responsible Individuals whether they be private citizens or national officials.
It recognizes the need for a preponderantly powerful world police and the universal disarmament of the nations. This is the minimum price of peace. It is
tile that the United States should offer to join with other nations in paying that
price, even though It means some limitation on national sovereignty.
During the hearings, objections were raised by some members of the committee that passage of Resolution 59 in its present form would commit our Government to the calling of a general conference before our own national policy had
been defined and before careful negotiations with other governments had prepared the ground. This criticism could be met by changing the language of the
resolution to make it clear that a gelieral declaration of American policy toward
the United Nations and prior negotiation with other governments should preced
any attempt to call a revision conference under article 109.
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Objections were also made during the hearings by tho;e who felt that the
resolution dh1 not state what should be done In the event that the Soviet Union
prevented hy veto any amendment of the ('harter. I feel myself that this speculation Is prIenature. The United States has never yet Iidicated its own willindness to accept the responsibilities of llemnbership in a world federation with the
power to outlaw war. When the Charter wits drafted in 1945 we Joined the
Soviet Union in demanding the veto lIwer. Since then, we have condemned
others for using It hut Insisted on retaining tile
right to use it ourselves. Let us
first demonstrate our own willingness to join with others in giving up the right
to lrepare for and wage war before we assume that other government will not
accept the offer. If eventually we art, faced with the refusal of a major power
to take this stelp, we mIay be compelled to fall back on the provisions of article 51
of the Charter and forin a partial federation. But tills problem can lie met
when it arises and we need not anticipate such a refusal.
Somine nemhers of the on4mnlilttee were concerned with tilequestion of timing,
feeling that the objectives of the resolution were sound but that It was perhaps
prenlaturo to press for fundamental revision of the Charter at this tiue. I feel
inyself that delay would only Increase the diliiculties and(dangers. Each (lily that
tie arnis race continues adds to the technical problems of initially establishing
a reliable system of International IslIection. In ti near future, other nations
will have produced their own atonile )onbs,and tin atmosphere of growing suispicion and mutual fear will result tllat may tilei make any constructive solution
nations search for security In competing programs of national
linmpoible. As tile
preparedness and propaganda, thley 1ay soon go so far that there will lie no
turning back. While there Is still time, I urge, you to act favorably o this
resolution and give new hope to the American people wholm you represent.

'rtF.TMONY BEFORE THE FOimmoN AFFAIng
SUMMARY DY W. T. IIOL.IDAY OF nis
CoMMrrrEF OF TilE IIOUSE OF RF.PRVESNTAIIVES IN ITS IItm\Itlxo Ix RIo1ll) TO

JOINT RESOLUTION 59 ON MAY 11, 1948
Your committee has asked me to submit a brief sinllary of lily testimony,
direct and on cross-examlinatin, InI regard to Joint Resolution 59.
The purpose of resolution 59 Is to state what should lie tilefuidamental
objective of our foreign policy, to wit the strengthening of the United Nations
Into an organization "capable of enacting, Ilterpreting, and enforcing world law
to prevent war." As clearly as words call express It, that calls for Ilimited
world government. It calls for a placing of our own Govermnent oilrecord for all
Intelligent and courageous effort to bring about enduring Ieace through tile
only medium which ever has, or ever call prevent the decision of dispiites by
force.
In contrast to that principle, the United States has So far written a sorry
record on the pages of history. In spite of our mlassive righteousness, we
have never yet Ildlcated a real desire for peace, because we have studiously
Ignored tile only possible road to peace. To date our Government's objective
has been the outworn philosophy of maintenance of peace by power. General
Marshall's statement to your comlittee simply reatflnllled that policy-'i policy
which has always led to war.
The original concept of the UniPd Nations was tilemaintenance of peace by
power, enforced through a mere league hy tile unaiinious agreement of the three
great powers.
In 1787 the Federalist Papers disposed of that theory In these words:
"To look or a continuance of harniony between a number of Independent,
unconnected soverelgnties wopili be to disregard tle uniform course of huinan
events, and to set at defiance the accumulated experience of the ages."
General Marshall expressed the policy of our Government when lie said to
you: "The problems today presented to those who desire peace are not questions
of structure."
That statement belles the decision of out founding fathers to abandon the
Articles of Confederation and set up a new structure, a limited Pederal Government. It shows that our fundamental foreign policy is to follow the ages-old
path that leads to war. To say that the prlolems of peace "are ilot questions
of structure" is to Ignore the historical fact that all law and order rests upon
the mechanism or structure of government. '
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What about Russia? That Is not tilefirst question to be answered. The
first question Is, What about the United States? We ourselves are the crux
of the present situation. We ourselves must offer to lead the way. It Is
futile for us to wait for someone else to take the lead. Only when we, the
strongest nation, imike the offer, will Russia have the first chance to make a
choice.
Suppose when the Issue were squarely raised, Russia refused to go along.
,ihloui we abandon the effort to strengthen tie United Nations and, perhaps,
,roceed under article 51?
Resolution 59 does not attempt to answer that question. It simply recoinmends that we make the start to establish a limited world juridical order. It
seems to ne that that is wise. It would be premature at this time to even
suggest the possibility that Russia would refuse.
Procedings muder article 51, however, before tle fullest effort had been made
to strengthen tileUnited Nations, would simply be a hostile coalition and the
continuance of the outworn olioicy (ofalliances and power politics.
The character of war Ihus been revolutionized, and we mnust change our habits
of thinking about war and peace, If our civilization is to survive.
Ilithe ininediate future we lust keep ourselves the strongest Nation in tile
world, econonlcally, politically, and militarily. We must help to strengthen
western
i'urope.
But those are negative things, a shiell beiind which to gain
time for acconplislnent of an ethical and effective objective. We must do two
things at once: work oilboth the short-run and tile long-run problems.
But what is our objective? So far as any expressions of our statesmen indicate,
our Nation's objective is the indefinite continuance of the sane.
In contrast, the leading statesmen of aligland of hoth parties, Including Mr.
Churchill, have clearly stated that the only solution Is world law and order.
Leading statesmen of Belginum and France have said tile st
lae. Tile constitutions
of France and Italy authorize tile Joininig into a woli government.
What says tile
Untdtl States?
If the world is to take tile only road to peace, the American people themselves
must take the lead through their elected representatives. The Executive T)epartnient can hardly be expected to make timh-offer to substitute allinternational
system of security for tile war-making lpwer unless It clearly will be supported
by the legislative branch. Resolution 59 Is not "back-seat driving"; it is a
removal of the ghost of Senate ratilication and an effort to give assurance and
encouragement to the Executive Department to adopt the only objective that offers
hole of enduring pence.
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT SuaMI'rI

By IIoq. OwE:N J. Ronnrs, MAy 24, 1948

I agree with those who think It Important to preserve and perpetuate the
United Nations. I agree that for at least this fiscal year European recovery
program is essential to bridge time economic gap in western Europe. But I believe
that neither the United Nations nor European recovery program can preserve
-the system- of Individual freedom and democratic Institutions either In western
Europe or the United States. The proposals.now before your committee stem
front a similar belief; but I feel that they, in turn, will prove inadequate to
save the free way of life in the world.
The proposal to attempt a reform of the United Nations by abolishing the
.veto Is impractical both in method and In results. Experience shows that any
move to this end within the United Nations will Involve a delay of years. Witness the discussion of the atomic energy plan, of the United Natims armed forces,
etc. The crisis Is too great to permit this delay. Abolition of the veto cannot
-be aceomllished without the consent of Russia and the United States. Russia
-will not consent. The United States should not consent if the United Nations
remains a league of sovereign nations. Russia says she entered the league only
under a solemn covenant that the veto could not be abolished without her
-vote; and she is right in this position. The United States ought not to attempt
.to force abolishment of the veto over Russia's objection, because(a) This will force Russian and her friends and some neutrals out of the
United Nations. While I agree that the United Nations, as presently set up,
cannot keep the peace, I think It valuable as an international forum, as a
force for voluntary progress in many fields, as was the League of Nations.
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(b) The proposal seenis to be that if Russia and other nations leave the
United Nations, we are to lead In the formation of a reformed United
Nations, thus dividing the world into two camps.
(o) If we break the United Nations by a great moral drive to abolish the
veto In matters of aggression, then .we would seem morally bound to stand
by that principle In organizing our new league, with the divergent group of
states that, for good reasons or bad, stand with us In the show-down.
The new league must then be set up on the basis of no veto on matters of aggression. If states can be forced into war over their negative votes, no state, large or
small, ought to have a veto on the conduct of the war. So we shall start on a
road whereon we must face putting up most of the men, material, and money,
while other states control them and the ultimate peace treaty; or we must buy
our way out of tills position by loan or lend-Tense to this or that nation; or we
must reverse our nonveto policy after we have broken up the United Nations.
That would hurt us morally worse than the reversal of policy as to Palestine.
The new league, recognizing national sovereignty, will be as far from international government as the United Nations. If we seek a closer form of union with
all the backward nations of the world, we shall have to limit the electoral representation of their people, or face the certainty of another break-down. The alternative to that may well le the crass assertion of our national power.
Many persons, in official life and in private capacity, put their trust in certain
half measures to prop up the free peoples.
First, the European recovery program: It has already become clear that this
alone Is not enough. All the money and goods we pour into Europe will go down
the drain if the people of Europe doubt their own security against aggression; if
each nation builds its own defense force; if there is no assmanee that we will see
the thing through economically and militarily. So the European-recovery-pro.
gram legislation is no sooner passed than we have proposals for lend-lease or
military alliance with. the European-recovery-program nations. We ought to
know how weak a reed a military alliance is. We have seen enough work badly
or go on the rocks. Worse still, they are terminable at the NN
III of any of the sovereign allies. A United States of Europe is urged. Can such a federation, stand.
Ing alone, and without our aid and support, bring recovery? I firmly believe it
cannot. Then why divide the free Into two camps? In any of these alternatives
how long can we bleed our economy for vast Independent military preparation
and for the economic support of 10 nations, each of which will maintain its own
military establishment?
The way to promote economic recovery In western Europe and the remainder
of the world Is to form a union of the peoples whose nations practice Individual
.freedom under law-the nations who have held the front in spiritual and material
progress; to weld them Into a common society; a society which as a federal unit
cares for the common defense and promotes the common welfare of its citizens;
a society governed by the peoples' law; a society that protects that individual liberty which is the essential of man's welfare, progress, and prosperity.
Such a federal union of free men will solve the great rearmament-recovery
dilemma we now face: We must strengthen freedom's defenses, and at the same
time speed European recovery. For this we are already running short of re.
,sources. If we arm ourselves and our European friends at the cost of their living
standards, we risk the winning of these countries by communism. If we speed
European recovery at the cost of defense, we risk the taking over of these countries by the Red Army with hardly battle-as Holland was taken by the Nazis.
We must find a way to enormously Increase the defensive power of freedom,
while saving enough in men, materials, and money to hasten recovery. AmendIng the United Nations Charter or making alliances will not solve the dilemma.
Union of the free alone can solve It. Merely by thus ending all doubt that lmrope's bases Lre tied Insepardbly by organic union, we can gain far more effective
'sea and air protection at a saving of at least $5,000,000,000 a year.
Nothing in the Charter of the United Nations precludes such a union. It or Its
members should remain in the United Nations. It should invite and encourage
other nations to join, as they are able to qualify. It will be the nucleus of a free
self-governing world. No other proposal meets the urgent need of the times.
Instead of the resolutions before you, I hope the committee will frame one calling
,for a: convention of delegates of the democracies of the world to explore this
proposal, and report to the people of their nations a plan or constitution for such
a union.
I
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THE AMERIOAN ]ONOMIC FOUNDATION,
Ncto York, May 25, 1948.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

Committee on Foreign Affairs,
House of Rcpresentatives, Washington, D. (l.
(Attention Hon. Walter H. Judd.)
GENTLEMEN: Since having the honor of testifying before your group on the
proposed United Nations reform embodied In Resolution 163, certain events
suggest that the following remarks be added, If possible, to my testimony.
I am still unalterably In favor of three specific steps: (1) The elimination
of the veto regarding matters of aggression; (2) The extension of the legal
power of the World Court so that it may judge agression, and (8) The creation
of a neutral, professional, superbly equipped police force under a United Nations
general staff. I can see no assurance of peace without all three.
However, the approval of Senator Vandenberg's "Working Paper" changes
my feeling as to the timing of debate on Resolution 163. The Working Paper's
proposals do not conflict with the ABC plan; they move in the same direction,
but toward a much more limited objective. In other words, the failure of the
Working Paper's efforts (and I am morally certain they will fall) will merely
serve to reinforce the need for the ABC plan and, in the meanwhile, will have
broken trail in the right direction.
Therefore, as a sponsor of Resolution 103, I would like to see It emerge from
your committee as something that should be immediately brought to the floor
of the House, when and if the Working Paper measures prove inadequate.
May I repeat that I deeply appreciate the courtesies shown to me by your
committee.
Very sincerely,
R. S. RIMANOOZY.
EIDARTMIF':T OF8 T.rr,
MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, OOMMITIET

RMSED

ON FOREIGN AFAIRS OF THE HOUSE OF

NTA1VFS

The following comments are submitted with reslect to the bill authorizing
the President to accept on behalf of the Government of the United States, tile
convention on the privileges and immunities of the United Nations.
The bill would amend the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 (Public
Law 264, 70th Cong.) by providing, amorg other things, that1"(b) Insofar as any provisions of said Convention and the International
Organizations Immunities Act (Public Law 291, Seventy-ninth Congress), as
applied to tile United Nations relate to the same manner, the two provisions
sha'i, wherever possible, be treated as complementary to each other so that
both provisions slall he applicable and neither shall narrow tile effect of the
other; but in any case of absolute conflict,, the provisions of the Convention
shall prevail."
A conlparlson of the provisions In the convention with those in the Immunities
Act will show that some provisions are virtually Identical, while others add new
elements or modif.v corresponding provisions in the Immunities Act. In tile view
of the Department of State, there are no conflicts between the convention and the
Immunities Act. The only question which has been raised in this regard relates
to the problem of so-called "reciprocity" with respect to the granting of privileges
and immunities to representatives of member nations to the United Nations. III
a letter dated April 29, 1948, addressed to the Honorable Lawrence H. Smith,
chairman. Subommlitee No. 0 of the Conmnittee on Foreign Affairs, the legal
adviser of the Department analyzed the background and provisions of the Charter,
the United Nations Ileadquarters Agreement, the ITnnmunitles Act, and tile general
convention on privileges and Immunities bearing on this point. The conclusions
were reached that the Charter of the United Nations imposes an obligation on
member states to grant certain privileges and Immunities not conditioned on
reciprocity and that the International Organizations Immunities Act merely
leaves the Secretary of State with such authority to enforce conditions of reciprocity in the granting of privileges and immunities as he may possess apart from
'the Immunities Act. In other words, there is no conflict between tile convention and the Immunities Act in this or any other respect.

V
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The bill also would amend the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 by authorizing the President, following appropriation of the necessary funds by the
Congress, to bring into effect on the part of the United States, the lonil agreement
between the United States and the United Nations. Tile Participation Act would
be amended, among other changes, by providing that the President could bring
the loan agreement into effect "with such changes therein not contrary to the
general tenor thereof and not imposing any addithmal obligations upon tile United
States or relieving the United Nations of any obligations, as the President may
deem necessary and appropriate."
The quoted language is put in solely as a safeguarding clause and the Departnient of State does not have In contemplation any chiinges Il the loatin agreement.
However, the safeguarding clause Is suggested In order to obviate the necem.4lty
for new legislation In the event language corrections or changes in detail prove
to be necessary, provided that such changes or corrections do not In iny way
Impose any additional obligations ol the United States or relieve the United
Nations of any obligations arising under the loan agreement in its present form.
ERNEST A. GRoss,
The Legal Adviser.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Wa8hington, M1all 27, 19048.

MEMORANDUM F6R THE V|hAIRMAN OF THE FOIlEION AFFAIRS COMMITTEl, OF THE
iroUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES RE EXEMPTION FROM FEERA, INCOME TAXATION ON
SALARIES AND MONEYS PAID BY THE UNITED NATIONS TO OFFICIALS WITH! UNITE
STATES CITIZENSHIP

This memorandum analyzes the actual operation of tile proposal in section 7
of the bill pending before the committee which would allow United States citizens
who are officials of the United Nations to deduct from their Federal income taxes
amounts paid to the United Nations in the form of staff contributions. Such a
United States citizen would be required, as are other citizens, to file an incometax return reporting his entire Income, in accordance with the Internal Revenue
Code. The United Nations would compute all salaries paid to its employees on
a gross basis and would, in the employment contract with each employee, provide
for payment by the employee to the United Nations of a determined percentage
of. his salary. This percentage would be computed essentially in the same way
as the United States and other governments compute Income taxes and the contribution paid by the employee would go into the treasury of tile United Nations
and would be available for expenditures of the Organization.
In the case of United States citizens, employees of the United Nations, the
proposed United Nations staff contribution scheme would actually involve contributions by citizens to the United Nations greater than they would be required
to pay under the Internal Revenue Code as income taxes to the Federal Government. The reason for this is that certain other governments levy higher income
taxes than does the United Slates Government and the objective of the United
Nations staff contribution scheme is to equalize tile wage aind salary levels of
its employees. United States citizens employed by tile United Nations would
therefore not constitute a privileged class of citizens since they would not have
immunity from the Federal income tax.
Tile United States citizen would be entitled to claim a credit on his Federal
income tax not greater than tile amount he had actually paid to the United
Nations in his staff contribution. However, lie would not be entitled to claim
credit on account of such staff contributions greater than his income tax liability
on that portion of his income which was derived from the United Nations.
ERNEST A. GRoss,
The Legal Adviser.
STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR AUSTIN, FOR PlIESENTATION TO HOUSE FORFmaN AFFAIIs
CoMmiruTrE, ON INcoMr.TAX PaovisioN or GENERAL CONVENTION ON P81VuM.ES

AND IMzMuNrrIES, MAY 27, 1948

General Assembly of the United Nations decided in London In 1046 that
members of the Secretariat should receive the same net pay for the same
service regardless of nationality.. In order to achieve equality among personnel of the Organization, the General Assembly held It to be Indispensable
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that members should exempt from national taxation the salaries and allowances
paid by the United Nations. Pending the extension of such exemptions, the
United Nations has reimbursed from its general funds the amounts paid by
its employees to their governments as Income tax on United Nations salary.
The present situation is that United States nationals and Canadians (who have
been resident In Canada for part of tie tax year) are the only staff members
who receive tax reimbursements which amount currently to $750,000 a year.
During the last regular session of the General Assembly, which opened In New
York on September 10, 1947, other members of the United Nations made It clear
that they were unwilling to continue such reimbursements since the effect was that
other member governments Indirectly were paying Income taxes Into tile United
States Treasury in the amount of approximately $400,000. It was great difficulty that the United States delegation prevented a special assessment against
the United States for the amount paid by the United Nations as reimbursement
for income taxes to United States citizens.
At present, tile alternatives appear to be1. To attempt to reverse the attitude of the General Assembly toward
equal pay for equal services;
2. To except a special assessment against the United States for the
amount of income taxes reimbursed to United States citizens;
3. To grant full income-tax exemption on salaries paid by the United
Nations; or
4, To authorize United States citizens employed by the United Nations
to offset against their Federal income-tax obligation the amount paid by
them to the United Nations under a staff contributions plan.
Alternative I does not appear to be a practical possibility In the light of the
attitude taken by other governments In tile General Assembly. The principle
of equal pay for equal work has been reaffirmed at every regular meeting of
the General Assembly as a principle which Is vital to the efficiency and morale
of the Secretariat. The ability of time United Nations to recruit competent
Americans is Important from the point of view of the United States Itself.
It should be specially noted that the United Nations, in establishing its pay
scale, used a survey of the prevailing gross pay scales in the New York area
which was made by the Commerce and Industry Association for New York
business firms. The United Nations subtracted from the best prevailing pay
scale the amount which would normally be paid in Federal income taxes in order
to arrive at the United Nations net pay scale. For example, If It were found
that the prevailing gross pay for a particular class of employment was $3,000
per year. and that Americans without dependents employed In the New York area
were paying an average of $400 each in Federal income tax, the United Nations
determined to pay $2,600 per year for similar employment in the United Nations.
Unwillingness of the United States to grant income-tax exemption would result
in a payment of income tax on the $2,000, thus bringing the pay of Americans
employed by tile United Nations below the pay scale of the general area. This
consideration Is of particular Importance because It directly affects all of the
1,500 Americans now employed by the United Nations and, of course, is of most
serious concern to those in the lower-income brackets.
Alternative 2 is most undesirable because it would result in a special assessment of some $700,000 against the United States. A special assessment of this
nature would create a precedent for the fragmentation of the budget, according
to which members might refuse to contribute to the expenses of those United
Nations activities to which they were'opposed on political grounds.
Alternative 3 represents the principle accepted by the General Assembly and
originally recommended to the Congress. It is simple, easily understood, and
conforms to the broad concept of the independence of the United Nations as the
principal International organization. Although it is recognized that it might
create an undesirable taxation precedent, it is believed that the advantages
clearly outweigh tMe disadvantages.
Alternative 4 represents an attempt to find a compromise between needs of the
United Nations. as an international organization, and the understandable reluctance of the Congress to permit full tax exemption. The principle of tax offsets for taxes paid to foreign governments is well established. With United
States encouragement, the General Assembly instructed the United Nations Seeretarlat to develop for the next regular session of the General Assembly a contributions scheme under which salaries would be determined on a gross, rather
than a net, basis and assessments similar to Income taxes would be paid on such
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salaries directly into the Unite(] Nations treasury. If the Congress finds itself
unable to accept section 18 (b) without reservation but would be willing to accept
the compromise proposed by the Department of State, it would be possible to
meet the mininain needs of the United Nations in order to achieve equity among
members and equality among the staff. Under the compromise United States
citizens would continue to le subject to United States tax laws. They would
receive credit toward their Federal tax liability for the amounts paid by them
to the United Nations. If their payments to the United Nations are less than
their liabilities for Federal income tax, they would pay the difference to the
United States Treasury. The loss of tax revenue to the United States will be
offset by a corresponding reduction in the United States contribution to the
United Nations except for the tax revenue of $400 now indirectly paid to the
United States by other member governments.
It is strongly urged that the Congress make possible a positive solution to the
present inequity among members and resolve the political dlfleultles facing the
United States dehgation bky ,tivid!ng tax credits for staff cttttt'ilitions to the
United Nations. This compromise is fair and sound aml prot-its the interests
of the United Nations it proviling equal pay for equal services, and at the siame
time protects the United States against the creation of a tax-privileged group of
citizens.
DEPARTMENT

OF STATE,

Washington, October 22, 1947.
The Honorable ChARLES A. EATON,
House of Representatives.
DEAR MR. EATON: I enclose for your Information a memorandum which deals
with the question of financing the construction of the headquarters of 'the
United Nations In New York. The General Assembly of the United Nations Is
currently considering this problem and will need to reach a decision before the
en d of the present session.
It is contemplated that Ambassador Austin, Chairman of the Headquarters
Committee of the present Assembly, by the end of this week or early next week,
will express In the Headquarters Committee the willingness of this Government
to conclude a loan agreement whereby an Interest-free United States Government loan, not to exceed approximately $65,000,000, would be made available for
the purpose of financing till or part of the cost of constructing the United Nations headquarters. He will at the same time make clear that the loan would
be subject to congressional authorization, concerning which no commitments can
be made. Such a loan would be extended for a period to be be determined by
negotiations with the United Nations, and would be repayable in annual installments from the budget of the United Nations. The reasons for the decision
to make this offer are set forth in the enclosed memorandum.
The Department will be glad to supply you with any further information you
may desire.
Sincerely yours,
ROnEnT A. Lov'rr, Acting Secretary.
FINANCING THE UNITED NATIONS HEADQUARTERS CONSTRUCTION

The United Nations is now ready to proceed with the construction of its
permanent headquarters in New York City. There remains, however, the question of how to finance the Initial capital expense at a tine when many members
of the United Nations are facing a severe economic crisis and an acute shortage of
dollars.
LOCATION OF UNITED NATIONS 11EADQUART S IN NEW YORK
A brief survey follows summarizing the events leading to the decision to locate
the headquarters In New York City.
The Charter of the United Nations was written at San Francisco in the
spring of 1945, and ratified by the United; States later in that same year. Likewise, on December 10 and 11, 1945, the two Houses of Congress unanimously
adopted a concurrent resolution inviting the new organization to locate Its
permanent headquarters In the United States.
The best location for tWe headquarters of the United Nations was debated at
length in the Preparatory Commission which preceded the first session of the
General Assembly, and at the first, part of the first session of the General As.
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sembly which met in January and February 1040. Throughout these discussions the United States representatives conveyed to the other members the
cordial welcome of the Congress and the President, but abstained from taking
a position on the Issue. The Assembly decided to accept tthe Invitation to
establish Its permanent headquarters in the United States and to make its
temporary home In New York City. A Headquarters Commission wits appointed
to select a specific site in the lcinity of New York for approval by tile Assembly.
The General Assembly at the second part of its first session, held October
to December 1916, gave careful consideration to several alternative sites In
the vicinity of New York. within the city, and In the areas of Philadelphia,
San Francisco, and Boston. It finally determined to accept the offer of Mr.
John D. Rockefellor, Jr., and the city of New York of a free site of approximately six city blocks on the East River in New York City. Thme Assembly
decided to buil( its permanent headquarters on this site, and authorized tile
Secretary-General to acquire the land, undertake any necessary demolition,
and prepare plans for the architecture and financing of the headquarters itself.
1'I.ANNING FOR CONSTRUCTION

Once tile basic decision was made, events have moved rapidly during tile last
year. The Congress at Its last session approved the necessary legislation to
exempt tile Rockefeller gift front Federal taxation. The property along tile
Last River wits duly acquired, and title passed to tile United Nations In March.
The city of New York presented to the United Nations tile properties required
to complete the site, and subsequently has undertaken extensive commitments
estimated at about $20,000,000 to make alterations In the surrounding roadways
and approaches. Tile buildings on tie site have been demolished, except for
one building which Is suitable for Immediate office use by the United Nations.
Plans for tile construction of the new headquarters have been developed under
the guidance of the Headquarters Advisory Committee, a 16-nation committee
under time chairmanslip of Ambassador Warren R. Austin. A group of internationally famous architects, led by Mr. Wallace K. Harrison of the United
States, prepared tIle architectural plans for a skyscraper headquarters. The
original plans called for an expenditure of about $100,000,000. By simplifying
the plans and postponing certain of tile proposed construction, the estimates
were reduced to $85.000,090, an1(1 subsequently to the present estimate of approximately $65,000,000.
I'lFSFlNT SITUATION
The General Assembly now In session In New York Is much concerned about the
headquarters construction. Its special headquarters committee has given tentative approval to tile plans alnd cost estimates of about $65,000,000, subject to
agreement on satisfactory arrangements for financing. Most members of tile
United Nations are eager to proceed with the construction without delay. There
Is a general feeling that postponement would be seriously detrimental to the
elliclent operation of the United Nations. The temporary headquarters are in
a converted factory, where the space is cramped and in large part unsuitable for
use as offices. Likewise, tile location Is Inconvenient, requiring tile delegations
and tie secretariat to spend niany hours commuting to and from New York City.
. It Is anticipated that the costs of construlction will be borne by time 57 members
of tile United Nations in accordance with their proportionate contributions
to the annual budget of the Organization.
However, most of the members are
faced with such a severe shortage of dollars tiat It would bo virtually impossible
for them to pay their respective contributions In dollars Imnediately.
ALTRzNATIVE MMTrIODS OF VINANCING
Several alternative methods for financing the construction costs over a period
of years hmve bem considered.
At tile beglnnimmg, tile possibilities of -private
financing were fully explored. Tile nmost feasible scheme under private financing
would call for Immediate payment in cash of the United States share of about
$26,000,000, tile remainder to be financed by contributions from other members
and loans at interest by private Institutions such as Insurance companies.
Tills
method woul involve complex legal difficulties, owing to the Immunity of the
United Nations from suit, would complicate the planning by having to take into
account the views of the holders of a mortgage, and would require the payment
of Interest at about 3 percent.
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Suggestions that a loan might be secured either from the Reeontruction Finance
Corporation or from the International Bnk for Reconstruction and Development
have been discarded as neither feasible nor desirable.
After the most careful concideration, the Department of State, the T'easury
Department, and the Bureau of the Budget recommended to the President, who
approved, that an interest-free loan by the United States Treasury would he the
best solution. Such a loan would be a loan by the United States Government to
the United Nations, backed by the obligation of all member government to contribute their proportionate shares of United Nations expenses. It would be
repayable In installments from the annual budget of the United Nations.
The question of Interest on such a loan has been very carefully considered. A
pertinent factor Is that special benefits accrue to the United States because
the headquarters will be constructed In this country. Virtually the entire cost
of consruction will be spent in the United Stuftes. For example, American labor
will be used for the construction, the bulk of the materials will be purchased
in the United States, and the existence of the building will constitute a permanti ent asset to the Nation. The annual saving to the United States in the expenses
of participation, such as travel and communications, resulting from the locatlon of the headquarters in New York rather than in Europe, Is substantial,
estimated to be at least $600,000. Finally, the location of the United Nations
in the United States cannot but be a source of added prestige and influence for
the United States In world affairs. In view of these special benefits, it has been
decided that the proposed Treasury loan should be interest free.
It is recognized, of course, that no binding commitments can be made under
any method of financing without prior congressional authorization. It Is contemplated that Ambassador Austin, Chairman of the Headquarters Committee of
the present Assembly, will at a very early date Inform the.Committee that the
United States Government Is prepared to enter into negotiations with the Secretary-General of the United Nations with a view to concluding an appropriate
loan agreement.
le will make It very clear, however, that such nn agreement will
be wholly conditional upon approval of the loan by the Congress.
SUMMARY OF VIaVvS

RESOLUTIONS FOR IMPROvIN0 THE UNITEn NATIONS,
HIEARINOS OF THE HOUSE FORFUN AmTAIPs COMMITrEE, uY

RmARmhNo

IN CONNFSOION WIT1

ELY CULBFMTSON

As a general background, I should like to make part of tbls summary a pertinent
editorial, attached hereto, front the Cleveland Plaini Dealer of May 23. I hope the
committee will overlook the Irrelevant and exaggerately flattering reference to me.
Regarding specific suggestions for legislative action, the following considerations should be kept In mind:
1. Tile Congress and the public are at all times hound to listen respectfully to
the advice of the State Department, especially when it is led by a great American
such as Secretary Marshall.
2. Those favoring revision of the United Nations, both In Congress and outside,
represent a very large part of public opinion-I believe it to be a majority-and
their wishes must also he taken into serious account.
The two principal objectives of the antirevisionists, as set forth in the State
Department approved resolution introduced by Senator Vnndenberg, seem to be:
(a) Preparation of the ground for United States backing of the western European
bloc against aggression: and (b) adequate time in which to renew State Department efforts for strengthening the United Nations by voluntary agreements.
The two principal objectives of the revisionists seem to be: (a) An effort
to revise the UN Charter by amending It in accordance with articles 108 or 109,
so as to eliminate the crippling veto In matters of aggression, e4ablish International control of atomic energy and enforced limitation of other Important armament, and provide the UN with an adequate but tyranny-proof police force; and
(b) If this proves Impossible, to set up within the framework of the United
Nations an Iron-clad system of collective security for mutual defense of all
States which wish to Join, under article 51 of 'the Charter. It has not been
expected by the revisionists that such a vital Issue as the revision of the United
Nations would be acted upon by the executive branch of our Government In the
few remaining months before election. All that was intended was to bring the
Issue of revision before the public andbefore ContTess, and to prepare the ground
for Its effective solution without needless delay.
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Hence it does not seem that the objectives of the State Department and of the
revisionists are necessarily Incompatihle at present. I believe that a proper
formula could be worked out by the House Foreign Affairs Committee and embodied in a resolution that would avoid needless disseiions and satisfy all
concerned. Such a resolution, In my opinion, should make it clear to the mullions of Americans who have been following with increasing admiration the
initiative of the House Foreign Affairs Committee that, while deferring to the
wishes of the antirevlsionists to allow more time for the State Department to
proceed along its present lines in trying to make the UN work, the committee
Is determined, if such efforts continue to fall after a reasonable trial, to reopen
the issue of a thorough and effective revision of the United Nations before it Is
too late.
[Editorial, Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 23, 1048]
ANTIREVISIONIST FALLACIES

Senator Arthur If. Vandenberg's working paper, designed to support the
United Nations and give American aid to "regional and other collective arrangements for collective and individual self-defense," should be considered carefully
In the light of its origin as well as its alms.
Unanimously approved by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, this declaration of the Senate's views on policy would also pursue "voluntary agreement
to remove the veto from all questions Involving pacific settlements of International
disputes and situations, and from the admission of new members."
Two goals which appear related are sought by this declaration. We will assist
the countries of western Europe with military help, pending executive and legislative approval, provided they help themselves. This gives substantial backing
to the western European federation growing out of time Marshall plan, but particularly to the Brussels Conference countries, Britain, France, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Luxemburg, which are working out a hard-and-fast military
alliance.
The second goal of the declaration is obviously to head off the widespread public
demand for revision of the United Nations Charter. This demand has found
expression in a score of resolutions In the House of Representatives. Hearings
on UN revision ended a week ago before the House Foreign Affairs Committee.
Secretary of State Marshall and Warren It. Austin, American Ambassador to the
UiftedN'.4atlons, testified against any revision at this time because, with the known
objections of Russia, the world organization might be killed.
Vandenberg's working paper Is the product of the conference held 3 weeks
ago in the State Department by Secretary Marshall, John Foster Dulles, Republican foreign policy adviser, and the Michigan Senator.
The best assessment we have noted of this administration endeavor to circumvent public opinion was made by Ely Culbertson, Interested as a conscientious
citizen in worhl peace, in his testimony before tie H1ouse committee 10 days ago.
Culbertson, who spoke in Cleveland Friday night before the International
Affiliation of Sales and Advertising Clubs told the House group that Marshall
and Austin were "men of the past" who "are apparently oblivious of the elementary fact that between the San Francisco Conference (establishment of the
UN) and todaY there are not 3 years, but 3,000 years-there is a vast gulf, created
by the Hiroshima bomb."
"What," Culbertson asked, "has the present, impotent, veto-ridden United Nation accomplished to remove the atomic cloud now gathering over the homes of
the world? It grieves me deeply to observe that fithis testimony before this
committee the Ambassador (Austin) had no place for the atonic bomb, although
he did find room for exalting the present United Nations in its achievements
for 'aiding Peru to establish refrigeration and storage facilities for Its fishing
industry'."
Culbertson called Vandenberg's working paper a "walking paper, leading
exactly nowhere" because it depends on voluntary agreements to linit the veto,
a method that has repeatedly failed. Then lie posed the question that reveals
tlhe contradiction and the unreality of the Vandenberg-State Department document:
"How could the State Department attack the revision of the United Nations
on the ground that It might wreck the UN by reason of Russia's opposition, and
at the same time advocate a military defense alliance obviously directed against
Russia?"
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The man who has done so much to crystallize public opinion on the great
issue of collective security then expressed succinctly the feeling of millions of
his fellow Americans:
"Our only hope of averting the third world war Is through a revised United
Nations. And the only formula which Is both effective and acceptable for such
a revision is a formula which provides specific methods for the elimination
of three basic defects In the present structure of the United Nations--the elemination of the veto in matters of aggression, the elimination of the atomic and
armament race, and the establishment of a tyranny-proof but powerful Inter.
national police force."
These aims, unfortunately, may not be achieved at this session of Congress,
but the ground work has been laid for early action at the next session. By
attaching appropriation items to its resolution, the House has made sure that
its views will be heard and that the Vandenberg working paper will not be
passed, as was intended, without House concurrence merely as an expression
of Senate opinion.
It Is difficult to understand the attitude of the administration. Certainly
defense of the western European nations is essential, but It is only a temporary
stopgap until an effective United Nations Is created as an Instrument of international peace. One complements the other. If they do not, then the only
answer Is conflict.
HA rTm 8, CoNN., May 27, 1948.
Hon. WALTE= H. JUDD,
Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives,
Washington, D 0.
DEaR CoNORssMAN JuDD: In response to your courteous letter of May 20,
forwarded to me here, I am glad to enclose as suggested by you: (a) A supplemental written summary of my views and (b) specific suggestions for legislative action.
I gathered that you wished this letter to be in the form of a concurrent resolution; and therefore, although with much hesitation, drafted one. For your
convenience I have styled it "Resolution X" and accompanied it with a running
commentary.
Let me, however, make It clear that I regard your House Concurrent Resolution 163 (with its companion resolutions) as a very satisfactory method of
approach. My suggestion Is offered with reluctance, and exclusively' for the
purpose of strengthening your handiwork. It embodies only two or three real
departures although it omits a number of details, not because of any opposition to them but for the sake of greater elasticity.
House Concurrent Resolution 59 Is brief and well drawn, and my only suggestion there Is founded upon my belief that a General Conference of nations
under article 100 should not be called unless and until amendment under article
108 has failed. I have included this as an alternative remedy.
I greatly appreciated the committee's courtesy in hearing me with such
patience and assure you of my readiness to render any further assistance Its
members may desire, whether from here or In Washington.
Sincerely yours,
Affsom T. MeCoox,
(Ohalrman,Foreign Relations Commission, American Legion.
OlIrooN RELATIoNS
UPPWMSENTAL STATEMENT or AiyoN T. MOCOOx, CHAIRMAN,
COMMISSION, Tint AMERICAN LriozN (As REQUESTED MAY 20, 1048), WiTu

COMMENTS ON O'rnim TESTMONY (TaANscaPTr NoT YT REzCIVED)

International law and order are essential to peace. Economic, social, and
cultural considerations are of great importance likewise, but they can avail
little without peace.
The first words of the Chnrter declare: "The purposes of the United Nations
are: (1) To maintain International peace and security, and to that end: To
take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to
the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression * * *."
The United Nations can be the greatest power for peace. But peace Is Imperiled, and the very life of the United Nations Is Imperiled, by its Inability to
prevent aggression and enforce peace. If it cannot function, It Is bound to become
i
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, Pv n the Lena'ue of Nations. That would be a tragedy.
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The American Legion believes firmly in the United Nations for the protection
of liberty and happiness throughout the world. But we are convinced that it
can fulfill its purpose only through the strengthening of its Charter by amendment.
We agree with those witnesses who counsel patience, but disagree with those
who counsel inaction.
We thoroughly agree that, irrespective of the United Nations, the United States
must maintain a firm, reliable, steady foreign policy. We are on record as
urgently supporting the program for world recovery (formerly BRP) as necessary
to peace and the preservation of democracy. We maintain, however, that along
with this should come the strengthening of the United Nations. The two are
not inconsistent but mutually necessary.
We recognize that the next months are critical, but we cannot agree that
nothing shall be ventured during those months. On the contrary, an urgent
situation requires more urgent remedy. The discovery of the atomic bomb cannot
be undiscovered. It must be controlled, and that control will not wait. War will
not wait.
We agree that the single veto, for most purposes, must be preserved to the five
great powers. But we are convinced that the veto must be removed with respect
to aggression and preparation for aggression. On other subjects, nations like
individuals may honestly differ; but no right-minded nation can insist upon the
veto In matters of aggression.
Enforcement is the key to law and order. We therefore recommend concentration upon means of enforcement, and particularly upon an amendment to
relieve enforcement from the veto stoppage.
To the argumetit that the United States might itself wish to use the veto, we
reply that a peace-loving people would never veto in matters of aggression. By
surrendering this one prerogative we would gain infinitely more than we could
lose, since uncontrolled international aggressors are a constant threat to American
lives and happiness. In that narrow but vital sphere, all nations must sacrifice
some of their rights if they wish to live. Together all of us must submit to
atomic inspection, or else together face ultimate destruction.
It is argued that relinquishment of the veto could never be voted by other
nations, instances being cited of refusal in minor matters. We reply that in
minor matters refusal is justifiable and is no indication of refusal In such vital
matters are aggressive.
Nothing which Is inherently right is ever impossible. Tils amendment should
be attempted with all earnestness. If reverses are met with at first, the attempt
should be repeated. And no harm could result from failure, inasmuch as the
basis is not one of national rivalry but of mutual benefit.
An honest attempt would clear the air. If any nation refused to relinquish
the veto in the single case of aggression, it would condemn itself of aggressive
intent. Few nations would wish this.
We wholly agree that full national defense must be maintained meanwhile,
and that any limitation of armaments must be concurrent. We disagree with
those who would leave the Security Council or the International Court without
an international police to enforce United Nations mandates.
It is our conviction that peace cannot be created by appeasement, nor preserved by bluster. Peace is impaired whenever vacillation or political methods
enter into international affairs, whether within or without the United Nations.
Peace Is enhanced by firmness, steadiness; and fairness. As we have advocated
these In our foreign policies, we advocate them in the United Nations. The
American Legion repudiates the philosophy that wars are inevitable. But time
Is of the essence.
Although not the subject of official Legion action, the writer sees no objection
to proceeding under the Charter to effect regional or other limited international
organizations under articles 51, 52, etc. Indeed, they are expressly permitted
by the Charter and no amendment Is required for that purpose. It should be observed, however, that the Legion has never favored alliances, although It favors
cooperation.
A4 to the method to be pursued. the writer earnestly advocates proceeding first
under article 108 to the fullest extent. Then, if that should fall, calling a -conference under article 109. In such a general conference, subjects of every possible nature would be bound to arise and create confusion; whereas specific
amendment under article 108 would focus the attention of the world on the crucial question.
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In reply to the question, What If all these means should fail? obviously we
must then go outside the Charter in conjunction with like-minded nations. How.
ever, that bridge need not be crossed at this time, and we hope may never have
to be crossed. A right program is stronger without an "If." We advocate
strongly the concentration of all our energies upon strengthening the organization we have, rather than turning to the new and untried.
We believe that a definite pronouncement by the Congress at this time would
encourage our own people, clarify the minds of other nations, and make for world
peace. This ought not to embarrass our State Department, since it would
reenforce the announced policy of peace through the United Nations. Indeed,
to official representatives who must be diplomatic in their expressions, this should
come as a refreshing aid. At all events, the responsibility at this juncture rests
with the Congress.
In conclusion, we accentuate the need of pressing for amendment with promptitude, confidence, and energy, In the faith that these efforts will not fall and that
the United Nations will fulfill, under an amended Charter, its great purpose of
international law and order.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION X

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senato concurring), That it Is
the sense of the Congress that. (1) The'United Nations Charter shall be amended so that Its existing defects,
demonstrated by experience, shall be removed, and the United Nations Organization shall b6 able to fulfill its stated mission as the principal and most effective
instrument for world peace.
(2) The amendment of the United Nations Charter shall preserve the full
sovereignty of member states except for acts of aggression and preparation for
aggression, to be specifically defined in the Charter.
(8) The amendment of the United Nations Charter shall be undertaken and
supported by the United States Government without delay, concurrently with the
measures for world economic recovery already undertaken.
(4) This amendment shall be so designed that the mutual suspicion and fear
now driving the world into opposite military camps shall be replaced by mutual
confidence In a United Nations strong enough to guarantee any member nation,
however large or small or whatever its form of government, against armed
violence by any other nation.
,(5) Such amendment of the United Nations Charter shall be undertaken under
article 108 of the Charter, and every effort shall be made under article 108 to
effectuate the specific purposes hereinafter set forth. If such amendment under
article 108 should not prove possible after successive attempts, such amendment
shall be sought under article 109. In the event, however, that any state possessing the power of veto should veto such amendment, the United States shall
take appropriate steps to Join with other like-minded states to establish an effective International organization without the participation of the abstaining state
or states for the purpose of maintaining that peace under law for which the
United Nations was established; such organization, however, to remain open to
any abstaining state, not then engaged in aggression or preparation for aggression, on the same conditions specified for participating states.
(6) Pending such amendment, the United States may proceed under articles
151 or 52 or other appropriate provisions of the present Charter to establish with
other nations a more effective organization or organizations within the scope of
the United Nations.
(7) The amendment of the United Nitions Charter shall contain the following specific provisions as necessary to remove the atomic cloud now hanging over
the world, relieve the back-breaking load of the armament rate and, by firm
action, avert a third world war and establish that peace under la*i without
which social or economic progress is Impossible, namely:
(a) Elimination of the veto power by a permanent member of the Security
Council in matters of aggression or preparation for aggression, but only in such
matters., Aggression shall be prohibited and defined In the Charter as an armed
attack by a state, or by the citizens of a state with Its acquiescence, against the
recognized territory of a member state, or illegal occupation by a state of territory outside its own recognized and established borders. Preparation for aggression shall be prohibited and defined In ,the Charter to include the production
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of atoniic, biological, bacteriological, or other weapons of mass destruction, or
the production of heavy armaments beyond authorized quotas, or refusal to
submit to inspection.
(b) Strengthening of the International Court of Justice to have adequate power
to interpret the Charter, and to enter judgments with respect to governments
and individuals in specific matters dealing with aggression and preparation for
aggression.
(c) Creation of specific enforcement provisions for the prevention of aggression and preparation for aggression as defined in subsection (a) hereof, In the
matter of atomic weapons, this shall be in accordance with and through the
adoption of the official United States proposal for inspection and control by an
Atomic Development Authority. In the matter of heavy armaments, this shall
include a world-wide quota-limitation of production, to be established with due
regard to the strength of the United States and other permanent members of the
Security Council, together with a minimum collective quota for the remaining
smaller member states.
(d) Establishment of an effective world police force, to consist primarily of
one active International contingent permanently in readiness, and five national
contingents operating as reserves. The international contingent shall be responsible to and under the direct control of the Security Council; shall consist
of thoroughly trained and disciplined volunteers recruited exclusively from citizens of member states which are not permanent members of the Security Council;
and shall be equipped with the smaller nations' collective quota of heavy armament. The armed forces of the five permanent members of the Security Council shall constitute the five national contingents and such national contingents
shall remain under the full sovereignty of their respective governments; except
that in time of peace their effective strength shall be limited by their respective
quotas of heavy armament, and except that they shall be available (subject to
their constitutional processes) as reserves to the international contingent by a
two-thirds vote of the Security Council in specific" matters of aggression or
preparat loft for aggression.
Nothing herein shall be takent to prohibit a member state, if actually attacked,
from defending itself and increasing its forces and armament beyond the limitations herein provided for; provided, however, that it shall, upon the cessation
of such attack, forthwith reduce its forces and armament to their original
strength.
(8) Until such time as the foregoing provisions shall be fully put into effect,
the armed forces of the United States and its weapons of every kind shall be
maintained at wholly adequate levels.
COMMENTARY ON SUoGESTED RESOLUTION X, SUBMITTED AT TIE REQUEST OF
HON. WALTER H. JUDD iY ANBON T. McCooK

Resolution X Is submitted with reluctance and solely for purposes of analysis
by the committee. It follows House Concurrent Resolution 163 in structure and
very largely in content, at the same time taking.into consideration House Concurrent Resolution 59. It departs from House Concurrent Resolution 163 as noted
below:
Sections (1), (2) and (4) of X are substantially identical with tihe same
numbers of House Concurrent Resolution 163. The word "amend" is substituted
for "revised", inasmuch as we recommend making use of the specific power of
amendment which is provided for in the Charter. The substitution of "preparntion for aggression" for "armament for aggression", Is suggested as broader.
In section (8) of House Concurrent Resolution 103 the last four lines are
changed so as to express coordination with the ERUP (which the Legion was the
first to endorse) but to avoid having this vital subject of amending the Charter
tied to aometlen g outside the Charter.
Section (5)1of House Concurrent Resolution 103 is divided into two sections
(M and 0) in X Here Is the first substantial variance between the two, since
X specificallypr vides that amendment shall be undertaken under article log of
the Charter, tnd vigorously pressed. Only if that should fail would anmendment
under article 1 be attempted as provided in House Conclrrent Resolution 59.
Then If amen
ent were completely vetoed (both under 108 and 109), but only
in that event! would the United States be free to join In forming a new world
organization, or semilworld organization to replace the United Nations. However,
I feel so stro gly that such a new organization should be a last resort that I incline to omit inention of even tho possibility of this. That is, I would prefer at
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this stage to omit the last nine lines of my (5) unless for the tactical purpose
of warning recalcitrants.
Meanwhile, and irrespective of this, the United States has the right to join with
other like-minded states under article 51, 52, etc., to form regional or defense
or other special organizations, as already contemplated In the Charter eveti
though hedged about with limitations. This is covered by (6)of X.
Let we accentuate that these limited alternatives already exist under, and
therefore require no amendment of, the Charter. Hence their segregation into a
separate paragrr h. Logically, therefore, they would not be part of any amendment. Nor are they of major importance as compared with obviating the veto.
Actually, that part of old 5 (new 0) could be omitted if so desired.
In short, the Legion believes that amendment to achieve law and order Is the
key to peace, while articles 51 and 52 of the Charter tire much more limited, being
In essence defense pacts rather than peace pacts. The words "for mutual defense"
are omitted for that reason.
Section (6) of House Concurrent Resolution 163 is absorbed in "X" (5).
The first part of section (7) remains substantially the same, but there are
variances In the lettered subsections.
Subsection (a) of X omits the words "and admission to membership in the
United Nations," since it seems wise to concentate on aggression and preparation for aggression, which are essential to peace. The admission of new members
Is important, but nations could differ as to that without affecting pWnate. Because
of the atomic bomb and the Imminent danger of war, I respectfully urge that the
"must" of your legislation should relate to peace. Aggression touches the conscience of the world, whereas honest difference of opinion may exist elsewhere.
There are omitted from subsection (a) the detailed provisions for 10 members
of the Security Council. The Legion In 1940 included this as a "suggested detail,"
not as a definite resolve, and I question the advisability of being so specific in
the legislation Itself. I would definitely recommend, however, that decisions on
aggression and like matters (after the removal of the veto) be made by a twothirds vote, which would mean 7 out of 10, or 6 out of the present -9; or even
three-fourths, which would be 8 of 10, 7 of 9.
In House Concurrent Resolution 163 the unnumbered paragraph under (a) is
made a new subsection because of its importance.
() of X is similar to (b) of House Concurrent Resolution 163. It is the same
as regards the vital United States proposal for an Atomic Development Authority.
It attempts, however, to be more elastic asto details of the collective quotas, as
above in (a). Here again the Legion's resolution of 1946 mentioned these same
quotas as "suggested details."
(d) of X Is similar to (c) of House Concurrent Resolution 163, except that
details are omitted for purposes of elasticity. And an unnumbered paragraph is
added to X, although not of essential importance.
Section (8) Is the same in both.

(The following statement has been submitted by Hon. Warren R.
Austin:)
UNITED NATIONS-DEPARTMENT OF PUBTc

IiFORMATION,

RESEARCH SECTION
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MEMBERSHIP
The original members of the United Nations are those which participated in
the United Nations Conference on International Organization at San Francisco
or had previously signed the United Nations declaration of January 1, 1942, and
ivhlch signed and ratified the Charter.
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* ORIGINAL MEMB

Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Byelorussian S. S. R.
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt

El Salvador

Ethiopia
France
Greece
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
India
Irav

Ira'!

Ltehano. i
Liberia
Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua

Norway
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippine Republic
Poland I
Saudi Arabia
Syria
Turkey
Ukrainian S. K. R.
Union of South Africa
U. S. S. R.
United Kingdom
United States
Uiuguay
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

MEMBts SuBSEQUeNTLY ADMITrF,) BY TH
GEN-RAL ASSEMBLY ON
TION OF THE) SECURITY COUNCIL

RBCOMMENDA-

Instrument of adherence presented:
Afghanistan, November 19, 1946.
Iceland, November 19, 1946.
Sweden, November 19, 1940.
Siam, December 11, 1940.
Pakistan, September 30,1947.
Yemen, September 30, 1047.
ORGANIZATION
The United Nations has six principal organs. They are:
I. The General Assembly.
II. The Security Council.
III. The Economic and social Council.
VI. The Trusteeship Council.
V. The International Court of Justice.
VI. The Secretariat.
I. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Meinbership
The General Assembly is composed of all the members of the United Nations.
Structure
The General Assembly does most of its work in committees, of which there are
four t77-,es:
A. Main committees.
B. Procedural committees.
C. Standing committees.
D. Ad hoe committees and commissions.
2Although Poland was sot represented at San Francisco, it was agreed that it should
sign the Charter subsequently as an original member.
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A, MAIN CoMMitaS
The main committee consider agenda Items referred to then by the General
Assembly and recommend resolutions for submission to plenary meetings of the
Assembly.
There are six main committees:
1. First Committee (Political and Security).
2. Second Committee (Economic and Financial).
3. Third Committee (Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural).
4. Fourth Committee (Trusteeship).
5. Fifth Committee (Administrative and Budgetary).
6. Sixth Committee (Legal).
Membership
Every member of the United Nations has the right to be represented on each
of the main committees.
1. FIRST COMMITrEE POLITICALL AND SECURITY)

Ternms of reference
The First Committee considers, aniong other items: the admission, suspension,
and expulsion of members; any political and security matters within the scope
of the Charter or relating to the powers and functions of any of the organs of
the United Nations; the general principles of cooperation in the maintenance of
International peace and security, and the principles governing disarmament and
the regulation of armaments.
2. SECOND COMMITTEE (ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL)

Terms of reference
The Second Committee concerns Itself with the economic and financial aspects
of the program of the Economic and Social Council and of the specialized agencies,
and considers any economic and financial matters within the scope of the
Charter or relating to the powers and functions of any of the organs of the
United Nations.
3. THIRD COMMITrER (SOCIAL, HUMANITARIAN,

AND CULTURAL)

Terms of reference
The Third Committee considers the social, humanitarian, and cultural aspects
of the work of the Economic and Social Council and of the specialized agencies
and any social, humanitarian, cultural, educational, health, and related matters
within the scope of the Charter or relating to the powers and functions of any
of the organs of the United Nations.
4. FOURTH COMMITTEE (TRUSTEESHIP)

Terms of reference
The Fourth Committee considers matters relating to the International Trusteeship System and to non-self-governing territories.
5. FIFTH COMMIT'i

(ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY)

Terms of reference
The Fifth Committee considers matters pertaining to the budget of the organization, the contributions of members, and financial and budgetary arrangements
with the specialized agencies.
It also considers questions relating to the administration of the Secretariat.
0. SIXTH COMMITTEE (LEGAL)

Terms of referemwe
The Sixth Committee considers legal and constitutional questions,
the registration of treaties, privileges and immunities of the United
questions affecting the International Court of Justice, and the legal
stitutional aspects of the questions referred to other committees.
It also considers measures to enCourage the progressive development
national law and its codification.

such as
Nations,
and conof inter-
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B. PBOCEDURAL COMMITrES
Procedural committees are established to deal with the organization and
conduct of business of the General Assembly.
There are two procedural committees:
1. General Committee.
2. Credentials Committee.
1. GENERAL COMMITTEE

ACm bersh ip
The General Committee consists of 14 members: the President of the General
Assembly; the seven Vice Presidents of the General Assembly; the Chairmen
of the six main committees.

Terms of ,eference
The General Committee assists the President of the General Assembly In
drawing up the agenda of each plenary meeting, in coor(llnating the proceedings
of the main committees, and In arranging the program of work of the General
Assembly.
2. CREDENTIALS COMMI17EE

Memb crsh ip
The Credentials Committee consists of nine members who are elected at the
beginning of each session of the General Assembly.
Sterns of reference
The Credentials Committee verifies the credentials of the delegates and reports
to the General Assembly.
C. STANDING( CoMmrrms
Standing committees are established to deal with continuing problems.
Four standing committees' have been establiebed:
1. Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions.
2. Committee on Contributions.
3. Board of Auditors.
4. International Law Commission (not yet functioning).
1. ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDOETARY QUESTIONS
Mcpnbersldp
Time Advisory Committee consists of nine members elected by time General
Assembly, two of whom must be recognized financial experts. The members of
the Advisory Committee are selected on the basis of broad geographical representation, personal qualifications and experience, and serve for 3 years. The
terms of office of the two financial experts are staggered.
In a first election on November 19, 1146, three members were elected for 1
year, three for 2-year, and three for 3-year terms to establish a rotating scheme.
The terms of office of members elected for 1 year expired on December 31, 1947.
Those elected for 2 years and for 3 years who are completing their terms of
office are as follows:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 81, 1948: Thanassis Aghnldes,
Greece; C. L,. Hsla, China; Valentin I. Kabushko, U. S. S. I.
Elected for 3-years to serve until December 31, 1949: 0. Machado, Brazil;
Sir William Matthews, United Kingdom; Donald C. Stone, United States.
In a second election on November 1, 1947, the following were elected for the
regular 3-year term of office, to take office on January 1, 1948, replacing members
who had been elected for only 1 year and whose terms of office were due to
expire on December 31, 1947:
Elected for 3 years to serve until December 81, 1050: Andrd Ganem, France;
San Papanek, Czechosloxakla; N. Sundaresan, India.
Terns of reference
The Advisory Committee examines the budget of the United Nations and advises
time Getdral Assembly on administrative and budgetary questions.
75921--48----46
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2. COMMITTEE ON CONTRIBUTIONS

Mcllberehlp
The Committee consists of 10 members, selected on the basis of broad geographlal representation, personal qualifications, and experience, to serve for 3 years.
Members are us follows:
To serve until December 31, 1948: J. P. Brlgden, Australia; G. Martinez
Cabanas, Mexico, Seymour Jacklin, Union of South Africa; Nicolal V. Orlov,
U. S. S. it.
To serve until December 31, 1949: K. V. Dzung China; Jan Pnpanek, Czecihoslovaklia; James E. Webb, United States.
To serve until Dteember 81, 1950: It. Asha, Syria; H. C~Onpion, United Kingdom; M. Z. N. Witteveen, Netherlands.
Terms of reference
The Committee on Contributiuns reports to-the General Asrembly on questions
concerning the apportionment of the expenses of the United Nations among
members.
8. BOARD OF AUDITORS

MembersMp
The Board of Auditors is composed of the Auditor General (or corresponding
official) of three members of the United Nations appointed by the General
Assembly for 3 years, To establish a rotating scheme, the original members
of the Board were appointed on December 7, 1946, by the General Assembly for
1-, 2- and 8-year terms. The Auditor General of each of the following countries
was appointed:
Canada, To serve until June 30, 1950.
Sweden, To serve until June 80, 1949.
Ukrainian S. S. R., To serve until June 30, 1048.
To replace the Auditor General of the Ukrainian S. S. R., the Assembly on
November 1, 1947, appointed the Auditor General of the following country for
the regular 3-year term of office, beginning July 1, 1948:
Colombia, To serve until June 30, 1951.
Terms of reference
The members of the Board of Auditors serve as external auditors of the accounts of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice, and of designated
specialized agencies. The Board submits to the General Assembly aii annual
report, which is made available to the Advisory Committee on Administrative
and Budgetary Questions.
4. INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION

Membership
The International Law Commission ts to be composed of 15 persons of recognized competence in international law. Members are to be elected on a geographical basis by the General Assembly, during its third regular session, from
a list of candidates nominated by governments of members of the United Nations.
Terms of reference
The Commission is to promote the progressive development of international law
and Its codification. It. will be primarily concerned with public international
law but it may also deal with the field of private international law.
D. Ax Hoe COMMrrTEE1S AND CoMMIsI10NS
In addition to the main, proct~dural, and standing committees, the General
Assembly or any of its committees may appoint such ad hoc committees and
commissions as may be required from time to time for special purposes.
: Ad hoc committees and commissions now functioning are, among others, as
follows:
. I
1. Interim Committee of the General Assembly.
2. United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea.
8. Special Committee on the Balkans.
4. United Nations Palestine Commission.
5. Special Committee on Information TrAnsmitted under article 73e of the
Charter.
6. Headquarters Advisory Committee,
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I. INTERIM COMMITTEE OF TIHE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Memberelip
Every member of the General Assembly has the right to be represented on the
Iterim Committee.
The representatives of the following members stated that they would not
participate in the work of the committee because they considered that the
Assembly in establishing it had acted contrary to the principles of the Charter,
and that the committee was unconstitutional: Byelorussian .4 S. R., Czechoslovakia, Poland, Ukrainian S. S. R., and the U. S. S. R.
Terms of referenoe
The Interim Committee is to function for the period between the closing of the
second session and the opening of the third regular session of the General
Assembly. The committee considers questions relating to the maintenance of
international peace and security; the promotion of international cooperation In
'the political field; and the peaceful adjustment of any situations likely to impair
the general welfare or friendly relations among nations.
It may not, however, consider any matter being dealt with by the Security
Council.
The committee further considers any matters referred to it by the General
Assembly; disputes or situations proposed for inclusion in the agenda of the
Assembly by members or brought before the Assembly by the Security Council;
the necessity, in connection with any matter under discussion by the Committee,
for a special session of the Assembly.
2. UNITED NATIONS TEMPORARY COMMISSION ON KOREA

lein borehip
This Commission is composed of representatives of the following countries
elected by the General Assembly: Australia, Canada, China, El Salvador, France,
India, Philippine Republic, Syria.
A seat is being held open for a representative from the Ukrainian S. S. It.,
which stated that it would not participate In the work of the Commission because it did not consider that the Commission would solve the Korean question.
Term of reference
The Temporary Commission on Korea was established by the Assembly to facilitate and expedite the election by the Korean people of representatives to constitute a national assembly and form a national government in Korea. The
Commission is to report to the General Assembly and may consult with the Interim Committee.
8. SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THE BALKANS
(Created as Special Committee on the Greek Question)
Atemnberehip
The Special Committee is composed of representatives of the following countries elected by tile General Assembly: Australia, Brazil, China, France, Mexico,
Netherlands, Pakistan, United Kingdom, United States.
Seats are being held open for representatives from Poland and the U. S. S. R.
The representatives of these countries stated that they would not participate In
the work of the Committee because they considered that the Assembly in establishing It had acted contrary to the principles of the Charter, and that the Committee was unconstitutional.
Terns of reference
The Special Committee on tile Balkans observes the compliance by Albania,
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia on the one hand and Greece on the other with the
recommendations of the Assembly and assists these Governments In the implementation of these recommendations. It is to report to the General Assembly
and may recommend to members, If it thinks this necessary for the maintenance
of peace and security, the convocation of a special session of the.Assembly.
4. UNITI1) NATIONS PALSSTINE COMMISSION

Memberhip
'The Palestine Commission is composed of representatives of the following
countries elected by the General Assembly: Bolivia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Panama, Philippine Republic.
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Terms of reference
The Commission is charged with supervising the transition In Palestine from
British administration to government by the new Arab and Jewish States.
The Commission reports to the Security Council while the Assembly is not in
session; Its last report is to be presented simultaneously to tie third regular
session of the General Assembly and to the Security Council.
5. SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION TILNSMITTED UNDER ARTICLE 73 e OF

THE CILARTED
Membership
This Committee is composed of members of the United Nations transmitting information on non-self-governing territories and an equal number of members
elected on a wide geographical basis by the Fourth Committee on behalf of the
General Assembly. Members of the Committee are as follows:
Members Transmitting Information: Australia, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Netherlands, New Zealand, United Kingdom, United States.
Elected: China, Colombia, Cuba, Egypt, India, Nicaragua, Sweden, U. S. S. R.

Terts of reference
The special committee examines and reports to the General Assembly on information submitted by administering States with regard to economic, social,
and educational conditions in non-self-governing territories; it makes recommendations relating to functional fields in general, but not with respect to individual territories.
0. HEADQUARTERS ADVISORY COMMIT=

Members8ip
The Advisory Committee is composed of representatives of the following countries elected by the General Assembly:
U. S. S. I.
Australia
France
Belgium
Greece
United Kingdom
United States
Brazil
India
Norway
Yugoslavia
Canada
Poland
China
Colombia
Syria

Terms of referee
The Advisory Committee assists the Secretary General in making all necessary arrangements for financing, construction or other work required to establish the permanent headquarters of the United Nations in New York City.
II. THE SECURITY COUNCIL
Membership
The Security Council consists of 11 members of the United Nations. There are
5 permanent members and 6 nonpermanent members elected for 2-year terms
by the General Assembly, as follows:
Permanent members: China, France, U. S. S. R., United Kingdom, and United
States.
Elective Members:
To serve until December 81, 1948-Belgium, Colombia, and Syria.
To serve until December 31, 1949--Argentina, Canada, and Ukrainian S. S. R.
STRUCTURE

Subsidiary organs reporting to'the Security Council are:
A. Military Staff Committee.
B. Atomic Energy Commission.
C. Commission for Conventional Armaments.
D. Standing committees.
. Ad hoc committees and commissions.

A. MILITARY STAFt Coimm-rsE
Membership
The Military Staff committee is composed f the Chiefs of Staff of the perimanent members of the Security Council or' their representatives.
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Terms of reference
The committee is to advise and assist the Council on all questions relating to
the Council's military requirements for maintaining International peace and
security, the employment and command of forces placed at Its disposal, regulation of armaments, and possible disarmament.
The Military Staff Committee Is to be responsible under the Security Council
for the strategic direction of any armed forces placed at the Council's disposal.
Members not represented on the Military Staff Committee will be invited to
participate In Its work when the efficient discharge of the Committee's duties so
requires.
Tile Military Staff Committee after consulting the appropriate regional agencies
may establish regional subcommittees.
B. AToMIc ENERGY COMMISSION

membershipp
The Atomic Energy Commission, established by the General Assembly, consists
of all tile members of tile Security Council and, in addition, Canada, when that
state Is not a member of the Council.
Terms of reference
The Commission deals with the problems raised by tile discovery of atomic
energy and other related matters.
In particular, it makes proposals *for: Extending between all nations tile
exchange of basic scientific information for peaceful ends; control of atonlic
energy to the extent necessary to ensure its use only for peaceful purposes; the
elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and other major weapons
adaptable to mass destruction; and effective safeguards, e. g., by inspection, to
protect complying States against the dangers of violations and evasions.
The Commission submits its reports and recommendations to tile Security
Council and receives directions from the Council on matters affecting the maintenance of peace and security.
SUBSIDIARY ORGANS
Tile main subsidiary organs of the Atomic Energy Commission are as follows:
1. Working Committee: (a) Committee 2; (b) Scientific and Technical Committep; (o) Legal Advisory Committee.
1. WORMINo COMMITTEE
Membership
The Working Committee Is composed of representatives of all members of the
Atomic Energy Commission.
Terms of reference
Tile Working Committee was established to consider all proposals and suggestions made to the Atomic Energy Commission and to appoint such other comittees as seemed necessary.

(a) COMMITME 2
Mein bership
Comulttee 2 is composed of representatives of all members of tile Atomic
Energy Commission.
Terms of reference
Conlmittee 2 exalmines and makes sprehth, reconlllieldatolls on questions associated with the control of atomic energy activities, including-

All measures designed to ensure the prevention of the use of atomic energy
for purposes of destruction and other weapons of mass destruction; and
The subject matter of possible conventions, sanctions and observance.
(b)

SCIFNTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Membership
The Scientific and Technical Committee is composed of experts representing
all members of the Commission.
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Term of reference
The committee advises the other committees of the Atomic Energy Commission
on scientific and technical questions referred to it.
It considers and recommends proposals for the exchange of information: for
the peaceful uses of atomic energy; and on all scientific and technical matter,
connected with activities of the Commission.
(0) LEOAL ADVISORY COMrIfTTE

Membership
The Legal Advisory Committee is composed of representatives of all meinbers
of the Commission.
Term. of reference
The Legal Advisory Committee acts as an auxiliary to the Working Commuitlee
and other committees in respect of all legal matters and advises on all drafting
questions&
It examines the legal aspects of the relationships between the systems or
measures of control as recommended by Committee 2 and the United Nations.
It Is ultimately to submit a draft treaty or treaties to the Working Committee.
C. COMMISSION FOR CONVENTIONAL ARMAMENTS

-

Membership
The Commission for Conventional Armaments is composed of representatives
of the eleven members of the Security Council.
Terins of reference
The Commission considers and reports to the Council on proposals for: the
general regulation and reduction of armaments and armed forces; and practical
and effective safeguards In this connection.
It may make proposals concerning studies to be undertaken by the Military
Staff Committee and other organs of the United Nations.
The Commission may not, however, deal with matters within the competence
of the Atomic Energy Commission.
SUBSIDIARY ORGAN

The Commission for Conventional Armaments has established only one subsldlary organ, a Working Committee, composed of representatives of all the
members of the Commission.
The Working Committee formulates proposals for the general regulation and
reduction of armaments and armed forces. It may establish such subcommittees
as are necessary to deal with various aspects of its work; the committee will
coordinate the work of these subcommittees, receive their reports and submit
its own proposals in turn to the Commission for consideration.
D. STANDING CoMMITTEES

Two standing committees have been established:
1. Committee of Experts.
2. Committee on the Admission of New Members.
Membership
The standing committees are each composed of representatives of the 11
members of the Security Council.
1. OQlMMITr' oF RIPETS
Term of reference
The Committee of Experts advises the Security Council on the application of
its provisional rules of procedure. It also studies the rules of procedure of other
subsidiary organs of the Security Council and reports to the Council.
2. COMMITTEE ON THE ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS

Term. of reference
for membership in the United NaThe Committee examines all applications
Council.
tions and reports to the Security

I
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E. AD HOO COrMM FI s AND COMMISSIONS

The Security Council establishes such ad hoe committees and commissions
as may be required from time to time for special purposes.
The Committee of Good Offices on the Indonesian Question, for example, was
established by the Security Council to assist the Government of the Netherlands
and the Republic of Indonesia in the settlement of their dispute. It is composed
of representatives of Australia, Belgium, and the United States.
The United Nations Palestine Commission, established by the General Assembly, Is another temporary organ reporting to the Security Council (see under
ad hoe committees and commissions of the General Assembly, pages 11 and 12).
III. THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
Memnber~ship
The Economic and Social Council is composed of 18 members of the United
Nations elected by the General Assembly. Six are elected each year for 3-year
terms. The present members of the Council are:
To serve until December 31, 1948: Canada, Chile, China, France, Netherlands,
Peru.
To serve until December 81, 1940: Byelorussian S. S. R., Lebanon, New Zealand, Turkey, United States, Venezuela.
To serve until December 31, 1950: Australia, Brazil, Denmark, Poland, U. S.
S. R., United Kingdom.
S72UOTU
Subsidiary organs reporting to the Economic and Social Council are of four
types:
A. Commissions.
B. Standing Committees.
C. Special Bodies.
D. ad hoe Committees.
A. CoMmissIoNs
The Economic and Social Council has established the following Commissions:
Fnottional comtni8sions
1. Economic and Employment (15 members):
(a) Sub-Commission on Employment and Economic Stability (seven
members).
(b) Sub-Commission on Economic Development (seven members).
2. Transport and Communications (15 members).
3. Statistical (12 members):
(a) Sub-Commission on Statistical Sampling (5 members).
(b) Committee on Statistical Classification (8 members).
4. Human Rights (18 members).
(a) Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information and of the Press (12
members).
(b) Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities (12 members).
(o) Drafting Committee on an International Bill of Human Rights (eight
members).
5. Social (18 members).
6. Status of Women (15 members).
7. Narcotic Drugs (15 members).
& Fiscal (15 members).
9. Population (12 members).

Regional comniMsaone
1. Economic Commission for Europe (18 members).
2. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (12 members).
8. Economic Commission for Latin America (25 members).
Membership
Members of all Commissions (except Regional Commissions) of the Economic
and Social Council, after the initial period, are selected by the Council for
8-year terms. In the case of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, the initial
members were all selected for 3 years. In the case of other Commissions, one-
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third of the initial members were selected for 2 years, one-third for 3 years and
one-third for 4 years.
Members of the Regional Commissions were selected for the duration of the
respective Commissions.
FUNCTIONAL COMMISSIONS
1. ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION
Membership
The Economic and Employment Commission consists of one representative
from each of the following countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1948: Belgium, Brazil, France,
Poland, United Kingdom.
Elected for 3 years to serve until December 31, 1949: Canada, China, Czecho°
slovakia, India, Norway.
Elected for 4 years to serve until December 31, 1950: Australia, Byelorussian
S. S. IL, Cuba, U. S. S. R., United States.
Ternut of reference
The Economic and Employment Commission advises the Council on economic
questions In order to promote higher standards of living. In particular, It advises the Council on: the prevention of wide fluctuations in economic activity and
the promotion of full employment by the coordination of national full employment policies and by International action;. problems of the reconstruction of
devastated areas and other urgent problems arising from the war, so as to help
various members of the United Nations whose territories have been devastated
as a result of the war; and the promotion of economic development and progress,
with special regard to the problems of less developed areas.
The Commission draws the attention of the Council to the probable influence
of policies and activities of the other commissions of the Council, the specialized
agencies or other international organizations on these matters.
(a) Sub-Commission on Employment and Economic Stability
Memborshlp
The Sub-Commission is composed of the following seven persons, selected by
the Economic and Employment Commission for 3-year terms of office, to serve
nitil December 31, 1949: J. Belin, France;, Alexander Danilov, U. S. S. R.; Ragnar
rlsch, Norway; R. F. Harrod, United Kingdom; Oscar Lange, Poland; Leslie
G. Melville, Australia; Winfield Riefler, United States.
Term8 of reference
The Sub-Commission studies national and International full employment poll-cles and fluctuations In economic activity and analyzes the causes of these
fluctuations. It advises the Commission on the most appropriate methods of
promoting full employment and economic stability.
(b) Sub-Commission on Economic Development
Mcmbership
The SubCommission is composed of the following persons selected by the
Economic and Employment Commission for 3-year terms of ofmce, to serve
until December 31, 1949: Jose Nunez Guinaraes, Brazil; D. K. Lieu, China;
Alexander P. Morozov, U. S. S. R.; V. K. R. V. Rao, India; Beardsley Rum3,
United States; Emanuel Slechta, Czechoslovakia.
(A seventh member will be elected by the Economic and Employment Commission during April 1948 to replace Victor Urquldl (Mexico) who resigned.)
Ternis of reference
This Sub-Commkision studies and advises the Commission on the principles
problems of long-term economic development with particular attention to
inadequately developed parts of the world, withi the object of: promoting
fullest and most effective utilization of national resources, labor and capital;
raising the level of consumption.
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2. TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Meinber8h ip
The Transport and Comunninications Comnission consists of one representative
from each of t he following countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1948: Brazil, India, Netherlands,
Poland, United Kingdom.
Elected for 3 years to serve until December 31, 1949: Chile, China, France,
Norway, Union of South Africa.
Elected for 4 years to serve until December 31, 1950: Czechoslovakia, Egypt,
U. S. S. R., United States, Yugoslavia.
Term8 of Reference
The Transport and Communications Commission assists the Council in its
tasks relating to traiisport and communications problems; It advises the Council
on the coordination of the work of the specialized agencies in the sphere of transIn flelds
where
no permanent
port
and communications;
advises
which
concern
mlOre than
exists the
andCouncil
on problems
International
organization yet
one sphere of transport or communications ; suggests to the Council the creation
of new agencies, the conclusion of new conventions or the revision of existing
conventions; acts as a conciliator, when so authorized, in cases of dispute between
states and/or specialized agencies on international transport and communications
problems; assists the Security Council and the Trusteeship Council, If so desired
by the Economic and Social Council.

Menu berslh ip

3. STATISTICAL COMMISSION

The Statistical Commission consists of one representative from each of the
following countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1948: China, Netherlands,
U. S. S. R., United States.
Elected for 3 years to serve until December 31, 1949: Canada, India, Mexico,
Ukrainian S. S. R.
Elected for 4 years to serve until December 31, 1950: France, Norway, Turkey,
United Kingdom.
Tertni of reference
This Commission assists the Council in: promoting the development of national statistics and the improvement of their comparability; advising the organs
of the United Nations on general questions relating to the collection, Interpretation, and(] (Iissemhin tion of statistical Information; promoting the improvement
of statistics and statistical methods generally; coordinating the statistical work
of specialized agencies; and the development of the central statistical services of
the Secretariat of the United Nations.
(a) Sub-Commission on Statistical Sampling
Mere bersh ip
This Sub-Commission is composed of experts elected by the Commission for
an indeterminate period, as follows : G. Darniois, France ; W. E. Deming, United
States; P. C. Mahalanobis, India; P. Yates, United Kingdom; (to be designated)
U.S. S. R.
The Commission appointed R. A. Fisher (United Kingdom) to serve as colisultant to the subcommission.
Temns of reference
Tire Sub-Commission on Statistical Sampling examines methods used in the
application of statistical sampling and considers possible additional uses of
statistical sampling methods.
(b) Committee on Statistical Classification
Membership
Tine Statistical Commission elected to membership on the Committee on Statistical Classification the following persons, who also served as representatives
of their governments on the Commission: R.* G. D. Allen, United Kingdom; G.
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Darmols, France; P. .1. Idenburg, Netherlands; 0. Jahn, Norway, I). K. Lihiu,
China; I. S. Malyshev, U. S. S. It.; H. Marshall, Canada; S. A. 1itce, United
States.
Membership of the (ommittee will change with changes in the membership of
the Commission.
Te'Jrm of reference
The Committee studies the methods of statistical classilcation of different
countries for the purpose of securing comparability of classification of all
branches of economic activity.
It recommends to the Commission steps which should be taken toward he
standardization of the classification of commodities entering into external
trade, classification by personal status, the classilleat iol of celpia tlolls 1111(l
such other programs of statistical elassflication as it thinks nece.ssary to promote
international statistical comparability.
4. COMMISSION ON HUMAN HI0IITH
Mcniberaltip
The Commission on human Rights .consists of one representative from each
of the following countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1948: Byelorussian S. S. It.,
China, lebanon, Panama, United Kingdom, Uruguay.
Elected for 3 years to serve until December 31, 1949: fgypt, France, India,
Iran, Ukrainian S. S. It., U. S. S. R.
Elected for 4 years to serve until December 31, 1950: Australia, Belgium, Chile,
Philippine Republic, United States, Yugoslavia.
Terms of reference
The Commission on Human Rights studies problems relating to an international bill of rights; international declarations or conventions on civil liberties,
freedom of Information and similar matters; the protection of minorities; and
the prevention of discrinination on grounds of race, sex, language, or religion.
(a) Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information and of the Press
Membership
At the request of the Commission on Human Rights, which Is authorized to
elect the members of its subsidiary organs, the Initial members of this subcommittee were elected by the Council from a list of persons nominated by members
of the Commission.
Persons were chosen for a term of I year to serve until December 31, 1947,
subject to reconsideration before the end of that period. The terms of office of
members were extended to permit the subcommission tu meet after the United
Nations Conference on Freedom of Information, which c,,uvened on March 23,
1948. Members are as follows: Zechariah Chafee, United states ; 1. H. (11n1g,
China; Christen A. R. Christensen, Norway; R. J. Crulkshmi, United Kingdom;
Jos6 Isaac Fabrega, Panama; George V. Ferguson, Car:aua; Roberto Fontaina,
Uruguay; Andr6 06raud, France; G. J. van Ileuven Goedhart, Netherlands;
J. M. Lomakin, U. S. S. R.; Salvador LMpez, Philippine itepublic; Lev Sychrava,
Czechoslovakia.
Torms of reference
The Sub-Commission on the Freedom of Information and of the Press examines
what rights, obligations, and practices should be included In the concept of
freedom of Information and is to report to the Commission on issues arising
&
1
0
from the examination.
(b) Sub-Commisslon on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities
to
n...r...d to
, ...
At the request of the Commission on kunaui
elect the members of its subsidiary organs, tile initial members of this Sub-Commission were elected by the Council from a list of persons nominated by members
of the Commission.
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The following persons were chosen for 2-year ternis, to serve until December
31, 1918, subject to reconsideration by the Comnlission before the end of that
period: A. P. Horisov, U. S. S. II. ; C. F, Cilavg, China ; Jonathan Danlels, United
States; Erlk Elnar Ekstrand, Sweden ;'M. R. Masaul, India; W. M. Jutson MeNamara, Australia; Elizabeth Monroe, United Kingdom; Joseph Niso, Belgium;
Arturo Meneses l'allnres, Ecuador; 1H1rard Roy, Haiti; Rezozada Shafaq, Ira;
Samuel Spanlen, France.
Terms of rcferone
The Sub-Commnilsslon on Prevention of Diserinination and Protection of Minoritles examines the principles to be applied in these fields and makes recomulnendations on urgent problems.
(c) Drafting*Conminttee on an International 13111,of Human Rights
Mcnibcrship
The Drafting Cominilttee conlits of ropreschatIves of the following coultries selected by the ComiussioO for au Indetermilnate period: Australl b, Chile,
China, France, Lebanon, U. S. S. R., V nltedKingdom, United States.
'er)is of referenee
The Drafting Com~iittee ofl tin Interntibtlual Bill of Human Rights reviews
suggestions and observntloarn made by miinberiof'the Commission in this field,
and after a careful study o the subject i to submnit to the Commission d draft of
en International Bill of Human Right .
6. YAlfAL ooMMISSI
Men bcrship
The Social Comm.uission consistv-of ono representative from each of the following countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1948: Czechoslovakia, France,
Greece, Union of South Africa, U. S. S. Y'., United States..
Elccted for 3 years to serve until December 31, 19g:Colombla, Netherlahlds,
New Zealand, Peru, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia.
Elected for 4 years to serve until 1V)ember 31, 1950: Canada, China, Denmark, Ecuador, Iraq, Poland.
Terms of reference
The Social Commission advises the Council on social questions of a general
character, and In particular on all matters In the social field not covered by
specialized Intergovernmental agencies: practical measures that may be needed
In the social field; measures needed for the coordination of activities in the
social field; and such international agreements and conventions on any of these
matters as may be required, and on their execution.
0. OOMMIS8ION ON TUE STATUS OF WOMEN
Membership
The Commission on the Status of Women consists of one representative from
each of the following countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1948: Australia, Byelorussian
S. S. R., China, Guatemala, India.
Elected for 8 years to serve until December 31, 1949: Mexico, Syria, U. S. S. R.,
United Kingdom, United States.
Elected for 4 years to serve until December 81, 1950: Costa tica, Denmark,
France, Turkey, Venezuela.

Terms of reference
The Commission on the Status of Women prepares recommendations and reports to the Council on promoting women's rights in political, economic, social,
and educational fields.
It may also nmke recommendations to the Council on urgent problems requiroL women's rigats.
iug ipmweuiiate intention inlrue itewi
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7. COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS

' tMembership
The Commission on Narcotic Drugs consists of one representative from each of
the following countries:
Elected on February 18, 190-1,to serve for 8 years:
Canada.
ran.
Turkey.
China.
Mexico.
U. S. S. R.
Egypt.
Netherlands.
United Kingdom.
France.
Peru.
United States.
India.
Poland.
Yugoslavia.
Terms of reference
The Commission on Narcotic Drugs assists the Council In exercising such rpoers
of supervision over the application of international conventions and agreements
dealing with narcotic drugs as may be assumed by or conferred on the Council ;
carries out such functions entrusted to the Ipague of Nations Advisory Committee on Traffic In Opium an( other Dangerous Drugs by the International conventions on narcotic drugs as the Council has found necessary to assume and
continue; advises the Council on all matters pertaining to the control of narcotic
drugs andi prepares such draft international conventions as are necessary; considers what changes may be required In the existing machinery for the International control of narcotic drugs and submits proposals to the Council; and performs such other functions relating to narcotic drugs as the Council may direct.
8. FISCAL COMMISSION

Membership

The Fiscal Commission consists of one representative from each of the following
countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1948:
Belgium, Czechoslovakia, India, New Zealand, United States.
Elected for 3 yeaes to serve until December 31,1949:
Colombia, Cuba, Lebanon, Poland, U. S. S. R.
Elected for 4 years to ser~ie until December 31, 1950:
China, France, Ukrainian S. S. R., Union of South Africa, United Kingdom.
Terms of reference
The Fiscal Commission studies and advises the Council In the field of finance,
particularly In its legal, administrative, and technical aspects.
0. POPULATION COMMISSION

Mer bership
The Population Commission consists of one representative from each of the
following countries:
Elected for 2 years to serve until December 31, 1918:
China, U. S. S. R., United Kingdom, United States.
Elected for 3 years to serve until December 31,1949:
Australia, Canada, France, Ukrainian S. S.R.
Elected for 4 years to serve until )ecember 31, 1950:
Brazil, Netherlands, Peru. Yugoslavia.
Term. of reference
The Population Commission studies and advises the Council on population
changes, factors associated with such changes, and policies designed to Influence
these factors; Interrelationship of economic( and social conditions and population
trends; and migratory movements of population and factors associated with such
movements.
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IIEX0ONAL COMMIssIo
1. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE
. Cmbcr8hip
The Economlic Commission for 1nope, as
t deteriiled by the Council, consists
of the European nmenbers of the United Nations and the United States.
embers
are as follows:
Belgium.
Iceland.
Turkey.
Byelorussian S. S. R.
Luxembourg.
Ukrainian S. S. It.
Czechoslovakia.
Net herlands.
U. S. S. It.
Denmark.
Norway.
United Kingdom.
France.
Poland.
United States.
Greece.
Sweden.
Yugoslavia.
Other members of the United Nations participate in a consultative capacity
when the Comumisslon considers matters of particular concern to them; status
not members of the United Nations may also participate, on certain condltoms,
in the work of the Commission.
Term8 of reference
Tile Economic Commission for Europe, with the agreement of the country
concerned:
Initiates and participates it measures to facilitate concerted action forthe economile reconstruct ion of Europe;
raising the level of European econonlc activity;
maintaining and strengtienlng the economic relations of the European
countries both among themselves and with other countries of the world;
investigates and studies economic and technological problems and developments within member countries of the Commission and within Europe
generally;
collects, evaluates, and disseminates economic, technological, and statistical
information.
The Comnnission may consult with- the representatives of the Allied Control
Authorities of time occupied countries on nmitters concerning the economies of these
countries in relation to the rest of the European economy.
It may also consult with specialized agencies and nongovernmental organizations.
(NoTF.-The Economic and Social Council is to decide before the end of 1951
whether the Commission Is to continue or to be terminated, and if It Is to continue
what changes if any should be made In its terms of reference.)
Subsidiary Organs
The Economic Commission for Europe has established the following subsidiary
organs:
(a) Inland Transport Committee of the Economic omission for Europe.
(b) Committee on Electric Power.
(e) Committee on Industry and Ataterlals.
(d) Panel on Ilousing Problems.
(e) Coal Committee.
These organs act in a consultative and advisory capacity, reporting on their
activities and makitig recommendations in their fields to time Commission, They
are authorized to present certain recommendations direct to interested governments but may not take any action with respect to any country without the
approval of time government of that country.
Membership
Committees and subcomm Iittees of time Economic Commission for Europe are
coposed of Interested members of the Commission and such other European
states as the Commission decides.
(ii)lalt,,,l Ti-hu

ii CuiLi

Uv e Aw

vi,vual CULm~t'01'VL Zut EmuJ

Sterns of reference
This Connittee continues the essential tasks of the Huropean Central Inland
Transport Organization and carries out such other tasks as the Economic Commis-
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slon for Europe assigns to it. In particular, the Committee provides a foruti
for the discussion among governments of subjects of common Interest IIn Ilier
field of Inland transport In Europe; stimulates international cooperation InI this
field; and promotes agreement between governments on long-term inland transport policy in Europe.
(b) Committee on Electric Power
'fermns of referenee
This Committee provides a forum for discussion and exchange of information
among governments regarding all European electric power and energy problems.
It initiates studies and makes recommendations on the best utilization of available resources and on the best means of effecting the coordinated development of
i Europe% electric power.
Sub-Committee on Power Development
This Sub-Committee was established by the Commit tee on Electric Power to
study the development for national benefit of those power resources that have
not yet been exploited or have been incompletely exploited; and the possibility of
establishing an international high-tension interconnected system.
(c) Committee on Industry and Materials
Teras of reference
This Committee provides a forum for discussion and exchange of information
on industrial problems which do not fal! within the scope of activities of other
cUmmittees of the Economic Commission for Europe.
It initiates studies and makes recommendations on the means whl'eby (11"
European production of certain scarce conmmodities and equipment may be
Increased, their utilization improved. and further econoih,.s in I eiir coiistlimp lol
achieved.
It recommends the allocation of materials in short supply In respect of whihh
the Committee or the Commission feel this procedure sliuld be adopted and
which are declared available for allocation.
Sub-Committees
Five Sub-Committees of the Committee on Industry and Materials have been
estblshed, as follows:
Sub-Committee on Timber.
Sub-Committee on Fertilizers.
Sub-Committee on Alkalis.
Sub-Committee on Steel.
Sub-Committee on Manpower.
These Sub-Committees have tihe same terms of reference in their fields as the
Committee on Industry and Materials. The Sub-Committee on Manpower, in
carrying out its duties, works In close collaboration with the International Labour
Organization.
(d) Panel on Housing
Problems

Terms of reference
The Panel on Housing Problems studio housing pr!hipnis of common interest
to European countries and advises the Economic Commission for Europe on the
technical and economic means of assisting and expediting the housing programs
of the member countries.
(e) Coal Committee
Terms of reference
The Coal Committee conducts the activities formerly performed by the European Coal Organization, such as allocation, promotion of Increased supplies of
coal, economic and statistical research and the study of coal In relation to other
economic pronletns.
It considers long-term problems relating to coal and the possible development
of other sources of power.
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Production Sub-Committee
This Sub-Committee was established by the Coal Committee to promote increased coal supplies In Europe by helping the European coal fields to obtain the
supplies necessary for the normal development of production. It also makes
studies in connection with the development and rationalization of coal mining.
Allocations Sub-Committee
This Sub-Committee, established by the Coal Committee, recommends to governments allocations of coal declared available for allocation.
2. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND TiE FAR PAST

Membership
The Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East consists of the following
members, as determined by the Council:
Australia
Netherlands
Slam
Pakistan
U. S. S. R.
China
United Kingdom
France
New Zealand
United States
India
Philippine Republic
Any state in the area which may later become a member of the United Nations
may be admitted as a member of this Commission. Pakistan became a member
of the Commission under this provision.
Other members of the United Nations participate in a consultative capacity
when the Commission considers matters of particular concern to them.
Certain territories, or parts of territories, are aldmitted to associate membership
in the Commission without voting privileges. The following associate members
have been admitted by the Commission: Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Hong Kong,
Laos; and Malayan Union, Singapore, North Borneo, Brunei, Sarawak (Jointly
represented as one associate member).
Decision on an application for associate membership of the Netherlands Indies
has been postponed by the Commission.
Tcrm8 of rerefene
The term of reference of this Commission, within Its area of operation, are
much the same as those of the Economic Commission for Europe.
(NoTm-The Uconomic and Social Council Is to decide before the end of 1051
whether the Commission is to continue to be terminated, and If it is to continue,
what changes If any should be made in its terms of reference.)
3. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FO1l LATIN AMERICA

.cm bc7sl ip
The Economic Commission for Latin America, as determined by the Council,
consists of the members of the United Nations In North, Central, and South
America, and In the Caribbean area, and France, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom. Members are as follows:
Panama
Argentina
Ecuador
Paraguay
Bolivia
El Salvador
Peru
Brazil
France
United Kingdom
Guatemala
Canada
Haiti
United States
Chile
Honduras
Uruguay
Colombia
Mexico
Venezuela
Costa Rica
Netherlands
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Nicaragua
Other members of the United Nations participate in a consultative capacity
when the Commission considers matters of particular concern to then).
Certain territories, or parts or groups of territories in Central and South
America and the Caribbean area may be admitted by the Commission to associate
membership without voting privileges.
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Wrni8 of ref crenco
The Ecoilolie (.'oniilisslon for Latin America operates within the territories

of Its members ad aSsoviate members II Cential and South America and inI the
Caribbean area. With the agreement of the country13 concerned, the Commission-

*

Initiates and participates i measures to facilitate concerted action for(ieiliig with ecoinomie prohlenis arising out of the war;
raisitig the level of economic activity lit Latin Amerca;
mnainitaining and strengthening the economic reltaions of the LatinAmerican countries both aniong thllemselves and with other countries of
the worll.
Invest iga tes aIIIII studies econonlel al(d technological problenis and developments i Latin American territories.
The Conmmiiissolt lln
makes reloiellnillt 1ol is directly to goverIllIents fin(d spelcialI/ed agencies concerned, subject to the Council's prior apilnoval of proposals for
activities affecting tile world's economy.
In order to avol a duplication of efforts, the.Conmil sion coordinates its actlvlties with those of specialized agencies, Intergoverinental and nongovernmental
agencies, and in particular with tile Pan American Union and is may be necessary
with tile Caribbean Commisslim.,
(NoTu.-iThe Economic and SoCIal Council is to decide before tile end of 1951
whether the Conu)isslon is to continue or be terminated, and If It Is to continue,
what changes, if any, should be made in its terms of reference.)
B.

*

STANDING COMMIrEES

The Economic and Social Council bas four stamling committees:
1. Committee oin Negotiations with Inter-Oovernment al Agencies.
2. Conmlttee on11
Arrangelents for Consultations with Non-(overmnmiental
Organizatin
ls.
3. Agenda Committee.
4. Interim Committee on Programme of Meetings.
1. COMMITTEE ON NEGOTIATIONS WITH INTEnROVERNMENTAL AGENCIES

Mcnbership
The Committee, under the chairmanship of the Presilent of tile Council, is
.ompos(ed of representatives of tile following countries, elected by tile Council for
an Indeterminate period:
Canada
France
United Kingdom
Chile
Netherlands
United States
China
Poland
Venezuela
Denmark
U. S. S. IR.
Terms of reference
This Committee enters into negotiations, as specifically authorized, with Intergovernmental agencies-agencies having widie responsiiiilities il ecoronlc, social,
cultural, health, and related flels--for the purpose of bringing then into
relationship with the United Nations as specialized agencies.
It submits to the Council draft preliminary agreements lased upon these
nIegotiations.
Specialized Agencies Brought Into Relationship With the United Nations
Agreements are in full force and effect between the United Nations and the
following organizations : International Labour Organization (ILO) ; Food and
Agriculture Organization of tile United Nations (FAO) United Nations Educatiolal, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) ; International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) ; 'International Vlank for Ieconstruction and
Development (Bank) ; and International Monetary Fund (Fund).
Agencies With Which Agreements Have Been Negotiated
Cooperative relationships exist between the United Atiits and i,.)
,'-t
agencies, pending the coming Into force of tile agreements:
International Teltcommunleation Union (ITU) : tile agreement will formally
enter into force at the same time as tile revised ITU Convention, on January 1,
1949.
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Universal Postal Union (UPU): the agreement will formally enter into force
at the same time as the revised Universal Postal Convention, on July 1, 1048.
World flealth Organiatiki (I'IO) : the agreement, negotiated with the
Interim Coifinssion of WHO, who will come into force when approved by the
first World Health Assembly.
InterGovernmental Agencies Wtil

Which Negotiations Have Been Authorized

International Refugee organization (IRO) or its Preparatory Commission.
World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

International Trade Organizalion (ITO) or Its Interim Commission.
Inter.Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) or Its Pre.
paratory Committee.
2. COMMITTEE ON ARURANUFMENTS FOR CONSULTATION WITH NONGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Mentbersiip
This Committee, under the chairzianship of the President of the Council, Is
composed of representatives from the following countries elected by the Council
for an indetermilnte period: China, France, U. S. S. R., United Kingdom, United
States.
Terms of Rcference
This Committee submits to the Council proposals for possltle arrangements
to emble International, national, and regional nongovernmental organizations
whose experience the Council finds it necessary to us(-, to collaborate for purposes of consultation with the Council.
Non-Governmental Organizations Granted ('onsultative Status With the Economic
arhd Social Council
With the exceldion of four organizations which are followed by the name of
a country, all of the nongovernmental organizations granted consultative status,
as listed below, are International.
Category (a).-Organizations which have a basic interest in most of the
activities of the Council and art closely linked with the economic or social life
of the areas which they represent:
American Federation of Labor.
International Cl amber of Commerce.
International Co-operative Alliance.
International Federation of Agricultural Producers.
International Federation of Christian Trade Unions.
Inter-Parliamentary Union.
International Organization of Industrial Employers.
World Federation of Trade Unions.
Category (b).-Organizations which have a special competence but are concerned specifically with only a few of the fields of activity covered by the
Council:
Agudas Israel World Organization.
All-India Women's Conference (India).
Associated Country Women of the World.
Boy Scouts International Bureau.
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (United States).
Catholic International Union for Social Service.
Commission of the Churches on International Affairs.
Consultative Council of Jewish Organizations.
Coordinating Board of Jewish Organizations for Consultation with the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations.
Econometric Society.
Friends World Committee for Consultation.
Howard League for Penal Reform (United Kingdom).

aim.- ouncii of Commerce anti Production.
Ifiternational Abolitionist Federation.
International African Iiistitute.
International Alliance of Women for Equal Rights and Equal Responsibilities.
75021--48---a--7
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Category (b)
M-Contlniwd
International Alssociation of Democratic Lawyers.
International Amsociation of Penal Law.
International Autonmbilel ederation (formerly Intermiat ional Association
of lhecognized Automobile Clubs) and thew International Touring Aliance,
to be Jolitly represented, s.ibJect to the exclusoa of their Spanish aillihltes.
International Banr Assoclathion (subJect to the excltsioni of its Spanish alliliates).
International Bureau for the Slippression of Traflil, In Women and Children.
International flurvan for 11w Unilh'atlon of Penmil Law.
International Committee of the led Cross.
International Coninitte,, of Schools for Social Work.
International (iolifermeit',
of Sochal Work.
International Cooprative Voalaeal's Guihl.
International Council of 'Women.
International Federation of liislness and Professional Women.
International Federation of Friends of Young Women.
International Federation for I1ousing and Town 'lannling (subject to the
exclusion of Its Spanish atliliates).
International Federation of University Women.
International Institute of Administrative Sciences.
International Law Assoviation.
International League for the Rights of Man.
I
rnts;tinnl Orlganization of Joarnallsts.
International Organi,,dtlun for St~tiiulrdization.
international Social Service.
Interna tionaI Statistical Institute.
International S student Service.
International Traisport Workers Federation.
International Union of Catholic Women's Leagues.
International Union for Child Welfare.
International Union of Family Organizations.

International Union of Local Authorities.

International Union of Offilcial Travel Organizations.
International Uion of i'roduers anduu1)st rilitors of Electre Power.
International Voluntary Service for Peace.
Iltiion Committee of Women's Internmtionn) Organizations.
National Association of Manufacturers (United States).
Salvation Army.
Women's International Demoeratic Federation.
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom.
World Association of Girl (luides and Girl Scouts.
World Federation of Democratic Youth.

World Federation of United Nations Associations.

World Jewish Congress.
World Power Conference.
World Women's Christian Temperance Union.
World Young Women's Christian Association.
World's Alliance of Young Men's Christian Associations.
Category (e).-Organizations which are primarily concerned with the developnt of public opinion and with the dissemination of information:
International Association of Lions Clubs.
International Federation of Secondary Teachers.
Rotary International.
World Alliance for International Friendship through the Churches.
World Organization of the Teaching Profession.
5. AGENDA COMMITTEE

Af etnersRhiv
The Agenda Committee Mscomposed of the v'resideni uu iit. two Vice Pro,dents of the Economic and Social Council, and two members elected at each
session of the Council to hold office until replaced at the next session.
Terms of re/crence
The Agenda Gommnittee, prior to each session of the Council, considers Ome
provisional agenda and-makes recommendations to the Council at the first meet-
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lg of tie session, Iilldilng sugge'.'tl0n1 as to lie Ilsloin or deferment of items
and the order Iliwhich they shall be considered.
4. IITMIIM COMMI'TI-.E ON PROGRAMME OF MEETINOS

Meiber8hip
The Inthrin Cotinilttee Is composed of representaiti'es of the following States
appointed for an Iindetrillhnitto prlod by the lre-sident of the Coulncll, with the
l'reshlein or Aetng P'residhent ox offilcIo: Clim, F'rance, U. ,. S. It., United I(ing(foi, United States.
Terms of reference

TilP Interin ( 'oinlIhtte mokes reidju.tieits,lin consultation with the So(-retory-Genmra, Iin the lrogran of ineetii.'.s of subsidy lary bodies of the Council.
It relorlts to the Council oinobservations and suggestions from members of the
Council for inliovlinii find stabilizing the program of future meethIgs of tie
Council and its subsidiary organs.
0. SPECIALr, IIODIES
CENTRAL OPIUM BOARD

1. PERMANENT
is
Al berisip
years by th%HN-onolne
The Board Iscomposed of eight persons appointed for 11
ani Soeial Council Iniaccordanct with the provlsios of the 1925 convention as
provisions require that
h1iese
prolocol of l)oceiubei 11, 11941;.
amended
Iby tlhe
coisiderat ion h givtn to apolilting, Ii t'tuiabl pirooirtions, persons posst-ssbIng
P nvlo
t.f thp
lie irliu sitiltion in produciiig a1d( manufacturing countries ol
tie oie h]lnd inid IIi ,onsuinig countries ol fli other, alitt connected with Lht.e
i
llihe
whilh iuits thitem Inii
Counlrhis. Mtiilmirs niiV not, however, hold ally
govti
'llnients.
o
f lrect tiepenithnlic (Ihir
positumio
'lie following were 1l)p1litl to serve nnti1replaced, on or shortly ifter
I iho,lrazil : ltmis F'ishier, Switzerlond ;
March 2, 19153: Pedro i'Vermlubo
40 tatos; l1ul
Sir Ilarry Greentield, United Kingdom; lehert It,. Mi1y, Unitd
Iteltr,
IFrauve; Miln Istle, Yugoslavia; Sedat 'I'avat, 'nm-key; Y. N. Yang.
China.
Terms of rclerence
The 'Pernminent Cenitral Opliui Board. estlallished by the convention of February 19, 1925, is an Imitepmndent organization connected administratively with
the Unlitd Nations.
It is charged witl the general Internalionni supervision of the narcotics trade.
It rvcolves from pIII'ties to thit, convention statistlhs on Imports aid eXports of
llarcoties, including stock.s, seizures, nainufactunre, alnd trode; from this data,
tlit Board preparesl an annual report to the contractlini parties and to ihe
Ecrioulli and Social Comncil. If information the Board receives leads it to
conclude that any llcomitry is occmllllating excessive qnalitilos.of narcotic drugs,
right to recommend that no further exports of narcotics slall be mude
it has tlt,
to that country.

2. SUPER~VIsORY BOY

Alebe ruip
The Supervisory Body is composed of four experts. Its present membership
Is as follows:
Appointed by the Advisory Committe on Trattle In Opium and other
Dangerous )rugs of the League of Nations: Sir Malcolm Delevingue, president, United Kingdom,
Appointed by the Permanent Central Opium Board: Herbert L. May,
United States.
Appoilnted by the Health Committee: . Bougault, France.
Appointtd by the Office international d'hygine publique: 0. Timbal,
Belghon.
inet, hllj m' iitue
the Sauptt a?.ta y Body will be renetved
ilI t%.6Oiio&; ur 1043 le
in accordance wlh thi 1931 Convention for ti Lmiltatlon of the Manufacture
and
iRegulation of the Distribution of Narcotic )rugs, as amended by the Protocol
oil Narcotic Drugs of Iecembter 11, 1946. The protocol provides that one member
will be appointed by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, one by the Permanent
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Central Opium Board, and two by the World Health Organization o Its Interim
Commission.
Tcrnis of refcrcnce
The Supervisory Body, established by the 1931 Convention, examines estimates
of government needs for narcotic drugs for medical and scientific purposes and
prepares estimates for any territories for which data has not been provided.
It publishes an annual statement fixing the lhinits for the following year of
Imports, manufacture, etc., for every territory In the world.
3. INTERNATIONAL CIIILDREN'S EMERaENCY FUND

The International Children's Emergency Fund, established by the General
Assembly, reports to the Economic and Social Council.
Tihe assets of the fund are imade available by UNRRA and contributions from
governments, voluntary agencies, individual, and other sources. These resources
are utilized for time benefit of children and adolescents of countries which were
victims of aggression and to assist in their rehabilitation; for the benefit ot
children and adolescents of countries formerly receiving assistance front
UNRRA; for child health ipurposes generally; and to safeguard the health of
expectant and nursing mothers.
The fund is administered by an executive director under policies Including
the determination of programs and allocation of supplies, established by an
executive board in accordance with such principles as may be laid down by tho
Economic and Social Council and icsSocial Commission.
Membership
The executive board of the fund is composed of the following 26 countries,
each of wiiich appolnt- n repres.entativo to sit on the Board:
Sweden.
Ecuador.
Argentina.
Switzerland.
France.
Australia.
Ukranian S. S. It.
Greece.
Brazil.
Union of South Africa.
Iraq.
Byelorussian S. S. R.
U. S. S. It.
Netherlands.
Canada.
United Kingdom.
New Zealand.
China.
United States.
Norway.
Colombia.
Yugoslavia.
Peru.
Czechoslovakia.
Poland.
Denmark.
With the exception of Switzerland, which was designated a iuember of the
Board by the Economic and Social Council, members were selected by the General Assembly for an Indeterminate period.
4. CO-ORDINATION

COMMITTEE

Membership
The Co-ordination Committee is composed of the Secretary-General of the
United Nations as chairman and the corresponding officers of the specialized
agencies brought into relationship with the United Nations, as follows: D)irector generall ot ILO, Edward Phelan, United Kingdom; Director General of FAO,
Sir John lloyd Orr, United Kingdom; Director General of UNESCO, Julian Huxley, United Kingdom; President of the Council of ICAO,Rlward Warner (United
States; President of the Bank, John J. McCloy, United States; Managing Director of the Fund, Camille Gutt, Belgium.
The corresponding officers of agencies with which agreements are not yet In
force also attend the meetings as observers.
Terni of reference
The Co-ordination Colmmittee takes appropriate steps to ensure tihe fullest
and most effective Implementation of the agreements entered into between the
United Nations and the specialized agencies and the coordination of activities
to prevent duplicaiuai of..ork "among the .rganirat{,n.
Operating within the framework of the Co-ordination Committee are the following interagency consultative committees:
Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions.
Consultative Committee on Statistical Matters.
Consultative Committee on Public Inforrmation.
United Nations Film Board.
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5. INTERIM COORIDINATINO COMMITTIM FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMODnY
ARRANGEMENTS

JMrebtr8hip
Tils
Committeeto Isrepresent
composedtile
of._-Preparatory Committee of the United Nations
a chairman
Conference oil Tra(he 1nd Em)ihoynient: J. It. C. Ilelmore, United Kingdom.
(since the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Employment ceased to exist when tile ha1vanlla Conference convened, tile
Commission
chairman will be nominated by and will represent the Interi
of the International Trade Organization, as provided by resolution of the
Economic and Sociul Council. To avoid an interruption In the Committee's
work, Mr. 1helmore continues to serve as charnman until he is re-nomimmated
or succeeded)
a person nominated by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nat ions to be concerned In particular with agricultural primary commuodit ls:
L. A. Wheeler, United States;
a person() to be concerned In particular wlh nonagricultural primary commodities: 0. Peter, France.
Terms of rccrence
Time Committee, as determined by the Economic and Social Council, keeps informed of and facilitates Intergovernmental consultation or action with respect
to commodity problemss pending the establishment of the International Trade
Organization.
D. AD Ioc COMMITrrES
The Economic and Social Council and its subsidiary organs establish such ad
hoc committees as may be required from tine to time for special purposes.
For oxiiiaple, tn ad hoe commit tee was set un by tlt- Economic and Social
Council to study the factors bearing upon the establishment of an economic
commission for time Middle East. It is comn'posed of representatives of China,
Egypt, France, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Turkey, the U. S. S. It., the United Kingdom,
the United States, and Venezuela. The Committee will report to the Council
concerning the creation of such an econlonmic commission.
A Special Committee on the United Nations Appeal for Children was established
by the Economic and Social Council In connection with a world-wide campaign
to secure voluntary contributions for the relief of the world's needy children.
The Committee assists and advises the Secretary-GeneraI of time United Nations
in coordinating national apeals and i applying general pol' cles concerning
tie collection of funds and their disposal. It is composed of representatives of the
following Stales: Camis, Chile, Chmin, France, New Zealand, Poland, and the
United States.
IV. TIE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL
MEMn

ipESs

The Trusteeship Council consists of: Members of the United Nations adminIstering Trust Territories; permanent members of the Security Council which
do not administer Trust Territories; as many other members elected for a three.
year term by the General Assembly as will ensure that the membership of time
Council Is equally divided between Members which administer Trust Territories
and Members which do not.
The present members of the Trusteeship Council are:
ADMINISTERING TRUST TERRITORIES

Australia
Belgium

France
New Zealand

United Kingdom
United States

I'ERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL NOT ADMINISTERING TRUST

China and U. S. S. R.
The representative of the U. S. S. R. opposed the constitution of the Trusteeship Council on tIme basis of the eight Trusteeship Agreements approved by tile
General Assembly in December 1916, on tie ground that these agreements were
In contradiction to the terms of the Charter. The U. S. S. R. has not (March
1648) appointed a representative to serve on the Council
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To serve until December 31, 1941: Iraq and Mexico.
To serve until December 31, 1950: Costa Rica and Philippine Republic.
STRUCTURE

The Trusteeship Council has as yet not established any permanent committees
or commissions.
Several ad hoe committees, such as the Wnrking Committee on Palestine, have
been set up to deal with specific questions. Tie Working Committee, composed
of representatives of Australia, China, France, Mexico, the United Kingdom,
and the United States, was charged with drafting a statute of the city of
Jerusalem.
Periodic official visits to territories under trusteeship are mlde by representatives of the Council. Visiting missions Jiay also be organized to conduct slecial
Investigations or inquiries when conditions in a trust territory require such
action.
V. THI INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICIR
MEMBERSHIP

Members of the International Court of Justice are elected for 9 years by the
General Assembly and the Security Council, voting independently, from a list of
persons nominated by the national groups in the Permanent Court of Arbitration.
In the first election of members of the Court, to provide a rotating scheme, It
was decided that five judges should serve for 9 years, five for 6 years and five for
8 years. The terms of office began on the date of election, February 6, 1946. The
judges of the Court and their fe~pectlve torm.z of offleP nre ,s follows:
For 9 years, to serve until February 5, 1955: Alejandro Alvarez, Chile; Jos4
Philadelpho de Barros e Azevedo, Brazil; Jules Basdevant, France; Josd Gustavo
Guerrero, El Salvador; Sir Arnold Duncan McNair. United Kingdom.
For 11years, to serve until February 5, 1952: Isidro Fahela Alfaro, Mexico;
Green H. Hackworth, United States; Helge Klaestad, Norway; Sergel Borlsovitch
Krylov, U. S. S. R.; Charles de Visseher, Belgium.
For 8 years, to serve until February 5, 1949: Abdel IHamid Badawi Pashi,
Egpyt; Hsu Mo, China; John E. Read, Canada; Bohdan Wlniarski, Poland;
Miovan Zorlid, Yugoslavia.

SmucrunE
The International Court of Justice forms annually a chamber of five judges
which ,lsy hear and determine cases by summary procedure.
From time to time the Court may establish one or more chambers of three or
more judges to deal with particular categories of cases.
The members of the Chamber for Summary Procedure, elected for 1 year to
serve until May 2, 1918, are as follows: J. G. Guerrero, J. Basdevant, Sir Arnold
McNair, S. B. Krylov, Hsu Mo.
Substitute members: Green H. Hackworth, Charles do Visseher.
VI. THE SECRETARIAT
Secretary-aeneral-Trygve Lie (Norway)
Assistant Secretary-General for the Executive Office of the Secretary-General and
for General Co-ordination-R. G. A. Jackson (Australia)

, STUcrtu ,
The eight departments of the Secretariat and their structure are Indicated
below:
DEPARTMINT OF HEOUnIu'r toWi~Ul AIMIAI.1
Assistant Secret ary-General-A. A. Sobolev (U. S. S. .. )
General Political Division.
Administrative and General Division.
Atomic Energy Commission Group.
Armaments and Enforcement Measures Section.
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DEPARTME NT OF ECONOMIC AFAIRS
Assistant Secretary-General-David Owen (United Kingdom)
Office of the Assistant Secretary-General.
Division of flconomic Stability and Development.
Fiscal Division.
Statistical Office.
Division of Transport nd Communications.
Joint Division of Co-ordination and Liaison (jointly with Department of Social
Affairs).
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AFFAIRS

Assistant Secretary-General--Henri Laugler (France)
Office of the Assistant Secretary-General, Section of Cultural Activities.
Division of Human Rights.
Division of Population.
Division of Socil Activities.
Division of Narcotic Drugs.
Joint Division of Co-ordination and Liaison (Jointly with Department of Economic Affairs).
DEPARTMENT OF rRUSTEJESII1P AND INFORMATION FROM NON-SELF-GOVERNINO
TERRITORIES I

Assistant Secretary-General-Victor Hoo (China)
Office of the Assistant Secretary-General: Division of Trusteeship; Division of
Information from NO,.-,P, f.G,,vrnig Torrifories.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

Assistant Secretary-General-Benjanin Cohen (Chile)
Office of the Assistant Secretary-General: Press and Publications Bureau;
Radio Division; Films and Visual Information Division; Library Services;
Special Services; External Services.
LEAL DEPARTMENT

Assistant Secretary-General-Ivan Kerno (Czechoslovakia)
Office of the Assistant Secretary-General; Division of General Legal Questions; Division for the Development nd Codification of International Law;
Division of Privileges and Immunities and Registration of Treaties.
DEPARTMENT OF CONFERENCE AND GENFEAL SERVICES

Assistant Secretary-General-Adrian Pelt (Netherlands)
Office of the Assistant Secretary-General: Conference Division; Gverseas
Offices Division.
Bureau of Documents: Translation Division; Reproduction and Distribution
Division; Official Records Division; Printing Liaison Division; Interpretation
Division.
Bureau of General Services: Communications and Records Service; Transportation Service; Maintenance and Engineering Service; Purchase and Supply
Division.
DEPARTMENT OF AIMINISI"RATIVE AND ]INANCIATL SERVICES

Assistant Secretary-General-Byron Price (United States)
Office of the Assistant Secretary-General: Office of the Appeals Board; Head.
quarters Planning Office; United Nations Appeal for Children.
Bureau of Administrative Management and Budget: Estimates and Organization Division; Budget Administration Division; Management Engineering
Division.
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Bureau of the Comptroller: Expenditure Control Division; Staff Accounts
Division; Treasury Division; General Accounts Division; Tax Division; Audit
Division.
Bureau of Personnel: Appointments and Staff Relations Division; Staff Regulations and Policies Division; Training Division; Housing Division; Pensions
Division; Ilealth Clinic.
CHARLES F. Noyzs Co., INC.,
New York 5, N. Y., June 20,1948.
Hon. CHARLES A. EATON,
Chairman, Hotse Commlttee on Foreign Affairs,
House of Representatives, wVa8hington, D. 0.
DEAR DR. EATON: I do hope that Congroqs will approve the $65,000,000 loan

for the United Nations buildings.
With this letter are a diagram of the general neighborhood showing the site
of the United Nations' permanent home which was prepared for me about a year
ago; also photostats of articles that appeared in tihe New York Herald Tribune
and the New York Times on July 25, 1947. Also enclosed Is a plot plan with views
of certain improvements.
Our office is thoroughly familiar with this general proposition and, as a matter
of fact, the writer individually with his own money is interested in the owner.
ship of 801 Second Avenue, the southwest corner of Forty-third Street-a 22-story
building on a plat of 7,500 square feet.
With the above background and a 50-year experience behind me exclusively
in the real-estate business, I feel that I am warranted in making a very definite
statement that I believe this loan should be made by the Government for the fol.
lowing reasons:
(a) The United Nations have had the very best architectural ability in New
York for the development of the site and I know have had in mind buildings
that could be very readily converted Into office buildings If at any time in the
future unexpectedly the United Nations was dissolved.
(b) Personally I feel that there must be too much good Judgment in the
world and particularly in this country, England, France, and South America
to permit anything happening to the United Nations In its present form or
some similar form.
(o) There is no expenditure in my opinion before Congress for consideration
that is more Important than this expenditure and the moment the loan is granted
and approved (I hope the vote will be unanimous for approval), the United
Nations will have a greater standing before the bar of Justice and In the council
of all nations than ever before.
Now let's look at this situation from a practical business viewpoint. Without fear of contradiction, after the city has made Its donation toward this
Improvement with the development of the water front between Forty-second and
Forty-eighth Streets, with the improvements being made for approaches to the
neighborhood, and by obtaining property through condemnation, very definitely
there Is no better site for successful development in New York City or the country
itself, than these six blocks. It is only through the generosity of John D. Rockefeller and the tireless energy of Robert Moses that this site was obtained for
this specific purpose. No other section in New York, considering all factors,
is as desirable for office development than this neighborhood and after the green
signal is given and the plot developed according to the plans that have been
approved by the city, by the United Nations, and particularly by Robert Moses,
then the advantages of the location for the specific purposes desired will be
realized.
Furthermore, at this time it is my opinion that all real estate experts will agree
that if anything should happen in the future and the Government finds that it
owns the property through a possible foreclosure of the $65,000,000 loan, the loan
could be salvaged and probably without loss to the Government.
If I had the time I could write pages on the extreme desirability of the site,
the possibility of renting the buildings to be erected on the plot to private interests,
and particularly the redevelopment of the property to the advantage of the
owners.
There is no man in my time who has been as constructive, as conservative, and
as able as Robert Moses and while I have not discussed this matter with him
directly or indirectly, I know that the pro,;
thvn he has recommended' is conservative and I know that the loan now before Congress should be approved.
.
Sincerely,
CHARLES F. NOYES, Chairman.
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENTS FROM WITNESSES
In response to the following letter sent to various witnesses by
]Representative Walter H. Judd, supplementary statements were
received as indicated below:
MAY 20, 1048.

The Committee on Foreign Affairs has completed 2 weeks of hearings on
various proposals for improving the United Nations so as to make it better able
to realize the hopes for which the organization was founded.
The cogent arguments presented were educational to the committee. We
believe they were instructive and helpful also to many of the witnesses.
It has been suggested In the committee that some of the witnesses might like

to make a written summary, not to exceed 1,000 words, of their views, noting

any deevlopinents or modifications In the light of the testimony of other witnesses.

If you care to submit such a further statement we would be happy to have it.
It would be particularly helpful if you would address yourself to questions and
objections raised, and present your spciflc suggestions for legislative action,
If any statement you submit Is received in the next few days it will be possible
to include it in the printed committee hearings.
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
WALMTE
Robert J. Bishop .................
E. A. Emerson--------------------------

Clarence K. Street .................
Samuel R. Levering
Chat Paterson
Paul Shipman Andrews .................
Cord Meyer, Jr ................
W. T. HollidayOwen J. Roberts ...............
R. S. Rimanoczy
------------------------------------------Ely Culbertson
------------Anson T. McCook--------

H. J UDD.
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538
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W4, 114, 162, 186, 203, 220, 2'21, 251, 374, 376, 891, 452, 531
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Organizations supporting the .--------------------------------4(M-466
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9, 23, 51, 85, 124, 120, 181, 2.10, 456
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402, 434.
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American Economile Foundation -------------------------------------101
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ARMCO International Corp
------------------------------------461
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------------------------------230, 248, 455
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Cost of, to the United States
---------------------------27, 128, 170
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60, 102, 112, 163, 180, 375, 428
Quotas of, general
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Race for ---------------------------207, 220, 374, 875, 881, 391, 443
Reduction of
------------------------------163, 207, 220, 439, 442
United States resources in ------------- 8, 62, 64, 06, 07, 85, 110, 112, 1g, 207
Articles of Confederation
----------------------------------123,150
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---------------------------------------------------77,170
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----------------------------------------------Atlee, Itt. lion. Clement, Prhie Minister, United Kingdom ------------ 142, 860
Atomle Bomb Evaluation Committee -----------------------------10
Atomic energy:
ABC plan for control of --------------------0, 18, 26, 63, 107, 122, 192
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-----------------------------281, 291,871
Atomic Energy Commission, United Nations -----------------------210,
218, 289,307, 878, 422,425,427, 5O, 559
Atomic Energy Committee, Joint -----------------------------105, 107

Atomic Scientists, Emergency committeee of -------------
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142

Statement of ---------------------------------------42-427
Austin, Ambassador Warren R ----------------------8, 32, 47, 133,146,
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Testimony of
-----------------------------------------69-103
Australia, attitude toward federal union --------------------------366
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Balance of power ------- 15, 40, 41, 51, 52, 61, 02, 67, 85, 165, 207, 426, 443. 447, 457
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Bill of rights, proposals for
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-----------------------------529-530
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Bogota Conference
-------------------------------------85, 240, 418
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---------------------------------------------------129-131
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-----------------------------------------280, 437, 438
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------------------------------------------------481
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-------------------------------------------28, 30,481
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---------------------------------------------22,186
Article 10
---------------------------------------------71,94
94,477
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-----------------------------------------------477
Article 26
-----------------------------------------------503
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Article 27
---------------------------------------------Article 39
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